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Foreword

Butler University was founded ill 1855 on an audacious vision: that equal standing should be accorded all persons regardless of race or gender. At a time in American history when race was considered an insuperable marker of superiority and
inferiority, when women were considered the weaker sex, when college was the
province of a privileged white male elite, this institution was established to provide interracial coeducation to aspiring students. It was the first university in Indiana, and the third in the nation, to admit women on an equal basis with men.
'len of the University's first students previously had been expelled from a college
in Virginia for their abolitionist views. They were invited to come to Indianapolis to attend this new university where they and their viewpoints, and those of all
students regardless of gender, race, or creed, were welcomed.
As Butler celebrates the 150th anniversary of its founding, and for which occasion this history of the University is being published, the inclusive vision that
prompted its establishment remains no less compelling. The divides we now seek
to bridge include those of erhniciry, politics, religion, and economic disparity as
well as race and gender, but the proffered solution is the same: that education
should be the global commons where all people can meet with respect and toleration in order to further individual aspirations and to fashion a common destiny.
Reaffirming this vision through word and deed constitutes a personal and insrirurional challenge that Butler remains as dedicated to meeting today as it was on
the day that its doors first opened wide.
Mac Waller presented me with a manuscript copy of his history of Butler when
I hac! been appointed president of Buder but before I assumed office in June 200 I.
It made engrossi ng read ing, for he had an ear for the tell ing anecdote. It also made
for an instructive and cautionary tale, for as a historian he was committed to presenting a chronicle of human beings both in their glory and with their blemishes.
Professor Waller's history is not a record of unremitting success. There have been
periods of financial struggle and educational irresolution, periods when the commitment to interracial opportunity grew uncertain and the bright vision of the
University's founders grew faint. But the legacy of the founders has never been
lost, the light of their vision never extinguished. This history is the story of people
struggling to live up to the ideals that this University has always espoused. And
that struggle has become the legacy and story of this present generation. It is now
our story to live.

x

Foreword

Never has the spirit of our founders been more important. They nurtured the
values of civil discourse, recognizing that a university is, at its best, a forum for
the free exchange and expression of ideas. Those ideas electrify classrooms and incite discussions that continue into the hallways, cafeterias, and residence halls. Ideas
are what inspire faculty and students alike to reach beyond the customary and the
conventional, not because the customary and conventional are necessarily wrong
but because they are unexamined. Kindling the intellectual fire of Butler University is our responsibility and our greatest privilege.
The ideal of the academy is to be able to represent fairly the viewpoint of those
with whom one most disagrees. The unending conversation is what we must, at
all costs, preserve. Butler prides itself on being a public gathering place for the Indianapolis community. It is a place to discuss differences, to challenge one other,
to explore possibilities, and to aspire to greater understanding.
Understanding in itself: however, is not the only end of a Butler education. Our
students need to be equipped for living, in most cases, beyond the academy, in a
world where moral decisions, in all their contingency and uncertainty, must be
made. Choices must be informed by knowledge and expertise, but they also must
consider the needs of other individuals as well as the common good, and they must
grow out of personal character and values enriched by empathy and compassion.
How one earns a living should be an extension of the values that illurnine one's
life. There should be continuity between personal values and societal engagement.
The very founding of this University was an act of defiance against injustice and
inequality. Its subsequent history is most proudly embodied in the graduates who
lived lives of service to promote justice and opportunity for others.
At its best, a Butler education engenders in students not only habits of mind
but also, in de Tocqucvillc's famous phrase, habits of the heart, which will enable
them not only to make a living but also to make lives that are personally ftIlfilling
precisely because they are implicated in the well-being of others. Mac Waller's history tells of founders, teachers, administrators, staff, students, and alumni who
made choices that have affirmed and enriched this university. On the occasion of
our Sesquicentennial, let Butler be what it was intended to be: a city on the hill
that equips our students in knowledge, in skill, in character, and in hope to work
to make a brighter future, to make a world more just, more tolerant, more compassionate, more inclusive than the world in which they were born. Let this history be prelude to our next glorious chapter.

Bobby Fong
20th President,

Butler University

Preface

It is now fifty years since George Macgregor Waller joined the faculty of Butler
University. Thus he and Butler have worked together for a third of the university's
life. Much has changed. When we first saw the campus in 1954, a little tangle of
trees and shrubbery occupied the corner that is now Residential College. No Clowes
Hall dominated the view to the northeast, although brther north Hinkle Fieldhouse (not yet bearing its commemorative name) had for more than a Cjuartercentury loomed as the first-and
still in those days the greatest-of
its kind. The
College of Religion (now Robertson Hall) and Holcomb Observatory looked relatively new, but there was no library building-the
stacks occupied the catacombs
beneath Jordan Hall. Together with the College of Pharmacy and Atherton Center, it constituted the heart ofrhe campus, a heart physically surrounded by its circulating network of streets and acres of parked cars. There were no dormitories.
The History Department occupied part of the west end of Jordan Hall. When
we took our children (two grade-schoolers and three toddlers) to see "Daddy's
Office," they were awed by Jordan's spacious corridors and lofty classrooms. (Nearly
a score of years later, our youngest, as a tradition-loving but rule-defying student,
was to climb by night into Jordan's tower and ring the old bell that had survived
sounding the hours over the College Avenue and then the Irvington campus.)
We had all fdt some degree of apprehension before coming to Butler. Mac (only
strangers called him George) was acutely conscious of his relative youth in contrast with the seniority and scholarly achievements of his new colleagues. I wondered how I could manage to appear a proper faculty wife with our incessantly
demanding brood. The wrench of a change in school systems unsettled the elder
children, while the preschool trio, with the conservatism of small children, found
everything different and hence disagreeable until, with the adaptability of their
age, they simply embraced Butler as their new extended home.
Yet the appointment to Butler could hardly have proved more welcome, and it
could hardly have come at a better time. Much as he enjoyed teaching, Mac had
accepted a position demanding that more and more of his time be spent on fundraising, an unending responsibility for many involved in higher education, as readers of this book cannot fail to realize.
We had lived in places where town and gown eyed each other with suspicion
and where endless backbiting and conniving kept us on edge. In our new home,
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friction and mistrust appeared to develop only when a definitive issue arose. Some
of the most distinguished members of the Butler faculty were not only Butler
alumni but also natives of lndianapolis. Many were quick to help us learn the ropes,
settle into the community, and feel as though we were joining or rejoining a sort
of academic family.
Mac had been bscinated by American history ever since his boyhood, when an
inspiring teacher had taken his class on field trips. By the time he reached high
school he had come to realize that what he would most like to do was learn more
of our nation's history in both earlier and later years, perhaps to contribute to it
himself and if possible to share it with others. He was so fortunate as to do all
three.
As it did to many of his generation, World War II nude him conscious of history as it was happening all around him as well as how it stretched back into the
past. Aboard a destroyer in the Pacific, he read Gibbon's Decline {mel Fa!! o/the Roman Empire while handling payroll, supervising food service, and running the ship's
store as well as manning his battle station whenever necessary. After the war, veterans were allowed to pursue their studies under the "GI Bill of Rights." Many
men and women discharged from service recognized this as an opportunity to aim
for a more rewarding career than they had once expected. Many became lawyers,
physicians, scholars, and teachers. Instead of returning to his prewar position with
Detroit Edison, Lt. Cdr. G. M. Waller (USNR) enrolled in graduate school. And
almost immediately he found himself teaching part-time as well. Colleges were
flooded with students; Mac's academic record plus the graduate courses he had
managed to fir into his evenings (before the Navy called him to active duty) provided qualifications of a sort.
He loved teaching. He also loved Butler. Some colleagues soon became close
friends, almost an extended family, Many students, over the years, were like borrowed sons and daughters. He rejoiced in their successes and commiserated with
them in times of trouble. He went to their weddings and congratulated them when
they became parents. He counseled them, encouraging them to seek graduate degrees in his held only when he believed them qualified, and he enjoyed being proved
right. As a professor of philosophy noted, "Good teachers hope that their best students will surpass them."
Throughout his teaching career, Mac continued to pursue research and to write.
His first book dealt with the colonial era, his second with the Revolution, and this
volume with the span of Butler's development from its mid-nineteenth-century
founding to its rwcnty-hrst-cenrurv
flowering. For several years he devoted himself to reading and taking notes from the mass of documents preserved in the Butler Archives and elsewhere: records of meetings of the board of directors, correspondence, minutes of bculty meetings, yearbooks, periodicals, and sometimes
intriguing clues he pursued as br as the Library of Congress. Throughout these

Preface
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years, his eyesight was deteriorating, but this handicap only spurred him to be all
the more exact, if that were possible. Sometimes he had to deal with fading typescript, crumbling newsprint, and all but illegible handwriting. There were lucky
breaks, and there were dead ends.
Busy as he was with chairing the Department of History, Political Science, and
Geography, meeting his classes, serving on committees, writing short pieces and
reviews for periodicals and reference books, advising, and cheering the Bulldogs
in the Fieldhouse and the Stadium, Mac found time to become a part of the wider
scope of Indianapolis, the state, the nation, and the world. A Fulbright Professorship took him to England for a year. He rarely missed national meetings of the
professional associations to which he belonged. He served as president of the Indiana Alpha Association of Phi Beta Kappa, on the state branch of the American
Association of University Professors, in the Indiana American Studies Association,
and in the Scare Museum Society. In 1990 Mac was named a Sagamore of the
Wabash by Governor Evan Bayh. Invited to write the Butler history after he had
chosen to relinquish the department headship, he continued teaching as well as
researching for this book. Being named the McGregor Professor of Humanities
meant much to him both as an honor and as a source of humor, since he had been
a Macgregor from infancy. The recognition he prized most was receiving the Butler Medal in 1998. This book distills his lifelong love of American history and of
higher education at Butler University.
Martha S. Waller
Dernia S. Butler Professor, retired
Indianapolis, Indiana
September 2004
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I first met George Macgregor Waller in a San Francisco hotel room, flanked by
Emma Lou Thornbrough and George Geib. I was there to interview f(x a job teaching history at Butler, and they seemed a formidable trio to me at the time. Those
who knew Mac will not be surprised that he struck me then, as he always has, as
the most gracious of gentleman scholars. It has been a great privilege for me to
help bring this, his final scholarly project, to fruition.
Paul Hanson
Butler University
Memorial Day 2005

The College Avenue Campus

1

Beginnings

"I ... WALKED ... BY MR. BUTLlm'S SEMENARY," Calvin
Fletcher wrote in his diary on a late afternoon in early October 1860. As
was his custom, this leading citizen of Indianapolis, banker and later railroad magnate, longtime law parmer of Ovid Butler, and gentleman
f..rmer, had walked out to his farm northeast of the city and back. From the
Fletcher home at 1000 Pennsylvania it was over half a mile to the campus
at College and 13th, "far out of the city," then on to the brm. By the time
he returned he calculated that he had walked four miles.
"M r. Butler's Semenary," then five years old, was North Western Christian University. Within two decades it would be Ovid Butler's in name and,
fCH that matter, in ownership. Not that the majority stockholder ever tried
to control it, although he rarely failed to offer firm leadership.
The institution was a latecomer among the church-related colleges established in Indiana before the Civil War. Presbyterians began an academy
in 1827, chartered as Hanover College in 1833. They also dedicated land
in Crawfordsville in 1832 for establishment of Wabash College in 1839.
Indiana Asbury (now DePauw) was founded by Methodists in 1837. The
Baptists started an institution at Franklin in 1837 that became Franklin
College in 1844. Notre Dame, Roman Catholic, got under way between
1842 and 1844, and Quakers established Earlham in 1847. Catholics also
had St. Mary-of-the-Woods,
1840, and Marian in Indianapolis, 1851.

2

The College Avenue Campus

Some of these institutions were little more than academics at first, offering
courses below the college level.
From the first eastern establishments, American colleges were f()Unded
in intimate union with churches, but they were less sectarian than is often
supposed. North Western Christian University, indeed, made a special point
of that, but it was not alone. Educational goals were not subordinated to
denominational doctrines. In Indiana and the rest of the Northwest, public education lagged. The impulse for education therefore came from religious groups and their leaders who, convinced of churches' responsibility
to shape values and institutions of emerging frontier societies, established
a variety of primary schools, seminaries, academies, and, ultimately, colleges.
Nor did concerned churchmen only intend to produce an educated ministry. They put emphasis on civilizing the rambunctious frontier, advancing
the learning of the rising generation, and providing for economic welf.,rehence utilitarian as well as classical learning.
Founders of North Western Christian stressed education for broad social and cultural attainment. Like others in the West they linked education
and religion with community building. Although the Bible and Christian
morality were the basis for a Christian society, Allen R. Benton later recalled that religion "was very intimately blended with the cause of education." Piety and culture went together. Reverence for the past did not
preclude improving the future. The educational mission was to proclaim
the traditional, the classical texts, but also to provide practical training in
science and in technological or vocational lines.
Bur why establish North Western Christian? Objective facts did support
the idea of founding another college. Population was growing, especially
ill central Indiana. Indianapolis had over 8,000 souls, according to the 1850
census. In a time when travel was expensive and difficult, it seemed desirable to have a source of higher education locally accessible. Illiteracy was
prevalent. A graded free public school system was just being adopted and
was Edtering. The state university at Bloomington, inadequately funded,
was doing little to address the problem. Illiterate parents could not teach
their children. More educational effort was needed.
There were more subjective reasons as well. A university could do much
to promote advances in the common school movement. It could and did
support other associations designed to bring civilization to the Northwest:
the Sunday school movement, settlement house work, temperance, the antislavery movement, and organizations advancing medicine and science.

Beginnings
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Not all the university's founders foresaw such advocacy, but some of the
more brsighted ones did.
Antislavery sentiment in particular prevailed among the Disciples of
Christ, the group whose efforts established North Western Christian University. The only college representing the brethren was Bethany, in Virginia
(now West Virginia) near Wheeling. Located in slave territory, this institution was attended predominantly by Southerners. The fiftieth anniversary of the Northwest Ordinance in 1837 recalled the free soil tradition of
the Northwest Territory and the states that came from it. Clearly the
brethren of Indiana required a college representative of their views.
Furthermore, denominational rivalry was rife in the Northwest. Although the Disciples' congregations eschewed sectarianism, they could not
but wish for an institution that would support their "reformist" position.
Sentiment for a university arose indigenously among the members of
Christian churches in the state. It was not a product of eastern missionary
zeal. Unlike some of Indiana's earlier colleges-Hanover
and WabashEasterners did not sponsor it or provide financial support. Churches of these
Christian Disciples were most numerous in central and south central Indiana but were spread through areas of northern Indiana as well. They were
weakest in the southeast and southwest. Membership numbered an estimated 7,000 in 1845, still heavily rural but increasingly urban and upwardly
mobile. Many rural youths who later enrolled at North Western Christian
University never returned to their parents' farms. By 1860 the number of
brethren in the state had increased to some 20,000, second only to the
Methodists.
Leaders and many students during the formative years traced their geographic origins, as did Indiana Disciples generally, to the uplands of the
border South, western Virginia and the Carolinas. They or their forebears
had moved on to Kentucky or Tennessee and then to Indiana. Others, far
fewer, came from Pennsylvania or New York, often after residing in Ohio.
New Englanders, too, were found in Indiana's river towns as merchants or
professionals.
The conventional wisdom has it that Yankees were prime movers in
establishing higher education on the frontier, but this does not hold true
for North Western Christian. Nine of the "pioneer preachers of Indiana"
active in forming the new university were of southern descent. Notable exceptions are represented by Ovid Butler, Benjamin Franklin (influential editor and descendant of the Benjamin Franklin's brother), George Campbell,
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Christian church movement. He established himself at Bethany, Virginia
(now West Virginia). Reinforcing his efForts was Walter Scott, another former Presbyterian, who provided energetic and more systematic organization along with new methods of evangelizing. Scott worked extensively in
southern Ohio and Pennsylvania. Inevitable difFerences led to the Baptists
"separating" the Campbellites. By 1830 it was a separate movement.
Campbell and Stone first met in 1824. In 1832 at a meeting between Stone
and representatives of Campbell's "Disciples of Christ" in Lexington, Kentucky, the two movements agreed to merge. Since neither group acknowledged any central authority, it was left to the churches to accept this union
by their own actions over the next few years. Campbell rejected what he
thought was a pejorative name, "Carnpbellire," applied by sectarian opponents. He preferred that the communion call itself "Disciples"-a
name
older and more scriptural than "Christian." Stone preferred "Christian."
His group had used it for twenty-five years. So the brethren used botha source of confusion ever since. Nonetheless, the body became one of the
largest religious groups to have been organized in America.
Leaders of the movement in Indiana developed their views independently
and then found them in accord with the positions of Stone and Campbell.
Congregations separated or were ousted from established denominations.
They began to hold "union meetings" and associate in "cooperations."
Preachers, both settled and itinerant, along with prominent members of
the churches, came together in the first state meeting in 1839, at Indianapolis. Barton W. Stone preached there. Chauncey Butler, father of Ovid
Butler, was present as evangelist for the Disciples congregation of the city,
a post he had just assumed; so were others to be closely associated with the
university: John O'Kane, Elijah Goodwin, James M. Mathes, and John B.
New. Amid concerns that even resolutions adopted by such a meeting might
constitute a form of central authority contradictory to beliefs, the occasion
strengthened the fellowship. As the start of slow compromise on anriecc1esiastical principles, the meeting sowed seeds of institutional development
that made possible the later university.

Impulse for a College
It all started in Bedford, Indiana. Mathes and Goodwin, sharing
duties as pastors of the Bloomington church and as coeditors of the widely
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circulated Christian Record, were conducting a preaching mission at Bedford in the summer of 1847. Lawrence County Christians had subscribed
$10,000 to found a church college there. The D1oomington men promised
to publicize the ofFer. Although they made no mention of it in the pages
of their paper, they did, true to their promise, propose it to the next state
meeting at Greensburg in October 1847.
At the same meeting George Campbell and other Rush County men proposed a college in their region, although they offered no financial support.
It was time Indiana Disciples had a college of their own. The response at
the meeting showed that a venture in higher education had been incubating in the minds of many brethren. The proposals were placed second on
the agenda and evoked lengthy discussion.
A number of privately owned and operated academies had been established by leading Christian church personalities in Indiana. Wayne County
Seminary, Centerville, was in the charge of Samuel K. Hoshour between
1835 and 1838 and later under A. C. Shortridge when Hosbour moved
on to head Cambridge Seminary in 1839. Milton B. Hopkins operated Ladoga Academy. Farmington Academy opened in 1845 under George Campbell, and another Rush County Academy, Fairview, was run by Allen R.
Benton.
As Benton later wrote, church leaders believed that advancement of the
Christian religion was entrusted to them and that religion was "very intimately blended with the cause of education." Brethren came to think of
these private institutions as their own. The same was true of the later university in which all of these men played important parts.
Those attending the annual meeting clearly believed that it was time for
Indiana's Christian churches to have a university. They now had nearly
6,000 communicants. Bacon College had been established at Georgetown,
Kentucky, in 1836, and Alexander Campbell had founded Virginia's
Bethany College, chartered in 1840. A movement to start a college in Ohio
was under way. None of these had been a concerted efFort of the churches
of their areas such as the Indiana meeting now proposed.
Rush County representatives came forward with a proposal to locate a
university at Farmington. Bedford had made its offer. What other places
might want the institution? The project warranted further thought. The
meeting voted to appoint three men to nominate a committee of five who
would meet in Indianapolis in December 1847 to receive reports from
Lawrence, Rush, or other counties that might wish to bid for the college.
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Editor Mathes, George Campbell of the Farmington Academy, and Benjamin Irwin made up the nominating committee. Irwin, on a corner of whose
farm near Columbus stood New Hope Church, here began the long association with the university that continued through his nephew, Joseph L.
Irwin, and his descendants, down to the present time.
The five selected were Elijah Goodwin, coeditor with Mathes of the Christian Record, Milton B. Hopkins of Frankfort, Love H. Jameson and Ovid
Butler ofIndianapolis, and Thomas E Connelly of Connersville. The committee of five met in December, reduced to four since nothing was heard
from Connelly. Bedford representatives renewed their offer, but no report
came from Rush or any other county. The committee concluded, no doubt
correctly, that too little notice had reached the churches. Perhaps the
thoughts even of pious Hoosier brethren were distracted by the Mexican
War. Meeting again in May 1848, the committee made little progress. Correspondence between Love Jameson, pastor of the Indianapolis church, and
Benjamin Franklin, editor of the Western Reformer, dealt with an Ohio proposal to unite the college enterprises. They agreed that it was better to have
colleges in both states, even though Connelly, Hoshour, and Ovid Butler
were willing to combine with Ohio.
It seems apparent that the committee was intent on stalling the Bedford
initiative. Except for Goodwin, they believed a college would not receive
support from the brethren of other areas if located at Bedford, so distant
from the center of the state.
The project had taken on dimensions that seemed to require that it be
referred back to the next state meeting. One detects Ovid Butler's judgment and breadth of view reflected in this decision.
In October 1848, at the Little Flat Rock meeting, it was apparent that
many others were expanding their thinking. Of the nine items on the
agenda, three dealt with the college question. There was heated discussion.
Acrimony arose when John O'Kane proposed acceptance of the committee report. Delegates from Lawrence County presented a statement clurging the committee with bad faith and sectional favoritism. It demanded
"that the committee be severely censured for refusing to locate [at Bedford]
after undertaking to do so." The Bedford interests, it concluded, "wash our
hands from all participation in or approbation of their acts." Committee
members replied to the accusations, "disavowed all sectional feelings," asserting that their actions were but "for the sake of securing a location which
would meet the approbation and cooperation of the whole brotherhood."
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The motion to censure was tabled. To this day Bedford residents joke that
"Indianapolis stole the college."
Having disposed of the opposition, the meeting had no trouble agreeing that it was "the duty of the Christian brotherhood in Indiana to proceed to found and endow a College in this State." But did this view reflect
the wishes of the whole body of Disciples in Indiana? The meeting proposed to find out. Benjamin Franklin of the Western Reformer drafted a circular to be laid before every congregation. It asked two basic questions:
Shall we build a college, and where shall we build it? The meeting designated Hiram St. John Van Dake as agent to make a personal presentation
of these issues to each church, discuss the matter with them, and invite them
to send a letter and a delegate to the next state meeting a year hence.
Van Dake was unable to serve. Elijah Goodwin, well known as editor of
the Christian Record, undertook the canvass. He "had a severe winter campaign of it. I never stopped for rain, wind, snow, ice, or storm," he wrote.
He found many churches "dying" for want of regular preaching, toO poor
to attract a regular pastor. Not a single preacher in southern Indiana was
giving his whole time to preaching.
Mixed results made the college's prospects seem uncertain. Nineteen
churches with a total of more than 1,000 members offered no answers. Fifteen churches representing 859 members voted for a college at Bedford.
Thirty-six churches with well over 2,000 members voted for a college in
Indianapolis. Another 700 or so brethren in five churches wanted a college
but suggested scattered locations. Other local agents who reported made
the majority for the Indianapolis location higher. None of the churches
north of Indianapolis would consider the Bedford location. On the other
hand, most congregations were located south of the National Road. Goodwin had presented the questions impartially without offering his own opinion or indicating how other churches were voting.
At the state meeting in Indianapolis, October 1849, a committee concluded from these reports that the brethren were unprepared to found or
endow a university. Heated discussions and various proposals failed to move
the project forward. Behind the scenes, determined proponents must have
worked steadily. After two days the breakthrough came. A resolution to
found "a North Western Christian University at Indianapolis" passed
unanimously. A committee of seven was to seek funding and take other
necessary steps. Ovid Butler had asked Marion County brethren not to
vote in order to obviate criticism and to make the vote indicative of statewide
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approval. Events now marched more quickly. The project had needed a
leader to unify effort and galvanize action. Ovid Butler was emerging as
one in whom the thinking of many church leaders was combined, a man
with a practical, businesslike approach and determination to act. Butler and
Calvin Fletcher had ended a successful, pleasant, and profitable law partnership in 1847 when both men sought time tor other interests. A serious
illness in 1847 is said to have persuaded Butler to devote himself to public causes. He had acted for the public school movement and thrown himself into free-soil politics and the antislavery cause. Now he was entering
into a project to which he would devote the rest of his life.
The meeting selected Butler as chairman of the committee of seven , serving with Elijah Goodwin, John B. New, B. ]. Reeve, Love Jameson, John
O'Kanc, and A. E. Drapier. The committee moved at once to its business.

The Struggle to Organize
Ovid Butler drafted a charter and saw it through the state legislature. It was passed on January 15, 1850. In the charter Butler expressed his
vision of an institution far broader and more liberal than most brethren
had contemplated. This would be no mere college for the Indiana brethren
but a great institution serving the states of the Northwest and, indeed, "the
youth of all parts of the United States."
Section 3, in words quoted ever after at university occasions, further
specified that it would be "an institution oflearning of the highest class ...
for the instructing of the students in every branch of liberal and professional education; to educate and prepare suitable teachers for the common
schools of the country; to teach and inculcate the Christian bith and Christian morality as taught in the sacred Scriptures, discarding as uninspired
and without authority all writings, formulas, creeds, and articles of faith
subsequent thereto; and for the [promotion] of the sciences and arts." These
expressions not only supported the brethren's reliance on scripture as sole
authority for Christian belief but also were meant to ensure that the institution would be nonsectarian and nondenominational.
Important, too,
were the concepts of education both liberal (i.e., classical) and professional.
They provided scope for future development in both the humanities and
sciences as these studies became important in subsequent years. The char-
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ing that subscription. Many of the commissioners subsequently became directors; they were, of course, the churchmen, including lay leaders, who
were the most prominent among Indiana Disciples.
The commission organized in March 1850, elected Ovid Butler president, and appointed an executive committee of five. Commissioners were
asked to solicit subscriptions. In addition, the group selected two agents to
canvass Iowa and Ohio. At its second meeting in May, only Ovid Butler
had sold any stock. Chagrined but not discouraged, the group turned to
the commissioner who was legendary among Christian church people, John
O'Kane. At forry-cighr, O'l(ane was tall, thin, with piercing eyes and black
hair, witty and popular. He owned a bookstore in Indianapolis. Ovid Butler and James M. Mathes formed a partnership and bought him out for
$1,500, freeing him to accept this appointment. It was a task for which he
was ideally suited.
After less than eighteen months in the field, visiting some 300 congregations, O'Kane reported subscription of the required $75,000 in stock.
To support the effort, Mathes had moved publication of his Christian Record
to Indianapolis, using its columns to urge the cause of the university. To
Mathes, as to Butler, denominational education seemed to hold the field
in Indiana. Few students were attracted to the alternative, the state university at Bloomington. The proposed North Western Christian, Mathes
maintained, deserved support as a nondenominational institution of higher
education.
On June 22, 1852 Ovid Butler chaired the final meeting of the commission. Stockholders were summoned to meet July 14 at the Christian
chapel in Indianapolis to elect a board of directors. On that date twentyone directors were elected. OnJuly 27 the board held its first meeting. Ovid
Butler was elected president. James Sulgrove, editor of the Free Soil Banner, once owned by Butler, became treasurer, and John M. Bramwell, not
a director, was made secretary. O'Kane was retained as agent to pursue collection of the minimum one-third payment on stock. Many of the first directors were "pioneer preachers" ofIndiana. Yet most of them were men in
their thirties and forties. Ten of the twenty-one had been founding commissioners, as had Bramwell.
Over the next three days the board discussed bylaws, viewed proposed
sites for the institution, and appointed committees. They planned a
preparatory school, a necessary adjunct to many early colleges in that period.
There were no public secondary schools, and the few private academies were
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of varying quali ty. At the end of three days, many of the directors had departed. The remaining weary men decided to postpone final decisions and
go home.
Another marathon meeting at the end of August disclosed a problem
that would be burdensorne for the next half-century. A great many of the
subscribers to the original 750 shares of stock proved unable or unwilling
to pay the minimum one-third. Moreover, subscribers all roo often were
not paying the interest on the two-thirds they had retained as loans.
Ovid Butler was not one to allow indecision for long. Leaving the problem of stock payments for later, he proposed to sell the company twenty
acres of his own land to become the campus. The land lay north and east
of what is now College Avenue and 13th Street (then called Home Street).
It was part of Butler's own estate, an area covered with his beloved "forest
trees." His residence, Forest Home, was two blocks west of the proposed
campus.
The board accepted his offer. The price was $4,000, half in stocktwenty shares for which Butler had already subscribed-and
half in cash,
payable in two yearly installments. The site was outside the northern city
limits. In the eyes of some directors it was too distant. But a majority on
the board were farmers. Location in open country appealed to them. Two
railroads passed near enough that passengers could see the buildings,
which might help to advertise the university. A month later, Butler offered
five more acres along the south edge of the original area, an addition accepted in return for ten more shares of stock.
Once the site was chosen, things moved more rapidly. The next order of
business was a building. Ephraim S. Frazee, the "Proud Farmer" of Rush
County in the poem of his grandson, Vachel Lindsay, made a motion to
oflcr a $50 prize for the best plans. The board ultimately wanted a $75,000
building, designed in such a way that the first portion could be built at a
cost of about $15,000 and added to later. The charter stipulated that only
up to one-third of the initial $75,000 capitalization of the university might
be spent on site, buildings, and equipment. Since they had obligated $5,000
tor the property, a building costing $15,000 would leave only $5000 for
equipping and furnishing and for necessary landscaping. Remaining capital ($50,000) was reserved Ior endowment, interest from which was to provide for operating expenses.
Advertising the prize offer for best plans, Ovid Butler took it upon himself to raise the prize from $50 to $100. The newspaper notice attracted
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mated at $27,000, already exceeded the total allowed. In addition to the
money owed the contractor, Ovid Butler was due his cash portion, $2,000,
for the land. The building fund must be further debited f()r his stock portion. Moreover, the building would need to be equipped and furnished.
Until classes started, interest payments on the remaining two-thirds of
pledges were not due. This portion of the pledges was designated as a permanent endowment fund. The interest on it was to provide for operating
costs. It was a vicious circle: the college could hardly open without funds
to pay hlculty and other expenses, bur subscribers were not liable for interest payments until the college opened.
The board placed notices in church journals, at first dignified pleas, then
increasingly threatening. They warned that legal action might be taken to
collect the one-third payments. Stock might be forfeited and property
pledged as security f<:ll·the loans (retained balance) foreclosed. But beyond
such warnings the governing group would rarely go in the first years. They
balked at harsh actions that would lose friends or deprive Christian brothers and sisters of homestead or farmstead. Land had been the usual collareral offered for the retention of two-thirds of the cost of stock subscribed.
Indiana's Christian church people were, in the main, poor. Even of the
board members, only a few, like Ovid Butler, might be considered well to
do. Many were f.,rmers, and many of them were also preachers or itinerant evangelists. They were paid little by congregations; their farming or other
employment yielded but a meager subsistence. At length Ovid Butler and
fellow director Allen May each loaned $2,000, and another director offered
$1,000 toward $10,000 needed to meet debts and operating costs. The corporation had been unable to get bank loans. Additionally, the charter was
amended so that money could be raised through mortgaging the university grounds. Ovid Butler took that mortgage. Directors were urged to loan
money. Elijah Goodwin and Hiram St. John Van Dake, who were directors, were enlisted to aid O'Kanc as agents to press f(H payment on subscriptions and to sell more stock. Another director, Jeremiah Smith, helped
as agent. It was a time of crop failures and depression, but the founders
wanted to open the institution as soon as possible.
Meanwhile, even before the building was completed, the impatient directors opened the Preparatory Department. Classrooms were rented in St.
Mary's Church near the city's center. R. K. Krout of Crawfordsville was
appointed instructor. Classes began in May 1853. They were open to both
boys and girls. But after a few weeks Krout resigned. In November the school
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reopened under Lyman E Streator, a graduate of Bethany College. The
board thought highly of Streator; he was designated to become one of the
regular college Elculty when the university opened. By the end of the second quarter, the school had sustained itself financially and had over sixty
students. This proved to be another false start. Streator's wife died, and he
felt compelled to return to Pennsylvania, his native state, with his children.
As if this were not enough, in May 1854 a controversy arose that jeopardized the whole project. A misunderstanding between Alexander Campbell and the board of directors came at a time when the university needed
all the support it could muster. Campbell, acknowledged leader of the Disciples' movement, wielded influence with many brethren in Indiana whose
support and whose prompt payment of pledges were vital. From Bethany,
his college in Virginia, Campbell's Millenninl Harbinger circulated widely.
It all started when Campbell made his first extensive Indiana tour in
1850. Visiting many towns, he addressed large crowds, including delegates
at the Indiana Constitutional Convention who were meeting that year in
Indianapolis to rewrite the state's constitution. On that occasion he enjoyed
the hospitality of Governor Wright and Love Jameson, pastor of the Indianapolis Disciples. He dined at the home of Ovid Butler with a group that
included a number of men who had served on the commission to found
North Western Christian University. During the evening, Campbell learned
of plans to solicit stock subscriptions for the university. Pressing the cause
of his own Bethany College, Campbell received assurances that John
O'Kane, as agent, would also ask for funds to endow a chair at Bethany.
Campbell returned to Virginia well satisfied. He concluded that Indiana
Disciples were "second only to the Methodists in number, wealth, and influence," a group "intelligent, liberal, hospitable," with "much in their power."
O'Kane's efforts during 185 I and early 1852 did encompass an endowment for Bethany. But the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, which Campbell
supported, aroused and solidified antislavery attitudes in Ohio, Indiana,
and Illinois. O'Kanc soon learned that support for Campbell's college would
not be lorthcoming in the areas he solicited. Campbell's tour had been occasioned in part by a letter from Ovid Butler describing the incorporation
of North Western Christian. Butler had implied, perhaps without intending to, that the university would be supported by church members in the
Northwest and therefore should not be a rival of Bethany with its southern constrtuency,
To Campbell, this jeopardized Christian unity, his own leadership, and
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his college. Campbell made known his disapproval of the Indiana college
project and embarked on his tour of the Northwest. Aware of Campbell's
attitude, Butler and his friends sought to appease him in their offer of support for a Bethany chair. At its spring meeting, May 24, 1854, the university board was apprised of an article in the January issue of the Millennial Hflrbinger. Campbell was not appeased. He was accusing O'Kane of
using the slavery issue to divide Christians, an issue "heretofore unknown
among us as a Christian people." O'Kane, he charged, had urged people
living on free soil not to engage in fellowship with people in slave territory,
not to attend or support an institution [Bethany College] which was in
slave territory and attended by sympathizers with slavery. Campbell condemned the Indiana brethren for (tiling to engage in Iair or honorable dealing. O'Kane, of course, denied the allegations but admitted that he had argued that students who attended an institution in a free state would be free
of contamination from "habits and manners" characteristic of the slaveholding population.
Ovid Butler told the board of his correspondence with Campbell. Upholding 0'Kane's side, he wanted the Millennia! Harbinger to carry his refutation of Campbell's misrepresentations. He summarized for the board his
views of their position: North Western Christian was not political, its charter eschewed any sectarian or political group, neither the Virginia 110rthe
Indiana institution had a right to exclusive patronage, all sections of the
coun try needed colleges, and all need not attend the same church or college. The North Western Christian Board had never promised to promote
Bethany, Buder went on, nor had it promised to raise money for a chair at
that institution.
The directors unanimously endorsed Butler's statement. Campbell did
publish it in the Millennia] Hfzrbinger of August 1854; it was also carried
by the Christian Record and Christian Age. In denying any promises made
to Campbell, the directors were being ambiguous. The guests at Butler's
dinner in 1850 were former commissioners who no longer had official
standing, since a board of directors had replaced the founding commission
in 1854. But some of them were now board members. Campbell had honestly believed that the promises had issued fi"om an oHi.cialgroup, though
he later admitted that he may have "miscalled the meeting."
The controversy rattled on in the pages of Campbell's Hnrbiueer and the
Recordwith strong letters and comments Irom both sides. NOlle of the disputants ever really backed down. In a larger sense, the episode was part of
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the sectional conflict. The university was taking shape during the struggle
over slavery and could hardly escape, given the aims of the fC)lUlders.The
issue was dividing churches, despite the efforts of Campbell and others. The
nascent university narrowly avoided a disastrous break with Campbell. His
moderation and the moderate if not entirely conciliatory response of the directors in the resolutions phrased by Ovid Butler averted a crisis. Lingering
antagonism between North Western Christian and Bethany would surface
a second time before the agony of civil strife separated North and South.
Late in 1854 Campbell was again a guest in Ovid Butler's home. Further explanations only partially satisfied the venerable leader of the Disciples. He still "could not fully reconcile to Christian candor and straightforwardness" the actions of the Indianapolis brethren. And even though
he admired the nearly completed edifice of the university "equal to anything I have seen in the Northwest," he could not refrain from viewing it
as a symbol of pride and secular ambition, a "monument of free soil jealousy." Editor Mathes sought final reconciliation in the pages of the Christian Record, concluding, "Bethany College and North Western Christian
University are not rival institutions but co-laborers in the great cause of
education and moral and religious reformation."
This was not to be. Early in 1856 as the university was still in its first
academic session, relations became strained fC)J"
the second time. An altercation between northern and southern students at Bethany set the stage.
Campbell did not favor slavery, but neither did he see it as contrary to biblical teachings. He determined to uphold it as long as it was the law of the
land. As a pacifist he opposed those abolitionists and emancipators who
advocated fC)J"ceto gain their ends. He dreaded the sectional strife that
threatened his country and his church. Campbell maintained that slavery
was a political issue. Dispute over it had no place in his church or his college. Students at Bethany, predominantly southern, were not to agitate the
slavery issue. It rankled with the sizable northern minority that southern
students were permitted to laud the Fugitive Slave Act (1850) and advocate slavery without condemnation by faculty or administration. When two
preministerial students voiced antislavery views in Sunday evening talks at
the village church, angry southern students created a disturbance and walked
out. In retaliation, northern students stayed away from classes, demanding an end to the hypocritical double standard and asking for the right to
debate the slavery issue. Five Northerners were expelled, and five more left
with them.
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The affair ceased to be a simple matter of discipline when leading newspapers around the country publicized it. Campbell was embarrassed. His
school's image was jeopardized. Tension grew when North Western Christian accepted some of the students who had been dismissed. Campbell published a tirade against the defectors, whose "puerile itching for even infamous notoriety" had slandered Bethany and the Church. Their "wicked spirit
of a politico-religious fanaticism," he wrote, put them "beyond the pale of
Christian fellowship." North Western Christian, in Campbell's eyes, had been
wrong to accept students dismissed by another institution for disciplinary
reasons, students who were "unfit for ... righteous companionship."
An exchange of letters between the two colleges did not ease the situation. North Western Christian took the view that students had left Bethany
voluntarily. No violation of comity between institutions was involved. The
Indianapolis faculty saw no merit in Bethany's regulations. The feisty flculty then leveled a low blow. Acknowledging Campbell's accomplishments
"to some degree," as well as his impression on the world, they suggested
that "the trembling hand of age" had marred his contribution. The Harbinger did not publish this defense or similar criticism from the new Christian college, Hiram, in Ohio, maintaining that Bethany had no need to
discuss its disciplinary matters publicly.
North Western Christian's final word, a statement in the minutes of the
board of directors, approved the action of its faculty in accepting the students: "The institution has never sought war, but only peace, with Bethany
College." It claimed no injustice to the university in the Harbinger's refusal
to publish North Western Christian's position or that journal's repetition
of Bethany's charges that the Indiana institution had violated "gentlemanly
and Christian courtesy." Indiana Disciples were hlithful to the Carnpbellite heritage, but many were firm in their antislavery position. The episode
suggested to Ovid Butler that North Western Christian University should
publish a religious and literary journal in the interests of the "valley of the
Northwest" and of the university. It was an idea he did not pursue.
Reconciliation between Campbell and his Indiana brethren came about
in the waning years of Campbell's life. Even as the southern states were
seceding from the Union, the seventy-two-year-old leader undertook an
arduous last tour of Indiana on behalf of the failing finances of Bethany
College. His editorial heir, Isaac Errett, a staunch antislavery man, and
Mrs. Campbell accompanied him. They spent Christmas 1860 with Ovid
Butler, returning again a month later after concluding the seven-week,
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2,OOO-mile circuit of the state. Campbell addressed the prcministerial students at North Western Christian and met with faculty and Samuel K.
Hoshour, then president. Campbell died six years later in 1866.
Of the students who came to North Western Christian from Bethany in
1856, a number later became prominent in the Disciples brotherhood and
in the university's afbirs. Harvey W. Everest became the renamed Butler University's president (1881-87). Daniel R. Van Buskirk was a member of the
board. Nancy E. Burns, who came with her husband, Philip Burns, graduated with North Western Christian's first class in 1856. She was the first
woman to graduate hom the university. On her husband's death soon after
graduation, she taught in the "English" (primary) School of the institution,
boarding in Ovid Butler's home. In 1862 she remarried. Her second husband, Alonzo M. Atkinson, later became president ofthe board of directors.
When she died in 1924, she was the oldest of the university's living alumni.
Before the university opened, stockholders gathered on july 11, 1855,
for the second time for their triennial election of directors. For the most
part holders of the largest blocks of stock or their nominees were elected.
The new board saw little change, and continuity was not afFected. In the
total membership of twenty-one, seven new men replaced a like number
who retired. Of the new directors, nine had been among the original commissioners. john B. New and Love H. jameson had been on the original
committee. Of this latter group, five men were on the board: Ovid Butler,
Love H. jameson, Benjamin F. Reeve, john B. New, and Elijah Goodwin.
The initial controversy with Alexander Campbell was out of the way.
The problem with the Preparatory Department was solved by appointing
Allen R. Benton as temporary principal. The Preparatory School reopened
in April 1855. james R. Challen would assume the principalship when Benton moved up to the regular faculty,
The financial dilemma still hung over the board. The only way to cut
through that was to get classes started so that interest paymen ts on stock
loans would start coming in. The board set November 1, 1855, for that
event. No president would be named for the time being. john Young and
Allen R. Benton were selected as professors.
After eight years of eff(Jrt, North Western Christian University was going to begin. As historian Henry K. Shaw concluded, "Ovid Buder's persistence and generosity, john O'Kane's perseverance in the field, and the
publicity given to the project by james M. Mathes and Elijah Goodwin in
the Christian Record were major hlCtors."
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Not a church organization but rather a dedicated group of individual
men and women who were brethren in the same communion were founding a college. The Disciples recognized no governing body, but its people
had signified their wish for a college. A sufficient number had subscribed
for its stock and elected a board of directors to operate it. North Western
Christian University would not be exclusive in its student body, but as f.:u
as can be determined, all the stockholders, board members, and first faculty were members of Christian churches.
As they had with private academics operated by their brethren, people
of these Hoosier churches came to look on North Western Christian as
their own. Until this time, as Benjamin Franklin had noted in his Western
Rejimne}~ "The brotherhood as a whole or as a body" could not claim a
college. Now it could.

2

North Western
Christian University

ON NOVEMBER1,1855, the university opened with a janitor, two professors, no president, and a mortgage. But open it did. By the
end of the first session, twenty-one students were enrolled at the collegiate
level. Opening exercises in the college chapel featured addresses by John
O'Kane, Samuel K. Hoshour, and Allen R. Benton, one of the two original professors. James R. Challen, director of the Preparatory Department,
read from the scriptures. Prayers were offered by Hiram Sr. John Van Dake
of the board. In the evening, John Young, the other professor, gave an address in Masonic Hall. Horace Mann had been invited to speak. He did
not appear, nor did he accept the presidency of the faculty proffered nearly
three years later.
Board members originally proposed that the faculty would nominate their
own president, subject to board ratification. The directors would delineate
his duties. With only two professors, a president was hardly necessary for
the first years. Benton may have acted in that capacity for the first term,
Young for the second, in some sort of agreement to alternate. Before the
beginning of the second year John Young was declared acting president by
the board's "Business Committee." They Eliled to confirm this appointment
the f()lIowing summer. Some directors indicated that they thought the act-
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ing appointment was continuing, requiring no further action. Others wished
renew the appointment subject to superseding it by the regular appointment of someone else, a move that seems to have been under consideration.
Young resigned a year later, perhaps irked at not having a regular appointment as president. It appears that the conventional listing of Young
as the first president is incorrect. Even if that listing is qualified as "acting,"
it would be incorrect to call him the first president if Benton was, in facr,
the first to act in that capacity. Nor are later acting presidents counted in
numbering successive presidencies. But this does not diminish the contribution of John Young. The board recognized his service by awarding him
an honorary bachelor of laws degree. Young had devised the first course of
study for the university. In addition to teaching all the science courses as
professor of natural science, he taught "natural philosophy," "mental philosophy," and "moral philosophy." He also taught the five students enrolled
in law courses.
Young was thirty-nine when he assumed his position. He had been born
in Ireland in 1816 and educated at the Royal College, Belfast. He came to
the United States as a Baptist missionary. He adopted Campbcllirc views
in his late twenties, preaching at Maysville, Kentucky, and teaching in that
area's schools. He associated with the prominent Christian Church leader
Walter Scott. Young contributed articles on education to church journals.
After serving at North Western Christian, he taught law at Indiana University. President Lincoln appointed him U.S. consul to Ireland. After the
Civil War, Young moved back to Indianapolis, where he taught law and
lectured on medical law at the medical college. He died in 1885.
Allen R. Benton was an important figure in the life of North Western
Christian. After six years as professor of ancient languages, he became presidem from 1861 to 1868. He served again as president from 1886 to 1891,
remaining on as professor until 1900. When he came to the university,
Benton already had earned a reputation in Indiana educational circles. Originally Irorn New York, he attended Campbell's Bethany College in western Virginia, graduating in 1847. After some preaching in Indiana, he helped
Iound Fairview Academy in Rush County and became its first principal.
A number of his students there followed him to North Western Christian.
This connection has often led to Fairview Academy's designation as "the
cradle of Butler University," although teachers and students from the brethren's other Indiana academies also came to the college.
Benton was thirty-three when he began teaching at the university. Wilto
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bur A. Holliday ex '60 remembered him as the best scholar and educator
of the "Big Four" on the Elculty before the Civil War. Calm and magisterial, Benton excelled in nuking his subject both clear and attractive. John
H. Holliday ex '63 (no relation to Wilbur) found Benton "a thorough disciplinarian" and a great teacher. He was patient with dull students but not
with idlers. The university owed more to Benton, Holliday declared, than
to any other teacher of the first generation.
Benton's view of the university's purpose accorded well with Ovid Butler's. Benton called attention to colleges, seminaries, and academies of his
day that were mismanaged: "tramp teachers abounded ... all were grievously incompetent." Primary schools as well, he declared, were inadequate
"and almost intolerable ... it was a chaotic period." Citing a 2,000-year
tradition that called on churches to act as patrons of education, he openly
accepted the elitist role of college graduates as providers of safe and effective leadership, maintaining the civic and moral virtues of the state. Defending the private college against charges that it was inferior to public institutions, he averred that its faculty, courses, and equipment were often
superior. He justified the establishment of North Western Christian University on the basis of the wealth, spirit, and numbers of Disciples. Neither
public nor denominational colleges already existing provided the liberal,
catholic, Christian ideals that the brethren stressed.
The new university's ideals were, he stated, first, opposition to the expansion of slavery, counter to Indiana colleges that did not take a stand on
the slavery issue and, of course, to Campbell's Bethany. Second, Benton
extolled his university for including Christian morality and the Christian
religion in its entire curriculum, not just in religion classes. Finally, he
boasted of North Western Christian's bcliefin a liberal education for women
as well as men. Only Oberlin, at this time, also admitted women to regular college classes. In coeducation, North Western Christian and Oberlin
were unique among American institutions of higher learning.
As Benton pointed out, the very name of the institution embodied emphasis in the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 on freedom from slavery in
the area. The college had been founded during the struggle over Kansas
and Nebraska and the shock of the Dred Scott decision. The name "gave
due notice that education in this institution would not be subsidized ...
[by] a social and industrial system [slavery] at war with human rights and
industrial progress." The founders were carrying out the ideas of the authors of the Ordinance.
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III elaborating on the university's purpose, Benton pledged that religion
would not be offered in a vague or colorless way or in a denominational or
sectarian fi)]"]TI as in other church-related colleges in Indiana. Christianity
would be taught as "the highest of all truths," free of theological embroidery.
Benton resigned in 1868 in protest over low faculty salaries. A professor's salary was $1,000 per college year. Benton proposed an increase to
$1,500. He would not accept a compromise offer of $1 ,200. The professors who remained were grateful even for that.
Benton and his "gay and witty" wife were a beloved couple. To the directors, his loss was "a great calamity." Bur the university was struggling
financially; nothing could be done. Frustrated, Elijah Goodwin also resigned as president of the board. Sadness enveloped the Benton household
as the f~lmily prepared to leave. Rachel Quick, a lively young lady in her
second year as a student, shared their sadness. She roomed across the street
from the Bentons, spending much time with their daughter, Grace, her
classmate. To Rachel, the cultured, refined, and courteous Benron was an
ideal of "noble manhood," and Mrs. Benton was a second mother.
Benton went on to the presidency of Alliance College in Ohio. In 187 I
he was called to help found and become the chancellor of the University
of Nebraska at Lincoln. The board of directors made several attempts to
induce him to return. He was finally free to do so in 1886, resuming the
presidency of the faculty until 1891. He continued teaching nine more years
before retiring at the age of seventy-eight. Students recalled him as "the old
saint and sage ... one of God's noblemen." One of them spoke for many
of Benton's lormer students when he testified, "Much good in my life I can
credit to him."

Two faculry members were sufficient for only the first year-indeed
barely adequate for the proposed curriculum even with Fewer than two
dozen students. Adding a mathematics professor was a priority. At the end
of the first session, the directors elected George Washington Hoss. A graduate of Indiana Asbury, and Ovid Butler's candidate, Hoss taught mathematics and civil engineering along with rheroric- both writing and speaking. For future teachers he offered a course in teaching methods. The new
professor was handsome and popular. He could be distracted easily from
the class subject, for he loved to talk. Ovid Butler enjoyed introducing him
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friends. Hoss resigned at the start of 1865. He became state superintendent of public instruction and, later, a professor at Indiana University.
At that time the teaching staff included James Challen as principal of
the Preparatory Department and Love H. Jameson as teaching assistant.
Jameson, prominent among the founders, was on the board of directors,
for a time its secretary, and successor to the elder Chauncey Butler as pastor of the Christian Church in Indianapolis. Mrs. Love Jameson helped
her husband in the "English School," consisting of pre-prep youngsters.
This work later came under the direction of Elizabeth J. Price, daughter of
Samuel K. Hoshour. A notable addition to these women came with the
appointment of Nancy E. Burns '56, the university's first woman graduate. Mrs. Burns not only taught in the English School but also served as
advisor to women students. Recently widowed, she enjoyed the privilege
of rooming in the home of Ovid Butler. This appointment was especially
satisfying to Ovid Butler. Having embarked on the experiment in coeducation, he and others on the board were sensitive to the special needs of
women students. It would be a long time before the institution would appoint a dean of women or make its first provision for a female professorship, but Mrs. Burns's appointment was a step in meeting the responsibilities imposed by coeducation.
This small assemblage handled the fluctuating enrollments of pre-Civil
War years. To the twenty or so college students, the Preparatory Department added sorne sixty boys and girls, while the younger children of the
English School provided mounting numbers ranging from over fifty at the
start to nearly one hundred by 1859.
The board elected Samuel Klincfdter Hoshour president of the [aculty
in July 1858. He garnered a few votes when the election first went to Horace Mann the month before. When Mann declined, the fifty-five-yearold Hoshour became the unanimous choice, the first regularly appointed
president. With Hoshour the faculty gained another professor as well. He
would teach sacred literature, "mental and moral science" (the customary
religious and philosophical instruction assigned to presidents), and modern languages.
Hoshour grew up as a Lutheran. Apprenticed to a tanner as a youth, he
read constantly, beginning to teach school even before attending a Lutheran
seminary. After his conversion to the Disciples' bith, he moved to Centerville, Indiana, in 1835. Here he had the headship of Wayne County Seminary for four years. Hoshour was honored by an appointment to a threeto
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cian and preacher. Born in Kentucky, he grew up in Ohio, absorbing something of a New England outlook from neighbors from the state of Maine.
His family came to Rush County, Indiana, when he was fourteen; his was a
pioneer backwoods experience. The area had been opened to settlement by
a treaty with Delaware Indians just three years earlier. He began medical studies on his own, later attending Ohio Medical College in Cincinnati.
Upon adopting Campbellite views, he was expelled by his Baptist congregation. He became a member of the Little Flat Rock church where much
of the ferment leading to the founding of the university had taken place.
As one of the notable pioneer preachers among the brethren, he worked at
evangelizing and organizing new congregations, with O'Kane and others,
while also practicing medicine. Dr. Brown supplemented his education by
study in the Wabash College library during a period when he was preaching and practicing medicine in Crawfordsville. Governor Wright appointed
him state geologist in 1854. Throughout his career he wrote for church
journals, spoke frequently, and was active in the Christian Church. He also
campaigned against slavery and for the temperance movement.
Like Hoshour, Dr. Brown was an eccentric. Nervous and quick moving,
he walked with his eyes to the ground, often biling to recognize passersby or acknowledge greetings. He was slight and homely, with a long nose,
a flushed complexion, and a long white beard often stained by chemicals,
as were his clothes and fingers. Yet he displayed a certain "Homeric dignity." Brown's was a practical, analytical mind crammed with more exact
and varied knowledge than "most anybody." Intense, self-centered, and absent-minded, he was oblivious to disturbances. On one occasion while
Brown droned on-he was one of those few at that time who used lectures
rather than recitations-students,
one by one, slipped out the open windows of his ground-floor classroom when attracted by a passing brass band.
Only one student remained when the period ended. That student was
Brown's stepson, who probably stayed out of a sense of duty.
At the end of the school year, 1870, Brown was not reappointed. The
directors had tangled with him in 1865 over his penchant for cutting
wood on the campus fiJf his own use-the
college needed it for classroom
stoves. He also defied a mandate of the board to schedule some classes in
the afternoon. Enrollment was rising; the directors sought to maximize use
of available space. Brown refused to teach afternoon classes. He won an exception to the rule because his stance at the start of term left no time to replace him.
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Nor would a plan to economize by having the natural science professor
teach Latin as well have suited Dr. Brown. Brown was already dissatisfied by
the university's inability to afFord a great deal more scientific equipment
for his classes. John H. Holliday judged that Brown would have been a great
scientist had he acquired more education. The rapidly increasing pace of
scientific knowledge may have made his teaching out of date.
Three years later, Brown wrote to the directors about his departure hom
North Western Christian when he was "summarily dismissed" without reason. Now Brown had learned that rumors were circulating that he had been
fired for "gross immorality." He stated that he did not quarrel with his removal but wanted his name cleared. Board members proved quite willing
to satisfy him with a public statement. It seems unlikely, perambulating
the streets with eyes on the ground as was his wont, that he would have
recognized Temptation if it had come along.
Harvey W. Wiley was chosen to replace Brown. Wiley wisely asked for
a year off to study chemistry at a large university. In confusion concerning
a substitute-Wiley
proposed his own brother-Wiley
then resigned, accepting appointment, instead, as a Latin professor. Alfred Fairhurst, a recent North Western Christian alumnus of 1866, was then picked to teach
science.

William Merritt Thrasher-"
Uncle Billy"- became a fixture of the early
faculty, beloved in the memories of countless alumni. Thrasher began his
long career as professor of mathematics and astronomy in the [til of 1865,
replacing G. W. Hoss. He continued until 1899. Retired to California, he
died in 1913.
Thrasher's larhcr, Woodson W. Thrasher, had been a member of the board
of directors from the beginning, serving actively until his death in 1888.
William was one of eight children. He attended Fairview Academy, which
his father had helped to found. After studying there with Benton, the young
Thrasher graduated from Bethany College in 1854, teaching school in
Rushville until he was called to the chair at North Western Christian.
Thrasher married Dernia Thayer in 1862. She was a niece of Ovid Butler,
the daughter of Butler's sister Sally (Mrs. Spencer Thayer). The Thrashers
had four children.
Thrasher was a witty and popular teacher, delighting students with his
well-developed sense of the ridiculous. His scholarship was broad, including interest in languages and literature. III 1873-74 he took a leave of absence to study English, French, and German literature at Heidelberg. In
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his opinion, as he dryly told classes later, French was a bad language in which
to discuss mathematics, but more lucid than German.
The most remarkable addition to the early faculty came with the appointment of Catharine Merrill to the newly endowed Demia Butler Chair. In
March 1869, Ovid Butler subscribed to $10,000 worth of stock, paid in
real estate, to endow "a collegiate chair and professorship ... to be filled always and only by a good and competent Female Professor." It was to be designated the "Dernia Butler Chair" in memory of his daughter, graduate of
the class of 1862, who had died in 1867. Butler stipulated that the Dcrnia
Butler professor was to teach "such studies pertaining to the collegiate course
as may be most appropriately taught by Female Professors." Catharine Merrill was appointed to teach English literature. Since then it has been customary to award the chair to a woman in the English Department.
Merrill was the second female professor in an American university, following Maria Mitchell's appointment in astronomy at Vassar in 1865. North
Western Christian University's inauguration of an English department at
this time made it the first Indiana college with such a department, followed
next by Wabash College. Catharine Merrill was one of the first to usc the
lecture method for other than science classes. Prestigious eastern academics corresponded with her about her methods. Andrew D. White wrote to
her about them before introducing the lecture method at Cornell. Charles
Eliot Norton and Edward Everett Hale of Harvard corresponded with her,
as did others around the country who appreciated her scholarship and
breadth of view.
This inspiring woman came from a prominent Indiana bmily. Her father, Samuel Merrill, had been state treasurer, the man who had charge of
moving the capital from Corydon to Indianapolis. As a youngster she attended Miss Axtell's school as, later, did the daughters of Calvin Fletcher
and Ovid Butler. She read widely in her father's extensive library despite a
heavy burden of caring for an ailing mother and sickly younger brother.
Catharine Merrill operated a private school in her church, Fourth Presbyterian, taught school in Cleveland, Ohio, and was principal of an academy
in Crawfordsville. She pursued her education with study in Europe in 1859.
During the Civil War she served as an army nurse. After retirement from
Butler in 1883, she continued to conduct literary studies for young ladies
of Indianapolis. She died in 1900.
At North Western Christian and later when it became Butler University,
Merrill provided "spiritual uplift" Ior generations of students. "What a wealth
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ofculture there was for us just associating with Miss Merrill," remembered
Josephus Peasley, whose effort to obtain a college education was epic. She
was one "who had ever been to me in all my college struggle as faithful as
a mother," he recalled, "and as watchful over my welfare as a guardian angel." At table in the Downey Avenue boarding house patronized by girls
attending Butler at its Irvington location, Merrill provided a model in character, and in scholarship she was a noble exponent of the highest ideals in
education. She had found a job flJr Peasley as a waiter; he listened with
profit and marveled at her ability to put everyone at ease while initiating
interesting discussions. On some evenings she gathered a select group of
girls at the boarding house to read aloud from classics of English literature.
Faculty members and their wives often joined the group. In her classes, Merrill awakened interest by lectures on English history, which she broadened
to include modern history in general. Hers was a rewarding effort to convey knowledge, especially love for "pure and vigorous English."
When Allen R. Benton resigned the presidency in 1868, the directors
turned to Otis A. Burgess. Burgess was one of the directors and minister
of the Central Christian Church. With "the beard of the prophet [down
to his waist] and the physique of Saul," he had a sonorous voice to match.
Burgess was born in Connecticut in 1828, carne to Illinois in 1847, graduated from Bethany College in 1854, and was acting president of Eureka
College in Illinois, 1855. In the Civil War he captained a volunteer company fonned at Eureka.
Burgess preferred preaching to teaching. Combining the two satisfied
neither him nor his congregation. He had retained his pastorate when he
became North Western Christian's president of faculty. He was additionally burdened with fund-raising, retaining his previous task as agent for the
university. He resigned from the f;lCltlty and presidency in 1870 onl~ to
return three years later for a longer term, presiding over the removal of the
university to Irvington. William J. Lhamon described him as one who
"transformed me, firm, with a dominating personality; ... a finer f~lcethan
his is seldom worn by man."
William E Black replaced Burgess as president for a few years until
Burgess was enticed back. Black, though regularly appointed, never considered himself more than an interim president. He understood the directors' plan to bring Burgess back for one year after which they would reinstall Benton. Burgess, however, refused to consider a one-year appointment.
As for Bentoll, he was called from Alliance College to establish the Uni-
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versity ofNehraska. Consequently, Black retained his position as president
and professor of Hebrew, while continuing to serve as successor to Burgess
in the pastorate of Central Christian Church.
While the directors sorted out the problem of the faculty presidency,
more reorganization of the faculty was necessary. William Worth Dowling
had resigned as head of the Preparatory Department in 1866 to devote himself to publication of the Little Sower and other Sunday school papers. Alfred Fairhurst, an 1866 graduate of the college, became prep head. He was
succeeded by Harvey W. Wiley in 1868. The board "vacated" the position
in the spring of 1870 for reasons of economy, deciding that the college faculty should also teach the prep students.
Wiley now accepted the Latin professorship after misunderstandings
about an appointment in natural sciences. This arrangement kept the talented Harvard graduate on the faculty until 1874 when he was called to
Purdue. Wiley had taught at Indianapolis High School (later called Shortridge) and had an MD degree from Indiana Medical College. David Starr
Jordan, whom Wiley had brought to Indianapolis High School, admired
Wiley as "a man of independent character and rare wit."
Wiley later moved to the natural science chair. Meanwhile, Alfred
Fairhurst became the immediate successor to the ousted Ryland T. Brown
as science professor. Hoshour, always an available "swing man," deferred
retirement to teach Bible and Greek.
Wiley's temporary appointment in Latin solved a deadlock among the
directors over the position. After three ballots in the June 1870 board meeting, there was a tie vote between Scot Butler and John Chapman Miller.
Hoshour's impending retirement opened the Greek chair for Miller the next
summer. Scot Butler then accepted the chair in Latin. After obtaining a
BS Irorn Indiana University, 1855, Miller had studied law and graduated
from Bethany College in 1858 equipped to preach. When he joined the
faculty he had been minister of the Christian Church in Nineveh, Indiana,
where he also conducted an academy. When he resigned the Greek professorship at North Western Christian in 1873 he was elected to the board
of directors, serving until 1893. He was pastor of the Third Christian
Church while serving on the faculty. In 1875 he returned to Nineveh to
resume ministerial duties there. Miller's Greek chair promptly underwent
several vicissitudes. The directors moved him into the Bible Department,
ofFering the position in Greek to Winfred Garrison. Failing Garrison's acceptance, they settled again for Hoshour.
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Salaries were respectable in the institution's opening years. Though proposing annual salaries of $1,000 for a professor and $800 for the principal
of the Preparatory Department, the board actually hired at $900 and $500,
respectively. These salaries compared favorably with pre-Civil War salaries
in many fields. The national average annual wage for nonfarm workers in
1860 was just over $350. By 1875 it had risen to $423. Farm workers averaged only $165 per year cash income. Military personnel received $510
annually including allowances; officers received $1,912 with allowances, on
average, probably the category most nearly comparable to [lCulty salaries.
In the eyes of the professors, salaries should have compared favorably
with earnings of those they considered their peers: lawyers, physicians,
bankers, industrialists, and other entrepreneurs. Of course, they did not.
Since t~lCldty earned more than workers, farmers, or ministers, faculty
salaries seemed more than generous to the directors, who were hlrmers and
ministers. Envy was frequently reflected in votes against faculty raises.
The Civil War brought rapid inflation. Faculty salaries did not keep pace.
The city's growing population, from just over 8,000 in 1850 to over 18,500
by 1860, provided an ever-increasing labor supply that kept wages down.
It also made for steadily increasing enrollments, which further taxed the
Iaculty,

Most elements of the population suffered hom an abrupt rise in the cost
ofliving during the war. With peace, the index, which had risen by a third,
continued to rise, although more slowly. The first regularly appointed president of the f~lCulty,Samuel 1<.. Hoshour, received $1,100 a year. In 1861
that was lowered to $1,000. The prep principal's pay dropped from $800
to $450. The rest of the college faculty held at $900, but salaries were often
unpaid and overdue. The faculty claimed "extreme need" even before the
war came. The board linked the problem to the hlilure of stockholders, many
of whom were impoverished, to pay up. The university was financially
floundering, about to be further beset by the "monetary disarrangement"
of the war.
It was obvious that the faculty needed higher salaries and more prompt
paymeIlt, but President Benton's request in 1867 for $1,500 was denied,
leading to his resignation. Directors raised the faculty salaries to $1,200 at
this time while insisting that this could be done only if all salaries together
could be kept at $5,000. This meant cutting the number of professors. Ovid
Butler attempted to come to the rescue with another gift of real estate valued at over $11,000. Such an amount of capital, invested, brought in too
little. Moreover, teaching requirements prevented reduction of the IlUITl-
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ber of teachers. So the professors lost their raise; their salaries remained at
$1,000 with $1,200 for the president and $800 for the prep principal until
the end of the period, in 1875. Otis A. Burgess did command a salary of
$2,000 as president in 1870, but that included his services as agent to sell
more stock. Salaries Ior full-time faculty were finally brought up to $1,300
by 1875.
Most members of the board were sympathetic to faculty needs. Ovid
Butler, though reluctant to interfere in academic matters, did offer his opinion, "at the hazard of being regarded as officious and presumptuous." His
daugh rer Dernia and son Scot had graduated. His son Chauncey was about
to do so. Butler believed he knew what he was talking about. He justified
the extension of the college day from four hours to six-a move many faculty opposed. Students, he said, had eight hours to sleep and only four hours
in class. This left: twelve hours for study, recreation, and rcfi·eshment-a
temptation to waste time. The college should operate after noon, adding
two more recitation periods. Butler also recognized the disadvantage faced
by bculty members who often had to teach subjects other than their own.
Wisely he pointed out how this militated against their "keeping up" in their
own fields. Butler saw these matters as properly belonging to the faculty.
Until North Western Christian could afford to hire additional faculty, the
university was at an impasse.
Prospects looked better at the end of spring term in 1871. Ovid Butler
reported that, the year before, "the state and condition of the institution
was regarded as by no means f:worable .... Our institution now has a good
reputation and a high degree of public favor," but, he cautioned, it had been
acquired "more, perhaps, for what it promises than for what it has been or
now is." Faculty still were flced with an overload, required to teach preparatory students. They still resisted adding two afternoon recitations to their
four-hour morning schedule. Butler was no longer entirely sympathetic:
"They took the job and should cheerfully discharge their duties or retire."
More accommodatingly, he acknowledged the need to raise salaries and ernploy more teachers.
The directors, he admonished the faculty, would certainly raise salaries
as soon as funds became available. He suggested to the directors that they
should pass a resolution to that effect in order to appease the faculty. Again
hire a principal for the Prep Department, he urged. Student tutors had been
serving voluntarily without pay, flithfully and efficiently, to help the f;lculty with the overload. Butler believed they should be compensated. Burler also suggested a new chair for biblicallirerature and Greek, freeing the
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None of the early ElCulty had earned graduate degrees except for Ryland T Brown, who had a medical degree. Doctorates were uncomn:on,
and graduate schools were hardly under way in America. The master of arts
degree was either honorary or awarded in due course, upon application, a
year or so after the baccalaureate, to those who gave evidence of progress
in their careers.
All of the faculty were ministers of the Disciples' faith, lay or ordained,
except for George Washington Hoss, William M. Thrasher, and Catharine
Merrill. Toward the end of this period, nonministers also included Harvey W. Wiley, Alfred Fairhurst, and Scot Butler. Most, then, added ministerial duties to their teaching assignments. They took turns leading devotions at morning chapel. They rotated in taking the Sunday afternoon
services, which students were required to attend. They went forth on Sunday to preach at area churches, for which they received small honoraria to
supplement their teaching salaries. Otis A. Burgess and William F. Black
both held regular pastorates at Central Christian Church in Indianapolis
during their terms as president. As already stated, John Chapman Miller
was minister of Third Christian in Indianapolis while on the faculty.
As the university moved toward the mid-IS70s, with relocation to a new
campus impending, faculty morale and salaries remained low. Professors
did not refrain from pleading their needs loudly and often. Though pleased
with an increase in enrollment, the faculty knew that such success brought
its own new problems. The need for more teachers became acute, as did
the need for more space. These and the ongoing problem of finances in
general would remain pressing for some time to come.

Enrollments
Admission to the university was by examination, with placement in
preparatory classes if preparation was inadequate. The only other require-
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mcnt was good character. North Western Christian University opened with
an enrollment of about rwenry students in its collegiate program. To this
number were added sixty-six in the Preparatory Department and fifty-four
in the pre-prep English School (sometimes called the Academic School),
which bridged the gap between the lowest levels of primary instruction and
the preparatory curriculum. Total enrollment was about 140.
Before the Civil War, the college enrollment was about sixty-three with
an additional nineteen "irregulars." Reliable figures are difl1cult (0 ascertain;
students often attended only one term rather than a full academic year. Lack
of money, the call of farm work, or health problems made schooling for
some a sporadic activity. Because of its central location, the new university
provided an opportunity for older persons not previously in a position to
pursue higher education, but family responsibilities made their attendance
erratic. Emphasis on a classical curriculum may have led some (0 drop out,
persuaded that college work was not a practical preparation for occupations they might tollow,
Preparatory enrollment remained steadily above sixty before the Civil
War; the lower school grew to over ninety. The war cut enrollment by onethird overall. The class of 1863 had only one graduate. By 1865 only three
students remained in the senior class.
Total enrollment recovered to nearly 200 by 1865 and went (0 252 in
1867, aided by 45 irregulars. College students numbered more than 50
in the immediate postwar period, 1865 to 1867, and rose sharply to 71 in
1869. Despite a drop in 1870, by 187] college enrollment had recovered
to 76, a new high. A change in classification may have accounted for the
drop in college numbers in 1870 because the Preparatory Department almost doubled (0 121. The lower "academic" division enrolled something
over 50 students during the war, rose briefly to 73 and 60, respectively, in
1867 and 1869, and then dropped back (0 around 40 in the final days on
the old cunpus.
As the start of the ] 870s brought increasing enrollments, the institution
had to consider either expansion of the hcilities or a move. From a total
of 209 students in 1870 the number increased to 335 by 1871. Some of
these students along with others who were not regularly registered paid
separate cash tuitions for law, business, and music classes, which together
enrolled ] 20.
Between 1856 and 1870, some 94 graduated. The largest classes graduated in 1860 and 1868 with] 3 and ]2, respectively. As students left: for
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the war, transferred to larger institutions for more specialized work, or simply failed to complete the four-year course, attrition reduced the numb~r
of graduates in these years to a fraction of the total who attended the unrversiry for periods of time.
.
Total enrollment dropped in 1872 when a smallpox epidemic raged III
the neighborhood. The newly established Commercial Department was especially hard hit. A further drop resulted from the onset of hard times that
followed the Panic of 1873. Nevertheless, planning for a move to a new
campus went forward. That move would also result in a temporary drop
in enrollment. Despite depression and lower numbers of students in the
college at the time of the move, the directors were confident that the large
number of prep students would soon mean many more in the college.
Enrollments for the period fi-om 1855 to the 1870s were similar to other
colleges in the state, confirming the founders' faith that the institution
would serve a local need as well as provide for the wider group of brethren
a school representing their own religious convictions.

Tuition and Fees
Tuition was initially set at $30 per session (college year). Since it
was payable in scrip, it brought little income to the institution. Soon fees
were added in an effort to gain some income to offset operating expensesScrip, good fClrten years, was issued to stockholders annually, $6 worth per
one $100 share, representing 6 percent annual interest. It could be used by
SOilS and daughters of stockholders
or given to others. Those who accumulated scrip in excess of their own families' needs could deposit it with
the college where it was then sold at half to two-thirds of its face value to
student purchasers, enabling students to cut tuition cost. Proceeds from
these sales were returned to the stockholder. Shareholders who had not paid
their subscription or lagged in interest payments could be denied scrip dividends in any year they failed to meet these obligations. This provision was
rarely invoked, since directors were loath to discourage enrollments. Nor
were records sufficiently in order to keep timely account of delinquent stock.
Scrip remained a medium for paying tuition throughout the nineteenth
century. Fees, payable in advance in cash, were added in 1862: a matriculation fee of $5 per session, $1 per term janitor fee, and $5 graduation fee.
In 1865 tuition dropped from $30 per year to $27. Members of the exec-
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The catalogs state that going rates were $2.50 or $3 a week, rising
$5 by 1865.

to

$4 or

Curriculum
The curriculum resembled that of most colleges at the time with
one exception. It was innovative in offering electives. It also offered a degree program designed for the more practical-minded in addition to the
classically oriented.
At first the college year was divided into two terms of twenty weeks each.
After three years, a change to three terms replaced the two-term system. It
consisted of one semester offourteen weeks, the other two of thirteen weeks
each. The first term ran from September to Christmas, the second from
January to the end of March, and the third from April through June with
Commencement usually held July 3.
The university offered a four-year course for men terminating in a bachelor's degree. Women might complete work for a similar degree within three
years with a reduced number of courses. Women and men attended the same
recitations; classrooms were not segregated. Dcmia Butler was the first woman
to choose the regular four-year men's curriculum, graduating in 1862.
Beginning in 1868, the separate curriculum available to women was abolished; both sexes fc)lIowed the same lour-year program. Men and women
were equally eligible for the highest academic honors. The directors had concluded that education considered suitable for men was equally suitable f()r
women-an
education "of the highest quality," as mandated in the charter.
The curriculum provided grammar and reading in classical languages for
the prep students, along with rhetoric and algebra, in a one-year session.
College freshmen took Latin and Greek, including reading in the Greek
Bible. In addition they studied algebra and plane geometry. Sophomore
year continued reading in the classical languages, with mathematics including spherical trigonometry, conic sections, and the practical study of
surveying. In science sophomores enrolled in chemistry. Juniors continued
the classics, with Greek becoming an elective in the third term and German an elective in the first. Mechanics, analytical geometry, and calculus
as an elective made up the mathematics taken by juniors. In science they
studied physiology, botany, and "natural philosophy." Rhetoric and history
as an elective rounded out the juniors' year. Seniors were enrolled in as-
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trollomy, more Latin, with a Greek elective, and sciences that included geology and physical geography. Their classes also included logic, political
economy, history, and the U.S. Constitution during the second and third
terms. German language remained an elective.
Seniors capped their four years with courses in Bible along with mental
and moral philosophy, customarily taught by the institution's president.
These subjects served to introduce considerations of moral and religious
values and help students draw together and apply knowledge acquired during their four years.
While it lasted, the separate three-year curriculum for women differed
from the program for men in only a few particulars. The women's course
omitted Greek except as an option, with French as an alternative, included
English literature as well as rhetoric, and in mathematics it took up algebra, geometry, and trigonometry with astronomy in the third year. Science
courses featured geology, "natural philosophy," botany, and chemistry just
as the men's program did. In their third year women enrolled in the capstone courses, just as the men did: moral philosophy and "Evidences of
Christianity," the Bible course.
The curriculum was a solid one, with a few electives and some courses,
such as surveying, that reflected practical needs in a pioneer land. The latter was dropped after the first few years, although it reappeared in the curriculum later.
Two separate programs, classical and scientific, came to further differentiate the student body. The 1870 catalog urged students to select the
classical degree, but enrollments show student preference for the scientific,
which doubtless seemed more practical. The major difference was elimination of Creek and Latin for the scientific students, who took German instead. These graduates received a bachelor of science degree. Young women
in the short-lived three-year female program were awarded a mistress of
arts degree. Graduates of the full four-year classical course won bachelor
of arts degrees.
Normal or teacher-training courses were taught at times. Sometimes Hebrew was offered. All students received instruction in vocal music during
the first years of the college. Gradually music came to be an elective requiring cash fees. From year to year the directors made eff()!"tsto employ
part-time instructors in music, art, law, and eventually business. All were
established as self-sustaining programs with instructors paid from cash ICes
paid by students enrolled.
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might be even more important. They thought a female instructor lllight
appropriately teach French.
The Iounders concerned themselves with more than subject matter. In
1861, Ovid Butler fdt that higher goals envisioned by the founders were
being achieved. The university, he stated, enjoyed a fair reputation and was
following liberal and enlightened policies that encompassed humanitarian
ideals, "rights of man towards man and man towards God." Satisfied with
the academic arrangements, the board of directors expressed itself in a public circular: "No pains will be spared to make [the university] one of the
first schools in the land." Directors assured parents that "every possible attention will be given to your sons and daughters as well in moral and physical care and culture as in intellectual growth, development, and discipline."
The board cordially invited "all parents and guardians throughout the great
Northwest who desire their children to share in the blessings of a liberal
education to send them to North Western Christian University in the full
confidence that their expectations will be realized."
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For the students, attending a university was serious business. They were
there to get an education. A good many were not youngsters. Mature men
from brms, pulpits, or shops were seeking an education they had missed
and for which they yearned. Many of them were poor. They worked whenever they could find work; some taught or preached. One thirty-year-old,
ambitious but not too bright, took seven classes a day in the Preparatory
Department, attended college Greek classes, and even sat in on law courses.
At the Christmas break he gave up; having tried so much, he had accomplished nothing. John H. Holliday wryly observed that some aspiring ministerial students had visions in which they saw the letters PC; the symbols
called them to Preach Christ, whereas they really meant Plow Corn. He remembered few social distractions. Little existed in the way of extracurricular activities or campus life-at
least until after the Civil War.
For Wilbur Holliday, too, the social side of campus life "might just as
well not have existed at alL" He lived at home, some distance from the university. His social life was that of his own neighborhood. He met fellow
students only in classes and in the corridors. Few women enrolled in the
college, although Inany more were in the Prep and lower departments. Holliday knew only two of them, Lydia Short (the university's second woman
graduate) and Demia Butler. The two were best friends. Holliday saw them
as complementary, Lydia witty and brilliant, Demia steady and levelheaded. Their presence along with some of "the choicest young men" in
Professor Benton's class made the hours in the classroom ones he recalled
with gratitude.
Like Holliday, other aspiring preachers were taking the opportunity to
further their education: Barzillai M. Blount '59, who became a director
and president of the board 1879-91; Perry Hall '59, an army chaplain who
died of typhoid fever during the Civil War; Alvin 1. Hobbs '62, who became a director of the university and later head of the Theology Department at Drake University; and Urban C. Brewer, lawyer, minister in
Danville, Indiana, for fony years, and a longtime director of the university. For them, campus social life hardly existed. Nevertheless, the small enrollments before the Civil War gave older students who were on the fringe
of campus activities a chance to enjoy personal acquaintance with the f:lCulry and friendships with fdlow students. Youths of more traditional ages
filled the preparatory classes and, increasingly, the college halls, enlivening
the campus scene.
Little distinguished city youths from brm boys and girls. Some of the
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former may have worn better clothes and had a slight advantage in sophistication. Urban parents, if not particularly affluent, may have shown
them wider horizons, maintaining business and professional contacts, traveling and reading more widely. But relatively prosperous village and farm
families often endowed their children with a cosmopolitan outlook as well.
For students who lived at home, social activities mostly involved their
neighborhoods, families, and church, although they also attended literary
society meetings or fraternity affairs on campus along with assemblies and
religious observances at the college. Games, socials, picnics, and excursions
might be neighborhood or family diversions or college-oriented. Local students often invited out-of-towners to their homes.
Accounts left by some of the early students belie the notion that it was
all work and no play. If the college offered little beyond classes and study
for some, the doings of the bustling city made up the lack. Lydia Short's
diary offers a rare glimpse of student life in the years before the Civil War.
Lydia was not lacking in zeal for knowledge. Time she took for broadening experiences forced her to put in hours oflate-night study to keep pace
with academic work. Much to her landlady's consternation, she even skipped
dinner one noon to attend a session of the state legislature, as arranged by
Abram C. Shortridge, head of the Preparatory Department. She was
thrilled when Senator Thomas Reed Cobb and Congressman Booth Tarkington "recognized" the visitors from the floor and even stopped by to sit
with the group. Tarkington took them over to the House chamber to view
that "boisterous assembly." Before returning to college, the group visited
the post office and other civic sites. Hurrying back to her lodgings, Lydia
plunged into late afternoon study.
The day was not over. In the evening she attended the social circle at Central Christian Church, finding "a good crowd, all ages, good fun, and good
supper." She even had "a good time going home in the rain, escorted by Mr.
Woollen." Such diversions meant arising "long before day to make up lost
time in study." Fortunately, that morning the professor asked Lydia "nothing I do not know." Another morning provided another kind of excitement.
"Hark, Hark! Fire, Fire!" The cry drew students by the score out of their
recitation rooms. A house a block away was burning in a fierce wind. "As
all the gents are gone, we ladies must go along, though the wind sports very
playfully with our drapery." A sociable evening with Anna Hoshour, the professor's daughter, was f()llowed by a visit the next afternoon to Dr. Jameson
to learn chess and have tea. In the evening Lydia attended a party at Mr.
Newcomb's house, riding home in a "carry-all" with Demia Butler.
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Lydia enjoyed reading Shakespeare. Irrepressible, she feared her outgoing nature had "disgraced" her when she laughed aloud during the reading
of a passage in Virgil. She found geometry "awfully hard" and "logarithms
rather tough." Lydia frowned on young gentlemen callers who interrupted
her study hours, but confessed to enjoying a long social chat on occasion.
Three fellow students from her hometown of Edinburgh visited one afternoon. Discussion ranged from "merits of our alma mater" and colleges in
general to poetry and literature. Eventually the men departed.
She had many good friends. Her lively personality obviously had thrown
her among the most prominent families in the university circle. Her roommate was Mary Piety, and other friends included Nancy Verner and Addie Jameson. Demia Butler was her closest friend. Lydia dined at the Butlers' horne, attended Central Christian Church, and often studied with
Demia. At Forest Horne, the Butler place, she enjoyed good talk "with the
cheerful and interesting inmates who belong there." Dcrnia's siblings made
the household a large one.
Literary societies were of "first importance to the university," according
to John Holliday. Ovid Butler, foreseeing the establishment of such societies,
had instructed the architect to include space for them in planning the building. Scot Butler regarded them as the most important extracurricular activity. In fact, he noted, it was such an accepted part of the educational
process that it could be considered "co-curricular." Meetings included declamations, essays and debates on a wide variety of topics, a weekly "newspaper"
read at the traditional Friday evening gathering, and lively discussions both
serious and facetious. At the end members might form themselves into a
"committee of the whole to abuse each other."
Each literary society built up a library of its own, collected paintings and
portraits, and decorated the "hall" assigned to it. In the spring each literary society staged an Exhibition in which it showcased talents of its members. These Exhibitions became an important adjunct to Commencemenr
festivities. The f-irst men's society, Mathesian, was Iormcd in the first year
of the university. Directors assigned them a hall over the chapel. A second
men's society, Python ian, came into existence in 1857. The ingenious Pyrhonians asked the directors to dinner, extending an invitation to the entire
board to become honorary members. Pleased, the directors accepted,
granting the new group a hall over Professor Benton's classroom "until it is
needed otherwise." It is not surprising that the indulgent directors assigned
to the college janitor the task of cleaning up the societies' rooms after meetings, banking the fires and turning off the oil lamps. When a new facto-
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tum attempted
to extort a fee for these duties,
they were part of his regular chores.

he was firmly advised

that

In March 1859, Lydia Short explored the Mathcsians'
hall with several
other girls. The idea of forming a literary society for women was born then
and there. The girls pretended
speech proposing
her friends

to hold a meeting.

the organization,

in agreement.

Lydia as first president.

Three

Lydia extemporized

made a motion

days later the "ladies" convened,

They petitioned

the Mathesians

Lydia vowed to "try to do my best fCH'the growth
young genn."
Professor Benton wrote their constitution

a

to that end, and found
electing

for use oftheir

and development

hall.
of this

and bylaws. Lydia grandly pro-

nounced the hope that the society "may gleam with magical effulgence
the literary firmament."
The society was named Sigournean
in honor
the "sweet singer of Hartford,"

Mrs. Lydia Huntley

essayist and poet of Connecticut.

In May 1860, Lydia passed her presidential
Verner became

the society

when men invited women

literary society functions.

Pythonians

a popular

her of the society.

gavel to Demia

"critic" and Addie Jameson

Socially the sexes mingled
evening

Sigourney,

Lydia wrote to inform

Butler. Nancy

its secretary.
as guests to Friday

All the "ladies" of the college joined

to help them make a carpet for their hall. Lydia, Demia,

Piety, and eight other

girls along with faculty

time ....

fun of the funniest

Professor

I-loss. Refreshments

nature,"

in
of

the

Mary

wives had a "magnificent

with half a dozen men and the lively

were served,

including

"cakes of five or six

kinds," candy, nuts, and raisins. The result was a "real nice" carpet at a cost
of only fifty-seven cents a yard.
Michael
meeting.

Buttz

tendered

Such invitations

Lydia an invitation

life offered

took students
Henry

other

Harrison's

included
tomb.

ing its public buildings

Ovid Butler and Professor Benton,
"a fine effort" by Lydia.

treasured

into the countryside

by rail to Cincinnati

Society

came by way of formal notes, replied to in kind.

On this occasion, guests included
offered an address-"History"-termed
College

to the Mathcsian

experiences.

and sometimes

a stop at North

Students
and ending

strolled

Picnics

and field trips

far afield. An excursion

Bend to see President
through

who

the Queen

the day with a "scrumptious

William

City viewdinner"

at

the Burnet House. Lydia rhapsodized
on the occasion as one of "un para 1Icled enjoyment
... never more real pleasure in a day."
The spring of her senior year was a busy time for Lydia Short. The days
before Commencement

were filled with events. Named

salutatorian

of her
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class, Lydia worked hard on her address, "The Power of Verse." She also
made preparation for Sigournean's first Exhibition-"compelled
to perambulate the streets incessantly" to arrange for musicians, costumes, and
chapel decorations. The Exhibitions of the men's societies and other social
events competed for time she needed to review for final examinations. She
must sew her graduation dress, prepare a valedictory for the Sigournean
Society, and keep up with classwork.
Adding to this, 1860 was an election year. A gentleman caller escorted
Lydia to view fireworks followed by a visit "to a saloon to enjoy ice cream"
with two other couples. The party watched parading bands and the crowd
surrounding the Palmer House celebrating Stephen A. Douglas's nomination for president.
Commencemen t marked the attainment of Lydia's fondest dream. From
the age of ten she had wanted a college education. "Everything" had conspired against her going to college. Her mother believed that women needed
only to "read, write, and cipher a little." Her hlther was less disapproving,
but his "pecuniary afbirs" promised little. Undeterred, she had been willing to wait until she was twenty-one and independent if necessary. Fortunately for her she did not have to wait. "Some f;woring influence" brought
her f;lther's acquiescence. His afbirs had improved. It seems likely that some
prominent church leader had talked the Eunily around.
Graduation was a triumph. Although her father and a brother had
planned to attend, in the end only her brother Wesley came. Faculty, directors, and seniors processed into the chapel, to the strains ofa hired band.
The porrly George Campbell, a director, offered prayer. Faculty president
Samuel K. Hoshour introduced Lydia as salutatorian. Beforehand she had
taken "a quafF of brandy" to steady her nerves. Excitement and a dose of
myrrh and squills strengthened her voice. Her address was "well received."
She had chosen a plain dress so that if she hliled she would be less noticeable. It was of heavy black silk with two flounces and a bertha of pufFed illusion decorated with lace and ribbons. "If I do well," she told her diary,
"no one observes the dress at all."
Civil War
The war not only interrupted campus social life but also brought
a sudden halt to the institution's growth. Almost all the college men and
some of the boys in the Prep Department enlisted f()r service. On campus
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the remaining students and faculty families plunged into war work. It was
"a season of storm and stress" as the directors sought to retrench. Professor
Ryland T. Brown drilled the remaining young men an hour a day. The company called itself the Hoshour Guards, named tor Samuel Hoshour.
The faculty raised money for wives and children when the absence of
husbands and fathers left them in need. Ovid Butler contributed funds to
induce enlistments and saw two of his sons off to the army. Scot Butler had
just completed his freshman year at North Western Christian. He was seventeen, "a little fellow," as he recalled, who ran off to Kentucky to enlist
when Indianapolis recruiters turned him down. Kentucky soldiers took
good care of this "little fellow." Refusing a commission, Butler fought as
an enlisted man during his three years in the army. He claimed that he "took
to army life, enjoyed the songs and badinage at bivouacs as pillowed on my
saddle I watched the ruddy flames mount up." Chauncey Butler was barely
fourteen and still in the Prep Department when he enlisted. He must have
been big for his age to have managed it, but details are lacking.
One man made up the entire graduating class of 1863. As President Benton opened the ceremonies, he spoke of the fighting going on at Gettysburg even at that moment. It was July 3, the culmination of that great battle. Stirred still more by the music of the hired band, few in the audience
remained dry-eyed. The mood lightened only when Lydia Short redirected
the attention of the audience with an address.
All but one of the 183 from North Western Christian who fought in the
Civil War served in the Union army or navy. Preston A. Davidson enlisted
in the Stonewall Brigade of the Confederacy. Eighteen died in the conflict.
All eighteen were, according to those who remembered them, men of fortitude, courage, and zeal for the cause. The stories of two particularly caught
the imagination of later generations. One, John L. Doyal, was killed in
Grant's Wilderness Campaign. As Company B of the 7th Infantry attacked,
its colors fell. Doyal seized them and carried them forward. Shot once, and
then again, he struggled on. A third shot pierced his forehead. The Hag he
carried folded around his E:dlen body. Joe Gordon was the other hero most
often cited on later commemorative occasions. When he enlisted, he was
only sixteen but sturdy for his age. He proved that "manly spirit was not a
thing of years." As Scot Burler told the story, Joe loved camp life. He shouldered the heavy pack and equipment without complaint. He joined in the
banter of the older men bivouacked around the fire and slept without murmur on the hard ground. He joined the shrill cries of his comrades as they
charged the enemy at Greenbrier, West Virginia, and fell on the field. At

Lip on the
seventeen,
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rnen who forfeited
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her freedom."
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cation

in the Quicks'

home

in Columbus.

own home in Illinois and the dullness

He argued

of lite if he remained

lis. At length Rachel dismissed Edwin Brevoorr
friendship. In time she married Samuel.
Like other students
gave her afternoons

at the college,

Central

Rachel spent

Christian.

from Christian

But Sunday

chapel often led to quiet social gatherings
Grace Benton
streetcar

continued
in class and

the Baptist Church,
Iamilics who at-

lectures in the university

of which she was a part. With

and other Friends, she often rode the new College
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afternoon
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erected to separate men and women and "to protect the well." Students who
were outside during recitation hours were to study on the west side of the
building. Women were to associate with men only in the classroom. Their
brothers and fathers could visit women in their "private rooms" in lodgings; other gentlemen visitors could be entertained in the parlor. Socially
the sexes got together when men invited women as guests to literary society or fraternity functions.
The university entrusted punishment for infractions of regulations to
the Elculty. The original ordinance for "Government and Police of the University" banned intoxicating beverages, firearms, dirks, Bowie knives, and
other deadly weapons. Students were called on to abstain from profanity,
gaming, or desecration of the Lord's Day. They were to display good taste,
good manners, and good morals. They were expected to be respectful to
the faculty and courteous to fellow students. They had to attend church at
least once each Sunday. If proceedings were brought against them, they had
the right to a hearing and could appeal to the board of directors. Anxieties
cased as the authorities became more comfortable with coeducation. Parierals relaxed or stiffened from decade to decade, as they did in other universities, according to prevailing social attitudes. Policy reversals have been
commonplace. Social rules are never likely to become definitive.
In 1863, to [acilitate regulation of the college day, the directors asked
Ovid Butler to obtain a college bell. Duly hung in the tower, it signaled
the start of classes. When the university moved to Irvington, the bell moved
with it. It hung in the cupola atop the main building where it rang for each
recitation hour until one day when it slipped its moorings and crashed down
through the ceiling below. No one was injured, but the bell cracked. When
the university moved again, the bell was repaired and brought to Fairview
where it hung for years in the highest tower of Arthur Jordan Memorial
Hall. It is now on display in the entryway of Robertson Hall, but it rings
no more.
When the bell rang for classes on Monday, February 22, 1869, the first
real disciplinary problem erupted. Students had decided to celebrate Washington's Birthday. President Otis A. Burgess was out of town. The faculty
refused to sanction the holiday. Students organized the celebration anyway,
working through the literary societies. Chauncey Butler presided over the
day's activities. Rachel Quick acted as secretary. The morning was given
over to speeches. The evening saw more speeches and an "cnrertninmcnt."
The college had become a pioneer in observance of the birthday of the "Fa-
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ther of his Country."
he returned

The formidable
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Fraternities
Only

one fraternity
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before the Civil War. Gamma
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Chapter
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of Phi Delta Theta
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Alpha Theta

in 1870. Chapters

to campus

three of his university

continuing

chapter established

to women

students.

Miss

and the only
She disap-

as existed was overcome,

in February

of

1874. Although

how-

the first
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to be established

at the university,

not to be the oldest
charter

in 1886, perhaps

its charter
Ity row.

this women's

continuously

operating

because

of a decline

in 190G, and its pin became

The first fraternities

faculty

did

not

perhaps

because of their secrecy. Disfavor

became

influential

as directors,

place of fraternities

controversial,

As the college Greek-letter
literary

societies

composition,

dents

which

fraternities

waned as brothers

graduated

institutions

Sorely tried bculty

and journalism.

increasing

expansion

Greek-letter

social life formed.
provided

for committee

a board of directors
tieth century,

and administrators

to oppose

by dedicated

that "college fraternities

the

in public speaking,
societies then became

As they came to main-

fraternity

president

stu-

and social funcof a student

with disciplinary

but made

always f(llilld a friendly

debate.

a place for residential

confi·onted

U. Brown, longtime

the

importance,

meetings

these organizations,

dominated

Hilton

and

of higher learn-

provoking

tions. Their hlcilities served the college well, since construction
center and adequate dormitories
was long delayed.
lems continued

of the

did. The first campus

or men of affairs. Of course,

societies assumed

to live, along with rooms

on soror-

of fraternities,

in American

and sororities

It regained

at first approve

still intermittently

campus

was

It lost its

met in a classroom

societies

lost their role to curricular

literature,

the core around
tain houses,

faculty,

and sororities

ing has remained

in membership.

at the college probably

and

society

at Butler.

one of the most coveted

college building in the evening, as literary
had no fraternity or sorority houses.
Administration

Greek-letter

sorority

110

headway

probwith

men. By the twen-

of the board, could say

atmosphere

at Butler."

Athletics
Organized
Butler was ahead
needed

"physical

athletics did not exist before the move to Irvington.
of his time when
culture."

ment was best provided

He concluded,

of directors

ened year. They objected
cations

to accept

however,

shortening

reported

that physical

develop-

thereby

vaca-

the college year by two months.

unfavorably

that students

employment,

Ovid

that students

for young people in their homes and during

tions. 'It) that end he proposed
A committee

in 1873 he suggested

on Butler's idea of a short-

would take advantage
getting

ofionger

va-

even less exercise than be-

Ufe

Oil
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fore. If they remained idle, youth might become a trial to their parents. If
students used vacation time to study, they would not benefit physically.
Forms of baseball and football were played informally on the old campus. Teams played baseball without gloves. Catchers caught pitches on the
first bounce. Home runs were frequent. Kick ball, an early form of football, did not allow the ball to be carried. It had to be kept on the ground.
At the new campus these informal teams developed into clubs playing without coaches or college sponsorship.

Religion
Religion was pervasive on the campus. Students attended mandatory morning chapel services. They were expected to attend their own
churches on the Lord's Day, as well as Sunday afternoon religious services
conducted by a faculty member in the college chapel. Many students rook
part in Sunday school sessions in various churches in the city. Preministerial students preached to local congregations. Faculty were enjoined to usc
the Bible as a text in all studies where it was relevant, eschewing commentaries or other theological treatises. They were to embody and emphasize
Christian virtues in all subjects taught.
Although the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in this period had
neither central organization nor hierarchy and could not own or control
the university, those who owned stock were universally Christian Church
members. Since they selected the board of directors, who were all Church
members, and the board ran the university, North Western Christian was
clearly a Christian Church-related institution. Many of the students were
from the Christian Church membership. The faculty were mainly Church
members, even clergymen.
Yet the tenets of the Church forbade sectarianism. Students from all denominations or from none were admitted. John H. Holliday noted that
the university had arisen in a period of quarreling among religious sects in
the Midwest. The strife produced an intense bitterness incredible to more
recent generations. No trace of it, he stated, manifested itself at North Western Christian. The catalogs stressed that sectarianism and partisan principles were forbidden. Toleration and breadth of view, Holliday affIrmed, were
implicit from the first.
It was a credit to the Elculty that no professor ever proselytized in class
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{-e)[ the Disciples.

Chapel

services

were completely

nondenominational.

Moreover, the topics included secular as well as spiritual
leaders sought only to be inspirational.
From this campus,
dents of the second

as from the great majority
half of the nineteenth

subjects.

Faculty

of private campuses,

century

tierh came away with a strong love of God and country. As graduates
retained their devotion and respect for teachers who taught Christian
patriotic

values by example

as well as through

stu-
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MONEY WOES PLAGUED
Directors

strugglcd

without

conspicuous

sic necds of the institution.
determination,

the driving

and his timely financial

tian would
Through

Without

have collapsed.
it all, dedicated

alty, persistent

though

UNIVERSITY from the start.

TIlE

success to meet even the most baforce of Ovid Butler, his

intervention,

North Western Chris-

Even with his efforts, failure loomed
faculty

maintained

standards

not uncomplaining,

unruffled

unity.
interests

was evidcnt
settled

Board members

only occasionally

beforehand

informally;

cord could be hammered
the tactful

but forceful

independent.

in personality.

who electcd

in board meetings.
often meetings
of Ovid

one another.

logical argumcnts,

They represcntcd

them. Yet disharmony

Argumcnts

may have been

were postponed
Butler.

so that ac-

directors

cies, they gcnerally shared common goals.
Usually lack of funds gave the board few options
was not uncommon

Directors

were all

Most of all, they respected
and determined

He was rarely opposed, Although

This situation

years a time of

out privately. Most often matters were settled by
persuasiveness

They respected

ler's sound judgmcIlt,
mission.

differcd

alTlong stockholders

loy-

even when salaries went un-

paid and facilitics proved inadequate.
Nor for the board of directors were the first twenty
varying

at times.

and displayed

confidence

Butin his

might differ on poliexcept to put off plans.

for small, private,

and church-related
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universities

of the Midwest.

For North

Western

critical, sometimes nearly fatal, recurrent
much better for long after.
Heavy burdens
ern Christian's

no burdens

the problem

was

in the first twenty years, and hardly

lie upon administrators

directors,

Christian,

For North

West-

have been more unmanageable

of universities.

than

those of the College Avenue period. In a poignant story of struggle and determination,
its leaders grappled with inadequacy offunds. Yet even in times
of greatest
forward.

financial

stringency

Their major financial

problem

meant to be supported.
sale of stock.

One

stemmed

Endowment

may surmise

tions so succeeded
subscribers

they held their ground

in arousing

and building

first. With one-third
operating

income.

church

that they elicited

congrega-

pledges

was apparent

reserved for endowment

Bllt if the stockholders,

pledges as loans, failed to pay interest,
Tuition paid largely in scrip produced
Ovid Butler owned

retaining

the largest amount

tially paid for by twenty

of stock and was one of the few

shares. An additional

parcel of land he added

of their

was nonexistent.

whose shares were fully paid up. Land he sold for the first campus
second

the uni-

to bring in

two-thirds

operating income
little revenue.

that

from the

of the total money raised going for buildings,

upon the two-thirds

was

funds were to corne from

addressing

would be unable to fulfill. The problem

versity depended

to move

fi·om the way the university

that agents
enthusiasm

and sought

was par-

ten shares came from the

to the campus.

In March

1869, his en-

dowment of$1 0,000 for the Demia Butler Chair gave him 100 shares. With
other land donations,
Butler had a total of 283 shares by 1876. At that
time he donated
campus,

receiving

the property

known

as "College

467 shares. His holdings

gift was to endow an undergraduate
ferred to as a "Bible college."

Corners"

now totaled

department

near the old

750 shares. This

of religion,

which

he re-

It was to have two chairs as soon as income

permitted. This third "college" would be added to the already existing
erature and Science colleges.
Although
flct, neither

the board honored
the existing

the terms of the endowment

Lit-

in spirit and

Bible chair nor any of those added were "named"

chairs. Scot Butler later had to remind

the board of his father's intentions

when charges arose that the board had failed to establish
for postgraduate
training of ministers-something
never entered his father's mind.
After Ovid Butler's death,

a divinity

school

Scot Butler maintained

his estate voted his 750 shares. His son Ovid
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Dyer Butler held five shares; Chauncey had four. Other Butler family holdings included thirty-five shares owned by Patrick Henry Jameson, Ovid
Butler's son-in-law. By 1894 the only other major stockholders were voting fewer than 200 shares each. They included the heirs of Jeremy H. Anderson, who had endowed a chair in Greek, and A. E Armstrong, who had
endowed a chair in German. If~as Ovid Buder had stated, "North Western Christian University belongs to the stockholders," then Ovid Butler
and his heirs owned the institution. With almost 800 shares, the Buder interests, including other funily connections and close friends, held a preponderance of the estimated 1,700 to 1,800 shares outstanding. The other
stock was spread among about 1,200 individuals.
The university's bookkeeping was scrambled and inaccurate from the
outset. It was difficult to determine the actual number of stockholders or
to keep track of payments on principal and interest. The institution was
often not informed of transfers at death, changes of address, or similar alterations. Secretaries and systems changed, confusing the recording of new
shares, issuance of scrip, and forfeitures. The board repeatedly found it necessary to order the secretary to overhaul the bookkeeping methods. An effective system was not employed until early in the twentieth century.
Unpaid subscriptions, delinquent interest payments, and the necessity
to sell more stock occupied the board's attention at meeting after meeting.
Anxiety about collections emerged as early as the summer of 1852. Milton B. Hopkins became the first in a procession of traveling agents appointed to solicit payments and sell more stock. John O'Kane was also in
the field. Already, he reported, some subscribers were seeking release hom
their pledges. Yet the board pressed on with plans for opening the institution. Adding to the difficulty, crops Eliled and depression set ill during 1855.
Hiram St. John Van Dake and Elijah Goodwin, both directors, joined the
field agents. Other directors were asked to loan money so that the college
could open as planned. Directors resolved to serve without compensation,
establishing a precedent followed thereafter.
By 1858, six agents were in the field. The business committee of the board
placed urgent notices in the Christirl/l Record and drafted a "polite letter"
to all stockholders asking them to pay up. The institution could go on if
what was owed was paid, the letter told stockholders, but it was "embarrassed" by its present lack of funds. The faculty needed to be paid in order
to survive. The directors even mentioned resort to lawsuits. At a meeting
of the full board this letter was not approved. Even a hint of legal action
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against church members and friends was unpalatable.
Numerous
petitions
for relief came to the university. The business committee,
meeting in the
bll, was unwilling to lose stockholders.
offered more time for payment.
The next year the university

They

refused

the petitions

but

lost the services of the indefatigable

to take Horace

O'Knne,

who decided

traveling
expenses

agents were pur into the field, although their salaries of $900 plus
seemed hardly justifiable in light of the revenue generated.
Di-

rectors were becoming desperate.
against stockholders
delinquent
In 1861 discord
succeeding
university

Greeley's

John

Now they urged Ovid Butler to go to court
for two or more years.

may have arisen among

Butler as board president,
sought

subscribers

were now released,
Troubled

the directors.

fdt it necessary

to 500 additional

but other

delinquents

times had arrived.

arrangement

of the country

War" meant

that the university

"Unsettled

consequent
would

conditions

have to suspend

or curtail

markably,

the directors

the course

opera-

To have in-

In the course of its first century,
of university

and administration

rence. Faculty and students

as disastrous.

disCivil

on the eve of the Civil War was the first

timed actions.

haunted

and monetary
deplorable

the university

timing

with lawsuits.

upon the present

saw even a brief suspension

inopportune

The

shares. Some stockholders

tions. The directors

of a series of unfortunately

Elijah Goodwin,

to urge harmony.

were threatened

advertently

founded

advice and go West. Three

remained

and alumni

is often evident
attitudes

Re-

f()ught past each such occur-

steadfast,

loyalty. At such times discouragement
it is always coupled with constructive

development.
retained

their

in the records,

but

and actions to meet the crises.

The Civil War did bring curtailment
of operations.
Goodwin and Butler took on added responsibility
as fund-raising
agents. More stock forfeitures could be expected.

Not unfeeling,

the board voted to release one man

who had gone blind and could hardly support his hmily. As the war progressed, so did fund-raising. The board sought compromise
and settlement
of outstanding
accounts rather than harassment of delinquents.
At the end of the war, the directors
Needs for faculty
came pressing
resources"

salaries, equipment,

as veterans

returned

were still inadequate

further

expenditures

more than faculty members

and added

in Indianapolis,

Otis A. Burgess as agent.

and renovation

and enrollments

of the building
increased.

be-

"Pecuniary

in 1865. The board resolved to put ofF any

$1,500,

tian Church

recruited

two field agents. Their

sought

salaries were set at

made. Burgess, pastor of Central

Chris-

relief from his duties as agent. He was
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granted it only on condition that he raise $30,000 in the next month. The
board sought additional agents. The directors struggled with increasing costs
and little money. It was a critical period. Advertising in the Ladies Christian Monitor featured a steel engraving of the university building. Again
Goodwin took to the field. Faculty members were asked to go out in advocacy. Directors invited church people attending the state meeting to visit
the campus. The brotherhood was urged to make North Western Christian University "worthy of confidence and love" to the Church and people
of the Northwest.
Yet stock forfeitures continued. Conditions precluded faculty salary increases. Indeed, Ovid Butler reluctantly concluded that salaries must be
reduced or the faculty cut. He hastened to give more land in an effort to
help. Allen R. Benton, president of the faculty, resigned in protest against
flilure to keep up faculty salaries. Goodwin also resigned. Nevertheless, considering the state of finances, the board had no recourse. Faculty reorganization was carried through; salaries were reduced; the faculty, reluctant but
loyal, accepted the reduction.
Of some 1,400 shares of stock, over 900 remained unpaid, fully or in
part. The directors sought to make some sense out of poorly kept accounts.
Some 64 shares had been forfeited. On 300, only $3,000 of the $30,000
had been paid, as of January 17, 1868, according to the report to the board
meeting. If the amounts owing had been paid, the university would have
been in acceptable financial condition. As it was, money for operations was
being drawn out of endowment capital at an alarming rate.
The f:,ll of 1868 saw improvement. The new president of the faculty,
Otis Burgess, was actively working as an agent. Ovid Buder's endowment
of the Demia Butler Chair brought valuable property to the university. Gifts
of land, however, brought no immediate increase in operating funds. '[C)
sell the land, the university took mortgages, receiving only interest. The
academic life of the university continued to be of high order, yet Butler
had to admit that Iorfcirures continued and finances were inadequate. The
faculty was overworked, "unable to keep up."
A year and a half later, Butler reported that expenses, including his salary
as board president and agent ($2,000), faculty salaries, and other operating expenses amounted to $8,840 against an income Irorn investments and
student fees of only $7,200. Rising enrollments were likely to require expansion in a period of inflation. Additionally, some stockholders were asking to be released frorn their subscriptions on grounds that the university
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was not carrying

out special purposes

for which

they had pledged.

Some

stock had apparently been sold with promises that it would be used to establish a chair in biblical literature. Butler claimed that agents had not been
authorized

to

accept stipulations,

nor did the account

books show any. Nev-

ertheless, he recommended
releasing such disafFected and antagonistic
scribers from their obligations.
This issue Ioreshadowcd
versity's

history:

and urban

one constant

businessmen

for the education

Church

general education

of tuture ministers.

religious climate,

that runs through

rural church

and professionals.

sity as a place for an orthodox,
tain a sound

theme

the difFerence between

sub-

the uni-

people and ministers
people saw the univer-

for their youngsters

Anxious

that the institution

they were suspicious

and
main-

of any philosophy

that

sought truth outside the Bible, the classics, and traditional
views of the
world. Ministers and farmers, some of them on the board, may also have
resented the comparatively
higher salaries given to faculty members
compared to their own uncertain incomes.
No less zealous in their tairh, the secular, urban men and women
a "large" policy, an education
not only to church

to equip their offspring

bur also to community,

they saw the university
a growing

designed

as an institution

city, adaptive

break with outmoded
for life in the expanding

to

favored

for service

state, and nation.
that should

when

Increasingly

strive to be worthy

to new trends,

responsive

to

tradition-an
nation.

institution

equipping

modern

of

needs, ready
its graduates

Except on a few occasions, neither side became openly antagonistic.
Nonetheless, subtle threads of difference weave their way through the tapestry of university
or become

history. Would

a large urban

what was the relationship

it remain a small, church-related

university?

How "sound"

between the university

What were the motives of the administrators
sought to control the institution's direction?
Although

time to time even when
tury, this issue appears
of the Disciples'

and board

Church,

the lines, one can identify
they are muted.

in attenuated

Church?

members

who

of family connechom

Even in the late twentieth

cen-

form: whether

emergence

and

the dissonances

once so pronounced

celebrate Butler University's
learning. Both seem proper.
to

and the Christian

it takes some analysis of votes, knowledge

tions, and reading between

college

was the teaching,

to honor

a part of the institution,

as a major institution

That Ovid Butler's charter was broad enough

the heritage

to comprehend

or

of higher
the wishes
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of both of these groups
for sound,

humane,

to his vision.

liberal education

has accommodated
preprofessional

is testimony

The charter

in a traditional

religious setting.

and professional

courses

fix ministers but for teach-

training not just

was not fulfilling

meeting

a mission

held dear by church

to provide

adhered

in biblical

to the Bible,

literature,

reemphasize

"discarding

a requirement

that course when

able to return as president
now separated

people.

of the board in June 1870, he gave assurances

creeds, and articles of faith subsequent

ofthe

all non-authoritative

for graduation.

Burgess departed
bculty.

from the presidency

to teaching

Hebrew

writings,
came to
proved un-

The course in Bible literature

and assigned

and ministering

to Samuel Hoshour,
William

the

the course

Opportunity
and Benton

'I()

that religion

to the Bible." He praised

could devote all his time to it. The new president,
himself

It

more-

for a chair in Bible, Ovid Butler rook steps to allay fears that the

university
annual

provided

itself as well to those who strove to provide

ers, businessmen,
lawyers, physicians, and others as well.
Sensitive to the criticism of stockholders
who had sought
support
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was
who

F. Black, confined

to his Hock at Central

Chris-

tian Church.
On his seventieth
surance.

birthday,

Butler

took the occasion

His labors on behalf of the institution,

the purpose

of building

giate institution

up merely a Literary

for further

he declared,
Institution

reas-

were "not for

but for a colle-

of the highest class in which the Divine character and Lord-

ship of Jesus Christ should

be fully recognized

and carefully taught,"

along

with the "science of Christian morality."
The board kept faith. When Hoshour retired in 1871, it appointed John
Chapman
Miller as head of the "Bible Department."
Even after "retiring,"
HoshoLLrwoulcl
ing to provide

continue
fe)r German

to teach, filling the Greek chair, and then remain-

and French. The Bible chair reverted to Burgess

when he returned as president in 1873.
While this undercurrent
of concern about
to the brotherhood
nancial
churches

problems.
because

continued,
These

directors

too, of course,

their congregations

the relation of the university

could not ignore the pressing fiinvolved

relations

with Disciples'

were the very ones to whom

agents

of the university directed their appeals. The disordered books indicated that
over $50,000 was owing still, in 1873. Of almost $19,000 in delinquent
interest, the university
could realistically expect to collect only about
$4,000. The board resolved to increase efforts either to collect or write ofF
uncollectible
accounts. On some stock loans 110 interest had been paid in
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years.1()

continue

to carry it on the books was wrong.

of 1873 were soon felr. Despite
university's
"present prosperous
On his birthday

Effects of the Panic

these problems, Butler could refer to the
condition"
at year's end, 1870.

just over a month

prominence

was enjoying

a high degree of public favor. He reiterated

at the annual
ulty president
perity"
perhaps

warned,

enrollments

the high degree

from what it promises

university

the country's

The university

collegiate

institutions

these sentiments

and public approbation.

of public

bvor

don't provide sufficient
personal

are required."

room and sufficient

eff()rts and personal

was "acquired

instructors
liberality

more

Even the prosperity

the board,

....

"if we

To secure suc-

amounting

Not much sign of such dedication

was far in the future.

Even

than for what it has been or now is." The

"will lose it all and more than all," he warned

cess earnest

and

board meeting in June. Butler attributed
prosperity to facBlack: it was "mainly the result of his efforts." This "pros-

was based on increased

so, Butler

stability

among

later, he elaborated.

had achieved

to sacrifice

was apparent.
of increased

Financial
enrollments

was soon to vanish with the country's coming hard times. Of imminent
depression Ovid Butler and the directors were happily unaware.
Still, taking the long view, North
certain

advantages.

Western

It was Indiana's

cated in a city. It was open to all qualified
by Christian
financed

Church

people,

by any organized

Christian

only institution
students.

it was nonsectarian,

church

University
of higher
Although

neither

enjoyed

learning

dominated

controlled

body. It could and did attract

lonor

men and

women, white or black, from anywhere. Such a progressive admissions policy, while not unique in the nineteenth century, was indeed unusual. A story
in the Butler Alumna] Quarterly of April 1912 commented
on this aspect
of Butler's tradition at length: It was especially attractive to Christian Church
bmilies who preferred not to send their offspring to the state university,
dominated
by Presbyterians,
or to colleges like DePauw run by the Methodist Board, Notre Dame operated by a Roman Catholic order, the Baptists' Franklin, the Presbyterians'
Hanover, and other colleges with close
tics to denominations

more structured

than were the Disciples.

Students

at North Western Christian had the added advantage of scrip to pay their
tuition if parents or friends held stock in the corporation.
Located

in the city, the university

in the way of residential
students

commuted.

facilities

f()Und it unnecessary

until the mid-twentieth

Board and lodging

were available

to build much
century.

Many

in private

homes
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and eventually in fraternity and sorority houses. For students who had to
work, the city offered more opportunities than did small towns.
University leaders were not the only ones who assumed that prosperity
had set in. The popular view arose that "it was the wealthiest institution
west of the Alleghenies" and the most prosperous of the Christian Churchrelated colleges. In fact, the financial status of the university in 1871 was
little better than it had been.
If the directors were beginning to breathe easier, they were quickly disabused. The smallpox epidemic in the summer of 1872 discouraged enrollments. So did the depression that set in after the Panic of 1873. The
move to Irvington, in 1875, reduced enrollments. But these factors were
temporary; overall, the institution was growing.
Ironically, "prosperity" measured in rising enrollments brought pressing
need to expand teaching facilities. They needed more faculty, more classrooms, and more equipment. In addition to their optimistic pronouncements, Ovid Butler and William Black both continued to point out these
essentials. Directors were discovering the truism in higher education that
success-more
students-meant
more costs. Tuitions did not cover the
costs of education. Endowments and building funds must increase if the
institution grows. It was particularly true of this university, because a large
part of tuition was still paid in scrip.
Ovid Butler proposed that the college building be completed to its full,
original design. Only one wing, one-third of the original architectural plan,
had been built. He estimated that it would take $100,000 to complete.
Butler set out to raise the money. He reported no success two months later,
at the annual meeting of the board in June of 1871, and excused himself
from further efforts on grounds of his failing strength and health. The directors remained unresponsive to his proposals, even to renovating the srrucrure, when he renewed his plea two years later. By that time they had another plan in mind to meet the need for expansion.
One bright spot was Jeremy H. Anderson's $20,000 endowment of a
chair in Greek. The gift, to come to the university at Anderson's death,
made him the largest stockholder (except for Butler himself) at the time.
Until his death, Anderson would pay interest on his pledge. He retained
the right to nominate the professor who would hold the chair in Greek,
subject to board approval. This right would go to his agent or executor after his death. His agent, Milton B. Hopkins, was elected to the board at
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the next stockholders' meeting. Hopkins was a minister, lawyer, and educator, founder of Howard College in Kokomo. Anderson's nominee for the
chair, Milton's son John O. Hopkins, was appointed in time for the opening of the term in the f~lllof 1872.

The Board of Directors

The makeup of the board of directors changed only slightly over
the years. Of the twenty-one directors at the opening of the university, seven
were not reelected in 1858. Some of those who left were returned in later
elections. Death and old age account for some changes. "Politics" among
stockholders, wishes of potential candidates, or other factors may have
played a role. Some directors may have lacked the time fc)r the often protracted rneetings. Some lived too f~lrfrom Indianapolis for convenient attendance. Occasionally, disagreement over policies led to a resignation or
hlilure to be reelected. It is notable that three women joined the board in
1870, when the stockholders elected Mary E. Duncan, Emma Birchard,
and Marcia Melissa Bassett Goodwin, wife of Elijah Goodwin and editor
of the Ladies Christian Monitor.
Ovid Butler, president of the board at the start, did not hold that office
continuously. After ten years, he asked to step down. The business committee reluctantly accepted his resignation and voted tributes. Elijah Goodwin was elected to succeed at this April 3, 1861, meeting and was confirmed
in the position by vote of the entire board in its July meeting. Goodwin
served un til October 186 I. Then, claiming a need to tend to his own business atlairs, he resigned. He was replaced by Judge Jeremiah Smith. Goodwin remained on the board and on the business committee.
Open disagreement arose within the board in July 1862. The American
Christian Review in its issue of june 24, 1862, charged that North Western Christian University "has been and is impeded in its prosperity and
usefulness by its hobbyism and ultraism," adding that "it is made a pack
horse for ultraism and hobbyism and has departed from its legitimate work
of education." Benjamin Franklin, editor of the Review, was already known
as a pacifist. He had earlier been challenged by Elijah Goodwin as one disloyal to the cause of the Union. The Review's allegation stemmed from Ovid
Butler's outspoken antislavery views and strong opposition to the secessionists. Dr. Patrick Henry Jameson promptly offered a resolution defending
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Butler was once again elected. As board member and member of the business committee he had not let up in his efFort to hold the board's feet to
the fire in matters of financial responsibility. When the work ofagents and
appeals to the churches failed to bring needed funds, Butler adamantly opposed spending for bculty salary increases or campus improvements.
Butler's own donation of more land brought little improvement in operating funds. Although the land was promptly sold, the corporation took
mortgages that returned only interest payments for the university's use.
On February 7, 1871, Ovid Butler convened a special session of the board.
He was, that day, celebrating his seventieth birthday. It seemed to him that
North Western Christian now needed younger and more vigorous officers.
He requested acceptance of his resignation. He believed that he had given
what he had to offer of care, counsel, labor, and means. For more than
twenty years "it has been the principal business of my life," he said. The
directors conceded that Butler's age and feeble health required relief But
it would be an "evident calamity" to lose him. They refused to accept his
resignation but made plans to reduce his responsibilities. They also suggested that he be made "Chancellor ofNorrh Western Christian University."
From time to time the university had awarded honorary degrees. The
bClllty had already requested one for Butler. The board awarded him an
LLD. Following this award to Butler, the board engaged in its most extensive dispensing o l horiors up to that time. In what may have been a bid
for attention from church, city, and state, the board honored their own and
the Christian Church's stalwarts: Allen R. Benton, by this time chancellor
of the University of Nebraska; Governor Conrad Baker; Senator Oliver I~
Morton; Horatio C. Newcomb, mayor ofIndianapolis; and James A. Garfield, Ohio congressman, a future president of the United States. Garfield
had been a minister of the Christian Church and, incidentally, is the only
minister to have been elected president.
Finally, on June 22, 1871, Ovid Butler insisted that his resignation be
accepted. The directors acknowledged that Butler's health and age dictated
that they acquiesce. Unanimously they made him chancellor with such duties as the board would prescribe. Butler would remain on the business COITlmirrcc, Stockholders reelected him to the board in 1873 and 1876.
Joseph 1. Irwin, a prominent businessman of Columbus, Indiana, now
became president of the board. Irwin was the leading layman in the Christian Church of Columbus and father-in-law of its influential and beloved
minister, Zachary T Sweeney. Irwin's uncle, Benjamin, had been a mern-
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ber of the board in 1852 and an early mover in the effort to establish the
university. Joseph Irwin had joined the board in 1867 and served continuously until his death in 19 I O.
By the summer of 1872 Irwin became convinced that the board president should be an Indianapolis resident, able to give time weekly to university affairs. He was discouraged that agents could not be found to raise
money, "to make [the university] what its founders intended and expected
it to be," for which "a large sum of money must yet be raised." He voiced
fears that if the brotherhood did not attend to financing, another "denomination [sic] ," society, or even speculators caring nothing about religion could buy a controlling interest. North Western Christian would then
not be "secure to the Christian Church." It was Irwin who first proposed
that Ovid Butler's name should be "associated" with the university. The
university "owed its campus, endowment, and almost its existence" to Butler's liberality, good management, and constant, careful watch.
Irwin detected problems for which he took full blame. He feared that
some faculty were neglecting their teaching because of low pay and overloaded schedules. As a consequence some students were leaving. His inability to be more involved, because of his extensive business interests and
distance from the city, led him to press the board to find another president.
Irwin also turned to Chancellor Butler for help. The old man's son Thomas
had died in the smallpox epidemic of 1872. This loss seemed to have turned
his thoughts to the students' need for "physical culture." In Butler's suggestion of a shortened college year he embodied his belief that students
at college missed not only healthy outdoor exercise but also the sympathy,
companionship, and affection of their parents. Colleges should not, he
thought, try to offer both physical and mental training, nor did he find
manual training, offered by some colleges, a successful effort. A shortened
academic year would leave more time for home and for sociability.
Sessions from October through March would leave rural and workingclass students free to help their families or to acquire technical and practical experience for future vocations. Such a shortened session would give
the student recreational time outdoors during the clement months. It would
help increase full-tirlle enrollments and end intermittent attendance typical of many rural youths. Buder thought his plan was revolutionary.
The directors were nor convinced. They argued that employers would
not hire students during long vacations. If they did, the students would get
even less outdoor recreation than they already enjoyed. Moreover, if' they
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schedules and curricula, and student conduct and welfare, the board busied itself with a range of problems concerning the building and grounds.
Extension of the city's streets and walks, fencing and protecting the campus from use as pasturage or woodlot, repainting walls, allocation of rooms,
and rental of space for primary schools or summer sessions all occupied the
board's attention. Directors had to approve even the smallest expenditures
down to ribbons at Commencement time. They must decide on lightning
rods and whether to replace oil lamps and coal fires with gas lines to provide illumination and heat. Directors' control and oversight of daily afbirs
at the university was never absent.

Professional

Programs

The institution made recurrent efftHts to establish professional
schools that would pay their own way. A law school, voted into existence
as early as 1858, reorganized in 1863, and "revived" in 1865, had no students by 1866; it was again revived in 1870 and again moribund by 1875.
In his annual report in 1875, bculty president Burgess declared, "It only
needs judicious care and liberal support from the directors to make this department of the university one of the most flourishing law schools in the
West." The board would not consider subsidizing a law department.
Founders had considered a medical school as early as 1852. In 1858 the
legislature rejected a request that it grant University Square for law and medical colleges that rnight be part of North Western Christian. Professor Ryland T Brown was asked to devise tentative plans tor a medical college in
1862. Nothing came of this endeavor; in 1875 the board decided that the
time was not right.
In 1862 Congress had passed the Morrill Act ofFering gran ts of public
land to the states Ior the purpose of establishing colleges ofagriculrural and
mechanical arts. The directors had considered a department of agriculture
as early as 1859. They occasionally talked of it during the next eight years.
In 1869 a committee of the board approached the legislature with a proposal. The General Assembly asked for a clearer presentation. NOlle was
Iorthcorning.
That year Purdue University was established as the state agricultural institution.
Another professional school was also proposed. In addition to the professorship in biblical literature, ethics, and other aspects ofChristianity usu-
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pus. He didn't want even the smallest part of it sold. He asked the board
to name a price and conditions that would have to be met to induce the
corporation to remain permanently. The matter was roo important for any
committee action. The directors referred it to the full board meeting the
following month.
Proposals to sell the old campus and move arose from the acute financial straits in which the university found itself. The old building had to be
enlarged or replaced in light of rising enrollments. This would be even more
necessary if desired additions to faculty and programs carne about. Burler
himself had urged completion of the structure according to original plans
but was forced to admit defeat in efforts to sell more stock or collect on existing debts in order to make possible added construction. Irwin was about
to remind the board in his annual report that much of the endowment was
sunk in loans on which no interest had been paid for years.
The logic of the situation was soon borne in upon Butler, always rigorous in his thinking. Doubrless his friends and fellow directors pointed out
to him that the expanding city made campus land very valuable. Subdividing and selling the old campus together with incentives offered by promoters
of another location could provide the financial salvation that the university desperately sought.
When the board met in June, Butler himself offered a resolution to authorize a committee composed of Patrick Henry Jameson, Woodson W.
Thrasher, and Joseph 1. Irwin to make preliminary investigations of several communities "outside the city limits" offering "liberal bonuses" to attract the college. William E Black, retiring president of the f.,culty, Otis A.
Burgess, who was to replace him, and Ovid Butler became advisory members of the committee.
The new board convened after the triennial stockholders' elections. Some
old names were out. The three women were no longer on the board. A. M.
Atkinson and Ephraim Frazee were missing from the list but would return
later. Black joined the board, as did John Chapman Miller, who had relinquished the chair in Greek to make way for John O. Hopkins, designated for the Jeremy Anderson Chair. Anderson's agent, Milton B. Hopkins, became a member. He had been one of the founding committee
members for the university. Isaac Errett, prominent Christian editor of
Cincinnati, and William Wallace, one of Ovid Butler's sons-in-law, strengthened the board. Other strong additions were Rev. Alvin 1. Hobbs and
Abram C. Shortridge. Directors still included stalwarts like Ovid Butler,
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A New Campus,
a New Name, Old Problems

WITH THE DECISIONMADE,the move to Irvington came
about with remarkable speed. This celerity was in startling contrast to the
deliberation that led to the university's founding and the long delays that
accompanied its later removal to a third site.
Rising enrollments and the demands of modern education left no choice
bur to enlarge bcilities. No university could forego growth and still maintain academic initiative. More bculty, additional programs, increased library holdings, and classroom equipment-all
would be needed, and all
called for more space. No practical alternative to a move existed. Although
in 1870 Ovid Butler counseled, "Do the best with what we have, for permanence, character, and usefulness," his hope of enlarging the old College
Avenue building failed. By 1873 he realized that mounting deficits made
doing the best with what it had impossible. Wealthy though he was, his
own resources were insufficient to embark on enlargement of the old building. The real estate boom was at its peale Sale of the old campus offered a
solution too attractive to resist. Since monetary considerations as a motive
for moving might seem crass, word was put out that encroachment of the
city increasingly subjected the students to urban evil. Directors, parellts,
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high, surmounted by a cupola where the bell from the first campus would
be hung. It cost $58, I 86, its steam heating system added $6,5 I 5, and landscaping came to another $3,000.
Once the acreage of Josephus Collett, the campus was described in the
early catalogs as "located in a natural grove of forest trees, on high ground
commanding a beautiful view of the surrounding country." Later comments
about muddy paths and swampy approaches from some directions belie aspects of this description. Much was still to be done in laying out walks,
surfacing roadways, and planting trees.
Irvington was founded in 1870 by three Quakers from Centerville:
Sylvester Johnson and Jacob and George Julian. The men had been impressed by a model community, Glendale, Ohio. They intended Irvington
to be a cultural enclave "free from rum and gambling," embodying refinement and quiet. "Handsome villas" set in tastefully laid out grounds were
rising along winding streets. Residents hoped the college would enhance
their intellectual and cultural lives, as indeed it did. In the next fifty years
the university and the village became a close-knit community, forging ties
of social, artistic, and intellectual endeavor.
Students could reach the college from downtown Indianapolis by either
of two rail lines, later known as the Junction Railroad and the Central Railroad. Students might prefer to ride the diminutive mule-drawn trolley that
meandered out English Avenue, a slower trip, less direct but more frequent.
Many would walk the four to five miles from town, often along the railroad tracks. Some rode horseback or relied on the family buggy. A wooden
fence surrounded the campus, to provide hitching posts as well as to keep
livestock from grazing on the grounds. The university urged Eunilies who
wished to educate their children to move to Irvington. Many new houses
were available fen sale or rent.
The main building faced east on what became Butler Avenue. Behind
the building the campus stretched westward to Emerson Avenue and was
bounded on the north by University Avenue. Later developments extended
its precincts eastward to include Irwin Field, across Butler Avenue from
the main building, and the Bona Thompson Memorial Library at University and Downey avenues. Classes began in the new surroundings with Isaac
Errett's dedication of the building.
If this new beginning seemed auspicious, it did not at once live up to the
promise. For the second time a major step in the university's advance sufFered
from unfortunate timing. Just as the initial founding coincided with an
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been elected to the board, representing
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board meetings
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would go forth with Patterson, his black driver, in his two-horse carriage
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nodding affably to students awed by his parriarchal presence. The directors began the new era beset with the same problems as before. They were in Ior many more years of intransigent
difficul ties.

financial

With most of the old campus presumably
sold, speculation
during the
summer of 1875 turned to disposition
of the old building itself. Ovid Butler favored retaining it for an art or poly technical school. Other directors
approved of John Chapman
Miller's preference that it become a medical
or law school. The directors decided to leave it vacant for the time being.
The structure ultimately became an orphanage.
Because ofthe
of the university

persistent lack ofa quorum at board meetings, the afbirs
had been increasingly delegated to the business commit-

tee. At the April 3, 1876, meeting, the directors voted unanimously
to reduce the size of the board from twenty-one
to eleven directors. A state law
permitted

a majority

make such a change.

of directors
Directors

of corporations

hoped

that a smaller

(or of stockholders)
board would

to

ensure a

quorum and reduce reliance on the business committee.
Large powers had
been delegated to this committee,
and while the procedure had worked well,
it raised fears that the committee
to actions
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exercise too much power, leading

that the full board could not easily reverse. Business

committee
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Butler University.

A new name did nothing to end the monetary problems. The directo:s
asked the finance committee
to review the accounts. No thorough
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low. Ovid Butler's "unremitting efforts and sacrifices to build up and establish our university" would be sorely missed. While general economic
conditions contributed largely to the discouragement of some directors,
other factors probably afFected their attitudes. Some may have been bored
with the lengthy sessions devoted to almost every detail involved in running the school, especially since broader issues and future plans could not
be considered at this time. More seriously, divisions were surfacing. Directors then and for much of its history felt possessive about their institution. But their visions of what it was meant to be did not always agree. Ardent church people on the board were concerned with the religious
instruction of their youth, whereas men of affairs were more interested in
educational values, in keeping the university abreast of new subjects and
methods emerging in American higher education.
The division broke into the open at a meeting convened at Ovid Butler's home on April 24, 1879. The committee on faculty and school recommended that faculty members who did not belong to the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ) be released. They were not a part of the Church
"under whose patronage and for advancement of whose religious plea" the
university was founded. The institution needed "homogeneity in general
religious conceptions." The committee report was supported by seven directors: Simeon Frazier, Joseph I. Irwin, M. C. Thompson, Abram C. Shortridge, John C. Miller, Barzillai M. Blount, and Alvin I. Hobbs. A minority report was signed by Dr. l~ H. Jameson, Ovid Dyer Butler (who had
replaced his father on the board), and John S. Duncan. With Joseph I. Irwin
abstaining from the final vote, the majority report was passed.
TC)!"J1 between devotion to his church and devotion to his university, the
old chancellor kept silent, and Burgess refused to oppose the move. Both
men were thought to disagree with it. Burgess was a firm disciplinarian,
zealous in holding to the tenets of his religion. But he was conservative in
educational policy, not much given to questioning traditional methods,
perhaps hostile to new ideas and modern approaches. For whatever reasons, he would not speak out against a majority of the board.
Faculty affected were David Starr Jordan, Catharine Merrill, Melville B.
Anderson, and Charles E. Hollenbeck. Jordan, immensely popular with the
students, was indeed one of the "stars" of the faculty. Merrill was equally
beloved. Melville G. Anderson would become nationally known as a Dante
scholar. Hollenbeck had been successful in building a commercial department for the university.
The move was widely believed to be aimed at Jordan. Though not a Dar-
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name of the man who had been the force behind it for over a quarter of a
century. North Western Christian University became Butler University.
A new name did nothing

to end the monetary

problems.
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asked the finance committee
to review the accounts. No thorough examination of the books had taken place since 1868. The board's new treasurer,
John M. Judah,
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low. Ovid Butler's "unremitting efforts and sacrifices to build up and establish our university" would be sorely missed. While general economic
conditions contributed largely to the discouragement of some directors,
other factors probably affected their attitudes. Some may have been bored
with the lengthy sessions devoted to almost every detail involved in running the school, especially since broader issues and future plans could not
be considered at this time. More seriously, divisions were surfacing. Directors then and for much of its history felt possessive about their institution. But their visions of what it was meant to be did not always agree. Ardent church people on the board were concerned with the religious
instruction of their youth, whereas men of affairs were more interested in
educational values, in keeping the university abreast of new subjects and
methods emerging in American higher education.
The division broke into the open at a meeting convened at Ovid Butler's home on April 24, 1879. The committee on faculty and school recommended that faculty members who did not belong to the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ) be released. They were not a part of the Church
"under whose patronage and for advancement of whose religious plea" the
university was founded. The institution needed "homogeneity in general
religious conceptions." The committee report was supported by seven directors: Simeon Frazier, Joseph I. Irwin, M. C. Thompson, Abram C. Shortridge, John C. Miller, Barzillai M. Blount, and Alvin 1. Hobbs. A minority report was signed by Dr. P. H. Jameson, Ovid Dyer Butler (who had
replaced his father on the board), and John S. Duncan. With Joseph I. Irwin
abstaining from the final vote, the majority report was passed.
Torn between devotion to his church and devotion to his university, the
old chancellor kept silent, and Burgess refused to oppose the move. Both
men were thought to disagree with it. Burgess was a firm disciplinarian,
zealous in holding to the tenets of his religion. But he was conservative in
educational policy, not much given to questioning traditional methods,
perhaps hostile to new ideas and modern approaches. For whatever reasons, he would not speak out against a majority of the board.
Faculty affected were David Starr Jordan, Catharine Merrill, Melville B.
Anderson, and Charles E. Hollenbeck. Jordan, immensely popular with the
students, was indeed one of the "stars" of the faculty. Merrill was equally
beloved. Melville G. Anderson would become nationally known as a Dante
scholar. Hollenbeck had been successful in building a commercial department for the university.
The move was widely believed to be aimed at Jordan. Though not a Dar-
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winian at this time, he held scientific beliefs suspect to advocates of "primitive Christianity."

Jordan was a step ahead ofthe directors.

lined up a position at Indiana
Butler University in June.
The whole campus
ary, sophomore
of Directors

University.

knew immediately

Colin King recorded

met today ...

fessors Jordan,

Anderson,

the Campbellite

He had already

his resignation

of the board's action.

to

In his di-

on April 29, 1879, that "the Board

it is rumored
[Hollenbeck,]

church.

He submitted

they are going to turn out proand Merrill for not belonging

to

If the board does this I must say it is composed

of a set of damn fools." The next day King noted that the board had decided to "bounce"

the four. "The indignation

tense," he wrote. "Members

among the students

was in-

of the present senior class say they won't grad-

uate at Butler but will go to Bloomington

and graduate

there."

The city was aroused; the board's action had created a storm. Weeks of
dissension followed. Burgess's standing in the city was badly hurt.
As Jordan saw it, the two factions on the board were tearing the university apart. Those who sought to make Butler a feeder to the Christian Church
were opposed to those who sought to attain modern
the needs of the city.

scholarship

and meet

Ovid Butler's initial failure to oppose the ill-considered decision may have
stemmed hom his infirmity or, more likely, from a hope to prevent disharmony among

the directors.

Sectarianism,

rejected by the early Disciples,

was increasingly evident in the church. Linked with possessiveness toward
the university, this attitude had caused deviation from earlier practice. Men
like Irwin, Jameson, Duncan, and Ovid Butler, no less fervent in their religion, were realistic businessmen, cosmopolitan,
open, and generous in
their views. The old preachers like Hobbs and Miller were not.
Outcries

from the city and very likely behind-the-scenes

Butler forced the directors to reconsider.
faculty ouster boycotted
a face-saving

After minority

the June 13 meeting,

efForts by Ovid
opponents

the remaining

move, referred the issue to committee.

of the

directors,

in

There a reunited board

voted to rescind the action taken in April. Only John
the reversal.

C. Miller opposed

Division had been papered over but was not ended. On both sides were
men of strong convictions.
of the lorrner directors
as replacement

At the next triennial

stockholders'

meeting,

all

were reelected, with Ovid Dyer Butler confirmed

for his father. The board was increased to fifteen, however,

with the return of the venerable

veteran Woodson

W. Thrasher,

father of
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Professor Williarn M. Thrasher, along with D. R. Van Buskirk, Ephraim S.
Frazee, S. A. Butterfield, and J. V. Hadley. (William F. Black, former president of the faculty, had earlier left the board.)
Division was still apparent when the new board met to elect its officers.
After four ballots Barzillai M. Blount was elected president over Joseph
Irwin and P H. Jameson. It took nine ballots to elect a secretary. The post
went to Chauncey Butler. Judah faced no opposition for the treasurer's post.
A. I. Hobbs offered to resign from the board, but his resignation was rejected.
Presiding over his first board meeting, Blount sought to promote harmony, urging the directors to exhibit a Christian attitude. Chancellor Butler sent a letter in like tone. Noting "spirited antagonism" at the shareholders'
meeting, Butler affirmed his belief that harmony had now been achieved
without compromise of principles. All of the faculty, he asserted, were
teaching students Christian principles and morality as the charter required.
The real problem, however, was that it was being done imperfectly and
inefficiently. He renewed his plea for the more adequate religious instruction that he had hoped to promote with his last bequest. He would by this
communication offer encouragement to the faction on the board that had
been forced to retreat. They were not to blame faculty members for deficiencies deriving from the absence of needed programs. Irvington was without adequate churches. At the very least the university must provide Lord's
Day services adapted to students' requirements.
Now the directors settled down to await better times. The depression had
not been kind to the older generation of founders. George Campbell had
died insolvent. The Madison Church forfeited ten shares of srock. Even Love
H. Jameson had to be excused from his obligations and forfeit his stock. The
board could do little but deal with routine matters from month to month.

The Faculty
The move to Irvington brought reorganization of the flCUlty. All
professors were asked to resign, with the exception of John O. Hopkins,
whose tenure as Anderson Professor of Greek was controlled by the chair's
donor. The revised lineup, besides Hopkins, saw William M. Thrasher retained in mathematics, Catharine Merrill in the Demia Butler Chair of English Language and Literature, and Scot Butler appointed to the chair in Latin.
David Starr Jordan received word of his appointment to the university's
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chair of natural science "without

warning"

while he was attending

field stud-

ies at Cumberland
Gap in the popular summer school led by Professor
Nathaniel S. Shaler of Harvard. After earning a master's degree from Cornell, Jordan

had come to teach science

(Shortridge)

when

W. Wiley moved

Harvey

college. With Wiley's
his shoes.

1874 departure

Otis A. Burgess continued
test in which John Chapman
tors' votes but declined

in the Indianapolis

High

School

from the high school

to the

for Purdue, Jordan again stepped

into

as president of the faculty after a spirited conMiller first received a majority of the direc-

the position.

A new ballot reelected

Burgess, who

would also teach Bible literature, plus mental and moral philosophy,
traditional for the faculty president.

as was

Midway through the first year on the new campus, the board's leaders
saw the need for additional faculty and for curricular reorganization.
Enrollments were down. The faculty was discontented
with schedules.
funds were short, organizational
changes would cost little.
Directors sought a "permanent"
departmental
Miller worked with his former faculty colleagues
mandated

five-hour-a-day

Although

organization.
John C.
to adjust schedules. The

course load was proving impractical-for

students

who had a long commute from the city and for faculty resisting teaching
additional hours or subjects outside their fields. As modified, the pattern
called for each student

to carry at least three and not more than four courses;

morning chapel at 8:30 would end by 9, courses would run until noon, and
the faculty could offer classes until 2 in the afternoon at their discretion.
The university was organized into "colleges" headed by deans: a college
of Bible; one of literature, including logic and philosophy, English language
and literature,

German

and French language

and literature,

guage and literature; one of science, including chemistry
ural science, mathematics,
astronomy, civil engineering,
ing, architecture,
pharmacy, and bookkeeping.
Some of the restructuring
moment

it provided

He became

was not then nor even later effected.

a place for Allen R. Benton,

dean of the college of literature

moral philosophy.

Directors

had long wished

professor

For the

who was now available.

and professor
for the return

distinguished
figure in educational
circles whose reputation
hanced by his part in founding the University of Nebraska.
[fWiley

and Latin lan-

and physics, natmining engineer-

of mental

and

of Benton,

a

was now en-

had stayed at Butler, he would have become dean of science and
of chemistry

and physics. With Wiley unavailable,

Thrasher

be-
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carne the first dean of science, teaching mathematics and astronomy. In
1877 Jordan was given the deanship in science. A series of instructors assisted in chemistry, physics, and laboratory work.
Catharine Merrill, Scot Buder, and John O. Hopkins in the chairs of
English, Latin, and Greek, respectively, were classed as department heads.
Melville B. Anderson came the following year and held the chair of modern languages. A Cornell graduate, Anderson had been recommended by
his friend David Starr Jordan. Charles E. Hollenbeck was added to the hculry as professor of a commercial department.
Faculty changes came gradually as the college entered into its halfcentury on the Irvington campus. The first change sent a shock through
the entire community. On a beautiful autumn morning, October 6, 1877,
students idly gazing out the third-floor windows of the assembly hall
watched Merrill and Hopkins walking across campus on their way to chapel.
Suddenly Hopkins fell to the ground. Faculty members nearby hurried to
him and carried him into the president's office. On the platform, President
Burgess had begun services. Professor Benton entered presently, mounted
the platform, and spoke quietly to the president. Hopkins was dead. Burgess
covered his face and wept. Sobered students filed slowly off to begin classes.
John O. Hopkins had been a witty, cheerful man who brought out the
best in people. A charter member of the newly formed Irvington Christian Church, he had helped with preaching duties and served as superintendent of its Sunday school. His death in his early thirties left a widow
and three children, one only a few weeks old. Burgess recommended that
the directors relieve his widow of a college-held mortgage in recognition
of this "model ... of a good and useful man."
Jeremy Anderson nominated Benton for Hopkins's chair. Young Demarchus Clariton Brown 79, who had been assisting Hopkins, became Benton's
assistant. He himself later became the Anderson Professor of Greek Language and Literature.
The next shock to the bculry and the Irvington community was the illconceived move to purge the f;ICldty of those who were not members of
the Christian Church. Although Merrill and Hollenbeck were reinstated
and Melville B. Anderson was hired for another year, the college lost the
personable, brilliant, and innovative Jordan.
In the short time he was at Burler, Jordan revitalized the teaching ofbiological sciences at the college. He also instituted BUS'C Butler University
Student Tramps. Each summer he led small groups of students, alumni,
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and friends on strenuous
Shakerrown

walking

in Kentucky

tours. The first, in 1877, took them from

to Georgia,

studying

etation. They even called on Alexander
of the Confederacy, listening enthralled
traversed

the land, wildlife,

and veg-

H. Stephens, tormer vice president
to his reminiscences.
On f()ot they

some 550 miles. After his resignation

in the spring of 1879, Jor-

dan took a group on one final tramp, this time in Europe.
When Jordan first arrived in Indianapolis,
he saw the city as "singularly
monotonous."
number

but he learned

of clear-headed

ler in March

to love it "because

and broad-minded

1875, Jordan

were attending

the Harvard

an associate in botany
Irvington

summer

at Mount

Susan Bowen,

to

But-

a fellow scientist.

island off New Bedford,

where both

school of Louis Agassiz. She had been

Holyoke.

from which students

an unusual

citizens." Before coming

had married

They had met at Pcnikese, the Atlantic

it contained

would

The couple had a large house in

see the tall, lanky man with close-

cropped curly hair and long mustache picking his way along the planks
that bridged the marsh cast of the campus, his child riding his shoulders.
At Butler Jordan

was awarded

the Indiana

College of Medicine

considered

"scarcely earned."

with collections

he bought

an honorary

PhD.

He did some work at

for which he was given an MD, which he

His own collections

of fish and birds along

and gave to the college are still preserved

at Bur-

lcr, His Butler doctorate might well be considered earned on the basis of
his summer studies with Harvard's Agassiz and Shaler, his own study and
collecting,

the summer

fascinated

students.

my experience
leagues ...
an unusual

tramps,

and additional

field trips on which he led

H is last year at Butler he termed

there was pleasant

on the whole, my relations

always agreeable, and small though
number of excellent students."

One of those students,

Hilton

dan was like a big brother
graduates

as was natural

men on the faculty

an "Arcadian

U. Brown,

to the students.

with my col-

the institution

was, I had

recalled that the athletic
Mingling

in such a small institution,

in student

year ...

Sports. In pickup

Jordan

baseball

joined

had applauded

University

to Butler

some." The founder

the name change

University.

dan as "a broad-minded

and free-spirited

He lauded Butler's university
in collegiate

The Iormer

for which the university

education."

fi'om North

other

games he shone

at first base and was capable of a home run when the team needed
Jordan

Jor-

freely with under-

it.

Western

Christian

name he considered

"burden-

was renamed

member

appeared

of the Christian

as one that "has clone continuously

to Jor-

Church."
good work
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Despite his success at Butler, Jordan never planned to remain there; it
was merely a stepping stone to get him back to teaching at the college level.
Long before the directors attempted to remove non-Church members, he
had been corresponding with other universities. His friend Harvey Wiley
had urged his cause at Purdue; he had failed to get a position at the University of Wisconsin; Princeton had turned him down, as had Williams
and Vassar. But early in 1879 he was offered the natural science professorship at Indiana University, which he accepted.
The appointment of Oliver I~ Hay as natural science professor at Butler
to replace Jordan brought to the college a sound scholar; his views were
probably not unlike Jordan's. At the time, neither man was a Darwinist.
Evolution theory was not the issue, but the advanced scientific teachings
of both men were a threat, potentially, to the Church's principles. Hay, however, was a Disciples member and therefore was doubtless considered "safer."
Of the other affected t.lCulty members, Melville B. Anderson's insights into
the medieval world of Catholicism, had they understood them, would
perhaps have been more alarming to the directors-as
a threat to Disciples'
ideas of early Christianity.
After his move to Indiana University, one further important event in Jordan's career linked him with Butler University. It brought a third shock to
the Butler campus and the city of Indianapolis. Though it did not directly
concern Butler University, its impact fdl on the hlll1ilies and fi'iends long
associated with the institution.
In the fall of 1884, Jordan writes: "Certain unpleasant circumstances
which I need not relate here-since
they wholly concerned others than
myself-resulted
in the abrupt resignation of Dr. Lemuel Moss from the
presidency of Indiana University." Former president Ballantine rerurned
briefly to fill the post temporarily; David Starr Jordan became president of
Indiana University on January 1, 1885.
It all came about through the agency ofa Butler graduate, Katharine Merrill Graydon '78. The story finds no place in biographical accounts of the
young woman, a niece of Catharine Merrill who later became Butler's
Catharine Merrill Professor of English Language and Literature and longrime alumni secretary, the very personification of "alma mater" to decades
of graduates. In 1884 Graydon was assistant professor of Greek at Indiana
University. As disclosed in Thomas D. Clark's history of that institution,
rumors of a scandal involving President Moss and Graydon had been circulating in Bloomington for some time. Moss, president from 1875 until
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1884, was the last of a series of Presbyterian

ministers

who had held the

presidency. A strict disciplinarian,
he was unpopular
with students.
Rumors of clandestine meetings with Graydon in her third-floor classroom at
length led the university's trustees
on the couple. With the collusion
attic and perforated

to select six trustworthy
students to spy
of the janitor, the students entered the

the ceiling of the classroom.

Every day for a week they

"kept vigil on the roof." In their affidavits the students

reported

a gift from

Moss concealed in the bookcase. Graydon went directly to the site and unwrapped it; this incident was followed by a "slightly affectionate scene" as
Moss appeared.
Students
observed the couple "kissing, hugging, etc."
Newspapers claimed even more intimate relations than those to which the
students attested.
With

these disclosures,

Moss left town abruptly,

pack up, sell their house,
University

and follow. Judge

board announced

his family

to

D. D. Banta of the Indiana

Moss's resignation

8, 1884, as well as the resignation

leaving

as president

of Graydon.

on November

Her successor

in the chair

of Greek was William Lowe Bryan, later an eminent president of Indiana
University. Bryan credited the Chicago Tribune as the only error-free report. He himself would only say that Graydon
and "on the brink of disaster."
her resignation.
her resignation.

A month

sat on President

later, Graydon

The board chose not to reopen

Moss's knee

sought

to withdraw

the case or to reconsider

The public furor and a "mighty roar" in the press continued.
Graydon's
family church in Indianapolis,
First Presbyterian, was torn apart. Her family, prominent in the city and the church, rose to her defense. Merrills, Graydons, Ketchams, and their fi·iends opposed eff<>rts by the minister, the Reverend W H. Currier, to remove Graydon's
Currier was forced to resign.
Katharine
home,

Merrill

in Hastings,

Graydon
Nebraska,

reentered

name from the membership
college teaching

in 1888. Three

roll.

a long way from

years later she spent

two

years tutoring the daughters of John Muir on his ranch ncar San Francisco.
She had become a friend of the great naturalist
at a time when he was
hospitalized
many

in Indianapolis

hours

with Muir

and other Butler students
During

his convalescence
taught

of California.

one of the most memorable

high school

Merrill spent

and brought

to cheer Muir with spirited

the 1890s Graydon

courses at the University
perienced

after a severe eye injury. Catharine

during

intellectual
in Oakland

her niece
discourse.
and took

At the end of that decade
and delightful

she ex-

years of her career
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teaching at Oahu College (later Punahou College) in Hawaii. In 1907 she
joined the Butler University faculty where for nearly a quarter of a century
she came to know, love, and be loved by generations of its graduates, veritably "the Spirit of Butler" as board chairman Hilton U. Brown was later
to characterize her.
Otis A. Burgess had been president of the faculty since 1873. Students
stood in awe of this imposing man who had managed the move to Irvington. Burgess had threatened to resign in October 1878 when the board reluctantly reduced faculty salaries. When the directors promised to consider
restoring salaries, he agreed to stay on. Most of the directors regarded flCulty salaries as inadequate and only awaited improvement in the institution's finances to increase them. Burgess had reason for some satisfaction
as he reported on the affairs of the college in the fall of 1879. Enrollments
were rising after the decline occasioned by the college's move; retention
of students was improving; the health of the students was good, as were
their morals and morale. Reports of college presidents and descriptions in
college catalogs sought to reassure parents of prospective students on such
points. Burgess compiled his report before Hopkins's death. The inevitable
accidents and epidemics that wrack any campus from time to time had not
yet seriously affected the Irvington campus. Burgess's report ended a board
meeting on an optimistic note.
13mBurgess's failure to take a stand against dismissal of the teachers who
were not Disciples had hurt him with the measure's minority opponents
011 the board, Jameson and Ovid Butler's representatives. It virtually destroyed him in the city. He doubtless lost the respect of some of the faculty. A majority of the board appreciated his loyalty, and by 1880 his salary
had risen from $1,500 to $1,800. But faculty salaries had not risen at all
in this period.
In February 1881, Burgess did resign. His reason was that conducting
Sunday chapel services cut into income he might otherwise receive from
outside preaching. This patently inadequate explanation was a sly dig at
Ovid Butler's letter spread on the board minutes stating the university's
obligation to provide worship services for the students in view of Irvington's lack of ad equate churches. The charter, Butler had pointed out, called
for all students, regardless of their religious views, to be taught Christian
principles and morality. Butler emphasized the student regulations that insisted on church attendance every Lord's Day. In his resignation, Burgess
appears to be laying the blame for his action on Ovid Butler, with whom
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he had split over the faculty dismissals. The directors
nation. Burgess returned to a ministry in Chicago.
Allen R. Benton

was asked to serve again as president,

because of the ill health of his wife. Harvey
suming

accepted

the resig-

but he declined

W Everest was appointed,

office at the start of the year's third term.

as-

Everest had twice been

president of Eureka, a Disciples college in Illinois, from 1868 to 1872 and
again in 1877, and would later become president of Drake, another college
of the Christian Church in Iowa, after leaving the Butler presidency.
Everest's administration
pecially progressive.
been. Students
measures
annual

tended

to prevent
reports

from 1881 to 1886 proved calm though

He was not the stern disciplinarian
to take advantage

dancing

noted

of him. He had to take prompt

at "social and special parties."

harmony

among

not es-

that Burgess had

students

In general,

and faculty.

his

His graceful

resignation came about when financial pressures required elimination
of
one professorship.
Everest's departure allowed the appointment
of Allen
Richardson

Benton as president,

tal science," homiletics,
biblical literature.

the post with teaching of "men-

and church history-eliminating

With Everest's appointment,
that reorganization

combining

Benton's

the board of directors

chair in

once more concluded

of the faculty was in order. Benton

was overstretched

with two chairs, having added Greek to his "mental and moral science" (philosophy)

after Hopkins's

needed assistance

death. Scot Butler was overworked

in the sciences. A history

in Latin. Hay

chair would be desirable.

ther, though energy and zeal were not lacking,
needed improvement.

Fur-

a few areas of instruction

When it carne, reorganization
amounted to little. After procrastinating
until June 1881, the special committee
on reorganization,
to which "retrenchment"
was now added, ignored suggestions it had made in April. It
dropped

the idea of separating

from physics and adding
proposed

addition

ther burdened

physics from chemistry

physics to mathematics.

of a "more prominent"

the faculty by eliminating

and natural sciences

It could

Bible instructor.

not afford the
Instead,

tutors in the Preparatory

ment, leaving instruction
of the youngsters to the college teachers,
prep students into freshman and sophomore
classes.
With

Burgess's departure,

the last of the first generation

gan passing from the scene. Of the old guard, only Benton,
Merrill remained.

it furDepartmixing

of faculty

be-

Thrasher,

and

!l New Campus,
Catharine

Merrill,

after fourteen

to resign in 1883. This pioneer
the history behind
established

by her devoted

in the instruction

students

of English literature

and

in the chair (bearing her name)

in 1908. "What

with Miss Merrill,"

a wealth

of culture

recalled one alumnus.

Good Housekeeping. Harvey Wiley termed "her very presence a

in

benediction."
studies

97

years as Dernia Butler Professor, asked

it would be memorialized

there was for us just associating
Writing
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It

After her retirement,

Catharine

for young ladies ofIndianapolis.

Merrill

conducted

literary

stated the Indianapo-

"Nowhere,"

lis Star, "[has one] met with such gifts."
William

M. Thrasher

had held the chair in mathematics

"Uncle Billy" was a "snappy talker," his students
tongue

and a kind heart." One student,

Thrasher

in his last year of teaching,

ties with pungent

remembered,

Charles

S. Darrach

"hammering

since

1865.

with "a sharp
'87, described

his mathematical

obscuri-

sarcasm into ones who would never get their head-barrels

leak proof enough

to become Sir Isaacs." His "keenest shafts, and he threw

many showers of them in his classroom, never missed."
Astronomy and mathematics
classes were declining by 1896. The directors reduced Thrasher's

salary in 1898 and warned

in 1899. His successor

and former student,

that he would be retired

Samuel

A. Harker

assume the chair in the fall of 1899 after a year's graduate
versity of Chicago.
Allen R. Benton

had been the university's

came the last of the early faculty remaining.
from 1861 to 1868. He returned
fessor of mental
ture. When
the position

Everest resigned

Everest, in view of the university's

Benton

had sought
lack oHunds,

tain the status quo. His brief administration
advances:

the acquisition

ment of an endowed
Addison

stepped

of a telescope

chair in German

Armstrong,

Benton

fIrst professor

and now bepresident

to teach in 1876 as pro-

and dean of the "college" of litera-

as president,

to which the directors

study at the Uni-

He had been hculty

to the university

and moral philosophy

'97, would

again became president,

to elect him in 1881. Like
he could do little but main-

was stable and marked by some
tor astronomy

through

and efforts to provide

establish-

of Mary and

classes in art and music.

aside in the spring of 1891, returning

ing most of Scot Butler's administration,

studies,

the generosity

adding

to teaching

dur-

classes in biblical litera-

ture and civics to his philosophy courses. In 1894 Benton was made emeritus professor. Though he was approaching
his mid-seventies, the directors
were loath

to

dispense

with his services.

He stayed on to teach part-time
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and serve as treasurer of the board of directors.
tions brought

Desperate

financial condi-

an end to even this work in 1903. Benton retired to Lincoln,

Nebraska, where he died in 1914 at age ninety-one.
This "gentle apostle of culture," wrote Demarchus
one to proselytize,

never domineering

his life, Benton exemplified

the love of knowledge.

this "gentle, just, and true" man as modern
intellect and imparting

values. Students

C. Brown, was not

but always persuasive.

A reader all

Scot Butler recognized

in his emphasis on developing

never forgot the "courtly, courte-

ous gentleman" nor the genial hospitality that the Benrons dispensed. From
Nebraska a year before his death, he ended a letter to the alumni: "Hailand farewell."
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PERSONAL QUALITIES AND ECCENTRICITIES, the

scholarly

attainments

teachers,

Demarchus

and teaching

fullives"

for Butler's graduates.

to

degrees and formal

replace these stalwarts

appointments

effectiveness

Of course, as with most universities
qualifications.

with comparable

Merrill

The university
teachers,

made their mark, and increasingly
graduate

Merrill's successor as Demia

guage and Literature
of "gracious

was Harriet
among

III health forced her retirement

students

found

it hard

but a few of the new

many of the newer fac-

Butler Professor of English Lan-

Noble ofYincennes,

Indiana.

A woman

literary studies that Miss

and young alumnae

of Irvington.

in 1893. After her recovery, she became ac-

suffrage movement,

Flora Bridges, Oberlin

in the

degrees and achieve notice

vivacity," she carried on the informal

had conducted

tive in the women's

of

existed. The faculty for the most part lacked

ulty did come to possess prestigious
in their professional fields.
Catharine

of the first generation

C. Brown testified, left a legacy of "great and heauti-

period, no gauge of scholarship
graduate

Next Generation

living until

'85, was the next occupant

1919.
of the chair. She had

studied with Merrill, probably when Merrill taught in an academy in Ohio.
A "beautiful influence," she was, however, not long at Butler. In 1895 she
received a year's leave to study at the University of Chicago and Harvard,
fell ill, and did not return. Marietta Kics, Mount Holyoke '81, had joined
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the Butler ElCulty as instructor

in rhetoric.

She had to shoulder

the work

of the English Department
as well. The year 1897-98 was "unusually trying," as reported by President Scot Butler. Two other professors were ill;
student

dissatisfaction

was becoming

evident.

Miss Kies, he acknowledged,

was doing her best. With a doctorate
from the University
(1891), she was a promising addition to the faculty.

of Michigan

The directors sought to add two new English teachers: Will David Howe
'93, who was working 011 his doctorate at Harvard, and Charity Dye, a notable teacher

at Indianapolis

accept the appointment,

High School

Butler chair open for Bridges, but when,
to take a position

at Mount

head of the English

(Shortridge).

But Dye did not

and Kies retired. The directors
Holyoke

instead of returning,

College,

she resigned

Will Howe became

in 1899. Evelyn Mitchell

Department

classmate, who bad taught
in English. The department

had kept the Demia
acting

Butler '93, his

in the Prep Department,
became an instructor
was well connected. Will Howe's older brother,

Thomas C. Howe, had returned from graduate study to hold the Armstrong
chair in German; the chair's donor, Addison Annstrong,
his bther-in-law,
was president of the board.
dent of the laculty.

Evelyn Butler's

At this point, "the requirements
two men in succession

became

father,

Scot Butler, was presi"

of the endowment
Demia

were allowed to lapse:

Butler professors

of English.

These

s

mild words of the Alumnal Quarterly editor dodge the f;lct that the directors showed a callous disregard for Ovid Butler's intentions. Will Howe
held the chair from 1904 until his resignation
in 1900. John Samuel
Kenyon, Hiram College '98, became Dernia Butler Professor after a leave
in 1907 to obtain

his doctorate

at Harvard.

Scot Butler finally spoke out

on the violation of his father's stipulation.
Kenyon remained as professor
of English until the end of the school year in 1910, resigning then to return to his alma mater, Hiram College. Evelyn Butler, who had been teaching high school, returned as assistant professor and was awarded the Demia
Butler chair in 1914. She became a full professor
work in the English Department
with supervision
hall. She became

dean of women

1930. Her long tenure as Demia
her death in 1934.
It proved

difficult

liam M. Thrasher

in 1925, a position
Butler

to find a lasting

in mathematics

in 1918, combining
her
of the women's residence

Professor

replacement

and astronomy.

she resigned
of English

in June

lasted until

f()r the venerable

Wil-

One of his students,

Sam-

hlclIity-'J/Je
ucl Allen Harker
ful," he resigned

in 1899. Though

hom

acting to regular status. The directors

had finally found Thrasher's

at the college almost

replacement,

as long as his predecessor.

thirty years, becoming
ill the honorary

societies

for his judicious

to his students

addition

counsel;

to his teaching,

of athletics,

He had graduated

College, and held mem-

valued in faculty meetings

he was one who "taught more than

logic, attention
Johnson

served for nearly

Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi. At

supporter

inculcating

made do with

was selected. The

Johnson

of Campbell

Butler he was a steadfast
mathematics,"

was

one who would remain

one of the college's mainstays.

trorn Drake, served briefly as president

bership

"effective and t;lith-

help until 1904 when Elijah Newton Johnson

directors

1 () 1

in 1901. He had received a raise, bur his appointment

never changed
temporary

'97, was appointed

Next Generation

ro facts, and good judgment.

assumed

In

the duty of treasurer of the uni-

versity in 1924. The Collegian reports his death on April 24, 1924.
No one appointment
could fill the void left by Allen R. Benton's retirement.

Professors

marchus

of Greek, religion,

Clariton

had to be found. De-

and philosophy

Brown '79 came to hold the Anderson

His name looms large in the history of the university.
was only twenty-five
with a prolonged

years. Frequent

leaves for world travel and study, along

illness in 1885-86,

that he was overshadowed
was president

cut into this service. It may appear

by his younger

of the board of directors

wife, Jessie Christian

Brown

chair in Greek.

His tenure, however,

brother,

Hilton

U. Brown, who

for over fifty years, and even by his

'97, who became

celebrated

throughout

the

state for her lectures on world cultures,

drawn lrorn her travels and serious

study. But Brown held a well-deserved

reputation

teaching.

He served his mentors,

Benton

tant and tutor while still an undergraduate.
in 1881. After study in Greece in 1882-83,
derson chair in 1884, holding
as college librarian

for his scholarship

and

and John O. Hopkins,

as assis-

He became instructor

in Greek

he was appointed

it until he resigned

(0

the An-

in 190(). He also served

after 1894. When the college president,

E. Gar-

Winfred

rison, fell ill and had to give up his post, Brown served as acting president
from January

to August

mcnt as state librarian
a graduate

1906. That bll Brown resigned to accept appointof Indiana.

of Brown University,

With Brown's departure
and then Katharine

ErnesrL

Paine,

Merrill Graydon

filled

in for the Greek courses.
Anna
became

Frances Weaver,
assistant

professor

first hired to teach modern

languages

of Greek in 1914. A graduate

ill 1911,

of Stanr()l'(1, she
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had previously taught at the Girls' Classical School in Indianapolis.
'I:he
Anderson chair, however, remained vacant. Nor did Miss Weaver receive
a salary commensurate
with professorships
in other departments.
This inequity prevailed even after she became a full professor, perhaps because enrollments in Greek were dwindling. Granted leave for further study, Anna
Weaver went off to Europe for the 1925 -26 college year. In her absence
the board's faculty committee and finance committee recommended
raises
for department

heads. Because her salary had lagged behind,

the commit-

tee scheduled Weaver for a somewhat larger raise than those proposed for
other department
heads. But now the directors meted Miss Weaver outright shabby

treatment.

Instead

of getting

the raise, she was fired. Briefly

put, the dean and faculty of the new College ofRcligion
a man teach Greek.

"demanded"

that

Why the board knuckled under is best addressed in the context of other
developments
associated with the establishment
of the new College of Religion (see chapter
between

8). It involved

the "church

goals. Although

the long-standing

division

and others who supported

the ElCltlty and President

tressed and Hilton
see fit to oppose

party"

Brown Iound

Robert

the action

the College of Religion

on the board

secular, academic

Judson

distasteful,

Aley were dis-

directors

did not

at this time, supported

as it was

by some of the university's wealthiest donors and directors. They had previously dealt shabbily with another well-regarded
flCltlty member, Professor William Charles Morro, in compliance with wishes of the college's dean.
The Anderson professorship
in Greek remained vacant. That language
along with Latin was combined in the new Department
of Classical Languages and Archaeology headed by Henry Mills Gelston, professor of Latin.
An acting instructor, Lawrence Faulkner Hawkins, taught Greek.
Ironically,

a woman,

Janet Malcolm

was soon (1927) ap-

Macdonald,

pointed professor of classical languages and archaeology
son Professor of Greek. This inconsistency
represented
the directors'
university

thinking.

Plans to make the small college a prestigious

on a wholly new campus

to gain acceptance

as well as Anderanother swing in

now dominated.

by the American

Association

urban

So, too, did the wish
of University

Women.

With a PhD from Bryn Mawr (1918), Macdonald brought experience
talent to the chair. She had studied at the American School in Athens
taught

at Morningside,

The department
Michigan

North

Central,

head, Gelston,

in 1900, studied

and Franklin

had graduated

at the American

and
and

colleges.

from the University

of

Classical School in Rome, and

Facultybegun his teaching
coming

to Butler in 1910, he had taken four additional

timately

controversial.

necessity

of teaching

all students

Directors
biblical

requires

who wanted

separate

students. This confusion

treatment,

entangled

and differing attitudes

of the individual

had always been a guiding

graduates,
to attend

churches

the faculty.
A semblance

directors.

to the Christian
For the moment

and "moral philosophy"

envisaged

in 1889 of Hugh Carson

as professor

for the ministry.

of modern

Garvin

to a

courses in Bible, dealing with

faith and morals as set forth in the Scriptures."

the university

by

by Ovid But-

required

courses to candidates

to

and were expected

ler took shape with the assignment

teach advanced

All under-

were required

chair of biblical literature,
"Christian

it suffices

and services conducted

Bible Department

teaching

over

Church,

of a college

at the university.

to enter the ministry,

of their choice on Sundays

of the enlarged

This

based solely on the Bible in all

principle

not just those planning

take courses in biblical literature

Ethic to
of offering

as it was in arguments

relationship

precepts

the

was compounded

hired before the final establishment

of religion in 1924.
The inculcation
of Christian
courses

along with the Christian

to establish a school to train ministers.

the university's

for professors

between

in the eyes of some of them,

Ovid Butler's bequest,
to account

of religion proved difficult and ul-

literature

specific courses for preministerial

Before

years of graduate

and faculty appear confused

and the desirability,

by other directors
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career in the high school at Bay City, Michigan.

study at the University of Michigan.
Filling Benton's place in the teaching

latter

The Next Generation

languages

He would also

Garvin had come to

in 1880 from a position

as principal

at a school in Wilmington,

Ohio. He held the Armstrong

in German

briefly before it went to T

C. Howe. With his new position he

would

retain his modern

instrucrors

language

while he concentrated

chair but delegate

most of the work to

on the religion courses. In 1891 Garvin's

position was renamed a professorship
The scholarly Garvin commanded
gians. A controversy

Chair

over "Carvinism"

in philology and exegesis.
respect among the church's
involved

theolo-

his stance on the question

of whether ill Christian conversion repentance must precede faith, Garvin
differed from the church, maintaining
that f;lith, not repentance, brought
conversion.
clusions.

Nevertheless,

The controversy

ing to study and write.

he left his students

free to form their own con-

died away when Garvin
Before he retired,

Garvin

quietly
became

resigned,

retir-

part of a Bible
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".
inisters Benton had left the bcschool designed by the c rrcctors to n am m
.
. '.
.
.
....
I G~rvin in formlllg the nucleus of
ulty presidency, returning to )Oln Wit 1 "
.'
U'll e SCIOO
I
I. It W'lS de')endent
on fund1l1g f-ro.m .the church,
t Irc proposec 1 ul)
r
c

especially

the Board of Missions,

to acquire

the necessary staif. Other

needs

precluded the university's assuming the entire burden. Although fundin~
from the church was not forthcoming,
the school stumbled along until
1896. Plans for training ministers were shelved.
The sixty-year-old
Reverend jabez Hall carne to replace Garvin
A graduate

of Bethany,

Cleveland,

Ohio,

and Richmond,

age of eighty-seven
professor

he had held pastorates

ended

became

Virginia.

at Butler, where the patriarchal

the favorite to officiate at alumni

from the university

weddings

providing

Garrison

had already

hired to teach church

resigned,

simply

the Bible Department

nation

as faculty

president

tion in Latin

for prerninisrerial

taught

Garrison's

Hebrew

resignation

students.

president

illness forced

ministers

rerial students.

One

businessman,

inaugurated

in memory

of his parents.

Marshall

the movement

became the

as Scot Butler again resumed

still insisted on a strengthened
director,

instruc-

of the Iaculty,

When

alone after Coleman

for training

resig-

as profes-

to provide required

While

many directors

another

Scot Burler's

two years later, Jabez Hall and Coleman

r f a college

tory Department.

With

for the Bible Department.

the department

had been

1904 to resume his position

sole members of the Bible Department
f:lculty presidency.
Hall managed

B. Coleman

now made the Bible College

of the university.

sor of Latin, he joined Jabez Hall and Coleman
Garrison

by the church.

and Christopher

in June

taculry. In

as additional

again for lack of funding

history. The directors

rooms and fa-

Hall. The Bible College

and Burris A. Jenkins

E. Garrison

school

with it. The eff()rt struggled

cilities, a catalog lisring, and one professor-Jabez
1902 the eH(m collapsed

and funerals

Bible College, a graduare

bur "connected"

along frorn 1897 until 1902, with the university
hired Winhed

in 1897.

West Virginia,

Only his death in 1924 at the

his long tenure

and the baptisms of their children.
Hall was briefly a part ofa "reorganized"
separate

in Wheeling,

the

took over the His-

could not be sustained,

program

to serve prcminis-

T Reeves, a Columbus,
by establishing

Indiana,

a chair in religion

To an initial gift of $25,000

he shortly

added

$5,000.

William

Charles

head of the Religion

Morro

was appointed

Department

Reeves Memorial

in 1911 after a lengthy

Professor
search.

and

His di-
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viniry degree was from Yale, with a PhD from Harvard.
of the Lexington

(Kentucky)

came the highest

paid bculty

more religion

professors

win pledging

he now be-

at Butler. The directors

sought two

to join Morro and Hall, with Reeves and Will Ir-

financial support.

'03 was added

Charles Eugene Underwood

in 1913 as professor

to the department

He had been dean

Bible School. As Reeves professor
member
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language and lit-

He had earned his !vIA (1910) and his PhD (1912) at Yale. Under-

erature.

wood had served briefly as president
coming

to Burler.

ditions

Underwood,

to the bculty.

rial students
Church

Morro

brotherhood.

With

wide eff<Jrt by the Christian
Disciples'

Morro,
attracted

while Underwood

colleges,

(1912-13)

of Eureka College

worked
President
Church

and Hall proved
increasing

to be strong ad-

numbers

of prcministc-

to develop closer relations with the
Howe he participated

in a country-

to raise a massive endowment

the Men and Millions

to serve the college and the Christian

cancer struck, and although

he made himselfkeep

Church,

going almost to the end,

he died July 3, 1917. When Jabez Hall died in 1924, the Religion
ment was about

to be supplanted

just previously,

undergraduate
some years.

it with developing

new appointees
a divinity

was Edward

survived,

change.

was taken over by a succession
Scribner

had

No purely

nor was one reestablished

courses in pedagogy

for

of men who

as well. The first of the

Ames, a graduate

degree from Yale and a doctorate

'95. Appointed
by Arthur

Depart-

by a new school of religion. Morro
part of the proposed

religion department

Benton's work in philosophy
combined

for the

drive. But even as Underwood

exerted hilllselfunstintingly

lost his position

before

of Drake '89 with

from the University

of Chicago

in 1897, he served only until 1900, when he was replaced

Kenyon

Rogers.

Rogers proved effective in the classroom. The directors at first voiced some
disappointment

that he was inactive in college and community

theless, his one-year
When

he left

appointment

was extended;

he remained

Howard

Hollands,

191.3. President

T C. Howe took occasion

versed in the history

uisite to maintain

as beloved and trusted.

PhD, came to Butler in 19 I O. His tenure was

short; again a higher salary (at the University
ble bculty

for ten years.

Fc)!" a position at the University of Missouri at a salary nearly

twice what he made at Butler, he was characterized
Edmund

life. Never-

of Kansas) took him away in
to remind

and traditions

the board (hat a sta-

of the university

was req-

the school's stature and that higher salaries were needed

to keep good teachers.

I ()o
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r age thirtY-eight
A man to fill that requirement was EliJah Jordan, w 10 a , I' 1, 1
,
U"
-srry Ie Uc studcame to replace Hollands, A graduate of Indiana
i1lver '0 f' '
, ,
"
'
i I Id 'I Ph
rOtn the
ied at Cornell and the University of Wisconsin anc 1e,
,
'
f'
C!
'
(
)
A
I
C
J
[an
was
a
valuable
University 0 "illCago 191 1,
s 1-- owe foresaw, oro:
I 'I
,
"
"
H
'
I'
I
'1(1of
the
P
II osophy
acquISition,
e was to rernam tllrty-one years as le,
.If·,
,
,
'14ft
LI'
"
'
I
led
over
[ra
Department, not rennng urin 19 L r ISwnnng me uc c
. . ,1 dozen
.',
books, which brought him an international reputation as one of his penod s
leading philosophers. He advised students not to read them, explaining,
"You wouldn't understand them anyway." Beloved by his students, he was
known for unorthodox teaching methods and classroom antics.
Need for a separate department of education was met by the appointment of William Leeds Richardson, PhD Chicago, in 1919. Before the Irvington campus was replaced by a new one at Fairview, three men .had been
added to the education [lculty: Amos B. Carlisle, Pleasant R. Hightower,
and Albert Mock. The need for teacher training was promp,ting. the university to look forward to a merger with Teachers College of Indianapolis
and establishment of a college of education.
Oliver Perry Hay took the science chair in 1880. He continued the Butler University Summer Tramps (BUST) begun by David Starr Jordan, as
well as the laboratory work in science, said to have been the first in Indiana, that Harvey Wiley had started in the early 1870s. Hay asked fe)ra raise
in salary in 1892. Refused, he resigned.
Since one man had enough to do teaching the natural or biological science courses in a period of their growing popularity among students, the
college needed another teacher feHphysics and chemistry. Thomas M. lden
'83 began teaching in the Prep Department in 1884, moving to the college
to assist Hay in 1887 teaching chemistry and physics. As professor of chcmistry, he did advanced study in Germany in 1891. He left Butler in 1897
and then achieved widespread notice as leader of a men's Bible class in Emporia, Kansas, The largest ill the world, it met first in a room above William
Allen White's Emporia Gazette, imparting special significance (() its name,
"The Upper Room." White called [den "the greatest force for good of any
man in Kansas." Iden moved the class to the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, where the Sunday school enrollment yearly exceeded 400, In twentyfive years Idcn was credited with teaching 5,000 men in Bible studies,
Following Hay's resignation, Henry Lane Bruner began a lengthy term
as professor of biology and geology, A graduate of Abingdon College, he
had studied at Sheffield Scientific School at Yale and worked for the U.S,
,<
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Commission

of Fish and Fisheries,

fore coming

then taught

as a guest of the hospitable

president,

that the new professor's

the fast-moving

field of science.

Scot Butler.

But the president

was

preparation

was "inadequate"

for

Accordingly,

year leave of absence,

1895 -97, returning

of Freiburg

Bruner

in Baden.

zoology

tired. Bruner's

in I92G, becoming

work in botany

1919 while Bruner

himself

Moore

an authority

chemist

scientist.

and a pioneer

at Purdue

University.
until

Bishop

Moore was considered
His departure

in two years. Many were

Moore received twice his uniof Agriculture

College.

in the use of helium
to Indiana

Chemistry

1920. Then

for balloons

to head the Chemistry

did not obtain

Guy Howard

a long-term

Shadinger

arrived

He had taught briefly as Moore's substitute

the latter was on leave, 1907-1908.

His undergraduate

'00, and his PhD horn Johns

Hopkins,

a position

E. WoodrufFwas

degree was from

to remain there for postdoctoral

usual, he noted,

in all "standard

hired mainly for physics from 1

when, having received his doctorate

at the University

when

1907.

Howe had begun as early as 1909 to urge establishment

chair of physics,

leges." Alben

Indeed,

member

In 1926 Moore returned
for Moore

President

Irorn Johns

by Richard

with the U.S. Departmellt

replacement

separate

joined the faculty: William Jay

in any of the state's universities.

Department

Hamline,

Friesner in

I-Ie became chief chemist with the U.S. Bureau of Mines,

on radium,

from Dickinson

head when Bruner re-

in 1904 to be followed

versity salary in his new position

and dirigibles.

E. Pearson joined Bruner

1891, with a doctorate

by higher salaries elsewhere.

as a soils chemist.

years, re-

served for only seven years, his presence provided

in 191 1 was the sixth by a key taculry
being attracted

a two-

zoology.

in chemistry

the college with a truly eminent
the only first-rate

Nathan
department

of Lafayette College,

1895. He resigned
Though

for forty-six

was taken over by Ray Clarence

retained

In 1897, Idcn's replacement
Karslake, a graduate

was granted

man, he kept a card file of his graduates,

noting with pride their later achievements.
in teaching

Bruner

with a PhD from the University

held his professorship

tiring in 1937. A kindly, scholarly

Hopkins,

at Eureka and Drake be-

to Butler in I H92. His first few days at the college were spent

soon convinced

Moore.
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n1

of Chicago,

to

of a
col1923,

he decided

research. Seth Earl Elliott then became the

head of the Physics Department
in 1924.
Cerman, among the modern languages, was central in the curriculumthe more so after Addison F. Armstrong of Kokomo and his wife, Mary,
endowed

its chair in 1890. I-I.

C. Garvin held the chair briefly; it then went
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'1'1
C.'
LI
'89
I o had taught in the Preparatory
Departto
·lon1as ~arr lowe
, w1
c
'
•
.
.1 ' .. ' 1891 after comnletll1g a two-year
merit, assummg the Armstrong c 1,l1l 111 .
,r
.
ei
. C' . .
r the University of Berllll. Howe had married
.
leave ror sruc y III lei many a
. '89 ,1I is chssm'lte
the Armstrongs'
daughter, J enme,
""'.
.
L: 1
I W'll'
AI·I
tt ,"1st~lled
since 1900 as professor of Romance
c( ware
I ram
))0,
."
I
1
1 in 1()O~
Hugh Th Miller '88 had been teaching Roanguages, ( rownec
"/. .
. .
c .
rnance languages, but he had shifted to history and would. shortly resign.
For a time, the Department
was handled

of Romance

Languages

by tutors or shared by other hculty

was abolished:

members.

the work

Clara Mcintyre

taught French as well as helping in the English Department
from 1904 to
1910, when she resigned to pursue graduate study at Columbia University.
Thomas

in 1907 and was confirmed

Carr Howe became acting president

as president

in 1908. He would

of the faculty

1920. George

Henry

Danton

briefly replaced

in 1910. The appointment

sor of German

Howe as Armstrong

of Milton

of Kansas in 1902 with a doctorate

cago in 1913, served in the chair until

from the University

1944. For an extended

His wife, Sarah Hill Baumgartner,

uate of Earlham,

for various

department.

Teachers

before she became
Edward Martin

of the Romance

periods

as assistant

languages

fi-om 1910 until he resigned to accept a position

of South

Dakota

in 1885, Ratti had graduated
and held a doctorate

from Middlebury

Irorn Grenoble,

in the

Languages

De-

at the University
May Kincaid

head. Born in Italy

(Vermont)

College in 1907

191 1. He became dean of the college

of liberal arts and sciences in 1937. Soon others joined the department,
cludingThor

Griffith Wesenberg,

(now regularly
Whisenand,

appointed),

fer to the History
timately
University

A. Dale Beeler, Martha

Valentine

and Marie Cousin.

head the department,

Tonone

(who soon resigned),

in 1924. Clide E. Aldrich,

ing to Burler. He later completed
As the curriculum

broadened,

graduate
new flculty

Hazel
to trans-

who would

came in 1924. He had graduated

of Iowa in 1922 and taught at DePauw

in-

May Kincaid '13

Beeler, after taking leave, returned

Department

he

Anna Weaver

in 1919. He had been assisted by Martha
the department

of Chiperiod

a 1901 grad-

included

partment

to

of the

professor

Anderson Professor of Greek.
Greene chaired the restored Romance

'13, Anna Weaver, and others.
In 1920 Gino Arturo Ratti became

profes-

a graduate

was also college librarian.
taught

until

D, Baumgartner

chair in 1914 led to stabili ty. Baumgartner,

the Armstrong
University

hold the presidency

University

ul-

from the

before com-

studies at Iowa and Grenoble.
came to teach new subjects.
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Early in 1892 the directors
Hugh Thomas

acted to establish

the first incumbent.
to the university's

board

leader in Indiana

ill Columbus,

of directors

business

B. Coleman,

he became

the regular

for further

study

holder

one of the country's

Historical

Commission

Society. Coleman

then acquired

prolific author,
Indiana

and taught

at Ohio University

in 1922.

Paul Leland Haworth,

House,

brmer.

Haworth

at Columbia

1921-22.

graduto Bu tier

More unusual,

as a

peak in the Cana-

At Butler he not only headed
tennis.

His death

a master's degree at Columbia
Department,

size as mounting

ing the final years on the Irvington
his death in the early 1960s. During

over from Romance
the depart-

taxed bcilities

Beeler remained

his tenure in the History

he served as acting head after Haworth's

of a

in 1924, A. Dale Beeler

moving

enrollments

campus.

the History

came unexpectedly

Lloyd Slifer and Ralph W. Keahey brought

ment to unprecedented

his-

University

before coming

glaciers and mountains-one

in the History

Walter

position

Bureau) and

a 1,OOO-mile canoe trip in the Rockies for Scrib-

Department
but also coached
stroke in 1938.
Haworth

of the fac-

C. Har-

at Bryn Mawr and at Indiana

naming

After completing

schol-

by Wilmer

and gentleman

He served in the Indiana

ncr's !vfagllzine,

(now Historical

was replaced

took a doctorate

dian Rockies f()I' Lloyd George.

Languages.

following

of history at the Uni-

most distinguished

the versatile

politician,

University,

young man he undertook

joined

Edith Abbott

when she died of complications

f()I' a more lucrative

The department

in 1922.

Randall suffered

the talented

as professor

In

in 1919 was a source of deep regret. He later became

Historical

ris, who departed

(1906),

classmate,

took a leave
University.

became one of the faculty leaders and vice president

head of the Indiana

torian,

chair. Coleman

his PhD at Columbia

In later years Randall,

ulty. His departure

ated from

an outstanding

history in the Bible

'03 was hired as substitute.

'03, while in Irvington

the Indiana

becoming

to teach church

of the history

the loss of his first wife and former

versity of Illinois, became
ars of Abraham Lincoln.

He was later elected

of history from 1900 to 1909, when

in 191 1, acquiring

an appendectomy.

Indiana.

(1909),

appointed

his absence James G. Randall

Coleman

became

and politics.

School, also served as acting professor

Randall

in history.

languages,

Miller left the faculty in 1900 to pursue a business ca-

reer with the Irwin enterprises

Christopher

a professorship

Miller '88, moving over from Romance
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dur-

at Butler until
Department

death and again in 1961-62.

He
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d
'ucceeding Haworth as head of the department.
was dlsappolllte
at not s
.'
.
. I
. ,II> 1 Beeler with affection. Slifer and Keahey were popAlumni a ways rcca ec
briefly at Burler.
ular, 1Jut t Iley taug I1t on Iy
..'
.
.
'II"])
r nam began a dIstinguIshed
career at the uI11verslty as
W
I I~un u
'
.'
J ames
. I .
. >' rew in importance
m the curriculum.
He replaced jat Ile socra SCIences g
. '
..
'" >'t who had headed the renamed Social SCIence Departco 1) I) 0 rsey F'0 II es "
.
'" .
"
'
.
1897 Forrest left for a career with CItizens (las Company
In
ment sInce
.
.
r
1908, with putnam taking over economics and political science. "Pur," as
>

he was called, turned down offers of presidencies
of the college in 1919, vice president,
in 1933-34,
ogy until

and finally president

elsewhere to become dean

acting president

of Butler,

in 1920 and again

1934-39,

1912, when that subject was temporarily

He taught

assigned

sociol-

to the Disci-

ples' new College of Missions, adjacent to Butler's Irvington campus.
With others, Putnam, wearing his hat as economics professor, became
part of the growing

Department

He hoped for an eventual

of Business Administration

College of Business as A. Bruce Anthony

nomics and political science), Irving Allen (economics),
(accounting)
the Economics

joined

in the 1920s.

the facuiry. Frank Hatch

Department

(eco-

and John H. Walker

Streightoff

became

in 1920. He had taught at DePauw

head of
and Em-

poria after graduating from Wesleyan University in 1909 and gaining a doctorate at Columbia in 1913. The business curriculum was enhanced additionally by James A. Rohbach,

teaching

Indiana

Law School, Rohbach

served as part-time

ginning

in 1920. The Economics

1924. Merwyn

G. Bridenstine

where he completed

Department

instructor

dean of the
at Butler be-

added Chester

came the following

B. Camp

appointment
of Howard
ing job at the University
Tolbert

sociology

hom the College of Missions

Fanning

Reavis transferred

Greatly increased enrollments

from the f;lculty of the

and the sciences. In addition,

to become

after World War I led to more flculty

social sciences, English, business administration,

intercollegiate

with the

E. Jensen in 1920. Jensen accepted a better payof Missouri in 1928, just as Butler was moving

College of Religion to the College of Liberal Arrs and Sciences
the new head of the Sociology Department,

Butler debaters

in

year, just out of Iowa,

his PhD five years later, in 1929.

The college reclaimed

hom Irvington.

business law. Formerly

modern

entirely new subjects were gaining

were achieving

debate tournaments.

prominence

in the increasingly

Basic public speaking

in the

foreign languages,
favor.
popular

courses were be-
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coming an integral part of the curriculum at Buder as in other liberal arts
colleges. Public speaking and debate had been the province of the literary
societies until these groups gradually lost prominence late in the nineteenth
century, partly because the college was beginning to provide instruction in
these areas. Full- or part-time teachers came and went. From 1889 to 1891
T J. McAvoy taught elocution and oratory, not without some "difficulties"
(unexplained) which led to his departure. Henry S. Schell '90 took over
for one year, followed by Lida Endress Gilbert, who was also responsible for
"physical culture" classes for women. Her release in 1897 came about for
the usual reason-the
chronic financial problem that so often terminated
the university's ventures into new curricular fields. Elocution was offered
by a Mr. McKinney in 1902, Samuel Ira Conner (a well-regarded lawyer)
in 1904-1905, Clement M. Holderness in 1906, Glenn Curtis Beecher,
also in 1906, and a man named Sims from 1907 to 1910-all
teaching
only part-time.
President Garrison had expressed the need for a department of public
speaking in 1904, bur finances continued to prevent its establishment. Even
part-time offerings were dropped from time to time. When Sims's health
failed in 1910, Harvey B. Stout J r. was hired to replace him on a part-time
basis. Frederick E. Shortemeier '12 taught public speaking in 1917, later
becoming one of Buder's prominent alumni in law and politics. John H.
Moffett was in charge of debate, 1918-19, followed by Albert Stump. Finally in 1922 a full-time professor, Rollo A. Tallcort,
was appointed fCH"
public speaking. His tenure proved brief; he was hired away by Cornell early
in 1925. Claude Sifritt then taught public speaking, assisted by Evelyn Henderson f;ife until after the move from Irvington.
Establishment of a journalism department was urged by President Aley
in 1922. Evelyn Butler took the initiative, with the cooperation of the Indianapolis newspapers. Strong support came from Hilton U. Brown, president of the board of directors and a rising executive with the Indianapolis
News. Professor Butler argued that journalism contributed to teaching students how to write simply and accurately, an asset they needed to advance
their cultural development. The head of the new department was Henry
Ellis Birdsong, who joined the flculty in 1924; Dehnest O'Dell '21 followed in 1925. O'Dell became department head in 1928 after Birdsong
resigned to take a posi tion at Temple University. J. Douglas Perry '26 joined
the department in 1927. He had been a reporter in Kentucky and for the
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I" Work of the Journalism
Department
was
News and Star 111 Inc lanapo IS,
"
,
'1
1 I' .. '
f' the student newspaper, the Collegian, which

c Iosely nee to PU) rcanon 0,
,
"I b
"C'
LlrllaiIsm students,
serve d as a oratory
IOr)O
,
, "
'"
introduced in 1919, rapidly became popular.
Home economics COUl ses,
· 'f' 1 N
I' S'
.'
charge of the new department,
offered hygiene,
ata l C level, In
'
W l I'l I rec
.,
I'
I
.chol d m'lI1agement,
interior decorating,
and a
c1ierencs, coo <lng, 10US
'..,,'
c fi
hers of "donlestlc SCIence, as It was first called. Ida B.
course [or uture tcac
'
Wilhite replaced Siever in 1921, heading the department.until
1941. Mar-

'21 joined

garet Bruner

in, 1923 after ~ompleting

her as her.assis,tant

a

master's degree at Columbia Univ~l:slty. Cours~~ 111 home~1ak1l1g and h~me
economics included the areas of foods, nutrition,
clothing, and textiles.
Cafeteria management
and child care were added, followed by classes in
costume design and history of costume. T() accommodate
the expanding
department,

the canteen built for the Student

Army Training

Corps on Ir-

win Field in World War I was converted for its usc.
By the time the university moved away from its Irvington

campus,

and women

mainstays

were already on the faculty who would become

the next two decades or more. In all, some forty of the Irvington

Prcsident T, C. Howe's regime, faculty members

took unpaid

doctorates.

At the end of more than fifty years at that campus,

or so ElCulty members,

twenty-three

more were to acquire them during

held doctoral
the following

with

leaves for furWhen

none of its ten tacult y members

versity first moved to Irvington,

for

bculty

moved to Fairview for many more years of service.
With the administration
of President Scot Butler and increasingly
ther study, many to acquire master's degrees and doctorates.

men

the uni-

had earned
of the eighty

degrees. At least seven
years. Earned

degrees of

doctor of philosophy were, of course, few at American colleges before the
last quarter of the nineteenth century. At Butler, the administration,
in addition

to encouraging

incumbent

sought to hire men and women

teachers

to acquire

advanced

degrees,

with doctorates.

Recruitment
of new faculty members in the early years was unaided by
modern techniques of advertising in the educational or professional journals that make a nationwide
spondence,

The few graduate
teenth century
Indiana,
developed,

search possible.

Butler sought out candidates,

or correknown.

schools coming into existence toward the end of the nine-

yielded some promising

Chicago,

By word of rnourh

or they made themselves

Stanfi:)J'(.l, Harvard,

the university

applicants.

Butler bad contacts

and Michigan.

induced some faculty members

at

Before this network
to leave other Dis-
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ciples colleges-Bethany,
Eureka, and Drake-or
Butler employed its own
graduates. Twenty-eight Butler alumni in rank ofinsrructor or higher were
listed as bculty at the time of the move to Fairview, Recruitment of its own
graduates may reveal a weakness. Whatever the validity of opposition to
such inbreeding, rnany Butler graduates who joined the faculty exemplified
high competence and an assured loyalty and commitment to the traditions
of their alma mater. The best of these alumni-teachers compensated for their
possibly implied provincialism by pursuing work in the country's finest
graduate institutions, in foreign study, and in travel.

7
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THE
years conformed
for a "standard

COURSE

OF STUDY

OFf'ERED

to what college officials considered

DURING

the Irvington

the proper curriculum

college." The term was used by President Thomas

and others to denote both course offerings and staff for teaching
form of the curriculum
tury. Changes
approaches.

C. Howe
them. The

changed little until the end of the nineteenth

did evolve within

the courses, with updated

Cradual introduction

cen-

texts and new

of new subjects, added as electives, came

as these fields emerged in the collegiate world: "physical culture"

(physical

education),

New em-

public speaking,

journalism,

and home economics.

phasis and a separate identity were accorded
economics,

and psychology

as these subjects were professionalized

uate schools of major universities.
resulted as faculty members
further

Enhancement

increasingly

study and travel. Although

travel and graduate

the university

their talents
was unable

study or offer paid leaves of absence,

those ElCulty members

who could undertake
to the faculty

appointments

teach in fields outside

history,
in grad-

of the course of study also

developed

ditional

of teaching

to physics, sociology,

through

to support

it did ellcourage

such efforts. Slowly too, ad-

relieved teachers of the necessity

their own and to some extent permitted

to

reduction

loads.

As the college reorganized

after its move to Irvington,

no need to change the curriculum.

the directors

The college year continued

saw

to be di-
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vided into three terms. Innovative in offering electives from its early period,
the college continued to present a choice of programs: a classical course,
a scientific course, and a third option for prcminisrerial students-a
"philosophical course." Whatever their choice, students faced a rigorous
four years.
The classical course included three years each of Latin and Greek, four of
English, two each of mathematics and Bible studies, plus courses in physics,
botany, French or German, chemistry, history, zoology, mental philosophy,
geology, an option in astronomy, and an option in Hebrew when available.
Some courses occupied all three terms of a year; others, one or two.
In the science curriculum (the most popular course ofsrudy despite faculty recommendation of the classical), French and German (two years of
each) replaced the Greek and Latin of the classical course. Three years of
mathematics (instead of classical's two) included more geometry and calculus along with plane and spherical trigonometry, astronomy, and surveying. Two years of mechanics and a year each of physics, chemistry, zoology, physiology, botany, geology, and "collecting" natural history exceeded
the science requirements of the classical course, which made astronomy an
option and omitted mechanics and physiology. The philosophy curriculum required only one year each of Latin and Greek, but included two years
of German, one of French, two of mathematics, and a year each of physics,
physiology, botany, zoology, chemistry, geology, and collecting.
All three curricula specified four years of literature and a year each of
rhetoric, logic, aesthetics, mental philosophy, history, and political economy, with a term of study of the U.S. Constitution included in the classical and philosophical courses. All included "Evidences of Christianity"
taught as a capstone Bible course in the senior year. The senior year found
students generally taking the same courses except for science students, who
had to study astronomy, geometry, and moral philosophy. The philosophy
curriculum departed to ofFer astronomy, geology, and moral philosophy.
All students faced general requirements to produce critical essays, orations, and other writing and rhetoric exercises, with some exceptions lor
members ofliterary societies engaging in such productions. Subjects frorn
literature, history, or the sciences provided sources for essays and orations.
The university put attainment of culture, writing ability, proficiency in
speaking-even
elegance and eloquence in the last two-c-foremost.
The catalogs named textbooks for each course. Professors added other
reading and encouraged students to even wider individual exploration of
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h d 1 aile I for five periods each day from
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,
Monday through Friday. By the 1890s classes ran from I uesday through
Saturday, with Monday off to accommodate
students and teachers who at0

tended or preached

at distant churches on Sundays.

classes were scheduled

from 8:00

A.M.

to 2: 15

Originall~,

['.M.

at Irviugron,

to provide

five recita-

tion periods. Commuting
srudents were at a disadvantage.
It was a hardship to arrive so early or stay so late, especially since many students had
only three or four classes daily. Nor did the faculty

relish teaching

after-

noon classes. They disliked teaching subjects other than their own and held
out for a four-hour
certain

maximum

professors

minating

who taught

even less. Shortly,

the favor shown

directors

settled

on ter-

classes at noon unless a teacher wished to use an early afternoon

hour. A half-hour

chapel service began at 8:30 before regular classes. The

faculty was advised,
of subjects

as tutors.
Ever hopeful,
gineering,

however,

that it must continue

to share the teaching

in areas where the college could not afford a specific appoint-

ment. But teachers

sionary

daily load; many resented

might case their burden

by employing

upperclassmen

the board voiced a wish to offer new fields of study in en-

mining,

architecture,

pharmacy,

in view of their financial

propose curriculum

expansion

plight.

and bookkeeping.

This was vi-

Year after year the board would

into new fields, indecisively

wavering

from

one to another, their reach always exceeding their grasp. These efForts
reflected the facr that some directors and some faculry were aware of developments

in the world of higher education.

They

had no wish for the

school to become one of the "old colleges left with no purpose

other than

the nurture of heritage ... destined to be the home of dead languages and
books no one cared to read." While not discarding the old values, board
and [leulty
leadership

were alert to growing,

influential

would cling to the old theological

forces in American
certainties

life. The

and retain a strong

l~un.1allist, liberal, and ethical tradition, yet search for ways to provide protessional and vocational training and new courses and programs called for
by the expanding,

materialistic

the new required

large amounts

society. Unfortunately,

mixing the old with

of money for staff and equipment.

To pro-

Education
vide diversity

threatened

as SOITle thought,
liberal tradition

curricular

bankruptcy

bankruptcy

with specialization,

to prove frustrating
the great debate
curriculum

financial

appropriate

as well. The attempt

professionalism,

conrinuedro

cilities offered by the best undergraduate

methods

of its curriculum

ibility or innovation.

Too often the financial

just that.
Flexibility

was a keynote
Department

could be made up by assignment

Many

made possible

many midwestern

high schools

adequately.

to

benefited

preparatory

filr more extensive

students

conducted

slow

who managed

in an order that fitted their prior-

hom college courses even if they never

goals-degree-seeking

on courses
or nondegree,

and
full-

seem to f(lilow the same pat-

had required core courses and divisional
than the present, yet it also had flexibility

Nor did it as yet provide professional
set no limits on its responsibilities

down to its least details. Accordingly,
of instruction.

classroom

for college in-

f:1r from the cafeteria of electives available, perhaps

at present.

The board of directors
university

schools has

of early higher education.

loads. Students

that no two students

tern of courses. The old curriculum

and methods

whose

in 1907. Academically

Department

with reduced

addresses the student's

time or part-time-so

regrettably,

of its

of students

completed the tCHir-year curriculum
to earn a degree.
Flexibility remains even today. Individual counseling

and diversity-though

did

or fiJr (ewer than three terms a year were allowed

ities. Many Butler students

requirements

It did not

high schools did better than most, But-

to take courses f(H which they qualified

schedules

and fa-

one or more preparatory

colleges operated

its Preparatory

only part-time

of instruction,

the admission

before World War I prepared

were accommodated

to attend

and faculty meant only

plight of the university

secrets in the history

Because Indianapolis

ler could eliminate
students

neither

of Butler from early on. The existence

Preparatory

been one of the best-kept

a university

a

to an extent that would limit flex-

deficiencies
courses. That

finding

colleges in the country.

imply standardization

was

be part of

At length,

produced

large nor small but undeniably complex.
'I() maintain it as a standard college, the directors
to align Butler with the range of subjects,

to fuse the

and vocationalism

years of the century.

for all its students
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for this small college and,

for Butler, but the university

in the waning

Small College

lit tI

Through

visitations,

dent they kept constant

to control

directors determined

its committee

and through

colleges.
the

courses

on ElCulty, the board

reports of the faculty presi-

watch over the (;1Culty and curriculum.

Teachers
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ore
on the board, like John Chapman
Miller,
and former teachers w l10 we
I"
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Butler served on t te committee on faculty.
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.' I ecp rhe students busy. He was critical of the tendency
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. ·j·I()nsinstead oflaying down conclusions authoritatively.
to e I!CIt c ass Opll
"
'
II h ·t ted the professor
was the one who should "know." On the
'
Af ter a , e sa,
other hand, he also complained of professors who "showed off" orwho asked
>

poor questions that failed to elicit ~Iiscussion or to dem~)!1strate whether
the student had achieved understandll1g. Subsequently, MIller reported that
some teachers were
because students
be found

toO

easy, too ready

were unprepared.

reciting

to

prompt

"Professors,"

and the students

listening."

when recitations
he asserted,

Miller advocated

holding students to their assignments.
Ten years later, Miller still found the same problems.
tion was respectable

faltered

"arc likely to

Although

rigor in
instruc-

in all classes and far above average in some, certain pro-

fessors still prompted

too freely, talked too much, and asked obvious

tions. Lectures, he admitted,

were sometimes

a necessary

method,

ques-

but they

failed to develop discipline as did work required of the students themselves.
Throughout
this period alumni have testified to the lasting impressions
left on them by their professors.

Yet Shortridgc

reported

with faculty "inefficiency." This problem stemmed
staffing in subjects like religion, English, chemistry,

his dissatisfaction

more from inadequate
and physics than from

shortcomings
of individuals.
As yet, money was lacking to supply such
needs. Otherwise the board was satisfied that methods were those "of the
best instructors

of our day," producing

an "almost universal

a lively interest

absence of enthusiasm"

the "soul of the instructor

...

persisted.

in recitations.

Still,

It must come from

pupils will never go in advance of him." Reme-

dies, directors concluded, required a more judicious combination
of recitations from both textbooks and lectures, with less reliance on mere "question and answer"

methods.

Insofar as the refining
board's wish

to

rectors concluded
tives (President

of teaching

be competitive

that the institution
Benton

methods

fell short of satisfying

the

with "the first class colleges in the west," di-

declared

must have more teachers,

more elec-

it the aim of all first-class colleges to pre-
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pare students for graduate work and professional careers), and, of course,
funds to support such growth. Ancillary to these measures, the preparatory division should be physically separated from the college and staffed
independently, to relieve the college teachers and eliminate classes in which
prep and college students were mixed. Recruiting of both students and
financial donors should be stepped up. Perceptions of the college needed
sharpening. Faculty recruiting students in the summer of 1888 had found
church people uninformed about Butler and uninterested. From within and
without the university, testimony abounded that both DePauw and Indiana University were perceived as better schools. At the start of 1889, these
concerns were discussed at length, on the basis of a comprehensive report
from the Committee on Faculty and instructors.
Resultant proposals called for a new building to house the Preparatory
Department. This project proceeded as an effort to show intent to upgrade
the university despite a shortage of funds. A resolution to solicit the general public as well as the brotherhood for support was not followed up tor
over a decade. Another proposal by President Benton called for a new,
shorter degree, such as had been adopted by Harvard and Columbia. Johns
Hopkins, too, ofFered a three-year AB degree that did not require the study
of Greek. President Angell of Michigan favored such a program, adapted
to the needs of students who failed to meet regular college course requirements. The faculty opposed it and the board rejected it as likely to draw
students away from the regular curriculum.
New courses in religion, history, public speaking, and business subjects
could not yet be afForded, nor could the board entertain a proposal for developing "gymnastics" or a school for teacher training. The board proceeded,
however, to reorganize the faculty, replacing Benton with Scot Butler as
president, approving a PhD degree based on two years' work beyond the
master's degree, and reassigning some professors.
Directors rejected Miller's suggestion to drop freshmen into the preparatory division and reduce the college to a two-year program in which the
work of three years would be provided by increasing daily recitations from
four to five. Miller believed the advantage to this plan would lie in freeing
bright students from the drag of slower ones.
Clarence Forsyth, a talented Irvington musician and professor at the Indianapolis School of Music, proposed a music department. The directors
began negotiations to that end, assuming that added fees would cover the
cost. They displayed a tapestry ofconAicting attitudes. The outgoing pres-
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idem of the board, Barzillai M. Blount,

criticized

Butler's competitors

offering too much science, art, and secular literature-all
tionalism,"

as opposed

to Butler's emphasis

on Christian

leading

for

to "ra-

faith and moral-

ity. Benton decried efforts to compete with larger colleges or state schools
by offering "specialties" like engineering and arts. Butler's advantage over
wealthier schools, he maintained,

lay in its stress on the Christian

on general science and literature.

Scot Butler, however, advocated

law and medical colleges, but a college of religion
Church

supported

it financially.

young have immature

judgment

in selecting

especially those in physical education
point

younger ones and effective leadership
Butler and T

courses." Some subjects,

he

unless the courses were required,

and public speaking.

The debate, taking up the attention
turning

adding

only if the Christian

He argued for fewer electives, since "the

pointed out, would fail to draw students

naled an approaching

faith and

of the board over several years, sigas older directors

were replaced

from the faculty presidencies

by

of Scot

C. Howe began to influence the directors. The board was not

talking about a great and growing university

at this time, but about

mak-

ing this small college as good as possible given present financial limitations.
An alumnus had written a strong letter in 1885. Important enough to
be spread on the board's minutes, it may have played a part in the directors' efforts, however confusing, to redefine the college. This unnamed graduate charged that western colleges were becoming

academics

and grammar

schools. Why spend money on Courses found in every schoolhouse, he demanded. At a time of marked advancement in education, Butler had not
fully participated in that progress and was squandering its energies on high
school subjects, the Preparatory Department,
and peripherals like music.
Why should midwesterners
degree? He understood

sessed a wholly inadequate
fessors in important

or Yale for a bachelor's

library of only 3,000 volumes,

subjects like chemistry

should have a university
to the Methodists

have to go to Harvard

that Butler was doing meritorious

and lacked pro-

and history. The brotherhood

worthy of their standing,

in membership.

work, but it pos-

second in Indiana

only

The time was at hand to advance;

let

other schools that think it necessary to run high schools do so: "They have
sunk into that insignificance

which high schools with collegiate

serve." We love our Alma Mater, he concluded,
to be zealous in her welfare.

Butler directors were not alone in their confusion.
try, as the twentieth

century

approached,

names de-

but our duty requires
Throughout

us

the coun-

leaders in higher education

car-
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ried on the dialogue. Few questioned the desirabilit
F.
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t..
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S
II co-I
le~e do both? And what ofchanging student attitudes-their
desire f<>r"the
brIght college years," or amenities like athletics, clubs, fraternities and sororities, and at least some easy courses? The university's directors regularly wrestled with these educational issues. 'lao often they reached no agreement on
<

c.

._

<

directions the college should take. Even when they agreed, the means to
effect immediate change were usually lacking.
To the new president, Scot Butler, it was essential that the college prepare itself "to meet the very highest standards of the time; otherwise Elilme is inevitable." For the board's committee on f;lculty, Miller had expressed
a more modest goal: to match other colleges "of equal grade with ours."
Annual deficits and a small endowment
with a wholly unsatistacrory yield
meant that the university's only hope for immediate improvement
lay in
an opportunistic
policy of seizing upon any seeming advantages that carne
along. 'Iwo such did.
First, in the spring of 1896, the board adopted

an additional

corporate

charter and organization
forming the University of Indianapolis.
Butler
University remained as a corporate entity under its own charter, but it now
adopted the appellation
"Butler College," the liberal arts and sciences college of the University of Indianapolis. Joined to it under the new charter
were the city's proprietary colleges of law, medicine, and dentistry. A flfteenmember self-perpetuating
president of the University
included

two representatives

board of trustees included the mayor and the
of Indianapolis. A senate of no more than twelve
hom Butler College and one from each of the

other colleges. Board and senate together elected the university president.
From the college, Scot Butler and Dernarchus C. Brown served on the
senate. Burris Atkins Jenkins, a professor of religion in a new Dible College "connected"
with Dutler University, became the university president.
The board

included

Butler

University

son, Scot Butler (both a director

directors

and president

Dr. Patrick Henry jarncof the Butler faculty),

and

Hilton U. Brown. Dr. Henry Jameson of the medical college and Addison C.
Harris of the college of law were Butler alumni on the board. Notables on
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the university board oftrustees included Allen M. Fletcher (the board's president), Benjamin Harrison, Thomas Taggart, Herman Lieber, and Eli Lilly.
Others were Sterling R. Holt, M. J. Osgood,

George E. Hunt,

Edward

Dean, Wilson C. Dobbs, Joseph W. Marcie (dean of medicine),
Fishback (dean of law).
Butler directors saw the creation
opportunity.

of a University

H.

and W. E

of Indianapolis

Here was the seed of a new growth first implanted:

as an

to be not

just a good small college but the great school needed for a great city.
The seed lay dormant for the next eighteen years. The University
Indianapolis
notice

to

organization

came to nothing.

Butler College and probably

It may have brought

helped

to account

.
of

some

for steady en-

rollments

when other small colleges were dropping.

But no substantial

economic

benefits accrued

Each partner

to any of its components.

tinued on its own independent

course. In 1906 the designation

etly dropped. The Irvington school kept the name
1923, resuming then the title Butler University.
Meanwhile,

con-

was qui-

Butler College

until

limited by financial constraints, President Butler sought ways
Though cool toward the trend to elec-

to improve faculty and curriculum.

tives, he supported

courses in music and art as services to students.

He urged

military training as the United States, rising to world power, displayed
goism and xenophobia. He backed renewed efforts to support
courses, especially the sciences, English, and history.
Butler urged his faculty to join state professional

traditional

groups. He sought new

young teachers in the social sciences. Faculty members
take leaves to acquire graduate

jin-

were encouraged

degrees. In 1896-97 five professors

to
were

away-two
in Germany, two at Harvard, and one at the University of Chicago. Standards were the highest yet. To take advantage of talented newcomers, the curriculum was adjusted
and add more social science.

to reduce the language

requirements

The college year 1897-98 had started propitiously. Addison Armstrong,
board president and a member of the directors' committee on faculty and
schools, while warning against complacency,
Operations

saw "cause for congratulation."

had yielded a small surplus rather than a deficit, whereas some

other colleges had lost money and students;

two had even failed. "While

great things have not come to us rapidly, the horizon
terially," he announced.

If Butler would concentrate

dled best, stress the personal

relations between

make the most of its resources,

has broadened

teachers and students,

it might yet provide

ma-

on the subjects it hanIndianapolis

and

with "a
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school second to none." The state's ci tizens wanted private colleges; patrons
ought

to support

them as lavishly as the state supported

tions. The loyalty of professors
had already

its public institu-

on meager salaries, Armstrong

pur Butler abreast or ahead of the state schools.

held "several hopeful aspects."
But the year turned out to be "an unusually
arose in the process of integrating

estimated,
Future

years

trying one." Complications

In addi-

several bright new professors.

tion, several key teachers were absent on leave, and two suffered prolonged
illnesses. Some student dissatisfaction
became evident. Despite his earlier
optimism,

it became,

in our history."
in popular

in President

Nevertheless,

Butler's view, "a very unfortunate

he concluded,

favor." With an improving

period

"we have made decided gains

image came increased public scrutiny.

The college could not aH<m.i perceptions that it was slipping back.
The chance to seize another opportunity
came with an invitation
directors
cago,

to meet with Rainey

who

visited

Butler's outlook.

Harper,

Indianapolis

Throughout

president

at this time.
the Midwest,

had been critical of existing educational
were doomed.

After bearing

of the University
His proposal

proponents

standards,

the burden

of private colleges

fearful that small colleges

of higher education

with access

were seen as forming

an "educational

driving

businessmen

independent

to

of Chi-

brightened

for a century,

private colleges might now be driven from the field by powerful
versities. The public institutions

state uni-

generous legislative support

trust." Just as big business trusts were
under,

the state schools might central-

ize education,
taking independent
colleges under their control.
Harper oflercd the umbrella of the independent,
well-endowed
sity of Chicago

rather than competing,

other independent

schools could benefit from Chi-

The college unhesitatingly

As Butler entered

the twentieth

accepted

this generous

party. It offered a University

of Chicago

ates who took an additional

quarter's

within

be free. Moreover,
at Chicago
tuition

offer.

century, hlInilies would know that their sons

could be assured of a curriculum

and standards

con/cHIlling

to those of the Midwest's preeminent
independent
university.
Terms of Chicago's plan could be terminated
at the pleasure

sity of Chicago

Univer-

under which small colleges could seek shelter. Cooperating

cago's leadership.
and daughters

to the

twelve months

three tuition

degree to qualified

of either

Butler gradu-

work (twelve weeks) at the Univerof their Butler degrees. Tuition would

fellowships

for one year of graduate

were available for Butler alumni, along with free graduate

for salaried Butler f..'1culty members.

study
school

Chicago and Butler department
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heads wou I(\ con f el on
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n seat on Chicagos faculty council and was to consult
preslc cnt was glvcn ,1. '.
.'
. I (~.I· -, ...:lent on al)1)Oll1tments and removals of Butler faculty.
wlt1,lIcagosplCSIC
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,llegc's (lu;trrcrly examInatIOnS, copIes of examinanon
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In aclvance or t 1Cco
.
II l e reviewed by appropnate Chicago professors. SubsequestIons wou C )
'11'lt'lons would be graded by Chicago faculty members
quent Iy, t Ire ex;11111 ,
.,
.
, I'
.nse and students who passed would gam Chicago course
at I»u t er s cxpc . "
credits, Courses at Butler were to correspond as nearly as possible to Uni>

>

versity of Chicago courses. A year later, the connection

wa~ showing

pr~.lc-

tical results. It attracted better students to Butler and provided them WIth
courses like those of Chicago, but at less expense. It proved inspiring and
stimulating to both students and faculty.
Butler was the only Indiana college to fall in with Harper's plans for affiliation in which private institutions
cation. Rivalry would continue,

would join to bring order to higher edubut Harper

hoped to eliminate

the petty

jealousies and helter-skelter diversity that had arisen in the collegiate world.
Chicago's Dean Albion W. Small, who directed the program, hoped that
it would halt the decline in reputation

of "country

colleges," restore confi-

dence in small colleges, and equip their graduates
ment with graduates
in establishing

to compete

of the great public universities.

an education

Chicago

fCH" employwould

lead

system that answered to the highest academic

standards rather than to churches or the state.
Though it might increase the flow of graduate

students

to Chicago,

the

program was never very popular with Chicago's Etculty. They had little time
to give to the exchanges and thought

their university's

ter devoted to itself. Colleges with whom association

resources were betwould help Chicago

did not accept the affiliation; those that wanted it were too often "dead
weight." The plan created "pseudo-alumni,"
burdened the undergraduate
faculty, and, in the f~lculty's eyes, cheapened

the value of the University

Chicago degree. After Harper's death in 1906, the new president,
Pratt Judson, terminated the contracts.
By 1908 Butler's affiliation had been phased
taken advantage of the opportunity
but it had bcilitated

graduate work for a number

graduates. Cooperation
applications

Out.

for support

Few undergraduates

to add a University

of Chicago

of

Harry
had

degree,

of faculty members

and

with Chicago may have helped the college in its later
horn Rockefeller's General Education

To further enhance the quality of its education,
a board of visitors in 1897. Its membership

would

the directors

Board.
established

engage the state's and

Education
city's cultural
summer

a Smail College

turned

cause admissions

members

were offering

out. In general, enrollment

requirements

a summer

Nevertheless,

though

and the state universiall the other indepen-

dent colleges were losing enrollment.
President Butler enjoined the board not to question
that had led to a slowdown

session,

was rising, but slowly, be-

rose, as did tuition,

ties were ofFering more competition.

standards
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leaders more fully in the work of the college. For the second

some faculty

few students

(It

the effort to uphold

in enrollments.

Higher admission

re-

quirements
had, in fact, increased enrollments when other colleges were
losing. "Wabash College," he noted, "has cast to the winds its traditional
educational

theory," while Butler held to its standards;

betray principle."
The year 1903 brought
to be replaced

severe financial problems.

by Winfred

mize. Talk of abolishing
only in reducing

Garrison,

the directors

the Preparatory

it from a three-year

were to teach four courses

a day instead

only if absolutely

Professors

necessary.

It brought

were to be lowered,
in President

Garrison

As Scot Butler retired,
at this time ended

program.

on leave would not be replaced; the
policy:

1906-1907 academic

admissions

as a money-raiser,

but burdened

(1906)

him with

Demarchus

looked

year, Thomas

Carr Howe became acting president

to new measures

to increase

Howe free to build on the development

financial

requiring
Howe

training

them.
recommended

offered by Bowdoin's
human

interest,

courses,

was adequate.

now made necessary

the prescription
president:

devoted

emphasis

professors

to students

for a strong

While
they left
starred

on a basic lib-

He would defer the addition

sional courses or colleges until support
only for teacher

support,

of ElCldty and curriculum

by Scot Butler. Howe agreed with his predecessor's
eral arts and sciences curriculum.

C.

and a brief return of SCCHButler for the

for 1907-1908 and then president until 1920.
The college was beginning to turn another corner in its growth.
directors

re-

yet the college must not "let down bars."

teaching assignments as well as administrative
chores.
Garrison's health soon broke. After an interim under
Brown as acting president

Faculty now

of three. Tutors would be hired

remaining bculty would fill in for them.
The board ordered a vague and contradictory
quirements

to die than

sought ways to econo-

Department

to a two-year

"better

of profes-

He made exception
by a new state law
"standard

college"

of broad, general culture,

and subject, enthusiastic

with

in teaching,
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. .
.md sneaking' young teachers of promise-even
if the best might
nng, ,1Il r'
'.
...
.
. curriculum with electives III the main branches of the liberal arts
move on,
"
. .: ces: high admissions standards and requirements for graduation;
'111 d sClel1 .,
II ncnt large enough to stimulate but small enough for controlling
an elllO I'
.
"
.
'
a
studellt
body
Imbued
with
notions
of
social
and moral reIs
I
stane arc , c
ibility left free from restrictions but with access to f~lCLdtyinfluence at
sponsl
"
.
.
.
. . 11 F1o'll1ts-with stern expulsion the prIce for irresponsible behavior.
CrItiC<

wrt

>

c

_

The Bowdoin president's

other points were calculated

to instruct

the di-

rectors further on policies requisite for development

of a strong small col-

lege. They must hope for an alumni

for achievement,

body honored

in-

terested in the college, and generous to it. The board should seek in its own
makeup old men with wisdom and experience

and young men to provide

initiative and progress. It should furnish adequate
necessary equipment,

and a sufficient

and beautiful

endowment.

An athletic

should develop courage and ideals of fair play. Religious
be met by brief, inspirational
manistic rather than theological
basic Christianity.
direction,

a stronger

physical education

When the faculty marched

ge-

at this hu-

mission for a college with roots in a very

for a young professor to fill the chair in theology
shall T Reeves.

stitution.

a natural,

may well have blinked

Howe himself steered these last propositions

pursuing

program

in his own

and searching

newly endowed

by Mar-

in cap and gown for the first time at Com-

in 1911, the college was beginning

mencement

program

needs could best

services that would cultivate

nial, serviceable religious life. Directors

buildings,

to look like a modern

A new honor system for the undergraduates

in-

carne the same year

at the request ofthe students.

Statewide, colleges were trying out the honor

system at examinations-not

without

scandalous

amount

revise it. A new constitution
"In thirty-one

terms was abandoned
thereafter

War Department
draftees
a manner

to

in those years

voted to keep the honor

was adopted

years ...

an experience with the student
retained

It was meant to check the

of cheating on exams that was prevalent

After a few years the Burler students
reported,

problems.

governing

system but

it. President

Howe

never before have I had so interesting

body." In 1913 the old college year of three

in bvor of a two-term

year. It worked well and was

except for a brief period during World War I when the
requested

colleges to run three terms a year to permit

finish college courses before going into service. The directors

unaccustomed

agement to President

previously

and later were leaving academic

Howe. They were discussing another

in

man-

move to a larger

Education
campus

as well as occupying

management.
In 1912 the university

themselves

ing chapters
Stanford,

fen a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,

academic

and Missouri

honorary

recommended

officials stated that such support

but they still turned
impoverished

Princeton,

pointing

not the subject."

the award. The honorary
Low faculty salaries and an

out to the directors
"Their

character

The college did obtain
professional

Howe was aware

the importance

of retaining

is what you get and carry away,

Butler was losing good teachers to other institutions.
a chapter

of the other prominent

Kappa Phi, in April 1922. This organization
colleges were added,

ship of qualified

Yale,

for a small college was unusual,

down Butler's application.

a faculty of high quality:

undergraduates

sciences. The top one-fourth

honorary,

proved appropriate

because

it offered election

and graduate

whereas Phi Beta Kappa limited membership
installed

society. All of the exist-

library doubtless militated against acceptance.

of shortcomings,
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efforts at financial

in Indiana as well as the chapters at Columbia,

Nebraska,

society's

a Small College

with renewed

made application

the oldest and most prestigious

{It

Phi

later, when
to member-

students

from all colleges,

to students

in liberal arts and

of the seniors and all the full professors were

at the first election of Phi Kappa Phi. Professor Henry Bruner was

named the chapter's first president.
At this time the college began to ofFer extension

work. Up to 100 teach-

ers were able to gain college credit in courses given by several Butler professors at local high schools in 1911-12.

Faculty made extra money in this

way, and local teachers were able to upgrade
offerings continued
to attract
Based on recommendations
approval

as a member

of the "best"
regional

of the Association

independent

accrediting

colleges.

struggle

of American

Extension

Colleges-made

Butler also became

body, the North

Secondary Schools.
The onset of armed

their qualifications.

enrollments for several decades.
of the Carnegie Foundation,
Butler won

along

Central

Association

the Mexican

a member

up
of the

of Colleges and

border

renewed

talk

of introducing
military training. When the United States entered World
War I, like colleges everywhere Butler promptly discontinued
athletics and
instituted

military

that nearly

Board president

all the men who had not enlisted

drills. Women
empty

training.

on campus

meanwhile

undertook

Hilton

U. Brown

were engaged

reponed

in military

Red Cross training.

Now-

Irwin Ficld was given over to barracks and mess hall for the Student

ArmyTraining

Corps, which brought

army trainees to the campus in 191 H.
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f' II '
". ncnt recjuest the three-term
year was rein.ic 0 oWlllg year at govellll
( (
' -, I
tWO terms in the fall of 191 9_
stated, but the col Iege revcrrcc to
.
s·hed to resign the presidency, was at last per..
H owe, w I10 h acI Iong w I.'
.
I
I
. 1920 H' had provided the most effective academic leadmlttec to coso In
.
e .
ership Butler had known to date. New departments
of his~ory, sociol(~gy,
.
t bl'lsllecl IJY President Butler, had Hourished,
Physical
anc I economics. es a
education and intercollegiate athletics along with public speaking were be-

Tl

coming entrenched,

chemistry

and physics enjoyed a

the biological sciences, and new departments
nomics had been installed.
Other departments
had been strengthened
and a number of new young department

S~~ltUS

of education

separate

from

and home eco-

with additional

instructors

heads. The board's committee

still

saw a need for enlarging the religion and education departments and hoped
for a new department of business. James William Putnam served as acting
president

until Robert Judson

Aley supported

Aley was installed

on September

the effort to enlarge the religion and education

I, 1921.

departments

and add business administration.
He also began to promote a journalism
department and a merger with the city's music school. Putnam, who had
originally replaced Jacob Forrest in the social sciences, was now dean of the
college and the actual author of Aley's proposals inasmuch as he provided
the continuity of ideas and goals for the new president.
Rising enrollments in journalism led to its establishment

as a separate

department in 1925, something that Hilton U. Brown, himself a newspaperman, had been actively promoting. The first department
head rejoiced
in the mellifluent name of Birdsong. Nine courses enrolled almost eighty
students by 1926, with the honorary Sigma Delta Chi established and the
college newspaper, the Collegian, as laboratory.
Directors had unanimously voted early in 1919 to move the college to
a new campus. President Aley and Dean Putnam set themselves to cope as
best they could with a rapidly rising postwar enrollment
in the cramped
environs of the old campus.

It would be a long wait before expanded

faci-

lities would become available. The board could hardly be expected to spend
funds for Irvington facilities when they knew that campus would be abandoned.

As temporary

expedients,

the college kept some of the structures

on Irwin Ficld, erected for the Student
housed

the new Home Economics

was retained as a gymnasium

ArmyTraining

Department,

Corps. The canteen

and one of the barracks

and assembly hall. The old third floor chapel

Education
in the main building
been outgrown.

a Small College
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to the powerhouse

had

{it

and the small gym attached

The college held classes six days a week, with courses offered

in the afternoon

as well as morning

in order to accommodate

overflowing

enrollments,
Graduate

work had been available for many years, although

year produced
worked

only one or two master's

individually

courses as necessary,
graduate

courses

with

instructors

candidates.

and

took

Graduate

regular

for which they received graduate

only arose in the mid-1920s,

the typical
students

upper-division

credit. A demand

for

but the most economical

use of faculty militated against such necessarily small courses. Except in
some of the professional
colleges added later, courses carrying graduate
credit solely, along with a graduate division, came only much later.
As he settled in, Aley reported some of the problems that were bothering the flCulty. Students'
to

lure students

grades were dropping.

from academics

Life in the 1920s began

to extracurricular

attractions,

especially

intercollegiate
athletic events. Aley saw only slight improvement
by 1923.
Similarly troubling was the problem of retention. In 1927 student failures
and dropouts

seemed

to call for better

sions policy. Still, Aley tended

in but hard to get out."
Both Howe and Alcy protested
higher-paying

institutions.

counseling

the loss of superior

instructors

should

level should
sought

to elevate

faculry

standards.

col-

the effort begun

He maintained

that all

or be working

to attain,

the doctorate.

The institution

should

also pay professors

Aley

who were on

least the part of their salaries over and above the amounts

yet available.

replacements.

Nevertheless,

University

and publish
of Illinois

taculty was "as good as the best."
Morale among faculty and students
pus and splendid

needed

Funds for these measures were not

the faculty responded

in civic organizations

1927 a prominent

surfaced

Aley continued

to

not only higher salaries but also funds for faculty travel to profes-

to hire their temporary

ticipate

faculty members

have the master's degree and those above the instructor

have completed,

sional meetings.
leave-at

admis-

"We do not pay as much as other Indiana

leges of our rank," Aley told the directors.
by his predecessors

and a tougher

to say that the college should be "easy to get

to Aley's urging

books and journal
professor

to par-

articles. By

told Alcy that Butler's

soared at the prospect

of a new cam-

facilities. Plans for new colleges and enlarged departments

in Alcv's reports

to the directors:

a teachers'

college, a college of
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business administration,
a school of journalism, even a college of law. He
wanted to expand the departments of religion and home economics, now
very popular.
Alcy was able to gain some of his objectives.

Support

for current

opera-

tions increased even though most new funds were husbanded for endowment and development of the new campus. A journalism department,
established within the college of liberal arts and sciences, later became part
of a new college of business administration
in 1937. The university arranged
affiliations with John Herron

Institute

of Art and the Metropolitan

School

of Music, later adding the Indiana College of Music and Fine Arts.
Aley also obtained an affiliation with Teachers College of Indianapolis
and with Robert Long Hospital for a combination
would gain certification

after twenty-eight

Butler degree with ninety-four

program

months

for nurses, who

at the hospital

credit hours at the university.

merger with Teachers College was to be forthcoming

as well as a merger

with the music schools.
In 1927 Aley began to promote the idea, based on the University
cago's system, of a two-year general education
His immediate

and a

An outright

curriculum

of Chi-

for all students.

successor favored the plan, and after World War II Presi-

dent Ross made it a reality.

Arthur Jordan, Founder,
Jordan

College of Music.

Courtesy

Butler University

Archives.
Below: Dr. John E. Potzgcr,
Professor of Botany.
Courtesy
Archives.

Butler Universiry

,~, \.

•

Paul "Tony"

Hinkle.

"

\.~,
.l

c:.Ott rresy•

f>>ut ler University.

Archives.

Katharine

,[,lye I011.
Merrill G·_
COLI

"
nes)'
J')lIt 1er

University

L lives.
A I··1
.

Ovid Butler.

Courtesy" I''r l l I 1er
University

ArI C I·.
lives.

Demia Butler. Courtesy

Buder University

Archives.

.1'~·'-·1
:'t

~,1

Above: Hilton U. Brown.
Courtesy

Burler University

Archives.

J.

I. Holcomb.

Courtesy
Archives.

Butler University

)

Abovc: Janos Horvath,
Professor

of

Courtesy

Butlcr Univcrsiry

[conom ics.

Archives.

Allen Clowes.
Courtesy
Archives.

Butler University

Rosemary Lang,
Professor of Music.
Courtesy

Butler University

Archives.

Below: Allegra Stewart,
Professor of English.
Courtesy
Archives.

Butler University

Emma Lou Tliornbrough,
Professor of History.
Courtesy

Butler University

Archives.

Catharine Merrill,
First Demia Butler Professor
and First Female Professor
at Butler. Courtesy
University Archives.

Butler

Bobby Fong,
President

of Butler University,

2001-Prescnt.
University

Courtesy

Burlcr

Archivcs.

John G. Johnson,
I'rcsidcIH of Hurler University,
1978-19il8.
University

Courtesy
Archives.

Butlcr

Alexander Jones,
President of Butler University,
1962-1977.

Courtesy

Butler

University Archives.
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M. O. Ross, President
Courtesy

of Burler University,

Burler University

Archives.

1942-1962.

Daniel S. Robinson,
Courtesy

President

Butler University

or Butler

Archives.

University,

1939-1942,

with Students.

Robert

J. Aley,

President

of Butler University,

1921-1931.
University

Courtesy
Archives.

Scot Butler.
Courtesy
University

Burler
Archives.

Butler

M. O. Ross with Architect's
1')q8-19q9.

Courtesy

Model of the Pharmacy

Butler University

Archives.

Building,

Fairview

Ca mpus,

Gwen Fountain, President of Butler University, 2000-2001.
Courtesy

Butler University Archives.
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College and Church

Tt n: RELATIONSIIIP
OF TI-IE UNIVERSITY
to the Christian
Church became one of the vexing problems that the directors fICed in the
years 1884 to 1924. Although the church did not own or control the university, ardent Disciples on the board zealously struggled to maintain the
university's ties to it. The most divisive issue, arising after Ovid Butler's
death in 1881, was the question ofa Bible school. One faction of the board,
which may be termed the seminary group, sought such a school, not just
to teach Christian knowledge and morality to all undergraduates and offer
courses for prerninisrcrial students, bur actually to train ministers. According to this Iaction, such a Bible school was intended by Ovid Butler's final
gift in 1876. They were missing the point. No doubt Butler would have
been pleased to see a new Bible college added to the university. But he would
not have wished to see the slender resources of the university diverted to a
project that would slight the basic curriculum.
While the seminary group nourished their resolve, others on the board
were no less faithful members of the Church or, if not Disciples, nevertheless firmly committed to the charter provisions to inculcate principles of
Christianity in all students. Nor were they opposed to a Bible school, preministerial or graduate. They simply believed it should not take precedence
over any other new college that might be added-a teachers' college, a medical or law school, or whatever. All of these possibilities were clearly allowed
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'
liege must bring in the funds needed to sustain
by the charter. A ny new co.
.,'.
..
..
.
. 1.1 'f the semmary group wanted a Bible school, indiIt. More parncu ai y, I
.
.1 I
d
. ., of the brotherhood
must provide the money to
VICua s an congregatIons
support it.
I
.I
1"'1.
I
e
he lef I
'e'sl'c!eI1cyAllen R. Benton soug rt to en arge t 'ic BIO e
.
.
. .
B elOre e ert t 1e pI'
" LI'· 'etllrI1 to teaching made this plan possible. He joined
1 IS I
c
D epartment.
.'
establishing "Bible" as a two-man department
in 1891.
H ug h C . G arVlll m
.
The first effort to endow a Bible college came the next year when Burlcr joined with the church's Board of Missions to find funds for a third chair
in religion. The church's board was to put ~IP $20,OO(~. No agent co~tld be
found to raise the money. Benton was nearrng final retirement. Garvll1 was
embroiled

in the theological

contrOversy

that would lead to his voluntary

resignation in a few years. Scot Butler, although continuing to teach Latin
for prcminisrerial students, could afford little time once he was president.
He agreed to install the new college in 1893, but warned
L

U

proceed without church patronage.
Thirty-nine
preministerial students
made a promising

that it could not

"

enrolled as the new "Bible School"

start, with Scot Buder and Garvin as principal

instruc-

tors. Funding for additional staffing was not forthcoming.
The timing of
this efFort proved unfortunate: a period of economic depression had set in.
The directors

threatened

to abandon

the project, though

seminary

enthu-

siasts on the board warned that to do so would be a step backward.
For a year the school stumbled along with Buder, Garvin, and two unpaid graduate students undertaking
the teaching duties,
assistance from Benton. 'Teaching of Hebrew was dropped.

with part-time
Faculty salaries

generally had been cut. In the spring of 1896, the effort to provide training [or ministers was suspended. The board's seminary group insisted that
Ovid Butler's gift mandated
that nothing

a Bible school, but other directors

maintained

more could be done until faculty salary cuts had been restored

and funding materialized ..
Improvement in the national economy, evident by 1897, brought

renewed

erlorrs. The Reverend Jabez Hall, replacing Garvin, addressed himself

to plans

for a Bible school. A board committee continued to study possibilities.
Under the aegis of the newly established University of Indianapolis,
new Bible college, separate from but "connected"
in 1897. It would lise the college classrooms,

to Butler College,

a

began

library, and gym and enjoy

listing in the college catalog. Directors expected
lIsing the name "Bible College of the Christian

the new establishment,
Church of Indiana," to

Co/lege {mel Church
provide

two professors,
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to which the college would add the services of Pro-

fessor jabez Hall. Its students might also take Butler College courses.
Winfred Garrison and Burris A. Jenkins were hired by the Bible College,
with Allen R. Benton
as a fourth.

as a third instructor

and Hall from Butler College

The Bible College was for graduate

from approved
Pressing

colleges. Its curriculum

their advantage,

students

only, admitted

was to be "high and exacting."

the seminary

group sought

to ensure contin-

ued close alliance between church and Butler College. They brought the
board to approve the idea that stockholders
might prescribe the religious
beliefs and church
anteeing

affiliations

that control

sons loyal to the brotherhood.
coming,

of a majority

of the university

the seminary

Though

of the board members,

guar-

would remain in the hands of perfinancial support

group was convinced

had not been forth-

that Indiana

Disciples wanted

a theological seminary to produce ministers fCH· their flith.
Scot Butler appears to have been stung by implications that the university had broken

faith with his father in not establishing

nary. He was also unsympathetic
particularism,
founders.

which

with the apparent

a graduate

move toward sectarian

he viewed as foreign to the position

At the board's annual

meering

semi-

of the church's

in July 1899, he finally lost pa-

ticnce with the seminary faction and forcefully set them straight.
Scot Butler and his brother controlled a majority of stock as executors
of Ovid Butler's estate. He was a member of the board as well as presidenc
of the bculty. He had helped bring about the University of Indianapolis
combination

and the connection

with the University

of Chicago.

He was

in a strong position. Study of the Biblc had always been linked to studies
in other fields, Scot Butler pointed out; it had been a Butler tradition, derived Irom the charter's

provisions,

to "inculcate

the Christian

faith"; it was

an aspect of gcncrallibcral
education tor all students. "Not one word" in
rhe charter called for a school to train ministers. One could certainly be established,

since the charter

provided

for "every branch of liberal and pro-

fcssional education," but it should receive no special emphasis.
As he reviewed the teaching of religion at Butler, he notcd
founders
mandated
partisan

had participated

actively

in the management

that the

of the university,

the use of the Bible as a text in religion courses, and allowed no
or sectarian

pective ministers

dogmas.

Courses wcre offered that were useful to pros-

but not designed

electives modified
cal, New Testament

exclusively for them, as well as language

for their needs, such as Patristic Latin rather than classiGreek,

theological

German,

and a choice of Hebrew
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.
d homiletics had been ofFered, as had elccover French. Church IliStory an
.'
.
.
.
. ilored to the needs of preprofessional students
rives 111 other departments, tal 01
..
.
..
Ii
" language courses for prerninisterial students.
and similar to ae Justments 111
. f'
b
1 . ires of July 21, 1879, Scot Butler reminded the
..
Quotlng rom oare m1l1L
·
I I' c t
h 1 asked for an undergraduate
religion department
(1Irectors t rat liS lamer ae c ...
•
· 11
I
-ofessors to fulfill the "great purpose of the instituft
sta ee ly at cast two pi
.
"
.
. .rian f'al'tll
and
morality to all students
regardless of
non
... to teac I1 Ch ns,
c
c
intended employment or profession. He di~ not wal~t .the students'. spiri<

<

(

.

•

c

tual needs neglected in twor of special tra.i11l~1gfo~ m~11lsters. He (~efende~{
the current adherence of the college to his father s wishes: a required religion course, required chapel services, Sunday afternoon
mitment

of most faculty members

all students.

services, and com-

to religion as part of general

As for concerns of friends who feared alienation

tion from the church, Butler stated emphatically,
alty to the faith.

culture

for

of the institu-

"I yield to no one" in loy-

To see control of the university turned over to people not

in sympathy with the cause "which in spirit 1 inherited from my hIther, would
cost me the keenest pang of my life." But the board must face facts. No new
projects or colleges could be undertaken. The college was doing all it possibly could with funds at its disposal. Without more, it must stand still. Flatly
put, if the brotherhood did not offer financial support, it could not expect
a voice in guiding university policy. Here ended the lesson.
Or not quite. A true heir of his persuasive father, Scot Butler ended with
words that would mollify and encourage. Despair was unnecessary; the institution was doing better than other Disciples' colleges-Bethany,
Hiram,
Drake, and Eureka. It held more property, maintained
a better faculty,
taught more students, produced higher-quality
work, and had a devoted
board of directors. The president had cleared the air; no more talk of a seminary would surface for a time, and when it did, the terms Butler had laid
down-adequate
financial support-would
be present.
After a few years of operation,

the "connected"

Bible College failed. Gar-

rison resigned after two years, due to failing health, replaced in the joint
appointment
of university and Bible College by Christopher
B. Coleman,
drawing half his salary from Butler. Early in 1902 the directors

decided

to

end the connection. Funds to guarantee the future for the Bible College had
not materialized. An undergraduate
religion department was all that could
be maintained.

By this time even religious exercises for the regular student

body were curtailed.
sarily religious;

"Chapel"

was no longer compulsory

nor even neces-

in fact, it had evolved into a daily convocation

at 10

A.M.

College and Church
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at which a faculty leader might lecture on any appropriate subject. With
classes held at all hours, it had been difficult to find a period for chapel. It
was unreasonable

to ask a student

after the 10 o'clock

period

who attended

to come

hom

class neither

before nor

home just for chapel.

Accord-

ingly, only those with classes before or after the service were required
tend.

This

proved

difficult

to enforce;

moreover,

some faculty

chapel should be optional.
Small private colleges were facing "cruel conditions
out the lives of the schools not nourished
Brown fC)J"the Committee
the directors,
against

and new directions

initiatives

support

Hilton

simmered.

to deal further

on whether

U. Brown

became

president

pushed

aside. Directors

such mea-

to the college. Other

students

Scot Butler retired as president

with the straitened

new vigor to that body. A minority

that militated

to second place below strength-

for both depended

help bring money and students

ministers

unwilling

U.

group at this time. l~dk of enlarging

took priority in the board's discussions.
Until 1907 the issue of providing for preministerial
training

Hilton

and Faculty. Many decisions faced

of Religion was relegated
training;

thought

that are crushing
reported

were under consideration

from the seminary

the Department
ening teacher
sures would

on Education

by taxation,"

to at-

matters

or actually

in June 1904,

financial plight of the college.

of the board in July 1903, bringing
of "calamity

howlers" on the board were

now sought a faculty leader who could bring "new

forces into supporting
position." Winfred Ernest Garrison was appointed
president. He was to "begin at once an earnest, persistent, and untiring campaign"

for support,

and pedagogical

support

students.

ber of the briefly existent

by both men and means for both ministerial

Garrison,

a minister and recently a faculty mem-

Bible College, was to hold no pastorate.

devote himself to raising money, the first priority.
signed

him the usual duties,

Hall in the prerninisrcrial

asking him to teach Hebrew
curriculum.

He must

Bur the directors

It was no wonder

also as-

and assist Jabez
that Garrison's

health broke less than two years after he took the position.
Appeals fCH·funds had always been made exclusively to the brotherhood.
An effort now to raise a quarter
The board
Indiana,

approached

of a million dollars was to be no exception.

the Reverend

the state's most prominent

Zachary

Christian

T Sweeney of Columbus,
Church

minister,

to lead the

campaign with active cooperation
from the new president.
Sweeney offered a "contract." He would serve as agent for the university
only if the directors

got a bill through

the legislature

to ensure that 80 per-
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cent of the board would always be Christian

Church

members.

man Hilton U. Brown was already contemplating

widening

Board chairrepresentation

among the directors to include men of affairs in the city and state, not necessarily Church

members.

His efForts alarmed the Disciples.

to reassure his fellow brethren
wherein he proclaimed
duce "hundreds

Brown sought

in an open letter addressed

to the faculty

that friendly relations with the Church

of students

and hundreds

of thousands

Directors went along with Sweeney's "contract,"
ulations that no pledges would be collected

would pro-

of dollars."

including his further stip-

unless total pledges amounted

to the full quarter of a million and that none of the money collected

would

be spent until at least $200,000 was paid in. He had reserved the right to
quit if the directors rejected his plan.
Indiana

Disciples

were now mobilized

to ensure

success for this first

major fund drive since the college had been founded.
bmilies-Sweeneys,

Irwins, and Millers-with

A triumvirate

their associates would

timately establish the seminary that Disciples had long envisioned.
was Joseph 1. Irwin's son-in-law.
practically

guaranteed

tribute $100,000.

Irwin, a longtime

member

Sweeney

of the board,

the success of the fund drive by pledging

Irwin's son, William

of
ul-

to con-

G. Irwin '89, was also proving

to

be a generous donor. Sweeney's daughter, Nettie '97, had married her Butler professor, Hugh Th. Miller '88, who had become a highly successful
businessman
continued

after his period of teaching at the university. Miller's generosity
the Miller family's traditional

f:lther, John Chapman

loyalty, which had begun with his

Miller, teacher and board member.

Sweeney

looked to his parishioner Marshall T. Reeves, a wealthy Columbus
man, for a generous gift.
After two years, however,

Carr Howe threw himselfinto

ill-

scene. Sweeney proved a reluctant

agent, doing little but writing letters and making a few personal
Thomas

business-

the general fund drive stalled. Garrison's

ness removed him from the fund-raising

also

contacts.

the effort, but with little result. Will

Irwin, newly elected to the board, resigned in order to bring his brotherin-law Sweeney onto the board, attaching

him more closely to the college.

If Joseph 1. Irwin's pledge of $1 00,000 was not to be forfeited, the college must raise another $150,000. Hilton U. Brown took action, but too
late to make putting
university's

the fund drive over the top an occasion

fiftieth anniversary.

side its church constituency
Andrew

Carnegie

marking

the

For the first time the college would go out-

to raise money. Brown secured a pledge from

for $25,000

if the rest of the quarter-million

goal was

College rind Church
met. From
Katharine

C. T. Whitsett

the Disciples,
Graydon

gave property

raised an endowment

of $22,000

worth
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$30,000.

from her friends to

establish a chair in memory of her aunt, Catharine Merrill.
Brown not only pushed the directors to make their own pledges but also
organized

a group of prominent

citizens of the city, not necessarily church

members, to begin supporting
the university. Led by John Hollett, a Butler graduate, civic leaders raised some $80,000, with the enthusiastic support of the Indianapolis
press.
Marshall T. Reeves, who was on the board, gave $25,000
chair in religion in memory

establish

to

a

of his parents. This gift, the result of Sweeney's

efforts, along with those of Scot Butler, Hilton U. Brown, and T. C. Howe,
pushed

the fund drive over the top in 1907, with Andrew

nation taking the total even higher.
Over half of the money raised beyond
fiable as coming

from the brethren.

made him the largest stockholder
raised certain considerations.
amounts.

The university,

ing on a few generous

Carnegie's

do-

Irwin's gift was not clearly identi-

On the other hand, Irwin's contribution
in the corporation.

Most of the donations

These developments
had come in single large

like a great many others in the country,

friends and had established

was rely-

no broad base of support.

A large fund drive, then and now, must have the big gifts to succeed, but it
is essential also to get the support
and foundations

of alumni, other individuals,

capable of substantial

ler, the era of annual

alumni

though

corporations,

more modest gifts. For But-

fund drives or regular approaches

to corpora-

tions and prominent civic organizations
Brown raised another issue. Although

was still Eu· off.
the distribution of stock to donors

prevented

by a single interest,

sources

the control
of support,

Carnegie

of the university

such as Rockefeller's

Foundation,

companies.

Brown rejected arguments

ing control

to some individual

many of the brethren.
present

half-million

Indeed,

Board or the
to avoid shift-

he urged a charter amendment

tiated the effort to end the university's
the door to a self-perpetuating
dominated

concern

he iniNec-

could not hil to realize that it

board controlling
by a majority

not Disciples.
Hilton U. Brown was a loyal member

to

to erase the

More important,

existence as a stock company.

members

new

operated as stock

for limiting donations

dollar limit on endowment.

board might well become

Education

to institutions

or group outside the church-a

essary as that move was, church
opened

General

could not contribute

potential

the university. The

of directors

of the Christian

Church.

who were
He was
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also a prominent newspaperman
and civic leader. He began to walk a narrow line to associate the city's leaders with Butler, yet keep the allegiance
of the Indiana church to "its university, and attract [the Disciples'] financial support that has so far been generally lacking." He would not risk losing the resources that individual Disciples (such as the Irwins, Sweeneys,
Millers, and Reeveses) might offer. Indeed, Joseph 1. Irwin had already proposed to make another incentive gift when it came time to raise another
quarter of a million dollars. Yet the previous drive had revealed "new fi-iends
in every direction." It was time, he insisted, "to make the beginnings
of a
new history, as if we were laying the cornerstone
for the future of higher
education in the largest and best inland city in our country."
Brown sensed that the time was coming when Butler must become more
than a small college; it must satisfy the church's need for a college of religion
and fulfill the city's need for an enlarged
He set himself to preside over a board

curriculum
of directors

with a larger campus.
that would

accommo-

date a precarious alignment of churchmen
and civic leaders.
For several years, the chair provided for by Marshall T Reeves's donation remained empty. Either the directors were unable to find the right man,
or slow contributions
on pledges left the directors hesitant to incur the expense of filling a new chair. The elderly jabez Hall taught religion unaided
except for the work offered by the classical language departments.
After delaying three years, the directors finally filled the Reeves Memorial Professorship. William Charles Morro, a graduate of Yale in divinity with
a PhD from Harvard, came from Lexington (Kentucky)
Bible School to
head the Religion Department.
Immediately
popular with fellow faculty
and students alike, Morro attracted increasing numbers of preministerial
ca.ndidates. He was the highest paid member of the faculty, drawing a salary
of $2,300 at the time of his appointment-compared
with the $1 ,800 paid
to a few of the other highest-ranking
faculty members.
Reeves and William C. Irwin pledged to pay the salaries of two more men
for the Religion Department.
Charles Eugene Underwood
'03 agreed to give
up his brief tenure as president of Eureka College to come to Butler in 1913.
After his undergraduate
years at Butler, he had gone to Yale for a master's
degree and doctorate. With Jabez Hall, Morro, and Christopher
B. Coleman (who taught church history), plus the appointment
of Underwood,
the
Religion Department
now numbered four faculry members.
Added strength arose from the establishment
in 1910 by the Christian
Woman's Board of Missions of a College of Missions, adjacent to the Butler

College and Church
campus.

Preministerial

students

could attend its classes. Reciprocally,

lege of Missions

students

now considered

that the university

ples and fulfilled
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Col-

might enroll in Butler's offerings. President H~)",,:e

its obligations

had met the expectation

to provide

education

of the

for students

DIsCI-

intend-

ing to enter the ministry.
The university's relations with the church extended beyond its educational
offerings.
summer

In this period the Disciples held a Chautauqua-like
to provide

This Bethany

its members

Assembly

many denominations
of the White

with "rest, recreation,

assembly each

and entertainment."

was held at one of those church campgrounds

maintained.

Bethany's

that

grounds lay along the west side
and Mooresville.

Lodging

halls and dining facilities were available, as was camping equipment

for those

who preferred
to exhibit

River valley south of Indianapolis
outdoor

its programs.

or lead devotions.

living. Butler maintained
A number

Attendance

a booth at the Assembly

of the faculty attended,

to

offer lectures

at the Bethany Assembly was affordable; costs

seem incredibly low to rodays readers. A daily fee of ten cents (twenty-five
cents f(lI-the week, or seventy-five cents f(H the whole "season") entitled one
to all activities.

Five meals cost a dollar. Room rates ran from fifty cents

one dollar per night, half of that per person if two occupied
ler also advertised
in the brotherhood

regularly in Disciples' journals,
who sometimes

expressed

one or another of these publications.
In return tor its services to the Christian
very little financial

support.

Of course,

notwithstanding

criticism

Church,

to

the room. Burelements

of the university

the university

in

received

Butler owed much of its financial

viability to well-to-do
individuals in the brotherhood,
like Ovid Butler, Jeremy Anderson,
Addison Armstrong, Joseph I. Irwin, William Irwin, and
Marshall

T Reeves. But the church as an organization

or as individual

con-

gregations had not contributed
to any substantial extent. Rank-and-fIle Disciples were not a prosperous lot, and many lacked interest in the university.
William Mullendore,
canvassing the state as agen t to recruit students and
raise money in 1890, rejected small amounts that would have served only
"as a poultice to their conscience."
He collected barely enough to pay his
travel expenses, which "put liS too much in the attitude of public beggars
and was a letting down of the dignity of the whole work." Further, he found
that "the ignorance
in the congregation

of our preachers
might

[about the college concerning]

be going to attend

...

who

college, men in their con-

gregation who might take an interest, is simply appalling."
The times, as he noted, were "beyond precedent." Farmers had not made
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a living for three or four years: "Remember,
a large part of our membership is in the country." But, more seriously, "There is a feeling amon.g our
older brethren
quently

(that is fairly general,

amounting

(0

bitterness."

too)

of indifference

Mullendore

attributed

...

not IIlfre-

this attitude

to

their sense that board policies had been unwise and that stock sal~smen
had used dubious means to elicit pledges. Church
members,
he found,
looked on Butler not as an enterprise of the Christian
Church but as the
school of a private party.
10 counter such apathy, another agent, A. M. Chamberlain,
propos.ed
a solution after traveling the state five years later. He had found much Ignorance about Butler and "a large amount oflerhargy."
At least he detected
no hostility. But (0 make the university "in every way the property and
servant of the brotherhood,"
he suggested that a quarter of a million dollars in new stock should be offered for sale to congregations
and to the state
missionary society. This would put control out of the hands of an elite group
or, possibly, nonchurch people-the
"title of the school should be fixed unchangeably in the Churches and state Missionary society." The plan would
"arouse an interest in ... the educational work of the Church in this state
that has never before been realized." Chamberlain's
plan did not succeed.
The board accepted it, but after a year of effort, neither churches nor missionary society had bought stock, Chamberlain
that there was still a lack of interest and support.

was "compelled to report"
His work seemingly unjusti-

fied, he resigned his position.
Ardent Disciples on the board would have been gratified to place the
university in the hands of the church rather than, as it had been, in the
control of individuals holding a majority of the stock. The situation risked
assumption of power by a future benefactor who might not be one of the
brethren.
Failure to find church support either for a Bible school or for the university as a whole simply deferred until the next century solicitation offunds
from outside the church. It is a tribute to their f;lith that Butler directors
did not give up on the church earlier. Butler, like the other Disciples' colleges, had been the creation of zealous religious leaders. Successors to these
tounders gradually distanced themselves from the church, compelled by various hlcrors, especially lack of support from the church membership
whose
"cry of poverty" was prolonged over most other denominations.
It has also
been suggested that Disciples,
beginning, created institutions

having rejected denominationalism
at the
as individuals. Therefore,
they rejected ar-

College {mel Church
gurnents

that they should

tional church.

Seeking

support

Christian

a college to preserve it for a denomil~aunity, they remained

the denominational
concept.
Lack of enthusiasm
fen the university
tions from asking
tral Christian

Butler for assistance.

Church
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uncomfortable

did not prevent

with

some congrega-

Early in Butler's history, the Cen-

had begged for a part of the campus on College Av-

en ue as a site for a new building.
occupied the Irvington campus,

The rcquest was turned down. While Butler
the Downey Avenue Christian Church bor-

rowed money from the university to build and later asked that the loan be
forgivcn. The loan to Downey Avenue Church was understandablc
in view
of the dominant

role in its activities

The need was evident
worshiping
deadness"

to President

in the college chapel,
in the village troubled

played by university

faculty families.

Scot Butler when the congregation,
planned

then

to build in 1892. The "spiritual

him: "The average Irvington

man ...

is

in general content to milk his cow (literally and figuratively) in peace and
let the rest of the world take care of itself no matter how so it don't [sic]
COSt him anything."
In 1909 the Third Christian Church of Indianapolis
asked for a loan of
$25,000 tor a new building. It was refused. After the move to Fairview, the
congregation
ofthe

that became University

university's

congregations
ally defaulted.

Park Christian

land for their structure.

roused themselves
More

than

requested some

This, too, was denied. Even when

to purchase

ten churches

Church

stock in the college, they usu-

owed money

on their pledges in

1915. 'Jwo had paid only $7.50 and $2, respectively, on $100 shares. Butler
was nor alone in receiving so little support from its churches. Most of the
church-related
colleges in the state suffered
devoted one Sunday a ycar to contemplating

the same treatment. Churches
their educational projects and

dedicated that day's collections to supporting
them.
Despite such discouraging
conditions,
through the years Butler's agents
traveled

and preached

raria, if any. Faculty

among
members

the congregations,
and ministerial

receiving
students

meager hono-

regularly supplied

pulpits, some relatively remote from the campus, and received only token
payor expense money. In 1913 the Christian Church launched a major fund
drive to support its institutions.
Its "Men and Millions" project was similar
projects initiated by other denominations.
As outlined to the Butler directors, it called for annual donations by the college of some $300 to cover
to

expenses of the drive and was expected to raise $350,000 tor Butler out of
a total goal of $6 million over a five-year period. The university was already
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raising its own endowment funds, both among .its own Dis,ciplcs leaders ~nd
from outside donors, including Andrew Carnegie and the Ccncral Education
Board. The latter warned the university that it could not wait five years to
salvage its economic position and that $350,000
was not nearly enough.
The college would need much more to survive and grow. The General Ed~lcation Board did not, however, discourage

partici parion in the Men and MIl-

lions drive as long as the university did not rely solely on it.
Despite distractions of the war in Europe and growing concerns

in Amer-

ica, the Men and Millions drive was successful. President Howe went on
leave in the fall of 191 G to serve the project in Missouri and Washington
State, serving the drive again in the summer
Underwood

of the Religion Department

of 1918. Professor

Charles

took the field in Oklahoma

E.

even

though he was terminally afflicted with cancer.
Welcome if modest amounts came to the university from the efforts of
the Christian Church Board of Education
in the 1920s. Half of what the
Board of Education

raised went to Butler,

and half went

to the Indiana

School of Religion at Bloomington. Butler board president Hilton U. Brown
managed to change this arrangement.
Trying not to appear scornful of the
Church Board's effort, he maintained
that Butler was doing more to offer
religious training than the other school. He insisted that Butler had a "natural right" to make direct appeals to the churches; it could not rely only
on the Church Board's efforts. Butler and the Church Board reached an
agreement whereby the Church Board could accept gifts designated
for
Butler alone, and Butler could go directly to the churches. Un designated
gifts would still be divided as the Church Board wished.
As the Irvington era was ending, Brown was successfully merging the
disparate interests of the directors, guiding them to effect changes called

ft.H by the new century. He would have the university serve both church
and a much wider city, state, and national constituency.
By its charter, the
university had never been exclusive: it set forth both religious and secular
goals for education.
Other facrors reinforced Brown's effc)["ts to steer the university in more
secular directions while yet preserving its Christian heritage. Growth of Indianapolis, the impact of World War I, and the prosperity of the mid-1920s
f(lCused attention on things other than religion. Travel and advanced study
broadened the views of board members, faculty, and alumni. Even the existence of the neighboring College of Missions had an effect as its graduates
returned periodically from distant lands with insights new to Irvingtonians.
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community. New directors were civic leaders from various denommatlons.
Sons and daughters of Disciples had always made up a preponderance of the
undergraduates. As late as 1912, the college enrolled over twice as man~ from
Disciples' families as from the next largest denominational representatlon119 Disciples to 53 Methodists. The Church's youth still outnumbered the
Methodists 155 to 112 in 1917, bur by 1925, Methodists for the first time
topped Disciples, 453 to 443. Church-related colleges were drifting away
fi'om solely religious traditions. Those that did not tended to remain small,
poor, and narrowly provincial, if they survived at all.
.
Butler's advantage lay in the Disciples' originally broad, nonsectarian
Christian tradition, which it need not abandon, while yet moving to wider
secular educational goals. By its charter, these goals were equally a part of
the Butler tradition. Indeed, in the last decade at Irvington, the university
would advance on both fronts.

The College of Religion
The first new collegiate addition to the original liberal arts and sciences was the College of Religion, established in 1924. The old "seminary
group" on the board had gone. Christian Church organizations and agents
had failed to raise money for a Bible school at Butler. Now a group of men
and women of means who were staunch supporters of both the church and
the university purposefully pursued the goal of a seminary. The new and
ardent force for maintaining Butler's ties to the church came from leading
families of the Columbus, Indiana, church. All had long and close connections with the university.
Joseph I. Irwin, a nephew of founding board member Benjamin Irwin,
became a Butler board member in 1867, serving over forry years until his
death in 1910. He was president of the board from 1871 to 1873. Irwin
brought Zachary T. Sweeney to the pulpit of the Columbus Church (later
Tabernacle Christian Church) in 1872. Four years later, Sweeney married
Irwin's daughter, Linnie. They lived with the Irwins in their Columbus
home and summered with them at Windemere, Ontario, in the Muskoka
Lakes district.
The Sweeneys' first child, Nettie, graduated from Butler in 1897. Three
years later she married Hugh Thomas Miller '88, son of John Chapman
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d
Mill
h had been on the faculty of Butler from 1871 to 1875 an. a
I cr, w 0
i
I
IIndirector from 1873 to 1894. Hugh Th. Miller (as he always stylec 1 f
self) taught at the university from .1889 t~) 1899. Nettie had.beeJ~ onel~a
his students. By the time they married, Miller had left the universtt)' fo ,
business career with Joseph Irwin's enterprises in Columbus. The sweene~s
younger daughter, Elsie, also attended Butler. Although she left to stU Y
music at Smith College and later in New York and Berlin, she retained a
lifelong interest in her first alma mater. The Sweeneys' only son, Joseph,
was a Butler undergraduate who would have been a senior in the fal.l of
1900. During the summer, he joined friends for a swim in the White R,~er
and drowned. The present chapter house of his fraternity, Sigma Chi, IS a
>

d

memorial to Joseph.
ill
With the elections of 1909, the directors included Joseph and WI
Irwin, Z. T Sweeney, and Hugh Th. Miller. Joseph Irwin, affectionat~ly
termed "a friend with a bank account" by Hilton U. Brown, was to [jve
only one more year. But his heirs, with their families, were to sponsor the
new seminary.
Strong financial support for the Columbus triumvirate came from tWO
parishioners of Sweeney's church, Marshall T. Reeves and Gernie L. Reeves,
prominent businessmen. Marshall Reeves joined the university's board in
1906, resigning in 1924 shortly before his death. Gernie L. Reeves was
elected director in 1909, leaving the board at the start of 1922 for lack of
time to devote to university affairs.
The proponents of a new college of religion could count on the Disciples
ministers on the board to support their project. The Rev. Allan B. Philputt
from Central Christian Church in Indianapolis became a director in 1900,
serving until his death in 1925. William H. Book and Thomas W Grafton
were elected to the board in 1915. Book retired in 1920, leaving Grafton
the sole Disciples preacher on the board, after Philputt's death, except for
Sweeney.
Members of the board who were interested in proposals for a greater Butler had no wish to alienate their wealthy colleagues-the
proponents of a
seminary. The latter had not limited their generosity to their own special
project but had given freely to benefit the university as a whole.
Even when not especially committed to ministerial training, directors
who were Disciples made up a majority of the board. Moreover, the few
not of the brotherhood were hardly devoid of religious convictions; they
remained devoted to their own denominations.

College
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,(1,. slow success,_. 1I1
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general fund-raising
was evident. University expansion was under way. I he
university's leaders believed they could have both a new college and a greater
university.

"ff
Renewal of plans for a school to educate ministers
Sweeney's concern over a split that developed among
twentieth
either

century.

ignorant

herencc
including

Sweeney

or disregardful

to scriptural
recognition

sources

feared that younger
of the original
and observance

of Jesus as Christ,

stemmed from Z. T.
Disciples in the early

Disciples

ministers

were

"plea" of the church: sole ~dof New Testament

adult

believers'

baptism

essentials
by im-

mersion, and weekly celebration
of the Lord's Supper. New views about
science, evolution,
and other dcvelopments
in knowledge
influenced
preachers, not to mention prof-essors at church-related
institutions, distracting them horn once commonly
accepted religious views. Subject to the
new "higher criticism," the Bible was, to the younger generation, no longer
the supernatural
word hom God bur rather a manifestation
of historical
development.
The split was reflected in three journals of the church. The conservative
(termed "reactionary"
then) view was represented by the Christ;(l/l Standard. Adopting

the term rcstorationist,

the Sttllzclrzrdheld

to

the nineteenth-

century plea, conform iry with Christianity
as expounded in the scriptures.
Sweeney adhered to this view, although he was accepting of those whose
consciences
led them to different attitudes. He insisted only that ministerial education should be conducted in an institution with genuine academic
standards. He was confident that "right, reason, and common sense" would
yield a faith consonant
with his own.
The liberal (termed "radical") view was evident in the Christirlll Century,
ecumenical
and "modern" in outlook, whose editors considered the advocates of the Standard'« views "obscurantist
and reactionary." It scoffed at
use of the term restorationlst as a barbarism
unacceptable
to intelligent
students of history.
The Christian Evangelist, edited
maintain
unity in the brotherhood,

by Frederick Doyle Kershner, strove to
adhering to traditional doctrines but

favoring acceptance of congregations
and churchmen who differed. It probably most nearly represented
the general views of the brotherhood.
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In Apnl 1919, the Butler board took up a proposa
rom ...ers 1
the Christian Evrtngefist fc}!'a "college of applied Christianity,"
A new C~)I~lminee of five was appointed to study the plan, Keenly aware of the split III
the brotherhood, board president Brown and [;1culty president Howe moved
cautiously, A school to prepare ministers had to be sound and to appeal to
the "whole brotherhood,
not just a part of it." Brown, addressing the board,
was careful lIot to disparage the seminary plan, He had to guarantee support of the Columbus directors for the university's larger project. The seminary proposed was inevitably bound up with the ongoing endowment campaign and site relocation that, in Will Irwin's words, would "conserve all
that Butler. , , has been and, , , meet growing demands fc}ran educational
institution second to none," Howe was even more cautious, During the
summer of 1917 he had corresponded
with Miner Lee Bates, president of
'T

,'0

.,

College fmd Church
Hiram College. Both men were disturbed

dard

another

011

Disciples

tive twenty-five-year-old

by an attack by the Christian Stan-

III support

college, Transylvania.
minister

studying

The targeted

lor, had denied

professors,

the student

supported

a hearing

of a conserva-

at Tioansylvania, the journal had

attacked the hculty there fCHits liberal teachings.
The student had accused three f~lcldty members
criticism."
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of teaching

"destructive

by the faculty and chancelhim. Thc Sinndard

and expelled

maintained
that the charges against the student were trumped up and unChristian.
Howe and Bates saw the Standard's publicity as a threat to the
Men and Millions

fund drive, impugning

sylvania and by extension

the educational

other church-relatcd

colleges like Hiram and But-

ler, fCHwhich the drive was raising money.
Howe was not only a professor and college president
nent civic leader, businessman,
and radical factions threatening
ler could not aHcm'! to establish
Traveling around

but also a promi-

and active church layman. With reactionary
the unity of the church, he knew that Buta seminary identified with either extreme.

the state, Howe concluded

tors and people were "growing

status ofTran-

that a great many Hoosier pas-

more liberal constantly."

More particularly,

as an academic, Howe was to stress the need for support of a strong ElCulr y fClrthe whole university. In his last months as president, he repeatedly
told the directors that Butler's goal should be scientif-ically trained men and
women as well as soundly educated ministers. He was not willing to accept
invalidation

of the work of ElCulty members

as implied by the earlier Stan-

dard attack 011 Transylvania.
If the Standard had questioned
ElCldty integrity at church-related
colleges in general, the Christian Century weighed in with a direct attack on
Butler lrorn the opposite camp. As soon as word of the proposed school of
religion was out, that journal, in the same issue in which it scathingly ran
down
against

conservatives'
Butler's

ism in theology."

use of the phrase

plans for ministerial
With

restoration

training

1J10Wll1cnt,

fulminated

"in the interest of reaction-

only a nod to the expressed

hopes of Sweeney and

the Butler faculty that the seminary "would be gradually compelled to
yield to the spirit of modern scholarship," the Century expressed shock that
Butler would even consider a school financed and controlled by "ultraconservative

sources at Columbus,

on the part of Butler's

faculty

Indiana."

and alumni"

Referring

to "some solicitude

that control

of the seminary

would be in the hands of men "explicitly conservative or ... likely nor to act
contrary to the wishes of the conservative majority," the journal expressed
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f the COI'llof their mIllIOnaires.
I he education given
sense l)y t h e g Iirter 0
.
cc
hi] {
{ our yOllng prophets" should be left to "our thinkers and
our c I c ren anc
and not to a man or set of men who happen to
d ollrselves
eciucators-an
"
c
t
f
"
possess more money than the rest 0 us.
"
The voice of one alumnus promptly confirmed
the Century s hope that
c

some Butler men would

•

protest.

••

.'

The Reverend

William

]. Lhamon

'79,

dean of Drury College's Bible Department
and one of Butler's most loyal
alumni, wrote to Howe, "Is Butler on the auction block?" What of "this
proposition

to link up with my alma mater

the camouflage

of a Bible College ....

a piece of medievalism

Is she going

under

to the highest

bidder

of brainless millions? I want to know about this Kershner business."
Brown and Howe were glad to know that Butler's graduates were alert
to the situation. Brown, who had been a classmate of Lharnon's, told Howe
to assure Lhamon that the university
would preserve its independence.
Howe wrote that the Century editorial
misinformation."
not jeopardize

The university,
its independence.

real threat.
In this, Howe was right.
"sound" on Disciples' theology

"had abounded

he promised,
Lhamon

Kershner

conservative nor liberal. Nevertheless,
hurried negotiations with Kershner.

was not to fear; Howe

represented

but neither

in the evidence

of

had not yet acted and would

a moderate

reactionary

anticipating
The latter

nor radical,

saw no
position,
neither

reactions, Howe had not
carne to Indianapolis
to

present his seminary plan at a meeting in the Claypool Hotel on February
12, 19 I 9. About a month later, he wrote that he had not yet been informed
how "Butler men feel about the proposition,"
asking for an early response.
Howe put him off. He may have been irritated by Kershner's peremptory
tone; the man could be persistent.
Kershner met with Howe, Professor Morro

of Butler's Religion

Depart-

ment, and the Reverend A. C. Philputt from the board toward the end of
March. Howe, noting that Butler had long had a plan for a seminary bur
lacked funds to establish

it, reviewed

the two possibilities

Kershner

pre-

sented. One contemplated
an entirely separate institution,
the other a college at the university. Howe stressed that in the second plan, organization

of such a college would
other elements

in the university

its to its independence.
When the directors
shner's

first proposal

of applied

be a vital matter.

College and Church
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It must not become a rival

to

or be positioned

to act beyond certain lim-

took up the plan on April 29, 1919, a form of Kerwas laid before them.

Christianity

headed

would be Butler directors.
ate religion department.

It called for a separate college

by a twelve-man

The university

board,

Apart from appointing

the committee

directors took no action until the following spring.
Directors met on April 28, 1920, for an important
mittee

of five on seminary

of which seven

would retain its own undergraduof five, the

session. The com-

plans had been at work. Now the others on the

board were asked to express their views, not only on the proposed
of religion

but also on the plan for a greater

paign, a new athletic policy, and other
was anxious to calm "factional partisans"

college

Butler, an endowment

cam-

crucial matters. President Brown
on the board "that have prevented

most effective action."
Brown himself favored the school to prepare ministers as long as it would
appeal

to the whole brotherhood.

But he stressed the necessity

for Butler

University to reshape itself to meet modern needs; only then could it uphold the church in a new era. Sweeney seconded Brown's statement and
pledged to support
that would prepare
uate students

with his heart and his finances a program in religion
ministers with the "correct" views, educate undergrad-

to be good church

members,

and hold to standards

as those in the best seminaries.
Judge Marshall Hacker urged reaffirmation
October

10, 1917. This had supported

as good

of the board's declaration

a "resolution"

of

by Marshall T Reeves

that the university adhere to goals stated in the charter and that it oppose
biblical criticism "destructive
to faith," affirm loyalty to the "restoration
movement,"

and maintain

the traditional

opposition

creeds, or opinions not based on scripture.
The opinion of Judge James L. Clark centered
for money

in support

of all departments

to denominations,

on the university's

as well as a seminary.

need

Certainly,

he stated, it was advisable that all faculty be Christians and as many of them
as possible Disciples. Merle Sidener hoped for a university that would reach
more people with an expanded
William
Religion.

program

H. Book called for expanding

enhanced

in quality. The Reverend

the undergraduate

Department

of
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T C. Howe stressed financial

needs, especially

funds for faculty salaries.

Too many fine teachers were being lured away by better paying institutions.
He admitted the need for better trained men in the ministry but emphasized that this was true in all fields.
As the directors

continued

state the board's previous

their discussion,

commitment

Sweeney asked Brown to re-

of January

22, 1919, to build on a

new campus and to employ a financial agent to mount a fund drive. Most
important
to Sweeney had been the reafFIrmation of Buder's original purpose and its place in the brotherhood.
Dr. Henry

Jameson

called attention

to finding

financial

support

from

sources other than church members, reporting that the city's business leaders were receptive. Hugh Th. Miller argued that for appeals both to city
men and the churches, the university must present clear plans. Finally, after
accepting Book's demand to adhere to the Reeves resolution and assuring
Gernie Reeves that faculty and instruction
would be "sound," the directors, by rising vote, instructed the committee of five to proceed.
In June, Hugh Th. Miller, as chairman
plan. The comrnittee

had rejected

of the committee,

presented

the idea of an independent

the

seminary.

The new college would be part of Butler; five Butler directors reporting to
the whole board would oversee the school; the seminary would receive a
fixed share of income fl"om the university's endowment;
principally a graduate school, the seminary would offer one course in biblical history and
literature f()I" Butler undergraduates.
The directors had already moved to
strengthen
the undergraduate
Department
of Religion by adding to its
Elculty. In back of this, as the directors knew, lay promising financial support. Not only had a $2 million fund drive started, led by a new financial
agent, John W. Atherton,
but also the Columbus
families had launched
the Christian Foundation.
Kershner had suggested a Iouridation to bestow gran ts on church projects,
mainly in the field of higher education, especially the education of ministers. From his post at Drake University, Kershner enlisted Will Irwin's support. He was joined by his sister Linnie (Mrs. Z. T Sweeney) and her sonin-law Hugh Th. Miller. The Irwin foundation
was funded largely by the
Columbus
f:unilies and Iricnds like Marshall T Reeves. Kershner became
the foundation's

secretary, Irwin was treasurer, and its board included

James L. Clark, Hugh Th. Miller, and Marshall
on Butler's board.
The Christian

Church

Board of Education

Judge

T Reeves, who were also

opposed

the foundation

on

Collq,e rind Church
the grounds

that it had not been approved

Convention.

A private foundation

church

control.

Although
Christian

Kershner

might back controversial

and Irwin had established

educational

objectives

focus on support

school for education
sibility,

held that Indianapolis

families

partment,

funding

existed
the

had been a pos-

was more central.

the foundation

Certainly

favored Buder because of

Society, Guy 1. Hoover, was ap-

Butler's campaign

Hoover

made the point that a strong new college, not just a de-

would

furnish

were informed

tor funds to Disciples

co start a school

isters. John Atherton

determined

was to ask for fllllds for a building

to the directors

cornmirree

that Frederick

dean of the new college with authorization
sors. The committee

had decided

of Religion."
During its deliberations
merely reorganizing

from

to

(0

of five reported.

to hire three additional

of Religion.

of Coleman,

Sweeney

D. Kershner be professor and

1919 on, the commirree

only two men, Jabez Hall and William

appeal for

on the future cam-

call the new establishment

the Department

and the resignation

to train min-

that the most effective way

pus for the "ministerial department."
On April 28, 1924, the ministerial
recommended

congregations

the best basis fe)r an appeal. By the end of 1923,
of Butler's intention

church contributions

derwood

to support

litrlc question

present

in Indiana.
churches

the foundation

generally,

at Drake, in Des Moines,

their connecrions with the university.
The state evangelist Ior the Missionary
(0

issues outside

for the new college at Butler. Locating

of ministers

but Kershner

the Columbus

pointed

International

For the same reasons, Z. T Sweeney was uneasy.

Church

that it would

by the church's

1 51

With

profes-

the "School

had considered
the death of Un-

the department

had shrunk

C. Morro. They had cooperated

to
(0

present plans for expanding the department,
although no money had become available to do so. Both men were aware that plans for a college, not
just enlargement
of their department,
were shaping up.
The college's establishment
would bring disturbing incidents.
effected,
language

all religion

instruction

instruction-c-for

was placed in the seminary.

ministerial

students-remained

As finally

Only classical
as a responsi-

bility of the college of liberal arts and sciences. This left no place for Hall
and Morro.
Frederick

Doyle Kershner

to as the School

of Religion

became dean ofthe

school (variously

and the College of Religion)

on April 28, 1924. His original

faculty consisted

of Guy

referred

by board action

r. Hoover,

Hugh
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W. Ghormley, and H. Parr Armstrong. Kersh ner shortly added his brother,
Bruce L. Kershner, who was awarded a new chair donated by and named
for Clarence L. Goodwin of Greensburg,
Pennsylvania, who had bccome
a member of the board. Frederick Kershner occupied the Reeves chair, formerly held by Morro.
Beloved old Jabez Hall dicd in February 1924, so providing for him under the new plan would not be an issue, As for Morro, the directors, following the wishes of the powerful figures on the committee offive, decided
to release him. Kershner wanted his own faculty, nor could he accept Morro's
wholly conservative theology. Aley and the laculty were distressed. Aley prescntcd a letter endorsing Morro: an extraordinarily
good teacher, one of thc
best on the faculty, a collcague cooperative and well likcd by other faculty
members, a scholar, a "thorough-going
Christian gentleman," conservative
in religious convictions, in harmony with Christian Church beliefs, and respected by preachers over the state. The faculty laid before the board a similar testimonial. Thcse pleas did not prevail. Morro could be retained until
the end of the 1923-24 school year, bur hc would lose his dcpartment
headship. He was offered a year's vacation with full pay. No conclusion satisfactory to both sides was reached. MOITO resigned effective June 1924. Fortunately, the College of Missions then appointed
him to a professorship.
A further source of distress came in April 1926 when Dean Kershner rcquested the replacement of Anna Weaver, professor ofGreck. Weavcr's work
had been appreciated,
but "increased demands hom the College of Religion f(lr the services of a male reacher" required a new appointment
who
would ofFer Greek both fClrministerial students and for the Classics Departrncnt. The move was complicatcd by the absence of Miss Wcavcr, then on
leavc in Europe, which would make it difficult for hcr to secure another
position. President Alcy asked that shc be retained Ior one morc ycar to
reach Grcck or some other subjcct, and he and Brown strugglcd to draft a
letter to hcr that would prescnt the situation diplomatically.
Will Irwin had
urgcd that she be assured that the board did not wish to bc unfair or hasty.
Brown cautioned, "Wc want to givc the least possible shock to Miss Weaver's

sensibilities."
Miss Weaver's sensibilities,

however, were shocked.

She rejected the rem-

porary cxtension and asscrtcd hcr right to rcmain on thc ElCulty. She sucd,
but to no avail. Brown and Alcy at lcngth bluntly informcd hcr that there
was no place for hcr on thc campus.
For many decadcs,

Weaver's collcagucs

rcmaincd

bittcr

about

this dis-

College {mel Omrch
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missal. Nevertheless, provisions of the university charter gave the board
power to "appoint such presidents and professors as they may think proper
and remove the same at pleasure." Indiana law permitted employee dismissal
without cause. Butler's f:lCldty did not officially gain tenure rights until after
the mid-twentieth century.

Although a temporary building was proposed for the new college, that
plan was abandoned. The school was to share facilities with the rest of the
university until its own building on the new campus at Fairview opened
just as World War II was breaking out.
The work of the school, which opened in the fall of 1925, was of a high
order and brought accolades from the board. President Aley had high praise
for Kershner. It gratified Aley that Kershner did not hold himself alooffrom
the rest of the university but was "freely and generously" offering counsel
on matters of general interest to the student body. The College of Religion,
Aley believed, would also help relations with "our Church."
The college progressed rapidly under the patronage of the Christian Foundation. Z. T Sweeney lived only long enough to see the start of the school
he had worked to bring about. He had preached the dedicatory sermon at
the opening convocation in Downey Avenue Christian Church on September 13, 1925. He died at age seventy-six on February 4, 1926. Marshall T
Reeves had predeceased him on December 28, 1924. Other stalwarts who
had supported the establishment of the seminary were also gone: Philputt
in April 1925; Hacker in June of that year.
But Will Irwin and his sister, Linnie Sweeney, Hugh Th. Miller and his
son and daughter, J. Irwin Miller and Elizabeth Clementine (Mrs. Robert
'ElI1geman), and others of those funilies continued their interest in the College of Religion . In 1958 it became independent of the university as Christian Theological Seminary. In 1966 it moved to its present location, adjacent to the university campus.
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The Campus of Old Buder
The buildings are the steadElSt walls
Whereto there cling the living vines
Of countless memories of our golden youth.
_H/\ Senior's Reflection," Alumnnl Quarterly 6, no. 2 (July 1') 17)

How MANY COLLEGE GRADUATES retain in their minds'
eyes the spread of lawns, trees, shrubs, and buildings-ivy-clad
or
otherwise-that
constitute their campus? Probably the greatest number
cherish memories

of these scenes of their studies, games, antics, and daily

lives. Such visions remain alive to them equally with memories
and friends who shared them. Thus students
memoirs to "dear old Butler," affectionately
Irvington campus.

of faculty

looked

back in letters and

recalling

their years on the

Save for the Bona Thompson
Memorial Library, hardly a trace of the
Irvington campus remains. Street names-Butler
Avenue and University
Avenue-indicate

the cast and central areas of the site, but its lineaments

are best visualized by viewing the model now displayed
the present campus. The twenty-five-acre
Avenue on the west to Ohmer

in Irwin Library on

campus stretched

and Downey

from Emerson

avenues on the cast, bounded
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by the Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati,

Cincinnati,

Hamilton,

been the property

and St. Louis Railroad

and Dayton

of Josephus

$ I 9,000 fc)r its donation

Collett,

on the north and the

on the south. The land had

purchased

to the university.

south from Washington
sected University

Railroad

by Irvington

Eventually

Street past the main buildings

Avenue, which wound

at a cost of

Butler Avenue ran
on the cast. It inter-

from the campus east to the Penn-

sylvania Railroad station at Audubon Road, replacing
that at first spanned the marshy ground.

the loose plank walk

From the time of Ovid Butler, with his love offine architecture
est trees," the leaders of the university

have cherished

pensable

funds and slow development

adj unct to education.

chitectural

technology

an objective

stood

in planning

Chicago
chitect,

would

an enrollment

and Indianapolis
is credited

Construction
By January

in the way of immediate

for the Irvington

hope that their first building
to accommodate

Limited

beauty

and "for-

realization

of arof such

campus. The directors could only

be a good, substantial,

plain structure

that might grow to 500. Architects

offered

plans. Edwin

from

May, an Indianapolis

ar-

with the final plan for a main building.
began late in 1873. Little was accomplished

1875 the structure's

for classes in September.
floors housing

as an indis-

roof and walls were up. The building opened

Constructed

administrative

that winter.

of brick with stone trim, it had three

offices on the ground

floor, recitation

rooms

and f~lClJlty offices on the second, and chapel and literary society rooms on
the third. The main building, never otherwise named, was heated by steam
and lighted by gas. It depended largely on its many windows for ventilation and light. Four stairways accommodated
that bisected each floor. The building
atop housed

student

traffic flow with halls

tlCed east on Butler Avenue. A cupola

the college bell, moved from the College Avenue building.

signaled morning chapel and marked the start of class periods.
That first building stood alone until 1882. A total enrollment
20() during
frequent

the first ten years fitted easily into this bcility.

concerns

with improvements

tion to maintenance

of buildings

plans and saw to carrying
of heating

and plmnbing

A committee

had

worked

out

by the full board.

Di-

college administrators

systems,

of under

Directors

and upkeep. They paid close atten-

and grounds.

them out after approval

rectors soon learned, as modern

It

roofs, and campus

do, that maintenance
roads and walks are

ongoing aspects of institutional
management.
First attention went to muddy walks and roads. Two sidewalks and a street
were laid down

through

the campus

from Emerson

east to Downey

Av-
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enue. Next came the grounds. By no means barren, they did, however, require the clearing of brush and scrub and the planting of new trees. Directors provided the main campus area with a fence to which students and
f:lculty could hitch their horses and which served additionally to keep out
roaming livestock. That the university valued its trees became apparent the
day that young Arthur V. Brown rode his horse to college to confer with
President Burgess. During their talk Burgess glanced out the window and
was horrified to see Brown's horse, hitched to a precious sapling in front of
the building, gnawing bark and leaves ofF the tree. Brown averted dire penalties by assuring Burgess that his family farm had many such young trees
and promising to bring a wagonload of them to restart the future college
grove. The young man finished his college course, graduated in 1 R85, and
became a lawyer, a banker, a stalwart on the board, and a generous donor.
The chapel's platform had to be enlarged in 1R79 as graduating classes
became larger. Directors also authorized the digging of a well. No other
source of water served to quench student thirst except what was handpumped from that well and gulped from an attached tin cup. Perhaps more
important,
the board ordered "forthwith"
a brick privy "suitable and
sufficient for the demands of the university." In 1886 fire destroyed the privy.
A group of boys had set fire to coal oil being used to repair its roof. The
blaze went out, but another group thought the idea sound and reignited it.
Three culprits were discovered. They confessed and paid fines of $15 each
on pain of dismissal. Directors ordered a new, fireproof outhouse.
One of the most pressing needs was a dormitory. Faculty and other residents took in student lodgers from outside ofT ndianapolis, but more student housing was needed. Even city students would welcome an alternative
to the long, inconvenient trip out to Irvington. Directors began discussing
the subject in the summer of 1881. They hoped the project could be completed for $5,000, but by the time they acted they had to allow for as much
as $8,000. By autumn of 1882, a structure arose. Designed by an architect
named Stern, who also supervised construction, the new brick building became known as "the Residence." It cost $13,582.62, well above what had
been anticipated. The architect accepted a fee of 5 percent, of which he took
2 percent in university stock. "Brother" S. M. Houston was in charge of the
dormitory

until 1884. A janitor named Wilson then became superintend-

ent. Availability of rooms brought in about twenty additional students who
otherwise might not have corne to Butler. Although the Residence lost popularity briefly, it regained almost full occupancy

by fall 1R84.

The Campus ufOld Butler
The Residence
divided

housed

both men and women.

A wall down the middle

the sexes. Holes in the wall soon appeared.

structed,

the building

pled with

required

irresponsible

frequent

behavior

Not especially well con-

repair. Outright

by student
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residents

vandalism

cou-

added to the costs

By 1887 the building

and concerns

of the directors.

spite Wilson's

efforts at repair, "things have gone to rack," directors learned,

and Wilson
compared
residents

from the facility had become

remained,

students

only one a woman-far

availed themselves

De-

By the spring of 1887, cost of upkeep as

gave up his position.
to income

was run-down.

unacceptable.

short of capacity.

Sixteen
Few other

of its dining facilities because of the high cost-

nine to twelve cents per meal.
A new manager,

E. W. Bray, brought

and seven women
rented

for thirty

lodged

improvement.

in the residence

with bed, mattress,

washstand.

were provided.

reached
painted
rooms
cleanup

Fuel and lighting
to clean the room

twenty-six

It was the responsibility

women.

furniture

and evidence

dormitory

ager, Mr. Youngblood,
did, joined
Directors

reception

room was

milked."

and a general
to furnish their

They were advised "to

Additionally,

In 1893 parental

led to its being restricted

"the dorm cow
protests

to women.

about the

A new man-

was in charge. Men might eat there, as about a dozen

by only eight resident
decided

Bray,

"are expected

of good character."

at least once each term."

must not be surreptitiously

of

was refinished,

took place. Rules stated that residents

sweep their rooms

The

Under Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Buck, who succeeded

and halls were carpeted,

own bed clothes

stove, table, chairs, and

or pay for the service. By 1889 occupancy

men and thirteen

and papered.

coeducational

men

ate there. Rooms

cents a week on the top floor to fifty cents on the ground

floor. Each room was supplied
each resident

Twenty-two

and forty-two

to

women.

close the facility in 1898, since it then housed only

three girls. Mrs. M. A. Settle, the manager,

was permitted

to keep her rooms

there for the rest of the school year. At the start of the 1898-99 session,
the dormitory
operated

was reopened,

it. Women

with a woman

would be accommodated

professor

tained managerial

of English

duties.

the choice of forming
Mrs. Brown,

this time for men only. Mrs. George W Brown

As an alternative,

clubs and renting

whose boarding

success to the Residence.
her own furnishings

in Mrs. Brown's own home,

as housemother,
directors

ofFered male students

houses in which to live.

house had always been popular,

Her housekeeping,

enhanced

while Mrs. Brown re-

the dormitory.

economy,
Much

brought

and even some of
more was needed:

ISH
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. i'
. I" L I, , lighting and laundry facilities to replace
plpec -J Fl water, more I'C 1<10e g<lS
"
. ..
.
. II'
. > . > The buildings general coridiriou led dicost Iy commercia
men serVices.
. .
.
I'
he ld °t 'ucture wi th a new buddlllg, but they
rectors to consider rep acmg teo
c S 1
could not afford any such thing.
."
..
. -e>placed men 'IS sale residents. Fhe dlvldmg wall
n
women
agam
I
c ,
,
I 190 1
e
ilit ting 'rCcess to rooms on both Sides on upper floors.
was cut t I1roug I1, raci I a
<'
.'
The Residence was wired for electricity, and Its publIc areas were enlarged.
A new manager, Mrs. Forrest, had three room.s for herself bU,t received no
0

c

pay. Next, Cornelia
added

to

A. Allen, a professor ofEngbsh,

her teaching

took over with $50 yearly

salary. The board undertook

a study of comparative

dormitory fees at other colleges to ensure birness to student residents.
By 1904 the increasingly popular dormitory was commanding
room rents
50 percent higher than in 1900. Out-of-town
girls were required to live there;
it now cost $3.75 to $4.50 a week, lower than rates charged

for lodgings

in

Irvington homes. Lucille Carr Marshall '08 describes dormitory life for girls
of her period in her novella manuscript,
"White Petals." Incidents similar
to her fictional

account

doubtless

nity boys would thunder
donning

wrappers,

occurred.

On occasion

a group of frater-

across the rickety porch late at night. Girls, hastily

would

rush to their windows.

mother would appear at the door to hurl admonitions

An exasperated
at the retreating

houseboys

and command the girls to shut their windows and return to bed.
College women often preferred living in sororities because the dormitory "did not allow dissipations." Sororities occupied rented quarters until
1908; after that year the Greek societies began to acquire their own chapter houses.
As supervisor, Cornelia Allen shared her rooms in the Residence with
her sister. When her sister died, she no longer cared to live there. Clara
Mclntyre, another member of the English Department,
took over until Professor Richard B. Moore (chemistry) and his wife took charge in 1905 in
return for room and board. Redecorated and repaired, the dormitory
enjoyed growing popularity under the Moores. A "riotous incident" in 1906
attested

to liveliness ofthe

resident girls and resulted

in suspensions

for pe-

riods ranging from one week to the whole year for some students. Others,
not doing well scholastically, were "privately dismissed." When Moore left
the Elculty, Mrs. E. N. Edgington

headed

the facility. She was succeeded

by, ~VelY~1Butler of the En~lish Department
in 1912. The dormitory was
utilized for the newly established summer school, and one year it was leased
to the YWCA

for a summer

camp.
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The Residence,
and popular.

even with rates raised to $4 per week, was well managed

Forty girls were in residence

than could be accommodated.
because
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of demand

Rooms in Irvington

from students

fore the university

left Irvington,

heights. The Residence

in 1919 and more had applied
became scarce after 1910

at the nearby College of Missions.
enrollments

Be-

had reached unprecedented

was always filled to capacity, as were available rooms

in the town.

In 1883, need for a second academic
difficult

financial

construction
compelled

conditions,"

could

begin.

to authorize

building

the university

Having

became apparent.

had to wait six years before

raised expectations,

start of work. Thirtle,

the directors

felt

Fleming and Company

de-

signed the new edifice. M. 1(. Farour and Company
tion at a cost of about $20,000.
ulty president),

the building

Named

was planned

to provide

Department.

Faculty and directors

to separate

prep students

from college students.

ing assemblies

but the inconvenience

militated

against

the main building.
Burgess Hall was a three-floor
unlike the main building.
building,

undertook

construc-

for the late Otis A. Burgess (a fac-

Preparatory

chapel were included,

"Under

classrooms

for the

believed it was important
Provisions

/

for a separate

of offering two separate morn-

this plan; preps continued
brick structure

trimmed

to worship

in

with stone, not

Facing Butler Avenue, it stood south of the first

set back slightly west. In 1892 it became better known as "sci-

ence hall" when flculty
others. The laboratories

urged the need to separate science classrooms
were stinking

up the main building.

from

College sci-

ence classes joined the preps in Burgess. The library was also moved to
Burgess. Heating and lighting became problems [or the preps and science
students
ment,

and their mentors.
reported

that "we all shivered

A rare opportunity
instrument
Hanover

Omar Wilson, head ofthe Preparatory

to purchase

Depart-

and looked blue and felt bluer."

a telescope presented

irsellin

1889. The

was offered for sale in Louisville, Kentucky, at a price of$1 ,200.
College

made an offer, but its president

chase. Board member

Joseph

1. Irwin promptly

asked to delay the pur-

stepped

in and bought

the

telescope for Butler. Irwin also provided funds to build a small observatory
and mount the instrument.
The observatory, on the northeast corner of
the main campus,

at the intersection

of Butler Avenue and what is now
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.
.
UnIversIty

.
a rotating

A. venue, was
structure with sheet iron siding
and
" '111 octagonal
c
c
•
I rnc This ncqu
isition greatly facilitated ., the teaching of as(0.
,

,,[n 'llnlJortant component of the Mathematics
Department
5 cur. I
At full power the telescope resolved some double stars and revealed
rICU urn.
.
.
.
.
-bulae,. Lower 'settings provided excellent displays of moon and
variOUS ne

tronomy,

c.

. -ts . When the university
p I,me,
. . moved to Fairview, the telescope was moved
an d mounted

on the roof of Jordan

Hall.

(P-)
The impressive BonaThompson

Memorial

of 1903, was the last permanent

structure

Library, completed

at the end

erected for the Irvington

cam-

pus. In 1901 Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Thompson
came forward with a
proposal to donate an initial $10,000 and land at Downey and University
avenues for a library building

as a memorial

to their daughter,

class of 1897. She had recently died of typhoid

Bona, of the

after returning

from a Eu-

ropean trip, a graduation gift from her parents. Directors accepted the offer
"with gratitude and profound thanks." The library had never been housed
properly. The collections,

though still inadequate,

more space. Professor Dernarchus

were growing and needed

C. Brown, in charge of the library, had

been urging its return to the main building from Burgess Hall, fearing that
the science laboratories posed a threat of fire. The Thompsons
asked to be
permitted

to approve architectural

plans and insisted on a fireproof

build-

ing. Dupont and Johnson were the architects, and W. E Junclaus was the
contractor. The style was neoclassical, in gray stone with Greek columns
and pediment and Roman arched windows.
The library proved expensive.

Construction

came to much

more than

the first $10,000 gift. But Thompson assured directors that he intended to
give more, following up with a $20,O()O pledge and then another $10,000,
and the gift of five farms in Johnson and Daviess counties.
The donated
somewhat

site was several blocks east of the main campus.

unappreciativcly

suggested

building

did not pursue the matter. Open to faculty, students,
the Thompsons

had stipulated,

city library. The city provided
Mary Thompson
only long enough
Thompson

donated

Directors

on the main campus,
and townspeople,

it also served for a time as a branch
a librarian

and additional

a portrait

'Il) refit the nineteenth-century

survived

In their place, Mr. and Mrs. John

of Bona by the noted painter
buildings

as

of the

books.

died before the library was built. Her husband
to see it open.

but

H.

T. C. Steele.

to meet twentieth-century
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needs, the directors

were called upon

ments with increased
evitable.

Original

buildings
chinery,

repairs and improve-

fi-equency. The passage of years made renovation

boilers were inadequate

were added.

produced

by the college's own ma-

New boilers and equipment

in 1893 were an improvement,

erected

were leaky and overextended.

in-

for heating, especially when new

Gas for lighting,

was also inadequate.

vice building

to undertake

IGI

in the new ser-

but steam lines still

The effort to heat the more distant

Bona

Thom pson Library was abandoned

in favor of allowing the nearer College

of Missions

heat. Burgess Hall and the Residence

to

supply

the library's

continued
to shiver.
Lines carrying manufactured
abling the university

gas. Electric generating
some electricity

in 1892, en-

lighting gas reached Irvington

to connect with those mains and cease making its own
capacity

for campus,

installed

in the new boiler house provided

but complete

electrification

was still to come.

It was only being considered as late as 1915. Lighting remained poor in the
classrooms. Hilton U. Brown, reporting to the board in the ['111
of 1887 after
six months

of cfiorr to remedy the problem,

New indoor plumbing

said he was "still in the dark."

to suffer from an inadequate

supply. The well back of the main building
ginning."
Finally

Neither
health

in 1892-93.

was a feature of the major renovations

But toilets and boilers alike continued
Irvington

problems,

had been "a fraud from the be-

nor the college had an adequate
especially

water

typhoid

blamed

sewer system.

on poor sanitation,

brought new (and expensive) sewer lines.
The danger of fire was a constant concern.

A new "machine" called a fire
extinguisher
was demonstrated
before the board in 1891. The directors
bought ten of them. Fire escapes were added (0 Burgess Hall in 1895. The
directors sought fire insurance, difficult to obtain, that same year.
New technology led to other improvements.
The university got its first
telephone

in 1896. The single instrument

sufficed for many years. Directors

realized the need

fCll· a vault fCll· college records, along with burglar alarms,

in 1920.
Board minutes

repeatedly

The main building's

testify

roofleaked

Even the new Bona Thompson
danger to students

and flculty

to

the ongoing

problem

of leaky roofs.

from the start. The Residence roof leaked.
Library's

roof soon developed

leaks. The

from falling plaster in the main building

be-

came acute in 1917. Subsequently

roof problems afflicted Jordan Hall at the

new Fairview campus

the late twentieth

century. Technology

seems to have been astonishingly

slow in developing.

meet the problem
With rundown

right up

buildings

(0

and overgrown

grounds,

to

the campus appeared
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shabby by the turn of the century.

Despite hard times, the directors

ways to give the college at least an "appearance
began a program

ments for these improvements

backstops,
ditions

were high, but the university

had to meet

Butler installed brick or gravel walks, repaired the fence
the main buildings,

and put limitations

tennis courts, and pavilions scattered around

improved

only slightly. Visitors

"beauty spot," found it increasingly

to

early as 1908 that they must consider
keep was a constant

on the baseball
the campus.

the campus,

unattractive.

the campus worked with other inadequacies

outspoken

sought

Irvington

to pave all its streets and install sewers in 1904. Assess-

them. In addition,
that surrounded

of prosperity."

Con-

once a popular

The sorry appearance

to convince

new buildings

of

the directors

as

and a new site. Up-

drain on income. By 1913 board chairman

Brown was

on the subject, and directors were close to agreeing.

Once the decision to relocate, though still confidential,
tors strictly limited expenditures
A major exception

for buildings

was construction

and grounds

of a cafeteria.

rollments after World War I made it imperative

was made, direcat Irvington.

Rapid increases

in en-

to schedule classes through-

out the day. Commuters could no longer complete their classes during the
morning and return horne for lunch. Pick-up food hom local groceries,
long an alternative, was unsatisfactory in quality and also meant loss of time
for the trip up to Irvington's business center and return. The Home Economics Department

made something

of a success in serving lunches,

but

was not up to handling large numbers. For the first time (excepting the
small-scale boarding facilities that the Residence had offered), the university had to en rcr the food service business.
Lee Burns, board member and an architect,
ing, contributing

his fee to the endowment

designed a temporary
campaign.

build-

By the spring

of

1921, the new cafeteria was in use, managed by E. o. Johnson. Located
north and east of the athletic field, it did not look as if ir had been designed
by an architect, according
graduate. It cost $3,059.22,

to Professor Allegra Stewart, then an underwith equipment adding $566.68.

After the war, with enrollment
laculry, administration,
pedients
students

held on at Irvington

by whatever

the
ex-

they could devise. Visions of the new Butler carried faculry and
through until the move to Fairview came about. The chapel was

divided into classrooms,
recitation

at twice the capacity of its buildings,

and directors

restrooms

rooms were partitioned

nasium was converted

to classroom

were converted

to classrooms,

into more classrooms.

and large

Even the old gym-

use. After the 1919 vote to relocate the
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I G3

college, almost a decade would pass before funds were raised and buildings
were erected
Creat

to establish

expectations,

university

through

Education

Athletic

facilities on the Irvington

to see the

campus were limited during the

Football was played on an area behind the main building
Railroad

tracks. Baseball backstops

the held west of the buildings.

maintained

in 1928.

were required

the interim.

allel to the Pennsylvania

players'

and patience

Physical

early period.
around

the new Butler on the Fairview campus

determination,

by several fraternities,

par-

were scattered

So toO were rough tennis courts,

with adjacent

summerhouses

where the

friends could socialize and watch the games. Football and basket-

ball games, growing

in popularity,

had to be played ofF campus

ever city facilities were available. By 1883 students

of forming a company to build a gymnasium.
Butler athletics came into their own on the Irvington
games changed

to intercollegiate

teams. But physical education,
of the curriculum
ical education

contests.

Athletic

campus.

Pick-up

clubs became varsity

at first called physical culture, was made part
was behind the times. Scot Butler lec-

to this effect after his first year as president

Talk of building a gymnasium
ings throughout

talked

only after long delay. In ignoring public demand for phys-

courses, the university

tured directors

at what-

and townspeople

had surfaced intermittently

of the college.
at board meet-

the 1880s and early 1890s. Plans for building were tabled

in July 1891, but optional

gymnastic

exercise classes for men were insti-

tuted. These sessions were conducted on the third floor of Burgess Hall by
Henry Thomas Mann '90, a recent graduate teaching in the Preparatory
Department.
cution,

Directors

suggested Lida Endress Gilbert, an instructor

to lead women's

physical

ploy her thus until the beginning
the board had decided
The directors

education

of the 1892-9.3 college year. By that time

to build a combined

employed

and connecting

stalled to illuminate
quate,

gymnasium

the same architectural

Burgess Hall. The cost ran to $18,037.25,
tric generators,

the campus.

in elo-

as well, but they did not em-

including

lines to all buildings.
Although

toilets and showers were installed

and heating plant.

firm that had designed
three new boilers, elecArc lighting

was in-

the water supply was still inadein the gym. Changing

along the north side of the gym, which occupied

rooms ran

the west side of the build-

/
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ing. Showers were located inconveniently
on the south side. The boiler room
was at the east end. The small gym floor left no space for spectators.
Nor
did the changing

room provide

lockers

until thefts of money

left scattered about forced action.
At last Butler gained one of the best athletic

hom

clothes

fields in the state when

William G. Irwin '89 quietly footed the bill [or a football fiele!, a quartermile running track, and stands in 1905. The field was located just acrosS
0
Butler Avenue cast of the main campus. Initially it accommodated
2,30
spectators. After World War I, when football at Butler gained popularity,
bleachers were added for several thousand more. As many as 10,000 spectators sometimes trice! to view the action. City high schools also used Irwin
Field, as did Irvingtonians

for occasional

civic events.

Optional "physical culture" classes did not satisfy President Butler. He
believed that such courses were bound to fail. Young people, in his view,
were not sufficiently mature to select optional courses. Nor would required
physical education interfere with traditional
courses as some of the directors might believe. Butler also sought to introduce
military training, provided that an army officer could be obtained to conduct it without cost.
Directors approved. Two years later Thomas M. DeFreese, a colonel in the
state militia, carne to campus. The "Butler Cadets," a corps of sixty-four
college men, came into being. After one year, however, the corps withered
for lack of enlistments.
Drills came roo late in the afternoon
to suit most
students. In contrast, Miss Gilbert's work with women was successful. But
after two years, the men's instructor, Mann, was termed "deficient" by President Butler. Mann's classes were disorderly when they should have been
"exact like military drilL" James Lilly Zink replaced Mann in ] 895, presiding over classes in the new gymnasium.
He also led the women's classes
after Miss Gilbert left Butler in 1897.
The college had trouble keeping physical

education

teachers.

Zink

left

in 1899 after a threatened cut in his $700 salary. Herman J. Boos, trained
in British schools and in 1899 employed at the "Boston School of Technology," was lined up to replace him. But Boos failed to keep his "engagemer~t," and Walter F. Kelly of Dartmouth
became the instructor,
serving
until he was released in 1904. Edgar Ramey Wingard,
teaching at Ohio
Northern and a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania,
came to But-

The Campus ojOld Butler
ler. Typically,

physical

to augment

their

education

meagcr

instructors

salaries.

also taught

Wingard

taught
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academic

history.

classes

Physical edu-

cation

instructors

also began to take charge of field sports, coaching

teams

and acting

as athletic

away"-absconded

to investigate

not paid board and medical
for services without

the "Athletic

The amount

given the pinched

For a year, under

acting

athletics

president

nor a physical

budget

education

owing, around $200,

Brown,

Butler dropped

instructor.

Furthermore,

charges of hir-

in many colleges. If Butler could field no teams,

and to develop
the latter.

with good coaching

had

of the university.

Demarchus

no such difficulty would arise.
The move was admittedly
temporary.
ical training

estab-

Wingard

except for tennis because it had neither an athletic

ing players were circulating

demanded

subsequently

Departmcnt."

the

"went

bills Ior football players; he had also contracted

board authorization.

was not insignificant

director

After two ycars, Wingard

might be a better word. Directors

lished a committee

intercollegiate

directors,

The college wanted

intercollcgiate

Brown

teams. Moreover,

urged that the football

and that gymnasium

to offer phys-

the students

team be "stirred up"

work be more effectively organ-

ized but that less emphasis be put on sports.
Back as college president and now also on the board of directors,

year 1906-1907 with a new physical education

Butler began the academic
instructor

who was also to supervise

paid $450.

The directors

McKay

athletics

became

in addition

"director

intercollegiate

to the physical education

of physical culture"

growing

enthusiasm

Field, one of the best athletic

requcst, a fine quarter-mile
A new college president,
sports enthusiasts

instructor.

for sports.

and those who Iound athletic activities disruptive
are a sore trial for the committee,
thankless,

and Coleman

(history)

operations

committee

in

track had been added.
Thomas C. Howe, trod a narrow path between

"Athletics

the athletic

it responded

Butler had an advantage

a difficult,

(chemistry)

John

fields in the state, to which, at bculty

all concerned

but unsatisfactory

for

Butler College now sought to be "a stan-

eme. He reported,
...

athletics

in the bll of 1907. He served

Like the other small private collcges oflndiana,

to the public's
Irwin

Carl Brosius Sputh was

held that there should be a coach for in-

as both coach and gym instructor.
dard college."

field arhlerics.

had voted to resume

1907-1908. A growing consensus
tercollegiate

Scot

annoying
Demarchus

in hopes of improvement.

flCldty, and

task." Professors

had been working

persisted.

to acadMoore

with Coach McKay,
Brown was added to

Howe spoke for the rna-
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jority in concludi~lg that coaching combined ~~th directing the gym p~-oen-amwasn't working: he thus recommended hIrIng a coach for each m;ljor
~port_Walter Gil~e, a Wabash graduate, came as basket,ball coach while directors searched for coaches for football and baseball. Sputh, who had left,
rejoined the faculty as gym teacher ill 1909.
Sputh's work was judged satisfactory. He received some help in men's
physical education classes hom the new coaches, a switch from former times
when the gym instructor provided some coaching for the teams. But the
program was still a failure. The gymnasium was wholly inadequate for ~he
150 men and 200 women enrolled. Instruction remained understaffed.
President Howe's report to the directors in 1916 was critical: "The work
in Physical Culture in Butler College has never been satisfactory or to any
large extent successful." The $500 budgeted for instruction was too low.
Howe was resolved to discontinue men's physical education. Commuters
could not be forced to remain on campus for afternoon gym classes; hence
only resident women participated.
War in Europe soon ended the problem. Military training replaced physical education for men. A captain and two lieutenants authorized by the
Adjutant General's office were in charge. The college paid Ior them out of
the budget from student athletic fees. While the men drilled, the women
engaged in Red Cross work. Many men enlisted almost at once. By the summer of 1917, sixty-six of them went to officers' training camps, along with
younger alumni and graduate students. Howe asked directors to provide
work in military science in order to keep enrollments up. Arch Brown, one
of Hilton U. Brown's sons, directed military training fCH men who remained
in college. Across the street on Irwin Field, the new Student Army Training
Corps brought over 250 young men to the campus in 1918, housed, fed,
and instructed by the university, reimbursed by the government.
In 1918 the college erected temporary buildings on Irwin Field for the
Student Army Training Corps. Two barracks occupied the north end of the
field along with bathhouse, mess hall, canteen, and guardhouse. Built at a
cost of $26,628.15, they were paid for by the government. The buildings
saw only a few months' use; World War I ended soon after their completion. The university decided to avail irsclfofsome ofthe structures to meet
the needs of rising enrollments at war's end, bridging the gap until the contemplated move to a new campus. The directors bought the west barracks
and bathhouse from the government for $4,000 and paid another $2,000
to retain the canteen and guardhouse. Remaining structures were sold for
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salvage
home

and

demolished.

economics,

west barracks

The

canteen

provided

space for fast-growing

"one of the most useful departments

at last gave the college an adequate
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in the college." The

gymnasium

and could

also be used as a more accessible assembly hall in place of the chapel in the
main building.
Women's physical

education

and field sports, directed by Louise Mar-

guerite Schulmeyer, had become relatively successful before the war. George
Cullen Thomas '13, an outstanding Butler athlete as an undergraduate, was
athletic director and helped with men's physical education.
By 1922, four hours of physical education came to be required for graduation.

President

Aley, in his 1925 report,

women

as successful.

The men's program,

as "a joke." The inadequacy
lem not confined

rated physical education

for

however, was still looked upon

of men's physical education

classes was a prob-

to Butler; it was evident at many universities.

It persisted

at Butler even after a new era opened on the Fairview campus and despite
the construction

of extensive new gymnasium

facilities.

Sports
Baseball was the first popular
Football

soon followed.

field sport on the Irvington campus.

Players formed baseball and football clubs. These

associations periodically applied to the directors for funds for equipment.
By 1891, football players could support their begging with claims that they
had brought the college "prominent notice."
Some college records state that football was introduced
the first intercollegiate
Colin

in 1883, with

game in 1884. Another claim puts the year at 1886.

King's diary records football games among the students in 1879 and

1880 and, more significantly, a game at Greencastle with Asbury (DePauw)
on May 15, 1880, which Butler won, 4-1, scoring in that era still recording "goals" rather than "touchdowns."
That day Butler also defeated Asbury in baseball.

But since these games were played by the college athletic

club teams, not by varsity teams organized

by the colleges, calling them in-

tercollegiate

contests is not strictly accurate. Moreover, these early days saw

participation

by "ringers." The clubs did not put too fine a point on who

played on the teams. King notes that, in the baseball game with Asbury,
rwo Butler players and three on Asbury's team were not attending college,
"so we were even in that respect."
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Aspirants

for Butler's football teams benefited

by Evans Woollen, a Yale graduate.

fro:n volunteer

Regularization

coaching

of rules and refi nements

of the game were advancing first in the East. Woollen gave the Butler eleve~l
an advantage over state teams not yet up on these advances-at
least unti]
other schools in the state acquired knowledgeable coaches.
In 1886 four men from the Indianapolis Athletic Club organized

a league

comprising Butler, Wabash, Franklin, Indiana University, Hanover, and
DePauw. These men, Merrill Moores, Butler ex '77, Evans Woollen, Harold
Hibben, and Charles S. Tarleton, had sought official sponsorship from the
Indianapolis Athletic Club but proceeded independently
without it. Rules
were modeled

on those of Ivy League schools.

The teams played on grounds

(1924) the site of Methodist

at Seventh

Street and Tennessee,

Hospital. The mostly moustached

later

players wore

uniforms of canvas knee breeches, tight canvas jackets, and old canvas baseball shoes, with socks in school colors. Attendance
it dwindled

as the season advanced

Butler played Hanover,

was good early on, but

and cold weather

set in. Once,

four inches of snow covered the ground,

twelve fans came out to watch. Hanover

when

and only

triumphed.

The four sponsors paid each team member for railroad fare and one meal.
They officiated and interpreted disputed rules. No forward passes were allowed. A team had three downs to make five yards for a first down, mostly
by line bucks and end runs, as well as drop kicks and punts. Wabash held
the conference title in 1886, Hanover in 1887. In 1888 the competing universities took over management from the Athletic Club men. Butler dominated the conference from 1889 to 1891.
Purdue joined the conference in 1887, playing its first football game against
Butler University. Humorist, author, and playwright George Ade graduated
from Purdue that year in a class ofeight-"at
the top of my class when ranked
alphabetically." He recalled the game with Butler as "a low-comedy reproduction

of Custer's defeat at Little Bighorn." Purdue's volunteers

were "tall,

skinny boys who wore spectacles and had the biceps of a sandhill
playing in Indianapolis just to get a train ride. Butler won, 48-6.

crane,"

Butler football teams had no regular coach in 1886 and 1887 except for
Woollen.

In 1889 Clint Hare coached the team before leaving for Purdue.

In 1890, a Yale man, Bill Crawford,

came down from Chicago

two days a

week to provide coaching. Ralph Franklin Davidson '92 was the outstanding
football player in those years. In a Thanksgiving
Day game in 1891, on the
way to a state title, Frank Davidson

carried the ball almost the length of

Thc CrlInpltS
the field for a touchdown.
thusiastically
istration

promoted

Later a director
athletics

of the college. While

an all-Indiana

football

sjou

of the university,

Butler

1(,9

Davidson

en-

as well as alumni participation
in college, John Thomas

selection,

acknowledged

in admin-

Lister '97 became

to be one of the greatest

players of his day. He was elected to Phi Beta Kappa and went on to become a distinguished
professor of Spanish at the College of Wooster, Ohio.
George

Cullen Thomas

graduated

in 1913 and became Butler's football

coach the next fall. In his senior year, "Cully" Thomas's team had won five
and lost three. Hilton U. Brown remembered
him as one of the game's
longest punters.
goal line almost

On one occasion, Thomas kicked the ball from his own
to the other end of the field and then ran down field, re-

covered the ball, and made a touchdown,
Butler

football

from

defeating Wabash. Thomas coached

1913 until the U.S. entry into World War I. Butler

held the state championship
after the fall season of 1914, but lost all but
one of its games in 1915. Thomas's teams played in the Indiana College
Athletic League against Hanover,
Rosc-Hulman),

James Millikin,

Franklin,

Earlham, Rose Polytechnic

(now

and Kentucky State. As war drew near, But-

ler also took on the U.S. Tenth Infantry team and Camp Taylor.
Even before the war, other sports flourished. Although Butler won its share
in basketball,

baseball, track, and tennis, it was hard-pressed

to

field enough

players in the first years. Stars in one sport often doubled-outstandinglyin others. Cully Thomas, for instance, was also captain of the basketball team.
He excelled in baseball, too, but a new rule imposed by the hlCldty limited
participation
to three intercollegiate
sports in a college year. Thomas chose
tennis over baseball, sweeping every tournament
Butler entered. Athletes
were also forbidden to play on more than two teams per term.
Long before it became a public issue, overemphasis on college athletics
was troubling

educators.

cago acknowledged
1914. Admittedly

Dean Percy H. Boynton

the problem

extreme.

Day in

More broadly, young people

in going to college, seeking "atmosphere"

suing career goals. If they sought

only the on-campus

and other extracurricular

activities,

by Palm Beach.
An unnamed

countered:

nothing

of Chi-

the earliest colleges were "all work and no play," but col-

leges were now going to the opposite
lacked purpose

of the University

in a speech at Butler's Founders'

alumnus

instead of pur-

ambience

of sports

he stated, they might be better served
"Right

or wrong,

it seems true that

wins a college more respect from folks generally than a successful

football season." Nor were Butler supporters

ready to give up. Alumni and
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friends of the college presented ambitious plans to incr~ase the box off!ce
take from games, raise money for a new gymnasium, ~h!Ch. would provide
spectator

seating lacking in the old structur.e,

~nd hire trainers

and man~

agers. A proposal to place control of athletics 111 the hands of an ~li~I~.nt
'roUp probably pleased faculty members sorely pressed by responslbtlltles
~hey had shouldered-until
they realized, much later, its implications.
Coach Thomas,

Hilton

U. Brown,

Demarchus

son, and others, joined by the Alumni
John

w. Atherton

Brown,

Association,

R. Frank David-

pushed

these moves.

'00, Albert G. Snider '00, and Emsley Johnson

active in raising funds for expanded

facilities and programs.

'00 were

The propos-

als were delayed by war's onset, but they were far from dead.
After the war, Butler set its course for big-time
tion. Universities

became known

intercollegiate

competi-

for their teams' records and highly paid

coaches. Athletes were actively recruited and sometimes

paid. Trustees,

fac-

ulty, and alumni joined the students as ardent fans. Even serious students
hated to miss a game. Ever larger numbers traveled to attend out-of-town
contests. Commuters to the Irvington campus like Mary and Dorothy Black
remembered hurrying back to Irwin Field for Saturday games. Dorothy quit
her first job because it required her to work on Saturdays so that she was
[orced to miss games.
The first step was to hire Harlan
and coach of football, basketball,

Orville "Pat" Page as athletic

director

baseball, and track. Page had been Amos

Alonzo Stagg's assistant at the University

of Chicago.

He coached

his first

Butler football team in 1920 to win seven of its eight games. As the Alumrift! Quarterly noted, the "old haphazard, fuzzy, unsystematic methods of athletic control"
university.

were being supplanted

Before Cully Thomas,

less then $500 per year. Thomas
tract awarded him $6,500,

by a program

fully supported

athletic directors/coaches
commanded

by the

had been paid

a salary of$1 ,300. Page's con-

more than the acting president's

salary ($4,000)

or the $3,000 paid to the most senior professors. Page's salary was later reduced to $3,000, but additional coaching staff was added and budgeted.
The old Student
gymnasium;

Army Training

Corps barracks

the college at last had a basketball

ing. For football,

new bleachers

for Irwin Field increased

2,500 to nearly 10,000. Even so, big home-game
ing some spectators
automobiles.

had become

to perch in surrounding

In the fall of 1919, board president

the new

facility with sufficient

seat-

capacity

from

crowds overflowed,

leav-

trees or atop rooftops

Brown proposed

an expanded

and
arh-
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letic "situation"

and search for funds to support

backed

expansion

and

alumni

committee

control

tors expressed

repeated

his prewar

it. R. Frank Davidson
proposal

"committee

'92

that a permanent

aII coIIege athletics. This proposal

the views of an alumni
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to the direc-

of twenty-five"

that had

been enlisted to help with a postwar fund drive. Davidson

announced

plans to a wider audience

in 1920. The di-

at the Founders'

rectors had voted unanimously
ardent exponent,
The basketball

Day banquet

for an expanded

program.

was elected a director in October 1920.
season of 1920-21 was seen as a "building

Davidson,

the

year," but But-

ler won twenty-four

games, losing only seven. The team emerged

ana College

League champions:

Athletic

these

as Indi-

seven wins out of eight games in

the League. Under Page, basketball bst became as popular as f(Jotball.
Paul D. Hinkle, "Tony" to all but his own family, came as assistant coach
in the spring of 1921. He had played for Stagg and Page at the University
of Chicago.

He was completing

a degree in oil geology, which he finished

in summer sessions at Chicago, two years after coming to Butler. At Chicago, Hinkle played varsity football four years, interrupted only by a stint
in the Student
the basketball
champions

ArmyTraining
team during

in 1919-20.

have stayed at Chicago

Corps in the Elll of 1918. He was captain of
his final two seasons. The team became Big Ten

When

Page went to Butler in 1920, Hinkle could

as assistant basketball

coach, but instead he accepted

Page's call to assist him at Butler in February 1921.
Tony's first love was baseball. As pitcher and variously
shortstop,

he was captain

of his freshman

also played semiprofessional

outfielder

and

team. Under assumed names, he

baseball in the summer. This action, illegal for

college players, drew down the wrath of Coach Stagg when he found our.
In his early years at Butler, Tony augmented

his salary by playing profes-

sional basketball when it would not interfere with his coaching.
On Hinkle's arrival at Butler, Page turned over the coaching assignment
in baseball to him. One of the first impressions

one might have on visiting

the athletic field was of1()!1Y raking the baseball diamond. He was a man
for all jobs as weII as "coach f()r all seasons." When Page left Buder in 192G,
Hinkle

became

acting

athletic

director

and head f()otball and basketball

coach. He lost these positions when George "Potsy" Clark was hired in 1927.
But Tony became
headed
football,

top man again in 1931. From

the Athletic
basketball,

Department

but coached

and baseball-until

ment age of seventy in 1970-except

1934, Hinkle

not only

all three major sports-

he reached the mandatory

retire-

during World War II when he served
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in the navy, coaching at Great Lakes Naval Training
mained at Butler as assistant to the president
from 1970 until 1990. The Fieldhouse

Center. This legend re-

and served ill other capacities

on the Fairview campus was named

for him in 1965. He died at age ninety-three
on September 22, 1992.
At Irvington, Page's basketball teams won ninety-four
games and lost
twenty-nine. Football too produced memorable victories. Butler defeated
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana
in 1922, the first nonconference
loss for that
Big Ten team in twenty years. Butler's team, band,
to the game by train. The band marched

through

and students

Urbana

traveled

before the game

playing Butler's pep song. ~oach Zuppke had left town to scout a Big Ten
opponent, thinking little of Butler. With Haldane Griggs's remarkable kicking and a depleted Illinois squad (several players had been ruled ineligible),
Butler triumphed,
10-7.
Hinkle's baseball teams had four winning
(0

1927, breaking

in the yearbook

capture

blue," changed

seasons out of seven, from 1921

even the last year. School spirit soared.
the essence.

Sports sections

Butler's colors were "the white

to "blue and white" by 1923. The Butler bulldog

was impersonated

and

mascot

by a girl in those days. College yells were crucl-"jerk

an arm off."
Before the war, musician

Noble SissIe during his semester as a Butler stu-

dent had written

a much-needed

SissIe went on

fame as an army bandsman

(0

pep song, "Butler

Will Shine Tonight."

in World War I, and after the

musical review, Shuffle Along, with

war he wrote America's first "all-colored"

Eubic Blake.
In 1926 John Heiney

'23 gave the university

War Song" just as the Page era ended.
rcnhaven,

H. H. Hungate,

Wally Middlesworth,

Griggs, John Leslie, Bob Nipper,

its ever-popular

Such football

David Konold,

"Butler

stars as Harry

Gerald Woods,

Dur-

Haldane

and Paul Brown won the

hearts of Butler fans. Some of the same men excelled in basketball:
Middlesworth,

Griggs, and Nipper, joined by the upcoming

Hinkle's baseball teams starred Goett
gate, Middlesworth,
and Leslie.
Women's
Directors

athletic

along with stalwarts

teams and physical education

noted with appreciation

that women's

Leslie,

Gordon

Paul.

Griggs,

Hun-

classes flourished,
athletic

director

too.
Louise

Schul meyer was arranging basketball contests with other schools and organizations. By 1921 Page for the men and Schul meyer for the women
ranged intramural

athletics that included

and many of the women.

Intramural

almost all physically

had ar-

sound

men

sports were played by fraternity

and
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. i"mass p I'
. d rwice 'a week
soronty. teams. Page supervIsee
1ySJCaIcu Iture, " reqUIre
for all and directed by physical education instructors and assistant coacl:es.
Track was also rising in popularity,
meets.

Butler held second

achieving

success in intercollegiate
in 1921 and rose to state

place in cross-country

championship
in track in 1923-24.
Butler men were now competing
in national

tennis matches,

and both

men and women played in intramural contests. Fifty men and thirty women
competed
in separate campus tournaments
in 1922. James Gloin '23, later
a director of the university, starred in tennis while in college.
" .
Students had paid athletic fees for a number of years. The "gym fe,e 111
1908 was $1 per term. By 1921 it had risen to $4. Gate receipts, sale of programs, rental fees from other organizations
that used Irwin Field, and guarantees on out-or-town
games provided revenue for the athletic program.
Alumni and "friends" ofthe university paid $7 for a season football ticket.
Regular season tickets were $ I 2. By 1922 athletics showed a profit. Income
was almost $15,000. Expenses were just over $12,500. Guarantees to visiting teams, pay t<H officials, travel and meals, equipment,
awards, upkeep
of Irwin Field, and other costs constituted
the expenses. Football cost the
most and made the most money,
Not included in the university's

accounting

were coaches' total salaries.

Part of these, especially for the assistant coaches,
budget allocated for physical education instruction
Stipulated
doubtedly
association,

came from the college
and hom gate receipts.

salaries for the athletic director and head coaches were unaugmented by former athletes who were members of the "B Men's"
already

in existence,

and by the Alumni

Athletic

Committee.

Costs of the athletic program were also met by loans from endowmentBy 1923 the directors were uneasy about the athletic program's financial structure.
A committee
to oversee athletics was appointed, consisting
of directors Hilton U. Brown, ex officio, R. F. Davidson,
Emsley Johnson, Will Irwin, and Lee Burns. As athletic

Arthur V. Brown,
income increased,

previous loans from the endowment
were being paid back. But Page wanted
some of the profits fC)J° new equipment
and even urged further university
subsidies to build up the athletic program. President Aley was asking for a
reduced schedule of games, fearing that so many contests endangered the
athletes' academic work. Directors sought an alternative for men's physical
activities

in an ROTC

program

that would cost the university

the government
lacked funds for it.
Pat Page had been collecting receipts

nothing,

Irorn extra road gamcs-"bollus

but
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games"-in

basketball.

These were contestS

tel

<m was paid to play them, These

~om'w'"

deposited in

'0

funds

not regularly
and other

scheduled; Page's
I II ' '
c' 1
incl enta at 1 enc 111-

baok and dn,wn on by Page for the

hiogtoO

athleric program, Nothing was concealed or underhanded
in this arrangement
TI
di
.
' re rrectors did not distrust Page, But they wan tee I to contro I .a II
college i ncome and expenditures,
·1 directe
I'
d
At the start of 1925, t h e Lioarc
that all ex pene
' I'itures be authorized
'
, commit ' by a member of t Iren'..at I1I,
enc
tee a s we II as by Page, The college,
~. rather than Page, would employ ticket
takers
-.
,I
' gu arcI..
s, and other Athletic DefJartment
workers, '['I le co IIege ples.l C enr
d W ou IIe approve all schedules, Equipment,
printing,
trophIes,
awards,
'
would be ordered through the college.
an P other e xpenses
'
.
'I t le spnng
'
of I at
( Page ab
,rupt Iy resigned
at the end of the basket 1»a II season rn
ment
,-'
p.,'926, HlI1kle
.
to Id t h e b oar d it was because t Ile IInm
grac I'uanon 0 f
1 age
I' s best foorbal
oot a I players left dim prospects for
the
next
season,
Others
.
)e Pieved that p.age- resented loss of . control of athletIC' funds,
.
. , teams, HIS
. persona I' 111 fl uencc
- on "1-'
ha It,age not only h,11
e e eeI wlI1nll1g
us 1)oys "
e oeen
,
' his
' report at rhc start of
Page.
I. exem
. p I·
"cy. I)resident
Aley p"i"d P'ge rn
n
' I'",
Pagee s <1Stseason' ' thee eI'rrccrors had voted confidence
mlll
h'om But Ier,
c

, as head football coach,
TonwentH' toIIIndi iana. U'ruversity
basket~aIJ.I~~ ,e ~as named, athletic director and head coach of football and
and was 1'" c h.ld been hIghly effectivc as Page's assistant in those sports
.
'
won a foIl' espected an eI acc I'aImed by the athletes, Like
Page,
Hmkle
had
oWing;
he
wI'
"
assistan t c . t WI
as popu ar WIth studen tS, al um n I, and fans, Page took
wall Y M' IeIII
ball coach O.lcn
Ot
S'
( esworth '24 with him, but left assistant
to
trohme'
Bob Nipp" '26
I
"rwo 'h' Hmkle. Ti,oy replaced Middbworrh

foot-

wirh

Hinkle ITl l',w 10 became freshman coach,
. I'·s executive' commIttee
"
contract,1o'. et WIt l1 thc 1lO.l[e
111 June 1926 to talk
ny
s
requcst
t
I
I
thc qucstion." H,
. 0 laVC t lC same salary as Page was ruled "out of
11'100 for summ e was
.' granted at I1fee-year contract at $5,000 annually plus
$
... pI onllsed after a year. rIle contract
cou d be ternl'. er seSSIons
d ' ' w'ItI1 a r<use
I
In.Ue WId .'
"
'
I hat the In
1 SIXmonths
notIce,
ogram
was
to
b,·
.
I
coach was made .1,.
e contlO led by the college and not by the
c ear. The
' commIttee
'
economy, Buder w
" ad,1IetIc
of the board sought strict
I.'
.
as
antICIpating
th,
( lIve to finance th
. b"
e move to a new campus, and the fund
M oney must be saveati <1m
'
I.
I not yet achieved success,
"13 ItlOUS project
Ila(
, offootball clod'"
e,
uder sh ou I(I not ape the bIg
' universities in the
qua Ity
I
lIng and other" eqUIpment. 1-1'111 I< Ie claimed he could
>

>,

,"

•
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get pants for $10.75 each, rather than the list price of $15.00. The CO~llrnirtce agreed to seck lower prices, although it budgeted for items at .lIst.
Before the start of 1926 football season, Hinkle was warned about dIsregarding the order that athletic finances were to be handled by the college.
He had promised Martha Meek, the Athletic Department secretary, $115
per month instead of the $65 that had been approved, and permitted checks
for season tickets to be made out to him. College secretary Charles Wilson
Was to deal with all such matters and to be in charge ofletting athletic contracts for concessions, advertising, and programs. The committee set terms
for percentages of gross proceeds that would go to the university and confirmed Wilson as agent fCHthe athletic committee in all financial transactions. Although no questions had arisen about Hinkle's handling of such
matters, the directors were taking no chances. The committee's action deprived Hinkle of any opportunity to make money on the side as Page had
done, even if it was for the athletic program and not for himself:
Notwithstanding his popularity, Hinkle's first reign as head coach was brief
In July 1927, George "Porsy " Clark was hired as athletic director and head
coach of football and baseball, the latter a long-held Hinkle preserve. Tony
returned to being assistant coach, but remained head coach of basketball and
other athletics. He showed no resentment. He could afford to be patient.
An exciting future lay ahead in the planned athletic f:1.cilitieson the new
Fairview campus. Over half a century later, after a coaching career that few
could equal, Hinkle was generous. He admitted that in 1927 he had been
too young, not ready to handle the responsibilities of athletic director.
"Potsy" Clark had played football at the University of Illinois and coached
for Illinois, University of Kansas, the AEF football team, and Michigan
State. I-Ie came to Butler from the position of assistant head football coach
at University of Minnesota. Butler again had a "big-time" coach. But Clark
was a rougher character than Page. Although it was never publicly charged
or acknowledged, Clark recruited players, some probably not qualified for
admission, who were subsidized by "downtown" supporters of Butler's athletic program.
Besides Hinkle, Clark's athletic staff included Robert L. Nipper '26,
Archie Chadd '28 (hired in June 1928), Herman Phillips '27, William "Wee
Willie" McGill, and Louise Schul meyer. Otto Strohmeier, left over from
Page's staff, quarreled with Hinkle and resigned in the summer of 1927Justus W. Paul '15, another assistant, also had left. Ralph Hitch '27 was
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employed as graduate manager. He was also courier for payments from
"downtown" to certain team members.
Clark began at a salary of $9,600. Hinkle received $3,950. Both salaries
were higher than the top salary for professors, $3,600, and Clark made more
than President Aley or Dean Putnam. Nipper was paid $2,200, Phillips
$2,000, McGill $2,200 (he took over from Clark as head baseball coach
after Clark's first season), Chadd $1,800, and Schulmeyer $ I ,000. Ralph
Hitch drew down $2,360! Even student sportswriter George Crispin Lloyd
got $400.

!~.

The stillut1completed Fieldhouse saw Hinkle's basketball team play its
first game at Fairview. It was an exciting match between Butler and Notre
Dame. The bcility, designed ultimately to seat 13,000 or more, attracted
12,0()()fans. The game was played March 7, 1928, six months before classes
opened at Fairview. Buder's victory, 21-13, was a good omen. But before
the game started, a section of temporary bleachers erected on less than solid
bare earth collapsed, plunging the Butler band and over 200 spectators to
the ground. More than a dozen were injured, fortunately none seriously.
This was not Butler's first athletic contest at Fairview. Long before any
university construction had started, Buder celebrated "Indianapolis Day
at Fairview" with Hinkle's baseball team taking on the coach's alma mater,
University of Chicago, May 17, 1924. Board president Hilton U. Brown
threw out the first ball on the improvised field. Butler went on to win 8 to
o. The field lay between the present Jordan Hall and Irwin Library. A marker
placed on the south side of the sidewalk along 46th Street commemorates
home plate.

The big news in the last years at Irvington was, of course, the plan for a
large new campus and vastly improved facilities. A "new" Buder had been
under discussion since 1914. The small college at Irvington was to become
a real university on a new campus to serve the capital city's needs for a major institution of higher education. The directors felt compelled to transform its athletic program accordingly. The public wanted big-time athletics. Former students had been critical of the board's athletic committee,
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Even a leading member of the board's athletic committee, Emsley Johnson, had rejected any effort to "ape the big universities" in athletic budgets, urging
Within

as well that Butler

the state. The

confi.ne most of its contests

1926 budget

for athletics

was tightened;

to

opponents
Hinkle ,and

the other coaches received limited salaries and money for equipment.
[he
directors even rejected a proposal to broadcast football and basketball games
as too expensive.
The next year, however, saw directors fully cOl1llnitted to a powerful athletic program.
"Potsy " Clark had been hired. Control of athletic receiptS
and expenditures
was being transferred [rorn the college secretary to a separate athletic corporation,
and spacious basketball and football f~lCilitieswere
rising on the new campus.
Aley had reflected faculty

opinion

in referring

to

Pat Page, Clark's pred-

ecessor, as a wholesome
influence. Clark was not so popular. His faculty
colleagues could not help bei ng suspicious of the kind of "students" Clark
was recruiting.
He was hardly one of those men of "broad education, liberal culture,

and h nc Christian

character"

who, in Alcys view, typified the

university's
faculty.
Even as alumni were protesting the limitations that the athletic committee of the board had placed on athletics in 1926, the directors were acting.
In April

1927 Arthur

V. Brown,

chairman

of the committee,

announced

through the pages of the Alumnal Q_uflrterly that a new corporation was being formed to build the athletic plant at Fairview. John W Atherton, the
board's executive secretary and financial secretary, called for immediate action to transfer land for the athletic facilities from the university to the corporation,
which would issue preferred
motion, seconded by Emslcy Johnson,

stock to raise money to build. His
passed, giving the board's executive

committee
authority
to carry it out.
The need for quick action stemmed hom a new proposal. The Indiana
High School Athletic Association had offered an attractive proposition. If
a 13,000-seat
fieldhouse and a stadium were built, the IHSAA would pay
$40,000 for a ten-year lease plus $6,000 annually from April 1928 to April
1933, renewable for ten more years and thereafter for fi.ve-year periods, with
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wl:ose policies struck them as too restrictive. As president of the board,
Hllto.n Brown was caught between two groups. Administration
and flCulry teared overemphasis on athletics and sought to check excesses. On the
other side were directors backed by alumni and the citizenry, who waxed
passionate about intercollegiate sports.
Even a leading member of the board's athletic committee, Emslcy Johnson, had rejected any efFort to "ape the big universities" in athletic budgets, urging as well that Butler confine most of its contests to opponents
within the state. The 1926 budget for athletics was tightened; Hinkle and
the other coaches received limited salaries and money for equipment. The
directors even rejected a proposal to broadcast football and basketball games
as too expensive.
The next year, however, saw directors fully committed to a powerful athletic program. "Patsy" Clark had been hired. Control of athletic receipts
and expenditures was being transferred from the college secretary to a separate athletic corporation, and spacious basketball and football hlcilities were
rising on the new campus.
Aley had reflected faculty opinion in referring to Pat Page, Clark's predecessor, as a wholesome influence. Clark was not so popular. His faculty
colleagues could not help being suspicious of the kind of "students" Clark
was recruiting. He was hardly one of those men of "broad education, liberal culture, and fine Christian character" who, in Aley's view, typified the
university's faculty.
Even as alumni were protesting the limitations that the athletic committee of the board had placed on athletics in 1926, the directors were acting.
In April 1927 Arthur V. Brown, chairman of the committee, announced
through the pages of the Alumnal QUfzrterly that a new corporation was being formed to build the athletic plant at Fairview. John W. Atherton, the
board's executive secretary and financial secretary, called for immediate action (0 transfer land for the athletic facilities from the university to the corporation, which would issue preferred stock to raise money to build. His
motion, seconded by Emsley Johnson, passed, giving the board's executive
committee authority (0 carry it out.
The need for quick action stemmed from a new proposal. The Indiana
High School Athletic Association had offered an attractive proposition. If
a 13,000-seat
fieldhouse and a stadium were built, the IHSAA would pay
$40,000 for a ten-year lease plus $6,000 annually from April 1928 to April
1933, renewable for ten more years and thereafter for five-year periods, with
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became assistant secretary. University directors on the board's athletic committee were Hilton U. Brown, Arthur Brown, John Atherton, Emsley Johnh

son, Arthur Jordan, W. E. Smith, and Will Irwin. President
Clark also sat on the committee.

Aley and Coach

All control of physical education and intercollegiate sports was now in
the hands of the School of Physical Education and Athletics, with no f.1.Culty or administrative
involvement in curriculum,
salaries, scheduling, or
other policies. Students paid $8 each f()J' "athletic books"-tickets
f(x all contests in the year. If they wished only football tickets, the cost was $4. The
public was charged $1.50 for admission to each game except fill' the few big
ones when admission rose to $2.00 or $2.50. Season tickets were $10.00.
The school awarded James Makin the contract f()J' all concessions. Physician
f()J' the athletes was J. T C. "Cary" McCallum,
a 191 G graduate of Butler.
As these moves transpired, the Carnegie Foundation and the North Cen-
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By then the issue was the athletic program as well as the other
President Brown reported that the Association was also pro-

against other institutions

but that Butler was its fIrst target.
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Life on the Irvington Campus

AI' IRVINGTON THE SMALL UNIVERSITY known as Butler
College was increasingly well regarded. A richly variegated life came into
existence during the fifty-three years on that campus that persisted after
the move to Fairview. Literary societies flourished in the first decade. Sports
grew into organized athletic programs. Student publications and a host of
clubs emerged. The number of sororities and fraternities increased. Loyal
alumni enjoyed festive gatherings at Homecoming and Commencement.
Founders' Day, observed on Ovid Buder's birthday, became an occasion
for recollections and optimistic projections. Enrollment slowly increased,
moving sharply upward only after World War I. A broadened curriculum
served by a growing faculty stayed abreast of academic trends. "The smallness of the college made it so good."
One of the drawbacks was distance from the city. Recollections of former students frequently mention the effort of getting there. Minnie Olcott
Williams '81 remembered the one-hour trip from town on the slowmoving mule car and "how we hurried over the stile in order not to be late
for chapel." Writing in 1938, she was the oldest surviving member of her
class of 1881. The mule cars ran on wooden rails faced with steel strips.
Heavy snows forced the cars ofFthe tracks, as did rocking by prankish students. Passengers then dismounted and heaved the cars back. Later, batterypowered vehicles sometimes ran our of "juice." Ultimately eight-wheelers
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moved by true trolley wires provided more rapid and direct travel on Washington Street. The tare remained five cents except for a deluxe car called
Jumbo-it
had cushioned swivel chairs and cost ten cents. Hilton U. Brown
recalled an occasion when a conscientious conductor found he had one more
passenger than nickels. He stopped the mules and demanded that the deadbeat cough up. Julia Graydon usurped the driver's compartment, locked
the door, whipped up the mules, and careened on to Irvington. The untoward speed jarred the missing nickel into revealing its presence, and the
students got to chapel on time.
Some affluent students drove their own horses out hom the city along
Washington Street. Brown notes their "guerrilla warfare" with the tollbooth
keepers as they ran the gates to avoid the three-cents-per-mile tariff.
Hardy souls walked the five miles to college from the city, usually along
the Pennsylvania Railroad tracks-and
these were not just male students.
Dorothy Black '23 (Mrs. Charles J. Lynn) walked the tracks in the fall of
her sophomore year. As winter came on, she remembered, "My knees tingled with cold as I sat in my first morning class." Bizanna O'Conner '78
customarily walked eleven miles to and from her home on the west side of
Indianapolis. Hilton U. Brown noted that she later found her vocation as
Sister Ariana, serving in the diocese of Baltimore.
It was a cold trek in winter for those who walked from the city, but those
who came by streetcar did not escape winter's rigors. Allegra Stewart '21
told of the long cold walk hom the Washington Street stop down Butler
Avenue to the college. On arrival students huddled ncar radiators in the
corridor "near the clock" to await friends before entering the chapel.
Irvington residents faced lesser hardships, bur on raw days even the few
blocks [rom their homes to the college remained memorable, especially in
the early years of muddy paths and unsurfaced roads. When Howard C.
Caldwell enrolled in 1911, he knew of only one classmate whose bmily
owned an automobile. After the war, cars jammed the narrow winding streets
of Irvington on Saturday afternoons for football at Irwin Field.
Commuters missed much of campus life. For the most part classes were
out at noon. Students departed for their city homes or country farms. They
were unlikely to return for afternoon sports or evening club activities. They
missed weekend socials at faculty homes or parties held by Irvington young
people. They could spend less time in the college library or on special
projects with their instructors.
City youths had some advantages over residential students. They could
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combinc their own social activities with those of the campus. They were
less restricted. The college frowned on dances and the theater, but the city
did not lack for such attractions. Commuters indulged freely in such "dissipations" without attracting notice from college authorities. Town students
often lured campus friends downtown.
Undergraduates whose homes were in Irvington could also go their own
ways off campus-more
freely than students at the Residence dormitory
or those rooming in approved boarding houses-but
all of them were visible to neighboring faculty and administration.
One indefatigable student, Colin E. King '81, had it both ways. His remarkably detailed diary reveals that he walked to college from his home,
halfway between the downtown Circle and the Irvington campus. On rainy
days he might talk the hired man into driving him if the f.,mily carriage
was available. When classes were over at noon, King often joined in pickup games of football or baseball. Afterward, he walked home or up to a
grocery in the center of Irvington for a snack. On one rainy day, kindly
Professor Benton lent him an umbrella.
In the afternoon he usually walked into Indianapolis, meeting friends at
the city library or taking a book out to read under the trees on the Circle.
Evenings he might walk to campus again for Sigma Chi affairs or a meeting
of the Marhesian Literary Society. Other nights his father, a railroad executive, asked him to write business letters (Colin's penmanship was superb).
Alternatively, he would join his older brother and a neighbor for a game
in the Eunily's upstairs billiard room-or a few hands of poker. They played
for cigars, a popular indulgence of young men at the time. Colin haunted
the telegraph ofl-icefor news, enjoyed the theater, attended dances downtown, and relished ending an evening with a snack of oysters and ice cream
at a hotel restaurant.
On Sundays he attended
other churches and Sunday
horseback ride with a cousin.
people in Irvington, though
college authorities.

church with his family or, more often, visited
schools with his friends. Afternoon offered a
Or Colin would search OUtgatherings of young
such Sunday parties were frowned on by the

Colin courted one girl after another; his fraternity pin circulated constantly. Neither partner seemed embarrassed if a youth sought to repossess
his pin to give to someone else. One of Colin's girls, Minnie Olcott Williams
'81, recalled an occasion when, in her naivete, she wore the pins of two
boys from different fraternities to a literary society meeting.
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His father's connection with the railroad enabled Colin to travel on passes
to see friends in other cities. He visited fellow Sigma Chis at Asbury (DePauw) in Greencastle and helped install a Sig Chapter at Wabash College
in Crawfordsville. He joined cousins at Champaign-Urbana in Illinois; he
spent a weekend with a friend in Rushville. Colin obtained passes for his
college mates for athletic contests at Asbury and for travel with a debate
partner to a regional tournament in Ohio. Despite his peripatetic lifestyle
and his many activities, he maintained an A average. At Commencement
week festivities, his "spring performance" speech drew praise from President Burgess.
Campus "politics" was reflected in fraternity and literary society rivalry.
Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Chi ruled the roost, along with Mathesians and
Pythonians, the two men's literary societies. "Pythonians are trying to get
ahead of us," Colin-a
Marhesian-e-nored, elsewhere to gloat: "Pythoriians looked sad this evening, they hardly had a quorum." The People, an Indianapolis weekly newspaper, carried a column called "Inside Irvington."
In February 1880, the column observed "Prospects ofa grand row between
Sigma Chi and the Phi Delts." An anonymous writer explained, "Some objectionable Irvington items have been appearing lately ... these items are
hard on the Phis. Today the Phis are red hot over it and lay it on the Sigs
as being the authors." The writer concluded, "Sigs did not write the items.
Phis will get into trouble if they say much more about it." Colin's fellow
Sigma Chis John Frazee and Will Parsons attempted to persuade the People's
editor, Enos B. Reed, to reveal his sources and clear the Sigma Chis of blame,
but Reed proved uncooperative. "Some think I wrote the item," Colin complained. "They are d-liars if they say anything of the kind to me I'll
hound the stuffing out of them."
Items in successive issues of the newspaper appeared to be exposing
Hilton U. Brown and other Phi Delrs for "certain crooked conduct with
certain students of the opposite sex," Colin told his diary, and again, "Who
started that rumor about Brown?" On March 20 Colin gleefully records:
"Red hot Irvington items in todays People giving Hilt Brown away."
The essence of the whole afFair, as Brown himself wrote in his Book of
Memories, was his courting of Jennie Hannah. "Going steady" was considered poor form at that time, yet Brown saw to it that "'Miss Hannah' rarely
had opportunity to accept other invitations except when 'M r. Brown' was
generous enough to allow a [trusted] fraternity brother to have an evening
with her." Soon after, at chapel, President Burgess "gave the students a blast
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about calling on the girls on Sunday." This time Colin thought himself a
target: "It was directed principally towards Parsons and me, I think."
Summertime brought leisure to enjoy "Sycamore Hole" on Pleasant Run.
In a later day Layman D. Kingsbury '11 recalled, "We boys [had] half a
dozen good swimming holes long before bathing suits were thought of"
As a graduation gift to the college, Colin King's class left a small tombstone
inscribed with the names of the class of 1881. This unusual artifact is still
in the university's possession and can be found on the mall between Jordan Hall and Irwin Library.
Life for students in the Residence was more restricted. Lucille Carr Marshall '08 lived in the Residence when it was restricted to women. Her novella
"White Petals" depicts the confined, almost cloistered existence of the young
women who lived there. In the evenings they gather around the piano in
the parlor to sing. On Friday evenings, a fortunate few may have received
invitations to meetings of the men's literary societies. Her characters are
only thinly disguised and actually identified in a glossary at the end of the
slim volume. Her heroine is largely autobiographical. She develops an attachment to her Latin tutor. They work in the president's outer office under the stern but benign presidential gaze. (Lucille Carr herself was a cousin
of President T. C. Howe.) Her story's college president is a conflation of
Scot Butler and Howe.
An innocent but forbidden walk with her tutor in the orchard outside
campus limits brings trouble. The heroine returns late to dinner, white apple blossom petals clinging to her dress-the "white petals" of the titleand is reprimanded. Her tutor, a preministerial student, having found that
his more liberal views do not conform to the doctrines of the Christian
Church, soon leaves the college. The couple retain deep feelings for each
other, but the age difference between them and social standards of the time
have precluded a more serious attachment.
Thirty years after Colin King's student days and almost a decade after
Lucille Carr Marshall's, Howard C. Caldwell '15 led a different college life.
His family was one of the many who moved to Irvington to facilitate their
youngsters' education and eventual enrollment at the college. In Irvington,
Caldwell walked seven blocks to Butler. It now boasted an undergraduate
body of over 300, six times that of King's day. Caldwell found that his Iellow students from large city high schools like Manual and Shortridge were
less awed by the small college than he was, coming as he did from little
Spiceland Academy. By his own account, Caldwell was not academically
adept. But he was a conscientious student and carried away a lifelong ap-
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preciarion for literature. He studied trigonometry with Professor Elijah Newton Johnson, "learning enough to get a commission in the Navy in World
War I," while watching Johnson struggle "to keep his toupee on straight."
Caldwell had to work to pay his way. He engaged in a range of activities,
covering sports for the Indianapolis Sun, writing for the Coiiegirtn, and publishing a weekly neighborhood newspaper, the Indianapolis South Side Bulletin. He was just as interested in sports as King had been, but as a spectator and reporter rather than as an athlete.
The prowess of Burler teams had helped introduce collegiate football in
Indiana. In his day Caldwell could admire gridiron heroes Xerxes Silver '14
and Louis KirkofF '16. Their coach was Butler's legendary star George Cullen Thomas '13.
In those days, Caldwell remembered, "when we went somewhere we
either walked or rode a streetcar-few
rode bicycles." The young Caldwell suffered embarrassment when he sought to date a young lady on one
rainy night. He found her parents unwilling to allow her to travel by streetcar to a sorority dance. Caldwell did not have the money to hire a horsedrawn cab.
Caldwell did find time for fraternity activities. The Sigma Chi Chapter
had quarters in "Moores Hall," a third-floor room over a grocery. The chapter was in a precarious state the year Caldwell pledged. It was down to one
active and stood to lose its charter if that man failed to stay in college.
Brother William G. Irwin '89, the wealthy Columbus businessman, saved
the day. Irwin paid college expenses for the impoverished Murray Mathews to keep him in school. The fraternity's fortunes improved with the initiation of Caldwell and four others after the freshmen pledges completed
the required first academic semester.
Spirits rose, too, with the new fraternity song "The Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi," composed by Albion (Michigan) College's Byron D. Stokes and
Dudleigh Vernor in 1911. It was cherished by the brotherhood ever after
and even became a popular hit. Another song of Caldwell's period was Butler's new alma mater, written by Fred W. Wolff '16-"Gallery
of Memories." This was sung by young men in high Belmont collars, pegged
trousers, and coats that dipped to a point in front. Girls sang it in long
skirts and middy blouses.
These students did without amenities later taken for granted, as Caldwell reminded his audience {-iftyyears later. Butler in 1915 had no lunchroom or lounges. "We ate lunch at Weesoner's Drug Store or the drab little grocery store .... But we had a faculty of high caliber." High-spirited
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students were ever inventive in devising pranks. Butler College rarely lacked
daring young men who would scale the walls of the main building to paint
their class numerals on its cupola. One evening after the Marhesians' meeting, Colin King showed his fellows how to take the gaslight fixture apart
and blow in the pipe so that lights would flicker out in the other rooms in
the building. The stunt always elicited a wrathful response from the college janitor. Tade Hartsuff '82 recalled classmates who lifted President Benton's carriage atop his chicken coop. Others placed alarm clocks-set
to
go off at five-minute intervals-behind
the portraits in chapel.
Indeed, pranks often enlivened chapel services. Benjamin F. Dailey '87
reported the attaching of small bells to the springs under the president's
chair on the platform. They jingled whenever he sat down or stood up.
Another ploy was the placing of ripe cheese on the chapel's hot registers.
Lee Burns writes of another culinary caper: red pepper sprinkled on the hot
stoves in classrooms. When Hilton U. Brown was an undergraduate, he, Miles
Clifford, and Charles Stevens hung a turtle over the platform of the chemistry classroom. Continuing the tradition of the ludicrous, the class of 1894
invited the class of 1895 to a party. Invitations sent the victims of these
monkeyshines to a vacant field north of the city.
Butler's classic lark-probably around 19 I 5-transpired
when students
led a cow, perhaps Professor Thrasher's bossie, into the main building one
night, pushed or pulled her up the three flights of stairs, and tethered her
in the chapel. Some fifty years later, Layman D. Kingsbury 'I I gave this
inspired account:
A gentle cow climbed the stairs

to

the college chapel leaving a trail of [he milk of

human kindness behind. This ambitious bovine with a thirst for knowledge sought
to

rise above the common herd. Students generally agreed it was just an udder inci-

dent. The infuriated top brass of Butler imposed sanctions accusing every one, and
kept the student body cowed for days.

Faculty and administration did not concern themselves unduly with undergraduate hijinks. When the young women of the class of I 894 stole some
class hats, however, President Scot Butler irately suspended the women until
they returned the hats. When the chapel audience broke into an uproar, the
president rapped for order. The head of his gavel flew off. Recovering quickly,
Butler quipped: "Even a president will sometimes fly off the handle."
Students too could rise to the occasion. Fires attract the excited arten-
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tion of undergraduates-of
most of us, for that matter. The horne of
Alexander Jameson and his wife, Julia Moores Graydon Jameson '90, stood
adjacent to the campus at Irvington. When the house burned in 1916,
within two minutes the college emptied as students rallied to save what
they could of the Jamesons' possessions.
Less laudably, the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity exploited a
fire at a lumber company on East Washington Street. Nearby, Mayor Lew
Shank was giving a dinner party slated to feature oyster stew. When the
guests rushed ofF to see the fire, the college boys made off with several gallons of oysters. For breakfast, lunch, and dinner several days running, the
brothers ate oysters-raw,
hied, or stewed.
Youth in every age develops its own vocabulary and usages. For Colin
King and his generation, something really great was "boss." Earlier Butler
undergraduates referred to flattery of the f..tculty to curry flvor as "quilling"a more polite term than a phrase used today. As on many other campuses,
Greek-letter fraternity and sorority members were called "Greeks." Since in
ancient Greece all who were not Greek citizens were called barbarians, naturally the college youth who did not belong to a fraternity or sorority was
referred to as a "barb." At Butler the process of tapping a student for membership in an honorary or social organization had its special term: the student was "spiked." When a fraternity man became enamored of a girl, the
couple became "pinned" when she accepted his fraternity pin-as indeed
is still the case and usage nationwide. Rivalry between incoming freshmen
and sophomores culminated in the class "scrap," an organized competition
that might determine whether the lowly frosh would continue to wear their
green "beanies."
"One of the hardest administrative problems is regulation of the social
life of a college," commented President T. C. Howe. Earlier, as Lucille Carr
Marshall observed, a general consensus prevailed to govern social behavior.
The last quarter of the nineteenth century, when Butler College flourished
at Irvington, was "an age of faith, of unquestioned values ... traditional
methods." As a young girl she had recognized that some questions were
"asked only discreetly or implied, or sorne doubts held silently." At the old
College Avenue campus, faculty gauged morale by observing student graffiti
on the walls. At Irvington, the college president's annual report to the directors was still subjective. The reports were based on more factual evidencerecords of disciplinary actions-but
also conveyed general impressions. The
catalog of 1876-77 set forth the rules f()["conduct in chapel and classrooms.
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"Perfect decorum

and entire abstinence

overt demonstrations

from whispering,

of approval or disapproval
disorderly.

Referring

and all

will be required."

was to remain on the grounds during recitation
would be considered

reading,

hours. Loitering

to the association

No one

or playing

between

men

and women, the catalog observed: "As pleasure should ever be subordinated
to duty," students should observe the proprieties.
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confidentially

were usually

dealt

and privately. Directors learned of such problems

eral terms unless the actual events were the subject of informal
tions. Annual presidential

reports typically assured directors

problems

existed. The faculty sought

students'

reason and conscience

ful" punishments.
penalties:

to avoid parietals;

conversa-

that few ifany

to appeal

to the

Butler tried to obviate severe or "disgrace-

In order, students whose conduct was unacceptable

first, of private admonition;

suspension;

with

only in gen-

and fourth,

board of directors.

expulsion.

second,

Students

use intoxicating

in profane language, or desecrate
good order and morals.
With the move to Irvington,
health of the students,

attributing

third,

had the right to appeal to the

Rules were clear. Students

gaming houses or saloons,

drew

public admonition;
were forbidden

beverages,

to frequent

express themselves

the Lord's Day. They were to maintain
President

Burgess noted the general good

it to the new location.

were "free from the city's attractions,

Additionally,

but the city was near enough

they

when it

was needed." The "tone of the school is excellen t, as good or better than ever."
In 1880, board President Barzillai M. Blount assured directors that "peace
and harmony

reign." Burgess said that he had never known

better

moral

tone among the students. Three years later President Everest noted, "A more
pleasant

college session I have not seen during

ence." The college had to expel a few students
ness, one for intoxication,
eral uselessness."

Another

same year, the president
oratorical

associations

and one for "inattention
was suspended

to visit the city at improper

in politeness
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disrupted

and
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A measles epidemic

That
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gage in improper
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death."

reports:

in

In 1889 one
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next year "grip" and some measles afflicted the student body, but the year
was marked by good order. President Benton smugly observed: "Our students severely condemn the irregularities and disgraceful acts of students
at other universities." As Benton stepped down, he termed his last year one
of "admirable spirit and few irritations." Incoming Scot Butler experienced
a "quite successful" year.
As the new century opened, typhoid struck again, "which affected a comparatively large number of the students, causing the death of several." The
epidemic resulted in withdrawals of a large number of undergraduates. Recurrent episodes of typhoid were attributed to Irvington's deficient sanitary
facilities, a factor in annexation of the suburb by the city soon afterward.
Annual reports became increasingly more statistical, replacing general
statements about student behavior, morale, and health with detailed analysis of enrollments, including tabulation of the students' places of origin and
their religious affiliations and preferences.
Smoking remained prohibited on campus. Nevertheless, men who
wished to smoke found a retreat at hand. At the powerhouse, just behind
the main building, students could smoke and tell stories undisturbed.
Generally, as current scholarship observes, Butler's campus in the
1920s, as well as those of other colleges of that period, hardly reflected the
stereotypical "Roaring Twenties." President Aley testif-ied that students
were not "flaming youth." Thcy represented youth with "high ideals" who
were "earnest and forward looking."
Spirit showed in the organization by upper division undergraduates of
a "Booster Club" in 1923. Ivy, said to have been brought from storied
Kenilworth Castle in England by Catharine Merrill, was planted on May
Day, 1924. Some of it was later transplanted to the new Fairview campus.
Manifestations of student loyalty showed in rather generous monetary
gifts to the college by graduating classes. The class of 1921 gave $1,510;
the next year a mere seventy-five graduating seniors gavc $7,000. Soon thereafter, students organized a "Budgct System." Like later civic united funds,
it was a drive for donations that unif-ied all the campus activities.

Diversity

u.S. emergence as a world power and waves of new immigration
from Latin America and Asia in the second half of the twentieth century
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were to bring increasing awareness of the country's mul~icul.tura~ an.d mu~tiracial components. Universities began to emphasize racial diversity 111 their
enrollments and to emphasize other cultures in their curricula. All of that
was in the future, but Buder from its beginnings welcomed students both
black and white, men and women, of all religions or none. Mingled were
city and country youth, youngsters in the prep school, and older college
students. Admittedly, for the lrvington period, it was mainly a microcosm
of the white, Protestant, mainstream Midwest. Those of other faiths and
colors were accepted and respected but expected to conform. Ifby virtue of
their different culture they contributed something to enrich and broaden
the campus atmosphere, that was a pleasant surprise. Innocent of its possibilities, the college did not seek cultural diversity. It was innocent as well of
later issues and controversy that a multicultural population would provoke.
Sturdy Americanism and patriotic fervor were evident on the occasions
of the Spanish-American War and World War 1. No record of the more extreme xenophobia of the later nineteenth century appears. Reaction to Ku
Klux Klan dominance in the state in the mid-1920s does not seem to be
pervasive. Records are largely silent.
Geographical diversity remained slight. Ovid Buder's appellation "North
Western" anticipated attracting students from the whole region, and so it
did. Primarily, however, Buder served the youth ofIndianapolis and Indiana. Only slowly did it attract students in any significant numbers from
other states or abroad.
More detailed annual reports after 1908 provide information about the
composition of the student body. President Howe occasionally noted comparisons with other Indiana colleges. In 1911, 184 students came from Indianapolis and 160 from outside the city. Of thirteen religious denominations represented, Christian Church youth numbered 107 out of some 278
in the college. In 1913,3 I 8 undergraduates included 119 Christian Church
members, 53 Methodists, 54 Presbyterians, 19 Baptists, 6 Catholics, and
6 Jews.
A "lively academic situation" was developing, Howe reported in 1914. By
the end of the next year, Butler reached its highest enrollment to that date,
626 in all, with 364 undergraduates from nineteen states and I student each
from China and India. Religious affiliations represented were 122 Christian
Church, 51 Methodist, 44 Presbyterian, 8 Episcopalian, 7 Lutheran, 4 Unitarian, 4 Friends, 5 Catholic, 1 Jewish, and 13 who claimed no church.
Enrollments rose rapidly after World War 1. In 1922 the college nurn-
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bered 930; total enrollment including graduate students, summer school
enrollees, and extension part-timers was 1,336, of whom 690 came from
Indianapolis, 245 from elsewhere in Indiana, 70 from twenty-five other
states, and 6 from two foreign countries.
In addition to the denominations previously reported, the 1922 figures
added United Brethren (5), Universalist (1), Reformed (5), Christian Scientist (19), Seventh-Day Adventist (1), and "other Protestant" (23). "No
church" (76), Catholic (30), and Jewish (10) made up the non-Protestant
numbers.
President Aley offered a breakdown of student housing arrangements in
1924. With its largest enrollment yet, 625 men and 665 women in the college, 976 lived at home, 66 in city rooming houses, 112 in Irvington rooming houses, 36 in the Residence, and 93 in fraternities and sororities-which
were now establishing their own chapter houses. Four foreign countries, as
well as twenty states, now sent students to Butler, but these young men and
women from outside Indiana still formed only a small group of 56 students.
Nurnbers continued to rise, as did diversification. For the first time, in
1925, Aley mentioned a "gratifying" number of African American students:
22 men and 29 women. Indiana's period ofKu Klux Klan dominance had
ended, but Aley's inclusion of these figures indicates attention to racial concerns. The college now enrolled 1,455 regular undergraduates, 7 from five
foreign countries including "Asia" and Romania. Methodists (453) for the
first time exceeded Christian Church students (443). More Episcopalians
(57), Catholics (76), and Jews (32) were attending Butler. Baptists were
becoming a major group (115) by the next year; 89 students listed no church
affiliation.
Black students had never been numerous at the university. Of those
who came to Butler, however, a number proved notable. Gertrude Amelia
Mahorney '87 is said to have been the first African American to graduate
from a college in Indiana. She became a teacher in Indianapolis. In 1898
Ezra C. Roberts graduated from Butler, eventually to become a colleague
of Booker T Washington as head of the Academic Department of Tuskegee
Institute. One of three Butler graduates who have served as superintendent ofFlanner Settlement House in Indianapolis was Henry L. Herod '03.
Herod was minister of the Second Christian Church (a black congregation)
and a leader in Indianapolis's black community. His daughter, Henrietta L.
Herod '22, received a master's degree froIll Radcliffe. After earning her
doctorate at the University of Chicago, she taught science at the Munici-
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pal College of Louisville, Kentucky. A second Flanner House head was
Charles O. Lee '09. Still another, Cleo Blackburn '32, became one of the
most prominent black leaders in Indianapolis.
Noble SissIe, who attended Butler before World War I, won a battlefield
commission. He served as drum major of the 369th Infantry Band. After
the war, he co-produced a hit musical, Shuffle Along (1921). A Sissle song
from that production, "I'm Just Wild about Harry," was adopted as the
theme song of President Harry Truman's successful campaign for reelection in 1948. Another Butler student notable in the music world was Todd
Duncan '25. After starring in Gershwin's folk opera Porgy and Bess, Duncan became head of the Music Department of Howard University. He sang
in opera and in film roles. Even well into his eighties, he was sought after
as a voice teacher by private students.
A star athlete of a later era was Thomas M. Harding, class of 1940. Coach
Hinkle judged him his "most talented athlete." Harding won three varsity
letters in football, three in baseball, and two in track. Some teams refused
to play Butler if a black was on the team. He was forced to sit out a game
at George Washington University and was even booed as a bench-sitter in
street clothes. On road trips, Coach Hinkle had to arrange private accommodations for Harding, who was not accepted at the hotels where the rest
of the team stayed. From Butler, Harding went on to coach for many years
at Crispus Attucks High School in Indianapolis.
Beginning with the Ku Klux Klan's rise to power in Indiana in 1923 and
1924, one aspect of Butler's tradition was compromised. Where African
Americans were concerned, Butler's diversity suffered a setback that lasted
over twenty years.
Only a hint of Buder's position on the Klan appears in board minutes.
In December 1923, President Aley told an obviously concerned board that
he had made no commitments to the Unity League, despite publicity to the
contrary. The American Unity League vigorously opposed the Klan. Its
leader, Patrick H. O'Donnell, rallied Irish Catholics to stand up to the Klan
in a St. Patrick's Day speech at Tomlinson Hall. Encouraged, Catholics raided
Klan headquarters at Buschman Hall, at 13th and College, a location near
the first university campus. Did Aley's denial of support for the anti-Klan
organization indicate that the university or some directors supported the
Klan? Or did directors wish not to alienate constituents who might be Klan
members? If directors and friends of the college backed the Klan, it may be
supposed that in 1923 they were patriotically motivated by its vigorous
Americanism, not yet aware of its bigoted and graft-ridden side.
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would be admitted each year. Candidates for admission would have to pass
an examination and present three letters of recommendation from responsible citizens. In the 1926-27 session, seventy-four blacks were attending
Butler. Under the quota system, the 1927-28 session enrolled fifty-eight
blacks. Where twenty-nine black freshmen had enrolled in the previous
year, only nine entered under the quota in the fall of 1927At the end of the first college year under the quota system, President Aley
reported that "little outspoken opposition to limiting colored students had
been manifested." He believed that the projected total enrollment of forty
blacks in the future would present no difficulty, that they could easily be
absorbed.
Admissions to the College of Religion lay outside the quota system. Occasionally black students could enroll via this "back door," take courses in
other colleges, and obtain an undergraduate degree.
After the first year on the Fairview campus, Buder's student body included
forty blacks; nine were entering for 1929, along with five in the College of
Religion. Aley said that the quota system should continue and that it was
good for both black and white students. The system lasted until 1948. Then
President M. O. Ross proposed an end to discrimination. Directors passed
his motion, with Peter C. Reilly abstaining and Hilton U. Brown, still board
president, voting against the repeal.
At midpoint in the twentieth century, few blacks attended Butler. Black
leaders in the community have told me that they did not encourage young
African Americans to attend Butler. They explained that they considered
it preferable, when economically possible, for their youth to go away to college in order to escape the limitations of hometown conditions. Other
colleges with more scholarship aid available were beginning to seek a more
diversified and multiracial enrollment. It became increasingly possible for
capable Indianapolis black youth to go elsewhere to college. Butler did not
begin active recruiting of black students until the last quarter of the century.

Campus Spirit, Student Loyalty
Any doubt about student spirit and loyalty at the old Butler is dispelled when one reads letters from the front during World War I. Buder's
men in the trenches as well as in military camps throughout the United
States wrote back to Miss Graydon, the alumni secretary, as well as to fam-
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ily and friends. Graydon cherished these accounts from camp and battlefield, publishing them in the Alumna! Quarterly and later in ber book, Butler College in the World Witr (Indianapolis, 1922). These accounts are filled
with the details of military life but also reflect sentimental attachment to
"dear old Butler," recalling friendship with faculty and fdlow students. They
are full of unabashed patriotism, sense of duty to God and country, willingness to sacrifice, and idealism.
The relatively short lines of the western front often brought Butler men
together in chance encounters. Letters reporting their meetings provide evidence of the ties formed at the small college. Students and graduates had
been a close community sharing sports, fraternity life, and classroom hours.
Blithe spirits of prewar years carried over to wartime service. More than a
few expressed determination to make the college proud of them -never to
let Butler down. No taint of the disillusionment that set in after the war
mars expressions that shine with hope that their crusade would bring a better world and that hardship and agony of war would forge ennobled character in the participants.
When the United States went to war in 1917, board president Hilton U.
Brown followed government appeals, urging students to remain in collcge,
telling Butler undergraduates that it was their duty to remain in school until
called, that by doing so they contributed to filling postwar needs for educated men and womcn. Instead, nearly all the men in the upper classesand some women-enlisted.
Manywcnt off to officers' training camps. Nearby Fort Harrison's OT program took in most of them. Of some 800 in
servicc-alumni,
former students, and undergraduates-about
40 percent
went abroad, according to the alumni records kept by Miss Graydon. Six
were killed in action; eight died in stateside camps.
For men remaining in the college, military drill replaced athletics. Women
enrolled in Red Cross training. Students took part in fund-raising, the sale
of war bonds, and various other war work. Men below required weight who
yearned to enlist drank copiously of milk or water just before their physicals. Some underage students falsified their birth records.
Miss Graydon saw to it that copies of the Collegian were sent to all in
military service. The Sandwich Club, an organization of preministerial students, provided a service flag, blue stars on a white field, to hang in chapel.
Butler accepted the Student Army Training Corps in September 1918.
About 300 men came to the campus, occupying tcmporary barracks, a mess
hall, and other structures hastily erected on Irwin Field.
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The worldwide influenza epidemic did not spare the campus. Students
wore "flu masks," and the university closed down for a month in October
1918. Irvington opened a temporary hospital; only one student died.
Lieutenant Hilton U. "Tuck" Brown Jr. ex '19, Seventh Field Artillery,
First Division, was killed November 3, 1918, eight days before the Armistice. Tuck was a favorite of the faculty and popular with his fellows. At
Butler he had been an outstanding student, widely read, with a talent for
writing and composing promising verse. His father, the Buder board chairman, saw in him a successor in the field of journalism. Tuck and his younger
brother, Paul V. Brown, left college in 191Gto enlist for service in the Mexican Border War. Both moved on to join the First Division fighting in
France. On the night before his death, Tuck was joined by Paul. The two
men spent several hours together, catching some fitful sleep before Paul returned to his nearby outfit. The next morning, as Tuck stood on a rise of
ground spotting artillery fire of his battery, an enemy shell exploded close
at hand. The twenty-three-year-old lieutenant fell, hit by shrapnel. A few
meters away, Paul learned of his brother's death, "dying the way all soldiers
would like to die-quickly while doing his duty on a far advanced battlefield of a great drive," Paul wrote their parents.
Tuck had been wounded earlier in the fighting. His letters home were
filled with the idealism and fatalism characteristic of many youth engaged
in this struggle: "We will have been the winners ... if it costs us a million
men. And here is one who is willing to be one of those if ... a lasting peace
is assured." Considerate and protective of his men, as he had been of his
fellow students and neighbors, he displayed courage and gallantry and was
awarded, posthumously, the Croix de Cuerre, Hilton U. Brown J r. symbolized the idealism, pride, and courage of Butler men and women who
willingly served at home and abroad for a cause in which they believed.

After the war, thoughtful students at Irvington became concerned about
what Butler meant to them. No longer a small college, the crowded campus did not lack for spirit and activities, but it no longer offered the closeknit fellowship that had marked prewar days. With growth came a nagging
problem of "image." The prospect of a move to a new campus excited students and faculty. It also aroused concerns that old traditions might be lost;
fear, indeed, that they might already be fading in the hlce of larger enrollments, increased numbers of commuters, and more graduate students.
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Toward a New Vision

A SMALL COLLEGE FACES MANY PROfiLEMS. For Butler,
this was especially true. Because the directors were so dominant in management of the university, much depended on how they functioned and
how capable they were. Leadership faltered with Ovid Butler's passing. Indecision and division prevailed. Aging holdovers on the board seemed to
lack drive. Paralyzed by a lack offunds, they lost sight oflarger goals, bogging down in details that could have been delegated. Bored by lengthy meetings, some absented themselves; thus, lack of a quorum often impeded board
action. Such absences may also reflect differences over issues; dissenters simply refused to attend meetings in order to stall proceedings.
Erratically, the board proposed new projects and solutions to persistent
problems-only
to put off decisions, temporize, and evade. Board minutes f..tilto indicate much systematic action. Only rarely were major issues
settled conclusively. Even if some directors did want to progress toward the
founders' goal of a comprehensive university, financial limitations made it
unattainable throughout the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Without going outside the church constituency for funds, which they would not
do, the goal could not be reached
Some problems persisted; others arose unexpectedly, sporadically diverting attention from the main order of business. Directors were burdened
with decisions about faculty staffing and salaries. They busied themselves
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with concerns about enrollments, facilities, upkeep, library resources, defining the college's mission, and agonizing over management of its slender
assets.
Throughout this period ran the thread of disagreement between those
who sought to maintain control by church members devoted to the mission of orthodox religious instruction and others more concerned with secular education. The former were satisfied with the college as it was, limited perforce in size and offerings, because church members, a few excepted,
were unlikely to provide additional means. They were reluctant to look to
a wide constituency for support, fearing loss of control. The latter group
kept alive the founders' hope for an "institution oflearning of the highest
class," offering instruction "in every branch ofliberal and professional education" as per the charter, moving to become a university worthy of the
growing metropolis.
Finally, in 1903, directors found the leadership that had been lacking.
Hilton U. Brown began his long tenure as president of the board. Scot Butler as president of the faculty was already making that position a more effective force for change. Thomas Carr Howe, coming to faculty leadership in
1907, proved an even stronger ally in support of Brown's revitalization of
the college.
As the century ended, Butler was turning a corner. Directors could take
satisfaction in faculty performance. President Butler reported that his professors had been diligent and progressive. The faculty had organized a summer session, self-sustaining so that it cost the university nothing. A number of f:1Cldtymembers had taken advanced work during leaves and in the
summer. Students who would distinguish themselves and give loyal service
to the university emerged from this last quarter-century. A lively campus
life and a dedicated faculty brought luster to the small college, uninhibited by the problems of its directors. Under leadership of Armstrong on
the board and Scot Buder on the faculty, the stage was being set fix constructive growth in the next century. President Buder, along with board
members Brown, Dr. Alernbert W Brayton, and T. H. Kuhn, presented a
statement that for the first time sketched the future of a new, larger university: "Indianapolis is the one place for a great school in Indiana." This
was no time to be complacent; the university must seize the opportunity.
"In this day of large bequests to educational interests," they urged, "is it
not possible to secure a share?"
New board elections in 1897 had helped to open the way. Old guard di-
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rectors Barzillai M. Blount,
longer members.
Butler Jameson

Simeon

(son of Dr. E H. Jameson)

and city men ofafbirs
that the university

C. Miller were no

Frazier, and John

A leaner board of seventeen,

electe.d in 1897, a(~ded Ovid

C. Hams, .lawyers

and Addison

with broader views. Armstrong

had "cause for congratulation,"

could repor.t

III

1897

but warned agall1st com-

placency. The treasury boasted a small surplus and enrollme~ts were Ut~'
whereas other colleges had lost funds and students; two had closed their
doors." The next few years held "several hopeful aspects."
Reading from a report by Scot Butler, Hilton U. Brown, andT.I-l.
Armstrong
come

outlined

the university's

to us rapidly,

branches

the horizon

future: "While

Kuhn,

great things have not
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materially."

Without

in all fields of study, the college could boast of liberal arts and sci-

ences kept to high standards,

equal to the best. As a small school,

offered personal relations between teacher and pupil, a "lifetime
to the student."

advantage

Buder should be a school second to none for Indianapo-

lis. If the state gives lavishly to public institutions,
trons ought to emulate
committee

Butler

then private schools' pa-

it. The state's citizens wanted

private schools,

the

asserted, and claimed that Buder was abreast or a year ahead of

state schools in growth of the subjects it handled.

They believed

ler was already seeing signs of suppOrt from its friends that should
a reality.
Further encouragement
University

of Chicago

came the next year when the affiliation

was concluded.

that Butbecome
with the

But it was also, Scot Butler corn-

plained, "an unusually trying year." Hugh Th. Miller (history)

and Demar-

elms C. Brown (Greek) were ill. T C. Howe (German)

was on leave. The

faculty was stretched

was evident.

thin. Some student

have made decided gains in popular

dissatisfaction

the college must not slip back. It was under public scrutiny
emerged

The year 1899 saw President
other private interests-which
lomatically

assured concerned
from the brotherhood.

promise. The connection
structive
English

because

it had

as a good place; the public would detect any slippage.
Buder writing an end to support

lege of religion unless it could be separately

alienated

"We

favor," noted Butler, but, he warned,

supported

were not yet evident.

Nevertheless,

or

he dip-

directors that the college would not become
The University

with the University

and gymnasium

of Indianapolis

still held

of Chicago was yielding con-

results. The Residence was again popular
Department

of a col-

by the Church

instruction

and well managed.

The

had been reorganized;

in general the faculty was stronger. The faculty was indeed adapting

to the
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standards

of the time; Butler had encouraged

ment and graduate
leges: Drake,

study. Enrollments

Eureka,

Hiram,

mer director

leaves for faculty

were up over other
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friends noted losses in the college farn-

W Thrasher

and board president

and Allen R. Benton had retired. For-

Alonzo M. Atkinson

had died. Hugh Th.

Miller resigned to go into the flmily businesses in Columbus.
As the new century began, the directors learned that "an anchor has been
cast to windward."
"within

An approach

to steel magnate

Carnegie

put it

that this [university]

might yet share in

the distribution
of his bounties."
Plans for a greater university still lay in a shadowland

of private talks and

dreams.

the range of possibilities

Andrew

The influential

establishing

Columbus

a school of religion.

over Will Irwin, Joseph
Irwin was a bachelor

f~lmilies were principally
President

I. Irwin's heir,

with broad

in

to the plan for a greater Butler. Will

interests,

nus. He had paid for the college athletic
state. To secure Will Irwin's support,

interested

Brown set himself to winning
a devoted

and generous

field, reputed

alum-

to be rhe best in the

Brown enlisted the help ofT

C. Howe,

Irwin's fellow student in the class of 1889.
Progress toward even renewing and enlarging existing facilities at the small
college ranged from agonizingly
rising enrollments
involvement

would

slow to nonexistent,

finally force decisions.

Pressure from rapidly

By the rime of American

at the college had risen from 183

in World War I, numbers
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nominal

University
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preceding
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from two national

in 1906, leaving law and

with Butler. Later the college yearbook

a section on f;lCulty and students

ject to outside
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the Carnegie

and Rockefeller
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tors, no longer constrained

Departl11enr.

academic year. The

by shareholders'

founda-

board ofdircc-

votes. Directors

increasingly
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faced the need to adjust policies to requirements established by educational
foundations and accrediting bodies. Butler enjoyed public approval and
recognition among its peer colleges in the state. It w~uld now fin:l its b.est
interests by moving on to conform to criteria established by national 1Ilstitutions of higher education.
After 1912, a year without a deficit, unbalanced budgets returned while
needs increased. Heating in the main building was so poor that students
dropped out of school during the winter term. A larger faculty with higher
salaries became essential. The college had to pay whatever was necessary to
cer and hold its teachers. Brown called attention to the dilemma: the colv
lege must expand and retrench simultaneously-spend
to meet needs, but
cut back and save wherever possible. "We are operating in a community accustomed not only to necessities but luxuries of education," he said. The college could not continue with "old, unattractive buildings, unkempt grounds,
water laboriously pumped into a chained tin cup, a gym only half as large
as needed without an inch of seating capacity," and, of course, the exasperating three-floor climb to chapel. The university must heavily reinforce its
resources and press forward with a new endowment campaign. Brown's exhortations continued in this vein at successive board meetings. Too often a
bare quorum turned out to hear him or, worse, no quorum at all, leaving
the ardent group of progressive directors without authority to act.
With or without board action, the college was growing. Since 1904,
Howe reported, the increase in enrollment had been "almost phenomenal."
It was now two and a half times greater, with over 300 students. His projection of 1,000 students by 1923 proved conservative. Enrollments ran
well over that figure in the years after the war. Retention, however, was a
problem to be dealt with. The attrition rate ran 51 percent, compared, for
instance, with eastern colleges like Tufts, 20 percent, Brown, 33 percent,
or Dartmouth, 16 percent. In the Midwest, Michigan's Albion College
stood at 20 percent, Ohio's Wooster, 33 percent; and University of Wisconsin, 43 percent. Only the University of Vermont, in Howe's analysis,
was as high as Butler's, 51 percent. Too many students would continue to
leave if the college lacked facilities, sufficient numbers of experienced f;lculry members, and fields of study corning into demand.
Late in J 913, the directors consented to forming a committee to plan a
new endowment campaign. They also learned of the national Men and Millions campaign (begun by the Disciples) that would, if successful, bring
Butler some $300,000. Butler was assessed $340 toward the drive's oper<
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ating expenses and was to furnish the services of President Howe and Professor Charles E. Underwood. Early the next year Brown and Howe met
in New York with Wallace Buttrick, secretary of Rockefeller's General Education Board. Buttrick voiced approval of the Men and Millions drive, but
warned that Butler could not wait five years for results. Buttrick outlined
his recommended scenario: an early end to the Men and Millions drive in
Indiana and a fund drive by Butler for $700,000 of which the General Education Board would pledge $150,000.
While they were in New York, the two presidents also visited the
Carnegie Foundation. Carnegie officials promised to send a representative
to inspect the university. On May 14 and 15, 1914, William A. Learned
carried out this inspection, reporting that Butler was in "a very lively educational situation" and that the Carnegie Foundation would respond if Butler took "aggressive action." The foundation was responsible for listing institutions for approval by the Association of American Universities.
Brown and Howe then went on to Boston to confer with Charles R.
Haskins of Harvard, an officer of the AAU. Expectations, therefore, were
for a $1 million endowment campaign incorporating funds raised by the
university, the allocation from the Men and Millions campaign, and grants
from the General Education Board.
Accompanying this planned fund drive, Hilton U. Brown proposed to
expand and relocate the university. At the July 1914 board meeting, he reviewed the increasing inadequacy of the Irvington campus. "We should
commit ourselves to some great, tangible, visible extensive enterprise," I~e
told the board. "We are accused by some of our friends of lacking sufficient faith to do things in a large way." For the time being this would not be
discussed outside the board. To do so would be an "unsettling influence."
Brown insisted that a committee to consider the daunting cost of investing in non-income-producing
new campus property include William G.
Irwin and Marshall T Reeves, to whose financial resources the board believed it must turn in such a project.
Amidst this ambitious talk, realities intruded. The 1914 operating deficit
amounted to $7,397 By 1915 the deficit was the largest yet. Directors limited action to no more than forming a committee to raise funds to cover it.
A new accounting system was adopted at the suggestion ofthe Carnegie
Foundation president. Barton W Cole became secretary-treasurer of the
board, following Chauncey Butler, who had to resign in order to take his
ailing wife to a better climate. A new field secretary, Carl Van Winkle, was
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employed to try again for funds hom Disciples' congregations and to attempt collection of pledges still outstanding from the last fund drive. The
million dollar drive remained shelved, at least until the Men and Millions
contribution might be forthcoming. For the moment it seemed crucial that
directors meet operating costs. Borrowing that drew down the endowment
could not go on. Rising costs could no longer be curtailed.
Uncertainties about the war in Europe probably mandated caution. Additionally, board members with large vision may have squirmed with impatience as typical board meetings bogged down in minutiae. Directors were
still being called on to approve every last expenditure, down to a dollar for
stamps or sixty cents for engine oil. It would be years before the university
adopted practices employed by most business concerns. Routine and budgeted expenditures could have been entrusted to the college administrators
subject to audit, but directors did not delegate responsibility. Further, in
considering a new accounting system, a temporary plan to raise money, or
appointment of a new secretary-treasurer, directors did not act directly; a
committee always had to be appointed. No wonder that it was often hard
to assemble a quorum.
Despite intrusions of immediately pressing matters, Brown, reelected on
June 10, 1915, resumed his call for planning a new campus and a major
fund drive. The college president reinforced him. T. C. Howe cited the growing population, the need for a larger and more attractive campus, and the
construction of more modern facilities. He reported larger enrollments
and better retention of students. The work of the religion faculty and field
agent Van Winkle had improved relations with "our church constituency."
Butler was now on the list of "the best independent colleges," a member of
the Association of American Colleges, and approved by the American Association of Universities. Butler had also been elected to membership in
the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
For Howe it had been the "best year in my connection with the college."
He believed that Butler faced a great opportunity: "Shall we be big enough
to grasp and use the opportunity? ... It is now or never." He saw a growing confidence in the college on the part of the city. Butler must retain it
while "reaching out for the entire State beyond."
Directors responded by ordering the buildings and grounds committee
to study the matter of relocating the college. This action was important because the committee chairman was Dr. Henry Jameson. It was he who
would provide a reprise of his uncle's service. Dr. Patrick Henry Jameson
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had been the major figure in the earlier relocation to Irvington in 1875. It
would be largely Dr. Henry Jameson's efforts that led to acquisition of the
spacious new Fairview campus. At a June 14, 1916, meeting, the directors
were willing to pass, unanimously, a resolution offered by Brown to ask
Jameson's committee to report at the July meeting. No quorum appeared.
Momentum was lost.
A bare majority of the board met in August. Jameson's committee had
taken an important step, however. George E. Kessler had been retained to
study future needs for land and buildings. The committee was also consulting the Carnegie Foundation. Brown deemed "the future" the only important problem facing the directors.
The future, however, as Howe's report to the directors pointed out, involved need for more faculty, more pay for the faculty, and reduced teaching
loads. All this in the flce of another year's deficit of over $9,000. Moreover, the popular athletic program and physical education courses were
jeopardized by the wholly inadequate gym. Male athletes also might disappear if called "to the colors" in connection with the Mexican border war.
Howe and Underwood were now away, busy helping the Men and Millions drive. Locally, the university's alumni appeal merged with Van WinIde's statewide canvass to bring in some small nrnounts. Forty-two alumni
from twenty-six classes gave $528. Marshall Reeves assisted Van Winkle in
bringing in some contributions from churches hitherto unresponsive. Despite the General Education Board's advice, the major [Lind drive by the
university would not commence until the Indiana part of the Men and Millions drive was completed. Its end was still two years away.
At the new year, the directors received Kessler's report. He had considered the space needs at the Irvington campus and the alternative, a new location. The directors, still meeting with only a bare majority present, voted
to establish a committee to consider and report on the report.
The Great War came to involve the United Srares. No quorum appeared
fClrthe April meeting. The interested directors met as an executive committee. Judge Hacker was the only representative of the Columbus group.
Plans might go fCHward, but no action was anticipated for the duration of
hostilities.
War or no war, with or without a quorum, plans for rhe future remained
before the board. In July 1917, directors received Kessler's report. He recommended a new site be obtained. Bounded by railroad tracks and residential housing, the Irvington campus could nor expand. Kessler suggesred
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to meet immediate needs-enlargement
of the gym
nun. l,imal exnenditures
r
.
to enable it to double as chapel-but
even these expedients should pr~ceed
only after wartime uncertainties
The report noted that depressed
purchase.
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Brown and Howe.
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Fhe
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come

has been raised every year of our corporate
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directors. They must do what was necessary and

have faith that good work would inspire support.
Both Brown and Howe were concerned
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was attained.

Directors

about the repeated lack of a quo-
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war effort. The college was engaged in "helping
men'" needed by the government.
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to the

the 'educated

that directors

were

busy men and that times were "stressful," but urged them to take a more
active interest in the affairs of the college for the sake of the city, state, and
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provided by Buder's growing importance

and potential.

them of the importance
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of maintaining

enrollments in the face of wartime manpower requirements.
Citing General Glenn of Fort Harrison, who urged men to remain in college so they
would be prepared

to assume responsibilities

in the postwar period,

noted that only .5 percent of the six million able-bodied
were attending

college or other postsecondary
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universities
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men in America

institutions.

in school. Admittedly,

Howe

The war effort
Buder and other

for war service in order to attract

and

keep male students. Even as some directors were considering the present
and future of the college, its immediate and long-term needs, and its relation to national affairs, others were taking their leave. Further
to be deferred as numbers dropped
below a quorum.
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directors'
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who were more interested

were nonetheless

in planning

careful at this meeting

modate the sensitivities of the church group.
Springtime brought board elections. Brown appointed
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a nominating

com-

mittee of five, stressing that they must elect directors who would carry out
the intent of the founders
main a "monument"

and the charter, to the end that the university
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of the university's

origin,

he again launched

his crusade for a greater Butler. "If we have hiled so far

having made his bow to the Columbus

it is owing to lack of resources ....
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that the problem

friends,

We have not failed, but why have we
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was board inaction,

to the Reeves resolution,
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not faculty beliefs or teachings.

Di-

rectors satisfied with what had been done should vote not to change. If not
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Brown
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the directors

for the June elections.
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"We have commit-

but [our] committee

look at how other

institutions

has done noth-
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Northwest,"
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project
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ing committee

was divided on choices for the board. It had taken two pro-

longed sessions to come to a compromise.
by John E. Canaday,
Columbus

group,

a minister

from Anderson,

and Merle Sidener

the "greater Butler" movement.

Two vacancies
Indiana,

would

be fi.lled

candidate

of

Sidener was a civic leader, on the staffof the

Indianapolis Sun, and a Sunday school teacher at Third Christian
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T. C. Howe '89, Hilton Brown '80, and Dr. Henry Jameson,
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Merle Sidener. George A. Davis of New Salem followed Brown's lead, and
George F. Quick of Columbus

gave a one-vote

edge to the Columbus

group.

Two important steps were taken at this June meeting. The directors accepted Will Irwin's motion to empower an executive committee of five to
direct university
a quorum

affairs, making it less important

at its meetings.

The executive

efficiently than the full board of twenty-one.
unless countered
the committee

for the full board to find

committee

could

work

more

Its actions would be binding

by the full board. It took five meetings to agree on whether
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At length a com-

Clark, Brown, Howe, Irwin, and Sidener. They

would serve one year with appointment
the board. The second important

each January

by the president

action of the June meeting

tion of possible new sites for the college. None of the locations
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With the war's end, Brown resumed his efForts. His resolution
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to select an agent to raise a million
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the new directions

and to fix

lest the connection

keep

to reassure

with the

being contemplated.

asked for a committee

that would act-one

not en-
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tirely made up of board members. He hoped that the move to a new campus could be made by the start of the 1923-24 college year and that a public announcement ofthe plan could be issued at the 1919 Commencement.
In the lengthy discussion that followed, it was obvious that Brown's care in
referring to Buder's ties to the Disciples had been essential. Directors voiced
concern for the religious atmosphere at Buder and the place of the college
"in the brotherhood." In the end Brown's resolution received a unanimous
vote that included the ministers (Book, Canaday, Grafton, and Philputt)
and the Columbus contingent (Marshall Reeves, Judge Hacher, George
Quick, and William G. Irwin) as well as the known enthusiasts for relocation (Howe, Perry Clifford, and Brown himself).
At the next meeting the site committee was appointed with Howe,
Brown, Jameson, and Girnie Reeves hom the directors, plus city leaders
Arthur V. Brown, L. C. Huesmann, John H. Holliday, and James H. Lowrey
from the city park board. A committee to select a financial agent to direct
a fund drive listed William G. Irwin as chairman, with Merle Sidener as
well as James K. Lilly, who was not a board member.
The end of the war had undoubtedly imparted renewed vigor to the expansion plans. It may be that Hilton U. Brown's forceful resolution stemmed
from a personal source. Hilton J r. had been killed in action just eight days
before the Armistice. Perhaps the senior Brown thought of a greater Butler
as a monument to his son. Hilton J r., called "Tuck," talented and popular
with fellow students and faculty alike, had left Butler in 1917, a second lieutenant with Battery D of the Seventh Regiment Field Artillery. Grieving
but proud, Brown embarked after the 1919 Commencement to visit his son's
grave in France and attend the signing of the Treaty ofYersailles.
Alumni were well aware of the inadequacies of the Irvington campus.
Howe, meeting with regional alumni groups, stressed Butler's needs and
forecast future changes. The Alumnal QlIrtrter!:y noted the urgent need for
endowment to provide for a larger, better paid faculty, more classroom
space, and student housing. "Present quarters are a disgrace to the college,"
it editorialized. A larger gym and assembly hall, a "women's building," and
meeting rooms for clubs should be available. Too many social "occasions"
were necessarily held downtown, a situation both inconvenient and hazardous to "morals." Even before the war, alumni had carried on active efforts
to organize graduates of the university for its support. Howe used his
Founders' Day address in 1917 to keep before the alumni and friends of
the college the need for expansion and endowment to support it.
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Speakers at the Founders' Day celebration in 1919 alluded to a larger university. No plans were announced to relocate and enlarge. But the Quarterly
noted that "something new and vital is brewing." Brown's expectations for
a public announcement at Commencement that spring were not realized.
The October issue of the Quarterly disclosed the resolution of the board
to find a new site for the college and related George Kessler's part in advising a move. Alumni were informed of the pending fund drive. They were
to expect a public announcement in the spring.
On Founders' Day 1920, the alumni heard from President Howe that
Butler had to "go forward or decay." As it was, he told his audience, "We
are in sore straits." Alumni were informed that non-Butler city people were
pledged to help through the new committee of twenty-five and the proposed committee of 100. Plans for a "new Butler" included the big-time
athletic program for which the citizenry yearned.
Reverend Henry Pritchard, secretary of the Disciples' Board of Education, spoke forcefully: Butler had to have money-quickly.
Indianapolis
had not done enough for a college that had been in its midst for seventy
years. According to statistics in the Quarterly, Butler was serving 437 students fi'om the metropolitan area compared with 141 hom the rest of Indiana and 58 fi'orn other states.
At Commencement, alumni had a chance to express their thoughts at
their annual meeting. The graduates were still uncertain about moving away
from Irvington. Hilton U. Brown iterated the directors' commitment to
expansion. He called for discussion without bitterness. John W Atherton
'00, now the university's financial agent, pledged to get the funds needed
for the college's growth wherever it might be located. The alternative to
Irvington, he disclosed, was Fairview Park on the city's far northside. He
assured alumni of support from city businessmen and even from rivals
Wabash College and DePauw University. Brown chimed in with barely suppressed excitement: Fairview was "a rare piece of ground."
Emsley Johnson termed the site decision a minor matter, emphasizing
the need to raise rnoney and praising the work of the committee of twentyfive. Julia Graydon Jameson '90 (Mrs. Alexander Jameson) said she loved
the old campus, but she loved Butler more. She would accept a move if it
was necessary. Her fear was that something of the "essence of old Butler"
would be lost.
Any momentum generated at these occasions toward Butler's new goals
soon dissipated because of the directors' inertia. The fund drive was de-
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layed in 1921, ostensibly because of the brief postwar depression. Decision
on a new site also stalled. At alumni meetings, speakers appeared to be shifting around, reported]. T. C. McCallum, speaking for his class of 1916.
A petition to the directors called for locating Butler at Fairview. Some
board members, other alumni, and leading citizens of the city signed it.
They included Scot Butler, Hilton U. Brown, John Holliday, Arthur v.
Brown, Charles Mayer, Fred Hoke, Franklin Vonnegut, Barrett Moxley,
Harper Ransburg, Fred Ayres, Hugh Th. Miller, William G. Irwin, and
Emsley Johnson.
The idea that the college might leave Irvington brought anguished outcries from village residents. Yet the necessity was evident. The Quarterly
finally recorded the decision to relocate to Fairview in the January 1923 issue. The old college's outgrown buildings, the noisy and no longer needed
railroads nearby, the lack of space for expansion, and the inconvenient access to the city made the decision inescapable.
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ONE MAN, HILTON
U. BROWN,
must be credited with
bringing the new Butler into being. Others played important partsDr. Henry Jameson by opening the way to acquire the Fairview property,
John W Atherton by raising the funds, generous donors, alumni and city
leaders who backed the change, planners and architects. But it was Brown
who patiently manipulated directors into making decisions, who forcefully
kept the newvision before the board, who tactfully managed disagreements.
Without his persistence, the greater Butler University might never have
come to be.

The college deficit had not disappeared. Faculty salaries still lagged behind the rising cost of living. President T. C. Howe, noting that the board
had "practically decided" on a change of location, called for a drive to raise
$1.5 million. More endowment was needed now, he insisted. An advance
of$11 ,482 from the Men and Millions drive constituted only "emergency"
funds. A committee of alurnni rallied to the challenge. In October 1919
an offer signed by Reverend Clay Trusty '08 and Charles O. Lee '09 proposed a committee of 100 alumni to raise money to relocate the college.
Brown and Howe had probably instigated the move to stir the directors to
action. The ten board members present unanimously accepted the offer.
Eleven f.'1ithfulsmanaged to show up for the next board meeting, january 16, 1920, to meet with representatives of the alumni committee of
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twenty-five
oflosing

who had ofFered help. Since directors

control,

In a formal

letter, they presented

advance

or "begin retardation

stitution

commensurate

their argument:

Butler was already one

States, but it was at a crossroads-

towards doom."

Indianapolis

to become this institution.

Citizens of Indianapolis

(2) raise money to the amount

ulty salaries; (5) establish

a permanent

of the athletics

$25,000

Directors

of the board of directors. The letter bore
similar to what they had

an emergency

three years to carry the university

through

go to an expanded

port. They postponed

athletic

athletic program.

fund of $35,000

program

fund $10,000

in hopes of enlisting

a major fund drive, but authorized

Only four turned
of twenty-five.

up for a February

Merle Sidener,

board, expressed his exasperation.

With no quorum,

rectors were the "biggest liability

to the enterprise

college," he said. "I ndiffcrcnce
Howe's patience
March,

Howe presented

unwilling

were leaving

appeared

for a meeting

because

in

eflective the end of the semester.
Not only were

to take the long view, Howe charged,

but the board had failed even to attend
members

action was stalled. Diand to the future of the

could serve in an acting capacity.

nearly half of the directors

1920 meeting

recently elected to the

Only Brown's urgings had kept him in

only eight directors
his resignation

Dean James W Putnam

It [tiled to

of the board" was Butler's greatest problem.

was exhausted.

his post this long. When

of

board members

on grounds that it would be contrary to the charter.
Public pressure helped to reinforce the board's enthusiasts.
move other directors.

a year

city sup-

appointment

an agent. They rejected the request for five alumni-elected

with the committee

per year for

until a new agent could reap re-

turns from a major fund drive. From this emergency
would

fund of

yielded income; (7)

Brown's call for an expanded

on hand approved

to "have

and (9) permit the Alumni

of Brown and Howe, its phraseology

been saying, even reiterating

and

(4) raise [lC-

(6) raise an emergency

(8) erect new buildings;

to elect five members

the stamp

its charter

by directors

immediately;

to assist the college until the new endowment

Association

would con-

alumni athletic committee

of the college";

relocate the university;

Butler was

retaining

recommended

outside advisors; (3) begin a $2 million campaign
control

needed an in-

with its status as a growing metropolis;

tribute if plans were properly presented.
Nine proposals followed: (I) enlarge the university,
mandates;

apprehensive

their guests assured them that they had no wish to dictate.

of the best small colleges in the United

in a position

appeared
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to current

problems.

salaries were so inadequate.

Key faculty
Howe

even
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gious leaders.
All but two directors
afoot among
proposed

by Frederick

als of the Indianapolis
proponents

appeared

the Columbus

for the meeting

families

D. Kershner

to establish

of April 28, J 920. Plans
a college of religion

as

now meshed with the larger propos-

groups. This college would gain greater status,

realized, by being part of a greater Butler University.

its

Brown

offered a conciliatory report, aimed at the interests of the church group.
Urging "fictional partisans" to put away considerations
that had prevented
effective action, he assuaged fears that new directions
historic

ties to the Disciples.

founded

by their forefathers

the brotherhood,

The

university,

and sustained

though established

would alter Butler's

he affirmed,

by generous

to be broad enough

had

been

and wise men of
in its educational

freedom to appeal to all. Bluntly referring to its "stunted growth and blunders," Brown nonetheless spoke with pride of Butler's spirit, which had
taken root in the lives of thousands.
the college was flourishing,
growth

itself involved

enjoying

greatly

He set forth the present

rapid growth in enrollments,

increased

costs. "The

the college but with the board," he charged.
the institution
Thanks

...

inaction,

is not with

"It is the deadest

thing about

the college now needed a new president,

and business qualifications

ber of the Christian
Still pointing

but the

trouble

at least it has been in a deep sleep of indifference."

to directors'

with educational

paradox-

one

who was "of course a mem-

Church."

a finger at the long-absent

sincerely) that "no one questions

church group, Brown stated (in-

the right of the church which has fostered
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the institution to direct affairs." Aware of the current divisions among the
Disciples, Brown cautioned that a new "Bible college" should be theologically sound, appealing to the whole brotherhood, not just a part of it.
Brown had unburdened himself Now he summoned up Butler's icons
in a final charge to the "jury" of directors: he quoted the charter, spoke of
beloved former professors, and quoted the letter sent out to church members and former students. The letter had pointed to the place of private colleges, important since public universities were serving only half of collegebound students. It had noted how crowded the Irvington plant had
become, how necessary an added endowment and building fund were by
that time-over
$2.5 million would be required-and
how urgent was
the need for an immediate drive for interim emergency financing. "Stagnation means death."
As this long and important session continued, directors offered responses.
Agreeing with Brown, Z. T. Sweeney urged his fellow directors to be frank
about their positions, to find common ground. He stressed his own desire
for a college of religion "correct in its views," for a broad education for other
Disciples students embodying their church's history so that they might be
good church members. He would support such a program with his heart
and his finances.
Judge Marshall Hacker requested endorsement of the committee of
twenty-five proposal for a college of rclizion
and an enlarged department .
o
of religion. Judge Clark urged that directors support both the teaching ofreligion and the establishing of needed new departments in secular fields.
He backed Brown's diplomatic handling of the church group by suggesting that all flCulty members be Christians and that as many as possible be
members of the Christian Church.
Sidener stressed the importance of attracting more and better students.
The Reverend William H. Book was mainly interested in improvement of
the Religion Department to provide "a proper Christian influence" on the
student body. Howe spoke of the attrition of good teachers because oflow
salaries and sharply observed that scientif-ically trained men as well as ministers were needed. To placate those concerned, he proposed a new committee to examine the needs of Butler's preministerial students. Directors
quickly agreed.
To get the discussion back on track, Sweeney asked Brown to summarize
developments. Brown reported the commitment to enlarge the university
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and remove to a new site. At the meeting

22, 19 I9, directors

on January

had also agreed to employ a financial secretary and to mount

an emergency

fund drive to carry the college for three years until a major endowment
drive nude

possible a new Butler. Since directors

progress had been slow. Now, with agreement
of twenty-five,

from the alumni

ploying a financial agent to move quickly on an emergency

Dr. Henry Jameson,

"emergency"

noting that businessmen

phasized the need to appeal for support

funding.

were now receptive,

em-

to those who were not of the broth-

But Hugh Th. Miller maintained

the churches

on ern-

fund drive and

drive. Brown stressed the need to act lest they end up in the

same place after three years of temporary

erhood.

committee

site selection had been deferred in favor of emphasis

the endowment

fund

had seemed indifferent,

that the college must appeal to

with clear plans and goals. Judge Clark stressed the need for
drive to obtain over $ 1.5 million.

the endowment
commitment

meant that the directors

themselves

Brown added that this
must work and contrib-

ute. Girnie Reeves requested assurances that the faculty and teaching would
be "sound" (i.e., in accord with theological
erend William

positions

H. Book asked that attention

of the Disciples).

be centered

Rev-

on improving

the

Religion Department
and establishing a college. In a rising vote, the directors shuffled all their concerns to the committee of five.
Plans for the future seemed to have been reaffirmed.

Yet more than eight

years would pass before the basis for a "new" university
new site and new buildings

looked for a new site. Raising the money

Fairview and to build the first buildings

cess. Additional

time would elapse as directors

plans. Meanwhile,

He would have to struggle to maintain
tions to old buildings
abandoned.

student
without

would be a long pro-

dithered

they had to find a new president

date a greatly expanded

over architectural

to replace T

high laculry standards,

wasting money on a campus

Interim financing came from the Rockefeller-financed

to accommo-

General Education

income

hom new endowment

probably

over until

might become available. The grant money

to salary increases for existing faculty positions.
with the Rockefeller-endowed

helped to make this financing

Robert Judson

altera-

that was to be

$ I 4,000 annually for three years to tide the university

mer association

C. Howe.

body, and to manage with makeshift

Board:

was restricted

A

became a reality only in the fall of 1928. De-

lays would occur as the directors
co purchase

was established.

University

Butler's for-

of Chicago

had

possible.

Aley was elected president

on September

1, 192 I. He was
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chosen

from six candidates

credentials.

proposed

He was president

degrees from Valparaiso

doctorate

in mathematics

A member

by the faculty. Aley had impressive

of the University

graduate

University

of Maine.
and Indiana

carne from the University

of Phi Beta Kappa, he was fifty-eight

he was enthusiastic

about

During

the presidency
through

He held underUniversity.

of Pennsylvania,

and a Disciple.

His
1897.

Moreover,

plans for a greater Butler and willing to accept

the challenge of maintaining
one became a reality.

fessionalism
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ofT

the overcrowded

old campus

until the new

C. Howe, the hlculty had increased its pro-

study at graduate

schools in this country

and abroad.

With plans for a greater Butler, the faculty hoped not to be left behind.
early 1922 the Butler chapter

of the College Professors

Organization

In
pre-

sented a report to Aley.
The chapter's

report reflected the faculty's sense that plans for a new site

and new Clcilities had led to confusion

about educational

neglected

of the past and threatened

the "reliccrivc

purpose

among

expressing
country.
academic

faculty, president,

concerns
Course

and directors.

priorities; the plans

requirements

unity of

The professors were also

that had been aired for years in universities

around the

versus tree electives, tenure and salaries, and

freedom were matters that would remain on the higher education

agenda into an indefinite
serting

experience"

the priority

future. Specifically, for Butler, the faculty was as-

of the liberal arts over technical,

professional,

or voca-

tional courses. The liberal arts and sciences should remain the basis of the
curriculum
accepted

no matter

what new colleges might be added. The professors

the rapid rise in popularity

but were concerned
basics. The chapter's

of journalism

and home economics,

lest such courses divert students
recommendations

and money hom the

were organized

under nine head-

ings. Aley responded on each point:
1. The university should recognize equally subjects that underlie cultural
activities of life with practical technical subjects. The liberal arts and sciences
support

fundamental

integral element

values and stimulate

in the college program.

courses should be manipulated
ments should

be retained

intelligence.

to prevent irrational

and regulations

They should be the

To ensure balance, enrollments
enforced,

to be offered merely because they were popular.

in

choices, course requireand no courses ought

Lecture courses should be
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discouraged

in the curriculum

orous methods.
Aley concurred.

of the first two years, in favor of more rig-

Students should be preven ted from "following the crowd."

II. The faculty called for a planned curriculum.
correlate

subjects for all four years, recognizing

and departments.
Aley believed such a program

Student programs
relations

between

should
subjects

might prove difficult. He noted that many

colleges were studying ways to achieve rational programs
dents. (Scot Butler long ago had stated that students

for individual

stu-

were not capable of

electing subjects on their own.)

III. The faculty desired reduced teaching loads
and writing that would enhance the standing

to free them for research

of the college. Teachers should

offer classes only in their own subjects and departments.
freed Irorn acting in additional

They should

capacities such as librarian,

etc., and from excessive committee
sion work ought to be provided
side teaching assignments.

assignments.
to remove

registrar,

Adequate

be

dean,

staff for exten-

the temptation

to accept

out-

Aley did not disagree, but he warned that lack of funds would make these
measures difficult to carry out for some time to come. He did promise some
relief from administrative

chores. For instance,

a registrar,

Sarah Cotton,

had been appointed. A successful fund drive would bring higher salaries,
rendering outside teaching less attractive to some faculty members.
IV. The university should increase disciplinary
who neglected their work or engaged
should be dismissed.
Aley wholeheartedly

measures against students

in immoral

activities.

Undesirables

agreed.

V. The faculty complained of the disparity
the library and the athletic program.

of expenditures,

as between

Aley said that such matters were beyond his control-matters

for board

determination.

He hoped to obtain a larger library appropriation.

VI. Concerning

faculty

rights and tenure,

the professors'

report

made

extensive recommendations:

Professors and associate professors (a new rank

proposed

should

in the document)

appointments

be considered

after one year. Assistant professors

three years. All could be removed for incompetence
members
politics,

should be free to express opinions
and social questions,

within

as holding

permanent

should be appointed
or immorality.

on current

for

Faculty

topics of religion,

reason and in their field of work. A
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committee
should

of three, selected by department

heads, with the dean ex officio,

select new f.tculty above the rank of assistant

board approval.
determine

A faculty council

educational
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professor,

of five plus president

policy. This council,

subject

to

and dean should

with the directors'

committee

on faculty, schools, and salaries, would act as a judicial body on demotions,
dismissals, and matters of academic freedom and tenure.
Aley felt that these matters ought not to be urged on the board at this
time. Directors

were sensitive

to religious

and economic

nornic issues" he meant socialism and communism).
directors

needed to be "educated"

to issues of the time.

about academic

He favored special committees

suggested

Respecting

rather than a standbetween

faculty ranks,

two new ranks: "associate professor,"

sistant and full professor, and "assistant,"
ranks already attained,

that the

freedom and its relation

ing committee for judicial actions.
VII. Addressing the problem of salary inequity
the professors

issues (by "eco-

Aley thought

between

as-

below the assistant professor level.

they recommended

efforts in the future

to achieve

a balance of ranks within each department.
Aley responded that he had already made such recommendations

board,

though

to the

no action had as yet been taken.

VIII. The faculty requested a salary schedule by ranks.
Aley had already "vigorously" recommended
such a schedule. The board,
without

money

to fund salary equalization,

said he hoped some small adjustments
inequities.
IX. On this final point,
low to permit
tus, to educate

the faculty stated bluntly

them to live in a manner
their children,

fCH a pension plan similar

future.

corresponding

or to provide

that salaries were too
to their social sta-

for old age. They also called

to the one offered by the Carnegie

Aley saw no hope for improvement
emergency

had not agreed to it. Alcy

could be made to remedy existing

fund and with returns

Foundation.

with the college squeezing

from an increased endowment

Nor could he have foreseen

the delays in achieving

versity, much less factors that were to delay adequate

by on an
far in the

a greater uni-

salaries or a pension

plan for more than a quarter of a century.
Had this report been presented to the board, it might have been viewed
as a challenge

to the directors'

the next university
better

president

control-the

issue that was to arise between

and the board in the 1930s. But Aley knew

than to pass such a challenge

on. Nor did he wish to distract

dircc-
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tors from working fc)ra new site and physical facilities, projects with which
he was in full agreement-as,
for that matter, were the faculty.

(#'
Hilton U. Brown continued his effort to keep directors focused. Over
the next few years, he found growing support as resignations and deaths
allowed him to draw new directors to the board. John M. Judah, supportive but inactive, resigned, replaced by R. Frank Davidson '94, a leader of
the Indianapolis alumni. A prominent lawyer, Emsley W Johnson '00, replaced T. C. Howe, who left the board soon after resigning as president
of the college. Johnson, a classmate of John W Atherton, became one of
Brown's closest associates, supportive of the greater Butler and enthusiastic about the athletic program. With Johnson, Davidson, Dr. Henry Jameson '69, Will Irwin '89, and Perry H. Clifford '89, Brown had strong backing. Board elections of 1921 added additional allies. Lee Burns, an architect
who had attended Butler in 1892, joined the directors. He was already drawing up plans for new f;lCilitiesas well as for the small cafeteria to serve temporary needs on the Irvington campus. Lora C. Hoss '81, in college with
Brown, became an active director and generous donor. Indianapolis businessman Henry Kahn was another supportive addition.
In 1922 Girnie Reeves of Columbus resigned, pleading the press of personal affairs. Arthur V. Brown '85, a banker, replaced him. He emerged as
leader of the movement for a strong athletic program and as a generous
donor. Dr. Jameson died early in 1924. His negotiations with the city government and the Street Railroad Company had made acquisition of the
Fairview Park site possible. Clarence L. Goodwin ex '82 replaced Jameson.
A wealthy Pennsylvania lumber merchant, Goodwin brought financial support for the university and the College of Religion. Marshall T. Reeves, the
Columbus industrialist, resigned from the board in April 1924. Reverend
Allan B. Philputt, an active director and minister at Indianapolis Central
Christian Church, died the next April. The board also lost Judge Marshall Hacker of Columbus in July of that year. John W Atherton, who was
achieving remarkable Success managing the endowment and building fund
drives, replaced Philputt. Additional changes came with the deaths of
Z. T Sweeney, Lex Kirkpatrick, and Lora C. Hoss. Crate Bowen ex '94,
Arthur Jordan, and R. A. Long were elected as replacements.
w. C. Smith, Indianapolis building contractor, became a director at the
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1927 board elections. Linnie Irwin Sweeney replaced her late husband,
Z. T. Sweeney. She was the first woman to serve on the board since 1873.
A leading Indianapolis businessman, Louis C. Huesrnann, had been elected
as a director in 1924. His death in the summer of 1926 cut short his capable leadership on behalf of Buder's development. A prominent Indianapolis industrialist, Peter C. Reilly, was elected.
As the university neared the move to a new campus and assumption of
a new place in higher education in the state, Brown had a board that comprised loyal alumni and prominent civic, professional, business, and church
leaders. Distance and other affairs continued to prevent attendance of a
quorum at board meetings. Indecision still slowed progress. Unwise actions
created new problems. Nevertheless, Brown had largely ended the old
lethargy and inaction.
A revision of the bylaws in 1921 had already sought "to develop more
working units in the board" along with "a sense of responsibility and authority." One revision gave the executive committee power for more rapid
and effective action when board quorums were not forthcoming.
Directors established the Buder Foundation to acquire and hold funds
for the university's endowment. The foundation would distribute income
from these funds to the university. A fifteen-member board serving staggered terms included university directors and friends of the college. First
incumbents of the Foundation board were Butler directors Hilton U.
Brown, William G. Irwin, Hugh Th. Miller, Marshall T Reeves, James L.
Clark, R. Frank Davidson, Dr. Henry Jameson, and Emsley W. Johnson.
Friends from outside were Rev. William H. Book, Charles T. Whitsett,
Clarence L. Goodwin, Louis C. Huesrnann, Arthur V. Brown, Albert G.
Snider, and A. M. Rosenthal. (Book was a director when he became a member of the foundation board, but he resigned the next month from the regular board to serve on the foundation board, thus his outsider srarus.)

Fund-Raising
Early in 1920, when a board meeting had failed of a quorum,
Brown, Howe, Henry Jameson, and Sidener constituted themselves as an
executive committee to meet with the alumni committee of twenty-five.
Rev. Clay Trusty of the latter group recommended John W. Atherton to become the university's agent and financial secretary. Atherton was Hilton U.
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Brown's son-in-law. Previously employed as a representative of Charles Scribner's Sons, publishers, he at once set to work organizing both the emergency
fund drive and the proposed long-range endowment fund effort. Committees made up of directors, alumni, and businessmen assisted Atherton in soliciting funds. Guy 1. Hoover, who had been state evangelist for the Christian Church's Missionary Society, was hired as field agent to solicit funds
for a proposed college of religion. How long it would take to raise the money
would determine when a new Butler could rise on a new campus.
Atherton started in 1920 hom a base of $432,756 in endowment, not
including the estimated worth of land, buildings, and equipment at Irvington. The deficit was $7,000. The emergency fund drive had brought in
$21,000, with additional pledges of $8,500. The proposed endowment
campaign targeted two groups: Indianapolis civic and business leaders, and
prominent figures in the state and in the Christian Churches.
Delay hampered the project almost immediately. With only $29,000 in
the building fund, the directors felt constrained to postpone a major drive
because of the economic downturn in 1921. Atherton would strive for only
half a million without a public announcement. Prevailing economic conditions continued to stall a campaign in 1922. By summer, directors were
modifying the goal: only $900,000 for endowment and $600,000 for buildings. A board committee was to set the date to begin the drive.
Finally, at the beginning of 1923, a "quiet campaign" began. Directors
held off announcing the general drive until a Riley Hospital appeal should
come to an end, in deference to Arthur Baxter and Louis C. Hucsmann,
who were involved in the hospital campaign and expected to help in the
Butler effort.
Butler was asking the General Education Board for a third of the
$900,000 it sought for endowment in addition to the $42,000 for salaries
that it was providing in emergency funds over a three-year period. When
the grant ran out in 1923, the General Education Board allotted $7,000
more, warning that this would be the last contribution. The Carnegie
Foundation had rejected an appeal, noting that it no longer made gifts to
endowment or building funds.
Present and former students rallied to give $67,822, while faculty members contributed $12,390. Arthur V. Brown donated $50,000. The Columbus friends could always be counted on. Will Irwin and his sister, Linnie
Irwin Sweeney, contributed $200,000. By 1924 Atherton had brought the
endowment to $900,000 and turned his efforts to increasing the building
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city people displayed

enthu-

siasm for the "greatest institution the city ever has had."
W. C. Smith's gift of $25,000 to the building fund was matched
first of Arthur

Jordan's

benefactions,

Butler, would ultimately
nition

of his generosity,

Jordan,

by the

with no prior connection

bring his total contribution

to

to $1 million. In recog-

the new main building,

made up of three units

linked by towers, was named in Jordan's honor.
By 1926 Atherton reported enough money on hand to begin constrUCtion-$617,000.
come

More donors without

forward-Arthur

Newby,

friend. Mrs. Robertson
gift of $75,000

previous ties to the university

Carrie

Robertson,

was the widow of Alexander

she added provisions

had

and an anonymous

To her

M. Robertson.

in her will for several hundred

thou-

sand more, designated to provide a chapel on the campus.
The university suffered a setback, however, late in 1927. Atherton
came ill, suffering

what Brown described

ton had been urging

construction

as a nervous breakdown.

of additional

buildings,

had been working

on plans. He believed that the university

bound"

a student

to provide

center and dormitories.

be-

Ather-

and architects
was "morally

But money had run

out, and the fund drive halted with Atherton's collapse. Arthur Jordan's
generosity permitted completion of the main building. Despite Atherton's
absence,

directors

stubbornly

continued

to discuss additional

buildings:

chapel, dormitories,
a college of religion building, a building for a proposed college of business and a student center, and even a theater. Brown
lamented, "There never was a time when money was more available and
when friends of education were more generous." But Atherton's health worsened. Doctors
appointing

ordered

him south to recuperate.

an assistant

financial

so often before, they hesitated

secretary

The directors

to carryon,

considered

but in the end, as

and then failed to act.

Site Selection
Amassing

the money

held back realization
to new buildings
indecisiveness

was not the only time-consuming

on a new site, they waffled. Then

about

task that

of the new Butler. Even after the directors committed
the location.

Once

they showed

further

settled on a site, they argued

length over architectural
plans.
Deciding on a site would help significantly

with fund-raising.

at

Brown
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urged the board to decide as early as June 1920 when. he learne~1 that
Fairview Park, owned by the Street Railroad Company, might be available.
It was an "unsurpassed" site, Brown declared. For him, "sentiment favors
Irvington but ... money and the future say Fairview." Irvingtonians agreed,
he said, "though swallowing hard at the thought." Directors must write to
the Street Railroad Company forthwith expressing their interest, and they
should visit the possible sites at once.
Despite these urgings, directors seemed to want to move cautiously. Failure of a quorum at meetings in December 1920 and January 1921 appeared
to indicate that some were content to leave proceedings to the executive
committee while deferring final action.
Street Railroad Company executives had thought of donating Fairview
Park to the university. Such openhandedness proved impossible for legal reasons. The company accordingly ofFered to sell the land on generous terms:
only $200,000. Directors authorized the purchase. In the absence of a quorum at meetings called in early 1922, the executive committee took a ninetyday option on Fairview. A full board finally voted for the site in April.
Directors were not yet fully committed. At the June 10, 1922, meeting,
the Reverend. Thomas Grafton, undeterred by deteriorating buildings and
the rumble of passing freight trains, offered a resolution to remain on the
Irvington campus, "mellowed as it is by the memories of fifty years ofsplendid history." In rebuttal, directors concluded that such a retreat would lose
support of city leaders and doom a major fund drive. By rising vote, directors, including Grafton, supported the option on Fairview Parle
The annual meeting, on July 12, 1922, was held at Fairview. Lee Burns
had urged his fellow directors to attend and see for themselves what a splendid place it would be for a new campus. Burns even provided a picnic lunch.
The well-attended session adjourned to Irvington for its business meeting.
Hesitation persisted. A delegation of Irvington's business leaders prescntcd directors with a plea to keep the college in Irvington. Brown himself asked for assurances from the Street Railroad Company that it would
maintain streetcar service to Fairview. He also urged the state's Christian
Churches to express their opinions. He wanted a canvass of the northside
citizens who would become Butler's neighbors.
A review of terms for the Fairview sale disclosed that the $200,000 price
was to be paid beginning a year after the sale in installments of $20,000
per year after a down payment of $20,000. Existing structures would be
included. Interest on the outstanding balance was set at 6 percent. The tract
consisted of over 240 acres. Unneeded acreage could be sold off
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Enrollments had now risen to double the capacity of the Irvington campus, Aley reported; action could not be delayed. Notwithstanding, the directors merely moved to extend the expiring option on Fairview. As weeks
passed and autumn came, Will Irwin asked for more time to consult with
city leaders. Finally, in November, Irwin, for the site committee, recommended purchase of Fairview. Brown, agreeing, specified conditions: that
the city provide access streets to accommodate large crowds coming to the
campus (presumably for athletic events), that streetcar service be guaranteed, that a new north-south road through the campus be provided, that
neighborhood homes furnish sufficient rooms for students (until dormitories could be built), and that zoning be enforced so that the area remained
residential "with corner lots facing the campus in reliable hands."
Brown addressed still another impassioned plea to the directors: they
should act "to conserve all that Butler College has been and is and ro meet
growing demands for an educational institution second to none in facilities
and opportunities," as visualized by Ovid Butler, "a pioneer in education in
the West." "Not all want to move," he continued, "bur all are urged to do
what is best for the college and educational interests of this community."
Brown would vote aye despite his distress at leaving Irvington. He called for
a vote. All fifteen directors present voted for Fairview. Yet the decision was
not yet unanimous. Voting aye himself, William H. Book voted nay by proxy
on behalf of Marshall T Reeves. Brown urged Book to persuade Reeves to
change his vote in order to make passage unanimous.
Dr. Jameson, at once a member of the city park board and a director of
the Street Railroad board, had exerted himself to bring the deal for Fairview to a successful conclusion. He used his influence to get the not unwilling members of these boards to meet Will Irwin's conditions. The
mayor joined in urging the board of public works and the park board to
address Butler's requirements. The Street Railroad Company agreed to maintain Fairview until the college moved. The service was worth $GO,OOO a
year, Brown exulted.
Then, unexpectedly, the university received a windfall. The city bought
areas of the Fairview site for new streets that would serve the campus. Butler received $233,925.49, an amount larger than the purchase price. Since
the university had paid for the whole tract, its debt to the Street Railroad
Company could be paid immediately in full. Independent assessors had
fixed the price. No impropriety on the part of the city administration
brought about this windfall fCH' Butler. The transaction offered evidence of
how generous the Street Railroad Company's offer had been.
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In 1922, as directors organized for the fund drive and acquired the
Fairview property, George Kessler was at work drawing up recommend~tions for required buildings and their placement on the new campus. DIrectors had to reach decisions on these matters to facilitate the city's planning for access streets. Directors and faculty heard Kessler's plans early in
1923. His death shortly afterward brought an end to the contributions this
distinguished professional had made to advance Butler's future.
Lawrence Sheridan took over Kessler's work as city planner and also assumed responsibility for planning land use on Butler's Fairview campus.
Plans for the layout of the campus were an essential ingredient of a prospectus offered to attract donors.

Architecture
The issue of architecture now confronted the board. Final settlements would further delay the start of building. The architect Lee Burns
may have hoped for the commission. Brown ruled that Burns, as a board
member, would be an inappropriate choice. It is fair to suppose that Burns
was disappointed.
Directors resolved to study the best buildings of other colleges. They
wanted a striking exterior appearance with attention to interior functions
that would serve the needs of each college department and provide adequate light and ventilation along with proper student traffic flow. They rejected any repetition of "old, box-like buildings."
Robert Frost Daggett emerged as the board's choice for architect-but
not without argument. Burns proposed a competition. He criticized Daggett's work: for example, Riley Hospital was "not up to standards that the
public would expect of the new buildings at Fairview." Merle Sidener questioned the way in which Daggett was selected.
Daggett submitted preliminary plans to the directors at the start of
1925. The layout called for three structures of stone in Gothic style. The
board authorized Daggett to employ a consulting architect. Thus Thomas S.
Hibben, a young Irvington artist and architect, became associated with
Daggett. Hibben's wash drawings of buildings on the old campus had been
a feature of the handsome Drifiof 1923, one of several yearbooks from the
1920s remarkable for their fine artwork and talented guest writing.
Hibben promptly left fCHEurope in order to view the architecture of its
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venerable institutions of higher learning. Will Irwin and Hilton U. Brown
also set ofFto gather ideas from the colleges at Oxford and Cambridge. Their
junkets would delay construction, Brown admitted, but the directors
wanted assurance that the new Fairview buildings would be structures of
"surpassing beauty."
With enough money on hand to start construction, Brown urged immediate action in order to maintain public confidence. But directors could
not yet agree on plans. Lee Burns was holding out for a jury of architects
to review the designs of Daggett and Hibben. While some directors urged
haste, the board temporized, tentatively approving plans for buildings along
the south side of the Forty-sixth Street extension, running east to west. Contracts could be let f()r foundations. Directors allowed Hibben to submit his
designs to other architects for their opinions.
Will Irwin was not yet satisfied. Accordingly, the design was submitted
to the New York consulting architects Bertran, Grosvenor and Goodhue.
This firm approved Hibben's plan for three buildings constructed as one,
separated by towers to provide a "massive effect." Building should proceed.
The stone would be granite, although the New York consultants noted that
sandstone would present a softer effect. Daggett's original decision had been
to use limestone. Years later, when the mortar used for Jordan Hall proved
to be the wrong mix for granite buildings, Daggett contended that he had
not been informed of the change.
Directors finally approved Hibben's plans in July 1926. Brown declared
that the changes leading to an improved plan were worth the wait. Excavation work commenced, contributed by W. C. Smith of the Marion Construction Company, a director.
The building committee of the board had been headed by Louis C. Huesmann. On his death in 1926, Will Irwin took over. The first contractor for
Jordan Hall resigned abruptly at the start of 1927. The firm of Hagerson
and Harris, of Chicago and New York, became the contractor for construction ofJordan Hall and of the ficldhouse being built for the separately
incorporated College of Physical Education and Athletics. The cost ofjordan Hall amounted to $917,000.
Lee Burns continued to rumble about the building plans. He suspected
that the ground on which Jordan Hall was rising was unstable. Unavailingly, he urged that more attention be given to its foundations. In later years,
walls developed cracks from the settling of the building. They defied repair. The fissures had to be masked by paneling. The whole area around
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Fairview had a drainage problem -something
of which the neighbors were
well aware. Jordan Hall's basement flooded after any prolonged downpour.
Expensive solutions solved most of the difficulties only after fifty years or
more of unsuccessful efforts.
Brown had hoped that the move to Fairview could take place in 1926.
Then he projected 1927. Finally, he announced that the universi ty would
open at Fairview in the fall of 1928. "The founders had vision beyond their
age," he told the board. They had sought to meet the needs of the whole
northwest. Now the university was changing in order to carry out that vision. Moreover, it would meet the educational needs of a city now boasting a population of over 120,000. "You are laying broad foundations," he
exclaimed, "literally and in the realm of imagination."
He added the hope that the new campus would open without the muddy
walks, lack of boarding houses, the total absence of restaurants, "the dreary
waste that confronted the student as he landed on a desolate railroad platform" when the university had moved to Irvington. These hopes were
doomed to disappointment. Construction had left Fairview a muddy or
dusty mess. Although the directors discussed plans for a dormitory, student center, buildings fc)r the College of Religion and a proposed School
of Commerce, and a theater, money had run Out. Except for a small temporary cafeteria building, the only campus structures would be Jordan Hall
and the athletic plant, and so the campus was to remain for more than another decade.
Nevertheless, a new Butler had arisen on the city's northside. Spacious
grounds, a handsome main building, and a spectacular athletic facility nourished the vision of a greater university that would claim a place in American higher education.
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To Be or Not to Be-

A U niversi ty

Butler harbored the dream of
becoming something more. The vision of a university with professional
schools built around the core of the original liberal arts college was never
fill' from the minds of many board members. The charter's provision "to establish ... departments or colleges in every branch ofliberal and professional
education" (section 3) initiated the vision. Its central location amid the capital city's growing population argued for development as a true university.
FROM

ITS EARLIEST

DAYS,

Law, 1860s-1940s
The idea of a law school surfaced repeatedly. Actually, in
the early years at the first campus, law courses taught by John Young were
offered for students who intended to become attorneys. Presumably students
elected regular classes in other departments as well, although some may
have attended only for instruction in law. If they completed the full college
curriculum, they received AB or BS degrees. No specific law degree existed.
John Young himself was an attorney as well as professor of law-and
professor of natural science and (unofficially) the first president of the fac-
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ulty, The first catalog lists five students
ment); by 1863-64,

in the "Law School"

there were eight. The directory

(i.e., depart-

lists fourteen

lawyers

up to that date Out of a total of sixty graduates of North Western Christian University. Graduates from 1856 through 1880 number 180, of whom
forty-seven

are identified

ably attended

as having become lawyers. Other

law courses but did not complete

ate degree. Of those who were graduated
practice of law, how many completed
attending the college is not recorded.

students

prob-

work for an undergradu-

and are identified

as entering

part or all of their law studies while

The success of law courses seemed to justify a formal organization.
resolution for a law school offered by Ovid Butler met with directors'
proval. In 1858-59
undergraduates

and to non-degree-seeking
Gordon

students

had accepted

that he had not been meeting
"law college" continued

(who paid a $30 fee

appointment

of the courses. At the end of the year his position
Christian's

A
ap-

the "law college" offered courses to junior and senior

each session). Jonathan
grounds

the

to teach some

was declared

vacant on

his class regularly. North

in 1859 with two professors,

Perkins and David McDonald. Their compensation
derived
their students' fees. The university assumed no costs.

Western
Samuel

solely from

Three years later, reorganization
to ensure its "connection"
to the university indicates directors' concerns that the "school" was insufficiently under university

control

Avenue campus

and direction.

Classes were not held at the College

but rather in the city-presumably

somewhere

conven-

ient for the instructors. In 1864 the board still expressed a need to bring
the law school "closer"-whether
physically or figuratively is not clear.
The school may have lapsed briefly at this time. The Civil War probably
disrupted both staffing and enrollment.
Perkins had resigned. Directors
recorded

a plan to "revive" it if a professor could be found. The school re-

sumed with McDonald
on campus

and two other instructors.

Law classes began to meet

in the fall of 1865. To make room for them, Miss Piety's ele-

mentary school had to relocate. But by the start of the next fall's classes, Piety
had her room back. The law school had failed to generate

an enrollment,

and McDonald

worked to keep

resigned. Ovid Butler and a board committee

the law curriculum

available during the years 1866 to 1870, but "little pa-

tronage" for the law school as well as increasingly
College Avenue campus conspired
Notwithstanding
tablished

a fee-based,

crowded conditions

at the

to bring this first effort to a close.

these disappointing
self-sustaining

results, the board of directors

es-

college of law as the year 1870 ran
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our. It may well have been the result of Ovid Buder's
and his close connections

with leading attorneys

ing to raise more money

from the churches
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faith in the future

in the city. Buder was mov-

for the university

and enlarge

the building at College Avenue, an effort without result.
Directors authorized three professors for the 1870 law school effort. An
initial appointment,

Professor Test, ended with that individual's

resignation

after the 1870-71 college year. Judges Byron K. Elliott, Charles E Jacobs,
and Horatio C. Newcomb made up the teaching staff, along with C. E.
Hollenbeck

of the college's regular faculty, who taught commercial

comb was Ovid Buder's nephew by marriage.

ler's law practice when the older man retired. Newcomb
of Indianapolis.

later became mayor

About the time the college moved to Irvington,

to take a scat on the Indiana
tablished

a new proprietary

Supreme

in 1879, with former governor
rectors. A number
Fifteen students

Court

institution,

law. New-

He had taken over Ovid ButElliott left

bench. Jacobs and Elliott es-

Central Law School ofIndiana,

Conrad

Baker as president

Inc.,

of its board of di-

of Butler graduates took law degrees at Central.
enrolled in 1870-71, of whom six were postgraduates.

The law school had hopes for fifty by the following year. No such increase
occurred,
meant

probably

because of that year's smallpox

few fees. The

money. Without

law professors

Student

that busy attorneys

Few students

asked for salaries. Directors

board authorization,

President

a department
in the college.
Bdc)re the Irvington campus opened,
Department.

epidemic.

had no

Burgess made the school

the directors voted to end the Law

fees were too meager to support

ir. Nor was it likely

would be willing to make the trip from the city to teach

there. "With judicious

care and liberal support,"

have been "one of the most flourishing

lamented

Burgess, it would

law schools in the Wesr." But di-

rectors lacked the financial resources for such support.
The next proposal to provide a law school was not heard until 1893. A
board committee
more to endow

met with a prospective

donor to ask him for $15,000

a college of law. By the time the committee

reported

July, it was too late to launch a school for that fall.
By that time the Indiana Law School had come into existence.
Law School had ceased to exist in the mid-1880s.
Charles W. Fairbanks,

and others had founded

The relatively briefexistence
in 1896, brought

together

Law School, the Indiana

of the University

the undergraduate

or
in

Central

In 1894 Byron K. Elliott,
the Indiana

Law School.

oflndianapolis,

established

Buder College,

the Indiana

Medical College, the Indiana

Dental College, and
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E ch of these schools kept its own directors
the Bible College at Irvmgton.
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"associated." The Drift presented the faculty, students, and organizations
of the Law School in a section at the end of the yearbook.
Harris was anxious to incorporate the Law School as a department
Butler University.

Brown was also convinced

of

that, to make Butler a real

university, other colleges such as law would have to be added. Both men
foresaw that Butler's failure to act would probably result in acquisition of
the Law School by Indiana University. Faced with a stubborn deficit and
an endowment of less than half a million dollars, directors finally and reluctantly concluded that Butler could not afford to take over the Law
School. They could only express their appreciation
to Harris for making
the offer. One obstacle to starting a college of law at Butler was its faculty
salary scale-too
low to attract law professors. "A cool analysis of the figures
does not cheer," Brown concluded.
After World War I, directors again took up possibilities.
Rohbach

of the Indiana Law School offered commercial

Dean James A.

law courses at But-

ler. Discussions in the spring of 1924 found Emsley W. Johnson, himself
an attorney, strenuously urging merger with Indiana Law School, supporting Rohbach.

The Law School

was in financial

had refused help. Now John W Atherton,
and Butler's financial

secretary,

opposed

difficulty.

a classmate

So far Butler

of Emsley Johnson

the merger effort. Atherton

a law school as a financial liability. William

G. Irwin was also opposed

saw
un-

less Harris's widow, India Crago Harris '67, offered financial support.
Three years later, interest rekindled from word that Indiana University
was considering
preempt

expansion

of its Indianapolis

extension

classes and might

the law school. At this point some Butler directors

felt that it was

now or never. Brown favored it, arguing that a college of law would be less
expensive

than colleges of medicine,

Dean Rohbach

indicated

dentistry,

or engineering.

But now

that Indiana Law School was no longer interested
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in a merger with Butler. Nevertheless President Aley favored adding a college of law and directors continued to discuss possibilities.
In 1930 the Indiana Bar Association offered new hope for a Butler law
college. The Bar Association had received a bequest of $100,000 for a new
building. The structure would be erected at l l th Street and Meridian, to
be operated and maintained by Buder University. The board was then grappling with Butler's loss of accreditation. Its funds were largely exhausted
by the move to the Fairview campus. And yet directors were tempted. Emsley Johnson again argued that it would be profitable to accept the Bar Association proposal-understandably,
inasmuch as Johnson was a leading
member of the bar in the city.
Directors took no further action at this time to add a college of law. The
cost of taking over Teachers College plus assumption of financial responsibilities to investors in the athletic corporation mandated no further expansion. The university busied itself getting its house in order to regain accreditation. Money was tight in any case, as the nation failed to rally
economically from the 1929 stock market crash. The Butler catalog ceased
to list the Law School as affiliated.
A new opportunity for affiliation with the Indiana Law School came in
1940. Directors approved a contract with the law school that provided that
it would retain the name-Indiana
Law School-and
its corporate identity as well as its location at 1436 North Delaware; the property became
Buder's, with the university assuming its mortgage. The law school rented
the building from Butler for $420 per year. Buder gained ownership of the
law school's library and other property. For the next few years, however,
management would remain in the hands of the law school's trustees and
dean, with Butler's president vested with the right to approve appointment
of the dean. It would be the responsibility of a committee of three Butler
directors and three law school trustees to maintain an A standard of the
American Bar Association. Buder accepted some law courses for Buder degrees, while the law school accepted some Butler courses. Finally, in 1944
this affiliation ended. The temporary arrangement had to terminate with
either Buder or Indiana University taking over the law school.
Hugh Th. Miller moved to consult on the matter. Board members Evan
Walker and Peter C. Reilly urged the merger. At a special meeting a month
later, however, directors reluctantly voted to give up the long-held hope for
a college of law. It was a difficult decision. Butler graduates had established
the law school almost fifty years earlier. But continued accreditation by the
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American Bar Association depended upon additional faculty and an expanded library. Yearly costs might run as high as $30,000. Hilton U. Brown
concluded that John Atherton and President Ross were right in recommending against the takeover. Atherton noted, too, that Indiana University
and Butler had an agreement that Butler would not establish graduate schools
in Indianapolis as long as Indiana University did not start a junior college
program in the city. Butler still owned the Law School's building at 1340
North Delaware. The Arthur Jordan Foundation bought it from Butler for
use as a women's dormitory for the Arthur jordan Conservatory of Music.
As for the Indiana Law School, it then turned to Indiana University. In
1944 it became the Indianapolis division of the Indiana University Law
School at Bloomington. In 1968 its status as Indiana University School of
Law at Indianapolis established it as coequal with the Indiana University
School of Law at Bloomington.

Medicine,

1859-1903

Unlike law, no department of medicine was established by North
Western Christian University in the early years at College Avenue. Only
fourteen of its graduates between 1856 and 1880 are recorded as becoming physicians. But they included Dr. Patrick Henry jameson '69 and Dr.
Alembert Winthrop Brayton '79, both of whom became distinguished
physicians, civic leaders, and members of Butler's board of directors. Letitia B. Laughlin '80 became the first woman graduate of Butler to obtain
the MD degree and enter the practice of medicine. The medical schools
attended by the fourteen students who became physicians included jefferson Medical College, Bellevue Hospital Medical School, Miami (Ohio)
Medical College, Medical College of Ohio, and Indiana Medical College.
Worthy of note are two graduates of Butler's (or North Western Christian
University's) science department. james William Lowber '7] went on to
obtain a PhD at Syracuse, an ScD at the University of Wooster, and degrees from London and Edinburgh universities. Quixotically, he then became a clergyman. Charles Henry Gilbert '79, who assisted David Starr
jordan in teaching science at Butler, became professor of zoology at Stanford University.
As early as 1859, the directors voted to start a medical department, selfsustaining from student fees. This would have been similar to its law de-
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partment. Dr. Ryland Brown, the science professor, began planning for such
a department. Nothing came of this proposal, however, probably because
the college lost practically all of its men to Civil War service. On the eve
of. the move
.. consic iereci POSSlOt
·1 ·I·tl·esbut deto I·rVll1gton, dirrectors agall1
t
cided the time was not propitious.
Three years later, the Medical College of Indianapolis merged with d~e
city's College of Physicians and Surgeons. Butler directors considered rhis
an opportunity to develop a medical department to prepare undergrad~arcs for medical school. The board discussed a suggestion that the old urnversity building on College Avenue could be used for that purpose. Or,
since the medical college's facilities had been destroyed by fire, it might want
to consider using the building. The merged medical colleges quickly collapsed. Their failure provided the chance for Butler to reestablish the school
under its own auspices.
Butler directors voted to award the MD degree to medical students who
had completed work before the medical college closed. Under a contractual arrangement, the university now appointed seven physicians as trUstees
while the medical faculty appointed eight, and Butler directors became ex
officio members of the board of the new corporation. Neither school would
be responsible for debts of the other. Buder would grant the MS degree
and contribute $500 annually. The new establishment was called the "Medical College of Indiana, a department of Buder University." A new building at Pennsylvania and Market streets would be its home. Dr. Patrick
Henry Jameson, a son-in-law of Ovid Butler, was not only president of
Butler's board but also one of the most prominent and active physicians in
the city. It is not surprising that the university involved itself in this new
connection with the medical school. But by 1881 the arrangement was not
working Out. Butler's board talked of ending the connection. Neither institution seemed a source of strength to the other. In June 1883 the Medical College severed its ties with Butler.
Ten years later, Butler was still eager to provide a medical department.
Directors proposed Dr. John D. Nichols, a Butler graduate of 1890, as head.
Nichols was said to be the first graduate of the Indiana Medical Collegeas reconstituted in 1884 after disassociating itself from Buder, one assumes.
The new department at Butler offered a premedical curriculum, which in
addition was accepted as credit for the first year of the medical school's threeyear course. The Association of American Medical Colleges, the Indiana
State Board of Health, and the Indiana and the Illinois medical colleges all
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epted Buder's program. In the spring of 1896, Butler again became
closely associated with the Medical College as a constituent part of the University ofIndianapolis. Butler's premedical courses were transferred to the
aC C

Medical College.
By 1906 the University of Indianapolis had faded away. The Medical
College had become part of Indiana University at Indianapolis in 1904.
That, with Butler's approach to near bankruptcy in 1903, ended the University ofIndianapolis. Buder's directors gave no further thought to a medical school. As Indiana University's Medical School and hospitals developed in Indianapolis, the city l.lad no need for another medical school, nor
did Buder have the means to install such expensive facilities. The university's science faculties were content to see to it that good students were
qualified to gain admission to established schools.

Dentistry,

1879-1923

In 1879 Indiana Dental College was founded by Phineas George C.
Hunt. It conducted classes at 147 East Market Street. In 1896 it became
part of the University of Indianapolis, of which Butler was the undergraduate component. Although that entity disappeared in 1906, the Dental College, like the College of Law, remained "associated" with Buder. The
Butler catalogs continued to publish Dental College offerings, and the Drift
continued to list its faculty, students, and activities.
In 1923 the Carnegie Foundation sought to payofF the Dental School's
debt and merge it with a university. Although interested, Buder proved unqualified. The Carnegie Foundation refused to liquidate Dental College
debts unless the university with which it was to merge had a medical college. Accordingly, the Dental College became part of Indiana University's
presence in Indianapolis, as had the Medical College in 1904.

Agriculture and Engineering
Congress passed the Morrill Act in 1862, and President Lincoln
signed it into law. It provided for sale of public lands to support educationincluding agriculture and engineering-in
every state. North Western
Christian University directors flirted with the idea of taking advantage of
the act to establish a college of agriculture.
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The idea remained in their minds for over four years. A board committee proposed an application to the state legislature for appropriation oHunds
from the Morrill Act. The Indiana General Assembly was not forthcoming. It called for a clearer and "more generous" offer from the university.
Directors dropped the enterprise. Butler's directors are not on record as considering an engineering program. In later years, however, the Physics Department did develop a physics major that permitted students to leave Butler after three years and receive Butler BS degrees after completing a year
at any of several engineering colleges that agreed to enroll the fourth-year
pregraduates.
Purdue University became the state's land grant college, developing notable programs in agriculture, engineering, and veterinary medicine.

($'
Thus, graduate colleges of law, medicine, and other disciplines eluded
Butler University. By the end of the Irvington period, only the College of
Religion, established in 1924, proved successful. When Butler moved to
the northside, it had yet to add other colleges that would make it a university in fact, not just in name-a
university such as Ovid Butler had
envisioned.

College of Education
Courses to train reachers had been offered almost from the beginnings of the university. Professor Boss offered courses toward the end of
the Civil War. Earlier, for the summer of 1862, the Marion County Normal School was allowed use of North Western Christian's building on College Avenue.
In 1880 a graduate student, James A. Young '79, was allowed to ofFer
a "normal school." Young received student fees for his courses; the university incurred no expenses. After one term, directors concluded that to compete with state normal schools Butler would have to have cheaper lodgings
and a larger faculty. Butler's normal school was discontinued.
Still, many Butler students intended to become teachers. Directors
could not abandon plans for their preparation. Graduates of state normal
schools had an advantage in that they could teach in public schools on the
basis of their diplomas, whereas Butler graduates had to take county ex-
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aminations.
Butler directors saw the need for a diploma-granting
to train teachers, but they lacked money for it in the 1890s.

college

By 1895, the university saw its way clear to hire an education professor,
Elmer E. Bryan. He proved efFective and successful, but was soon lured
away by Indiana

University. James O. Forrest replaced him, although

cation courses seem to have been no more than a secondary
rest's work in sociology and economics.

interest

eduto For-

In 1900 Butler faculty began offering extension work for high school
teachers, holding classes at Indianapolis High School. Called the Teachers
College Study Department,
this service to teachers attracted sizable attendance. Initially seven members of the Butler faculty offered courses attended
by seventy-nine

teachers.

Butler incurred

no expenses.

Participating

fac-

ul ty members earned about $100 each per session. This extra pay was doubtless welcome. President Scot Butler saw it as a way of extending the university's influence and attracting teachers to Butler's summer sessions.
Professor Elmer E. Bryan indicated in 1901 a desire to return to Butler
to establish a department of pedagogy. Between 1902 and 1919 the board
of directors

repeatedly

ment of education,
and furthering

suggested

and discussed

establishment

of a depart-

which they saw as a means of increasing

cooperation

between

the university

enrollments

and the city's schools.

Butler's summer session began to offer education courses in 1908, with
a new professor of philosophy and education, Arthur Kenyon Rogers. State
law now required

teachers to have taken "normal"

courses to be certified.

Directors believed that Butler must have a department
finances were not yet adequate.
The charter clearly called for the university
common

teachers

for the
Howe

hiring a full-time

"to prepare

but

schools." In his annual reports in 1909 and 1910, President

urged the board to provide for an education
approved

of education,

department.

professor of education.

lands replaced Rogers as professor of philosophy

Directors

Edmund

finally

Howard

and education,

Hol-

but he too

had left the university by 1914. Appointment
of the first full-time professor of education came in 1919. William Leeds Richardson,
PhD University of Chicago

(1918),

and had diplomas
School.

He taught

graduated

from Toronto
in the Toronto

from the University
Normal

School

of Toronto

and Ontario

public schools and was superintendent

of the Edmonton (Alberta) schools. Butler at last had a department
cation in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Another

approach

(1911)
Normal

to the establishment

of a college of education

of edulay in
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a rnerger with 'Teachers College of Indianapolis, founded in 1892. Teachers College approached Butler in 1922, but no decision was reached at that
time. Affiliation with Teachers College took effect in 1926, but for training secondary school teachers only. Elementary school teachers would remain the responsibility of Teachers College.
By 1927 board president Brown urged directors to move on establishment of a normal college. How this might be done was not clear, but Brown
feared Butler's "humiliation" if it allowed some other university (presumably Indiana, or one of the state's teachers colleges) to start such a college
in the city. Meanwhile, Butler was negotiating for an affiliation with Shover
Nursery School ("Miss Lieber's kindergarten") to allow Butler students to
practice teaching.
Finally, over a year after the move to the Fairview campus, the board voted
to start a college of education, with William L. Richardson as its dean. The
board further proposed a merger with Teachers College. The university
would assume the Teachers College debts; its building would be retained
for five years, after which the school would move to the Fairview campus;
adequate recognition of Eliza A. Blaker, founder of Teachers College, would
be made.
Despite concerns about Butler's loss of accreditation, the directors took
time to hear Dean Richardson's plans for the new college at their spring
meeting in 1930. The president and other administrators of the absorbed
college would be released. The Teachers College student newspaper was to
be discontinued. Over a dozen faculty members at the former institution
would be added to Butler's faculty, continuing their duties at the old Teachers College building at Alabama Avenue and 23rd Street. That building
needed renovation. The costs plus Teachers College's $30,000 debt assumed
by Butler were a matter of concern. The Great Depression had begun. The
university anticipated a $20,000-27,000 deficit for Teachers College by the
end of the 1930-31 school year. The board had probably opted to acquire
Teachers College only because the university sought higher enrollments.
The prudent Will Irwin went so far as to propose that the merger be deferred, although his plan failed to achieve consensus.
Buder's second new college successfully embarked on its mission to train
teachers. Dean Richardson was supported by a strong faculty, already in
place before the merger: associate professors Amos B. Carlisle, Irwin T.
Shultz, Albert Mock, and Pleasant R. Hightower, all of them holding the
PhD degree. Others were assistant professors Lee o. Garber and George E
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Leonard, and, soon to join them, James H. Peeling. Students from the former>Icachers College continued to pay tuition of$150-less
than Dutler's
tuition of $200. Their three-term schedule was reduced to two, conforming with Dutler's. Student enrollment dropped, partly because of the Depression. By the fall of 1930 it became apparent that the cost of operating at
the old building was insupportable. Yet a decision on moving classes to
Fairview was still put ofE
Drown's annual report rated the first year of the merged colleges of education a SUccess,"except financially." Fletcher Trust was calling for payment
of the $31,000 Teachers College debt it held. The building and grounds
were scarcely liquid assets. The merger had been a costly one for Dutler.
Directors identified the College of Education along with the athletic program as major factors in the estimated deficit of$80,OOO for 1931. Brown's
only suggestion in the face of worsening depression was hardly feasibleto rnounr a drive for funds. He also wanted funds to build a dormitory, a
College of Religion building, and other facilities the new campus required.
Such hopes were unrealistic, as was Brown's belief that the Depression was
ending. The bright Spot in the springtime of 1931 was restoration by the
North Central Association of the university's lost accreditation. This provided hope that the College of Education might gain accreditation by the
American Association of Teachers Colleges, recognition that the former Indianapolis Teachers College had never attained.
Dutler University president Robert J. Aley left office in May 1931. The
new president, Walter S. Athearn, took occasion a year later to note that
it was the fiftieth anniversary of Eliza A. Blaker's founding of Teachers College. A year after that, directors finally authorized abandonment of the costly
old building, transferring its classes to Fairview. Disposition of the property agitated the board for the next five years. The times were not propitious for selling real estate. Directors were encountering similar difficulties
in disposing of the rormcr campus at Irvington.
Part of the Teachers College building was leased to the Seventh- Day Adventists. That group lacked the funds to buy the property at the minimum
figure of $15,000 set by Butler. When the Adventists offered $25,000 in
1936, however, the offer was refused. Hugh Th. Miller advised his fellow
directors to wait because the real estate market was rising. At length, the
Adventists bought building and grounds for $27,000-$10,000
down and
4 percent interest payable on the balance.
A great deal of sentiment attached to the memory of Eliza A. Blaker.
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The old Teachers College board and faculty had distributed her personal
items and other artifacts to her friends. Athearn had her furniture and other
remaining articles moved to storage in Jordan Hall. A promised memorial
was not forgotten to this woman with "high ideals for kindergarten and elementary teachers' training" who founded a school to carry them out. When
the long-hoped-for student center was opened in 1950, a room at the north
end of Atherton Center was dedicated to Blaker and furnished with some
of her possessions. When Atherton Center was renovated, a new Blaker
Room in Irwin Library received the treasured items. A portrait of Eliza
Blaker now hangs near the main offices of the College of Education in Jordan Hall.
Although the Indianapolis Teachers College thus found a permanent
home on the Fairview campus, the Shover Nursery School proved less fortunate. Miss Lieber, its director, had hoped that her school might find its
niche at Butler, but the Butler directors asked that she offer this adjunct at
a later time.
Free at last of the old building, the Butler College of Education developed new problems. William Leeds Richardson was replaced as dean of the
college at the end of the 1938-39 school year, although he remained as
professor and head of the educational psychology department of the college until his retirement in 1945. Aggressive in support of his college, Dean
Richardson had not been amenable to budget restrictions during the administration of President Athearn. Even the amiable President Putnam
found himself at odds with the dean when Richardson made an unauthorized appointment. President Robinson found the budget for the College
of Education still out of line in 1940. Robinson, with education faculty
members Mock, Whisler, and Carlisle, managed the college in the interim,
with Henry M. Whisler ultimately serving as acting dean during the academic year 1939-40.
Philip Milo Bail, a graduate of Missouri Valley College with a PhD from
Iowa State (1931), became the second dean of the college. Bail came to
Butler from the presidency of Chevy Chase School, near Washington, D.C.
Bail also served as director of the new University College, in which most
freshmen and sophomores were enrolled. He assumed this added duty when
the University College was established amid the postwar flurry to establish
core curricula in place of chaotic elective systems.
In 1948 Bail resigned to become president of the University of Nebraska
at Omaha. J. Hartt Walsh was then appointed dean of the College of Edu-
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cation. Harry Crull, head of the Department of Mathematics and Astronomy, took over as director of University College. Walsh held undergraduate degrees from Eau Claire (Wisconsin) Teachers College and Ripon
College. He had earned a master's degree at the University of Minnesota
and a PhD from the University of Wisconsin (1944).
In view of present attention to the needs of those with disabilities, it is
interesting to note the nature of a grant-$5,000
per year for three yearsto the College of Education from the Indianapolis Foundation in 1950 for
training teachers to help children with disabilities. Eli Lilly and director
Emsley W Johnson had arranged for this support.
Veteran faculty members Albert Mock and Henry Whisler retired in
1950, followed the next year by George F. Leonard '27. Leonard had served
as head of the Evening and Summer Divisions and had run the Student
Welfare office during and after the Depression. Another veteran, Amos B.
Carlisle, remained. Like Mock and Whisler, he had been a member of the
Department of Education under Richardson's headship before the department became a separate college.

College of Business Administration
The College of Business Administration is the only college currentlya part of Butler University that did not originate through combination with an independent proprietary institution.
"Commercial" or business courses to serve vocational ends existed in the
liberal arts curriculum of the small college on College Avenue and at Irvington. Charles E. Hollenbeck began offering courses in "commerce" at
North Western Christian University. In 1870, at the suggestion of A. C.
Shortridge, a director, the "commercial college" was self-sustaining. Students might elect its optional offerings by paying its fees, of which onetenth went to the university and the remainder to the professors. Hollenbeck reported "patronage" of his courses as low and recommended that the
university's share of the income be used to improve offerings. By the end
of the 1870-71 college year, President Burgess termed the "commercial department" successful. But the following year President Black noted that the
smallpox epidemic in the vicinity of the university had hit the enrollment
in commercial courses especially hard. Hollenbeck was asking that all fees
go to him, that the college f(Jrego its 10 percent cut.
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Hollenbeck taught his courses as "principal" of what was called the "college of business" throughout the 1870s-as well as serving as secretary to
the board of directors (1871-79). Hollenbeck himself became a member
of the board in 1894, serving until his death in 1902.
No teachers or courses in business are noted in Butler's catalogs at the end
of the 1880s. In 1890, however, President Benton urged renewal of a selfsustaining department to ofFerbookkeeping, telegraphy, and shorthand. The
board appointed a committee to study establishment of a "commercial school"
early in 1891. Over two years later, the incoming president, Scot Butler, indicated that he was searching for a teacher to offer commercial courses.
By the mid-1890s, the university had hired Jacob Dorsey Forrest in economics. Economics became popular with students. First a department in
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, it was to be incorporated in the
College of Business established in 1937 Forrest graduated from Hiram College, obtained a PhD at the University of Chicago in 1898, and became
professor of sociology and economics at Butler in 1897, after lecturing in
the extension division the previous year. Forrest left the faculty to go into
business.
Hilton U. Brown told his directors in 1920 that the university should
have a department of "commerce." If Butler did not start one, he feared
that Indiana University would do so, "but it properly belongs to us."
Forrest was replaced by James Wilbur Putnam, who came to Butler in
1909 as professor of economics and political science. A professor of accounting was added in 1916, Frank Stanley Selleck. Dean James A. Rohbach of
the Indiana Law School was offering business law at the university in the
1920s. Catalogs show that by the mid-1920s Butler had added five more
economics instructors. Putnam was largely occupied with his added position as dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
New professors in the Department of Business Administration included
Frank Hatch StreightofF, acting professor, Irwin Allen, assistant professor, Merwyn G. Bridenstine, instructor, Elmer Sayre Clark, instructor, and
Chester B. Camp, assistant professor.
Student demand for vocational courses was substantial. Directors acknowledged the desirability of a college of business administration, but
asked themselves whether they could compete with Indiana University,
which was offering evening courses in the city, subsidized by local banks
and insurance companies. Directors knew that faculty for such a program
would command higher salaries than Butler paid. They concluded that any
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thought of a college of business must be put off until finances should become available.
More than a decade later, the university suddenly opened a college of
business administration. Despite depleted finances (a result of the move to
Fairview) and crises that followed, the Great Depression's continuing restrictions, simultaneous efforts to establish a junior college and to raise funds
for a College of Religion building, and continuing annual deficits and rising costs, the full board readily voted for the new college. They seem to
have envisaged it as one that, like the planned junior college, would offer
in two years the courses needed by students for a particular "line of business," since many students at this time had neither the time nor the money
for four years of college. The faculty had prepared a curriculum plan, and
no time was to be lost. The new college would be announced that very fall,
with dean and faculty selected as soon as possible. Courses should stress
"the practical," J. 1. Holcomb averred. The executive committee obtained
approval of all board members by telephone without waiting for the subsequent ratification at the October 1937 meeting of the directors.
Early in 1938 Maurice O. Ross of the University of Tennessee became
dean of business. Ross had graduated from Kentucky Wesleyan in 1917,
then served as a machine gunner in the Navy's Air Arm in World War 1.
After teaching and becoming superintendent of schools in Sturgis, Kentucky, he had earned MA (1924) and PhD (I936) degrees at the University of Chicago.
The new College of Business Administration graduated fifty-nine in
its first year, 1937-38. The faculty that Ross now headed included Earl R.
Beckner '23; Merwyn G. Bridenstine; Chester B. Camp; Gerald R. Redding; Charles E. Stevens; and J. Russell Townsend J r. '31. (After serving
on Butler's faculty full-time for a number of years, Townsend went into insurance, teaching insurance part-time at Butler throughout a tenure longer
than that of any other part-time instructor. When he retired, he was voted
emeritus status-an
honor no other part-timer ever received.)
These faculty members were in place when M. O. Ross arrived. Among
the new [,culty was a man destined to become one of Butler's most honored teachers. Clarence W Efroymson had graduated from Harvard in 1918.
He earned a doctorate at the University of Virginia in 1932, turning to an
academic career after years in business. He would remain at Butler for the
next thirty years. Another notable addition was William F. Shors, who returned to Butler after service as an officer in the Navy Supply Corps. Beloved
by his accounting students, he was a stalwart in the college for many years.
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Journalism became a division of the new college. Part-time instructors from
city newspapers included W. A. Evans, Ellsworth G. Maxwell, and E. Noble
Rophey. The college also made use of part-time instructors drawn from the
city's business and professional people, among them Butler alumnus Harry
A. Weaver Jr. '33, Walter Myers Jr., and Harriet Holmes Capehart.
The appointment of Ross was to prove significant. In less than four years
he became president of Butler. The directors had found a man whom they
respected and trusted with the full responsibilities the position should have.
For the next twenty years Ross held the confidence of faculty and students
as well as earning that of the city's civic and business groups.
As with the appointment of Ross, directors put new emphasis on searching out faculty additions with strong qualifications. This proved difficult
for positions in science, mathematics, business, pharmacy, and certain other
areas because professionals commanded higher salaries than the academic
world could offer. Ross, however, followed a policy of paying what the market demanded; he was backed by the board's sense that future appointments
should be rigorously reviewed to maintain an outstanding faculty.
When Ross became president in 1942 he remained acting dean of the
business college. Wartime was no time to search for a replacement. In 1949
Herbert C. Graebner assumed the deanship. A graduate of Valparaiso University in 1930, he had an MBA from Northwestern and was a Certified
Life Underwriter.

College of Pharmacy
In 1945 the College of Pharmacy became the university's fifth
college. (Since the separation of the College of Religion from Butler University, catalogs place Pharmacy fourth.) This new college was established
through acquisition of the Indianapolis College of Pharmacy.
The Indianapolis College of Pharmacy had been a part of Winona'Jechnical Institute, established on the grounds of Arsenal Technical High School
in 1904. In 1910 the proprietary college became independent, moving to
802 East Market Street. Accredited by the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education, it was one of the first in the country to provide a fouryear curriculum.
Indianapolis was home to two major pharmaceutical manufacturing
companies, Eli Lilly and Company and Pitman-Moore (later part of Dow
Chemical). A large wholesale distributor flourished in the city. Two retail
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chains, Hook's and Haag's, were based in Indianapolis. It was appropriate
that Butler offer work in the pharmaceutical field. Moreover, proprietary
colleges increasingly recognized that they must become parts of universities in order to maintain high professional standing.
John W Atherton and Dean Edward H. Niles of the Indianapolis College of Pharmacy had been discussing a merger since the mid- I 930s. With
the advent of President Robinson, expansion of the university received attention. Directors began talks with the College of Pharmacy in early 1940.
At the same time the board announced affiliation with the Law School. In
addition, directors were negotiating on an affiliation with Long College for
Women (a junior college). Butler at this time also had a strong relationship with the Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music and with Herron Art
Institute. But Robinson's presidency proved brief; and with World War II,
new collegeswould have to wait. Moreover, accrediting organizations frowned
on overly rapid expansion.
In 1944 Dean Niles and George Barrett Moxley asked Butler's directors
to take over the Indianapolis College of Pharmacy. Moxley was head of a
large wholesale pharmaceutical distributing company. Other pharmaceutical companies and local druggists favored the idea, as did President Ross,
who noted that the pharmacy college would support itself: During the summer of 1945 the executive committee of the board discussed it, and a special meeting of the full board considered the terms its directors should insist on. One was that the college must be no mere vocational training school
but a full four-year college maintaining academic responsibility. Ross
warned directors that accrediting organizations would oppose it if it were
a drain 011 the university's finances. By fall Ross had assurances that the
American Association of Universities would not object. In October the executive committee approved and the entire board voted the takeover.
The university now incorporated one of the two pharmacy colleges in
the state ofIndiana (the other being at Purdue). The college would remain
in its building on Market Street until a new building could be erected on
the university campus. With the war's end, it was time to proceed with plans
for the new structure, selection of architects, and fund-raising. Robert Frost
Daggett and Thomas Hibben, architects of Jordan Hall, were the choice:
Daggett for the interior and Hibben for the exterior. In the end, however,
Daggett became the sole architect.
By the spring of 1946 the Market Street building was crowded with 195
students: 160 men and 35 women. Yet the directors dithered about build-
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ing. President Ross and John Atherton offered reasons for the delay: building materials were still scarce and costs were rising. Board president Brown
again had to whip the directors into shape. "Let us do the things which we
have always acknowledged ought to have been done," he urged. The university should go ahead and build what it needed, even if it had to borrow.
In what he thought was his valedictory, Brown spoke of what the founders
intended, what Butler had been, and what it should be. He then asked to
resign for reasons of advanced age and failing health, although of course
the directors would not accept his resignation. Directors still had made no
final decisions on fund-raising or architecture, but they agreed to move on
the pharmacy building and a women's dormitory.
John Atherton, the university's financial secretary, faced a f(Hmidable
task-to
raise money for both buildings. It would be his last big effort.
Atherton died on June 2, 1947. Fund-raising came to a standstill.
Moxley, now a member of the board, and President Ross discussed with
directors how and whether to mount a new campaign. With pharmacy enrollment surging to 410 students, the building was urgently needed. As
building costs continued to rise, directors remained indecisive. During the
summer of 1948 they even considered a suggestion of J. I. Holcomb, one
of their members, to erect a three-section building similar to Jordan Hall
that might house the science departments as well as pharmacy. Planning
for pharmacy had also been diverted by a fire that destroyed the Campus
Club, an emergency campaign to raise money for a new student center,
and the current construction of that center.
In November 1948 the Eli Lilly Company pledged $50,000 for the pharmacy building. By January 1949 directors bestirred themselves to authorize hiring an agent, Frank Millis, to solicit funds from druggists around the
state. The Lilly grant and some other ofI-erswould expire if the building was
not started in 1949. Early that year, Richard T. James, lieutenant governor
ofIndiana, left his political position to succeed Atherton as financial agent,
devoting his time to getting the stalled campaign moving. Atherton had
raised $275,000. Something less than $200,000 flowed in during the next
ten months. The Lilly Endowment contributed $40,000, Holcomb Manufacturing $15,000. Other gifts included $500 each from attorney Kurt E
Panrzer (a new member of the board) and the Indianapolis Star. The sum
of$46,000 became available with the sale of the Market Street building. With
a half million or so in hand, Butler needed another quarter of a million to
build and equip the new structure, estimated to cost $700,000.
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Albert G. Fritz; Charles J. Lynn and Elt Lilly of the Eli Ltlly.Company;
G. Barrett Moxley, wholesale druggist and a board mer~ber; A. KIefer May.er,
1<:. F. Valentine, and August H. (Bud) Hook of Hooks Drugs; W. Maurice
Goodnight; Henry W Heine; Frank Lobraico '24; Will Rossiter; Wayne
Warrick; Carl Angst; Clarence O. Mueller; Edward F. Roesch; and KellerT.
Brock of Haag's Drugs, With their help, the campaign was successfully
concluded. These leaders of the profession not only made a wholehearted
effort but also became a new supportive constituency for the university in
the years to come. A number of their offspring, following their fathers in

the field, enrolled in the College of Pharmacy.
Directors accepted the bid of the Service Construction Company in October 1949. Groundbreaking ceremonies rook place on October 18. Not
quite all the needed funds were on hand, but James and Moxley assured
fellow directors that they would be forthcoming. Keller T. Brock, president
of Haag's Drugs, had joined the board in July 1950. With Moxley, the board
of directors now had two representatives of the pharmaceutical profession.
The Pharmacy Building, in style similar to Jordan Hall, opened in December 1951.
To assist Dean Niles, Karl L. Kaufman had been appointed executive
officer of the College of Pharmacy in 1949. Kaufman, thirty-eight, came
from a professorship at the Medical College of Virginia. He was a graduate of Ohio State University, with a PhD (J 936) from Purdue. With Niles's
retirement, Kaufman began a long tenure as dean. Two senior members of
the original bculty remained mainstays of the College of Pharmacy after
the merger with Butler: Arthur N. Harwood, PhD University ofWisconsin (1923), and Nathan L. Michener, MS Ohio State (1929).
After the move into the new building on campus, the college acquired
new faculty members destined for long tenure. One of the flrst was Edward J. Rowe, a graduate of the University of Wisconsin hom which he also
received his PhD (1941). In 1956 the college added Dale W. Doerr, BS Drake
(1948), MS Illinois (1953), and PhD Purdue (1963), who later became dean.
Another popular new addition was Canadian-born Howard A. Swartz, PhD
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I 1enmined the need for a music school, sought space in the colmlttee lac
lege I)UI'1(,II'Ilg, and learned from President Black that Schonaker s courses
cted good enrollments. Even 111 1872, the second year of operation
hac1attra
.
c
1
Music Department, enrollments held up despite a local smallpox
lor tile
epidemic.
After the move to Irvington, the college did not attempt to provide music and art courses at once. But by 1881 directors, reorganizing the faculty,
proposed a self-sustaining department of vocal and instrumental music.
August G. Reichert was named head of the department. He had graduated from Eminence College (Kentucky) and studied at the New England
Conservatory of Music. A new teacher, Laura Gibson, replaced Reichert
in 1884. Music courses continued to cost extra, and only regularly enrolled
college students were admitted. Thus no one was permitted to take music courses only.
The Butler faculty, aware of the limited finances, made it known that
they opposed spending money on music, art, and other frills. Nevertheless, Irvington was a center for cultural activities and the home of active
artists and musical devotees. Students at the college engaged in extracurricular musical and dramatic performances and attended downtown concerts
and plays. Butler was not likely to neglect the arts. Directors talked to the
local talented musician Clarence Forsyth, but could not provide the facilities he might need for a music department. They did enlist Ruby Hughes
to offer piano lessons for a fee.
In 1890 Hilton U. Brown, then a young member of the board, proposed
a merger between Butler and the Indianapolis School of Music. After study
by a board committee, nothing further was heard of this idea. Clarence
Forsyth of the School of Music probably initiated the proposal after the
board had consulted him about what music courses Butler should provide.
President Scot Butler opposed offering music, as well as other electives like
elocution and gymnastics. He favored required courses, believing that students were incapable of wise choices. By 1894 music was not a part of the
curriculum. Although the directors continued to study the problem, it did
not seem to be a subject that could be offered for profit. Nor was space
available. Moreover, the Indianapolis College of Music did not want its
teachers to participate in instruction at Butler. In 1899 Clarence Forsyth
again proposed a music department for Butler. He joined the university in
1900 along with Eva JefFries and Georgia Galvin. Classes convened in the
chapel in late afternoon-an
inconvenient time for students. Forsyth also
c

"

c.

,

•

•
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protested a lack of heat in the room. Directors now looked for a more suitable place. By 1909 music was again no longer offered. Forsyth and the directors had given up on maintaining a department.
An opportunity to develop an art department presented itself in 1889.
Distinguished local painters T C. Steele, William Forsyth, and Wayman
Adams were considering the establishment of an art school that might be
connected with Butler. Unfortunately for the college, Adams was called to
the state college at Muncie and Steele accepted an offer from the state college at Terre Haute. William Forsyth remained Butler's close friend, but
never served on the faculty. Directors regretfully had to admit that the university could not then afford art and music classes.
The best method for providing these subjects for Butler students during
the following decades lay in affiliations with the city's proprietary colleges
of music and art. In 1922 President Aley asked directors to develop affiliation with a college of music. The board approved the idea, rather than
once again considering a college or department at the now crowded campus. Directors also temporarily hired a special music instructor, Steve Badger. They could not afford instruments for a concert orchestra, but Butler
Athletic Association fees helped to cover band expenses.
In 1924 Aley's negotiations resulted in an affiliation agreement with the
Metropolitan School of Music. Students preparing to teach music took applied and theoretical music courses at Metropolitan, with professional education and academic courses at Butler. Butler granted teaching certificates
and diplomas. Other Butler students could take courses at Metropolitan
as well. Tuitions were to be paid as required at each institution.
Assured that a second affiliation would not affect relations with Metropolitan, President Aley also arranged an affiliation with the Indiana College of Music and Fine Arts in 1926. Arthur Jordan was a member of the
latter's advisory board.
Jordan, Butler's generous benefactor, had become a member of the university's board of directors in 1926. Two years later he purchased both the
Metropolitan School of Music and the Indiana College of Music and Fine
Arts, merging them into a new Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music. The
new establishment continued affiliation with the university. Jordan also established the Arthur Jordan Foundation to fund his conservatory.
At the same time that Butler began its affiliation with the Metropolitan
School of Music in 1924, President Aley also concluded arrangements for
affiliation with the John Herron Art Institute. Unable to find funds for art,
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directors in 1895 had allowed Maria Folger to use a room at the college to
teach private art classes. In 1900 Myrtle Taylor began teaching art classes
at Butler. Allotted the former Marhesian Society room, Miss Taylor found
ir dilapidated. Directors ordered the ceiling repaired; Miss Taylor hers:lf
undertook the rest of the renovation. Her classes reflected student desire
for art classes, enrolling fifty or more a semester. She continued until 1914.
Soon after World War I, students became eligible to avail themselves of the
affiliation with Herron.
The long affiliation with the Jordan Conservatory and its predecessor
music schools culminated in 1950 when trustees of the Arthur Jordan Foundarion offered the Conservatory to Butler, to become an integral part of
it. The interlocking boards of the foundation (whose directors also made
up the Conservatory board) and Butler facilitated the affiliation and made
the merger smooth. Arthur Jordan had been president of the foundation
until his death in 1934, when he was succeeded by Hilton U. Brown, who
was also president of Butler's board. Other Butler directors who served on
the foundation board were Emsley W Johnson and John Atherton. When
Atherton died, Evan Walker, of Butler's board, replaced him as a trustee of
the foundation. Max T. Krone, head of the Conservatory from 1932 to
1935, also held appointment as a Butler faculty member and head of irs
Department of Music. Further interconnections existed with Butler band
directors drawn from the Jordan faculty.
Under the merger agreement, the foundation would continue to support the Jordan College of Music (the name had been changed from Arthur
Jordan Conservatory in 1949). The foundation also pledged funds for the
general operation of the university. For rhe time being the college would
remain at its location on Delaware Street. Foundation directors hoped a
building on the campus could be funded at some future date. Max Krone
was followed as director by Ada Bicking, 1936-47, and Lloyd E Sunderman, 1947-49. Sunderman's resignation, leaving the institution temporarily without a director, lTlayhave influenced the foundation's decision to put
the college under Butler's administration. President Ross would assume the
responsibility of naming a dean for the university's new college.
Butler's board approved acquisition of Jordan College oflVlusic on August 23, 1951. Ross, always cautious lest the university's accreditation be
jeopardized, knew that the North Central Association would need assurance that no university funds would be required and would insist that
Butler exercise complete control over the college. Jordan College would
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also have to maintain accreditation if it was to attract students; its nonmusical academic standards, therefore, would have to be raised. Finally,
the curriculum of the college had to be integrated with Butler's curriculum requirements.
The new college offered degrees in piano, organ, voice, orchestral instruments, composition, and music education for the bachelor of music
degree. A BA degree was offered in drama and dance. Radio students gained
a bachelor of science degree. The master of music degree was available in
musicology, theory, music education, and piano, organ, voice, and orchestral instruments, as was a master of science in rnusic education. The college's
performing organizations were the concert band, a training band, the university marching band, the symphony orchestra, the symphonette, the chorale
choir, the university women's choir, the university choir, the Jordan opera,
and the Jordan ballet.
Radio station WAJC, its call letters standing for the college's initials, had
gone on the air during evening hours beginning September 24, 1950. Its
director was Tom Carnegie, head of the Radio Department of Jordan College and staff member at Indianapolis commercial station WIRE.
Two other men who were to become well known to the Buder community came to the Butler faculty with Jordan College: Charles A. Henzie,
director of the marching band, and James Phillippe ofthe Drama Department. Hcnzie had succeeded James B. Vandaworker, Butler's marching
band director from 1924 to 1935, and Ellis E. Carroll, 1936 to 1946. Henzie directed the university marching band until 1966. He was a specialist
in percussion instruments, with a BNl from Butler (I 936) and MM from
the Conservatory (1948). The exuberant director instilled high morale and
a sense of camaraderie in band members. Some of his alumni returned year
after year for Homecoming to form a pep band, keeping the stands lively
during the football game. Phillippe, AB Indiana University, MA Cornell,
became head of the Radio and TV Department in 1965. Phillippe's voice
became familiar in broadcasts from the Indianapolis Motor Speedway during the days of May that culminated in the 500 Mile Race. Carnegie called
the play in the annual Boys Basketball Tournament for radio and TV, heard
widely around the state.
A 1931 Buder graduate, Luke Walton, became known as "the Elstest voice
in radio." He, too, was heard on the Speedway radio network during race
month. Another Butler alumnus, Howard Caldwell J r. (1950), familiar to
countless Hoosier viewers, appeared nightly as anchorman on Channel 6.
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He honored his alma mater by writing a biography of its legendary athletic director and coach, Paul D. "Tony" Hinkle.
Another well-known journalist, Sid Collins, was associated with the Conservatory. Edwin E. Hill, a noted national network newscaster, had attended
Buder in 1889-90, before its Music Department had imagined radio (not
to mention television) as affiliated with a school of music.
The first dean of Butler's Jordan College of Music was Jackson K. Ehlert.
He came from the deanship of Ithaca College's school of music. He had
graduated from the University of Minnesota (1929) and had an EdD from
the University of Colorado (1949). Ehlert served from 1952 to 1972, supervising the college's move from its former quarters on Delaware Street to
the new Lilly Hall on the campus in 1962. During Ehlert's tenure the university opened Clowes Hall in the fall of 1963, giving the college of music a magnificent auditorium for concerts, ballet, and other performances.
Under Ehlert's sponsorship, the school inaugurated the annual Romantic Festival in 1968. Frank Cooper, pianist and instructor in music, who
joined the college faculty in 1964, organized and directed the festivals until
his departure in 1977. In addition to concerts, the Romantic Festivals came
to include lectures, dramatic presentations, and art exhibits, centered on
themes drawn from the Romantic era. Time magazine drew national attention to the festival. Both outside musical organizations and Butler artists
contributed; audiences, public and academic, welcomed the annual weeklong event.
Upon Ehlert's retirement, Louis F. Chenette, BA Wheaton College, PhD
Ohio State University, became dean of Jordan College. Chenette had previously served as acting president of Findlay (Ohio) College, where he had
been a department head and dean. Chenette brought enthusiastic support
for the performing arts and energetic promotion of the Romantic Festival
and other ambitious projects of the music college.
When Chenette moved to other administrative responsibilities at the university after fourteen years as dean, Jack L. Eaton assumed the deanship in
1986. Eaton had joined the Jordan faculty in 1966, serving as head of applied music and ensembles and director of undergraduate music studies. The
choral groups he directed became his devoted fans. Michael B. Sells replaced
Eaton as dean of the college in the fall of 1992. Sells came from the University ofSourhern California where he had been associate dean of the School
of Music. Peter Alexander succeeded Sells as dean in the fall of 200 1.
While Jordan College remained at its downtown location, Butler faculty
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traveled to the Delaware Street building to provide students with required
academic courses. In the fall of 1962 Jordan moved to Lilly Hall on the
Butler University campus. The new building, a gleaming white structure
with a stately courtyard, was made possible by a million dollar matching
grant from the Lilly Endowment, at the time its largest grant to an educational institution. The Arthur Jordan Foundation followed with a grant of
$500,000 and subsequently provided $200,000 for seventy-three pianos
for the new facility. The old buildings on Delaware were razed, adding a
large lawn area adjacent to the Benjamin Harrison home.
Radio station WAJC occupied new quarters in a small two-story building near the west end of the Fieldhouse, with a 400-f()()t broadcast tower.
Billed as the most powerful FM educational station in the world operated
entirely by students, WAJC, begun as a 750-watt station, now boasted
10,000 watts of power. The Radio and Television Department, along with
the offices and studios ofWAJC, moved to the Fairbanks Building at 2835
North Illinois Street in the fall of 1988. The building, formerly housing
the commercial radio stations WIBC-AM and WNBP-FM, was the gift of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Fairbanks. Mr. Fairbanks was an emeritus trustee
of Butler.
A new broadcasting tower for Butler's radio and television stations arose
to the west, between the Canal and the White River, near the intramural
athletic fields. Butler received a full-power TV license in early 1990, and its
new television station, WTBU, Channel 69, went on the air March 26, 1992.
On May 10, 1993, the university announced the sale of its radio station,
WAJe. Its fi·equency became that of commercial radio station WGRL-FM
In addition to its regular constituency, Jordan operated a special instruction division for precollegiate youngsters. This program moved from
its downtown location to the former home of J. I. Holcomb in 1970. Holcomb's estate on Cold Spring Road constituted part of his bequest to the
university on his death in 1963. During 1983-84 the special instruction
division moved again, to a new building at the Elr northeast corner of the
campus, downhill from the stadium. Music instruction had ended; only
dance remained.
Acquisition of Jordan College of Music provided Butler with one of the
country's preeminent dance departments. The Jordan Ballet, renamed the
Butler Ballet in 1964, consistently produced programs in which talented
undergraduates performed at professional levels.
Many graduates of the college attained notable success in orchestra,
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drama, dance, radio, and television. The college also emphasized prepara. of music
non
' teachers, many of whom went on to teach in the schools of
Indiana and beyond.
Jordan College of Music became the Jordan College of Fine Arts in 1979.
The new name reflected development of art history and appreciation courses
and increasing inclusion of other aspects of the visual arts in the college
program.
Butler University has awarded honorary degrees to eminent artists who
have aided Jordan College and advanced public appreciation of the musical arts. These include Butler graduates Elaine Bauer '71, of the Boston
Ballet, and Todd Duncan '25, teacher, performer in musicals and opera,
and creator of the role of Porgy in Gershwin's Porgy and Bess. Others includeJoseph Gingold, William Warfield, George Verdak, Cicely Tyson. Van
Cliburn, Leonard Bernstein, and Victor Borge. Butler has also honored the
music directors/conductors of the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra: Fabien Sevitsky, Izler Solomon, John Nelson, and Raymond Leppard. In radio
and television, honoraries have gone to Howard Caldwell Jr. '50 and Tom
Carnegie.
A rich heritage of music and art accompanies the history of academic
life at Butler. In early days at Irvington the university's neighbors and friends
included William Forsyth, important Indiana painter, and Clarence Forsyth, who taught music courses at the college. The Butler yearbooks of
the early 1920s include the art of Constance Forsyth '24, daughter of
William, who went on to achieve success as an artist in the southwestern
United States.
With Jordan College and its talented f:lCulty and students on campus,
the university has never lacked musical entertainment of a high order-at
concerts, commencements, banquets, athletic events, or other assemblies.
National and local musical and dramatic performances as well as student
productions have been available to the public, the faculty, and the student
body-at
Clowes Hall, Jordan's studios, and other venues.

Five degree-granting colleges constituted the university as the twentieth
century drew to a close. In addition, the University College, an administrative entity, enrolled students-mainly
freshmen and sophomores-before
they moved into the colleges of their choice after completing the core cur-
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riculum requirements. Other administrative bodies included the Evening
and Summer School, the Graduate Division, and the Institute for Study
Abroad.
Students may avail themselves of a variety of Indianapolis affiliations:
the John Herron School of Art of Indiana University-Purdue University,
Indianapolis; Christian Theological Seminary; and the Consortium for Urban Education, Indianapolis. The last-named provides that under specified
conditions students may enroll in the city's other institutions of higher education in order to take courses not offered by their home institutions. The
Consortium includes the Indiana Vocational and Technical College (Ivy
Tech), Marian College, the University of Indianapolis, Christian Theological Seminary, Martin Center College, and Franklin College.
Indeed, as President John G. Johnson characterized it, Buder is a "small
but complex" university.
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Societies

OVER A FORTY-YEARSPAN, literary societies were the principal extracurricular
activity. The two men's societies that were established
while the university was still on the College Avenue campus were the Mathesian (1855) and Python ian (1856).
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to the dull theological tracts in the college collection.
As the college library grew, society libraries saw less use. Some of the city
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curriculum, decreasing the need for extracurricular activity in those areas.
Frarernirics, sororities, and other clubs competed for undergraduate time,
as did the rising popularity of organized athletics.
Evidence indicates that high purpose in the societies was increasingly replaced by high jinks. The board of directors found it necessary to ask the
faculty to control the public exhibitions put on by the societies during Commencement week. Directors feared performances out of harmony with the
university's spirit and purpose.
In 1890 the Mathesians donated their library to the college, and some
of the books were found "undesirable." That society disbanded in the fall
of 1891. Pythonians gave their books to the college library in 1893 as they
went out of existence. The Philokurians remained in existence, struggling
to maintain their identity until 1951, but they too gave up maintaining a
library.
Women's societies remained only a short while after the men's. Sigournean, the first women's literary society, was the first to go, hardly lasting
into the Irvington period. Founded in the spring of 1859 by Lydia Short,
Demia Butler, and their friends, it seems to have been superseded by the
Athenian and Dernia Buder Societies. Athenians disbanded in the spring
of 1895. Their library was given to the college with the stipulation that the
collection be kept intact for five years, to be returned if the society were
reestablished. The Demia Buder Society closed, donating its books to the
college at Commencement time in 1897.
Literary societies were not, however, entirely gone from the scene. Two
distinguished organizations in the city that continue to flourish are the Indianapolis Woman's Club, founded in 1875, and, for men, the Indianapolis
Literary Club, 1877. Their rosters include many former Buder students,
faculty, and administrators. In addition, a direct heir to campus literary societies, the Alumnae Literary Club, was founded in 1909. Its first president was Lucille Carr Marshall '08.

Fraternities and Sororities
At first fraternities and sororities were small, select groups. At Irvington, they came into their own. As literary societies lost ground, the Greek
societies took over as leaders in campus activities and social life. The two
fraternities first established at North Western Christian University on the
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members at Butler in 1923. Subsequent yearbooks say nothing of these organizations. It may be that the resurgent Ku Klux Klan discouraged black
students at the university from participating in these groups.
Students could be pledged while still in the preparatory division. One
such was Hilton U. Brown, pledged at age sixteen. Those who were offered
membership were "spiked" in the terminology of the period.
Minnie Olcott noted that Phi Delts were mostly theology majors, while
Sigs had the most social activities. Minnie may have exaggerated. Both
groups were active in social affairs on campus. Rivalry between Phi Delrs
and Sigs continued, especially in contention for control of the Mathesian
and Pythonian literary societies. They joined forces in campus athletics and
in promoting an embryo annual, the Butler. published in the early 1880s.
Colin King's diary and Hilton Brown's Book ofMemories reflect these aspects of college life.
One strength of the Greek societies lay in constant communication between chapters at the various colleges within the state and in neighboring
states. Students from one chapter visited another, especially when intercollegiate athletic contests brought the schools together. Butler's central 10cation was an advantage here. Chapters around the state held annual "State
Days" in the capital city, allowing Butler members to attend regularly in
large numbers. This situation fostered ties that led some Butler alumni into
early leadership roles in their state and national organizations. National fraternity and sorority presidents who had been members of Butler chapters
include James B. Curtis '80, Delta 'Ell! Delta-a
Spanish-American War
veteran and sometime Speaker of the Indiana House of Representatives;
Hilton U. Brown '80, Phi Delta Theta, two terms; Hugh Th. Miller '88,
Phi Delta Theta; Harold B. Tharp '11, Delta Tau Delta; l;H_lc Hartsuff
(Kuhn) '82, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Elizabeth Bogart (Schofield) '09,
Kappa Kappa Gamma, two terms; and Mary Kathryn Wise (Jensen) '24,
Delta Delta Delta, two terms. Another advantage lay in the number of graduates who remained in the city. Known as "resident members," these alumni
provided ongoing support and guidance to the undergraduate chapters.
The strength of midwestern chapters and the central location of indianapolis probably account for the later establishment of many national Greekletter societies' headquarters in the city.
The Greeks had not always "found a friendly atmosphere at Butler," despite Hilton U. Brown's statement in 1951. Catharine Merrill, "our lady
principal," suspicious of secret societies, delayed approval of a Kappa Al-
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Now Butler rook on the Greek system. ''A monstrous evil" in college life,
he called it, an evil that "is insidious ... they betray the unsophisticated
into habits of idleness and dissipation. They foster false views of life. They
lead to waste of time and money .... Fraternities help to ruin many." As fix
sororities, the problem there was exclusiveness. Girls who were not members
of the secret societies were socially ostracized, "victims daily ofarrogancysupremely silly to the wise but to [their] ... own weak spirit deeply humiliating." If not in a sorority, a girl was treated as if she were nobody, not
allowed a part in anything. "It makes all her college days unhappy," and
many give up going to college rather than accept this isolation. Worse, in
Butler's view, if the girl should go elsewhere and gain admission to a sorority, she would become arrogant in turn, exhibiting "exclusiveness ... which
she is swift to visit upon others." An outrage, he termed the Greek system,
"a crying evil in our college life."
Scot Butler had been a fraternity man himself-although
as a Civil War
veteran he had been more mature than most. His children had graduated
from the university. He knew what he was talking about. He also knew
that he and the board could do nothing about it. He asked only that the
board pledge cooperation with other colleges if an antifraternity movement
should arise. Such a movement was unlikely. Other private colleges in Indiana such as Hanover, DePauw, and Wabash, like Butler University, had
strong chapters. The alumni, faculties, and boards of these colleges included
many loyal fraternity and sorority members.
Opposition to the secret societies continued with President Garrison, successor to Scot Butler, reporting to the board that fraternities (by which he
meant sororities) were rivals of the Residence. Girls preferred the "social
dissi pation" of the Greek houses to the limited social functions of the dormitory. He insisted that out-or-town girls should be required to live in the
Residence unless living with relatives or working for board and room in
approved Irvington homes. He feared that a move to establish dining in
sorority houses would intensify the evils, already toO great, lead to indiscretions that would bring the college a bad name, and draw more girls away
from the dormitory.
The atmosphere gradually changed in the next twenty years. After World
War I, fast-growing enrollments encouraged new national fraternity
chapters.
A non-Greek-letter sorority, Trianon, was formed in the fall of 1926.
Open to any woman who was not a member of any other sorority, Trianon
was guided after World War II for over twenty years by Mrs. Karl Means,
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tolerance. Faculty advisors and alumni on the chapters' corporate board
could learn much from an effective housemother. She often developed instincts about her flock and could warn of incipient problems.
Housemothers' duties varied. They might supervise the dining facilities
and housekeeping efforts. They supported the chapters' dances, socials, and
other events. They tried to teach table manners and good conduct in general. They sewed on buttons, comforted the sick, and, most important, listened and perhaps advised. Students with confidence in a housemother
would bring their most personal problems for counseling-provided
always,
at least for the men, that the problem was fit for discussion with "mom."
Offering continuity over the years, housemothers passed along traditions.
A good chapter president working with an effective housemother could do
much to set the tone of the chapter and assist in achieving goals.
Isolation from the faculty, initiated by college ordinance in the early years,
gave way to establishment of a faculty advisor system. Faculty advisors could
involve themselves as much or as little as time and inclination called for.
At best, like the housemothers, they attended dances, sports events, awards
ceremonies, and occasional outings. Faculty advisors and other selected f.'1Culry members were invited to dine at the chapter houses from time to time.
In turn, faculty might invite members to their homes for refreshments and
discussions.
"Mothers' clubs" were another form of support. Mothers of chapter
members, especially those living in the metropolitan area, provided help
with interior decoration, fund-raising for house improvements, Commencement weekend luncheons, or just get-togethers to play cards and discuss
college activities.
A chapter's alumni, along with the alumni of sister chapters at other colleges in the region, were a further source of support. Such groups, whether
organized as alumni clubs or not, were entertained at the chapter house
from time to time and provided undergraduates with evidence of attachment to their Greek society and their old college days.
The board of directors planned enthusiastically for fi'aternities and sororities on the fairview campus. In 1924 they proposed a prominent location
for these groups facing the campus along the south side, backed by 44th
Street. Imposing in architecture and harmonious with the college buildings, the houses were to be set back [rom the street with at least eighty feet
of frontage. Their cost must fall within a certain range to ensure equality
and economy. College regulations would be determined after soliciting in-
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on how other institutions regulated their Greek societies. The
I ters could choose their sites along this "Row" by priority of founding
Clap
at Buder. Property would be sold back to the university if a group closed
its chapter or lost its charter. Land price was set at $50 to $60 per front
foot, 10 percent down and five years to pay, with 6 percent interest on balances. The directors' offer would have to be accepted by October 15, 1925.
On the eve of the move to Fairview, President Aley reported that the
Greek-letter societies were flourishing. He had been encouraging the establishment of new chapters so that more students could be members. In
his view, if fraternities and sororities were to remain, enough of them should
exist to absorb most of the student body. Increasing the number of chapters would ameliorate the selectivity and exclusiveness that were now perceived as the problem.
The directors' attitude-as
well as that of the faculty-was
changing.
It was clear that, as a group, young Greeks were not guilty of serious immorality, antisocial behavior, or anything worse than periodic rambunctiousness and a degree of anti-intellectualism with a possible overemphasis on socializing and stunts. Accordingly, fraternal organizations were seen
in a more positive light.
In 1926 when Evelyn Buder (daughter of Scot Butler), dean of women,
issued "Regulations for Living Conditions of Women," the coeds through
their Panhellenic organization protested the rule that all freshmen not living at home must board and room at the Residence. They needed their
freshmen pledges to fill their houses, pay for their rooms, and support their
dining t'1cilities. The directors sided with Panhellenic, noting that the Residence had no room for sorority freshmen. The board found that sororities had not been given sufficient notice of this regulation and would sufFer
financial hardship without freshman residents. With their plans to sell to
the Greeks building sites at the Fairview campus, directors did not want
society treasuries depleted. The board quietly rescinded the dean's rule, but
let President Aley and Dean Butler claim credit for responding favorably
to PanhcIlenic's protest.
The directors were well aware of the college's inability to provide living
and dining facilities for all students. Directors also recognized that alumni
who went forth with the fondest memories and maintained the closest
attachments to the college tended to be the ones who as Greek society members had been at the center of activities. Until dormitories arose on the
Fairview campus in the 1950s, the fraternities and sororities remained the
C

c
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central source for leadership and participation in other extracurricular
activities-clubs,
athletics, or campus events like Spring Sing and Geneva
Stunts. In the always difficult task of integrating commuters into campus
life, the Greek houses provided a home away from home for their nonresident commuting members.
At the end of the Irvington period, "barbs" still resented their classification. Nonresident students did not participate fully in campus lifemany by choice. College spirit and alumni loyalty suffered. These problems would remain, but they would have been worse without the fraternities
and sororities.
After the move to Fairview in the fall of 1928, fraternities and sororities
obtained temporary homes in the vicinity. The first fraternity to build its
own house after the move was Lambda Chi Alpha. It had established a chapter at Butler in 1915, the fourth Butler fraternity, Now the chapter chose
a site-not on the proposed "Fraternity Row" but on Sunset Avenue, south
of the immense new Fieldhouse. Lots proposed by the university had seemed
too expensive. The "Larnbchops" moved in even before the house was fully
finished, at the end of December 1928. The house was completed by the
following March, designed by Lambda Chi Alpha brother Virgil C. Hoagland, in brick Tudor style with limestone details.
Phi Delta Theta built the first house on Fraternity Row. Thomas Hibben, architect of Jordan Hall, designed the house in a similar style. On
the corner of Hampton Drive and Clarendon, it faces the campus to the
north. The brothers moved in as the college began its second year at Fairview, September 1929. Sororities and fraterniries followed along the Row,
a few remaining in ofF-campus quarters for some time. The Depression and
World War II delayed building plans.
The Sigma Nu house on Hampton Drive, located between Sunset and
Clarendon, was completed in October 1933. It was sold to Sigma Alpha
Mu in 1954. Delta Gamma sorority, founded at Butler in 1925, laid the
cornerstone of its house on the Row in June 1936. The architects were
M. C. Smith and V. C. Hoagland. The next year Alpha Chi Omega took
up a lot west of the Phi Delta Theta house. The sorority employed Wilbur
Shook of McGuire and Shook as its architect. Pi Beta Phi sorority built its
Greek Revival mansion at the far west end of Hampton, employing Lee Burns
and Edward James as architects. The fraternity of Delta Tau Delta planned
a house between the Phi Delts and Alpha Chis in 1937, but did not proceed. Instead, this site became that of the new Zeta Tau Alpha house, which
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opened in the fall of 1950. Kappa Alpha Theta sorority completed its new
house on the Row, next to Kappa Kappa Gamma, in the fall of 1940.
Thus by midcentury the Row had filled out. Along Hampton Drive, running west, the Sigma Alpha Mu, Sigma Chi, and Phi Delta Theta fraternities were followed by the sororities Zeta Tau Alpha, Alpha Chi Omega,
Delta Gamma, Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Kappa Alpha
Theta, and, as Hampton curved south into Haughey Avenue, Pi Beta Phi.
Soon, across Haughey to the west, Sigma Nu and Delta Tau Delta fraternities were to build their chapter houses, after having spent a number
of years in old mansions east of Michigan Road between 42nd Street and
the canal, a strip called Shooters Hill. The fraternities relocated in favor of
Christian Theological Seminary and the Interfaith Center. Tau Kappa Epsilon also abandoned the "Hill" to move next door to the Phi Delts, occupying the former Zeta Tau Alpha house. The sorority of Zeta Tau Alpha
had given up its place at Buder by 1955, after thirty-five years.
Two new Greek organizations were allowed to build on the campus itself, on the access road connecting the west end of Jordan Hall with Hampton Drive just as it bends into Haughey. Alpha Phi sorority erected its new
house at the corner across from the Pi Phis. Phi Kappa Psi built just north,
along the access road.
Kappa Sigma and Phi Kappa Theta trarcrniries remained off campus.
The house of the former group was just east of Sunset, on Hampton, the
latter at West 46th Street and Graceland Avenue. Kappa Sigma had reestablished a fraternity chapter at Butler on February 2, 1950. Dwindling alumni
support, however, led to its closing in 1981. Alumni had not rallied to
finance enlargement of the chapter house; consequently, the chapter was
unable to pledge the number of men needed for survival.
A new fraternity, the Mu Iota chapter of Sigma Alpha Mu, was established for Jewish men on June 4, 1948. In 1954 it located in the former
Sigma Nu house on Hampton Drive, between the new men's dormitory
and the lot where Sigma Chi was building. Since other fraternities accepted
men without discrimination on religious grounds, however, the "Sammies"
could not keep up their numbers, leaving the scene by 1957. The Sammies'
house became the Sigma Chi house after its new home was destroyed.
A comeback was attempted in 1970-71, encouraged by Dr. David IvL
Silver, dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. The effort was abandoned within a year or two. Another new fraternity, Tau Kappa Epsilon,
appeared at Butler in 1951, becoming one of the Greek brotherhoods that
have remained active to the present.
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In addition, a men's house, Phi Kappa, opened in 1953. Its sponsor was
the much loved and respected Reverend Father (later Monsignor) Raymond
Bosler, who guided the men for their first few years until a housemother
was installed. Primarily a Roman Catholic fraternity, it did not restrict membership exclusively to students of that faith. In 1959 it became Phi Kappa
Theta and remained one of Butler's fraternities until 1971.
Phi Kappa Psi came to Butler, colonizing in May 1969 and earning its
charter after its first full year of 1969-70. Strong from the first, as Indiana
Zeta chapter, it began by winning the University Scholarship Ti·ophy with
surprising regularity.
The first new sorority in many years, Alpha Phi, began its Butler career
in 1967-68 and rapidly rook its place in the Greek scene. Mrs. Alexander E. Jones, wife of the university's president and herself a former national president of Alpha Phi, was active in bringing this sorority to the
Butler campus.
By 1995 three Greek organizations for African Americans gained places
at Butler. Alpha Kappa Alpha and Sigma Garnma Rho were sororities,
Kappa Alpha Psi a fraternity. After a lapse of over seventy years, Alpha
Kappa Alpha and Kappa Alpha Psi reappeared on campus. Sigma Gamma
Rho and the Black Student Union were also functioning by 1995. By this
time, other Greek chapters had accepted integration and initiated African
American students.
In 1952 Rho chapter of Sigma Chi moved into the newest house at Butler. On the corner of Hampton across Clarendon from the Phi Delts, the
three-story modern structure held a commanding view of the campus mall
extending northward to the Holcomb Observatory. On the night of November 18, 1955, the Sigs and Phi Delrs held their first Cross and Shield
Ball at the Indianapolis Athletic Club. Trouble with a balky water heater
had plagued the Sigs for some time, but for this gala evening, it was working again, so that the men were able to shower before dressing for the dance.
As men were taking their dates home, lingering along Sorority Row until
the 2:00 A.M. curfew, an explosion blew out the walls and collapsed the
floors of the handsome chapter house. The water heater had blown up and
shot across the basement floor, taking out the building's supports.
A few stunned Sigs and housemother Ruby HofFman were helped from
the wreckage by police, firemen, and students who rushed to the scene. Only
a half-dozen or so men were in the house when it collapsed. Most of them
sustained no more than minor injuries. Pledge Hoagland Elliot's were by
far the most serious. His calls for help set students and emergency crews to
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digging into the rubble at the west end of the basement. After an hour and
a half, he was lifted out, suffering from shock, head lacerations, and other
cuts. Protected by a mattress, he had fallen from his second-floor bedroom
on the eastern side and slid to the west end of the basement.
President Ross hurried over from his nearby residence, striding back and
forth in the snowy night, wanting to make sure that all of the fraternity's
men were accounted for-including
basketball guards Bobby Plump and
Ray Craft, who had come to Butler from the Milan High "miracle team"
of 1954. All were safe.
The next morning small groups stood in the snow and slush watching
the wrecking ball knock down the broken walls. A few were allowed to venture into the ruins to retrieve belongings. "Mom" Hoffman's cherished mink
stole was rescued. Chapter president John D. Stegman '57, watching from
the Phi Delt lawn, found himself next to the elderly president of the board
of directors, Hilton U. Brown. Generously Brown urged that the suddenly
homeless Sigs should move into the Phi Delt house, "with my boys." Ultimately the Sigma Chis bought the former Sigma Alpha Mu house, doubling
its size in accordance with the original plans that Sigma Nu, the actual
builders, had envisioned.
The Greek houses provided the university with graduates who maintained strong ties to their college as well as their chapter and would become
hearty supporters of the university in later years.

Other Organizations
Student organizations multiplied in the years after World War I.
They included honorary societies, clubs devoted to particular academic
interests, service groups, and social gatherings.
Preeminent among the honoraries, Phi Kappa Phi elected students with
the highest grade point averages from junior and senior classes. Butler's Phi
Kappa Phi chapter was installed in 1922. The more widely known and older
academic honorary, Phi Beta Kappa, limited election to students in the liberal arts and sciences, whereas Phi Kappa Phi was open to students from
all colleges of the university-a
more appropriate honorary for Butler.
Alpha Lambda Delta, freshman women's honorary, gained a chapter at
Butler in 1926. Two years earlier, this national honorary had been founded
by Maria Leonard, dean of women at the University of Illinois. Dean Leo-
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sharing special interests

debating

honorary

into cam-

Debate

ini-

It came to include
in 1965-66,

in community

spon-

service.

made up a large contingent

had always been a feature of literary soci-

ety meetings. Butler debaters regularly participated
recognition

scholar-

was one of

students

on campus

soreel by Kiwanis Clubs; it involved students

achieving

Association

service projects on and ofFcampus.

of Butler organizations.

of the Res-

campus

affiliated with the Boy Scours of America,

as many women as men. Circle K appeared
Clubs for students

Organi-

this plan, however, proved premature.

ship and loyalty. The Butler Independent
JUS

fund

League (1924), open to those with high social and moral stan-

Woman's

idence,

campus

of cities, and the

with considerable

was founded

in regional tournaments,

regularity.

at Butler-Alpha

In 1908 a national
chapter

of Tau Kappa

Alpha. Women's debating teams began at Butler in 1919. In December

1923

the Forensic Club ofFered students

expe-

rience with intramural

an opportunity

didates for Butler's debating

teams. A debate club continued

the Fairview campus in ensuing years as an adjunct
ment and the debate squads that it supported.
Many of the academic
particular
become

fields sponsored

subjects. Journalism's
a chapter

proved successful
journalists,

to gain debating

debate contests from which emerged

Fourth

of the national

potential
to flourish

Estate Club petitioned

in 1926. The Scribblers

on

of the Speech Depart-

clubs for students

honorary,

can-

interested

in

in 1924 to

Sigma Delta Chi; the quest
Club, an honorary

for women

became a chapter of the national Theta Sigma Phi in 1927. Both

of these honoraries

remained

active at the new campus.
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Merrill and Harriet

dent reading,

discussion,

Noble had established

and writing
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a tradition

of stu-

in groups outside the classroom.

As-

piring writers and book lovers carried on their interest in the literary clubs
and, increasingly,

in groups

sponsored

fessor Evelyn Buder started
faculty

and students

the only survivor
ranks to women

interested

Club enrolled

in student

publications,

Department

with literary interests, was

in 1935 and continued

organizations

the auspices

a sporadic

proved to be those engaged

both those sponsored

on under

its

Club (1908), the Poetry

devotees by 1917. A chapter of Sigma
for students

existence.
The most active and enduring
and those carried

literary societies, opened

The Dramatic

organization

by the English

Pro-

in the short story. Philokurian,

of the nineteenth-century
in the mid-1920s.

Club, and the Writers'

Department.

the Pen and Pencil Club in 1921, a group of

especially

Tau Delta, a national
sponsored

by the English

by the English Department

of the Journalism

Deparnnent.

These merit separate treatment (see chapter 15).
During the final years at Irvington, the college boasted a French Club
(1921), a German Club (formerly called Ocr Deutsche Verein), Classical
Club (1929), and Spanish Club. For students with a scientific bent, a Chemistry Club, reconstituted
(1913),

in 1922 after a lapse of two years, a Biology Club

and a Mathematics

portunity
students,

Club

to share interests

(1922)

outside

a Kappa Mu Epsilon chapter

and then the Thespians
theater and rewarded

catered

students

provided

the classroom

students

was installed. The Dramatic

to the long-manifested

Club

attraction

who engaged in the numerous

put on during the college year.
Development
of many more groups

with an op-

and lab. Later, for math
of the

perfcmnances

arising from activities

dance, and music lay ahead, when at Fairview the university

in drama,

acquired

Jordan College of Music. But already in 1923 Butler had a Volunteer
James B. Vandaworker

was appointed

in the bll of 1924. Participating
substitute
Sigma

band for required

a service organization

Glee Clubs and other singing
university,
1926,

as were instrumental

elected

achievement.

members

who

Band honoraries,

for marching

units were a continuous
groups.

Band

received one credit hour and could

physical education.

Tau Beta

fCH· women and Kappa Kappa Psi for men, were combined

in the Waytes Guild,

Band.

director of the Butler Marching

students

the

band members.
presence

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,

displayed

Sigma Alpha Iota, a national

high

scholarship

honorary,

in 1971
at the

begun in

and

musical

recognized

women
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bl'lity in music and academics. Mu Phi Epsilon, another group, presente( I scllolarshil)t. awards.
,
..
A Social Services Club formed In 1923. A Commerce Club was a divi.
f the Indianapolis Businessman's Club. In 1925 its faculty and stuSJOn a
dent members concerned themselves with employment opportunities in
the business world. When the university created the College of Business,
an Insurance Club and a chapter of the Society for the Advancement of
Management emerged. At Fairview, with the merger that added the College of Pharmacy to the university, Phi Delta Chi, devoted to maintaining
facilities of that college, reflected the fact that its founder at Butler, Professor Dale Doerr, was also president of the national organization. Other
pharmacy groups included Kappa Psi, which sought to educate about the
profession, and Lambda Kappa Sigma, which engaged in promotion of Campus activities and helped to stage the annual science fairs for high school
youth of the region. The principal pharmacy honorary, Rho Chi, elected
students who had completed 70 percent of their pharmacy courses and
maintained a 3.0 GPA.
In the fall of 1923, students who planned to teach could join the Studen t 'reachers Associates, devoted to instilling professional attitudes. Delta
Psi Kappa came later, at Fairview, an organization for women majoring in
physical education. The PEMM Club attracted both majors and minors
in physical education and centered its activities on professionalism, promoting health, and recreation. A girls' social group, the Lotus Club (1906),
held parties and picnics as well as musical entertainments.
Clubs that concerned themselves with religion, including the Religious
Council, were active from time to time. The Sandwich Club, starred in
1904, was a group of preministerial students who met twice a month for
supper. There were also the Methodist Student Movement, the Newman
Club, a Christian Science organization, the Campus Crusade for Christ,
and others.
In election years, the Young Republicans and the Young Democrats attracted adherents. An International Relations Club was active, particularly
during periods when world events aroused interest in our foreign policy.
LlBERI enlisted the sons and daughters of Butler alumni in the Irvington years. In 1936 at Fairview, its name changed to Sons and Daughters
Club. Home economics, a popular major from the 1920s to the 1980s,
sponsored the Welwyn Club, established in 1940. After World War II, Air
wit 1 a
>
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Force ROTC members might join the Arnold Air Society. Young women
who supported the cadets formed the Air Angels.
The history honorary Phi Alpha Theta established itself on campus in
the spring of 1970. A History Club, the International Relations Club, and
the Political Science Club had periods of activity varying with student interest. The Political Science honorary, Pi Sigma Alpha, established a chapter at Butler in 1991.
Special note may be taken of organizations named in the 1899 Drift.
That publication carried a sprightly history of real, transient, or wholly
imaginary groups, reminiscent of the facetious listings in the Butler of the
early 1880s. Actual organizations are listed in this Drifi--Philokurian,
YMCA and YWCA, Glee Club, Mandolin Club, the athletic associations,
and the Oratorial Association. But a separate section, "Clubs," lists the
Jockey Club ("My Kingdom for a Horse"), the Shining Lights Club (the
Royal Order of Improved Halos), the Anti-Frost Club, the Sacred Association of Daily Chapel Bolters, and the Sprightly Band.
Altogether, Butler brought forth a wide range of organizationshonoraries, service groups, and activity and interest clubs-open
to students over the years. Organizations flourished when they found enthusiastic leaders and supportive faculty sponsors.

15

Publications

are rich repositories of student history. The Collegian, Butler's newspaper, began publication in 1886, in a magazine format of twenty-four pages, published on
the fifteenth of each month. Before its appearance, C. E. Hollenbeck, teaching commercial subjects, had proposed a college paper to be called the Student, in 1871. Board president Ovid Butler took the matter under consideration, but no action was taken. The first Collegians were the combined
effort of the literary societies: Mathesian, Python ian, Philokurian, Athenian, and the Demia Butler Society. Directors responded favorably to the
enterprise. Financial support included paying for full-page advertisements
prornoting the university as an aid in recruiting students. In 1893 directors agreed to make up the newspaper's deficit.
The Colleeian emerged as a weekly in 1899. Advertising and monies from
student fees supported a four-page publication. Directors ordered faculty
supervision of the Collegian in 1893, pronouncing the 1892-93 runs of
the paper "the first creditable college paper we've had." President Scot Butler, however, came to question its utility, calling it "a source of amusement
to its editors" rather than "a useful agency to publicize the college."
In 1900 the college was part of the University ofIndianapolis. The Collegitlrl became an all-university paper called the University Brief Its content, however, pertained mainly to the affairs of the liberal arts college at
LONG-RUNNING

STUDENT

PUBLICATIONS
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Irvington. With the dissolurion of the University of Indianapolis, the paper resumed its Collegian masthead. At various periods it was published
weekly, twice weekly, even daily. In the mid-twentieth century and later, it
was published three times a week during the academic year.
In 1927 the Department of Journalism took responsibility for the newspaper. After the move to Fairview, Hilton U. Brown arranged for the gift
of used print shop equipment from the Indianapolis News. Previously the
paper had been primed by private contractors. Printing the Collegian on
campus with the old linotype and press proved to be a struggle. Ellsworth
Maxwell '34 recalled heroic ctiorts by himself and his staff-including
his
future wife, Marjory Watkins '34-(0 get the paper out when he was managing editor in 1933. J. Douglas Perry '26, the journalism professor, could
not help-he was hospitalized with a fractured skull sustained in an automobile accident on hazardous 46th Street.
Ever inventive and mischievous, students from time to time have brought
out "underground" papers. Horatio N. Kelsey, ex '88, and Edward Harman,
ex '89, believing that the Colleeian was "too conservative and dignified,"
issued Butler News, which they financed by selling advertising. When the
faculty found out about it, the paper was shut down. It had been intended
as a "reform paper," according to its editors, who believed it had "done some
good." In the 1930s and 1940s the Irvington Sigma Delta Chi Bullegian
(November 1936) and the Butler Bullegian (December 5, 1947) provide
examples of student wit and satire, reflecting critical views of administration, Iaculty, and fellow students. According to some alumni, the fugitive
paper was commonly referred to as "the bull sheet."
The first college annuals or yearbooks, called the Butler, were issued in
1879. The cover featured a proper English butler, bearing a roast pig on a
platter. Fraternities Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Chi, and DeltaTlll Delta, with
sororities Kappa Alpha Theta and Kappa Kappa Gamma, were the publishers. Hilton U. Brown '80 was editor. The annual was issued in 1879,
1880, and 1881. Issues identified members of the literary societies, fraternities and sororities, faculty members, and classes (plus local graduate members called "resident members"). Organizations listed included some notably mythical ones-Peripatetic
Fraternity, Spread Eagle Club, Midnight
Grub Marauder Club-along
with the Oratorial Association, the Baseball
Association, and the Foot Ball [sic] Association, as well as David Starr Jordan's Butler University Sumrner Tramps (BUST). The Butler also listed the
year's dramatic productions and the library holdings. Journals available in
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the library included Atlantic Monthly, Harper's, North American Review,
Scribner's, Popular Science, and some foreign publications.
The enduring yearbook-the
Drift-appeared
initially in 1891. Issues
were not forthcoming between 1892 and 1898, 1900-1903, 1905 -1906,
1914-16, 1918-20, and 1933, the worst year of the Depression. Between
1983 and 1985 the yearbook appeared under the title the Carillon, resuming
its original Drift appellation in 1986.
The Drift began under the auspices of the fraternities. Directors voted
$25 to assist the first issue. Junior class sponsorship became the norm until
the Department of Journalism took over supervision in the late 1920s, with
student stafF drawn from any class. Subscribers and advertising revenue
financed the Drift, but like the Collegian, it occasionally required financial
help. III response to a request for a subsidy in 1923, the directors agreed to
buy only fifty copies. Directors rejected a Drift appeal in 1930 for support
from student fees.
Drift issues of the 1920s contain exceptional drawings, photographs,
and other artwork. Their pages also include writing not only by students
like 10m Hibben-later
designer of Jordan Memorial Hall-but
also by
Irvington literary figures who were friends of the college. Kin Hubbard and
Meredith Nicholson contributed in 1923. Artists like William Forsyth
and his daughter, Constance, then a student, also displayed their talents.
Formats were typical of college yearbooks. Scenes of the campus and
sketches of proposed buildings at the future Fairview campus along with elegant photography of that site's wooded splendor and shaded canal path appear. Pictures of senior class members, f.,culty, and administration, of course,
and even individual pictures of members of the other classes compose sections of the annual. There are write-ups of fratemiries, sororities, and campus organizations. A sketch of the university history is often given, although
some inaccuracies show up. Athletic teams receive elaborate treatment.
In later years, perhaps in an efFort at originality, subjects are treated impressionistically. Listings of organizations are selective rather than complete.
The editors had to contend with faculty and students who did not bother
to sit for pictures and with organizations that had become inactive or lax
in providing information about their activities. The staff, however, covered
major student events of the year-Geneva
Stunts, Spring Sing, and campuswide Greek events like the Watermelon Bust, Derby Day, Tricycle-arhon,
and the Little 500 races, relying on Drift photographers to catch Butler
personages at work and play. In some recent years the Drift has not provided a systematic record of the year's activities.
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Among other student publications, literary or humorous magazines have
made intermittent appearances, with one developing a solid history. In 1920
and 192 I the Brief BrIg published student compositions. At Christmas in
1925 and 1926, the Scribblers Club brought out the Christmas Stocking.
In 1927 the Cocoon, a literary magazine founded by the Journalism Departrnent's honorary fraternity, Sigma Delta Chi, began publication. Professor Alice Bidwell Wesenberg of the English Department became faculty
sponsor. With the move to Fairview, the Cocoon enlarged and metamorphosed into the Tower. Don W. Sparks '29 was the editor of this quarterly,
first issued in November 1928. It ceased publication after February 1931.
The enduring literary magazine is MSS (Manuscripts), put out by interested students, mostly those in English classes. Successor to the Towel;
MSS first appeared in December 1933, with John Thompson listed as its
editor. Its staff was all-student. The first faculty sponsor was Allegra Stewart '21, assisted by Don Sparks. MSS served as a laboratory for young writcrs. Any student was free to submit short stories, essays, or verse. Following Stewart, Werner W. Beyer, who taught creative writing, guided lVISS.
Susan Ncville became MSS advisor subsequently. Two men who started writing for MSS and went on to achieve notice as authors, James Alexander
Thorn (Long Knife and other historical novels) and Michael Martone (Fort
Wflyne Is Seventh on Hitler's List), returned to Butler to honor the founder
of lVIS5', Allcgra Stewart, at a reception in early 1990. Stewart had retired
in 1969. The spring 1990 issue of the Alumni Quarterly celebrated fifryeight years of publication of lVISS with a list of its editors. Over the years
MSS has oflered a consistently high order of student writings, receiving
countless state and national awards.
A college humor magazine, the Dog House, announced, "This is the flrst
woof" in March 1938. Calling itself the official humor publication of Butler University, it promised to appear eight times a year. The magazine was
subject to approval by its bculty advisor, Charles W. Walters. Its years of
woofing proved regrettably few. Another humor magazine-the
Bulldog-«
barked unril 1943. It associated itself with Alpha Delta Sigma, a national
advertising organization. Butler president Daniel S. Robinson selected
Max E. Wildman '41 as its editor. By 194 I Bulldog editors were complaining of delays in publication resulting Irom heavy administrative censorship.
Faculty hostility and a $200 debt contributed to the lapse of the magazine
in 1943. An attempt to revive it in 1946 was unsuccessful. Proposals for
another humor publication, the [ordan fester, circulated in 1944 but came
to nothing.

/
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In these magazines

the humor,

hilarious

but more often

pearance

was an indication

typical of student

heavy-handed

or limp.

efforts, was sometimes
Nonetheless,

of high spirits and lighthearted

as in the 1911 Drift: "We

On occasion one finds wry views worth quoting,
feel that Butler is, next to Posey County,

their ap-

dispositions.

the greatest place on earth" and

"Many were the strange ideas with which we entered
We departed with stranger ones."

our freshman

year.

Student writers in the college paper, the yearbooks, the literary magazinesor in fugitive or short-lived
activities

efforts-all

and events, campus

University

comprehended

issues and student

undergraduate

life,

concerns.

Publications

The university's publications
are an important
expression of the
life of the institution. The most important college bulletins were the catalog issues, usually annual but occasionally

issued only every other year. An

un usual feature of the early catalogs was the listing of all enrolled
with their addresses.
lege's beginnings

Listed, too, were graduates

to the current

officers were identified,
plus the calendar
sometimes noted.

ulations.

Association
and flculty

Catalogs

Alumni

and for fulfilling curricular

about location of buildings,

took the place of alumni
M. Graydon,

out a directory

edited another

In both, alumni
of students

for 1856-1912.

in 1930 for graduates

reg-

but did not graduate

occupation

if known,

issued departmental

procedures,

of the Alumni

Her successor,
between

Asso-

George A.

1856 and 1929.
A directory

from Burler between

and 1900 was put out, listing names alphabetically,
Regularly

were

lists in the catalogs as that

as secretary

are listed by classes rather than alphabetically.

who attended

yearfs) enrolled,

degrees

carried a brief sketch of the universi tys history, a state-

Katharine

brought

Schumacher,

and honorary

the courses of study along with re-

for graduation,

and information
and fees.

directories

list lengthened.

date of the catalog.

catalogs identified

for admission,

ment of purpose,
housing, tuition,

ciation,

Alumni

as well as the usual listing of directors

for the year. Past awards

As is customary,
quirements

students

of each class from the col-

1855

along with notes of

and town or city of residence.

or college

publications

were,

notably,

Shrlrte Quarterly and Butler Botanical Studies. Shane Quarter6' began with

Publications
the issue of January
through

1940, published
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by the College of Religion. Volumes I

16 to 1955 were followed by a publication

issued by the Christian

Encounter; after the College of Religion became the
Butler University Botanical Studies began publication
in March 1929 under the editorship of Stanley A. Cain '24. Its importance

Theological

Seminary,

independent

Seminary.

aside from the articles it carried lay in the facr that by exchanges with other
university
journals

libraries it brought
that continued

ceased publication.

Adjunct teachers from Indianapolis

contributed

budget.

undergraduates,
firms like Eli Lilly

articles, as did faculty members

sities in the state. Costs consumed

library,

the world long after Studies

This journal carried articles by hculty,

and graduate students.
& Company

some 200 journals to the department's

to come from around

of other univer-

a large part of the Botany Department's

For that reason the department

ceased to publish the journal with

the issue of June 1964. Fourteen volumes were produced.
Until 1959 no faculty handbook was available. The first of successive
collections

of the rules and procedures

work of Howard

G. Baetzhold,

ulty information

handbook

ican Association
known,
sponding

committee

of University

duce the handbook

governing

chairman,

of the Butler chapter of the Amer-

in order to clarify policies heretofore
President

to queries and even providing

unwritten,

M. O. Ross cooperated

university

little

fully, re-

funds to help defray cost

Data also came from the bursar, the catalogs, and, of course,

the university's charter and bylaws.
The publication
offering by far the most comprehensive
campus

hlC-

Professors. The AAUP chapter acted to pro-

or not well understood.

of publication.

faculty members was the

and Paul R. Stewart ofthe

insight

into

affairs is the Alumna] Qurtrter61 and its successor publications-

Alumnus, Alumni Qurlrterly, Butler Ounrterly. etc. The Alumnal Quarterly,
with its ingenious
began publication
ume 26, number

title that, ahead of its time, avoided gender distinctions,
in April 1912. Its last issue was that of July 1937, vol2. From its inception,

its editor until her death on January
the Alumni

Association,

Katharine

which she founded

who had attended

touch with an amazingly
quarterly

else, and she kept in

of them. Through

she rallied the alumni and kept them informed

Her own devotion

to Butler, her sympathy

vision fitted her uniquely

of

woman came to know more

Butler than did anyone

large number

served as

secretary

at the same time as she began

editing the Alumnal Quarter6/, this remarkable
students

M. Graydon

25, 1934. As permanent

the pages of the
about the college.

for youth, and her energy and

to weld the "Butler

flmily"

together.

/
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The Alumnal Quarterly printed
dresses, articles and editorials
university,

Founders'

and plans for the future.
developments

achievements

of notable

reelse.

with news of the
activities

(includFounders'

week.

Graydon

obituaries for important

faculty professional

nowhere

and celebrations-Homecoming,

Day, and Commencement

adat the

of former students

that could be found

at Butler were also detailed,

graduates,

ing travels and retirements),
Widely connected,

themes, developments

Reminiscences

vealed aspects of early college history
Major current

Day and Commencement

on educational

recorded marriages,

births, and deaths, with

university figures. One section carried the usual notes

about alumni and recorded their visits to the campus. Affairs of the Alumni
Association

and of Butler alumni clubs in various cities found their place in

the quarterly.

In addition

it summarized

noted campus acrivi ties Graydon

the record of athletic

of Iraterni ties, sorori tics, and other organizations.

Quarterly editorship

relinquished

in 1929. George

macher '25 became the new editor, replaced temporarily
'26 Irorn the Journalism

teams and

Department,

A. Schu-

by J. Douglas Perry

when Schumacher

went off to do

graduate work in 1930-31. Graydon reclaimed the position in the fall of
1931. On her death in 1934, Sarah Sisson '23, a member of the English
Department,
associated
macher
marked

became

Sisson, on the faculty since 1927, had been

editor.

of the Qutlrterly since 1931. In 1937 Schu-

with publications

replaced Sisson as Quarterly editor. The issue of October
the change of name to the Butler Alumnus.

Martha

Coddington

'36 came to the Alumni

retarial work the same year that she graduated.
the Alumnus when Schumacher
as a first lieutenant.
dington

remained

as assistant

Chamber

of Commerce

duty, Cod-

editor until she went into government
to work for the Indiana

and later fCH"Indiana

Bell Telephone

serState

Company.

1951 was a very slim issue. The forrnat had

already changed to a magazine-sized
with cover photograph

return from military

left the editorship

The Alumnus of December

Office to assist with secShe took over as editor of

left in 1942 to join the Army Air Corps

Upon Schumacher's

vice in 1945. Schumacher

1937

publication

and many illustrations

of about fifteen glossy pages
inside. (The Alumnal Quar-

terly had carried only an occasional photo or other illustration.) The format
O'Dell '21 of the Journalism Department
became editor of the Alumnus in 1954. The publication went only to paid
changed again in 1951. DeForest
members
With

of the Alumni Association,

the advent of Harold

and it came out only three times a year.

D. Wilkins

'51 as alumni director,

the revival
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of the Alumnus was planned. It appeared as a six-page foldout in 1958. Yet
another new format, an eight-page publication, appeared in September 196 I.
Since the early 1960s, dates of issue, name, and format have continued to
change as the staff has grappled with budgetary considerations.
Whether they had paid alumni dues or not, all Butler graduates whose
addresses were known received the Alumnal Quarterly or the later Alumnus. Subscriptions rose from $1 annually to $3 for those who were able and
willing to help, although the fee fell short of covering costs. Occasional subsidies from the college and a few loyal advertisers kept things going, but by
1937 the Quarterly warned its readers that publication would end ifalumni
did not provide more support.
With Graydon's death, something had been lost. The distinctive note of
affection and concern was gone. With the reduced format, editorials, articles, and speeches disappeared; news and notes became briefer. Even before the quasi-crisis of 1937, the Depression had hit the publication hard;
then World War II brought both shortages of materials and the dispersion
of Butler's people. The great increase in enrollment beginning in the 1920s
had already made it difficult to maintain the sense of community. It became hard to provide a Butler "voice" and convey the college's tone. A
larger, diversified urban university could offer only an echo of the "fostering
mother" that the small college had been. It took many years to rekindle the
attachments once so tenderly cherished. The leisurely pace of college days
no longer held.
By the mid-1950s the inadequacies of communication within the university were perceived. The need for action to restore a sense of community led to new measures to reach out to alumni and friends.
By the 1970s an increased number of announcements and press releases
were issued. Annually the university published the president's report, a Iaculry-staff directory, and other informative material. Butler Oil the Moue, later
renamed Butler Reports, periodically relayed information to the faculty on
future plans, personnel changes, and faculty accomplishments. Students
might avail themselves of Ayers promoting offerings of the various colleges
and departments.

In the twenty-first century, printed publications have remained important, but they are now augmented by telecommunications and computer
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., abilities. A toll-free number

allows traveling faculty, alumni,

reacn any 0 ff'ICC on campus,

C,lP

1

and friends

f
f'acsrmi
. '1e transas uoes

of the university to
nission. Computers
on almost every desk are linked to provide
~

C

11110

rrn'ltion
c.

hom within or without,

versities and colleges throughout

including

connection

the state. Where once a single telephone

served the Irvington campus, now telephones and answering
computers for staff: faculty, and many student rooms.
The period of student
strated

the need

machines

for better

This tumultuous

as throughout

relations
period-one

the world-brought

the public and to bring together
Buder family.

join

unrest in the late 1960s and early 1970s demonbetween

"authorities"

and young

Jeople. Low faculty morale had fe))"ced a change of administration
~id-1970s.

access to

with other uni-

of changes

011

campus

Butler new means to present
the many individuals

in the
as well
itself to

who make up the

Indianapolis
Courtesy
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Water Canal,

Buder University

Chi House,

Fairview

Campus,

Early 1920s.

Archives.

Homecoming,

1952. Courtesy

Buder University
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Homecoming
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Butler University
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1953.

Above left: Butler from the Air, Fairview
Campus,
University
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Above: Butler from the Air, Fairview
Campus,
University

ca. 1936. Courtesy
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Archives.

Below left: Butler from the Air, Fairview
Campus,
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Archives.
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Hall, Fairview Campus.
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The Times Were Out of Joint
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bation. According to Dean James W Putnam's report, the Association cited
these deficiencies: classes oversized (insufficient faculty); problem with retention (perhaps half of the students who enrolled as freshmen were not
graduating); inadequate endowment, faculty salaries, operating income, library holdings, and laboratory equipment; and too great a proportion of
faculty in lower ranks.
The North Central report had faulted only financial and academic
deficiencies. It had not mentioned athletic policy or programs. Scrutiny of
the athletic program was, however, not far behind. During the 1929-30
basketball season, DePauw University abruptly severed intercollegiate athletic relations with Butler. DePauw had discovered that Butler's team captain, Oral Hildebrand, had played professional baseball the previous summer. Directors on the finance and athletic committees met to review the
situation. The faculty promptly declared Hildebrand ineligible. (Hildebrand went on to play big league baseball with the Cleveland Indians, St.
Louis Browns, and New York Yankees, for whom he pitched in the 1939
World Series.)
DePauw declined to renew athletic relations with Butler until six years
after the breech. Wabash College brokered the resumption early in 1936.
But the 1930 blast hom DePauw could hardly escape notice by the North
Central Association. That body was already turning its attention to the
overemphasis on athletics that had for some time been evident at many colleges and universities.
Meanwhile, directors paid scant attention to correcting shortcomings that
formed the basis for North Central's injunction. Less than two weeks after
Putnam's report, the full board passed off the matter to a committee composed of Hilton U. Brown, college president Roberr ]. Aley, Emsley Johnson, Lee Burns, and William G. Irwin. Otherwise, with their usual preoccupation with details, directors had devoted their meeting to a discussion
of space for Miss Lieber's nursery school, bookplates for the library, Jordan
Hall's roofleaks, and faulty boilers. Although North Central was pointing
out needs for laboratory equipment and library acquisitions, higher E1Culty salaries, and greater financial resources, directors proceeded to award
a contract for construction of an outdoor track and practice field.
North Central had given Butler one year to meet Association requirements. The board's committee did too little-and
toO late. Butler lost accreditation. Two months after Butler was put on probation, directors urged
Aley to arrange a meeting with North Central representatives to clarify its
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requirements. This approach proved impossible since the North Central
Association maintained no office between its sessions. Little could have been
accomplished in any case.To meet accreditation standards required money,
and Butler was running a deficit. It had borrowed to com plete Jordan Hall.
Large amounts had been spent in the move to Fairview. Aley and Putnam
admitted that faculty salaries were too low, that it was "difficult to maintain high standards because of our poverty."
Increasing the endowment seemed precluded by John W Atherton's illness. Yet the unrealistic directors had talked of new buildings and even approved construction of a dormitory only a year before the university was
put on probation. One can understand the financial obstacles that made
it unlikely that Butler could maintain accreditation. But why did directors
seem so little concerned? Why did they not authorize those changes that
might have been made? Was it euphoria arising from the first year on a new
campus or perhaps enthusiasm over the year's winning athletic season? Was
it directors' tendency to leave responsibility in the hands of the inner circle of board members-Brown,
Irwin, Atherton, Johnson, and Burns? Was
Aley remiss in not assessing more rigorously the seriousness of probation
and insisting that directors address the problem?
Perhaps Aley did not press hard enough on behalf of Butler's educational
needs. Yet he surely was aware that directors were unresponsive if presidents
attempted to define deficiencies or set policies. Always financially hardpressed, they pursued projects that they themselves held dear rather than
attend to requests from the faculty or president.
Moreover, Butler directors, like many Hoosiers, did not take to outside
interference. Board members might argue among themselves, but they resented external authority. Management of the university was their prerogative, their private preserve. No one else could tell them what to do. Throughout the accreditation crisis, they acted aggrieved rather than rebuked.
Following the year of probation, North Central suspended Butler's
accreditation. This time the action put Butler's deficiencies in a different
order. The university's athletic policy headed the list that had led to loss of
accreditation. George E Zook, secretary of the commission for higher education of the North Central Association, transmitted the report, dated April
4, 1930, of H. M. Doutt, University of Akron, who had inspected Butler
for the Association. It noted specifics.
The university had constructed a million dollar athletic facility, with
nearly half again as much invested in equipment. Ineligible athletes were
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ler University not for what it was but for what it planned to be. Within a
year of its move to Fairview, it had become a target before it could build
additional needed facilities or add the new colleges envisaged. Atherton's
illness had ended efforts to increase endowment and building funds. The
stock market crash and signs of oncoming depression made it increasingly
unlikely that the vision of the greater Butler could soon be realized.
The one thing that Butler could not make excuses for was athletic policy. North Central would soon retrain from demanding that higher education make educational reforms requiring major expenditures. To do otherwise was unrealistic in the face of the Depression. However, in their
grandiose scheme for athletic prominence, Buder's directors had made the
university an obvious scapegoat. North Central was not oblivious to athletic overemphasis at other universities. It cracked down on Notre Dame
at this same time, as well as naming some out-of-state institutions, including
Harvard University. The distinctive feature of Butler's situation was the separate athletic corporation that took control of sports out of the hands of
the university. The directors' corporation had proceeded to violate every
one of the Association's guidelines set forth in 1927-guidelines
that Aley
had presented to the board of directors.
Contrary to these guidelines, Buder coaches were paid extravagantly. The
faculty had no say in the awarding of jobs or grants to athletes. Players were
recruited, paid, and given free room and board. Some were not eligible for
admission or did not maintain academic eligibility. Some drank, smoked,
and womanized contrary to the university's code of morality. Teams went
on long, expensive road trips, a practice also discouraged by Association
guidelines. No voice was raised. There is no evidence that Aley ever cautioned directors about the consequences of violating North Central guidelines. The most active and influential directors were ardent sports fans. City
leaders and the general public acclaimed the prowess of Buder teams. Aley
must have realized the futility of protesting against an athletic program so
dear to the hearts of so many.
Beyond violations of guidelines, the Association's action centered on Butler's creation ofa separate athletic corporation. This feature set Buder's transgressions apart from abuses of other institutions. In North Central's view,
Butler had incurred a moral obligation to make good on the athletic corporation's indebtedness ifincome failed to meet expectations. Directors had
mortgaged the university's meager endowment that was dedicated to education. If the athletic corporation defaulted, endowment would be depleted.
Here was the principal issue raised by North Central.
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There was more. The library was unsatisfactory in arrangement, crammed
into space divided between two floors, noisy, devoid of carpeting, without
a head librarian. An obviously annoyed inspector Doutt had observed that
of fifty-three students, "One was asleep, several were visiting while others
were enjoying a library date. A few were seriously engaged in study." Current magazines were scattered on a table-there was no magazine rack. The
inspector was told that the library was a makeshift, but concluded that it
was "a decidedly poor makeshift."
A supplemental report questioned Butler's financial arrangements. The
Butler Foundation was termed "peculiar" by North Central standards.
Dean Putnam presented North Central's action to a small group of directors, meeting privately at the home of Emsley W Johnson on April 24,
1930. Present were Hilton U. Brown, John W. Atherton, Arthur V. Brown,
Lee Burns, Peter C. Reilly, and Johnson. Aley was present with the three
deans, Kershner of the College of Religion, Richardson of the College of
Education, and Putnam of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
At a second special meeting at Johnson's house three weeks later, some
of those present expressed the belief that the Association "had the wrong
viewpoint of our activities and programs" and "had unjustly criticized us."
The proper course of action, they asserted, was merely to try to correct Association views. Other directors thought that arguing would jeopardize reinstatement. They saw no course but to correct all alleged shortcomings,
although, as Emsley Johnson pointed out, raising additional endowment
to accomplish required changes would be most difficult. In any event, a
complete account of what had transpired would have to be laid before the
full board at the quarterly meeting two days hence. At the quarterly meeting, Hilton U. Brown urged his fellow directors to keep the discussion
confidential. Already the action against Butler had affected the public directly, resulting in a lot of harmful loose talk. Only eleven of the twentyone directors attended this important session.
Hilton U. Brown opened the meeting. "The action as outlined in the
press was accurate," Brown stated, "that we had been thrown out of the Association because of athletics [and] some other things that were against us."
Brown and Atherton had met with the Association's appeals committee
in Chicago. They had attempted to explain "that we had tried to establish
here practically a new institution on a basis comparable with the needs of
a great city and particularly in the athletic field, where there were the requirements of the Indiana High School [Athletic] Association."
"They seemed hard-hearted," Brown asserted. "They had made up their
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minds ... we would be made the victims of the attitude of the Association
toward athletics." Brown and Atherton were told that "this was only the
beginning." They had rejected ten membership applications because ofimproper attitudes toward athletics, and they proposed to go after other instiunions the next year.
As for Butler, Brown continued, the Association had learned that the
university was preparing to bailout the athletic corporation if disaster struck
four or five years ahead. The university would therefore have to invade its
endowment to the amount of $750,000 to payoff preferred stockholders.
Butler had already stashed away $40,000 for this purpose, according to the
Association's inspector.
Moreover, in renting the fieldhouse and stadium from the corporation,
Butler was already effectively lowering its endowment to enable the corporation to pay interest on the preferred stock. In addition, Buder was
charged with too high an expenditure for athletics, especially coaches'
salaries, amounts unlikely to be returned in gate receipts. Brown maintained
that the North Central committee got "erroneous impressions=--I don't
know where," since it had not talked to any directors. Yet the committee
formed the impression that factions and discord were rife among the faculty and directors. One may surmise that some of the athletic fans on the
board now began to suspect that Aley, faculty members, or dissident directors had corresponded confidentially or indirectly with North Central
representatives or complained to the inspector.
Brown and Atherton were shocked and humiliated. "I don't think we
got a smile out of the whole delegation," said Brown; "their minds had been
poisoned, using a strong phrase, [or] at least set against us long before they
met." Now, Brown concluded, "The only thing I have to recommend is
that we convert disaster into advantage .... We have got to get more money
so that the Association, which is absolutely merciless, cannot criticize us."
It would be better to clean house now rather than later.
Money, beyond the endowment, to guarantee the investments of preferred stockholders was one problem. To meet recommendations of the
North Central Association, endowment must also be increased and the somewhat cloudy issue of board and administrative organization and control
needed to be addressed. All of these measures would prove difficult, especially with the Depression setting in. But by the same token, the country's
growing financial crisis would force the North Central Association to ease
its demands on all colleges.
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The board had only to act on some of the other issues. Athletic policy
could, and would, promptly be changed. Faculty shortcomings could gradually be remedied. It would take more money to build up the library, but
some steps could be taken soon. As ever, the board remained resolute, hopeful, and at least ready to discuss plans for the new Fairview institution, no
matter how unrealistic they were at this juncture.
A new college president was soon to be installed. What was unforeseen
was that his brief administration would embroil the university in further
controversy, bringing to the fore the issue raised by North Central at this
prior confrontation but dodged by the directors: administration and control of the institution.
At the annual meeting in June, a letter to George F. Zook was entered
in the minutes. It detailed steps being taken to meet North Central's requirements. The letter informed North Central's secretary for higher education that "entire control" of athletics now rested with the president and
faculty. A faculty committee-not
just one professor-would
determine
athletes' eligibility. Coaches' appointments and salaries would be handled
as with other faculty.
The letter denied charges that discord existed in the administration, but
welcomed advice or further information that North Central might supply.
Directors admitted only that differences of opinion might well exist between "active and thinleing men" [their emphasis).
The Association had questioned the Butler Foundation, which held funds
raised for the university and doled out the interest for the institution's needs:
the directors' letter noted that this arrangement had been made on advice
of the General Education Board. Finally, the directors vowed to meet all
requirements, to comply without delay, "as we feel sorely the public eHect
of your criticism and action."
Zook's reply referred to an arrangement Hilton U. Brown had made,
which most of the directors would hear about only later. The endowment
requirement would be met, Zook wrote, "if the individual mentioned in
your letter of May 20 [19301 would create a trust fund sufficient to meet
the obligations of the University to the Athletic Corporation." Athletic policy, Zook continued, was another matter to be considered separately when
Butler applied for reinstatement.
The board of directors met for triennial elections of directors on June
18. The meeting failed to muster a quorum. Among those absent, it is interesting to note, were two who had been active in establishing the athletic
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century. At this juncture Brown acknowledged that many faculry members
seemed to have lost confidence in him and were holding the board responsible for the loss of accreditation. Brown admitted "some responsibility."
Meanwhile, the university took steps to address the specific items with
which North Central had found fault. First came damage control. While
the Collegian carried big headlines trumpeting loss of accreditation, the editorial inside urged support for Butler, calling the situation far from hopeless and urging students not to leave. Directors authorized a press release
to clear up public confusion concerning North Central's action and to announce progress toward reaccreditation. New publicity director Evan B.
Walker '30 along with a director for football publicity, Harlan Hadley,
worked to maintain the university's credibility. Having taken back control
of physical education and athletics, the university aligned coaches' salaries
with those of the faculty and returned determination of athletic policies to
the faculty. "Potsy" Clark departed, deprived of his our-of.scale salary and
ability to recruit and pay athletes. He was replaced by Harry M. Bell as
athletic director and football coach, a Drake graduate who had been coaching at Lombard College in Illinois.
The appointment of George F. Leonard from the College of Education
as director of the Evening Division and Summer Sessions relieved Dean
Putnam of those extra duties. A new head librarian, Leland R. Smith,
began to address deficiencies North Central had noted in that area. North
Central had not directly questioned Butler's academic standards nor the
quality of its t'1Cldty.The university assured qualified seniors that loss of
accreditation would not interfere with their acceptance by graduate schools.
Early in 1931, as the university prepared its application for reaccreditation, it did not neglect to confer with Indiana's representatives on the North
Central Association-George
Buck, principal of Shortridge High School;
Kemper McCoomb, principal of Manual Training High School; William
Lowe Bryan, president of Indiana University; and Edward C. Elliott, president of Purdue.

While doing what they could to meet reaccreditation requirements, directors dealt with a variety of other matters, some important, others not
so. At the outset, the university banned smoking in Jordan Hall and the
Campus Club. A year later, Aley asked directors to allow a smoking room
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for the students. He intended to ask other colleges how they regulated smoking. The board decided to continue the rule against smoking on campus.
Before the move to Fairview, Aley had urged that dancing, theretofore
not permitted on campus, be allowed, using the new gymnasium. Student
Council petitioned for permission to hold dances on campus soon after the
new campus opened. A newly appointed social director, Edna Christian,
joined by presidents of the Greek societies and the Interfraternity Council,
petitioned for campus dances as the second year at Fairview opened. Even
when chaperoned, off-campus dances were difficult to supervise, according
to Evelyn Butler, dean of women. An undergraduate poll showed that,
among students, only twenty-eight failed to support the call for dancing on
campus. Students contended that it would build college spirit and provide
opportunity for commuters to meet and mingle with other students. At
dances in public f~lCilities,it was difficult to keep boisterous outsiders from
crashing. Hiring a hall for a dance was, furthermore, expensive.
Directors did not act on the request, although they directed Aley to sound
out faculty opinion. On campus, opinion held that Linnie Sweeney was
responsible for the maintenance of the ban. She was supported by the other
directors from Columbus, Indiana, reluctantly, one might guess, by her more
worldly brother, Will Irwin. Finally, in April 1931, when students petitioned to hold the junior prom on campus, directors told them "the board
[was] not disposed to alter its views regarding dancing on campus."
Jordan Hall became another concern of the board. The roof leaked,
oak beams in the towers were splitting, and the improper mortar used for
the granite structure already required repointing. The building's boilers had
proved defective. The directors wrangled inconclusively with the architect,
Robert Frost Daggett. Outside, roads and paths needed paving. These maintenance costs would tax a budget already at risk. The athletic corporation
had run up a deficit of $35,935; the university's deficit was $12,078. The
university was also merging with deficit-ridden Teachers College. The Collegiml was running in the red. More expenses would be incurred because the
old press, a gift, had broken down. Printing the Collegicmwould be contracted
out for a year. Enrollments, decreasing because of the loss of accreditation,
would bring in less tuition income to meet all these expenditures.
At first directors refused to consider lights for night football in the stadium. But by fall, they authorized installation. The American Playground
Device Company of Anderson, Indiana, provided the equipment in return
for 10 percent of the gross gate receipts of four games. Republic Creosor-
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ing Company donated poles, and the Indiana Bell Telephone Company
erected them. Indianapolis Power and Light Company connected the system. In all, the university expended only $1,000 for an installation that
would have cost between $6,000 and $7,000 without such external help.
A bargain-but
one that gave the North Central Association, scheduled
to reinspect the university within a few months, little reason to think that
Buder had decreased emphasis on athletics.
Other concerns occupied directors during this difficult year. Within a
few mon ths of the delayed "triennial" election meeting, three of the reelected
directors died: the venerable Scot Buder, Albert Snider, and Perry H. Clifford. Evelyn Buder resigned. Directors urged Aley not to hurry a reappointment to this important position. Aley responded with a suggestion
that, instead of a new dean of women, he should appoint a social director
and a council of women. An informal board meeting in September 1930
adopted Aley's proposal. No action was taken on a request by the Interfraternity Council for a dean of men.
Directors refused to rent part of the new campus and an area of the old
Irvington campus to be developed as miniature golf courses-a fad at that
time. The primary directorial objection was that such an enterprise would
violate the Sabbath.
North Central's objection to affiliations with institutions that lacked academic standards led to ending the association with Curtis Flying School,
although flight instruction had been popular with students. (Connections
with Herron Art Institute and Jordan Conservatory were not affected.)
The board voted to postpone Founders' Day until after North Central
acted on reaccreditation. It would be combined with Honors Day in May
1931.

($1
North Central restored Buder's accreditation at the Association's meeting in March 1931. The problem of the athletic corporation's indebtedness had been met, reponed Hilton U. Brown, by "a friend" who declined
public identification. This benefactor had placed $1 million in trust to meet
the liability of the athletic corporation. The "friend" was ever-loyal and generous director Will Irwin, as disclosed only later in Hilton Brown's report
of July 7, 1931. This arrangement had met North Central's most serious
concern about consequenccs for Buder's endowment should the athletic
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corporation
default. Zook agreed that North
Irwi n's financial arrangemen t.
The "outlook
meeting.

has become

He brought

also a prediction

more cheerful,"

Central
reported

not only the reaccreditation

of the "present

would not publicize
Brown at the April

news to the directors

but

It was an echo of

end" to the Depression.

prevailing hopes that fros~e~·ity was."just around the corner." Men of affairs,
including the nations chief execunve, Herbert Hoover, contemplated
an
early end to the "panic." They could not know
would only worsen

in the ensuing

accompanied
by North Central's suggestions
two years until its next inspection.
Regarding
employment.

athletics,

that the country's

years. Restoration

for the university

during

coaches were not to have charge of student

Zook took notice that two athletes whose admission

based on invalid high school transcripts

plight

of accreditation

were no longer enrolled.

was
the

athletes'
had been
One of

them was to write a novel about athletic overemphasis at a thinly disguised
Butler University after he had departed from the school.
Concerning the curriculum, the Association urged a clearer division between upper and lower division students to end the difficult mix of students from all four classes in some courses.
high school units for full admission,
condition."

For students

was the favored

term.

deficient
Programs

North

Central

found

[,culty

than cultural
the education

training

were automatic

work." Lower ranks should

admission

"on

"subject deficiency"
should

lead to BS

curriculum,

only "adequate."

to the higher ranks should be replaced by indefinite
appointments

bvored

in specific subjects,
other

degrees, not BA degrees-particularly
other programs that were vocational.
North

For those with too few total
Central

but also

Yearly contracts

tenure, since the yearly

if teachers were doing "good and successful
be appointed

for a specific term of years. Re-

tention appeared good, and graduate work satisfactory, as were enrollments.
The physical plant and equipment earned an "excellent."
The North Central report took note of the changes put in place by the
university. What remained for further improvement
included a faculty legislature with policy-making

power, a president

cerns, a Butler Foundation

better fitted to raise capital funds and promote

the university,

and some changes in the functions

The Association
College

free of detailed financial con-

of Liberal

courses in "applied

urged establishment
Arts and Sciences

of the financial secretary.

of a College of Business to free the
hom
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science." It urged a better physical education
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with affiliate schools (the Jordan

Art Institute),

versity goals and objectives.

fillIeS

North

and a less erratic definition
Central

had evidently

priorities

of the directors.

for additional

buildings

and more endowment.

course, well aware that the Depression

sensed the con-

It acknowledged

stantly shifting

Conof uni-

as well the need

The Association

made it impossible

was, of

to do more than

suggest rather than require the desired changes.
The report's conclusions were encouraging: "Butler has made a very good
start toward the goal of an excellent institution."

Owing to its favorable lo-

cation in a large and growing city, Butler would undoubtedly

soon occupy

an important place among institutions of higher learning in the area.
Yes, the outlook was "more cheerful." Nevertheless, problems remained.
After Brown's announcement,

directors

settled into a prolonged

discussion

of finances. Will Irwin called for a "more stable financial basis." Lee Burns
and John Atherton

proposed

measures for increasing enrollments.

Reilly and Emsley W. Johnson
pression,

local youth

Directors

adopted

expressed

would attend

a budget

Butler rather than go away to college.

that provided

creases, no new appointments,

for only a few faculty salary in-

termination

of a few instructorships,

no new equipment.

Shelved for later discussion

Colleges of Religion

and Education

When

these budget

discussions

Peter C.

a belief that, in view of the De-

were the budgets

and the Athletic
resumed

a month

and
for the

Department.
later, the only argu/

ments concerned
director,

Harry

the coaching

staff. Brown believed that the new athletic

NI. Bell, was "a great disappointment,"

careless of athletic

equipment and lacking in the character and capacity to handle boys. Brown
also Elvored dismissing an assistant coach: "In Baxter," he said, "we are
throwing away $2,300 a year." Instead, Brown urged that they keep Bob
Nipper, "one of our own," who was better educated, a "clean, decent, scholarly young
tinued,
brought

man whom

the students

"to make Mr. Hinkle,

all like." "It is my idea," Brown con-

who is the idol of the school and who has

growth to the whole basketball

Brown also praised Herman
time." These personnel

Phillips,

business,

the director of athletics."

the track coach, who "works all the

issues were referred to a committee

of directors and

faculty. In the end, no changes were made except to release Baxter.
As this constructive

but troubling

morale was good, although

college year came to an end, student

family finances were forcing many students

seek jobs if they wished to remain in college. The faculty remained
despite low salaries. Like so many others in the country,

to

patient

they were tighten-
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their belts. Behind the scenes, changes were in the making. Tactfully but
mg
....
,
firmly, President Aley was bemg urged to retire. The influential Columbus
directors

had persuaded

the others to pursue negotiations

with a successor.

Vigorous academ~c adval:ce argued for new administrative
leadership.
Despite Browns assertion that the outlook was more cheerful, the woes
of the country and the university were far from ending.

17

The Issue of Control

ONCE BUTLERHADBEENREACCREDITED,Robert ]. Aley
could retire with honor. Nearing seventy, he had served as president for
ten years. He announced his resignation on May 12, 1931, at a special board
meeting attended by only six directors: Hilton U. Brown, John Atherton,
Lee Burns, Emsley Johnson, William G. Irwin, and Arthur Jordan-the
inner circle. Obviously prearranged, the resignation was promptly accepted.
Several directors had responses ready testifying to their affection and respect for Aley.
Brown called on the directors to make a "proper representation" to the
press. He presented a letter, already prepared, accepting Aley's resignation
and granting him both emeritus status, as Aley had requested, and an annual pension of $1,500. Aley, in turn, offered his home at 520 Hampton
Drive to the university as a presidential residence. Faculty and friends tendered the Aleys a testimonial luncheon in the cafeteria. The atmosphere
was warm but reserved. The faculty had seen little of him during his tenyear administration, and the students still less.
Irwin was already negotiating with the man who would be the next president. His attention had doubtless been drawn to Walter Scott Athearn
through Athearn's activities promoting religious education. It was Irwin who
seized the initiative in replacing Aley, and he considered no other candidate. Directors left the undertaking to him. Neither faculty nor students
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were invited to participate. Indeed, neither they nor a majority of board
members were even aware that Aley was about to be replaced.
With Aleys resignation in hand, the board's search committee invited
Athearn to Indianapolis for an interview. No decision was reached until Irwin reported their choice to the quarterly meeting of the directors (only
nine of whom were present) on July 7, 1931. Meanwhile, the Athearns had
sailed to Europe on vacation. A cablegram reached Athearn in Edinburgh
on July 9, offering him the presidency. He accepted, assuming his position
early in August. *
Athearn was not unknown to the Burler community. He had spoken at
the Founders' Day dinner in February 1921, while engaged in a survey of
religious education in Indiana sponsored by the Inter-Church World
Movement and the Rockefeller Foundation. He had also written articles
for the Christian Standard and Outlook, published by Edwin R. Errett of
Cincinnati, who maintained close ties with the university and became a
Butler director in 1930.
According to Athearn's account, written in 1933, he did not apply for
the Butler presidency. He was engaged in research at the Library of Congress and the Bureau of Education (Interior Department) when Irwin approached him. These feelers antedated Butler's reaccreditation. Athearn asserted that he refused to consider the presidency until North Central
restored Butler.
When Athearn's visitors (whom he called a committee) insisted that local leadership was incapable of achieving reaccreditation, Athearn agreed
to become an "educational advisor." He recounted that he then familiarized himself with the situation. He claimed to have set the agenda for the
university's actions: "I prepared in detail the steps which Butler must take."
He asserted that he scripted the meeting between board members and Indiana members of North Central, and implied that he had something to
do with inducing Irwin to offer the million dollar trust fund to guarantee
the debt of the athletic corporation.
Once reaccredited, Buder again offered him the presidency, and it was
he, Athearn wrote, who insisted that Aley be "honorably cared for": "I knew

"Note: This account is indebted to Dr. John Kondclik's research and his PhD dissertation (University or Michigan, J 9')4). Dr. Kondclik, head ollrwin l.ibrary I'll" Illany years, and I benefited trom
our cooperation in litring together the account of Athearn's administration.
We differ only slightly
in emphasis and conclusions.
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that Butler's condition was due to the unwarranted interference of Board
members with its academic program and not to weakness in its educational
leadership. I was therefore unwilling to see President Aley made 'the goat'
which was to be sacrificed for the sins of the chief priests of Butler's Israel. ...
I entered upon my duties quietly and determined to make no changes in
policies or programs until I could study the local conditions." But he contradicted himself at once, adding that changes must "speedily" be made.
He presented his conclusions, and his academic policies and programs, in
his first annual report to the board, October 1932. He had already made
them clear in his inaugural address, February 6, 1932.
Previously, attending his first meeting with directors on October 14,
1931, Athearn heard Hilton U. Brown introduce him as one who held
definite views but did not propose to "revolutionize" until he became more
familiar with the university. It was a veiled warning to the new president
not to challenge directorial control. Brown was probably willing to yield
leadership to Athearn so long as it took the form of recommendations to
the directors rather than actions taken on his own. He may also have been
warning the directors to expect changes. Athearn publicly called for creating an urban university to serve its locality, a position, he stated, "generally" accepted by the board. This is not remarkable, since it was a policy
long since determined by the directors.
Athearn was not to be a board member, but Brown invited him to attend board meetings and speak Out as he wished. In his first remarks to the
directors, Athearn cited two "classes" of problems: (1) organization and
administration, and (2) curriculum and academic policy. He had already
established a Deans' Council tor general university matters and a Board
of Control to "tie down" campus activities, making their participants responsible to proper authority. The first appeared to transfer to a council of
deans the powers Dean James W. Putnam had exercised, granting each college a measure of autonomy; the second made the Drift; the Collegian, the
Student Council, and other organizations more accountable to the Deans'
Council. He went on to make the startling statement that the president
and the Deans' Council would be "responsible for ez;erything that goes on
in the University, without seeming to have reuolutionized it."
Directors voted to accept establishment of the Deans' Council. They
heard without comment Athearn's request for easier admission requirements, similar to those of junior colleges, and for faculty attitudes toward
change that would emulate those of such universities as Columbia, Wis-
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cons"lll, and Chicago. Athearn also discoursed on the need for a cost study
of course hours and use of facilities. The directors voted $150 a month for
three months to pay clerical costs of the study. Athearn proposed to submit plans for expanding the Evening Division at a later date.

Vi
At the previous board meeting in July, President Aley had given his final
report: the university had graduated 2,336 men and women during his administration, 1922-31. The number represented more than twice as many
as had graduated in all the previous years combined, from 1855 to 1921.
Aley suggested measures that would ensure Butler's continued accreditation. For some of these recommendations Athearn would later take credit.
Making a distinction between upper and lower division students was in
process of development by faculty committees. Control of the finances of
student organizations by a committee of directors, faculty, and students
would help to keep their budgets in line. Leland Smith-the
university's
first professional librarian-was
organizing the library more efficiently.
Above all, Aley stressed the need for more endowment, up to $5 million.
Tuition also ought to be raised so that students paid more of the costs40 to 50 percent. Aley noted the reforms already made in management of
athletics. He anticipated Athearn's later promotion of intra murals, but without diminishing varsity athletics, as Athearn did. Aley also stressed the need
for physical fitness classes and an adequate program of physical education
for women.
In addition to the final report of the outgoing president, the handful of
directors who attended this July meeting were treated to a biographical
sketch of the president-to-be. Walter Scott Athearn was fifty-nine and a
member of the Disciples Church. He had taken a bachelor of pedagogy degree from Hedrick, Iowa, Normal College, attended Drake University, and
then obtained a BA (1911) and MA (1914) from Iowa State. He had taken
summer courses at the University of Chicago, but had no doctorate. Fargo
College (not further identified) had awarded him an honorary doctor of
laws degree in 1920. Athearn's first wife had died in 1927, leaving a son and
a daughter. Three years later, he married Frances Emily Smith. His career
included some teaching, and for eleven years he had been dean of Boston
University's School of Religious Education and Social Service. When ap-
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preached by Irwin, he was engaged in freelance research and writing
"character education" and religious education.
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Directors had high expectations for Athearn. The most elaborate inaugural in Butler's history took place on Saturday and Sunday, February 6-7,
1932, as part of the Founders' Day observance. Even relatively inactive directors turned out for it. Among those on hand were Crate M. Bowen from
Miami; Clarence Goodwin from Pennsylvania; Edwin Errett from Cincinnati; and Hugh Th. Miller and Linnie Sweeney of the Columbus, Indiana,
families.
On Saturday afternoon, over 140 delegates from colleges and universities all over the country marched into the Fieldhouse. The procession included over thirty university and college presidents. Led by the university's
marshal, the class of 1932 marched in, followed by officers of the Alumni
Association, the faculty, the delegates, the board of directors, the deans,
Hilton U. Brown, and special guests. Greetings were extended to Athearn
from representatives of the other universities, the city's schools, the citizens of Indianapolis, and the state. Brown installed the new president. A
spokesman for the students welcomed Athearn, as did one representative
each from the faculty, the alumni, and the directors.
Directors got their first whiff of trouble as they listened to Athearn's inaugural address. He made his intentions clear. Cooperation had been the keynote of speeches representing the university's constituency-cooperation
between students, alumni, f..culty, directors, and the new president. But
to Athearn, cooperation meant action at his direction. Butler University
would be run by its president, not by the directors, and especially not by
the financial secretary, John W Atherton. The president would become "the
directing manager ... the senior major executive officer of the board ...
the major executive officer of the faculty." He would "set each group to its
special work .... no one group of men can successfully dictate the policies
of a university."
If ever there was a time for caution as he attempted to break into the
family of close-knit Butler loyalists, this was it. Yet Athearn was far from
cautious. His remarks seemed a calculated attack on the inner coterie and
allied civic leaders, alumni, and friends. They were no less than a challenge
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bined with celebration of Founders Day. Yet Athearn faded to attune himself to the s irit of the banquet, lecturing his audience on "Christian education" an/the role of Butler as a civic institution. His theme of "truth,
beauty, and goodness" contrasted with his vow to make Butler accessible
to those seeking vocational training a~d to create democratic educational
opportunities, and he most inappr.0pna~ely made a,: appeal for funds.
Perhaps Athearn's champion, Wdl 1rwm, agre~d w,tl~ the new president's
goals. In Columbus, a part of but apart from the inner circle ofIndianapolis
directors, Irwin may have hoped that this man would become a responsible leader to lift the burdens directors had long borne, that he would create an administration at Butler in conformance with practices now common in administrations of modern universities.
Athearn's efforts to shift control to the university president might have
been successfulhad he proceeded less precipitately, more tactfully, and more
responsiblyin fiscalmatters. Directors migh t have welcomed relief from their
burdens. Even the few who held long-term proprietary interest might have
given up some of their power to a president less arrogant, to one in whom
they had faith. Unfortunately, Athearn was the wrong man at the wrong
time. His administration brought to the fore the issue of control of the university.The North Central Association had raised this issue during the accreditation struggle but had not pressed it. Athearn's administration was not
without gains, but it led to tWOdecades of continued, traditional board control before administrative leadership shifted to a responsible president.
Athearn himself, in retrospect, stated that had he "realized how deepseated were [Butler's] political and financial alliances," he would not have
undertaken the task. He claimed, however, that directors had pledged financial and moral support for his effort "to progressively reorganize the board,
thus securing the changes which I demanded."
Directors had certainly pledged moral and financial support, insofar as
Depression conditions permitted, and for a time they provided it, however
reluctantly. A recurrent irritation to directors was Athearn's repeated re-
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quests for appropriations
overrunning
the annual budgets that they had
agreed upon. At his first meeting with the board, Athearn asked for additions to Aley's budget.
ers necessitated
tors approved

State licensing

new courses

requirements

in physical

education,

these and some other requests.

for elementary

teach-

art, and music. Direc-

Less urgent expenditures

for

the library and athletic facilities were deferred.
At the next board meeting, Athearn again asked for more money to make
changes in time for North Central's forthcoming
inspection. Some of the
rooms in Jordan Hall needed renovation, especially the library. Pointedly,
the directors

authorized

tures should

be made. They did grant Athearn

ute a recruiting

the financial

secretary

booklet that he had written,

to determine

what expendi-

funds to print and distrib-

along with money for a monthly

bulletin and new hymnals. Athearn had reinstated chapel services.
At the first board meeting following Athearn's inauguration,
reflected

on the deepening

Depression.

Universities

Brown

were suffering,

along

with business and industry. These conditions should be noted in the board's
official records, in order "that those who corne after us may know the period
through

which we are passing and the difficulties we are experiencing."

revenues

have shrunk

pressing

deep concern

versity would

and probably
for students

be lenient:

Iowan education
ignorant through

"I think

will shrink

more," he continued,

"Our
ex-

who could not pay their fees. The uniit is better

to give an honest young fel-

even if he doesn't pay for it than to allow him to go
life." The budget must be trimmed, but with the least

possible harm to the college and the students. Brown no longer anticipated
an early end to the Depression.
"1 don't know when financial progress can
get things back in proper shape."
Brushing aside these concerns, Athearn addressed the directors on matters both trivial and important.
Inconclusive at best, at worst he was trespassing on board authority.
In remarks
directors
program

on the athletic

And, again, he asked for an increased budget.
program

were all too sensitive. In support
of intrarnurals
and recreational

versions against intercollegiate
in intercollegiate
return." Athearn
investment

he raked up a matter about which the

letic program.

sports. "The days of spectacular

competition

athletics have passed," he announced, "and they will never
correctly asserted that it was futile to hope that the heavy

in the athletic

erated by winning

of his proposals for an augmented
activities, he voiced his animad-

plant could be recouped

teams. Athletic

from gate receipts gen-

income would not even pay for the ath-

He raised the specter of insolvency

and the threat to academic
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IrwinstalKIa rcls. The sports enthusiasts among the directors-including
, have winced when Athearn went on to depict the Fieldhouse and stamust
..
. .
.
dilum as inefficient and expensIve to rnaintam, III adapted to his purpose of
roviding athletics for the average students. It was not, he said, the great
p hletic plant advertised by the university. To ask Butler's friends to pay for
:~e Fieldhouse was asking them to "pay for a dead horse ... a veritable millstan e about the neck of Butler University." After their experience with North
Central, the directors could not have taken kindly to this harangue-nor
were they accustomed to being lectured by the university president.
But Athearn was not finished. He proceeded to make a case for an increased budget, funds not only for an enlarged physical education program
but also for new courses in the Evening Division-nonacademic
courses
to provide "Adult Education" for the community. He demanded a new director for this "Adult College" to be selected "at this meeting." For the library he wanted up to $30,000. Money must also be applied to repairing
the president's house. Ungraciously, Athearn characterized Aley's gift as a
horne "poorly constructed of inferior material." Expenditures would be necessary merely to "make it habitable." He also wanted directors to purchase
the property next door at the corner of Hampton and Sunset for a garden
so that he could entertain.
Athearn was apparently trying to divert the directors from his effort to
exert control and extract more money for his program. After advancing a
multiplicity of directions and purposes, all implying more costs, he then
presented what he called "scientific data" required for budget-making. Directors, tired and bored, were subjected to a series of elaborate tables concerning "student clock hours" and other esoteric calculations. It would have
been difficult to draw any useful conclusions from the mass of data. But
what did it matter? The bottom line was that Athearn wanted more money
added to a budget that was, as he put it, "bone dry," and there was no money.
The hour was late; the session had been long. The directors deferred action on all these matters. They would discuss the budget at a subsequent
meeting. Meanwhile, the finance committee, the committee on faculty, and
the athletic committee would meet to decide budget policy.
However reluctantly, the directors would accede to most of Athearn's proposals. They were necessary or at least highly desirable. But duty called them
to cut costs drastically in view of conditions. They must have wished Athearn would address those areas where costs might be cut without hurting
academic programs rather than entertaining the idea of new projects.
c
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A week later Athearn appeared again before the board as it resumed the
previously adjourned session. Only nine directors reconvened, principally
the executive group. Athearn proposed terminating eighteen faculty positions and reducing salaries of faculty and staff by 10 percent, except for
those making $1,800 or less, who would be cut by 5 percent. The athletic
committee recommended a student fee of $3.50, which would admit to all
games and cover physical examinations for all students by the college physician, plus soap, towels, and recreational equipment. "Wee Willie" McGill,
the trainer, would be fired and a new football coach, Fritz Mackey, would
be hired. Directors accepted these measures and approved the budget.
Faculty released included DeForest O'Dell, head of the Journalism Department, two members of the English Department, the director of the
Glee Club, and a woman instructor in physical education as well as McGill,
the university nurse, an instructor in economics, another in botany, and
two in religion. Edna McGalliard Christian, the social director, resigned.
She was not in sympathy with Athearn's moralistic and restrictive rules
governing social events. More savings derived from unpaid leaves. Most
of the faculty members given leave were really being terminated. Among
those discontinued, a number left embittered. They would constitute a
vocal opposition to Butler's president, as would their friends who remained
on the faculty.
Some new appointments were approved. Frank "Pop" Hedden was hired
as trainer. Others included a new reference librarian and a college nurse.
One new appointment aroused controversy. Athearn brought in Albert
E. Bailey, a professor of fine arts and a friend of the president, from Boston
University, to be dean of evening and extension courses. His salary, $3,500
as professor and $1,500 as dean, made him one of the highest paid on the
hlCldty. Even Will Irwin questioned it. The appointment displaced the popular George Leonard, who had headed the Evening Division and Summer
Session. Leonard was put in charge of the new Student Welfare Agency to
help students find employment.
Presiding at his first Commencement, Athearn used the occasion less to
celebrate the graduates than again to proclaim his program. Scornfully dismissing Butler's tradition as "a cultural college on the New England model,"
Athearn elaborated his ideas of what an urban university should be.
At the end of Athearn's first college year, only eight directors assembled
for the annual board meeting in July. An anticipated $50,000 deficit
loomed. Will Irwin was making another donation of $35,000 to help the

/
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250 students who had been unable to pay their fees. Despite the "extraordinary generosity" ofIrwin, expenses were $35,400 more than income, with
$18,000 in notes representing unpaid student tuition. In two months the
university would need $70,000 to meet its bills and pay faculty salaries.
Will Irwin offered another $16,000 to support the administration he had
been instrumental in establishing. Brown expressed regret that Athearn had
come at such a stressful time. John Atherton extended hope that new, large
gifts would materialize.
Perhaps Athearn was emboldened by Brown's remarks. In November
1932 he met with the executive committee. He told them that practically
all colleges he had surveyed had vigorous fund-raising campaigns in
progress. Cornell University had raised $2 million. The directors were unlikely to be receptive to this taunt or to Athearn's assumption that it was
his function to tell them when to raise money. They continued to consider
the Depression an inappropriate time for a fund drive. Athearn went on,
however, to threaten the directors: he could not reduce operating costs further without abandoning the requirements of the North Central Association. A fund-raising campaign was necessary.
Except for Irwin, directors who might have been Athearn's supporters
were not present at this meeting. John Atherton, Emsley Johnson, and Lee
Burns were there, with Coach Hinkle and board secretary Charles Wilson.
The meeting at the Fieldhouse had been called to confront the need for a
new basketball floor and the repair of roofleaks and to consider a proposal
of the state high school athletic association to help with the purchase of
new bleachers.
Exasperatingly, Athearn again requested increases to his budget. Jordan
Hall required more maintenance. A part-time women's physical education
teacher would have to be hired to qualify for an upcoming inspection by
the American Association of University Women. Two teachers had unexpectedly returned from leaves, adding to the payroll.
To the request for a fund drive, the executive group present suggested
that Athearn and Atherton confer. At the start of the New Year, directors
authorized a limited drive to raise $100 from each of 100 persons to pay
the tuition of 100 worthy students in the second semester.
The second academic year of Athearn's administration brought additional
cuts in the faculty. Enrollments had continued to drop, and many students
could not pay tuition. From them, the university accepted promissory notes.
Faculty received only 25 percent of their salaries in March 1933 because
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the university treasury was exhausted. All but one member of the Speech
Department were discontinued, and the department was eliminated.
Athearn's treatment of the College of Religion appears inexplicable considering that this college was the particular establishment of the Columbus families and their Christian Foundation. Without consulting Dean
Frederick D. Kershner or his faculty, Athearn moved all undergraduate
courses in religion to the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, leaving the
College of Religion entirely a graduate school. Faculty members were dismissed without Kershner's recommendations. A final blow fell when Athearn fired the dean's secretary while she was on vacation. The dean, who
was nearly blind, depended heavily on his secretary. His anger quickly spread
to friends of the college.
As the end of the 1932-33 college year approached, some faculty members, discouraged by salaries cut and unpaid, voluntarily resigned. Irwin,
out of his own pocket, offered another $10,000 as directors resolved to pay
departing faculty in full.
Athearn submitted an unbalanced budget. Directors returned it, ordering further cuts-up
to nearly $21,000 in faculty and staffsalaries. To encourage Athearn, Irwin offered to give a dollar for each dollar that Athearn
trimmed.
Directors agonized over measures to meet the deficit and further obligations. No money was left to meet unpaid faculty salaries. Enrollments
must be increased, friends and directors must come forward with contributions, and the budget must be trimmed further.
Finally, in late May, the executive and finance committees concluded that
they would attempt to pay year-end salaries to the flCulty the following
September. They warned, however, that the faculty could expect further
reductions. Thirteen directors assembled at the triennial meeting of the
board, june 9, 1933. They took note of North Central's observations: too
many directors were inactive, committees needed reorganization, and the
bylaws required revision. Action was deferred.
Board elections returned sixteen incumbents to office. john E. Canaday
resigned because of financial losses. judge Clark had died. New directors
were Rushville judge john H. Titsworth; Earl H. Crawford, recently Speaker
of the Indiana House of Representatives and currently president of Connersville's First National Bank; and Robert C. Baltzell, judge of the U.S.
District Circuit Court. Despite these changes, a quorum could not be assembled for the next annual meeting in july. Hilton U. Brown, John Ather-
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corned relinquishing

some responsibilities as board members to a strong
university president. Their opposition to Athearn came only after his cavalier treatment of Kershner and, for Irwin, only when his benefactions to
the university seemed to be nullified by Athearn's budget failures.
During the summer of 1933 and into the fall, the financial issue came
to a climax. In February 1933 the directors had ordered Athearn to carry
on extensive promotion work. In his July report to the directors, Athearn
had clearly overdrawn the budget in carrying out the order. One board
member, Hugh Th. Miller, justified the expenditure aimed at recruitment
and retention of students. The program also sought to attract more students by offering afternoon and evening classes. An expanded evening program enabled students employed during the day to complete graduation
requirements entirely through evening work. These programs and the enhanced effort to publicize them had been costly. Athearn asked for a revised budget structure that would permit him to overdraw on specific items.
He also asked for more money in general: faculty salaries for May and June
had not been paid; many faculty members were in desperate need. His report ended with extravagant claims: that he had trimmed a quarter of a
million dollars but raised academic standards. He implied that reaccreditation was his doing. With academics in order, he now vowed, he was going to spend more time on finance.
The executive and finance committees rebuffed Athearn's proposals. No
budget overdrafts would be allowed without approval of the finance committee. All expenditures must remain within budget, and all requisitions
must meet with directors' approval.
The struggle for control was reaching its climax. Directors postponed
Athearn's request to consolidate College of Education work on campus, ordering further consideration of disposal of the old Teachers College facilities. Directors authorized the promotional effort but required a weekly review of its programs. Athearn was ordered to effect all possible savings. The
anticipated deficit would reach nearly $59,000.
Perhaps the Indianapolis leaders should have made their dissatisfaction
more explicit. Athearn was hardly unaware of conflict with the city office,
but he seems to have been confident of support from the Columbus directors. Thus he returned to the board's quarterly meeting in October with
more unbudgeted items. Additional faculty members in modern languages
and chemistry had not been budgeted. Others had to be added in art and
physiology to meet teachers' licensing requirements. Debate, the College
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of Religion choir, equipment for women's physical education, and psychological testing had already incurred costs that had not been budgeted.
Directors were about at the end of their patience with the poor administrative practices and planning that brought these unforeseen extra expenses.
Athearn was argumentative. The directors found that the Evening Division had incurred a deficit of more than $19,000. Under Dean Bailey,
Athearn's friend, the enlarged division had ofFered new and "unusual"
courses (e.g., "Matrimony")-and
lost money. Previously it had brought
in a small profit. Athearn disputed the figures, claiming a $6,000 profit if
"$2,500 worth of publicity" was figured in.
Directors approved the unbalanced budget. They had little choice but
to let the president follow his chosen course as long as he had Will Irwin's
support. The board was relying on infusions of money from the Columbus families. But how much longer would Irwin support his protege?
Dissatisfaction over Athearn's financial management was far from the
only grievance directors came to hold. Most were unaware of a number of
developments occurring during the college year 1932-33. Open confrontation erupted between Athearn and the directing group in Indianapolis;
Athearn sought to discredit the men in the city office: John Atherton (financial secretary), Charles Wilson (board secretary), W L. Ransdell (college
purchasing agent), and Emsley W Johnson (attorney for the board). Atherton and Johnson were Burler classmates (1900) and were both elected members of the board. Athearn's goal was to remove these officers from board
control and bring them to the campus under his control. The president's
letters to Irwin make this clear.
To this end, Athearn employed a detective, putting him on the university's payroll as a student welfare worker in Leonard's Student Welfare
Agency. He hoped that this agent could uncover evidence of corruption
and incompetence in the city office. He believed that the men downtown
were engaged in "a fight against my administration." He wrote to Irwin
threatening to tell North Central "the truth" when its inspectors next came
to the university. He had been in correspondence with George E Zook,
now U.S. commissioner of education, who would, he believed, be North
Central's inspector. Zook gained the impression (correctly) that Athearn
aimed at making the university a publicly supported institution, with reorganization of the administration entailing revision of its "antiquated charter," in order to make himself chief administrative officer.
Athearn's agent failed to obtain any hard evidence against the men in the
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city office. Atherton and his purchasing officer favored suppliers and contractors who were "friends" of Buder-who
contributed to the university.
To objective observers this policy made sense in hard times and in view of
the university's needs. Thus it could hardly be seen as corrupt. Athearn's
opposition to property management practices had little merit in the eyes
of those who realized how desperately Atherton was attempting to stretch
physical resources of the university. The detective could find no evidence
that Butler's financial agents gained any personal benefits.
When Brown heard of the agent's activities, he ordered the president to
fire him. Athearn refused; Brown himself discharged the man.
The detective had made other investigations ordered by Athearn. From
September through December 1932 he had supplied Athearn with items
that nourished his growing paranoia. A night watchman reported to the
agent that he had heard firecrackers exploding down along the canal. This
and other reported frolics convinced Athearn that Buder was rife with immorality. Investigating, he found three couples "rolling around" on the grass,
their clothes in disorder. It was reported that football players broke training, smoked, drank, and had "a good time" with the girls. The superintendent of buildings and grounds, a suspected bootlegger, was investigated,
as was a night watchman at the university who, Athearn believed, turned
a blind eye when students sneaked into the gym at night with a Victrola
and held impromptu "sock hops."
Even students carne under investigation, including Mark H. Brown J r.,
a grandson of Hilton U. Brown, and Harry A. Weaver Jr. '33, both of them
campus leaders. Weaver had grown up next door to Louise and John Atherton, courtesy "aunt" and "uncle" to him. Targeting these youths hardly endeared Athearn to the board's leaders.
Athearn's agent also investigated Edna Christian, Butler's former social
director. She was the widow of Dr. Wilmer Christian, who had served as
treasurer of the national fraternity Phi Gamma Delta. After his death, she
attended Butler, graduating in the class of 1928. This lame but lively older
woman was fully accepted by the coeds, and she rook an active part in developing Delta Gamma sorority.
Edna Christian now lived in a large house on Pennsylvania Avenue. A
civic leader, later to serve on the City Plan Commission, she was well connected. In her, Athearn was persecuting the wrong person. Admittedly, she
frequently entertained students at parties in her home. On the rare occasions that one got drunk, she said, she would sit him down in her kitchen,
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dents and faculty. Christian also accused Athearn of trying to drive frater. ies and sororities off the campus. Her accusations found their way into
nrtt
the directors' list of grievances, well supported by the board's own findings.
Because of her disability, she employed Harry Weaver to drive for her.
This Butler student was anathema to Athearn. An undergraduate demonstration erupted one morning in November 1932. Students gathered in the
lobby of Jordan Hall asking for a holiday to celebrate the successful football season. Weaver, '33, was senior class president, president of the Studen t Council, and a member of Blue Key. It fell to him to approach President Athearn with the students' request. Athearn was not yet in his office,
but his secretary telephoned and obtained permission for Weaver to come
to the presidential home.
Weaver found Athearn still in his bathrobe. The president promised a
decision by 8:50 A.M., when he would be in his office. At 9:00 he had not
yet appeared. Students began to snake-dance through the halls. Weaver
stated that he had attempted to get them to disperse but that his appeals
were ignored. Weaver and his girl, Sue Brown, joined the dance, but briefly.
Then, realizing that trouble was looming, he and Miss Brown left the campus in his car.
When he returned, he found himself charged with inciting the demonstration and striking Professor Palmer of the Botany Department. Athearn
then ordered Weaver stripped of his offices and attempted to get him ousted
from Blue Key and his fraternity, Delta Tau Delta. Weaver was summoned
downtown to appear before Hilton U. Brown, John Atherton, and Emsley Johnson. I-Ie took Sue Brown with him to corroborate his account of
the afftir. She was Brown's beloved granddaughter; "Uncle Jack" Atherton
had watched Weaver grow up next door; Johnson's son, Emsley J r. '34, was
Weaver's friend and stalwart supporter. Athearn's opponents, the "political
group," as Athearn put it to Irwin, had no difficulty accepting Weaver's
version of the afFair. He was exonerated and compensated for his ordeal by
being granted free tuition his senior year.
The afEtir fueled doubts among the board's leaders about Athearn's COI11petence. In Weaver, Athearn had again attacked the wrong person, one
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closely connected with that inner circle of the board who were lifelong
friends and dedicated to the university.
In the president's mind, Butler was an "ungodly institution." In the filiI
of 1932 a novel, Star's Road by Lloyd Stern, appeared. It dealt with overemphasis on athletics (the principal cause for Butler's loss of accreditation) at
"Baker University," a thinly disguised Butler in its first years at the Fairview
campus. Athearn was convinced that conditions depicted in the novel still
existed. Outraged, he told Irwin that the book revelled reasons other than
the economy for the decline in student enrollment. Athearn's detective reported the book was doing a brisk business at L. S. Ayres and Block's circulating libraries, the W. K. Stewart bookstore, and elsewhere.
The novel is a roman a clef, and the key is easily turned. Its characters
and details can readily be identified, then and now, by persons familiar with
Butler. Some of the incidents may have arisen in the author's imagination,
but most were close to actuality. "Lloyd Stern," who came to Butler under
the name of Stearn or Stearns, was most certainly one of the athletes North
Central inspectors found to have been admitted on falsified high school
records. He left Butler without graduating after the college years of 192930 and 1930-31, presumably because he had been identified as one of the
paid athletes ineligible for admission. The late Luke Walton '30, a prominent Indianapolis sportscaster, told his daughter that he himself was probably the student who knew Stern best; he had been a guest in Stern's South
Chicago home.
The Butler Collegian identified Stern as a former Butler journalism student active in football and track. The novel was described as dealing with
athletics and "changing social life" in American universities. The publisher,
Vanguard Press, had brought Star's Road out at the start of the football season in 1932, along with another novel about overemphasis on athletics,
King Foot/?rdlby Reed Harris, a recently expelled Columbia University student. Vanguard was a respected house, the first to publish William Faulkner
and other upcoming writers. Its list has since been absorbed by Random
House.
Though certainly scandalous, Stars Road only occasionally merits Athearn's characterization as "obscene." It does expose a system in which athletes were improperly recruited and paid, some of whom habitually broke
training and engaged in drinking and womanizing. It depicts immorality
among some student groups and Greek organizations. The author expresses
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gratitude to those teachers who opened his mind to literature and culture,
but lampoons others who were less inspiring-like
the professor of English
that the bull sheet called "ABW"-All Bull Windbag. Stern achieves one
almost classic account of the tough football coach haranguing the team before a big game.
Mystery surrounds both book and author. Ultimately the book appears
to have been suppressed. Public and university libraries no longer contain
copies. It was, perhaps, the sort of transient novel that serious libraries either chose not to order or later weeded out. If shelved in libraries, it became
a tempting target for theft. Only a few copies of Star's Road are known to
exist. Many Butler alumni profess either not to know the novel or merely
to have heard about but never read it. Surviving faculty and alumni
identifiably represented in the book insist that they never knew of it. Efforts
seem to have been made to delete any trace of the author's presence at Butler University as well. No record of his grades or even of his existence is found
in the registrar's files. But the printed catalogs, the Collegian, and the Drift
could not be altered or suppressed. In Stern's day, catalogs carried a listing
of students enrolled. In the catalogs of 1930 and 1931, "Stearn" or "Stearns"
appears, listed as carrying a reduced class load. The Drift shows him as a
member of the track team, and the Collegian notes his student status, as does
the Alumnal Quarterly in announcements of his forthcoming book.
Athearn's reaction to Star's Road reflects his state of mind. The mounting evidence of his inadequacy became increasingly disquieting to the leading directors during the summer of 1933. Only their sense of obligation
to Irwin deterred action. They would wait for Irwin to signal his loss of
confidence in his man.
Irwin could hardly have thought that Athearn's idea of drawing varsity
teams from intramural squads would provide Butler with competitive intercollegiate athletes. He could not have approved of Athearn's meddling
in the College of Religion, traditionally the special preserve of the Columbus families and their Christian Foundation. Nor could he condone Athearn's treatment of Dean Kershner's indispensable secretary. As a sophisticated bachelor, Irwin could only have judged Athearn's accounts of
campus immorality as wildly exaggerated; the student body was generally
well behaved. But Athearn's letter to Irwin of July 1933 displays such intemperance, such vituperation, it must have led Irwin to question his choice
for president. Athearn wrote of "deep seated ... graft and rottenness,"
claimed that his efforts to "eradicate from the student body graft, dishon-
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esty, moral laxity ... met with the opposition of influential board members in whom it had its origin," and cited "dishonest and immoral employees." He alleged that the university had lost the confidence of Indianapolis citizens and business interests. Shrugging off a suggestion by Irwin
that his views were a product of gossip, Athearn claimed "indisputable
evidence" but inability to verify his charges-a strange self-contradiction
indeed. (How he planned to make Butler at once a bastion of Christian
education and a tax-supported urban university provides a parallel paradox.) Athearn continued: "I have had to turn detective myself jro find that]
your trusted employees and friends have been robbing you of thousands
of dollars a year under the pretense of efficiency and business sagacity." He
believed that "immoral filth and organized graft" had gone on for years with
approval of university officials, "primarily intended to deceive you." In conclusion, Athearn claimed that the city, the Christian Churches oflndiana,
and "the educators of the nation are solidly behind me" in efforts at "rooting out the filth and graft from high places in this University." He was
confident, he said, of Irwin's own "high purposes."
Irwin had hardly expected his hand-picked choice for Butler's president
would end up spying on Irwin's own city friends. There was no evidence
that the city office was indeed guilty of mismanagement of funds or property. Irwin could not accept charges against esteemed city leaders like Hilton
U. Brown, John Atherton, and Emsley Johnson, close friends since college
days and his fellow board members. Initially Irwin remained patient with his
protege. He believed that Athearn's accusations stemmed from fatigue and
ill health. Athearn had written that his doctor counseled "a period of absolute rest."
But the last straw carne, according to Harry Weaver, when Irwin learned
that he had been deceived from the beginning. When Athearn first came
to Butler, he indicated to Irwin and others that he could attract millions
for the university from a friend in Detroit, Philip H. Gray, a philanthropist and an early associate of Henry Ford. Gray and his wife had supported
some of Athearn's publications and his work in Christian education. When
Irwin found that Gray had been dead since 1922, his estate long since dispersed, he reached the limit of his patience.
Athearn's administration ended abruptly. On Saturday, October 28,
1933, the Butler board met at the city office. Athearn was not invited. With
Hilton Brown in the chair, a quorum was present, including the Columbus members, Mrs. Z. T. Sweeney, Hugh Th. Miller, and Will Irwin. Others
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present were Edwin .Errett, .Crate Bowen, Earl Crawford, and Judge J~11l1
Titsworth. From Indianapolis Emsley Johnson, John Atherton, W C. Smith,
and Lee Burns were on hand.
After lengthy discussion Irwin offered a resolution that a committee consisting of Brown, Miller, and Johnson would convey the message to Athearn that the board had voted "to declare a vacancy in the office of president of the university." The board preferred that Athearn resign, but ifhe
refused, he would be presented with the resolution.
According to Athearn's own account, he had spent Saturday morning in
his office preparing a campaign to win general board support in his fight
against the "inner circle." At five that afternoon, Brown telephoned to say
that a committee of the board wished to call upon him, and Athearn agreed
to see them at his home. "My guests declined to remove their overcoats,
pleading the brevity of their visit." They had come on a very unpleasant
duty, Brown announced, and preferred to get it done without waste of
words. The board had just voted to remove him from office, Brown told
Athearn, handing him a copy of the board resolution.
"In the brief conversation that followed ... the committee declined to
give reasons ... and acknowledged that I had not been granted a hearing,"
wrote Athearn. Brown told Athearn of the board's wish that he resign, for
appearance's sake. Athearn refused. The committee informed Athearn that
Dean James W Putnam had been appointed acting president. Athearn asked
for more time. His request was denied. "It was clear that I was not to reenter my office at the University."
As the committee departed, Mrs. Athearn returned from a social event,
learned of the committee's purpose, and together "we ... bade our guests
good-night and bowed them Out into the gathering darkness." Athearn believed that he "had set up a defensive group which had promised 'to act as
interference.'" He admitted later that his defenses had failed him.
The North Central Association investigated his charges and found no
basis for action. Athearn held that the charter and bylaws of the university
had to be revised, the personnel of the board changed, and board members
excluded from salaried positions with the university-such
as the position
held by Atherton. Legally, only the directors could make such changes. Realistically, at such a stressful economic period, directors would not do so,
especially when confronted with Athearn's adversarial approach.
Athearn concluded, "My whole theory of administration was opposed
by the theory of control represented by the charter and by-laws of the in-
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stitution and traditionally exercised by officials of the board." Asserting that
Butler was "perhaps the most notorious example in the history of American education" of dual control, Athearn filed a civil suit for $100,000 in
damages. But seven months after his ouster, he suffered a fatal heart attack.
His widow withdrew the suit, settling with Butler for $1,000. Before his
death Athearn had become president of Oklahoma City University.
Within the decade, Butler's directors would begin to move toward the
modern system of administration that Athearn had sought, but not until
they had found a president whose qualities inspired trust, allowing them
to relinquish at least some control.
Dr. John Kondelik notes that it was forty years before changes in the
charter and bylaws brought Buder in line with standards of organization
common in most American universities. He concludes that failure of the
Athearn administration marked "the end of the pursuit of the 'Greater Butler' idea" and that Buder "seemed to slip back into quiet anonymity and
somnolence."
This conclusion may be overstated. It is true that the board remained in
the hands of some of the same men for another twenty years. That they
did not actively pursue the vision of a greater Buder is accounted for by
continuing depression followed by the requirements of World War II. No
new colleges were added, and no dormitories were built. An attempt to install a more active president, Dr. Daniel S. Robinson, at the end of the 1930s
proved unsuccessful. Like Athearn's, Robinson's administration was brieffailing because of personal incompatibility with directors and some hlculty
members.
Nevertheless, during the next twenty years Buder was far from somnolent. As far as finances allowed, directors continued to strive to make it an
urban university to serve the city. Faculty and students were active. Enrollments were maintained, the athletic program attracted notice, and
alumni upheld the university.
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their tuition," he observed. "It should be halted!" A "hot discussion" followed.

Plans were made to limit work and scholarships

"double-dipping"
The Depression

to eliminate

the

that Holcomb asserted was prevalent.
brought diminished enrollments, numbers that had been

reduced already by the loss of accreditation.
ment had been 2,461, with additional

In 1929, undergraduate

graduate enrollment

enroll-

of 192 and sum-

mer session of 685. By 1931-32, total enrollment was only 1,317.
Measures were taken to recruit more students. In early spring 1936, the
board's executive
comb, John

committee,

joined

by its promotional

committee,

L. H. Fuller, and John E Mitchell jr., authorized

Hol-

five ElCulty

members to visit graduating seniors in the city's high schools. Two fulltime "young men" were hired to visit high schools in the state. Butler students were asked to talk to high school seniors in their hometowns

during

spring vacation. The sum of $250 was allocated to send the Butler choir on
tour during the vacation, and the Madrigal Club set out to visit Christian
Churches.

In addition,

a Butler University

George Schumacher

'25, alumni secretary, produced

film, receiving $75 a month

to show it at high schools.

Evan B. Walker '30 was granted

$50 a month plus expenses to coordinate
In all, the board voted $2,000 for the campaign.

this promotional campaign.
Numbers slowly rose as a result of the recruiting
Putnam

put it, it was a "trying period"

requiring

eff(Jrt. But, as President

much work and patience

to correct the past three years of public misunderstanding
at Butler,

the Athearn

controversy,

By fall 1936, 100 new students

and the athletic

corporation

had arrived. Directors

of Evan Walker and field agent Turpin

about conditions
debacle.

lauded the work

Davis, which had brought

this iI1-
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crease in enrollment.
members.

Aid came from the alumni

office and from faculty

In 1937 Evan Walker resigned as publicity

sition with

Indianapolis

Railways,

Inc.; John

director

Barnett

to take a ~o-

'38 replaced

him.

and 'Iurpin Davis continued promotional
worl~. .
for attracting students included establishing a jU!lle)J"

George Schumacher
Other suggestions

J. 1. Holcomb

college and a college of business administration.

and inter-

ested faculty members proposed a two-year curriculum to prepare students
for particular "lines of business." This program would meet the needs of
those who had neither time nor funds for a four-year course. The new college should stress "the practical," stated Holcomb. The board was urged to
appoint a faculty and dean as soon as possible.
James Irving Holcomb,
the most influential

a self-made

businessman,

figures in Butler's history.

1936 and was taking an increasingly

was to become one of

He had joined the board in

active part in promoting

the univer-

sity. His ideas included a luncheon for high school advisors, a dinner for all
alumni teaching in Indiana high schools, letters to Christian Church members urging each one to name three high school seniors whom
might solicit, and asking alumni to recruit actively. Dinners
for ministers

and the rush chairpersons

comb hoped that faculty members

in fraternities

and students

the college

were proposed

and sororities.

Hol-

would make contacts

with

prospective students. Campus May Day celebrations were utilized to entertain prospective freshmen. Sororities and fraternities entertained;
boys
were allowed to swim in the pool; a dance was held in the gym in the evening.
All of these measures

brought

undergraduate

1939, from 1,106 in 1935. Before war-related
back,

1940 enrollment

in daytime

were full-time

students.

ates provided

the largest numbers

war service-drafted,

Including
enlisting,

1939, a record 620 freshmen

enrollment
departures

classes totaled
part-time

to 1,746 by

produced

a set-

1,840, of whom

1,608

students,

of the period despite

1,897 undergraduthose going off" to

or called up by the National

had entered,

Guard.

In

as well as 143 transfer students.

Butler had the fourth largest enrollment of universities in the state, exceeded
only by Purdue, Indiana University, and Notre Dame, in that order.

James William

Putnam,

acting president

missal in 1933, was confirmed
1935. Putnam

since Walter Scott Athearn's dis-

as Butler's twelfth

had come to the university

president

in December

in 1909 as professor of economics

Depression Decade
and political science. A graduate
from Cornell

(1903)

of Illinois College (1894),

and a PhD from Wisconsin
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he held an MA

(1909).

At Buder, Put-

nam served as registrar and secretary of the Elculty (1913) and became dean
of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and vice president
versity. He served as acting president
President

Aley's appointment,

Putnam

retained

Business

Administration

from 1920 to 1921. During

the position

of prof-essor of economics

Department,

resigned as president

cessor took

OIl

before

his presidency,
and head of the

serving as acting dean of the Col-

lege of Business when it was established
Putnam

of the uni-

after T, C. Howe's resignation

in 1937. After six years in office,

in April 1939, offering to serve until his suc-

the responsibility

at the start of the next school year. He

died less than a year later, at the age of seventy-five.
His inauguration,
on Founders' Day 1935, was a low-key aff;lir. Installation of the new president
portant

university

women

Evelyn Butler,

was overshadowed

figures recently deceased-s-T.
Professor

by memorials

to four im-

C. Howe, former dean of

Elijah Newton

Johnson,

and Professor

Frank Hatch Streighroff
Putnam was highly regarded. Called "dear old Put" by his junior colleagues,
he was fi-iendly, cooperative,
sity's educational
management,

and efficient. Directors

administration

maintenance

ularly attended

him while they attended

the univerto financial

of the physical plant, and major policy decisions-

He proved a conscientious,
scntially a "caretaker"

to

encrusted

flexible, hardworking

president.

board meetings,

administrator,

Previous presidents

albeit cs-

Aley and Atheam

reg-

but they were not board members. putnam

was named a director and confirmed

by board election in 1937. Subsequent

university presidents have been elected regularly to board membership.
Putnam named Gino Arturo Ratti, professor of French and head of the
Modern

Language

Department,

as acting dean of the College of Liberal

Arts and Sciences. Ratti had come to Butler in 1920 from the University
Italy, in 1885, he graduated

of

Washington.

Born in Carrara,

[rom Middle-

bury College

in 1907, earned his master's degree there in 1909, and took

his doctorate at Grenoble in 191 I.
As acting dean, Ratti took a signif-icant part in university afbirs. He urged
an eff'orr to inform alumni

of the work of the college. 'IiJ the January

Alumnal Quarterly Ratti contributed

a thoughtful

1936

and frank account of But-

ler's present course and future needs. In it he dealt with Athearn's attempt
to

take credit for changes initiated

ten of Athearn's

"innovations"

during the Aley administration.

At least

were in place before Athearn's arrival: a stu-
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dent council;
women

women's

and providing

and men's councils
the equivalent

replacing

for men, who had never enjoyed

services of a dean of men: revision of entrance
lesser graduation
for the College

upper

requirements

rector of student

requirements

in high schools;

of Liberal Arts and Sciences;

and lower divisions;

the office of dean of

a university

a curriculum

separation

health

welfare to aid students

the

to adjust

to

committee

of students

department;

into

a post of di-

in coping with hard times; orien-

tation programs for freshmen; a reorganized advising system; and changes
to increase student retention including a revised probation system.
There was considerable
pointment.

Proposed

delay before the directors

in january

1937, the appointment

April. Then it was referred to a committee
at the june meeting.

Evidence

ism, fear of socialism,
weighed

birth.

july 19.37. A frank discussion

again

for this opposition.
standards.

xenophobia

Ratti proposed
between

was put off until

on high academic

Midwestern

and the rise of European

with some directors.

Ratti's ap-

of the board and deferred

is lacking to account

may have been due to Ratti's insistence
may have been his foreign

confirmed

It

Or it

and isolation-

dictators-all

may have

to resign as acting

Ratti and the directors

dean in

led to a mo-

tion to confirm him as dean. This was defeated. Ratti's resignation was accepted. Then directors realized that the meeting lacked a quorum-only
ten were present. The arrival of a latecomer
opened.

After lengthy

discussion,

As the Great Depression
university's
visitation

financial

in the case being re-

worsened,

his appointment.

Butler's directors

affairs. Before the North

set to work on the

Central

Association's

next

in 1935, they had to corne up with a plan to deal with the ath-

letic corporation's
issued, $720,000

debt. Of $750,000

worth

of preferred

was still in the hands of stockholders,

paid. The university
brought

resulted

Ratti finally received

stock originally

with dividends

had assumed financial responsibility.

un-

Gate receipts had

no profit. Nor did Butler have the funds to pay the corporation

for its agreed-upon

lease officldhouse

a plan to buy up outstanding
they empowered

the university

holders were expected

and stadium.

The directors

stock at fifty cents on the dollar. To do so,
to borrow.

to agree to surrender

Eighty

percent

of the stock-

their stock. An estimated

percent might hold out for the full value. Director

and attorney

johnson

would

opined

approved

that local challenges

by holdouts

20

Emsley W.

be unsuccessful.

Depression Deci/de
Will H. Thompson,

the board's attorney, approved the refinancing

cluded that dissenting
Associated

corporation

guarantee,

that Butler could pay the debt without

debt was the mat-

made to satisfy North

infringing

on the endow-

ment. Irwin and his sister, Linnie Sweeney, had deposited
the Indianapolis,

Columbus,

five years, income

and Southern

Traction

to go to Butler University.

was going bankrupt.

10,000 shares of

Company

The Traction

Company

Directors

agreed, providing

pitulation

did pay within the remainder

in and more was expected.

to holdouts.

other issue demanded

of the five-year

was urging the university

control

had to be addressed.

resigned themselves

to reorganize its governance.

It would be another

to being a purely overseeing

asked to meet with a representative
with former president
between

Emsley Johnson

drafted

pursued,

decade before directors

Central,

had

of the board and with Butler bculty

in

Athearn's charges. At issue was the rela-

a letter approved

arrangements

Johnson's

The issue of

and major policy-making

acting for North

the college administration

[iotr that refinancing

stock

urged no ca-

before the review could take place. North

body. But they made a start.
President Edward C. Elliott of Purdue,

tionship

John Atherton

To pay them more would be unfair to the rest. Anattention

Central

connection

now

that any divi-

period go to Butler.
By early spring of 1936, over 80 percent of the athletic corporation
had been turned

fCH

in trust

Company

Irwin and Mrs. Sweeney asked that their trust be re-

leased and the stock returned.
dcnds the Traction

and con-

would get even less if they went to court.

the athletic

C. Irwin's million-dollar

ter of William
Central

stockholders

with refinancing

333

and the board. In response,
by the board. After assuring El-

[-ClI' the athletic

corporation

letter set forth the board's position

were being

on administrative

reorganization.
It dismissed any possibility of changing the charter, one of
Athearn's demands; a new charter would require governmentallcgislation,
jeopardize the university's tax exemption, and pose a "disastrous" challenge
to the history and tradition ofBurler, to the institution that "church people"
had projected and founded.
Notwithstanding
the icon of the charter,

the board was willing

all administration

in the hands of Buder's presi-

dent subject

of educational

functions

to board review and

tions and established

said president's

policies. Presidents

funds available and stay within
ity for the endowment,

(0

them.

observation

would submit

Directors

budgets

(0

place

of tradibased on

would retain responsibil-

real estate owned by Buder, and other investments.
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The Butler Foundation,
previously,

approved

would continue

by the General

Education

to hold most Butler property,

come from it to be spent under the board-approved
might cooperate in such efforts, the president
be charged with raising funds.
North

Central

had not required

turning

budget.

should

Butler to institute

Board years
over in-

Although

he

not and would

not

a faculty tenure pol-

icy. However, Johnson's letter provided the first clear statement

of the board's

position on tenure. "We deal fairly" with the faculty, he stated. Faculty who
proved efficient and showed growth were retained as long as resources permitted. Directors did not favor temporary appointments.
The president
would

recommend

to the directors

retention

or dismissal

on the basis of

faculty adherence to purposes and traditions of the university. Faculty must
also he loyal to American institutions. The board would not tolerate unAmerican, unpatriotic, or unsound principles.
through the cold war years of the 1950s.

This requirement

held true

A proposal to revise the bylaws in the fall of 1934 reflected the directors'
position as outlined in Johnson's letter with regard to the duties of the university's president.

These included

ulty and representative
the annual budget,

serving as executive

for the board in educational

recommending

and other employees,

appointments

recommending

athletic afbirs. The president

officer of the fac-

affairs, construcring

and discharges

salaries, and supervising

offlCulty
social and

would exercise other powers as delegated

the directors. These changes were adopted
tral's approval in May 1935.

and submitted

for North

by

Cen-

It is difficult today to fully appreciate
during

the tensions and frustrations oflife
The inner turmoil of those engaged in business,

the Depression.

law, or public affairs, as all of Butler's directors were, affected their thoughts
and actions.
tion in which

As conservative
Roosevelt's

were past vigorous

Hoosiers,

they were also fearful of the direc-

New Deal was taking them.

Will Irwin abstained
bylaws. Even Hilton

most

middle life, with some aged and ailing. No wonder

they were often testy. Disagreements
and squabbling,
mid-1930s board meetings, reflect the times.

dressing

Additionally,

from the otherwise

unanimous

evident

which left directors'

the

vote to change the

U. Brown spoke with unaccustorned

the board on the changes,

that

during

asperity

in ad-

duties "quite dif-

Depression Decade
ferenr from formerly," noting wryly that directors "still had
functions left."
Irwin and Emsley Johnson
lege of Religion.

clashed over proposals

At the quarterly

had been appointed

to consider

It followed

independent

a rather

ship of Dean Frederick
part by the Christian

meeting,
separating

January
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important

SONIC

concerning

the Col-

9, 1935, a committee

the college from the university.

course anyway under the strong leader-

D. Kershner,

Foundation.

who was independently

The idea of separation

financed

simmered

the next year. General

opinion

require a new charter

for the college and might involve illegal transfer of

property

from the university

was against it on the grounds

in

through

to the proposed

separate seminary. Decisions

were put ofF until new board elections could be held.
Perhaps the Depression contributed to the separation
ner was facing drastic budget reductions
Irwin's disagreements
an teed the athletic

corporation

by the Christian

that Kershner

university

of Christian

administration.

The foun-

stress in the business

it. A separate seminary

Foundation

also feared stronger

fear loss of

to

Foundation.

by financial

families who supported

might gain renewed assurances
speculate

Kersh-

faculty layoffs. Will

debt may have led Kershner

funds were very likely limited

affairs of the Columbus

helm's

and additional

suggestion.

with city directors about his Traction stock that guar-.

that part of his budget contributed
dation's

that it would

support.

One may

control over his school by the

The College of Religion had suffered from At-

eWorts to control

its program.

Revised bylaws now vested more au-

thority in the university president, as mandated by the North Central Association.
Kershner
enjoyed considerable
autonomy
under President
Putnam,

as he had under

the hoard of directors
directors

Aley, before the advent of Athearn.

who were also Christian

cent to Kershner's

Foundation

policies. Nevertheless,

directors generally acquies-

another administration

low policies contrary to aims Kershner cherished.
Kershner had f;lvored an independent
seminary
wanted

his "School

of Applied

Christianity"

originally.

the undergraduate

religion program

graduate

fed prepared

program

he was distressed

into a purely graduate
artempt

to uphold

with the graduate

students

to

when Athearn

college. Irwin deserted

Athearn.

might folHe had also

to be a graduate

As part of Butler, the dean had come to see the advantage

cordingly,

Moreover,

had left College of Religion afElirs in the hands of

institution.

of combining

so that the under-

the graduate

program.

Ac-

made the College of Religion
Kershner

on this issue in an
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The proposal

for separating

the college was submitted

to a committee

composed of Johnson, Atherton, and Putnam. They disagreed among themselves to the extent that directors postponed further discussion until the
meeting

on July 8, 1936, a month

fifteen directors

appeared

away. A larger than usual attendance

at that meeting.

Charles M. Setser of the Columbus
more urgent matters,

Will Irwin, Edwin

faction were present.

Errett,

and

Preoccupied

the board took no action on the proposal

with

fCH'separa-

tion. (This was the occasion when Irwin brought up the disquieting
of the Traction Company shares he had put in trust.)
At the October

meeting,

gality, under the university
chartered

directors

again expressed

College of Religion. A compromise

board to run the college. In February,
pending

doubts

charter, of a transfer of properties
proposed

directors

some changes in phraseology.

about

approved

issue
the le-

to a separately

a committee

Irwin and Johnson

of

of the

an arrangement
agreed to work

out details that had elicited Irwin's objections. Johnson testily remarked that
the proposal would be held over "until Mr. Irwin is satisfied," adding, "if
he can be."
The new "contract"
building

with $150,000
annually

provided

that $100,000

for a College

would come fj-om Irwin (i.e., the Christian
raised by Atherton

from the Christian

of five acceptable

to the Christian

be selected from among

for the building.

Foundation

Irwin and his funily would conrribure
tion, income
the university

monies

with control
would

ofthe

costs. A committee

All directors

to the Butler Founda-

fCll-the College of Religion.

college arose (leading

keep the building

of the But-

raised fiJr the university)

$200,000

from which was to be designated

If dissarisfaction

together

to manage the college would

directors.

ler Foundation
(who held and disbursed
would be from the university's hoard.

of Religion

Irwin pledged $38,000

for operating

Foundation

the university

Foundation)

but return

to separation),

Irwin's $100,000

do-

nation.

Johnson and Irwin continued their jousting at the next meeting. Irwin
professed not to understand Johnson's interpretation
of the College ofReligion contract, and Johnson agreed to defer final approval.
Meanwhile,

Irwin proposed

a slate of candidates

ing that "Hilton

Brown will not approve

reached whereby

"pairing"

of them."

to fill vacancies,

not-

An arrangement

was

by Brown and Linnie Sweeney would leave the

rest of the directors

free to decide, Linnie Sweeney's and Brown's votes can-

celing each other.

In this interim

election,

Irwin's slate was defeated.

He

Depression Deeade
had nominated

Judge Carlin and Orville Stevens of Angoh
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wit] e_-"

.

Jlrn!e L.
Reeves and Ernest Snyder of Columbus.
I he slate IJresentec1 I)y1 B.!Own
and Johnson was elected-James
I. Holcomb, John I"'. H Puller , J 0111
I _[.
r:
.
Mitchell jr., and the Reverend W. B. Shullenberger.
.
"

,

Board elections

in February

group

1937 saw the retention

were dropped-Linnie

Setser-as

was W. C. Smith,

the Indianapolis

elected the Reverend

George Arthur

ian minister in Indianapolis,
Mrs. A. M. Robertson.
board.

He had hoped
he consented

1

and Charles

contractor.

N.

III their place,

Frantz, a leading Presbyter-

Glen R. Hillis of Kokomo, J. H. 'I1'imble, and

meeting,

ditions

<,

of all but four of

Sweeney

directors

At the next board

.

C. Baltzell J r. had refused reelection. Two of

the old board. Judge Robert
the Columbus

, ,

Brown was again elected president

of the

to resign his post, but in the face of economic
to "hang

address," but now contented

on." He was preparing

con-

a lengthy "brewell

himself with a plea for "peace and harmony"

on the board. While he wanted the directors to have the courage to express
diversity, he urged that minor differences be forgotten.
On June 26, 1937, the new contract
included

a section

southwest

corner

noting

of the campus

(later changed).

tion would approve the architecture
architecture
university.

would

was signed. Changes and additions

a site for the new building-s-tonr
of a building

have to be acceptable

to both the foundation

belong to Butler.
The university pledged to provide $12,000
Religion budget, in addition to the Christian
Coundation
building

The Christian

could terminate

[und amount

be members

they would compose

its arrangement

to the loundariou.

of the Christian

Foundation.

the committee

upon six months'

ment was made.

Three

Butler directors

ities, the meeting
the $150,000

of five

to

to

manage College of Religion
the Butler directors

reaffirmed

their position

that the charter

of a separate college. After some discussion

adjourned,

in the building

readily liquidated,

were

With two other Butler directors,

of the College of Religion unless some other arrange-

Directors

vented establishment

notice.

by repaying the $100,000

affairs. If any other entity took over Butler University,
would rctai n control

and the

the building would

annually for the College of
Foundation's $38,000. The

its annual donation

could terminate

Founda-

on this site. Itelsewhere,

No title would be vested in the foundation:

The university

acres on the

but not before directors
hmd,

were informed

tied up in property

was not yet available.

pre-

of legal-

investments

that
not
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Columbus representatives did not attend summer and fall 1937 meetings of the board and the executive committee. Without them, the ~l1ecting of January 12, 1938, lacked a quorum. Dean Kershner was seriously
ill during this period. Plans for the new religion building were stalled, but
directors discussed its architecture, favoring Gothic. In April, Irwin and
Hugh Miller were again present, as well as fourteen other directors. The
full $250,000 was now available for building. Shortly after this meeting,
Kershner hosted a lunch for the building committee at his home. The group
included Brown, Irwin, Errett, Johnson, Atherton, and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Th, Miller. Putnam and two other guests-probably
architects-joined
the discussion of site requirements.
Lee Burns, one of the directors, later joined by Edward James, was named
architect for the building in July. Progress toward building continued to be
slow. Hugh Th. Miller reponed that the funds were available. A board meeting in January 1939 addressed the question of architecture. Hugh Th. Miller
announced that he had sent his son, J. Irwin Miller, east to survey noteworthy buildings. This is an early instance of the lifelong concern with architecture that made the younger M iller a patron of architecture in Columbus and on the Indianapolis campuses. Burns was ill in the winter. By spring
the directors were busy finding a new university president. Hugh Miller
had asked the famous Michigan architects Saarinen and Son to visit Indianapolis to advise on a site for the new building. But by the next winter, a
decision was still to be made on site and architecture. Finally, during the
spring of 194(), the pace picked up. The new university president, Daniel
S. Robinson, himself an ordained minister, allotted to the College of Religion a generous $42,505-largest
except for the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences-out
of a total budget of $518,774.
A new board committee for the college took over. The directors agreed
on early American architecture for the building. The contract with the
Christian Foundation was slightly altered, providing that the foundation
would support the college for ten years and that the university could not
withdraw sooner. If the university sold out to the city or another group,
the foundation would receive the deed to the building and its site.
Further arrangements were made in July. The board's executive committee together with the Reverend T. K. Smith, the Reverend Ross J. Griffeth,
and Dean Kershner agreed that the foundation would pay $35 per semester toward tuition of preministerial students in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences (excepting charges for courses taught by College of Religion
faculty).
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The Depression years saw the passing of many of the old guar(!, Scot
B,utler, a son of Ovid Butler and a graduate of Butler in the class of 18~8,
died january 14, 1931, at the age of eighty-seven. Thomas Carr Howe died
at the age of sixty-six on May 4, 1934, two days after being struck by a car
as he walked home fi-om the Maple Road (38th Street) railroad statioll,
Chauncey

Butler '69, a Civil War veteran like his older brother

Scot, passed

away in Florida on October 2, 1937, at the age of eighty-nine.
He had been
a director and had served as secretary of the board fe)!"many years, beginning in 1878.
Board member Clarence L. Goodwin, who had attended Butler in 1881
and was a descendant
of one of the founders, Elijah Goodwin, died August 8, 1935, Perry H, Clifford '91, husband of Scot Butler's daughter Elizabeth, died in 1930, Board member

Arthur V. jordan,

whose generous

gifts

(
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I(ahn died Augrust 14, 1934. Albert G Snider'
)eell
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irector
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I
in 1897,
I)assed away in 1930.
Blltler
w h 0 IlacI atten( Icc' 1 .rar athletes in the
r early 1890s was Frank M Hummell
ne
0
ut
er
s
S
I
B
'93O H' fI h ded his board service in 1934. He had been a vice presi. IS(eat en
.
dent ofD. C. Heath, publishers. Two directors elected in 1937 served only
briefly. Carrie Robertson (Mrs. Alcxal:der M.) died in 1941. Generous donations before her death and in her wdl went toward a chapel for the university. When the College of Religion separa.tec~to become Christian Theological Seminary, the college's vacated buddmg was renamed for lvIrs.
Robertson. It included a chapel at its northern end. James H. Trimble had
sold his Western Oil Refinery Company to Shell Oil. Already a generous
donor, he left half a million dollars to Butler at his death, the same year
that he joined the board. Frederick Rollin Kautz '87 operated a bookstore
in Indianapolis that had become a popular gathering spot fCHthe city's literary figures-Lew
Wallace, James Whitcomb Riley, and others. Death
ended his loyal service to his alma mater in 1939. James William Putnam
died unexpectedly on January 23, 1940, soon after leaving the university
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Departing too were bculty members who had made a mark at Butler.
Among the most notable was Evelyn Mitchell Butler '93, daughter of Scot
Burler and granddaughter of the fC)llJlder. As Demia Butler Professor of
English Literature, she was also dean of women from 1924 to 1930. She
died in 1934. Earlier the same year (January 25), the death of Katharine
Merrill Craydon '78 was another loss.
.
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ler also lost a French teacher, Marie Cousin, and economics professor Frank
Hatch StreightofF in 1934.
Former faculty members who had left Butler for other posts died in this
period: Oliver Hay, successor to David Starr Jordan in biology, and Jordan
himself, president of Stanford University. Another associate of Jordan in
the early Irvington years, Harvey Wiley, died in 1930. Yet another eminent
science professor at Butler was Richard B. Moore, whose passing on January 20, 1931, ended a brilliant career. He had been chief chemist for
the U.S. Bureau of Mines, developing uses for helium, notably for lighterthan-air craft. He had gone on to become head of the Chemistry Department and dean of sciences at Purdue University. A former Butler teacher,
Thomas M. Iden '83, became the leader of the famous men's Sunday school
called the Upper Room. He died at the University of Michigan in 1933.
Melville B. Anderson, Stanford's brilliant Dante scholar, had left the
Modern Language Department at Butler in 1879. His death came in 1933.
J. Dorsey Forrest, who had become professor of economics when Putnam
became dean, left Butler to help establish the Citizens Gas Company. Word
of his death came in 1931.
By 1940 Omar Wilson, director of the Preparatory Division in the early
years of the century, was also gone. Fonner president Robert Judson Aley
died in 1935. His unlamented successor as president, Walter S. Athearn,
had died earlier, on November 13, 1934. Language professor Paul Moncado left Butler in 1933 during Athearn's administration. He took his own
life a year later while teaching at Brooklyn College and Polytech.
Buder also lost some of its most notable former students in these years.
Merrill Moores ex '76, who had distinguished himselfas a congressman, died
in 1929. Grace Julian Clark '84 died in mid-decade. She had been a columnist fcn the Indianapolis Star and president of the Indiana Federation of
Women's Clubs. Her bther, George W. Julian, one of the fc)Undersof Irvington, had been the vice presidential candidate on the Free Soil Party's ticket
in 1852. Jennie Christian '97 had met her future husband, Demarchus C.
Brown, while a student in his Greek classes. She taught French at the college for a time after her marriage. The couple fi-equenrly studied and traveled abroad, and Mrs. Brown became a popular lecturer on art and history.
Before Dernarchus Brown left his post at Butler in 1906 to become Indiana
state librarian, he served as acting president of the college between the administrations of Garrison and Howe. Mrs. Brown died on January 10, 1941.
Several important African American graduates were lost in these years.
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~w~n Thomas,
the youngest

a Minncapolis
of Ovid

physician,

died December

Butler'~ daughters,

30, 1937. She was

the last survivor

offspring, dying rhrec months after her brother Chauncey.

among

his

She had attended

Butler in J 876 and J 877.
John Jay Curtis ex :80, who was ,;he pr~sident of Bobbs-MerriIl,
publishers, died in J 931. fade Hartsuff 82, WIdow of J. B. Kuhns '84, was a
leader of the Cleveland,

Ohio, alumni club and national

Kappa Gamma Sorority. She died ,in 1937.
In a way symbolic of the loss of these Butler people,
ru rcs on the old Irvingron
and vandalized,

campus were demolished

all but the Bona Thompson

razed to make way for developers

be fulfilled

in the 1930s. Vacant

Library and the Residence were

for educational

seminary

until more than twenty

of Kappa

most of the srruc-

to build small houses. Directors

up the hope of selling the buildings
old college would remain.
The idea of an independent

president

had given

use. Little trace of the

had been dropped,

a vision not to

years after the issue had been raised.

i£/
These years saw no end to annual deficits. Despite
costs exceeded income.
from other sources.

Putnam's

Nor could fewer paid tuitions

Hard times, of course,

meant

best eflorrs,

be offset by revenue

fewer donors.

Reserves

Dcpression Dccade

had been depleted
,

when Butler established
.

the eve of the Crash.

.

its new camlJUs-unll

•

payoff

1'1
IC (I y, on
I'll'ge s urns to
at a fraction of those

And now the UI1lversity was borrowing

c

investors

in the athletic

corporation,

holdings. Sale of the old Irvington
of the Teachers College site.
Moreover,
monies

as Atherton

property

though

proved a slow aff~lir, as did sale

pointed out, investments

held by the Butler Foundation

of endowment

and other

were yielding greatly reduced divi-

dends; it was even difficult to find authorized,

safe investments.

tion of university

yielding nothing. The book

funds remained

value of Butler's endowment

uninvested,

stood at $6 million. Atherton's

Some por-

estimate of its

actual value was $600,000.

He saw need for appraisals to confirm this,

ommending

a depreciation

schedule

government

offered competitive-interest

to write off the declines in value. The

loans that prevented university in-

vestments that would yield higher returns.
In 1932, a total deficit of $144,000 included
year's operating

budget.

A shortfall

I"CC-

a deficit of$1 0,500 in that

of almost $40,000

was projected

for

1933. An even larger deficit appeared likely in 1938, as income of$11 0,000
failed to cover costs of$128,000.
Costs of building repairs had been high,
and fewer gifts were received. A national recession was in progress, and student fees were going unpaid.

An expected deficit of almost $6,000 was bal-

looning to $14,000. It turned out to be $30,000.
The Great Depression was the most traumatic event in the nation since
the Civil War. It affected Buder as it did universities
try. Issues of the alumni

publications,

addresses at Commencement
Depression

discussion

and Founders'

the coun-

by the board of directors,

Day observances-all

echoed

themes.

Worn out by his six years in office, President
the spring of 1939. He would
directors

throughout

Putnam

retain directorship

asked to resign in

of graduate

work. The

voted him a yearly pension of $4,000 and the status of president

emeritus. Putnam fell ill during the following winter and died on January
23, 1940. "Old Put" had been a thorough "detail man," one with tact and
courage,

ever cooperative

the university

and friendly;

he had "laid a solid foundation"

for

at Fairview. He was a good teacher, a sound administrator,

cheerful, deliberate, and hardworking.
In the last years of his administration,

he knew directors were impatient

(
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"
apIJrc)'lch was best and even agreed that current
ecIgeeI t Irat a s Iow, cautiOUS'
.
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II
t 'act cc)mp'ltible
canchdates.
DIrectors
especially
sa Iaries wou c not at I,
e of Business Administration
to be "sound
I
wantcc I t I1C dean
0 f t h e Cc)lleg
.
.
," with 'lccelJtable religious and political views. Eron econornrc questions
'.
,',)"
rett, Reilly, and Holcomb were particularly
supp~1 tive of.r utnams de"~erate approach. Directors had rcached the conclUSIOn that Important POSItions should be filled only aftcr "vigorous" searches for outstanding
leaders
C

c

to "build up" the university. Salaries should not stand in the way.
A search committec to find a new president set to work as soon as directors received Putnam's resignation. Qualifications
listed included "common sense, higher dcgrees, and contacts with prestigious
universities"
in
the East, on the West Coast, and in Europe. One consultant
told directors
that hc could place ten such men "if there were such men." Directors were
not wholly abashed by this comment.
Daniel Sommer Robinson, a distinguished

graduate

of I 91 0, was the immediate first choice of the board.
the Department of Philosophy at Indiana University
Herman

B Wells informed

diana's outstanding

Emsley Johnson

professors,

of Butler in the class
Robinson had headed
since 1929. President

that Robinson

one who didn't

was one of In-

"get in jams," who was re-

spected, well-liked, and a "splendid scholar." Putnam, remembering
Robinson as a student, called him "a good man," though lacking in administrative
experience.
through

Other

directors

were satisfied.

his activities with the Alumni

He was popular

Association.

with

He was known

alumni
to the

bculty from addresses he had given at the university.
Unfortunately,
as with the appointment
of Athearn, directors had made
a choice they could not live with. Hardworking
and, at first, good-humored,
Robinson proved to have a temper that was his undoing-displayed
to directors in a final confrontation
that led to his resignation in February 1942.
Robinson was born near North Salem, Indiana, on October 19, 1888. Both
he and his wife, Oma Glasburn of Bargersville, Indiana, came from pioneer Indiana families. Indeed, Robinson was a member of the Society of
Inc~iana Pioneers. At Butler he had been active in debate and oratory excrcises and was elected president of the senior class. Following graduation
he took MA and 130 degrees at Yale (19 I 1, 1912), married in 19 I 2, and
became a Dwight Fellow (Yale) at the University ofBreslau, Germany. Be-
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over as Butler's
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As president, Robinson contributed conspicuously to building up alumni
suppOrt. Hilton U. Brown had called for a limited "maintenance" fund
drive. The time was not propitious for an all-out effort, but need was great.
Ev~n Walker headed the drive (goal: $40,0(0) scheduled to kick offin the
spnng. He enlisted "Minutemen" to help in boosting spirit. Robinson el~barl~ed ,o,n systematic visits to alumni clubs stressing "loyalty" to the 1111lverslty. r he Indianapolis club, headed byThomas M. Scanlon '32, met ,re~ularly at the Canary Cottage for lunch. A club was organized in Detroit 111
the spring of 1940, joining the list of clubs in Chicago, New York, and St.
Louis. In Indiana, clubs had been formed in Kokomo, Fort Wayne, Logansport, and Marion. By early 1941, clubs were established in PittSburgh and
Cincinnati and later in SOllthern California. When war came, most of these
organizations were suspended, but clubs revived in Indianapolis, Chicago,
and Southern California Soon after the war's end.
Robinson's inauguration on hmnders' Day, 1940, was a sad occasio~l;P:I,tnam had died in January. Another loss, the death of Hilton U. Browns wife,
Jennie, had come on 9 December 1939. She had been a founder of the
Catharine Merrill Club and a member of the Irvington Woman's Club, the
Propylaeum, the Portfolio Club, and the Downey Avenue Christian Church.
Founders' Day brought the Reverend Raphael H. Miller from the Washington, D.C., National City Christian Church as speaker at both the morning session and the traditional evening banquet at the Claypool Hotel. Honorary degrees were awarded, among others, to Eli Lilly and Congress~nan
Louis Ludlow from the Twelfth (Indianapolis) district. Fourteen uruvcrsity presidents attended. Robinson in his inaugural address rejected the old
pre-Depression separation of colleges and schools within universities. wl:ere
the president merely coordinated them, leaving each division to do Its Job.
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Now, he insisted, conditions required unification, with the president preventing anyone college from developing at the expense of the others.
Commencements provided opportunities to rally the alumni. Robinson
urged their participation in 1940 and 1941, hosting an open house for 400
alumni during the 1941 commencement activities. Success was measured
by growth of paid members of the Alumni Association from 375 in 1930
to 750 in 1938 with a large rise to 1,050 in 1940. The gain continued with
1,366 members by 1947. Dues were only one dollar per year, but the total
membership remained disappointingly small despite the gains in these years.
Moving over the 1,000 mark left by far the larger proportion of 7,500 living alumni unenrolled as Association members.

Robinson's administration brought changes in the faculty and staff. A
Women's Council had been serving in place of a dean of women since Evelyn Butler had left that post. Robinson reinstated the position, appointing
Elizabeth B. Ward (Durflinger, following her brief marriage). Miss Ward,
originally from Fort Wayne, graduated from Western College for Women
(Oxford, Ohio) in 1933. She had spent her junior year abroad at the University College of Southwest England (Exeter). She held an MA (1934) and
PhD (1939) in zoology fi'om the University of Cincinnati. She had been
teaching and serving as assistant dean of women there when she was called
to Butler in the f:lil of 1940. In addition to her duties as dean, she would
teach zoology.
A "situation" existed in the College of Education. Dean Richardson had
been removed from his position. A new dean, Philip M. Bail, appointed
by Robinson, horn Chevy Chase Junior College in Washington, D.C., replaced acting clean Whisler. Bail was a graduate of Missouri Valley College
and held MA and PhD degrees from Iowa State University.
Two friends of Butler, Samuel K. Harrell and]. K. Lilly, offered a grant
of $5,000 annually tor three years to inaugurate a course in "citizenship"
and government administration. New bculty members for this offering were
Franklin L. Burdette, director of the course, Albert Highly, and David M.
Silver.
Economic conditions were improving. Enrollments in the fall of 1940
were still rising: 1,069 men and 817 women. The increase called for added
faculty in sociology, history, English, business administration, religion, and
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deficits,

directors

Besides the long-standing

of Music and John Herron

con-

arrange-

Art Institute,

renewed the affiliation with the Indiana College of Law. The board

began to consider

a merger with the Indiana

College

of Pharmacy.

move had to await the postwar period.
Two proposals for new divisions in the university
One, a plan to establish

a Long (Junior)

to the board by Evans Woollen,
ber merchant

never materialized.

College for women,

one of the Long trustees.

on for twelve years before the idea was dropped.
of Kansas City, Missouri,

That

was brought

Discussions

Robert

went

A. Long, a lum-

had been a member

of the Butler

board from 1927 until his death in 1939. He had never attended a board
meeting. Butler's terms for the new college ran counter to Long's will, which
called f{)r an unacceptable
separate board of trustees. The college would
need an endowrnent
and a dormitory for which funds were not available.
Nevertheless,
concluded,

directors
deciding

The second
Morgan

to continue

proposal

County

prolonged

discussion.

"slow" discussions

came from Goethe

observatory

Link wanted
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"Time
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ulti-

Talks went on.

Department.

His terms

varied and finally proved unacceptable
to the university.
Meanwhile, some of the directors became preoccupied with political ambitions.

Glen R. Hillis embarked

Republican,
same election

on a run f{)r the Indiana

he lost to the Democratic
year, 1940, William

candidate,

Henry

governorship.
Schricker.

G. Irwin served on the COP's

A

In the
national
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credentials

committee.

John W. Atherton

State Senate for the Republicans.
Depression lingered, although
prospect

of war. By 1940 concern

on the university

replaced planning

ran successfully

it was becoming
about

for the Indiana

less pressing

the effect of international

for increased enrollment

of new colleges and programs. The university
dents to military or government service.

than

the

crises

or discussions

was losing faculty and stu-

19

Butler and the Nation at War

nation

THE JAPANESE ATTACK ON PEARL IIARlIOR shocked the
as a whole. But war came as no surprise to Butler students and f;lC-

ulty, They had watched the steady slide toward U.S. participation since the
start of the European conflict. "Dark days" lay ahead, Hilton U. Brown
had warned seven months earlier. Retrenchment
must be the order of the
day; the university's resources must be built up to meet "coming problems."
Herman B Wells, Indiana University president, told a rounders' Day audience of the need for "moral and intellectual rearmament
in a troubled
world." Glen R. Hillis of Butler's board minced no words in his Commencement address in June 1941, six months before Pearl Harbor. He told
the graduating class that for the United States, war seemed inevitable. Butler men and women, he urged, must hold to their values and look ahead
to the task of rebuilding at war's end.
The university was moving to prepare for the eventuality of war well before it carne. In the fall of 1939 a student pilot training program was established with a government contract that allowed 10 percent of its enrollees
to be women. Participants paid a $40 fee; directors hoped that patriotic citizens might provide the money for students who desired the training but
could not afford it. At once thirty-nine students enrolled in this program,
administered
by the Civil Aeronautics Authority under the Civilian Pilots
'It-aining Act of 1939. Professor Seth Elliott (physics) was in charge of the
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At t I.ic start 0 f t Ile ..ceo
.
c.>
who could substitute It lor phys.
'1',·
",
course 101 men,
.
vo Iunr:u y rru ttai y trallllng
,
CI' .IT instructor 111 modern languages
·ICII'ecI'ucanon requllem
.
ents . Clyde
<1I
-,
.
1I
rse Forty-five men enrolled
'111el'111Army reserve lieutenant, dlrectec t ie course.
..
".
I' . ,T t any AmerICan
ul1lverslty
·, h.
"I
I such course at t lIS time ,1 c
•
III W .iat W,lS t re on y .
c . he tart of war the uruvcr.
.
f CI . "
Soon;u tel t e s c
'
,
except the Ulllversity 0
llC,lgO.
I f II
d
1
. ..
,,',
I>'
"Jro 'ram reqLllrec 0 a un ergrac Ll-'
slty instituted a physical hare enmg f g
,

•

,.,

T

>

',>

>

>

C

•

ate men.
) . 1,
D
. I I) I'
' .. II t: retrenchment,
I resic ent
arne ,0 )111In response to Browns ca ror
.
.
· J I 1941 1, t no faculty vacanCIes would be filled, srnce
son announcec I III u y
t .iat nv i"
hrir I
. h decli ning enrollmen t. Some savl11gs would
revenues wou IIc S rill <: wit
f
I
nernbers were called away. Nevertheless, salary
accrue as sta ff anc I acu ty m
·
I
pee·teel Even the customary annual letters of apIncreases were not to Je ex·
.
.
II
tie I'ssued renhced by oral notification of retention
pOl11tment wou c no )
.
't'
conveyed by the deans.

p
On February 23, 1942, a shouting match broke out at an executive committee meeting with Robinson pitted against the other directors (Hilton U.
Brown, John W. Atherton,
Emsley Johnson, J. I. Holcomb,
and John
Mitchell Jr.). Both sides engaged in unseemly language. It ended with
Robinson's

resignation.

He resigned his position

on the board as well. What

brought about this abrupt departure after only two and a half years?
Governance of the university was again the principal issue, compounded
by the friction between Robinson and Atherton
for some time. Atherton's control of university
tice, interfere

with academic

proved by mid-1940,

administration.

but Atherton

that had been building up
expenditures
did, in pracUniversity

finances

had registered complaints

had im-

about budget

overruns by Robinson. Rohinson had cooperated to reduce expenses, but
new appointments
and well-deserved
faculty raises were increasing operating costs. At the same time, enrollments

had declined, a result of the

COUIl-

try's defense programs, which were calling young men away.
Robinson had stated that he could not work in harmony with the executive committee
no board member

ulltil bylaws adopted
had interfered

in 1939 were rescinded.

with his administration,

Although

he feared such

Butler and the Nation at
interference.

He asked for a full board meeting

he was prepared

to take to the North

Central

this action would result in his dismissal,
the university
meeting

committee

on February

to present

his case, which

Association.

He knew that

but he was sure they would "fire"

and that it would be readmitted

bers of the executive

only after "the present mem-

were thrown

off the board." The special

23, 1942, drew an unusually

large attendance.

sides Robinson, fifteen directors assembled at the city office.
Robinson first took up the matter of John S. Lloyd, a personal
Atherton's.
partment

Lloyd had been an associate

professor

Ross present,

Robinson

confronted
credentials.

two "totally different"

one to the North

Central

cation.

expressed

Association

were made. J. I. Holcomb
ton, Johnson,
However,

Atherton

he was "deeply affected"

reports Lloyd had made as auditor-

in prcscnting

acknowledged

dismissal.

if a comparison
the case to Ather-

that Lloyd must go.

by the forced resignation
manner"

of his friend

in which the university

dent had confronted
Lloyd.
Earlier, Lloyd had clashed with the university
Wilson's

Further

and one to the federal Office of Edu-

joined Robinson

and by the "harsh and unchristian

dentials and reputation

that Lloyd had

and resigned.

his fear of "what may happen"

and Brown.

son, procuring

He was also uni-

Lloyd with evidence
Lloyd confessed

charges included
Robinson

and de-

agent. On June 7, 1941, with Dean M. O.

and purchasing

falsified his academic

Be-

friend of

of accounting

head in the College of Business Administration.

versity auditor
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mIl'

presi-

bursar, Charles W. Wil-

In the face of Lloyd's ti'audulent

for unreliability,

Robinson

cre-

had come to believe that

Wilson's dismissal was unfair and that letters in the board minutes derogatory to Wilson should be expunged, as Wilson had rcquested. Robinson's
request was refused by Atherton,

Johnson,

and Holcomb,

who made it clear

that the matter would not come before the executive committee.
Robinson went on to recount his requcst for a "full and complete"
dit in view of the suspect accounts

and audits by Lloyd. Robinson's

to sec the new audit by an independent

Brown was "deeply offended"
son a desire to meddle

accounting

by Robinson's

au-

request

firm had been refused.

request, attributing

to Robin-

"in an affair that was none of [his] business"

and

announcing that he would report on the audit to the directors "in due time."
Robinson pointed out that North Central did not approvc 01- audits carried out under control of the group that managcd financial afbirs.
Having accounted for some of his differcnces with the executive
mitree, Robinson

introduced

his main point-his

objection

com-

to the current
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, The bylaws passed in 1935 and in effect when he was appointed
~'l
he aPFJroval of the Norrh Central Association. New bylaws took
j
had He tit
I
19'39 Robinson chargee tnar t Ilese new bylaws were cI'
rrccr y opylaW

b

c

'.

-ffect III
.'
. .,
.
c
d
I North Central Association's requircmcnrs bur that he had been
JOse to t lC
.
. "
, .
F
•.
f them until their delayed pnnnng III 1941. 1hIS, he stated, was
unaW,l1C 0
'..
"
.e of my most recent controversy with your cxccurtvc committee.
"t jlC caus
."
.
ded to make the Issue clear as crystal to every member of the board
He mten
'.
..
f directors," as it was of far-readung consequence for the future welfare of
>

>

more power or wanted to interfere
trhc unl''vel'sity He denied that he sought
.
with the business management
of the university. This was disingenuous;
Robinson's

quarrel

involved allocation

of funds and the inherent

relation-

personnel-s-in
I· L)etween financial., management, academic programs,
SlIP
'.
.
all university operatlons. At Issue was governance of the Ul1lVerslty.
One must assume that neither Robinson

nor North

the actual fact that the 1935 bylaws did not conform
now cited by Robinson,

Central

fact,

questioned

to the requirements

that the president should be the chief executive officer

of the university. and that financ.ial dire~tiol~ sho~l~ldnot occupy a closer position to the hoard than educational direction. I he 1935 bylaws made the
president the ol~erat~ve ,officer ({the fil~U_lty,~~.l rcpresentntiuc of the board in
directing the uruversrty s educationa] {[fjeurs. r he secretary-treasurer
and the
executive committee

remained

They were, in fact, directors,

closer to the board than was the president.
and Atherton,

dent's son-in-Iaw-continually

acting on behalf of Hilton

U. Brown.

next took up the change in the bylaws in 1939 and their de-

Robinson
layed printing

and publication.

been accepted

and filed with North

notifying

of course, was the board presi-

that body. Robinson

would call into question

The text of the previous
Central

bylaws that had

had been changed

called this "a gross breach of{;lith ...

our further accreditation."

Robinson

called it a breach of his contract
he was appointed.

changes were made without
they were printed

his consent,

and distributed

had been present at the meeting
were adopted,
minutes
investment
Atherton

alluded

to have changed

He maintained

the bylaws

that the 1939

that he had not seen them until

(October

1941. He admitted that he
11, 1939) when the new bylaws
of the board.

only to changes

He charged

in practices

of funds and did not record other "vital changes."
of stating

be a parry

in December

but was not yet a member

of that meeting

[that]

He said, "My relations

with the officials of the Association are such that I simply cannot
to a concealment
of our real operative bylaws."
from their form when

without

that bylaws had "not been changed

that

involving
He accused

materially."

-----'--------

---
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Robinson subl11'
, I", I'
. "
.
, . ',.
" ,1
It. tee ex lIbltS to the directors.
l he Important one cont<lInec panllcl rc . f"
" .
A .. I· V
cxts 0 the 1935 and 1939 bylaws. The "vital changes
111
Itic e I el11l)lo ' I . ,
.
..
."
.
.I
I
I" I
ycc new wording derailing the duties of the preslc cnt, Jut
c IC not appnr to r . . I· I
I'
I cc c Ilie'
. f"
, ,".
:
C I 111III IS 1 t ie president's
role. He was c eSlgnatcc
executIve ofhcer
f
I ' l'
"
.
.,
"'1'1'"
_,'
,
'I
.
0 t le ec ucatlonal
affairs of the uruvcrsity,
liS conn asts
Wit 1 the 19~5 de ,
"
C
I "8
I
'
.
eSlgnatlon as "chicf executive officer of the racu ty_ or 1
sets of bylaws rc " , 1 -.,,'
'I
' L " I
' I
, '
". qUllec lecol11mcndll1g and reporting to r le )O<lICon euuclt!onal'lff'lIrs
'
.
'I
1 fC I .
" < , ., <IPPOll1tmen ts, terminations,
and facu tyane sra I sa aries.
and Icft to the r .,,' 1 '.
. .
"
. I ' " I'
I' I·
,. , r.:
r)1eSICcnr gencral supervrsron of curncu ar, SOCI.1, <lI1C<It 1[eric aff,urs. 80th
. '·1 If"
.
.
I
I
"
.,.
.
PIOVICec or cooperation between preslc cnt anc secretarytreasurer III nnki' ngr OUt annual budgets for action
.
1)y t Ire 1·
,
ioaru.I '1')'
le new
bylaws COntIlIU"cl t
.
I
.
,."
d·,
,
,"
. .
'0 give tIe secretary-treasurer
extensive powels ,U1 ICsponslbdltles to cOllt··1
II
I'
'r'l
'" COl111111'
tt""
10 a Cxpcnc Iturcs.
ley gavc t I1e executive
'-'power
to
cXercis"
III
I'
.
I'
C
1
I'"
c1))1
'.
. '- { fllt/f)orJty not Invo vll1g lllllC amenta
questions or ( c.

•

c

ICYreserved. to tile L)oar( I . 'fl lese provIsions
. .
Ie f"t t Ile secretaI .y- tl-e'ISlII-el''IIICI
•.
•
the " executive C()1111'
.
I
I
I'
. to t I1e' b oalc..
-I 'IS 11e I'e'111((ee 111 t le same c ose re atlons Ilip
tofore' ' these
. " . are pro IXI)ly
1 the ones Ro
. l')lI1son 0 l'))ectec
. , I to tieI, m( )st
. 1)1OVISlons
strenuously.
In conclusion,
Robinson called f(H a board committee
(none from the
executive co mml((ee
.,)
.
'.
to InVeStigate IllS case. He expressec I I'liS IlOpe' t I·'It
I.
personal feelings would not prevent settlement of the controversy, particularly when the university
by the war."

was facing "grievous

problems

thrust

upon us

Brown professed amazement that two years after his appointment
Robinson should raise old issues and carry them to an "alien board" bd()J'e he
brought

his case to the board of which he was a member

appointed
him. This had led to the acrimonious
executive corn mi ttee.
Robinson

had gone to the executive

and which had

confrontation

board of North

Central,

with the
according

to Brown.

Robinson retorted that he had confCrred confidentially with the
secretary of the North Central Association and did not believe that he had
prejudiced the Association against Butler.
Mitchell

explained

why his company

had delayed

printing

the 1939

bylaws. An amendment
to the charter had been dependent on a bill pending befc)re the Indiana legislature to remove lirnitations on properties that
universities
Atherton,
amendment

could hold. The bill was passed through
a member

of the State Senate, in February

of the charter

Only then could Mitchell

after midsummer
complete

the effc)J"ts of John

1941. 'I'his permitted

1941 and action in October.

the printing.
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Emsley Johnson
of the auditor

prepared

had unanimously

Robinson's

request

sidered it Robinson's

Robinson

had been elected with-

that neither

had also complained

a seventh

member

a citation

to the bylaws provisions

he pointed

out, Robinson

that the executive committee
which disclosed

Robinson

had, therefore,

member

was present.

clandestinely"

announced

not attend

set the record straight.

the exis-

not recognize

meetings

the by-

if the seventh

that the bylaws were "secretly and

that "the three of you got together

submitted these bylaws to the Board ...
I will not be bound by them."
Johnson

him with

to Robinson

committee

He had charged

passed,

had added

claimed to be unaware.

that he would

executive

him on

had voted

to the bylaws. Brown had provided

tence of the new 1939 revision, of which Robinson
laws and would

he nor Brown con-

they had seen no reason to include

Moreover,

contrary

audit had been met. The

it simply wasn't ready yet.

maintained

business;

the nominating committee.
for the new members.

out that the exactions in those

that board members

him. Johnson

the afhir

Robinson's

for an independent

had complained

out consulting

dismissing

He pointed

endorsed

audit report had not been withheld;
Robinson

to Robinson,

and bursar as long since settled.

ecutive committee
matters.

a rebuttal

and you never

and I am serving notice ...

Brown had appointed

that

a committee

to

draw up the new bylaws and had queried that group at several board meetings as to its progress.

The new bylaws had been distributed

graph to the board, and copies were available
were approved.
According

Robinson
to Johnson,

tral's instructions.

Johnson

recounted

utive committee

the bylaws were in conformity

threats to go to the North
the confrontation

between

members

of the executive

As inaccurate

cornmittee

with

and the exec-

Robinson

had threat-

out and ...

it would

be a

[and] we never would get back until
were thrown

in some of his statements

Joh nson c1aimcd that the bylaws conformed
These held that the duties of the president
quired that the president

Association

Robinson

Cen-

them in

he would go before the North

and "we would be thrown

long time before we would get back ...

to change

Central

prior to the present board meeting.

Association

when they

with North

were unlikely

ened that unless the bylaws were changed,
Central

at the meetings

had been present at both meetings.

He believed directors

response to Robinson's
formal charges.

in mimeo-

ofF the board."

as Robinson
to North

had been in his,

Central's

standards.

in relation to business afFairs re-

be chief executive officer

ojr/;(' university

and only
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directly with the oner. _.
(0 I
r
,ltlon 0 _t le
in the hands of the board This W'IS - t I
I
•
c
110 W lat t le

affairs outside those connected

university were to remain
1939 bylaws had stated.
johnson

told directors

that ,Robinson

.maintained

way to solve the problem was for the prcsidenr
ident of the board as well.
After his lengthy

preliminary

that the only proper

of the university

remarks, johnson

to be pres-

read his prepared

state-

~1lent. The board, l~e said,.had t~le right un~{~r the charter to make changes
the bylaws. Robinson, III takll1g the positron that he would not operate

III

his office according
meetings

to the present

bylaws nor attend

as that body was now constituted,

executive

was taking a stand "unreason-

able, untenable, and insubordinate."
The university
on" as long as that condition prevailed.
Robinson,

recounted

he had no knowledge

johnson,

to North

At an executive

9, 1942, he had demanded
durate, threatening
North Central.
In conclusion,
to operate
demands.

went on to recount

a letter from Robinson

30, 1941, stating his intention

Central.

laws. At the meeting

a letter to Brown stating that

1940 and jan uary 1941 when they

in October

The statement

to Brown of December
matter"

had written

could not be "carried

of the new bylaws, whereas the board minutes showed

him present at the meetings
were adopted.

committee

recall and destruction

reaffirmed
denying

the directors'

Robinson's

During the ensuing discussion,
any insubordination,
he expressed

of january

of the newly printed

that Butler would be "wrecked"
johnson

meeting

17, 1942, Robinson

of February

the university,

to report "the whole

committee

had remained

byob-

by his presentation

to

right under the charter

right to make "preemptive"

Robinson backed off Apologizing for
his willingness to drop his case, stating:

"I am and will be glad to work with the board as best I can."
Brown
Robinson

called for a three-minute
resigned,

recess. When

eHcctive immediately,

and full pay until September
The board's vote was unanimous.
ful in his departure,

Robinson

appointed

acknowledged

man" than Ross. Robinson

the new appointment.

j. I. Holcomb, the directors
in the issues of this day."

on either side."

M. O. Ross, dean of the College of Bus i-

was immediately

name a better

resumed,

asking only to retain his house

I, with "no recriminations

ness Administration,

nouncing

the meeting

thanked

acting president.
that "the board

was given the privilege

On motion
Robinson

of Dr. Frantz,

Grace-

could

not

of an-

seconded

for his "understanding

by

spirit

Burler at Fairview

The AlurnnZls was noncommittal
in reporting his departure. Robinson
. IJecune a Navy chaplain in September 1942, commissioned
as a lieuagaIn
ommander.
By
the
end
of
the
war,
he
had
attained
the
rank
of comtenan t C
der He also served as president of the American Philosophical
Assoman
.
.
ciation from 1942 to 1944 .. After the war he taught philosophy
at the
University of Southern California, retiring in 1954. He joined the faculty
c.

.'

of Bethany

in that year, accepting

a visiting

lectureship

in 1956-57 and a visiting professorship

Macalester

Aware that North
the university's
controversy

Central,

with Robinson

directors

would again scrutinize
the bylaws in 1943. The

changed

had begged the question

were now ready to deal with it. Reposing confidence
president,

they were ~nally convinced

of control.

committee

tee in early 1943. Through
body approved
meeting,

proposed

attended

amendments.

Directors

in the university's

met with a North

subsequent

Central

correspondence,

directors,

commit-

the accrediting

unanimously

A change in Article VI made the president

adopted

officer. Changes

made to other articles subordinated

secretary-treasurer

to the president.

He would cooperate

records and reporting

mittee and the board, working
submission
Central

"This,

on annual

that body's acceptance

budgets

of the changes,

of the Association

for

of the North
as-

"will not be

further."
I hope, is the final chapter

Central

Association,"

of our discussion

pronounced

For twenty years, he and his administration
budgets

the

with the president

A letter from the secretary

Butler that its status as a member

questioned
North

with the president

confirmed

these

financial matters to the executive com-

to the board for action.

Association

suring

board

of the university

the chiefexecutive
in maintaining

Cen-

that was com-

changes in the bylaws. The next quarterly

by fourteen

new

that they must accept North

tral's mandate to conform to the system of administration
mon among most American universities.
Ross and the executive

and

in 1957.

at Occidental

alerted by Robinson,

organization,

at Hamline

and strict conformity

to North

Brown.
adhered
Central's

of bylaws with the

Ross became

president.

to a policy of balanced
standards.

/'
By the bll of 1942, enrollments
ther decline
university

would

had dropped

come with lowering

raised tuition

from $100

to

from 1,730 to 1,451. Fur-

of the draft age to eighteen.

$125 per semester.

The

Ross, deter-
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mined to maintain
.
of expenditures.

a balanced

budget,

ordered

reduction
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in ,II,
.
,} Cltegones

The university urged students to remain in school as long '1' tl
II
..
. .
.
,s ley cou (_,
but inevitably military service, war work, and graduation took rl
lem away.
Lven the women were leaving, WIth some marrY111g and defYlrt'
l
..
. "
'
Ing to )e
WIth their husbands at military stations when possible Enl'Istn1
'
I
r
.
,en
t 111t 'ie
Army :~escrve"allowed mel: to re~nain in college until they Were called up.
Butler s War Emergency Committee advocated that eligible stud,
,
..
'.
cnts Opt
for officers tralllll1g .. It seenle(_~a waste for t1:ose WIth the advantage of col1

.

".

lege work to be drafted
laration

•

as enlisted

men. DIrectors

of war. Ten days after the Pearl Harbor

rectors passed a resolution
and Japan.
During

indicting

"The Three Tyrannies":

the long war it proved difficult

men and women.

Far-flung

theaters

dents and f.tculty involved

offered their own decattack,

the Board of DiGermany,

Italy,

to keep track of Butler's service-

of war and the great numbers

made the task less successful

of stu-

than it had been

in World War 1. The Butler Alumnus began to carry a section called "Camp
Notes" to relay news of the university's
James Fanner '42 wrote
called '''Till Reveille."

a regular column

Word of the first Butler student
Allan B. Scales ex '39, stationed
fornia, had crashed on December
earlier. The

Butler

Guy H. Shadinger's

nus (January

people in service. In the Collegian
under

the name "Butler

Bill,"

to die in service came in January

1942.

at the Air Force base in Coronado,

Cali-

28, 1941. He had married only four days

community

also grieved

over the death

of Professor

son, Ted, class of 1941. The same issue of the Alum-

1943) reported

the loss of three Butler men

utive days. By the end of 1943 the university

011

had recorded

three consectwenty-four

known deaths. Casualties were high because of the preference ofButlcr
lor service in the Air Corps.
The university
'27 had become
York City under
Force training

also found

much to celebrate.

head of the Women's
Army direction.

for the Women's

who had been the university's

(Virginia)
coaching

the launching
Naval Shipyard.

Navy athletic

Eloise Owings

Skidmore

Aircraft Spotters

Pauline Peirce '29 served as head

in New
0('

Army Corps (WACs). John T Barnett
publicity

sition for the 9th Naval District
had attended

Volunteer

men

director,

had gained the same po-

at Great Lakes Naval Training

of the battleship
Coach

Tony

Center.

USS Indiana at Newport
Hinkle

Air
'39,

also went

He

News

into service,

teams at Great Lakes. Butler cheered the news that
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Hinkle's

sailors had defeated the Notre Dame football team. Faculty col'
sll'lred
the toride of, Dean
Gino A. Ratti when his son returned wi rh
,.
Ieagu es
decorations after many air missions.
On campus, a War Council made up of ten students and ten f;ICldty
c

members

<

•

and chaired

by Professor

A. Dale Beeler coordinated

and stamp drives, blood bank donations,
The governor,

Ross, students,

rived on campus

observed

monies on the campus.
Fieldhouse conversion
tary programs
Methodist

scrap collections,

and sailors of the Navy program

the first anniversary

in the spring of 1943 for expected

during

Butler's most significant

contribution

self available to the armed services for military

A board committee
and Kenneth
accommodate
alterations.

offered university

training

programs.

about its facilities.

Lee Burns, an architect,

provided
provided

it-

Both the

In June 1942,
as signalmen.
J. I. Holcomb,

of Ross, John W Atherton,

'13 took charge of converting

the Navy school. Woolling

vision. Director

to North

owned by the university

of 800 sailors for training

consisting

K. Woolling

use by mili-

to the war eft<Ht was in making

Army and the Navy asked the university
a detachment

with cere-

ceremonies

the rest of the war. Directors

land west of the canal and other vacant property
for "victory garc 1ens. "

the Navy brought

that had ar-

of Pearl Harbor

forced the move of Commencement

Church

war bond

and air raid drills.

the Fieldhouse

the "hands-on"

to

super-

plans f()r the Fieldhouse

A galley and messing facilities were installed.

Bunks lined the

balconies, with more in the gym. Partitions

between floor and balcony made

space tor offices and rooms for the military

staff. A high fence surrounded

the f~lcility. Dispossessed
"physical hardening"
fc)r women's

of the gym, undergraduate

outdoors.

The Campus

physical education

and basketball.

ria was moved to the cast end of the basement
the Navy unit had completed
met. Brown reported
signal schools.

men took part in their

Club was converted
The Campus
in Jordan

Club cafete-

Hall. A year later,

its mission: the need for signalmen

had been

that the Navy rated Butler's unit at the top of all its

Lt. H. C. Sigtenhorst

commanded

the Navy unit at Butler.

Before the sailors left, the Army moved in. In March
second College Training
700 cadet air crewmen

to a gym

Detachment

1942, the Fifty-

of the U.S. Army Air Corps installed

in the Fieldhouse.

For over two months,

more than

1,000 men of both services shared the f;lcility. It was the first time Army
and Navy men had lived together.
and Navy," Brown proclaimed,

"Never before in the history of the Army
had the two services, "khaki

on one side,
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blueontheothe'"
,
"
"
c '
II
I, messed and bunked in the same building.
I he cadet
OJ ps SWe ed fro
70
.
tl 'A'
.
rn
0 to 1,200 III the more than a year and a half that
1C
[my Ulllt tr " 1
'
b
I'
alfle( at Butler. Presence of the service schools on campus
roug 1t, In Brow "j
"
.
f I. . . "
Th
n s Won. s, marked changes 1ll the whole aspect 0 t lings.
'eli e iArmy unit was ' fi rsr commanded
by Capt. Samue ICC'. ist ] r. He was
re levee by Ctl)t W'II"
.
.1
. I S I I
, I Wr
J't·
I lam E. Sayer, a graduate
of Shortric ge Hlg 1 C 100
anc wabash C II, 'A
'
"
I I
0 ege.
n adjutant and five other offIcers assisrcc t re commane Ier dealin
'I
I'
, .
'
' ,
'1'
,II'
g Wit 1 P annll1g and traInlIlg, physica] rrarrung, sUPP y, 111tc igence ' anr]
'I servio-.
'
'I pay, a IIorc
posra
Noncommissioned
sra ff c1ea It wrtn
menrs, personn er,I Iauric 1ry, rood
r
'
'j
Ii
"
service, clothing, anc e ISCIPI"me. I)"ear 'I L .
Holloway
' 1 over a staff of forty-five
"
' L f'ooe 1
,
roresSId ec
that provle'1 eeI cacIers wrrn
of the best
(1
ali
I
'
C
'I'
"
ua Ity-ane
all they could cat. The messing raci Ity occuple' d
the rnam 'tren'1

f t I'ie F'IC Idl 'louse, along with
irh aa dirspcnsary,
f~ventually five fraternity houses were taken over to house additional
Army men "'IS t I'1e unit grew: Sigma
,
., De Ita '1'1
Chi, PhI
. 1eta, I'Jam)(l·j a C'I"11
•

c

Alpha, ~)elta

0

'E1U

Delta, and Sigma Nu.

A r~gIrne of rwelve hours a day included both military training and acader~lIC work. The latter was taught by regular Butler faculty members who
recel~ed a welcome government
stipend in addition to their university
salanes: $13 per hour. Benjamin Moulton was hired to teach geography,
hterest,tl'l'
,
: ,
,1) IS ling It as a new department
in the College 0 f'L't·
I )l~ralA" ItS anc I
SCiences. Professors
Deal (mathematics),

Roy Robbins (history), Allegra Stewart (English), ]u,na
Seth Elliott (physics), and some of the young In-

st~'uctors partici pateeL Cadets took 180 hours of physics and 60 hours each
of geography, history, English, and math.
George E Leonard, the head of Evening and SUIlllller Sessions, scheduled classes for the crewmen, and Dean Philip M, Bail (education) organized the program.
'Il'aditional

military

discipline

was mainrained

in the corridors

of Jordan

Hall. A burly sergeant patrolled the halls to see that the cadets kept order.
At first civilian bculty members were startled when they entered their classrooms to find themselves salured by cadets standing at artention. David M.
Silver, an instructor in history for three sections of cadets, recounts tbe time
when a sergeant entered his classroom, yanked out a cadet who was ehowsing, and held the young man's head over the warer fountain in the hall.
Cadets had a hard rime keeping awake in early afternoon classes after their
hearty lunch.
In addition

to their academic

subjects,

cadets took physical training

un-
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der Butler's athletic

director

(in Hinkle's

absence),

"Bud" Sawin of the Riviera Club operated
of all. Dual flying instruction

ball, volleyball, tennis, and a two-mile
conditioning.
"held
by the commander.

the swimming

was conducted

Shank), where cadets used twenty-three

Frank "Pop" Heddon.
program,

at Hoosier Airport

required

(later called

Taylor Cub airplanes. Track, basketcross-country

trail provided

Days" and team competition

physical

led to awards presented

Angels without Wings. In the summer they
of the Collegian, which the undergraduates
contin-

Cadets put out the yearbook
took over publication
ued to issue during
Conservatory

the regular college year. Joseph

formed

a forty-man

services in Sweeney Chapel
dio. The crewmen
dances, attended

Lautner

cadet glee club, which sang at Sunday

of the College

formed a fifteen-piece

of Religion

and on WIRE

band director

cadet band. It marched

around

borhood

playing Butler and Air Force songs and performed

Muncie.

It was the centerpiece

of a colorful

Saturday

All crewmen

were required

The Air Force program

to attend

extended

military

brought

pictures

religious

services.

Protes-

1943 to its termination

Butler its certificate

that the Army inspector

as far away as

and Jewish cadets attended

from March

in June 1944. The Air Force awarded
dent Ross reported

Sunday

and Catholic

Robert

the neigh-

afternoon

review that drew crowds to the campus. A Fox newsreel
of the event to movie audiences nationwide.
tants went to Sweeney Chapel,
local churches or temples.

ra-

swing band that played for their

by campus sorority girls. University

Shultz formed a seventy-five-man

of the Jordan

ranked

of merit,

Presi-

Butler near the top of

all its schools. The inspector called its food service the best of any Army or
Navy program in the country.

s. B. Distin,

a former air crew cadet, revisited Butler forty-five years later,

leaving a note for this writer indicating
time on campus and expressing
}-k had "lived in the fleldhouse

his favorable

recollections

Directors had approved renting facilities for Butler's basketball
the Navy took over the Fieldhouse.
good f(lr morale.
schedule

Rationing

of local contests.

some prewar events resumed.

of his

the wish to know more of Buder's history.
gym next to the pool."
They saw continuation

and travel restrictions

allowed only a reduced

As the war effort became
A baseball schedule

was played in the spring of 1944. The following

team when

of the games as
the victory

effort,

of eight or nine games
£-:111 the basketball

team

adopted

a schedule of twenty games with nearby schools and service teams.

Another

shortened

baseball season opened

in the spring of 1945.
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c /l at war

of June 1944 The
'.
.
e War was by no
means over, but already Butler had acquItted Itself well The'
.
.
."
,,'
unIVersIty was
looking forward to ItS emergence as the new Butler" envisioneel
I
.
'"
>1'1·
I
I)'
I
w len It
h acI opene( I at F-airvrew,
ian (5 to resrc em Ross's economies·
1 I
' anr t re government's
generous financing of the military prognl11s on '.
I
.....
<.
cunpus,
tne
Ul1lverslty had paid off the Fieldhouse and was OUt of debt Indc I I
.
.
cec t 1e unIversity was in the best financial position it had managed for years
. I I I
" S, WIt 1 xuanced budgets for the first time in ninety years.
Euphoria

pervaded

The Fieldhouse

the board meeting

and stadium

again became the center for Butler athlet-

ics with Tony Hinkle's return from the Navy to resume his post of athletic
director at the end of 1945. Directors hurried reconversion of the Fieldhouse to prepare for the return of the State High School Athletic
tion boys' basketball tournament
in March 1946.

Associa-

During the war years Butler lost less enrollment than the other Indiana
colleges. Noting that halfofall war veterans would be of college age, Brown
foresaw a wave of returning

students.

He had urged preparation

for the bulge

at a board meeting in October 1943. Now with expected passage of the
Servicemen's Readjustment
Act (the C.r. Bill), large enrollment increases
seemed certain.
Ross was already planning

for the surge of students.

He had been able to

hold onto most of his faculty, thanks to the Army program's
of them and the economies
service.

Additionally,

1943-44
bculty

effected by leaves f(H military and government

twenty-eight

college year were expected

members

full-time

Butler teachers

to return.

before the war ended.

a new core curriculum

need f(JI'some
away by the

Ross began signing up new

He had also initiated

that would be required

of entering

planning

for

undergraduates.

A sign of things to come, 38 veterans were on campus by the fall of 1944.
By 1945 day enrollment
ous year. Then

80 percent

men returning,

the percentage

veterans

of the students
of women

to

Now, with

65 percent after 165

sooner

than expected.

In January

reached 2,216. The Phi Delta Theta house, returned

was pressed into service for an overflow
of Phi Delt alumnus

a special summer

R. Maxam

trar and admissions

headed
director,

of women-much

1946 en-

by the Army,
to the distress

U. Brown.

Hilton

Selected faculty taught an intensive
sity planned
Corliss

had been women.
dropped

had enrolled.

The bulge came a semester
rollment

to 1,334, up from 1,088 the previ-

had increased

curriculum

session for returning

a Veterans

Council

for veterans. The un iverservicemen

and women.

ro assist returnees.

As regis-

Maxam kept records and made reports required
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(() qualify veterans for G.l. Bill disbursements, continuing to manage veterans' affairs well into the 1950s.
The cafeteria ill Jordan Hall was enlarged. The administration pressed
to find housing in the neighborhood, and reopened fraternities and sororities filled up. Faculty and classrooms were overloaded. By the fall of 1946,
it took sixty-five sections to accommodate required freshman English
courses. Varsity football had 147 applicants. Enrollment rose to 3,812 daytime students plus 1,538 in evening classes. Twelve bculty members had
returned by 1946. Ross added twenty-eight new teachers in 1945, increased
(0 a total of fifty-three in 1946.
Serious and motivated, veterans generally did well academically. The university offered some credit for training in the service as well as exemption
horn required physical education. Faculty found veterans a privilege to
teach. A quarter of them were married; a third of those had children. Many
found little time for extracurricular activities or athletics. Their average age
was twenty-three.
Sixty percent of Butler's veterans had served overseas. One-quarter of
them had been wounded, receiving the Purple Heart medal. Thirty-five
percent of those who went into service horn Butler were returning to complete their degrees. The October 1945 issue of the Alumnus published a
tentative list of those who had served.

ff·
A known 2,094 Butler men and women served in the armed forces: 92
lost their lives. In the summer of 1947, Butler dedicated a plaque listing
the names of those who died in World War II. The plaque sits today on
the mall between Jordan Hall and the College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences, alongside the plaque commemorating those Butler students and employees who lost their lives in World War 1.
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Toward the Centennial
Butler

University

the biggest,

-J. l. Holcomh,

As

THE

or oldest college.

MOVED

traditional

TOWARD

its Centennial,

the

with its leaders had been dampened

nor war. Director James I. Holcomb's

ler might not approach

It can't be

1')43

UNIVERSITY

vision and determination
by neither Depression

can't be the richest

but it can be the best and it can be the most beautiful.

reality for another

hopes for But-

fifty years. Nevertheless,

he and

its other leaders never lost sight of their objectives.

The 1930s
During

the Putnam

Fairview Park vanished
streetcar
streetcars'

horses had watered.
and drinking

remnants

of the old

and the new campus began to take shape. The old

loop south of Jordan

For a time the university
gardens

administration,

Hall disappeared,

as did the pool where the

An arsonist burned down the old band shell.

retained

fountains.

the pump house that provided water for
Near an old bridge crossing the canal at

3G4

Buder

at Fairview

the south end of the present Holcomb

Gardens,

the pump house drew from

a deep well that still supplies water to the pond that mirrors

the Carillon.

Where Robertson Hall now stands, a greenhouse arose on the concrete
foundation ofa former picnic pavilion. An ugly, weather-beaten
water tower
stood on campus until students contrived to bring about its destruction.
Some confusion exists in the records about how this was accomplished.
According to one account,
go-round

the tower was burned

during a pep rally. A merry-

150 yards north of the present Jordan Hall was removed.

A pony-

track, picnic tables and grills, a small zoo, and canoe rental ElCilities had
been fearures of the park. All of them disappeared
the university campus.
Even before his election
interest in beautifying
a landscaping

to the board early in 1936, Holcomb

the campus.

committee

with the emergence

on which

Directors

appointed

served Ralph

of

took an

him chairman

Wilcox,

of

state forester;

Charles A. Sallee, the city's superintendent
of parks and recreation; Andrew
Miller ofthe city's nursery; Paul V Brown '24 (son of Hilton U. Brown) of
the state department

of conservation;

N. A. Gentleman,

tendent of buildings and grounds; and Henry Hobbs,
'00, and John W Atherton '00 of Burler's board.

Butler's superinEmsley W. Johnson

Holcomb presented Butler with 5,000 trees and shrubs. He was working to create a formal garden along the canal downhill from and north of
the main carnpus

area. Willard

tor of the gardens, wanted

N. Clute,

instructor

in botany

to preserve these acres as wilderness,

and direcbut he lost

out to Holcomb. In the fall of 1938, Holcomb and his wife, Musetta, donated funds for a press box, scoreboard, and wall along the north end of
the stadium. A bronze plaque memorializing his late nephew, J. Irving Holcomh, was placed above the entrance to the practice fields.
Butler also benefited from the generosity of other donors during this
period. Anna E. "Iaylor gave $1 0,000 toward a lectureship in American government

in memory

donated

$50,000

of her late husband,

toward construction

Edwin Taylor. Arthur

of Jordan

Hall and left $75,000

Butler in his will. He had made his money in the automobile
He was subsequently
In addition

oil refinery

elected to Butler's board in 1937,

but died the same year. His gifts to Butler included
and a bequest of$500,000.

to

business after

starting out in bicycles. James H. Trimble had sold his Indianapolis
to Shell Oil Company.

C. Newby

$25,000

to his other support,

before he died
Will Irwin pro-

vided anonymously
for f;lculty salaries during the period of straitened
finances. The [lCulty soon learned the identity of their benefactor,

7{;ward the Centennial
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Charles E Williams, a former student, had an eighty-six-acre farm near
Anderson that was valued at $20,000. His widow, Carrie, left it to Butler.
James C. Black, who had attended Butler briefly in 1873 before teaching
for fiftY-{()llr years in the Anderson public schools, made a gift of $2,000
and left a will providing from $5,000 to $10,000 for Butler.
Eugene H. Darrach ex '85 married Mary Maude Huntington, a Butler
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma. They owned the Conner home near Noblesville, now a centerpiece of the Conner Prairie outdoor museum maintained by Earlham College. Darrach was born in 1866, the son of a physician, in Napoleon, Indiana. He attended Butler in 1881 when Hilton U.
Brown was a senior. After leaving college Darrach worked for the Pennsylvania Railroad, moved on to real estate, the investment business, and
then banking, becoming a director of Indiana National Bank. In addition
to gifts during his lifetime he left $50,000 to Butler.

In the 1930s students maintained old traditions and developed new ones.
New fraternity and sorority houses appeared on "fraternity row"-Hampton
Drive on the south side of the campus. John W Atherton used his position
in the state legislature to fight to keep property tax exemption for Greek
houses. The university ordered fraternities and sororities to install approved
housemothers {(H the first time in 1932. A few years later, quotas limited
the number each sorority could pledge.
Homecoming, Founders' Day, May Day, and Commencement festivities were continued at Fairview. On these occasions, parades and pageantry
helped catch the public eye, as did prominent speakers. May Day served
to introduce prospective freshmen to Butler. Homecoming, Founders' Day,
and Commencement provided occasions to rally the alumni. Homecoming, in addition to the Saturday football game, brought a Friday evening
bonfire with a pep rally, decorated Greek houses, and a downtown parade
with floats and the marching band, directed by J. B. Vandaworker. In 1931
the band numbered seventy members, increasing (0 eighty-five by 1938,
when Ellis E. Carroll '32 became director. Homecoming also featured the
freshman-sophomore "scrap," as it had in Irvington, with greased pole, rugof-war, and other contests.
Commencement brought seven days of activities. Early in the week an
alumni-varsity baseball game was followed by a B-Men's banquet. Wednes-

30G
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days featured a College of Religion banquet

and a Senior Ball at a nearby

country club. The traditional installation of new members in the honorary
society of Phi Kappa Phi, followed by a banquet, came on Friday, as well
as College of Education awards and a reception. Friday was Alumni Day:
with reunions, the Golden Legion medals for the Fifty-Year class, an alurnl11
lunch, and a meeting of the Alumni Association. Class parties and a dance
in the gym concluded the day.
Baccalaureate services took place in the Fieldhouse
In the afternoon

came the university

president's

parents, and faculty members. The Fieldhouse
ment on Monday.

on Sunday

morning.

garden party for seniors,

was the site for Commence-

During the year, an occasional open house sought to bring the university to the attention of city dwellers and prospective students. The telescope, moved from Irvington and installed on the roof of Jordan Hall,
proved one of the main attractions.
Butler's tradition

of chapel services proved difficult to maintain.

Jordan

Hall had no rooms large enough for all-university convocations.
The university tried improvising, with separate chapel services for Liberal Arts and
Sciences, the College of Education, and the College of Religion. Even then,
scheduling problems forced suspension of chapel for the Liberal Arts and
Sciences students.
'Toward the end of the Depression, the directors were finally convinced
that they could not convert the buildings on the old Irvington campus to
another use. In October 1938 they ordered the main building and Burgess
Hall demolished.
In an insightful article in the April 1937 Alumnal QUflrterl.J1, W L. Richardson, dean of the College of Education, cited Butler's shortcomings.
The
faculty lacked creativity. Students lacked zeal to learn. The university lacked
needed hlcilities: dormitories, an assembly hall, a student union. Alumni
support was not growing quickly enough.
porate support were needed.

More endowment

and more cor-

Enrollments rose as recovery from the Depression began. In 1938 the
university posted a gain of 140 students over the previous year, enrolling
1,636. The entering class numbered 555. Evening division students numbered 1,389. Butler ranked fourth among all Indiana universities, surpassed
by Purdue, the largest, Indiana University, and Notre Dame. Butler was
also attracting students from a wider area than ever before: twenty-four
states, the District of Columbia, and four foreign countries. By 1939, 1847

--------------------------
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full-time

students

were on campus.

(1,0 II to 836) and had attracted

Butler enrolled
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more men than women

143 transfer students

and 620 freshmen.

p
The] 940s
With the approach of war, enrollment
again began to drop, with
l~)ss of over 200 by rnid-1940.
Directors hoped to strengthen the univerSIty with a new president, appointed in 1939. Daniel S. Robinson's administration proved brief but achieved constructive
gains before the onset of
War and the end of his tenure,
trol in 1942 .

occasioned

by his bid for administrative

con-

.Robinson worked to build up alumni support. He appointed a number
of new young faculty members and managed restoration of salaries that
had been reduced during the Depression. The new College of Business Ad~inistration
advanced. The College of Religion building neared cornplenon, The growing number of entering students benefited hom a new "freshman sponsor" advising program that Robinson instituted. Butler continued
to maintain its prowess in athletics with winning teams in football and basketball. The Butler Relays aroused excitement throughout
the stare.
M. O. Ross took over as acting president when Robinson resigned in
Fcbruary 1942. Ten months later, an "emergency" led directors to confirm
Ross as Butler's rourreenrh president: the College of the City ofNcw York
was trying to lure him away, and Holcomb told his fellow directors that
Ross must not leave. He had the enthusiastic support of [lculty and students, and Atherton noted that Ross, reducing expenses and balancing the
budget, had put "the university in its best financial condition in years." The
only problem was that Ross was a Methodist.
All prcvious presidents had
been members of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Lee Burns,
who had written a short history of the university, came to the rescue by
pointing out that Ovid Butler's nrst choice for the presidency of North Western Christian
had been Horace Mann, not a Christian Church member
(he had declined). Obviously, Burns argucd, the founders did not intend
to mandate Disciples membership
for the position. Moreover, nothing in
the charter tied the university to the Church. A week later came the final
vote. Will Irwin and the Reverend Wendell A. Shullenberger abstained. All
others voted aye.
Under

the revised bylaws of 1943, Ross was able to offer needed leader-
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ship as chief executive officer. Brown viewed the immediate
as a transition

postwar

years

period during which Burler needed to build dormitories

and

a library and to add professors
rectors in backing Ross.

of the "highest

type." He led the other di-

Two cardinal tenets guided Ross throughout
was never to incur a deficit-in
passed by the directors

his long administration.

with ]. I. Holcomb's

accord

in 1942. The other was to conform

to North

tral Association standards. No measures that might jeopardize
creditation would receive Ross's approval.
During

the remaining

itary programs

years of the war Ross applied

that the government

entrusted

One

resolution
Cen-

Butler's ac-

himself

to the mil-

to Butler. But he did not ne-

glect planning for the postwar period. It was to be an era of unprecedented
prosperity, for the
government
and business managed the occasional

u.s.

"corrections"

and recessions ofa growing

economy.

Out of debt, with bal-

anced budgets, the university could move ahead toward its goal of becoming
a strong, medium-sized
urban university, the "new Butler" envisioned
in
the move to Fairview.
Before war's end Ross initiated
ulty committee

chaired by Professor

on a "general education"
sity's traditional
for all students.

a major change in the curriculum.

curriculum,

emphasis

Ray C. Friesner
which

on a foundation

would

A fac-

(botany)

began work

maintain

the univer-

in the liberal arts and sciences

To be called the University

College,

the program

was de-

signed to meet a problem that troubled many colleges-how
to avoid indiscriminate choices of courses that left students deficient in knowledge of
basic areas.
All students

irrespective

of their intended

majors or upper-class

were to be enrolled initially in the University
number

of hours

in three

Mathematics/Scienceswithin

the three divisions

College to complete

divisions-Humanities,

before advancing

on. Students

from introductory

lege of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Social
courses

Studies,

and

could select options
offered

by the Col-

required

of all students,

were physical education, English, history, and mathematics.
made public speaking a required course.

Later revisions

Revisions of the University
ter study by special committees.
rather than three: Humanities,
and Mathematics.

Students

Basic courses,

colleges
a required

College curriculum

occurred

A major change established

periodically

af-

five divisions

Fine Arts, Social Sciences, Natural

Sciences,

selected courses in four of these other than their

majors. Required courses were physical education,

English, and speech; later
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computer
science and the new interdisciplinary
dition," taken by sophomores,
were added.
Faculty

advisors guided

tions and fulfilling
members
college

advised

University
students

they should

from departments

and sophomores

College

requirements.

who were undecided

choose.

The

University

College

their op-

One or two faculty
accepted

volunteers

majors in their areas.

instituted
core curricula for their undergraduates
in
program was one of the earliest. Ample room existed

to exist for argument

within

faculties

were desirable for a student's general education.
periodically
fine-tuning
the program.
Directors

in selecting

and Tra-

on the major or even the

and colleges to advise prospective

Many universities
this period. Butler's
and continued

freshmen

course "Change
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approved

the University

College

about what courses

Butler was no exception,
pian in the spring of 1945.

A faculty vote, 50 to 8, ratified it a few weeks later. The University College became effective for freshmen entering in the fall of 1945. Dean Philip
Milo Bail (education)
became the first director of the new program. Professor Harry E. Crull (mathematics)
followed as director when Bail departed
to become president of the University of Omaha.
Completion
of the James Irving Holcomb Observatory led to Crull's appointment
as its director. The University College position then went to
Associate Professor Roland G. Usher Jr. (history) in 1954. Paul R. Stewart, associate

professor

of English,

succeeded

Usher in 1964, serving until

he became vice president for academic affairs in 1974. William W Neher
'66 (speech) next held the position, now designated a deanship. Paul R.
Valliere tollowcd, brought in from Columbia University. His successors were
Marilyn K. Spencer (education)
and then Richard E. Martin (sociology).
In 1997, the University
tity. Core curriculum
rectly in the colleges
fulfilling

requirements.

fessor Jeanne
istered

College

ceased to exist as an administrative

en-

requirements
remained, but students enrolled diof their choice, whose advisors guided students in
A new Learning

H. Van Tyle

by the University

74 supplied

Resources

Center headed by Pro-

some of the services formerly admin-

College.

A purpose high on the list of Ross's priorities was to regain approval ror
the university from the American Association of Universities and the American Association of University Women. The AAU had dropped Butler because of its weak financial position and administrative
difficulties. The
AAUW
stated

had followed
its willingness

suit. Ross resolved to gain reinstatement.
to accept an application

and scheduled

The AAU

an inspection
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of rhc university in the spring of 1940. The application
biled. Ross renewed
dfiJrts, scheduling
talks with the AAU in 1944. Early the next year, the
AAU again turned Butler down, refusing another application
on grounds
that Butler still suffered from "dual control."
By June 1945, the AAU acknowledged
that dual control

was no longer

an issue, but rejected Butler on grounds that faculty salaries were too low
and the library was inadequate. The AAU relented in the bll and again accepted an application.
It was no use. Now the issues were low salaries, inadequate

library,

and two new objections:

gram and a College of Religion budget
the other Butler colleges. Ross remained
funding fell· the College of Religion-the

an overextended

graduate

pro-

that was toO high compared
with
hopeful. He explained the special
Christian Poundation's
support.

He took steps to remedy the other deficiencies,
especially making temporary improvements
in the library. The AAU finally restored Butler to its
list of approved universities in 1947.
The AAUW would next convene in 1949. It notified

Butler

that it must

meet certain conditions
to receive approval.
More faculty women should
occupy higher ranks. More should hold PhD degrees. (Many of the women
f~lCulty members in the English Department,
for example, had only the
MA.) The AAUW wanted more women on committees
and in key positions, such as the University College and Administrative
Council.
Additionally it noted the lack of housing for women students. To meet these
objections Ross endeavored
to hire women with doctorates
and to release
women without the degree. He pressed directors to move ahead with plans
for a women's dormitory.
Butler had remedied other deficiencies

noted

over ten years earlier.

The

physical education program Ior womcn had been improved. Cafeteria management had been upgraded when an outside manager, James Makin, was
replaced by a new appointment
under closer university control. Approval
by the AAUW finally came in 1949. The university faculty also accepted
the proposal to place themselves under the Social Security system in 1950.
Two new colleges were installed at the university in the years Ross was
president. In 1944 the move to merge with the Indiana College of Pharmacy had led to the first new establishment
since creation of the College
of Business Administration
in 1937. In 1951 the merger with the Jordan
Conservatory
of Music gave Butler the Jordan College of Music (later renamed Jordan College of Fine Arts). Ross correctly foresaw that these new
colleges would

bring added stature

to Butler.

Toioard the Center! ninl

The long drawn-out
discussion
in 1944, persuaded
the directors
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of a law school finally ended when Ross,
to drop the project on grounds that it

"",:ould prove too costly. Lengthy discussions over bringing the Long (]unior) College of Women to the campus ended in 1946. Both the North
Central

Association

and the AAU advised

that it would drain the university

financially,

against

this move on grounds

endangering

its accreditation.

Goethe Link's offer of his observatory
might have led to a new division
at Butler, but in the end too many strings were attached. When Butler finally
authorized directors John W. Atherton and Emsley W Johnson to deal with
Link, they found him changing the terms of his offer. Butler would not acquire the observatory
the facilities

with

and the Link Foundation's

Indiana

University

properties-only

in competition

share

for its final posses-

sion. Butler was unwilling to put money into developing
partment with no assurance of an ultimate benefit.

an astronomy

de-

Butler would remain content with its five senior colleges, its Graduate College of Religion, and its University College for underclassmen-until
the
separation of the College of Religion
the University College.

and the restructuring

that terminated

Hilton U. Brown summed up what the university was and what he believed it should be in remarks to the directors that he meant as his last
testament,

again wishing

to retire from the board presidency

course, his wish was again refused):
pare citizens for life, for prosperous

in 1946 (of

"It is a proper function
employment,

for us to prefor happiness, and with

due appreciation
of our blessings under God and good government." The
university, he said, should stick to the humanities, sciences, the arts, politics, government, commerce, and "domestic science." Technical, agricultural,
medical,

and other subjects

Competition
they established

should

properly

be left to the state universities.

loomed with Indiana University and Purdue University as
extensions in the city after the war. Ross had foreseen this

development
and warned directors. In 1945 Ross and Herman B Wells,
Indiana University's
head, worked out an agreement to coordinate Butler's
evening courses and IU extension courses, sharing faculty and avoiding duplication. Previously directors had approved a joint extension program with
Indiana University including Indiana's agreement not to establish a junior
college in Indianapolis

as long as Butler did not offer competing

graduate

courses in the city. Cooperation
did not last. In 1948 Butler prepared to
offer extension courses downtown
in the building (at 108 East Washington Street)

that it owned

jointly

with the Ayres Estate.
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Butler was not destined to become the city's sole university.

Direct

corn-

petition came with formation ofIndiana University/Purdue
Unive~sity Indianapolis (IUPUl) in later years, with full-fledged degree-grantmg
undergraduate programs. Butler would also come to share its place in higher
education in the city with rwo church-related
colleges-Indiana
Central
College (United Methodist, situated on the southeast side of the city and
later renamed the University of Indianapolis) and Marian College (Roman
Catholic, originally an all-women's institution that became coeducational,
expanding its campus on the city's west side, along Cold Spring Road north
of 30th Street). In addition, Indiana Vocational and Technical Institute
(Ivy Tech) offered courses at an expanded Indianapolis site, while three other
Indiana

universities

(Ball State, Indiana

extensions in the city.
In measures he was taking

to

State, and Vincennes)

strengthen

Butler, Ross hoped

established
to preserve

its place in forthcoming years. Residential students must be attracted to offset
potential losses of local students to competing institutions.
In order to do
that, dormitories were necessary. By 1948, twenty years after the move to
Fairview, fraternities and sororities still provided the only campus housing.
With building costs high, directors discussed scaling down plans for a
women's dormitory. But by 1946 board president Brown concluded
that
the university must borrow if need be: "Let's do the things which we have
always acknowledged
ought to have been done ....
Let's go ahead and
build what we need." Directors, Facing estimates of $900,000
for a dormitory to house 200 women, authorized borrowing
if necessary. A dormirory for men seemed equally necessary. Director Hillis had suggested
combining this with a student union, but that idea was not pursued. The
decision for a men's dormitory was deferred in 1947, but plans for both
dormitories went forward even though building costs kept rising and material shortages

still existed.

Blueprints

had already

been

drawn

up by

McGuire and Shook, architects.
As late as 1949, a women's dormitory had been given priority, but a building for the new College of Pharmacy took precedence when a grant of funds
for its construction from Eli Lilly Company stipulated that buildinz must
begin ill 1949. That deadline could be met only by deferring the w~rnen's
dormitory.
?nly late in 1949 did directors return attention to building the dorrnitones. A new government program offered forty-year loans at the [ow interest of 21h percent for student housing. Butler applied for two dorrnito-

7{!lU(lIYi

ries. Time dragged

on. Then

the Centennial

the Korean War led President
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Harry Truman

to declare a National Emergency, suspending government loans for student
housing for fear that they would feed inflation. Ross at once wrote Indiana's congressmen
Indiana

University

to urge renewal of the loan program.
and Purdue

sioned by the Korean
dormi tories.

conflict

as well as expected
convinced

Competition

enrollment

from

loss occa-

Ross of even greater urgency

for

Ross was able to report likely release of government
loan funds by the
end of 1950, and construction
went ahead. The men's residence hall was
built first. Herbert E Dixon '54, resident student supervisor for the Men's
Residence

Hall, welcomed

fore classes started
tion of the women's
in April 1956.

the first freshmen

dormitory

on September

12, 1954. Be-

20, 1 G 1 men had moved in. Construc-

on September

began in March

1955 and was completed

The men's dorm, later to be named appropriately for President Ross, faces
north, occupying the southwest corner of Hampton
Drive and Sunset Avenue. The women's hall faces south on Hampton,
a block southwest of
Jordan Hall. The women's residence
Schwitzer, an Indianapolis
industrialist

became Schwitzer
who gave money

Hall, for Louis
that enabled the

university to pay ofFrhe government
loans more rapidly than would otherwise have been possible. Both dormitories
were designed by McGuire and
Shook, built of Indiana limestone, and later enlarged.
Years before completion
of these housing units, on Sunday morning, November 16, 1947, a fire attributed
to a Endty heating unit destroyed the
wooden building known as the C-Club. This edifice had served as a women's
gym during the war and was restored to its former use as a cafeteria afterwards. Directors and alumni had long wished for a student center. Now
the university had an opportunity
to provide one-another
needed facility for students.
All unofficial fund drive was promptly undertaken
by
alumni clubs, the B-Men,
while McGuire and Shook
monize

with the dormirories.

icated and opened

As Butler
campus.

fraternities and sororities. Directors approved
drew up plans for a limestone building to har-

reached

The new John W. Atherton

Center was ded-

in the spring of 1950.

its hundredth

An observatory

contributed

year, other new structures
by J. 1. Holcomb

adorned

was completed

the
in
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1954

as was a small "Garden House," part of Holcomb's development
of
, lells At the south end of the stadium, the theater for outdoor m uthe garc
.
.
,
.
. I Jerfonnances
was under construction,
to be named for Hilton U.
SIca I 'I'hese buildings, in addition to Jordan Hall, the College of ReliBroWI1.'
. ,
.
.
1 Llilding the College of Pharmacy buddll1g, Atherton Center, Ross
gJOIl

J

'

to be added, gave the campus a more
I 11 and the women's residence about
l- a , -mrial apfJearance. S 0, too, cue
Ii I t I'ic new f'rarernity and sorority houses
su 1)st,l
<

•

•

I:)or( Ier-ing the south edge of the Ll11lVerslty.
At the end of Ross's first decade as president,
praise. Managing bal~n~ed ~)Udgets, improvin,g
curriculum, and providing focus and leadership

directors

gave him high

the qLlal~ty of faculty and
to the directors, Ross had

relieved the board of mal,l~ I:)l~rdens so that directors were free to manage
financial and business affaIrs, Investments, and real estate holdings.
In making general policy decisions, the directors generally welcomed and
approved the suggestion.s that ~)resident Ros~ brought l~efore them. ~n 1949
Brown and Peter C. Redly offered a resolution summll1g up the directors'
appreciation. Spread on the min.utes, it read: "'~'he uni.versir_y ha~ made great
progress .... The Board has enjoyed a spl~ndld relationship WIth the pI:esidenr- Ross has brought about such a feelll1g between the Board, the faculty, and the students as makes us proud."

~
Changes

were taking place as IHany of the board's stalwarts

the scene. William

G. Irwin '89 died December

(Mrs. Z. '1:) Sweeney, followed

on February

of the Christian

Edwin R. Errett,

Raphael

Church

2, 1944. The third member
died January

24, 1944.

H. Miller and John R. ~Zeescame on the board to concern

selves principally

with College of Religion aH~lirs.The board acquired

trait of Irwin painted
fittingly memorialized
In 1946, Fermor
represent

group,

passed from

14, 1943, His sister, Linnie

S. Cannon

ing bankers,

Cannon,

a por-

by Randolph Coats in 1949. Later a new library
the Miller family's loyal and generolls support,
and G. Barrett Moxley joined

the two new colleges, Jordan

of Pharmacy.

them-

architect

headed the Jordan

the board to

College of Music and the College

of the Fieldhouse
Foundation.

and one of the city's lead-

Moxley was the head ofa lead-

ing drugstore chain.
Two severe blows struck Butler in the spring of 1947: the deaths of Hugh
Th. Miller and John W Atherton
ana, bmily group so important

'00. Miller, one of the Columbus,

Indi-

to Butler, died May 26, 1947. He had grad-

-_------------

-----_._.----

7rJ/urlJd the Centennial
uared from Butler in 1888, taught

Romance

languages

college [rorn 1889 to 1899, and then entered

and history

business.

Indiana

and a candidate
due to ill health.

governor

for the U.S. Senate, but he had withdrawn
His wife, Nettie,

Linnie Sweeney. Directors

appointed

was the daughter

his daughter,

at the

Miller served on

the board from 1909 until his death. He had been lieutenant
didacy
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his can-

of Z.

Clementine

of

T. and

Miller, to

succeed him on the board.
Atherton died on June 2, 1947, only a few days later. He had served as
financial

and development

of Atherton

officer for the university

by Marie Goth was presented

comb.

Atherton's

James

replaced

since 1921. A portrait

name was given to the new student
Atherton

by J. 1. Hol-

to the university

in a newly named

center.

position,

Richard

vice president

treasurer.

James had been serving as lieutenant

Crawford

died late in 1947. He had come to the board in 1936, leaving his

post as Speaker of the Indiana

governor

House of Representatives.

of Indiana.

T
and
Earl

He had become

patronage secretary for Governor Paul V. McNutt. Kathryn Bromley became secretary to the board and manager of Butler's properties, working
in the downtown

office of the university

changes

revision

required

in the Lemcke Building.

of the bylaws, called for by the North

These
Central

Association,

which noted that neither James nor Bromley should be board

members.
Vacancies

on the board

anapolis

attorney,

in Indianapolis.

brought

in Kurt F. Panrzcr,

prominent

Indi-

and Robert C. Baltzell, judge of the U.S. District

COUrt

Judge Baltzell had previously served on the board from 1933

to 1937.

Arthur V. Brown '85 died early in 1949. A member
mittee

on athletics,

athletics

he had been one of the principal

and construction

of the Fieldhouse

of the board's combackers of big-time

and stadium.

J. Irwin

Miller,

son of Hugh Th. Miller, replaced Brown on the board.
Another major loss was that of Ems ley W. Johnson '00 on April 12, 1950.
A director

since 1921, he had been vice president

of the board f(lr more

than ten years. J. I. Holcomb replaced Johnson as vice president. Johnson's
son, Emsley J r. '34, was elected to the board following his father's death.
He had been attending

board meetings during his father's last illness. When

Ernslcy Johnson J r. died in 1973 after twenty-three years as a director, his
widow, Bonnie Jean McKechnie Johnson '38, followed on the board for
three years. The Johnsons'
Burler, following
by Edward

two daughters,

family tradition.

Brucker was obtained

Gracia and Lucia, both attended

A portrait

of the senior Johnson

fen the university.

painted
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Still another valued director died in 1951. Peter C. Reilly was an industrialist who had been active on the board since 1926. His son, Peter J r.,
came to the board in 1974 for six years. Another member of the family,
Thomas E. Reilly J r., has been a director since 1983.

Changes in administrative positions came rapidly in the postwar years.
Between 1942 and 1955, President Ross assembled an efficient administrative organization. The resignation of Arthur S. Kendall after nineteen
years of service brought Raymond W. Gladden '36 to the position of bursar in 1949. L. Grey Burdin '35 (speech) was appointed in 1947 as the university's first dean of men, replacing the Men's Council on which Burdin
had served.
Butler had attempted to secure an Army ROTC unit after World War II.
Instead, an Air Force ROTC was installed in 1949, headed by Lt. Col. Ben K.
ArmsrrongJr.
University librarian Glenn Robert Maynard retired in 1946, replaced by
Harold Louis Boisen. A new bookplate was designed by Indiana artist
Franklin Booth in 1940. The book collections, however, remained in the
basement of Jordan Hall, awaiting the construction of Irwin Library.
It fell to Ross to appoint new deans, as incumbents left the university,
retired, or resigned, and as the university acquired new colleges. In the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Gino A. Ratti gave up the deanship in
1946 to return to teaching as head of the Modern Language Department.
Ray C. Friesner (botany), who had been director of the graduate division,
held the deanship from 1947 to 1952. An efficient administrator, Friesner
nevertheless preferred his research and writing in botanical studies. He held
few meetings of his faculty-only
twice in each college year, except for the
pro forma June meeting limited to approving degrees.
Paul A. Cundiff, who had headed the English Department since 1947,
succeeded Friesner in January 1953. Cundiff, an aggressive leader, gathered his [lculty monthly and conferred frequently with department heads.
He sought higher academic standards, winnowing out weaker faculty members. In addition to raising the quality of the faculty, he favored higher admission requirements for students. In this objective, he encountered opposition From the College of Education, whose faculty feared that raising
admission standards would result in decreased enrollments.

TOllJflrd the Centemlirt!
Cundif:'
ing loads
length

agitated
lt1 order

he could
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for higher faculty salaries and more reasonabl~ teachto retain and attract faculty members of high caliber. At

not accept

sought. He tendered
ber I, 1959.

Butler's

dilatoriness

his resignation

in making

the changes

he

1958, effective Septem-

in November

Upon the retirement of Dean Frederick D. Kershner in 1944, Orman L.
Shelton assumed the deanship of the College of Religion. With his assistant dean, Beauford

A. Norris,

Shelton

brought

distinction

to the gradu-

ate seminary before the college's separation from Butler.
With the departure of Dean Bail to Omaha, Ross brought
Walsh in 1948 to head the College
remainder
of Ross's administration

in J. Hartt

of Education.
Serving throughout
the
and into that of Alexander E. Jones,

Walsh was followed in the deanship by Joseph M. Nygaard.
Ross retained his position as dean of the College of Business

for a time

after becoming president of the university. He then appointed
Herbert C.
Graebner to head that college. Acting dean from the fall of 1949, Graebner was confirmed with a regular appointment
in 1950.
The merger of the Indiana College of Pharmacy with

Butler in 1945

brought in Edward H. Niles as head of that new college. When Niles retired in 1952, Karl L. Kaufman, who had been hired as pharmacy's executive officer in 1949, became

1976, to be succeeded

dean of the college.

Kaufman

served until

by Dale Doerr.

For the last college added to the university, in 1956, the Jordan College
of Music, Ross installed Jackson K. Ehlert, formerly dean of the Ithaca College Music School, who served until 1972. On his retirement,
Louis F.
Chenette became dean, having served as chairman of music and fine arts
departments

and as acting

president

at Findlay

(Ohio)

College.

His suc-

cessor in 1986 was Jack L. Eaton, who had come ro Butler in 1966.
Butler department
heads in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences were
accounted
members of the administration
by virtue of their responsibilities in making
determining

recommendations
courses to be taught,

for tenure

and salaries for their faculty,

and class schedules

(in consultation

with

their dean and, preferably, with their departmental
colleagues). This arrangement differed from the rotating department
chairs in rnany universities,
where chairs were elected by their faculty members.
As older department
heads passed from the scene, President Ross brought
in new leaders, frequently from outside.
Butler's Botany Department
and its Botanical Studies, under the leader-
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ship of Ray Clarence

Friesner, achieved

national

recognition.

With

ner, a member

of the Butler faculty since 1919, the department

duced

graduates.

notable

had pro-

'27, returned

One of them, John E. Potzger

join the faculty in 1932 and head the department

Fries-

when Friesner

to

died, on

1, 1952. Friesner had remained head of botany when he became

December

dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences in 1947. Part of the Biolwhen Friesner joined the faculty in 1919, Botany had bedepartment
under Friesner a year later.

ogy Department
come a separate

Guy H. Shadinger

1908. He returned

had been an acting professor

retired at the end of the 1946-47
Seymour

as department

college year, Ross appointed

head. Seymour

had been brought

Vergil E. Hiatt came to Butler from Wooster
in 1947. His predecessor,

The English Department

When

he

Keith M.

in as prospec-

tive department
head in 1946. He served until retirement
succeeded by Paul R. Quinney.
sics Department
since 1910.

in 1907-

in chemistry

to Butler in 1920 as head of the department.

in 1972, to be

College to chair the Clas-

Henry Mills Gelston,

head, John Smith Harrison,

had served

had been a mem-

ber of the faculty since 1916. He retired in 1946, replaced by Allegra Stewart '21, acting, who had joined

in 1923. In 1947 Paul

the Butler faculty

A. CundifF was installed as head of the department.

Cundiff

hired Cary B.

Graham in early 1948. Graham became head of the department
CundifF became dean of the college in 1953.
Geography
Moulton
taught

was established

in 1948. Benjamin

as a new department

in 1950. He had

became its head, going on to earn his doctorate
at Butler during

the Department
maintaining

the war years. Geography

of History

a one-man

and Political

Geography

was later merged

Science when

Department

headed

the Department

ence fi'om 1922 until his sudden
mance Languages
was succeeded

became

apparel1t.

by Roy M. Robbins,

Ross brought

of History

Fran-

joined the

and Political Sci-

since 1921, became acting head. He

who joined the Butler f::lculty in 1938

over a disappointed

Beeler. In the fall of 1954,

in George M. Waller Irorn the State Historical

cousin to replace Robbins,

of

death in 1938. A. Dale Beeler, in Ro-

and then in History

and moved to the headship

with

the difficulty

cis Elliott had served briefly as department
head when Moulton
Indiana State University faculty at Terre Haute.
Paul L. Haworth

when

who had gone to the University

Omaha. Waller remained head until 1985, then returned
ing and retired in 1989.

Society ofWisof Nebraska

to full-time

at

teach-

Toiuard the Centennial
Home

economics

in a controversial

was popular

administrative

strong enrollments.
the decision
preceded
Journey.

to close it down.

Hattie

Lundgren

popular

Hammargram,

decision in the 1980s, when it still enjoyed

followed

who resigned

lowed by the return
the department

Meshke

had been headed

in 1938, followed

of DeForest

O'Dell

since 1927, becoming

J.

in 1945.

journalism,

by Charles

Risser Jones acted during

19, 1958. Alan Marshall

from 1955 until

who came to Butler in 1921, and Kathryn

department,

left in 1943. Rosamond

out

Edna Meshke had been head in the war years,

by Ida B. Wilhite,

Another

from the 1920s until it was phased

L. Wohler led the department

Wilma
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by Russell

Kintner,

who

the war years, to be fol-

'21, who had been a member

head in 1946. O'Dell

of

died on June

f-llled in until Ross installed John B. Barron, a Ior-

mer Air Force press officer, in 1961, after Barron received his M.A. degree
from Michigan

State University.

The Journalism

Department

Administration,

had been part of the College of Business

but it was transferred

Sciences in the 1980s. Arthur
ter its transfer,

with interim

to the College

service by prominent

man James T. Neal '42 in 1988 when
with the administration.
The Modern Foreign
the Department
Languages

Language

of Germanic

before and af-

Noblesville

newspaper-

Levin was temporarily

Department

Languages

was formed

in disfavor
by merger of

and the Department

in 1951. Professor and head of Germanic

Baumgartner

of Liberal Arts and

Levin headed the department

of Romance

languages

Milton

D.

had served on the f~lCulty since 1914, retiring in 1944. Gino A.

Ratti had headed
1951. Virginia

Romance

G. Brunson

languages

from 1920 until his retirement

acted as head of Germanic

merger. Clide E. Aldrich was named head of the new Modern
guage Department.

As a f~lculty member

in 1971.
from 1904 until he died

in 1934. Juna Lutz Beal '17, who took up teaching
from Park College

death.

at Butler in 1918, be-

Ross brought

to head the Department

omy in 1947.
Another of Butler's ciders retired

Foreign Lan-

since 1924, Aldrich's service to

Butler spanned forty-six years, to his retirement
Elijah Newton Johnson headed mathematics
came acting head after Johnson's

in Harry

of Mathematics

E. Crull

and Astron-

in 1944. He was Elijah Jordan,

losophy, who came to the college in 1913. He was replaced by Cordon
Clark, a theologian

of the Retormed

Butler

a sharp

headed

the Physics Department

mind

guided

in

languages until the

Presbyterian

by uncompromising

Church,

who brought

phiH.
to

logic. Serh E. Elliott

from 1924 until he retired in 1956. Ross
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rep I'lced him with William H. Bessey, after a brief interim period during
which Bradford Noyes served.
Courses in psychology had been offered in the Colleges of Religion and
c

Before World War II, a department

of Education.
tablished

of psychology

was es-

in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences with Charles

Josey as its head, remaining
next department
a newly minted

un~il. his retirement

head was J. WillIam

Hepler.

The Speech Department
1949, it was headed

was eliminated

Department.
by George

Cripe, who had just completed

as a separate

in 1954 by Nicholas

his doctorate

religion courses to the College

Religion.

Fanning

University.

Department

in 1944.

college, transferring

of Liberal

Reavis, formerly

Reavis came to the Sociology

its un-

Arts and Sciences.

in 1946. His predeces-

teaching

Department

in the College of

in the College of Lib-

eral Arts and Sciences in 1928. Peeling taught history and sociology
college from the 1930s as well as teaching
Education.
Zoology

had long been the preserve

placed as department
ogy Department
Health
member

since

E. Pearson,

1926. A separate

had been headed
of the Zoology

by Henry
Department

George

emerged

changes

in Butler's organization

from the wartime

James, vice president

lic relations

Department

who had

in 1938, reof the Zool-

of Physiology

and

Nester '25. Nester had been a
became

after Nester resigned,
chart appeared

period and neared its century

and treasurer

signed to head the Hoosier
in 1952 by John

retired

a member

since 1929. Pearson

head of the physiology and health program
ing until the program was terminated.
Other

Lane Bruner,

years, Bruner

head by Nathan

in that

social sciences in the College of
of Henry

come to Butler in 1892. After forty-six

with

until he retired.

Robert E. Andry '30 became head of the Religion

James H. Peeling was named head of Sociology

in

McKinney

at Northwestern

to teach in the Speech Department

sor had been Tolbert

trans-

department

P Rice. After Rice fell into disfavor

The College of Religion had become a graduate
dergraduate

him as

in the mid-1950s.

in 1932, its instruction

Restored

Ross and Dean CundifF, he was replaced
Rice continued

in the early 1960s ..The

Ross had employed

PhD from Ohio State University

ferred to the English

Conant

acting
remain-

as the university
mark. Richard

since 1948, after Atherton's

Motor Club (AAA). He was replaced

death,

T
re-

at Butler

T Barnett '38. Barnett had been Butler's director of pub-

and assistant

to the president.

nett in 1958, when Barnett

George S. Diener

went to the state chamber

replaced

Bar-

of commerce.

The

foward the Centennial
position

was renamed

vice president

followed by john G. johnson
William O. Powell in 1971.

br financial development.

in 1965, Willis B. Conner

3ill

Diener was

jr. in 1967, and

The tenure of George E Leonard '27 as director ofthe Evening and Summer Sessions ended with Leonard's retirement
ber of the t~lculty since 1929. The position
followed

the position

Aldrich

as head of the Modern

had become

R. Maxam,

to Ray

Division,

R. Harold Van Cleave,

a deanship.

Language

Mocas had also succeeded

Department.
placement

registrar and director of admissions,

directed

at the

by Roy M. Robbins until 1944, passed

C. Friesner until he became dean of the College of Liberal Arts and

Sciences in 1947. Then
When Atherton

Clide E. Aldrich became its director.

Center

head of the bookstore
him in that position
Arthur

opened,

to become

was promoted

Margaret

Grimes

in ]948.

His predecessor,

in developing

landscaping

Lindberg

In 1948 an important

The quota had limited admission

U. Brown

in the executive

the only dissenter.

later, the full board unanimously

Buder tuition

the observatory,

and

policy. Ross con-

the quota system t(H
of black students

committee

to

was approved,

Peter C. Reilly abstained.

A

ratified the motion.

was $340 in 1949, lower than that of other private uni-

versities in Indiana.
Enrollment

had retired in

retired in 1976.

change was made in admission

ten per year. Ross's resolution

ties' extensions

Andrews,

that the time had come to eliminate

African Americans.
with Hilton

Raymond

of buildings

years of service, Lindberg joined director j. 1.

the formal gardens, building

the campus.

vinced directors

from

followed

soon afterward.

ill health. In his twenty-eight
Holcomb

Robert E Newton
its director.

F. Lindberg began a long period as superintendent

and grounds

month

to

who had been serving as the university

officer, moved to two positions,
end of World War II.
The Graduate

went

T Mocas in 1954. Dy the time Mocas retired in the

by Christo

1980s,

Corliss

in 1950. He had been a mem-

But Ross teared competition

in Indianapolis

hom the state universi-

if Butler raised its fee.

had reached a peak of 1,906 in 1942. It dropped

the war years (658 women

to 954 in

and only 296 men). At the height of the post-

war bulge it reached 5,793, including

both full-time and part-time

students.
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r , rollments began dropping rapidly by 1949. The next year
en
yet • _ .ed new concerns about enrollment.
Not only had the number
expl eSS
,
I
ell
I
I
!loss
. dropped off by 10 percent, out ligures s 'iowcc t rat now on y
f
eterans
d
f'
.
II
1
'I
'I
f
o v
,
dents opte
or private co eges, comparec Wit 1 elg 1t 0 ten
, f ten stU
.
'"
five o.
I'
'nrury. Furthermore,
the Korean conflict might result III fur-I In ne ce
. I I
<c
eal y
. -s Ross feared he mig 'it lave to reduce the number of landty,
>decrease..
','
..,
.
.
I
t 1cl
II the Korean War did not require such drastic action. I he urnActLla y,
.
. 'Tain made plans to accommodate
government programs, as It had
crslty·lg
I)
. d
.
. 0
v . TWorld War I1.,oss appointe
a war emergency committee In edunn~_ 1950. Early in 1951, the Army leased eighteen classrooms in Jordan
cembcIc _ -aining I)rograms, uSlflg
.
. h ts anc 1
t h em every weekday plus four nlg
Hall 101 rr;
,>1end per month.
onc wee {
.r e nns

/

..

Under Ross, the uruversrry was on a slow but steady course. It had surd difficulties of past years. Building of the "new Butler" was well
moun te
'
.
.
.
way
Directors, recovering their sense of tradition, talked of the need
on ItS
for a history of the UI1lVerslty. As ~l first step, Brown urg.ed prese,rvatlon of
-c I' (T" records. Although
the effort to produce a full history of Butler re'lac Inv
.
,
.
.
-d
for
the
future,
the
university
published
Hilton
U.
Brown's
Book
oj
maine
.
Memories in 1951. Br(~",:n recorded 1:ls own college days at the old Butler
iany events pcrtalfllng
to the university during his long tenure as roresanc I [ll.
, .
- I O f the board of directors.
Icent
.
-,
..
Butler observed Its Centennial dUring the 1954-55 session. Celebrations
confined to Founders'
Day ' I-iornecoming , and
Comwere I0 W -,key largely
.,.
,
•
c

•

••

•

and faculty seemed more attentive to rclans
mence -rnent Admlllistratlon
' . gl"Ul1S
fC)J' the future.
anc I PIO
'
•
Ross and his deans were adept at recruiting highly qualified, vigorous
the standards set by the retiring gene>ration
I 's' t() 1'!'!'lintain
teaClel.
'
,
. The ncw
department
heads provided leadershil: (c)r advancement
in ~urricula :",ith
new programs to meet student ~!eed~. l~nrollments
on a plateau of about 2,000 full-time students.
summer

session enrollmcnts

le res and new buildings
in~portant

to area students.

ities were flourishing,

hrought

permitted
Chaptcrs

providing

leveled off-and remall1ed
Graduate,
cvening, and

totals to about 4,000. Thc new colButler to oWer courses
of the national

of instruction

fraternities

food service and housing

and

S(Hor-

as well as social

1-·_·

.•~

Toioard the Centennial
acnvincs. The new Atherton
tracurricular
organizations.

Student

Center
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ofFered facilities

for ex-

Much remained to be done to fulfill the potential that observers were prone
to sec.

In a period when higher education

was booming

fully limited.
Graduate

Holdings

students

State Library
Marion

and the fine Central

County

Public Library.
required

Butler's greatest
tious directors
Earlier attempts
ing on individual

Library, a branch of the lndianapolisA real library building

not be persuaded

donors

building

and Atherton
of the gardens,
Government

alumni

a prior-

Center.

J.

the university

improvement,

fiJr

and the

the badly needed dormitories.

elm disease had taken many fine trees. Handsome
the Centennial,

gifts were earmarked

stadium

a spare and unfinished

site awaited

and cau-

funds for the new Pharmacy

1. Holcomb's

loans brought

beautiful

Conservative

fund had lapsed. Butler was depend-

some landscaping,

and a naturally

beautiful.

remained

to engage in a major fund drive.

who had provided

still projected

yet to achieve Holcomb's

instruction.
of the Indiana

a heftier budget.

at an annual

creation

The campus

to avail themselves

need was a larger endowment.

could

But-

facility was woe-

only for undergraduate

were often obliged

ity. Acquisitions

observatory.

were adequate

nationwide,

r rs library

ler failed to ach ievc solid growth in enrollment.

appearance.

buildings,

further development.

was a well-regarded

Dutch

neat grounds,
By the time of

urban university.

It had

dream that it might become the best and the most
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Fairview Faculty

THE UNIVERSITY'S

its excellence
tenure-a

in part

TRADITIONALLY

to stability.

Professors

weakness only insofar as it permitted

efFectiveness.
When Butler began its second century

faculty owed

STRONG

generally

enjoyed

in 1955, full-time

faculty

bered 139, an increase from the 90 who served when the university
its doors at Fairview in 1928. hfteen
campus,
quarter

faculty members

along with two stafF members,
of a century

Older

veterans

of Irvington

had departed

remained

E. Aldrich (modern

well become
university's
In addition

periods.

legal firms,

(English),

Paul D.
teaching

Many who came to the fac-

of their departments

and colleges, serv-

Many of the more recently appointed
for continuity

to its regular bculty,

been a source of strength

active until

languages),

pillars of their colleges, like their predecessors,
reputation

opened

days who made the move to the Fairview

before the centennial.

ulty at Fairview became mainstays
ing for lengthy

num-

from the Irvington

"Tony" Hinkle (athletic director), and Allegra Stewart
part-time since her formal retirement in 1969.
campus

their

were still on the job more than a

later. Three of them, moreover,

close to 1970 or even later: elide

lengthy

a few to serve beyond

in excellence

faculty may
enhancing

the

of teaching.

adjuncts-pan-time

instructors-have

fix Butler. Located in a city known for its strong

great hospitals

with

impressive

medical

staffing,

nationally

1--------------------

.--..--_._-_.
__
.-

Fairuieio Faculty
known

pharmaceutical

and chemical
personnel

firms, insurance

and automotive

to supplement

Although

industries,

pay for part-time

teachers was only nominal,

city profession-

teach courses,

usually in the

Most of these men and women hold several degrees. The

be found in the university's
J. Russell Townsend

tablish

his own insurance
of Business

business.

Thereafter

for over thirty

sian and Soviet history

of Butler's students

to es-

he taught part-time

in the

years. Samuel Walker Downing

and '51, Butler, MA in history)

for over thirty

can

deserve special recog-

Jr. was on the faculty until he resigned

BA, Yale; '36, LLB, Indiana;
with Railroadrnen's

generations

catalogs. 'fwo part-timers

nition.

Additionally

institutions,

Butler has drawn upon their fine

delighted-to

long list of those who have benefited

College

financial

its course offerings.

als have been willing-even
Evening Division.

companies,
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('33,

taught

Rus-

years while serving as an executive

Savings and Loan Association.

noteworthy

is the long association

Butler's radio and TV division.

Carnegie,

of'[()J11 Carnegie

a sports announcer

anapolis radio and television station, was a perennial announcer

with

for an Indifor the 500

Mile Race at Indianapolis Motor Speedway. He long called the games played
by the high school basketball tournaments
at the Butler Fieldhouse. Tony
Hinkle

frequently

joined him to comment

Apart from serving as adjuncts,
themselves

have spoken

on the campus:

idential candidate

Homer

congressmen.

Astronaut

have been memorable

Presidents

Capehart,

freedom

In February

and Ford; presU.S. senators

and Richard Lugar; and a number of U.S.
and the inimitable

Victor Borge

speakers.

so remarkably

stable in part because of the ac-

at the university.

to state a policy on academic

administrations
institutions.

address.

Hoover, Eisenhower,

Commencement

prevailing

afEtirs and in public ap-

evangelist Billy Graham;

Neil Armstrong

Butler's Elculty remained
unwilling

both at university

John E Kennedy;

Vance Hartke,

ademic

state and local figures have made

available to the regular f;lCldty as occasional guest lecturers. Na-

tionalluminaries
pearances

eminent

on the teams.

Although

the directors

were

freedom and tenure until the 1980s,

tended to align policy with guidelines in the most reputable

1924, senior Max Fisch was selected to give a Founders'

His scathing

indictment

of some aspects of the university

Day

proba-

1
lel';lt Fairview
but
'

cd faculty perceptions, however inappropriate it may have been
'
b 1Y r cRecr1 11 on sue 1-",
1 an occasion.
, e r lcl
lC
(0 vo
-d Robert J. Alcy wrote to Fisch: "You should have refused the
fi rwal ,
Are, . to speak." Fisch replied that he did not intend a personal attack.
'·(a(loll
.'
I, "fail
. 'I anc purpose 0 f my
VI
In
I' ence, he insisrec
at ec1 to eatenI t 1
re splnt
>

e I
"The
student L dY was (I'·
rsurured,1 Ire assertec I', noting t h"e rapI(' I·Ity

'}'Ile,

'lU

>

)0

speech.

, h the college is departing

wirl~,~hl~rofessor

from the ideals that hallowed her found-

Alice B. Wesenberg

(English),

who had recommended

n~

Ingthe address, Fisch wrote that the unapproachability
of the board
him fOIor s necessitated his course of action. Many faculty and students
f lirect ,
o c , '1 yreement with him, he asserted. In his speech, he had opted against
were
g talk,' "refusi
. h Pr1C'I'"e, 111 Javor
L
" In er
re US1l1gto ",P01l1t WIt
0 f' honesty.
a boost
,
.
l'
h
Fi
1
I
. tile
t
I
.>nographtc
account me icares t at "ISO) spo ce against
pans
to
c.

A stC nd move t hee ulllverslty:
universi
"0'
.
Digger IS
not b"erter, and But Ier was a I>xpanc I a
'"
e
big. Large lecture courses, he said, were a farce. Ihe college was
eady tOO
. .
_ .
..
r
hi , I to charge so much for rumen and give such poor msrrucnon. He
unet tea
"
II
1
'"
' r restflctlllg enro ment )y entrance exarmnanons. Standards were
I
f
I
cal cc 0
I··
1
'
-,
. I> 'line because of tne raplc growth after the Great War, the loss of the
In (eC , Lessors, an d t 1Je I·'
1
Ti00 ITlany
llnng 0 f' young, ".mac Iequate " reachers.
best pIO!1
,
.
"
"
,
came from Indianapolis hIgh schools, whIch, with one exception
S(ULI eO(S
.
,
'I
·dge) dId not adequately
prepare for college Butler offered a
(S lortn
'.
".
_
_
"
. ..
"
WIth too many courses. It was gionfiedlllgh
school.
I >(1currIculum
")atC1e
",
F 'ISCI1 went on to denounce 11ITIItsto academic freedom, asserting that
'th ideas had been eliminated. He feared dictation by big business
JTlen w I
..
.'
.
>chamber
of commerce,
espeCIally 111 teachl11g of economics. In reI
anL1 t1e
.
· .
tile college retall1ed only those teachers who adhered to the theolIIglon
.
'.
,
of those whose gIfts supported the College ofReltglOll. Here he reflected
°l?y
)Ittert -JeSSover Professor William C. Morro's removal in 1923. Fisch
>

r_..

CC

charged

the directors

nates" one thing, men
a different

~ith
III

"(h~l1ble dealing,"
the cIty another,

story. Aley buried

telling the "Columbus

and the Christian

mag-

Churches

still

the record in his files. Fisch was not disci-

plined, and he graduated with !Jis class. The pres~dent and directors probably realized that any other action would only bnng Butler more unfavorable publicity.
written

Given

no more

publicity,

the speech

off as the expression of an inexperienced

could

have been

and naive though

preco-

cious young man. Gut no straight news report appeared in the Collegirtn
nor record in board minutes. Such a lack of records gives rise to suspicion
of censorship

and suppression

rather than openness.

Fairuietu Frlculty

Fisch's maturity

and justifiable

ably a spokesman

f()!" laculty

criticisms,

concerns,

plus the fact that he was prob-

precluded

The university
influential

High School)

in an attempt

could not escape publicity

alumni,

directors,

It did not represent

fact, Fisch's address

denial. Aley

to downplay

prin-

Fisch's charges.

in the general press, and many

and friends of the college had been present

to hear it. Fisch's talk, wrote
youth."

a creditable

C. H. Kemper McComb,

privately wrote letters to friends (including
cipal of Manual
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Aley, showed
student

toreshadowcd

sentiment

criticisms

the "lack of judgement

of

or actual conditions.

In

of faculty quality

that arose

in the 19305.
In time the university
Butler taking

measures

took to heart such criticisms.
that made it the extraordinary

became by the end of the century.
career as professor

of philosophy

Fisch himselfwent
at Western

The future found
institution

011

that it

to a distinguished

Reserve and then the Univer-

sity of Illinois.

Butler had never discriminated
Faculty

against students

of all faiths or of none were appointed
M. O. Ross in the 1950s expressed

President
Christians,

Jews, even Muslims.

he had no objection

of different

religions.

in the twentieth

cenrury.

his willingness

to suppOrt

Ross declared (in this writer's presence) that

to hiring flculty who maintained

at all, but he would not knowingly

no church affiliation

employ one who was hostile to religion,

leaving the door open to agnostics but not militant atheists.
Comparable to the attitudes ofnarivisrn and fear of socialism in the 19205
and 1930s, the 1950s brought fears of subversive Communists
or Communist sympathizers. The country had actually been subject to "Red Scares"
since the Russian revolution.
(Wisconsin)

Now the charges of Senator Joseph McCarthy

and the activities of the House Uri-American

mittee brought

Activities Com-

new apprehension.

Already in 1945 directors

J.

I. Holcomb

and Emsley Johnson

urged the

necessity of emphasizing
"fundamental
values," buzzwords for anricornmunism and responsible citizenship, and recommended
establishing a department
ideologies,

to teach "Americanism."

The board was apprehensive

hopeful never to be embarrassed

ing socialism,

and uneasy about the wartime

rectors sought to ensure that Butler's bculty

by economics

of {-()reign

professors teach-

alliance with the Soviets. Diheld ideological

and political
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positions
partmcnt

that conformed
to American principles. They talked of a d~to train diplomats
and enlistment of speakers from the Amen-

can Legion, with its national headquarters
in Indianapolis.
Ross offered no
opposition
but quietly ignored such proposals. He was careful never to
advance

programs

or make faculty

directors,
Ross was ordered to question

appointments

candidates

that might

alienate

for faculty positions

the

about their

politics and to get from them assurances that they were neither Communists nor Communist
sympathizers,
(Such policies prevailed at the time at
many colleges and universities; some demanded that faculty members swear
formal oaths.) Ross disliked asking the questions directly. On occasion he
attempted

to use indirection,

terview ofa prospective

sometimes

candidate,

with amusing

results. At one in-

Ross took refuge in a more general query:

"May I assume you belong to one of the major political parties?" The answer was merely "Yes, sir." Confounded,
Ross let the matter go at that.
Faculty response to pressure to conform varied, ranging from complianceeven agreement-to

quiet but persistent

efforts to steer the university

to-

ward more cosmopolitan
attitudes.
Some members took advantage of
opportunities
to leave, motivated not only by higher pay but also by disaffection with political conservatism in the administration.
Directors

sought

dent activities.
institution

to avoid adverse publicity

Concern

lest those representing

arising from faculty or stuthe university

embroil

publicly was all the more intense because of Butler's location

a city where it was surrounded

by its potential

the
in

supporters.

Cenerally Butler did not have to interfere with academic freedom. Most
of its teachers acted responsibly, loyal to its traditions and values. If they
held views that did not conform

to prevailing

attitudes,

they did not im-

pose them on their students or publicly proclaim their positions.
Immoral behavior, as it was then perceived, by faculty members
dents was, of course, unacceptable. When it appeared
followed. Such matters were handled discreetly.

evident,

or stu-

quick action

Organization
Meetings of the university
ally monthly.

faculty were called by the president,

Proposals and grievances

bers, and sometimes

could be presented

usu-

by faculty mem-

votes were taken on issues. But President

Ross once

Fairview Famlty
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felt impelled to suggest to a university f~lCultymeeting that though members seldom raised issues on those occasions, they were free to do so. Despite such assurances, meetings consisted largely of announcements and inconclusive discussions. Ross kept the faculty informed of administrative
and board decisions. He asked, for instance, for suggestions on the bestowing of honorary degrees.
During the administration of Alexander E. Jones, when a faculty meeting was devoted to the granting of degrees to students-read
ofF name by
name-certified
by the registrar to have completed requirements, this
writer posed the question to President Jones whether the faculty could refuse a degree to a student who had complied with the requirements. If not,
he queried, why did this tedious procedure continue? Jones took legal advice that indicated that faculty action to deny a degree to a qualified student was impermissible. The meeting devoted to that action was thereafter
discontinued.
Intellectual life at Butler focused on faculty members who were at once
scholars, fine teachers serving their discipline's professional organizations,
and active in the city's life. Other objective measures of judging faculty excellence included their graduate degrees and institutions from which they
held degrees. The extent to which they published, engaged in research, and
delivered papers also marked faculty vitality. More subjective gauges were
reputation among alumni and students as well as among colleagues. Contribution to committee work and other tasks common to university life
counted, too, with their fellows and the administration.
That an impressive number of Butler's faculty have made a mark on the
university because of their deep human sympathies, broad insights, and
stimulating teaching is testified to in the love and loyalty of many alumni
past and present.
The quality of Butler's teaching, traditionally unquestioned, became
suspect soon after the move to Fairview. Directors expressed the need for
a better qual ified facul ty. In 1935 the Liberal Arts and Sciences faculty noted
that some professors failed to meet their classes for days at a time. A move
to reinvigorate themselves came that very year when faculty formed an LAS
faculty club to hear papers read by members. Lack of interest, however, led
to its termination in 1937. Professor Allegra Stewart, interviewed after her
retirement, confirmed the incapacity and irresponsibility of some of her
colleagues in the 1930s. The esteemed Stewart had served her alma mater
over forty years, absent from Butler only for her years abroad, earning her
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She was in a unique position to
.
. of LoncoIn.
doctorate at the UnIversIty
make an evaluation.
'xpress the lack, missed exemplars
,
. nature to e.
.
Students, perhaps roo Im1
. [e insights 111(0 the human condivle
of the examined life who might pro
gr'I~luates of the 19305 may reflect
. tivityamong
<
rion. Diminished a Iurnru ac
'1
Ii
f tint pertOC •
the slump in faculty qua iry 0
1<1' I' g in competence and enthusiasm,
he c;
Ityanoearec
ac on
,
.
I f SOIne 0 f t e racu
r r . I' eSS
.,' was one excuse. fhe Depression
. .
. .
EconomIc (lstr
It IS not surprtS111g.
I I, ed aychecks, Morale was further
-} "I"
reductions
and c e ay
p<
.
. I IlL'
b rougnt
sa ary
I'
'
Presldentla
eac erslllp seemed
'
.I 1
I 1 " f loss of accree ItatlOn.
.
a ff ectec )y t re orre
<.
1 .
Athnrn's
brief and con trover'
AI
ernttC ( unng
<.
c
absent under t h e agmg
ey,
I' h I 1",'
I· .'
.
.'
1
I,' P Imam, and only s Ig t y »etter 1ll t Ie brief
SIal tenure, un111splrec unc el l
.
I
I
.
S 1 "
rly in war(1lne, the facu ty cou d only hold
term of Robmson.
u )sequen
,
. .
.
' C
I
I
' r i rto government or military service, and plan
on, fill In ror t 10se w 10 wen 11
.
I
their F1roblems after the war.
for a more aggressIve attac ( on
..
'I' ped a bit in the 1930s, bur It moved quickly to
1
.
S o 13ut 1cr may rave S Ip
L
I) 'I'clent Ross brought 111new deans, new departrecover a firer tne war. res
'
It Some veteran faculty members found
ment I1eac1s, anc 1 new young facu y.,
rcnewed vitality; others could retirc when the pen~ion plan and Social Security made it possible to do so without impoverIShment.
By 1958 Ross
c

had increased the number of full-time hculty to 160.
Paul Cundiff, new head of the English Department,
was encumbered
with a number of older women teachers who lacked credentials for their
positions. Before he left the headship to become LAS dean in 1953, he terminated most of the ineffective ones. (More than one of his newly appointed
English stafF eventually left BurIer to chair departments
at other colleges.)
Adoption of the University College's core curriculum after the war, along
with a new university Statement of Purpose in 1956, reemphasized
13lItler's commitment
to a sound liberal education.
In the renewed pursuit of
excellence, shortcomings
were remedied as rapidly as possible. The f~lculty
needed more adequate f;lcilities-dormitories
for the students, a new library, and a building

for Jordan College of Music that would bring its stu-

dents to the main campus.

All were achieved

by the time Ross retired.

Eventually not only faculty but also student quality improved. To give the
EICldty a student body receptive to their best efforts, Vice President George
Diener

chaired a flCldty committee

amination

Board examinations

of the College of Education

recommending

was apprehensive

College

Entrance

Ex-

for admission.

The dean

lest the requirement

cause en-

for all candidates

Fairview Faculty
rollments

to drop. President

approved.

Ross shared this view, although

He sent the proposal

board committee

to the board without

met with the f~lCulty committee

up by the other faculty members,

in principle

he

recommendation.

A

to discuss the issue. Backed

Professor William

to the directors.
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R.

Taafle presented an

impassioned

argument

tee approved
Examinations

the proposal, and the full board voted for it. College Entrance
were required, starting in the fall of 1960.

As a result, the directors'

From the early period when John Chapman
overseeing

faculty

performance

sought a high-quality

Miller bad persistently

for the directors,

grandson,

J. Irwin Miller, continued

the board

from

industrial

leader in Columbus,

quirements.

had always
and brought

and faculty needs. Miller's

his forebear's concern while he was on

1949 to 1972. He found

the faculty. Directors

been

active visiting com-

interest in the academic programs

reports to the board about faculty performance

ities of the brighter

the board

faculty. The board's sporadically

mittee testified to directors'

commit-

Indiana,

time in his busy schedule

to come to the university

as an

and meet

feared that faculty quality might lag behind the abiland more active students

In 1965 Miller asked President

admitted

under the new re-

Jones to produce

an estimate

of the cost for a first-rate faculty and facilities, to ensure that students would
not be shortchanged.
Each college sought recognition

of its standards

by seeking approval from

the accrediting organizations appropriate to its discipline. Departments and
colleges worked to establish at Butler the national honorary societies in their
fields. Thus,

for instance,

of its honorary,
granted

the College of Education

approval

a chapter

body, NCATE,

for a first term of three years in 1961.

Faculty achievement
fellowships. A number

was encouraged in various ways, including faculty
of Butler f;lCulty members qualified for Ford Foun-

dation grants and Fulbright
Recognition

established

Phi Delta Kappa, in 1953. The accrediting

appointments

fIX overseas research or teaching.

for faculty retiring after meritorious

tion of a systematic

procedure

had been sparingly

bestowed

of awarding

emeritus

service came with adopstatus. Emeritus

in the years before selection

rank

became a regu-

lar practice in 1963. The next year the board accepted retroactive selections
going back to 1944. Since that time, the board has awarded emeritus status
on the recommendation

of college deans and the endorsement

of Faculty

Assembly.
By midcentury Butler prided itself on the high percentage of earned doctorates held by its faculty: 61 percent in 1956. In addition, others in the
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.

, I colleges-Business,

Pharmacy,

and Music-had
earned terI . l' . I'
H
to t rerr C ISClP mes.
owever,
l
m [1a . g .iry sought diversity in the graduate schools from which it reIe uOlvers
.
t 1 . 1 faculty. In the decades after the Centennial,
it boasted forty faccruIt~(oldi[1g doctorates from the Big Ten and fifteen from Ivy League
. fi
.
.
fJrofesslOn.1
. I de Trees and certl icauon approprtate

>

ulty 11 Others came from the universities of Kentucky, Florida, Virginia,
choo s.
,
,
s
.'
,State
fulane, Iowa and Iowa State, Colorado and Colorado State,
LOUlsIan,l c ,
"
,
"
•
·
ton
New
York
University,
Duke,
and
ChICago.
From
abroad,
urn\X1asI1Ing'
, .
'.
.
I'ncluded the Sorbonne, the Uruverslty of London, and the Ul11versltJes
versliry of Vienna.
In 1964 a new statement of goals and purposes developed from a hlculty
••

o c-

self-study that the North C~ntral As~ociation had recommended.
This statec()mrnitted
Buder
to
hIgh-quality
education,
a
high
intellectual
climate,
t
men
on
ec1uc;'1(I'on for a selected student body, and reaffirmation of the emnhasis
r
an l lodergraduate program in liberal arts and sciences for all the colleges.

(/)
Until

978 Butler's faculty met on call of the university

J

chaired the meetings.
ulty appointments,

Administrative
attended

president,

who

officers, only some of whom held fac-

as well. No organization

solely of university

faculty as a whole existed. In early 1977 the university faculty began work
on a constitution
to establish a Faculty Assembly with officers and standing committees.
Trustees.

It became effective in

Attorney

Thomas

M. Scanlon

J

978 with approval ofthe
'32, JD, a member

sity's board of trustees, worked closely with a faculty committee
up the constitution
for the Faculty Assembly.
Only about
Association

33 percent

the Butler chapter,
and participated
freedom,

Professors.

Additional

paid only the local chapter

in meetings.

to draw

of the American

('lculty were members

of

dues of one dollar a year,

The usual concerns

tenure, salaries, and teaching

vided standards
stitutions

of the faculty were members

of University

Board of

of the univer-

were issues of acadernic

loads. The national

association

on these issues, offering legal advice to members

pro-

and in-

where grievances existed. Delegates from Butler's chapter attended

state meetings ofIndiana

chapters where teaching conditions

parcel. When dissatisfacrion

with the administration

mid- J 9705, the national AAUP was ineffective,
versity's faculty to a union movement.

could be com-

arose at Butler in the

leading

many of the uni-
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The university's first faculty handbook was produced under the auspices
of Butler's chapter. Compiled in 1959 by Professors Howard G. Baetzhold
and Paul R. Stewart of the English Department, it was based on inforrnarion provided by President Ross, the bursar (Ray Gladden), catalogs, charter, bylaws, and other sources. President Ross made funds available for its
publication. This first handbook set forth the university's organization,
statement of purpose, conditions for appointments, tenure, course loads,
salaries, promotions, and leaves. It included current medical coverage, allowances for travel to professional meetings, retirement age, and other miscellaneous data. The president of the AAUP chapter, Harold E. Johnson
(Music) presented the handbook to the faculty with a letter explaining its
purpose and sources.
The first edition of an "official" handbook followed in 1973. Ordered
by President Jones, it was compiled by the university planning committee
in 1970 and issued after revision and updating.
Each college held faculty meetings on call of its dean. By far the largest
group was the Liberal Arts and Sciences faculty. Dean Gino A. Ratti called
meetings at the start of the academic year to introduce his new faculty and
in following months as business required, reporting on affairs arising in the
Administrative Council (formerly the Deans' Council) and entertaining
discussions arising hom the various departments or committees. Scheduled
meetings were cancelled if no matters requiring LAS College action had
emerged. After the outbreak of World War II, observing that "these times"
made regular meetings unnecessary, Ratti omitted them. The LAS faculty
met infrequently during Dean Friesner's tenure, 1947-52. During the deanship of Paul Cundiff (1953-57), that of Alexander E. Jones (1959-62),
and the lengthy term of David M. Silver (1963-83), meetings occurred
about twice a semester.
Dr. Patricia K. Meszaros, Butler's first female academic dean, [ollowcd
previous procedures on general meetings, but her tenure, 1983-87, was
short; illness forced her to resign. Associate Dean Philip A. St. John served
until George W. Geib, who had been head of the Department of History,
Political Science, and Geography, became acting dean, 1988-89. Brief
tenures followed. Paul Yu served as LAS dean hom 1989 to 1991, when
he became vice president for academic affairs and provost of the university.
Associate Dean William E Walsh was acting dean from 1991 to 1992, succeeded by Margriet Lacy, 1993-98. Steven Kaplan was then brought in as
dean of the college in the fall of 1998.
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. blem in the College ofLibcral Arts and Sciences was always an un1erception that deans from one discipline might not understand
der1~1i1gI,.ts
of faculties in other disciplines. A dean drawn from the huI e Interes
t 1 ""
r social studies might not be sufficiently cognizant of concerns
man 1(les 0
.
'e'ncesor
VIceversa.
I
f ne
I sc
o I the other colleges, deans had the same outlook as their faculties, scrv, n · 'xtended periods. In Education, Dean J. Hartt Walsh, 1948-67,
Ing for e
~
.
f 1I0wed by Joseph M. Nygaard, 1968-81. Joseph I'. Lamberti served
,:"as ~ 981 until 1990. After rhe brief tenure of Dennis E. Hinkle (1991-92),
m
fMro
followed by Saundra]. Tracy
art 1la Zerzl~ was interim dean (1993-94),
.
.
1994-98). Roger Boop served as mrerrm dean 1998-99.
( M. O. Ross retained the deanship of the College of Business Adrninis. n 'after he became .the university's president until H. C. Graebner
natlO
-ncd the duties of acting dean and then the regular position, from 1949
aSSLl1
until 1955. His successor was David R. Roberts, with a lengthy tenure from
1955 until January 1971. H. Raymond Swenson was dean from 1971 until
1980, and William C. Bonifield followed (I 981-84). Jack L. Engledow
held the post until 1993, when Lee D. Dahringer succeeded him.
With the merger that established the College of Pharmacy, Dean Niles
came to Butler. Karl Kaufman took over as dean in 1952, serving until 1976.
He was followed by Dale Doerr, dean from 1952 until August 1987, with
Edward M. Simms acting in the interim before Robert A. Sandmann assumed the position later that year.
The Jordan College of Music (renamed Fine Arts in 1987) was headed
by Dean Jackson Ehlert from 1952 to 1972. His successor, Louis E
Chenette, served from 1972 to 1985. Jack L. Eaton served as dean (acting,
1985; regular, 1986-92), followed by Michael B. Sells.
Positions of academic deans and heads of departments were filled and
incumbents served at the pleasure of the university president. During the
union movement in the mid-1970s, the National Labor Relations Board
ruled them to be part of the administration by virtue of their responsibilities in hiring and releasing faculty, recommending salaries and teaching
loads, assigning courses and schedules, and compiling budgets. In the 1990s
as department heads retired, rotating chairpersons replaced them in most
departments, a common practice in many colleges and universities.
Deans appointed members of their college committees; the university
president with advice from the deans appointed members of university committees except for the special committees composed of representatives

A ~l~
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elected by each college. After J 978 the Faculty Assembly
tution

elected

its committee

mittees

periodically

projects,

often occasioned

members.

engaged

under its coristi-

Both university

in "self studies"

and college com-

or long-range

planning

inspections

by accrediting

izations or at the request of foundations

considering

grants to Butler. Spe-

cial committees-on

academic

and development,

objectives,

searches, faculty governance

presidential

by impending
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change

after 1977 in the wake of President
a new faculty constitution.
College faculties discussed
ones to the university
the University
lege meeting

College

space available,
emanated

as a whole for further

program

long-range

Report),

and recommended

Bartholomew

after its adoption.

scholarships,

athletics,

like carried out their assignments
administration.
Generally,

faculty meetings

views; deans' comments
class management;

and Associates

Faculty

meetings

catalogs,

comprised

mittee reports and, on occasion,

a mix of student

noted short-

announcements,
important

discussions

Athearn

gion), Richardson

as chairman,

(Education),

Instruction),

Putnam

for reand

of policies and pro-

body for direction

and administrative

petitions

along with the usual com-

the Deans'

With

committees

leaves, and the

on grading, record-keeping,

"central

legislative

(the

in 1958

and passed their reports to Iaculty and

and admonitions

and routine

sabbatical

grams reported from committees.
President Athearn had established

(Graduate

and office
and parking-

by the board of directors

by Lilly Endowment.

of

Ross went from col-

committee

in the survey, and little came of it. Faculty standing

on admissions,

program."

Formation

development-classroom

of Harland

of

passing approved

action.

sites for future buildings

a survey ordered

and

and the adoption

urged by President

and prospective

from the report

Bartholomew
comings

Jones's resignation

in early 1944 to the university

A study of the University's

directions

and others-flourished

and acted on new programs,

faculty

organ-

it included

Council

in 1931 as the
of the academic

Deans Kershner

(Reli-

(Liberal Arts and Sciences), Bruner

and Bailey (Evening and Extension).

Meetings were

held monthly. Principally this body was responsive to Athearn's initiatives
and policies. The Deans' Council constituted the executive, backed up by
the University

Senate. The Senate included

trar, and heads of academic
petition

departments.

by five or more members.

ning. Faculty committees

reported

the Deans' Council,

the regis-

It met on call of the president

Its purpose

was academic

to the Deans' Council.

or

policy plan-

Offourtccn

uni-
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.
. mmittees, eight were appointed
by the president and six were
'rslty co
vc '., of corresponding
college committees.
The faculty as a whole was
chall S 1 with recommene I'1I1g ecIucanona
. I'"IeIea I"
I Iopmg
. "prosane 1(eve
chargee
h'
..
I'
.
I'
f'
ft'
.
I' irit." T IS organIzation e urlng ItS rrre existence 0 eree I t I'ie
fesswna sp
.
..
,
.
" I for advancmg the Ulllverslty s academic development.
One must
)oten tl,1
f
bel' however, that at the time the executive group of the board of
>

re!1le!1l

'

.

.

.

.

.
s actually exerCIsed control, contlllulllg to manage even academic
dlrectoL '
a: '. Cor another decade.
an,lllS II
"'"
.
Nevertheless,
the Deans Council dealt WIth student life through the

-,C'ouncil and the Women's Council. It provided oversight for the ColIt sought to help control fraternity and soromy costs as the Delegum.
.
.
on deepened. It worked on unprovmg class schedules and searched
pressl
for a period for assembly or ~hapel. It addressed problems of "defining" the

N Iens

J

".

I'

• >,,'

faculty, improving

cooperation

creasing numbers

of automobiles

Both the Deans' Council

between the colleges, and regulating

and its successor,

tended to reflect the agendas of the university
also served to filter proposals
from faculty committees
nication

between

academic

deans complained,
versity concerns

Council

and

Approval

of students'

peti-

took up much of their time, the

reflect discussions

replaced

of the university.

on almost

dean of women,

Council

all uni-

and the director

over by

of the Evening

of the Graduate

College,

and
Divi-

the dean of men, the

of public relations.
Council

and the vice president

official-as

in the fall of

presided

were the registrar (1941) and, dur-

of the University

the Administrative

committees

and the director

Later additions

ing the 1950s, the director
administration,

the Deans'

In 1939 the director

Sessions and Extensions

administrative

to the faculty

useful line of commu-

the deans and three faculty members,

sion joined the Council.

standing

and faculty

but the minutes

The Administrative
the president

from the administration

requirements

Council,

and the board. They

over the years.

1934. It comprised
Summer

the Administrative
president

to the administration-a

administration

tions concerning

the in-

on campus.

In President

Jones's

added chairs of all university
for academic

well as the vice president

affairs-a

new

for financial affairs and

other administrators.
From 1934 until the onset of World War II, minutes
trative Council
complish
sources.

reflect the disarray

of the Depression

little because of the meagerness
Among

its concerns

were relations

of the Adminis-

period.

of the university's
between

It could acfinancial

the colleges,

re-

faculty

fflirlJicUJ Faculty
unity, rccrurnng
leaves, retirement
President
ment.

and retention
of students,
of older bculty, and alumni

Putnam

expressed

disappointment

For their part, the deans complained

an agenda

for each meeting

ings further

faculty salaries,
relations.

that Putnam

to suggest that Putnam

fund drive, new buildings,

failed to provide

Poor attendance

reflected low morale and lack ofleadership.

of a needed

sabbatical

at this lack of accomplish-

as he had promised.

ering led Dean Richardson
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at meet-

Jealousies and bick-

"act as a dictator."

restoration

Talk

of Depression-trimmed

salaries, and long-range planning seemed fruitless until times got betterand until wartime exigencies had passed.
The hculty
ings could

committees,

the Administrative

only move aimlessly

plans for Commencement
importance,

between

Planning

curriculum,

budget.

leadership

heads revitalized

Even then, disagreements

tee discussions left the faculty dependent
or board to initiate change.

of

replaced it with his "President's
weekly. It included

admissions,
plant.

development

ident's absence.
President

for the president,

a vice president

registrar,

and physical
of the uni-

acting in the pres-

afEtirs he acted in his capacity

Ross did not appoinr

himselfand

divisions:

vice president,

had also been vice president

he was deputy

commit-

from the president

This group met with the

heads of administrative

In academic

office was established

or inconclusive

Council ended in 1978. John

Cabinet."

offices, academic

In the earlier years Dean Putnam
versity. In that capacity

under a new president,
the faculty. So did a less

on leadership

The lengthy existence of the Administrative

as LAS dean.

for academic afbirs. That

by President Jones in 1964, providing a buffer between

the deans. His first choice, Robert E Sullivan, served only briefly

and resigned

in 1966 f()l" reasons of health. Jones gave the next incumbent,

Paul R. Stewart, more responsibility,
making

chores,

and other events, and referrals of anything

for the postwar

bleak postwar

president

and f.,culty meet-

housekeeping

and much that was not, to committees.

new deans, and new department

Johnson

Council,

academic

on important

but retained a good measure of decision-

issues and remained

accessible to deans and depart-

ment heads when issues could not be decided at a lower level.
Stewart

filled the position

and becoming

vice president

of vice president

1982-88.

from

1974, acting as president in 1977-78,
and research in 1982. The office

for planning

for academic

affairs then went to Thomas

J. Hegarty,
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Under

the title of dean of faculty,

fiJllowed by Paul Yu as provost

F. Chenette

Louis

and vice president

199 I -96. Yu's office also included

an associate

provost

vice president, Norman Bregman. The position
in 1997, as held by Gwen A. Fountain.
Butler has always been proud

nity of scholars and teachers credited

dean of faculty

never more so than

administrations

built

with high marks by all observers.

The university has never wavered
graduate education.

Tenure,

connections

fied candidates,

or else incumbent

sity offered suggestions.
ment

heads

graduate

utilized

schools

in its aim for excellence

meet and interview
tised in journals

and personal

[,culty, directors,

a network

Increasingly,

at their annual

When

a candidate

groups

generally forthcoming.
at the rank of instructor
Establishing

increased

by a department

as well as greater

re-

or dean and approved

to the board. Approval

letter in lieu of a contract

or assistant professor.

be adver-

search and provided

Generally,

was

was then

new faculty came in

Rarely did a department

unless it had no one qualified
understood

could

to

publica-

a tenure policy became a recurrent

to Fairview. Directors

opportunities

Positions

and minorities

for acceptance.

to
pro-

education

was presented

An appointment

sent to the chosen candidate

directly

and regional

provided

and in higher

a nationwide

was selected

the nomination

in a senior professor

or applied

those in search of positions.

of professional

identi-

deans, and depart-

national

meetings

in the early

probably

and friends of the univer-

of acquaintances

employment
opportunities
for women
gional diversity on the faculty.
by the president,

correspondence

By the Fairview era, presidents,

tions. These resources flcilitated

in under-

and Salary

for candidates.

fessional organizations

Stu-

neighboring

Evidence is lacking about how new flCulty were found
years. Church

in the

up a commu-

dents and alumni, accrediting
bodies, and its peers among
colleges all agreed on the high quality of Butler's flculty.

Appointment,

affairs,

and an academic

was retitled

of its faculty,

years since World War II. Successive

1989-90,

served

for academic

bring

fix an open position.
issue soon after the move

that it was important

to

faculty

morale.

A de facto system of tenure stated by the board provided that newly appointed faculty would hold their positions indefinitely. Once established,

Frlirz;iewFrlmlty
teachers

were hired for a year at a time with the understanding

would be continued
The North
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that they

as long as they did "good and successful work."

Central

Association

did not require a stated tenure

policy.

Butler's board stated in 1934 that "we deal fairly." Faculty who were efficient
and showed growth

would

be retained,

rectors did not favor temporary
basis of adherence

appointments.

to the purposes

alty to American

institutions.

Directors

of tenure policy, reprinted

rights brought

investigation

AAUP published

the university

the official procedure
press

fe)!" adoption

of teaching loads.
Under the university
without

cause and without

rare dismissals

because

the Great Depression,
Both President

a salary scale and reduction

appeal. Action by the board was final. Apart fi·om
out summarily

of the university's

Ross and President

unnecessary.

ing the Vietnam
ping faculty

financial

condition

during
tenure.

Jones sought successfully to recruit and
during the Korean War

in faculty. He stated that his policy would be "to

Later, when inflation

had adopted

perceived

forced budgetary

policy.

measures

Financial

concerns

as some other universities

the policy and procedures

Thereafter,

that a bculty

sity adopted

work." Such action
dur-

War, Jones told the faculty that he did not believe in drop-

because of conditions,

ment on tenure.

but quietly-or

few faculty failed to maintain

Finally, in a 1978 letter to the faculty, John Johnson
trustees

would not adopt the

tenure. The faculty did not

let those go who have been doing the least satisflCtory
proved

the

and state law, a person could be released

comparatively

a reduction

censure;

Butler harbored

The Butler AAUP chapter con-

retain a bculty of high quality.
Ross fcared that the possible drop in enrollment
might mandate

a

to observe tenure rights but not

or denying

for immorality-carried

release of faculty

and, ultimately,

with obtaining

charter

Professors published

the directors

continued

for granting

and loy-

in its journal. Abuse of tenure

colleges and universities.

of the AAUP statement.

cerned itself more immediately

would be on the

of the university

of University
annually

no wish to appear on that list. Although

Di-

would not tolerate un-American,

of an institution

a list of censured

AAUP statement,

Retention

and traditions

unpatriotic,
or "unsound"
principles.
In 1940 the American Association
statement

as long as resources permitted.

if departments,

member

inducerncnrs

of the 1940 AAUP state-

that person without

to encourage

that the

deans, or the administration

had lost the zeal for teaching,

to terminate

were doing.

announced

the univer-

violating

early retirement

tenure

proved

<tt-
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eligible fe)r Social Security benefits and penJ w
tractive for those w
. teac Irers w I10 crew
I
.
ld 10
1 , Some senIOr
11Igh
salanes. b ut
,'OlsorsOonWou
ne.
[
b
I'
Sl I
.
r:'
ild be replacec . y ower-salaried
newcomers
W 110
who were . ineftec(lve
.' COL
, lity_and
reduce the Ibudget.
c

would bnng more vJ(a

Salaries
1
B J 'I' saJ'lries have
At nest, ut e
. , N h ' Butler pay scales
versines. . or - ave
II' es '111 the state. A
ra
. the
. blIe pnvate co
h eg y of those 1I1

not equaled

salaries

c

paid at state uni-

•

always kept up with those at compa.
further
problem involved the dispar'
..
' .
College
of Liberal
Arts and SCIences
Ity Jetween. tepa
I I-ofessional colleges. Moreover, the salaries. of women on
ane I tnose
Il1 t rc p
.
I
hi i I )seofmen
the faculty lagge db e me t 1(
~ •
'.
•
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•
When the university opened at burvlew 1I1 1928, faculty salanes were
arable to those at other private colleges in the reaion The
genera IIy com P c
<:>
•
Depression brought sharp pay cuts. a~ld delayed salary payments.
Dozens
c

of faculty were released. Those remall: 1I1~ en~lure~l deplorable
ditions. Salary curs were restored begll1nmg 111 1 )37; despite
deficit, the directors
pos[([ons.
Department

were determined

financial

con-

a large budget
to fill key

to pay what was necessary

heads at Butler ranged

from $2,100 to $3,900 compared

with Drake at $3,500. Professors at Butler ranged from $2,400 to $3,400
compared with Drake at $2,500 and DePauw and Wabash at $3,200. Associate professors at Butler ranged from $2,100 to $2,900; Drake, $2,100;
DePauw and Wabash at $2,200. Assistant professors earned from $1,700
to $2,500 at Butler, $2,000 at Drake, and $1,800 at DePauw
Instructors

received

$1,300

to

$2,000 at Butler,

and Wabash.

$1,800 at Drake,

and

$1,200 at Dcl'auw and Wabash.
At the major tax-supported
higher: department

universities,

Indiana

and Purdue,

heads, $4,000 to $8,000; professors,

professors, $2,700 to $4,000; assistant professors,
~4,OOO;and instructors, $1,300 to $3,~40. Moreover, teaching

associate

Itghter, six to nine hours c?mpare~l

to fourteen

or fifteen

salaries were

$3,000

$5,800,
$1,800 to
to

loads were
(meaning two or

three courses rather than four or five).
In 1939 President Robinson received a salary of $7,740. Deans'

salaries

were $4,000. Professors' salaries ranged fi-om $2,800 to $3,250 for the
longesr tenured. Instructors without doctorates were paid from $1,400 to

hlirllicw Faculty

IJO 1

Teacl,"'
. d UrIng
.
vv r Il'vr
c
rers w I'10 went Into government service
wor ( war II
earned more . 1~1rose'I' w 10 remained at Butler cou Ifc Irene fi t f'10m ,H.
addi
c mona I
compens'lt'
'f'
I
: IOn I t ley participated
in the Air Force program.
At war S end President Ross hoped to establish a salary scale, Instructors
$1,800.

;~uld start at $1,700, assistant professors at $2,000, associate, profess(~rs
,500, and professors $3,000. Directors approved the plan Without dissent.
Ross tollc t Irem. t Irat " faculty
.
.
.
were unc [crpaid
erpalc ."B' ut It provec,1 llnpossl~)le to avoid disparities.
hire at what the market
ulty and the previously

Determined
demanded,
hired.

to upgrade
narrowing

the faculty, Ross had to
the gap between

He favored merit raises rather

new

flC-

than across-

~h,~-~oard hikes, but sought a generally higher scale because "they deserve
It. Some appointments
had to be delayed in the immediate postwar period
because (IU'lll'fie
'
c1 t eac I.iers were stt'11'1
unavai a)II e.
Butler's
b
.
.
.
operatl11g
udget climbed to Just
over $' I 1111'11'Ion b y 1947 -, 48
>.'

e.IlabiIng Ross to build up a bculty of high quality. For professors in the
Ilbeni
. .
f'ff]
I
fill
.
"I '1 't'S, sa I'aries reached $3,600, while senior pOSitiOnS,
C I ICU t to I
(111. accoullting and mathematics,
for instance), commanded
$4,500. The
university's Centennial
(I 955) found salaries increasing, keeping up with
comparable
l!p,:ards

private colleges in the region.

of$S,OOO,

more for department

feSSIOnal colleges-Business
macy: Senior women

Senior professors

Administration

lagged behind,

were making

heads and professors

in th.e pro-

and the new College of Phar-

but Ross encouraged

deans to make

an. effort to overcome that disparity. Allegra Stewart, a faculty member for
thirty years, received $5,000 in 1955, $6,200 by 1957, $7,000 in 1958, and
$8,000 in 1960.
/

When

young teachers were Iurcd away by offers of higher salaries, I~ossl

was Content to let them go. It was satisfying to have had rising stars for a
time, but the budget did not permit competition
with berter-endowed
institutions. Rank had its privileges, however, so Ross would offer raises to
senior teachers in order to retain them. This policy had its limits; if a professor brought

in competing

offers too often,

the president

shake hands and wish him well in his new position.
Butler's salaries for a time remained competitive
gion when Jones took over in 1962. Increasing
key buildings,
insurance,

inflation,

would

with others

maintenance

and the cost of fringe benefits-pensions,

and other new demands

on university

income-meant

at last

in the re-

expenses

fen

health
that fac-

ulty salaries were again beginning to lag, just as the teachers themselves bced
a rising cost ofliving. Tuition could not increase roo rapidly without jcop-
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ardizing enrollment.
under Jones.

Ross's balanced

budgets

gave way co periodic

deficits

In the immediate pOStwar years, Butler's flCulty numbered
151 full-time
teachers and 82 part-tirne. The veterans' bulge led to an increase to 232 by

1948. By 1972-73, enrollments were stable at around
dents, and the faculty numbered
160.

2,000 full-time

By 1972 the operating budget had risen to over $5 million.
suspected that the percentage devoted to faculty salaries was
ing in proportion
to other expenditures. Salaries as submitted
Central Association show these figures: for professors a high

stu-

The faculty
not iricreasto the North
of $21 ,350,

of $17,264, and low $12,410; associate professors $14,800 high,
$12,086 mean, and $10,000 low; assistant professors $13,800, $10,552,
and $8,400; instructors $11,500, $9,244, and $7,800. With these figures,
mean

the AAUP chapter flarly stated, "The picture looks bleak." With a rapid
rise in the cost of living-high
inflation in the Vietnam War years-"our
salaries creep." Nor did total salary figures reveal the whole problem. Takehome pay was tar less after deductions

for Social Security,

the pension

plan,

and the health plan. (Butler did not contribute
to the costs of health insurance for dependents.)
Spendable income, further reduced by income tax
withholding,

left the faculty pinched.

In flirness

to the administration,

it

must be noted that hinge benefits to which the university contributed
had
increased since before World War II. This [,et was often overlooked when
faculty counted their take-home pay.
Directors discussed a pension plan for the flculty in 1937, but deferred
action until it rnight be financially feasible. They adopted the Pension Plan
of the Christian

Church

(Disciples

of Christ)

as an option

for all faculty

in 1943, a few months after its adoption by the College of Religion. The
university pur itselfunder the additional coverage of Social Security in 1950.
Some teachers were dissatisfied with the Disciples of Christ pension plan,
and in 1971 they were given the option of the TIAA-CREF
pension
as an alternative. Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIM)

plan
had

been organized by the Carnegie Foundation
in 1918. This pension plan
was widely utilized by colleges and universities throughour
the country except for those public
ments'

pension

institutions

that were covered

plans. Faculty could also contribute

by their state governa percentage

of pre-

tax dollars (limited by tax laws) to be deducted from their salaries. Until
pension plans were in place, it was difficult to induce elder f;lculty members to retire before their abilities had diminished.
With pensions, the rc-

FairlJiclU Famlty

.]03

rircmcnt age was set at sixty-fivc but extended to xcvcnr v ifb I I
..
.
I ot 1 t Ie teacher
and the administration
agreed. In 1980, government
re I'
,
.
. . .
.
l'
gu <1t1ons agamst
age dlscrll1lll1atlOn did not at once apFJly to university fl" I '" I
.
. "
,
. cu ties, Jut age
seventy remained a III1lIt generally observed although tcachi ,
f"
IIlg a ter age
seventy was possible If a teacher s services were needed.
T

••

,.'

,

L,

A health plan to which the university contributed came in 1946, offered
by Lincoln Life Insurance Company. Teachers and staff"contributed for coverage an(~ made added payment: for dependents. Subsequently, health plans
were available from other providers that tlCulty might prefer.
Facu.lty d!ssat:sfactio~l wi~h. sal~ries was evident in the AAUP chapter's
diSCUSSIOns III 1973. Dlsparltles III the salary scale elicited the comment
that they were a "sign of our worth."

Serious variation

in women's salaries

and between ranks in colleges and departments aggravated the dissatisElction. Promotions did not bring teachers to the average of their rank. Full
professors' salaries compared unfavorably with those of other ranks. Pensions based on earnings
inflation.

would be woefully

inadequate

in future years of

In a detailed report to Butler's AAUP chapter in 1974, Roland G. Usher
J r. analyzed salary figures obtained
warped

by inclusion

low salary of $8,000;
would be $10,450.

from the administration.

Figures were

of deans' salaries in the averages as well as by a single
average salary fe)!' the lowest without
The highest salary at $22,050

the latter figure

also distorted

a median

of$ll ,900. Butler was slightly below the national salary scales reponed by
AAUI~ This comparison was also compromised
by the AAUP inclusion of
salaries at the poorest
ratings from A to

as well as the richest colleges. On AAUP national

n recently

adjusted upward, the Butler rating had dropped

from 13or C to D in some ranks, although
ognize the slippage.

Women's salaries, although

ages, were 10 percent
narrow spread between
needed

higher than national aver-

below men's. Butler's salaries demonstrated
ranks. More to the point, the bculty

an across-the-board

raises.
A resolution

President Jones would not ITC-

cost-of-living

to the administration

for determining

ings of each faculty member

with deans and departmenr

to know

their status,

raises should

to have an explanation

involve meetheads. 'Icachers

of the basis leJr the

salary offered, why they were getting more or less. They deserved
how they were being rated.

and

to merit

this analysis as well as

a request that the procedure
needed

wanted

increase in addition

had included

only a

to

know
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In a lew' to rhe chaptCC, Jooc, had "cf,,,cd a co",·of·living ",isc. The
ees
univccsity could not "ITonl it. He did endoese <I" idea of conk,en
",crh
deans and dep",,,necH heads rOC' all facnl,y membees co advise them of the
e
b"is for rhei' sab,ies. The chapre, conclnded that rhe penceduc should
ons
""ahlish reitc,ia that would detwnine rncc'it raises and pconwri
beyond
merely the opinions
Procedures were

na u ncem
cn

of deans and department
heads.
not uniformly
adopted
at once. Moreover,
an ant 0 f a p to bablc aceosHh c ·boatd raise of G peccen t rwo yea rs in

the future did not satisfy the faculty.
Inaction led directly to the bculty's
unionization
movement
in 1977.
The union movement collapsed when Jones resigned in the spring of 1977.
When the NLRB vote came, the faculty rejected unionization.
Many faculty members were reluctant

to

join the movement.

They considered

selves professionals, not hi red hands.
Board chairman Richard Steele assured the faculry that trustees

themnow had

a heightened awareness of faculty grievances. The board pledged to bring
salaries up. It would seck parity with selected colleges in the state with which
Butler compared itself By 1985 Butler salaries were comparable
to the upper range of competing schools. The 1980s brought a lower rate of in Bat ion
and continued improvement
in other economic indicators.
A prolonged
"bull" market led to higher returns fl.)!" pension funds. Butler's faculty enjoyed a higher standard
Only the long-delayed

of living that predictably led to higher aspirations.
endowment
fund drive of the 1990s could help to

meet new faculty expectations.
Apart from raises and promotions,
compensation
offaculry members has
come in several ways, including the HolcoIIlb and Baxter awards and reco(Ynitio n by both students and the university. In 1948, J. 1. Holcomb iniriat:d
an annual Holcomb Award of $500 to a member of the faculry who had
made a significant contribution
to the university.
He intended to endow
the prize, but failed to do so. With his death the award lapsed in 1963. An
a
annu;.d prize of $100 was set up by the Baxter Foundation
for olltstandin
tcach ing. Funding c",,,cd in the 1960', perhaps because it became im~
practical for the administration
to select one from many good teachers and
to choose equitably among the several colleges.
poll was organized to select 100 o u tsstancung
J.
denBy"the
T1 1960s, a student
.
stllts. iat group Jl1 turn voted for the top 10 students as w ·11
I
10
profe ", "' TI
e as t le top
SSOIS.
'ie 100 students, the top 10, and the chosen nrof '" ""
I
rccogni: 1
I.
r
essors were t len
zec at a »mquet where the top rnan and the top woman student,
I
c.

>

c

Fairuieu: Frlcl/ity
t?gether

with the top professor,

faculty members

has ended,

as an annual event.
Customs of honoring
years. From a spring
recognized

were also named.

honoring

the outstanding

selection

students

of

continues

Butler faculty who were retiring evolved over th~

affair at which

the honor

retirees, a faculty dinner developed,

~uests. This custom

Although
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society of Phi Kappa Phi
at which they were honored

in time gave way to a more informal

event, an ~II-

faculty and staff picnic ncar Commencement
time. The value of such mtangibl e rccognrnon
.. . contributed
C
to a sense of [;lCU Ity so Iidari
I anty.

22

The Good Years
A college ...

rich in its faculty, rich in its student body,

and poor alone in its endowment
-Lee

...

Burns

WORLD WAR"
liAS BEEN REFERRED to as "the good war."
The postwar period during th~ ;~dministration of President M. O. Ross
could be called "the good years. Such an evaluation is relative. A great deal
in the twenty-year tenure of Ross, but much more would
S 'lccomolished
W;L,
r
be needed [() make Butler the university it could-and
would- become.
After the stormy years of Athearn and Robinson and the interim period
of putnam, the courtly Ross moved the university into a sound and stable
position. Ross enjoyed the longes~ te~ure of any Butler president. In 1960
he announced that he would retire m 1962, at sixty-five. The board of
trustees accepted his resignation and three months later appointed a committee to find a new president. Of 1\.055, board chairman J. I. Holcomb
said, "l He] has led Butler through its years of greatest expansion and development." The Indianapolis Neios termed him a "builder and enricher."
Although Ross appeared austere, faculty members held him in highest regard. His wife, Rachel, supplied charm and warmth, supplementing the

7lJe Good Y(>{{rs
genial if reserved nature of the president.

Students

407

viewed Ross as a benign,

helpful presence. ~hen
th~ new .Sigma Chi house was demolished by an
explosion in the middle of the night, Ross was on the scene at once, expressing his concern
In the complacent
were receiving

for the young men.
1950s, students accepted the university

the high-quality

their usual extracurricular
tolerant
occur

at campus

plinary

action,

Ross was in demand

picked

up empty

beer cans as he

as a speaker.

even nationally.

of the American

His annual

talks analyzing
Indeed,

His peers at other universities

Association

of Urban Universities

The affable Ross had a subtle sense of humor.
fast in his judgments,

required

disci-

them quietly and effectively.

him before many civic organizations.

mired statewide,
president

activities. They f()und Ross

to his office. Only a few occasions

and he handled

brought

as it was. They
while pursuing

of the few social excesses that might

affairs. He patiently

from his home

they expected,

and organizational

of their pranks and accepting

walked

trends

education

he would change

economic
he was adelected him

in 1948.

Open-minded

but stead-

his mind only when evidence

led

him to do so. He played no f;lvorites with the faculty, but made his appreciation

evident to those who were serving the university

teachers were confident
mitted

to promote

well. Moreover,

that Ross would do all that a balanced

curriculum

support.
The period was, on the whole, a good one for the bculty.
deans brought

in stimulating

new teachers.

wealthier

colleges or state-supported

however,

to those at other

benefited

fi-om a Lilly Endowment

grade teaching.

institutions

They were comparable,

in the region. The faculty

grant of$28,000

Ford Foundation

Ross and the

Salaries were not as high as at

universities.

private

The College of Pharmacy

Energy Commission.

budget per-

change, raise salaries, and provide more staff'

over three years to up-

received grants from the Atomic

grants and Fulbright awards to srudy

or teach abroad came to some faculty members.
The executive committee of the board entered on its minutes a summary
of university

developments

nance of accreditation
Secondary
ciation

the Ross presidency.

Schools and achievement

of American

versity Women.
Training

during

by the North
Universities

Central

First was mainte-

Association

by 1948 of approval

and the American

of Colleges and
from the Asso-

Association

of Uni-

Second came Butler's wartime service during which a Navy

Program

(1942-43)

second College Training

was followed

Detachment

by the Army Air Force Fifty-

that occupied

university

flCilities and

Butler at Fairview
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ec

t Butler faculty. Next the list cited establishment of additional col-

Lltlhz," plal
I l . n'lCY
(1945) and the Jordan College of Music (1951). The Colc

leges. f Religion separated fi'om Butler to become Christian Theological
I:ge .0, (1959); its building became available for the university's use. FacSemln,lry
.
I
l'
fOf II'
C
f)ment included an mcrease 0 u -tirne taculty from 86 (1941It d eveIOr
u y 137 (1960-61). Ninety-one members of the 1960-61 faculty held
42) to
.
I I
ral or other appropriate term lila uegree as agal11st 44 111 the
the C1octo
o.
.
1941-42 faculty. Added facu~ty ~enefits included the voll~~tary pensIon
. (1943), health and hospital insurance (1946), the ruinon exchange
pLll1 " 1 for faculty 0 Hsor:
1
bbati I I
spring anc
progl,m
. a sar atica eave program (1946), facI fellowships (1948), reduction of reaching loads from fifteen to twelve
~;~rs for full and associate professors (1959-60), and second mortgages
for faculty who wished to purchase homes in the university neighborhood
(1958-59). Finan.cial~y,Butler's. assets increa~ed from nearly $6 million to
nearly $19.5 million III the period. Annualll1come grew from $661,500
to $3,038,275.
Enrollment figures in this report are not significant, as they include both
full-time and part-time students. Enrollment policy instituted in 1958 restricted admissions to applicants from the upper two-thirds of their secondary school classes. As of September 1960, students were required to
submit results of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) as an additional basis
for admission-bringing
about improvement in the quality of incoming
students and resulting in a better retention rate.
The list of developments concluded with a survey of new facilities. A
building fiJr the College of Religion was nearing completion when Ross
moved into the presidency (1941-42). In 1948 Atherton Student Center
replaced the burned-out C-Club (Campus Club), providing cafeteria, snack
bar, bookstore, and meeting rooms. The building for the new College of
Pharmacy followed (1952). The same year saw the campus enhanced by
new roads, parking areas, and the Holcomb Gardens with its attractive Garden House. Badly needed dormitories followed: the Men's Residence Hall,
later named for Ross (1953), and a women's dormitory (1955). Holcomb's
benefactions continued with Holcomb Lake (1953), Observatory (1954),
and the Hilton U. Brown Theatron (1955, nowTheatre). Holcomb erected
a carillon in memory of his wife, Musetta, in 1959.
As Ross prepared to retire, Clowes Hall for the Performing Arts was under construction (1960). Plans for a building to bring the Jordan College
of Music to the campus had been made. A desperately needed library0

0

0

•

0

lYJe Good

Irwin Library-was
and other C()llllnl
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YefZrJ

provided for through funding assured by J. Irwin Miller
(I ne[ilana ) fami '1'res.

JUS -

Before his death in 1962, J. 1. Holcomb

established

a research institute

to become a new division of the university. Holcomb's will funded the Holcomb ,Rcsear
-I· I .
fcor loasrc. and applicc
. j rescarc I1 Il1
. cooperation
.
.
. I1
'.
c
C 1 nsnrunWIt
Butler s SCience departments.
Appended

to the summary

~lex~ twen:y years indicated

of developments,

additional

of goals for the

hopes of each college dean. Some of these oh-

jccnves might well have been attained
lers finances been stronger.
Dean Alexander

statements

in the Ross administration

had Bur-

E. Jones, Liberal Arts and Sciences, foresaw the need for

f:lCulty inasmuch

for their own students

as his teachers served both upper division courses

and lower division core courses required for all fresh-

men and sophomores
in the University College. To attract and hold outstanding teachers called for maximum effort to match or exceed national
salary scales and to increase hinge benefits.

(It is ironic that salaries fell be-

low even those at other colleges in Indiana when Jones was president.)
a larger f:,culty, Jones pointed

out, additional

office space, a new science building
guage laboratory.

Students

With

f:,cilities would be needed-

with up-to-date

equipment,

and a lan-

would require new courses and programs.

The

curriculum must be enlarged to reflect changes in scientific knowledge, eHects
on world affilirs of the developing nations, and advances in many subjects.
Jones hoped for a Phi Beta Kappa chapter at Burler, more independent
and graduate

programs

in departments

For the College of Education,
generalities.

He was interested

students

"for the world around

entering

a "dynamic,

other universities
ativeness."
rollment

Dean].

Hartt Walsh confined

in fllturist

studies.

kaleidoscopic,

"must display ...

Butler must prepare

and explosive"

growth.

its

were

jet age. Butler like all

vision, imagination,

courage,

For his own college, Walsh noted only probable
and graduate

himself to

them and ahead of them." Students

along with the university's

education,

study,

that did not yet offer them.

and cre-

growth

in en-

Refresher courses, continuing

study would be needed for the "kaleidoscopic"

age.

Walsh was soon to retire. His successor, Joseph Nygaard, would offer a more
specific and constructive approach.
The College of Business Administration,
was already moving
approach

fi-om vocational,

in line with developments

trend would

replace descriptive

Dean David Roberts

fragmented

stated,

courses to an analytical
programs.

The

courses with new ones that applied

in other professional

basic

Burler at Fairview
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Ive business problems in the areas of finance, production,
I d rc to so
knowe
g
nd personnel. Roberts foresaw difficulties unless students
ment, a
manage __ tdlectual capability were attracted to his college. He expected
of higher 1111 -tive admissions would provide this quality, coupled with the
ore se ec
.
that rn " fless qualified students who would tend to choose the state urndeparture 0 s in Indianapolis.
Roberts planned to recruit flCulty capable
,- campu
_
_
_
._
verslty
. 1 r the changlllg curriculum,
He believed that Ills relatively new
g
- busi
o f h'lnc.Ull
c
"roo-ram
leacIilllg to t h e master '1s c egree 10
. usincss ac[mini
mrrustranonate
du
P
1:>
I
I
f'"
.
f'
I
l
busi
gra
to meet t 1e neec s 0 rising executives rom oca . usmesses. I t
ld
grOW
t
holrli
.
woU
Is
ccommodate
grac uates oldmg liberal arts degrees that prold a SO a
. . .
woU
. I>' 1 basis for graduate work III business. Roberts foresaw the grad. I d an ICe,l'.
..
.
vICe
rn becomIng the malllstay of his college.
te progra
ua
I(arl Kaufman of the College of Pharmacy projected for his colDean
c
bled undergraduate
enrollment and quadrupled
graduate nurnI
lege a c OU
L
h
.
, H envisaged a program ror t e doctorate rn pharmacy and expected
hers.
e
j' . 11 h
.
.
.TIIStJ
',' cally but not unrea rsnca y t at generous fundmg would continue.
optll
'.
.
'"
.
emF)hasls on health services would marnrarn a Iligh demand for
GrowIng
, .'
.
,
I-StS
Future needs
harrn,lC'
. . for
. his college mcluded expansion and renova~
non 0 f t I·1e Pharmacy .Building, Kaufman foresaw a closer relation with the
Laculty and.' WIth the Holcomb
Research Institute. He visualized a
SCIence 1,
'.
,,'ence buildmg, 11l1ked WIth hIS own college building and with the
neW SCI
•

•

>

Holcomb Institute. H: wante~1 a larger flculty, more secretarial support,
for vanous servICes. . He drew attention to the need for more
anc Ite cllnicians
'
scholarships

in order to compete

state schools of pharmacy.
professionalism
of the students

WIth the lower tuition

Kaufman's

thoughtful

of publicly

projections

and vision. The~ also reflected the traditionally
and facul ty of hiS college.

Dean Jackson

K. Ehlert's statement

explained

the former

problems

College of Mu~ic-stemming

difficulties.

The merger of that school with Buder and the pending
promised

a brighter

future.

his

high morale

the Jordan

to the main campus

from limited

funded

reflected

budgets

of

and other
move

New facilities in proxim-

ity with Clowes ~all wo~tl.d advance the college. Adequate facilities. for
drama and for radIO/teleVISIon programs would, however, still be bclong.
Jordan

College,

Ehlert maintained,

offered a uniquely

integrated

program

of dance, drama, and music. Only art was missing. He could boast, however,
of a radio/television
though

further

program

development

more advanced
was essential.

would bring the college acceptance

than in most universitiesEhlert

hoped

by the community

that the future

as a center for the

The Good Years
creative arts. His wish list included a year-round
musical offerings for the city and beyond.
A statement
submitted

if 1 1

schedule of theatricals

and

of goals for the division of Evening and Summer Sessions was

by its director,

growth

in enrollments.

pointed

out, further

the competition

T. Mocas. He predicted

Dr. Christo
This

prophecy

proved

continuous

unwarranted.

As Mocas

growth was possible only if the university

could meet

of the city campus of Indiana

diana Central and Marian. Although
ular faculty as well as part-time

and Purdue-and

even In-

Butler offered courses taught by its reg-

adjuncts,

it could not cut its tuition

sub-

stantially below fees for daytime courses to compete successfully. If enrollment
had increased as Mocas had predicted,
on the popular evenings, Monday
classes Friday and Saturday

enrollment

reaching

ment of2,000,
sonable.

6,000

full-time

Half of the students

fraternities

would

and sororities.

declined

Ross prescribed

would

require

additional

of students

enrolland rea-

the commuting

dormitories

and a few new

believed that Butler was desserving the local area, with

While

as the state university
a new strategy-a

the numbers

of such day

campus in Indianapolis

more selective admissions

expanded,
policy would

from the upper third of their high school classes,

would be required to score higher on the SKIS. Students would

efFort as well as more scholarship
to engage in continual

giving and solicitation
Endowment

the need for expanded

area. A strengthened

should

planning,

and self-studies

to

plan an effective program

of

of gifts from corporations

would have to be increased.
guidance

recruiting

aid would be necessary. Butler would have

revisions of curricula,

address these changes. The university
benefactors.

against the current

principally

commuting.

thus come from a much wider geographic

alumni

for the next

Ross. He predicted

come from beyond

Ross had originally

draw 70 percent of students
and students

by President

students,

tined to remain an urban university
a large number
students

by a general projection

this was written

more or less. To Ross the growth seemed probable

area. This situation

that

session, Mocas noted, were similar.

were preceded

twenty years. Presumably

He was uncertain

evenings would be successful. Problems limiting

future growth of the summer
The deans' statements

he faced a shortage of classroom space

through Thursday.

and counseling

types of teaching aids.
The statements of deans and of the president

and individual

Finally, Ross f()l"esaw

services, along with new
reflected

optimism.

No

one foresaw the period of relative stasis that marked

the university's

next

fifteen years. Unforeseen

19()Os. National

and

events marked

the troubled
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' irs would be" contributing factors that all but halted the hopedwork I a fr ai,
. -ss of the uruvcrsity,
f, r progle
o 'I
was far from complete, Mention of an irn'I le sur ve'y of developments
"
"
mni
organization
with
an annual alumni fund drive underplayed
rovee I a Iu
pthe poten tl"I1iITlFJonance of this source of support for the university,
After the resignatl,on of~e:Hge Schumacher as alumni s~cretar~ III 1952,
, of the Alumni Association were meager. DeForest 0 Dell of the JoureffortS
1Cl'ff'
1E' L' I I
'
',
Department
anc
I orc " IS e lad attempted successively to con1
na Ism lirorial serVices,
.
liut t I'ie AI'umnus I'
.
I
lac I Iapsec I except f'or occasiona
nnuc ee,
"
,
,
,
. 0 f' '1Butler Bulletin. After the war, alumni clubs had revived III IndiIssues
anapo II's, Chicago, and Southern ,Cahforl11a. During "the war, the Alumni
c.

'

,",

"

0

c

•

"

•

s men and women IJl service for annual
'.
A SSOCI,iation had not asked Butler
Alumni students, and fnends , rallied
to raise money f()r the new stu1
cues.'
.
alumni fund drive had been undertaken
(,en
,
I t CC'llter . But no annual
the sporadic efforts of the prewar years.
Ross brought

in Harold

The genial Wilkins

D. Wilkins

proved

records were meager when he arrived.
names

and addresses

alumni.

of only

In 1957 Wilkins

drive. When
The president

believed

'51 as alumni

A battered

1,366 graduates

$3,945.

The

card catalog

contained

that if alumni

Contributed

expect a voice in its policies.

gave retroactive

approval.

next year's drive brought

Ross opposed
to support
Wilkins

solicitation.
In 1957-58

living

board)

of the uniRoss

The startled

presi-

in $ I 7,206. Wilkins

'13 (newly elected to the university

fund

the plan.

informed

alumni

Alumnus in June 1958. Wilkins enlisted two prominent
Thomas

in 1956.

the alumni

out of some 7,500

Ross of his intention,

that he had already mailed Out a postcard
dent reluctantly

secretary

By his account,

resolved to establish a regular annual alumni

he informed

versity, they would

Jr.

highly successful.

since

contributed
restored

alumni,

the

G. Cullen

and Philip S. Kappes

'45 as co-chairs of the first official alumni fund drive in 1959.
Wilkins used a telephone campaign tor the first time.

In 1960

(•..#".
In the I 950s, as the mature,
placent youth,

lighthearted

social events and proliferating
uates turned

out f()J' football

events, New activities

hard-working

students

veterans

gave way to com-

enjoyed a campus life featuring

extracurricular
and basketball

rapidly became campus

organizations.

Greek

Undergrad-

games and other all-campus
traditions

to be added

to the

The Good Vem:\'

It 1 3

old. A "frolic" and dance first held in 1944 to raise money Ior the Geneva,
Wisconsin,

YMCA

Homecoming

conference

had become

the annual

in the fall featured a downtown

racular floats, plus "house decs" adorning
tories. Downtown
on campus,

fraternities,

the football

representatives

Homecoming

king and queen and their "courts"
game and at the evening

Founders'

contests.

appeared

of

In the fall of 1947 the first

dance.

Day and Commencement

The

at halftime

the college year, an overnight

students, held at Flat Rock in southern
added in 1954.
graduation

and dormi-

to be built, judged

of the two classes in morning

fi-eshman camp for men opened

Stunts.

field. A freshman-sophomore

"scrap" pitted
the football

sororities,

parades ended in 1947. Floats continued

and towed around

Geneva

parade by the band and spec-

Indiana.
remained

for the new

Freshman
important

women

were

events. In 1950

in the stadi urn for the first time, undisturbed

was held outdoors

by the noisy birds that flew about in the Field House. The next fall brought
another

innovation

that promptly

became

"Typical Freshmen," a man and woman
YWCA "mixer" f()r new students.
In general the student

a tradition-the

singled

naming

of

out at the fall YMCA-

body took the Korean War in stride. The campus

The Alumnus did report that at first the "atmosphere"

was largely unaffected.

was "bad" in the fall of 1950, partly because of the war, fears that hostilities might bring a third world war with nuclear
of a spell of bad weather.
Undergraduates

indulged

bombs,

but also because

in rivalries and pranks. Fraternity

men painted

and repainted over the insignia emblazoned on the large stones in front of
rivals' houses. They swiped one another's "pin lights"-large,
illuminated
replicas of the Greek pins-installed
ity houses.
dumped

On one occasion

over entrances

the Tri-Delt

on the lawn of the Lambda

valry marked

the competitions

Sing, and campus
of the minority

elections.

students,

Serious students
Young Republicans

tional issues including
or informal

felt excluded

ordered
Geneva

students,

from campus

in national

and soror-

a load of coal
Organized
Stunts,

or the International

the

Relations
about nadiscussions

but little radical or activist response

to the university

most

revelry.

and world events, joining

worries about the cold war or concerns

problem

ri-

Spring

including

civil rights might emerge in classroom

"bull sessions,"

A continuing

at Homecoming,

and Young Democrats

Club. Some underlying

sorority

Chi Alpha frarcrnity.

Many commuting

took interest

of fraremiry

ensued.

in these years was the failure to
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rC'lse in enrollment.

Butler did not grow as it should

have

., e an InC
ac Il1C:' the boom years for higher education. f~nrollment vaned little: down
done!I1.
1959, 2,306 full-time students compared with 2,411 the previ<

"

.,

•

•

· htiy" In Despite better retention
..
fl'
I'
s IIg
stemming
Tom a more se cctive ac tIlISS
oU ye<Ulie the number of full-time students did not increase significantly,
'onspoICY,
.
..
I I
I
..
Sl'
years that many unrversrnes were overcrowc ec . In tnc 0pllllon
. the very
<
.
.
.
In
.,.' lent local students were optIng to go away to college 111 this
f the pi cSIC
,
o
f fHuence." Additionally,
Indiana students traditionally
chose the
"'lge 0 a
.'
I I . I
..
c
,
\: lic institutions
Wit 1 t 'icrr ower tumon costs .
.tate s pu 1.
'.
"
,
sWider
geograpl:Ical repI:esentatlon
became evident 111 Butl~r ~ stuc~ent
t did not mcrcase ItS totals. Even under the next administration,
boc 1y Iou
-,.
'tudent body continued to hover just above the 2,000 mark, a probSut Iel s s
. '.
.
1., t was to remain
for the next fifteen years. In 1959 Ross authorized
lern rna
.
• • l{T in Chicago,
Detroit, and New York.
recnil tIl tJ
He had brought an end to the black quota system in 1948. Black enrollments,

however, failed to i~crease si?~lif;canrly. Some black leaders have
that they advised qualified

told the author

students

to go away to college

limited home environments.
They could also take advantage of
to es.cape
,
efforts by a number of large universities to attract more minority students.
Butler did not ofFer blacks any significant
The raising of admissions
enrollments

by a few hundred.

requirements

scholarship
temporarily

In 1958 admission

of students

of the College

Board were considered for admission

Enrollment

numbers

decreased

was restricted

per two-thirds

student

incentives.
Buder

to the up-

in thei.r high school classes. Scores trorn the SAT
beginning

in 1961.

in the long run were not affected. The quality

of the

body did rise.

Butler's tuition

was lower than that of some well-regarded

ill the state. In 1961 tuition

small colleges

rose from $600 to $700 and from $700 to

$750 the f()llowing year. Tuition at Earlham that year was $1 ,051, at Wabash
$900, and at Dcl'auw $1,150.
Butler's most serious shorrcorning

of the period lay in the failure to mount

a major fund drive to increase endowment.
endowment,

operating

salaries, student

funds could

Without

not provide

income from a greater
Ior rising costs. Faculty

scholarships,

necessary maintenance,

services were all held within

the limits of a budget

new equipment,
that depended

and
on tu-

ition income and relatively small annual gifts and grants. For 1961-62,
annual

budget

was only $2.5 million.

for new construction
ing endowment.

Moreover,

a shortfall

could only come from operating

the

of $465,000

funds or by invad-

4 I5

The Good Years
I.Z~~swas suc,cessful in attractit:g

large gifts, lll~t they were usually fiJr new

f~~ctiIttes, not for get~eral, operat~ng

expenses.

Even the generous

gifts fiJr

Clowes Hall and Irwrn LIbrary fell short of actual costs, requiring
tion of additional

donors.

Nor did such gifts provide for the maintenance

that the new facilities would require. The base of large donors
dowment drive had been eroded by 1962.
At length,
needed
ment,

late in 1960,

President

drive for endowment.

following

authorized

Even this modest
alumni

with the annual United Fund drive in the city.

were not solicited.

With

the annual

alumni

drive could not be involved

fund drive
in a capital

until its annual receipts became larger. When "kicked off" again,

come in. Pairs of board members
slow to organize.
in screening

Further

candidates

distractions

the opening

months

terms.

Ross favored

presidency.

building

had

They had been

Even more compli-

projects were found to require

of 1961 the board changed
became

the bculty

the university

the board of trustees,
request

serving ro-

for representation

board, but the trustees did not agree. Board Chairman
early in 1962, replaced

of the amount

arose as the trustees became involved

for the university

bylaws. The board of directors

10 percent

carried on solicitations.

cations arose when the ambitious
another $2 million.

tating

Ross

affairs.

effort had stalled by the end of 1961. It had been sus-

the drive was not to be made public until

During

The

drive fc)t' $2 million.

limited

a

for develop-

and more funds for alumni

only three years old, the alumni
campaign

to approve

Diener, vice president

a private,

so as not to compete

Moreover,

for an en-

The board agreed but did not respond.

faculry salaries increased

pended

Ross urged the board

year, at the urging ofCeorge

trustees

wanted

solicita-

by Harry T Icc '26. With

on the

j. I. Holcomb

died

all of these complica-

tions, the fund drive moved slowly. At the start of 1962, halfa million dollars had been pledged.

Trustees

authorized

With a change of administration,
been abandoned.
board continued

the start of a "general"

this very limited

With Alexander jones nominated
a search for a regular appointment.

on raising the additional
brary, and a building

funds needed to complete

for the jordan

drive.

effort seems to have

as acting president,

the

They also concentrated
Clowes Hall, Irwin Li-

College of Music. The two efhms ap-

pear to have merged.
Ross and the board had enjoyed great success in attracting
who gave generously.

They had, however,

a base that would provide income
period.

No major endowment

major donors

failed to build the endowmcnt,

to mcer the rising costs of the fc)llowing

drive occurred

for another

quarter

of a ccn-
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tury, even though those were afHuent years for the United
neglected its opportunity.

States. Butler

(/
The search for a new president did not go smoothly. The trustees appointed a search committee consisting of ]. Irwin Miller, George A. Kuhn
Sr., Frank J. Hoke,

Harry T Ice, Frederick

Ralph) Spaan. A year after its formation,

M. Hadley, and Minnie

the search committee

(Mrs.

was joined

by a faculty advisory committee. The trustees moved to keep proceedings
secret and not disclose the key list of possible candidates. Early in 1962 they
decided to eliminate candidates fi'om state universities as not conversant with
the problems of private institutions. The work of the search committee was
just entering

a critical phase a year later when Miller's attention

was turned

to his new role as president of the National Council of Churches.
At the
same time, Hadley left the board to become a development officer at Wabash

College. The trustees were further distracted by their fund-raising
efForts
and working out their new bylaws and the consequent reorganization.
The effort was proceeding
to the campus for interviews.

slowly, though some candidates
had come
The trustees had no lack of names, finally

trimmed down to a short list. Just as trustees were considering
their prefen·ed candidates, all of the short-listed group became unavailable. They
could not leave their institutions
ofFered by the Ford Foundation.

without jeopardizing
large grants being
Ross was adamant in carrying out his re-

tirement plans. He would not consider staying on beyond his date for leaving at the end of the summer session of 1962. The board decided on a temporary appointment
of LAS dean Alexander Jones.

The two decades presided over by Ross had seen great strides. Although
they lagged behind national scales published by the American Association
of University

Professors,

were comparable
no deterrent

to other independent

to attracting

new buildings,

the faculty enjoyed rising salaries and benefits that

enhanced

universities

in the region and were

first-class faculty. The campus was furnished
plantings,

and improved

roads and paths.

with
Ross

urged the board to improve its campus lighting and security force. Still, in
many ways, some facilities fell far short. Much remained to be done.

F~~~~:'::::::===:==
1

The Good Yeflrs

It 17

The university failed to provide adequate space for intramural athletics.
Nor did it offer programs in some sports-soccer,
squash, and hockey. The
library was primitive. Library stacks in the Jordan Hall basement were
crowded, dimly lit by bare bulbs, with improvised shelving, narrow aisles,
access by a single narrow stairway. Above, at the west end of Jordan Hall,
a circulation desk horned a single small reading room. Classrooms lacked
modern lighting. Old wooden desks and chairs were scarred. Repeated
painting failed to hide cracks in the walls from the buildings' settling. Rooms
were not cooled in summer. The steam heating in winter was uncontrolled
and sometimes noisy. Maps were torn and faded, and blackboard surfaces
were worn.
Faculty offices were overcrowded, with inadequate filing cabinets, uncarpeted wooden floors, and makeshift bookshelves. A single telephone
sometimes served more than one department. Teachers had access to one
duplicating service for the entire university. Audio-visual services had few
usable projectors, screens, and recording devices. One slow freight elevator was available only to handicapped students or faculty members. The
obsolete science laboratories were spread over all three floors of the central
part of Jordan Hall. Their location posed a safety threat to the other departments and colleges occupying the building-liberal
arts, education, and
business. Staffing provided secretaries for only a few departments. Even President Ross had only one secretary.
One man, C. T Maxam, served as both registrar and admissions director. Other administrative officers included only the financial vice president,
alumni director, bursar-controller, the deans, and directors of evening and
summer sessions, University College, and Graduate Division. In 1956,
Chris Theofanis '54 joined his alma mater as assistant to the president and
public relations officer. For over fiJrty years he managed a wide variety of
tasks with good-natured efficiency and imagination. He became "Mr. Butler" to alumni and faculty, always ready to assist in any endeavor and always discreet. A generation passed before Thcotanis enjoyed a suitable office.
Having guided the university, its board, and its faculty through a period
of impressive advancement, Ross left Buder positioned to continue its
development.

Season of Discontent

NFS acting
I RUSTEES APPOINTED ALEXANDER ELVIN)O
·
I
1resldent
president effective September 1962. He became Burler's fi f teetH 1I'
f
.
.
"
S dean 0
on January G, 19G3. Born Il1 1920, Jones came to the unIverSIty a
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences in 1959. Previously h.e was 1~~)~
f",",
r.
]. I
. Jacksonvl '11
essor 0 f lcllg
IS 1 at MacMurray College m
e, III'1110·IS A 19"_I
DePauw graduate, Jones earned a PhD at the University ofM innesota, sFe
" ,

'c

. lizi
.
era
IZtng .tn A mencan
also graduated

I'iterature.

•

HiISWIife, S'ara I1 I']'
c rza b et I1 "B. e tty" MullIns,

from DePauw,

I nauguranon. too I< p Iace on Fc I1ruary 7, 196 4', Founc I'D
ers ay, '111 Clowes
.
l-Ia.]] 0 ver I11Sacac
.
I'cmrc gown, t he new preslc. Icnt wore a Sl'1ve'I' ch'lIn,
'
.a
newly designed symbol of office and a gift to the university from the alumnI.
The main address was delivered by Kingman Brewster J r., president of yale
University. The presidents of Indiana University, DePauw, Wabash, Earlham, Valparaiso, Indiana Central, and St. Mary of the Woods were in attendance. In the morning ceremonies, Werner Beyer of the English Department expressed the bculty's welcome to a president who was a teacher and
a scholar. He also called attention to the need for new facilities, modern
laboratories, and expanded library holdings.
At the inaugural

luncheon,

Jones's address centered

on the importance

of the liberal arts to "produce men and women whose education has provided them ... with the general knowledge and love of culture which mark
the truly educated person"-not
just specialists and professionals. Little was

Semon of Discontent

said of the "new Butler," serving the city's need for professionals
nates prepared

for positions

in the economic

On such an occasion,

colleges found

eral Arts at Butler."

Emphasis

little

to men-

Only a critical eye might have

the Indianapolis Stars headline-"Jones

questioned

and erad-

however, it would have been inappropriate

facing private universities.

I')

life of their communities.

Faculties of the business, education,
and pharmacy
encouragement
from the inaugural address.
tion the problems

/j

Pledges to Revive Lib-

on the liberal arts had been fc)remost from

earliest days and never more so than in the Ross administration,

with the

University College enrolling all students in a core curriculum of humanities and sciences. Liberal arts at Butler hardly needed "reviving."
It was an era in the country's history that posed extraordinary
including severe challenges for institutions
of higher learning.
versity presidents

found

themselves

ations arising on their campuses.
dismissed.

President

disruptions.
teaching,

unable or unwilling

Determined

to preserve

the storm,

the university's

developments.

during

his time in office. As a result, many students

especially

tradition

alumni.

of quality
ac-

that surfaced

graduated

in the 19605

Finally some Elctdty members

as the only way to gain more influence

to achieve better communication

against

constructive

Little was noted of serious difficulties

and 1970s as disgruntled
governance,

rigidly standing

annual reports proudly proclaiming

ademic

form a labor union

to deal with situ-

After just a few years they resigned or were

Jones weathered

he presented

problems,
Many uni-

moved to

in university

with the administration,

and

to restore lagging salaries.

Many of the president's

problems

were not of his making. The Vietnam

War soured a generation. The assassination of President John E Kennedy
disillusioned
many. The murders of Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert
Kennedy

brought

further

shock. College youth had already become active

in the civil rights movement.
ing generation-feminism,
Johnson's

concerns, and Prcsidcn r Lyndon

proposals for the "Great Society." Johnson's choice

nam without
runaway

Other social changes further stirred up the riscnvironrnenral

imposing

inflation

controls

to

fight in Viet-

or financial sacrifices on the country

led to

that put severe pressure on faculty Eunilies and others try-

ing to live on their income. At Butler, three much-needed

buildings had been

erected: Clowes Hall, Irwin Library, and Lilly Hall (I()!" the College of Music). Even before inflation

pressures, the colleges faced added costs ofmain-

tcnancc both for the new buildings and (clr upkeep of older buildings. Endowment was inadequate.
for the new buildings,

The university had strained the generosity olits donors
depriving

itself of resources to meet rising expenses.
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At a time when increased student enrollment should have been possible, the university was not able to achieve it. The "baby boom" generation
was reaching college age; college attendance then exempted young men
hom military service. Thousands were seeking admission to universities,
often at institutions ofwhich they had never heard at considerable distances
hom their homes. Butler could have accommodated at least 1,000 more
students whose tuition would have increased university income without
any significant added costs.
Even as Jones took over as acting president, an event occurred that foreshadowed how the president would handle undergraduate challenges. At
the end of football season in the fall of 1962, the students clamored for a
Monday holiday to celebrate the team's fifi:h Indiana College Conference
title. The holiday had "become a tradition" according to the Collegian, with
Ross granting the Monday ofF in 1958, 1959, 1960, and 196 I.
Jones refused the student request. On Sunday evening almost all the oncampus students swarmed to the Jones residence on 46th Street to protest.
Jones tactlessly chose the moment to bring his garbage to the curb for early
morning collection. He and his wife emerged again to confront the students. He argued that holidays should be saved for more important occasions. The area had once been a pear orchard. Hard little pears littered the
ground. Students began to hurl them in the Joneses' direction. One hit Betty
in the head. The crowd finally dispersed, but later in the evening sullen
groups became more violent, breaking a window in the president's house
and hanging him in effigy. At 1:00 /\.M. police and dogs arrived to quell
the disturbance. The battle of the pear orchard was over.
A Sttlr editorial hailed the president: "Good Work, Dr. Jones." The
trustees applauded Jones's firm stand. It influenced their decision to offer
him the regular appointment as president. But Jones neither forgave nor
f()rgot the incident. He considered the students' action juvenile and referred
to it bitterly on numerous occasions. It was the start of his adversarial relationship with undergraduates.

In his fourteen years as president, Jones enjoyed SUccessin his appointmen r of deans tor the several colleges. At the Outset, he had to fill the
position he himself had vacated, dean of the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences. He picked Professor David M. Silver '37. A member of the De-

Se(/Jon of Discontent
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partment of History and Political Science since 1940, Silver had earned his
doctorate under the renowned James G. Randall at the University of Illinois. Silver maintained the closest relationship of all the college deans with
Jones. He also worked agreeably with his department heads. Faculty members believed that he advanced their interests with the administration as
much as was possible. He proceeded to serve a lengthy tenure as dean, moving to a position as associate vice president of graduate studies and research
in 1984.
The board authorized Jones to appoint a vice president for academic
affairs in 1963. Higher education had become big business, with universities adding administrative positions similar to those developing in the business world. In the summer of 1964, Jones appointed Robert E Sullivan to
the new post. He had been associate secretary of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. The deans now reported to Sullivan. But Sullivan was given no final authority. In most matters, deans and
department heads could not carry their cases directly to the president. Sullivan's tenure was brief He became terminally ill and died in June 1966.
The position was not refilled for eight years. In September 1974, Jones appointed Paul Stewart, who had served as dean of the University College.
Stewart, a member of the English Department, had come to Butler in 1954.
He was liked and respected for his keen mind, even temper, and quiet
thoughtfulness. When he became acting president aftcr Jones resigned in
1976, faculty members were pleased.
Two administrative changes occurred when Corliss Maxam retired ill 1964.
Maxam had been at Butler since 1938, eventually serving as both admissions
director and registrar. Raymond E. Cawthorn became the new registrar in
June 1964. The admissions office was now headed by Cene Chenoweth, a
longtime member of the Jordan College hculty. Chenoweth devised predictive indices based on College Board scores, high school class standings, and
other factors for each entering student. The formula proved exceptionally
useful in improving undergraduate retention. Enrollments did not increase
as hoped, but the quality of incoming students rose appreciably.
A new office, dean of stu dent services, brought Filbert E. Arbogast, formcrly the commander of Butler's Air Force ROTC unit, to the administration. Heavy-handed and insensitive, Arbogast treated students as adversaries, subject to discipline such as he had exercised in military service.
Other new members of the administrative staff included Henry S. Johnson, dean of men for a brief period before he moved to the coaching staff.
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gasr's direction.
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.
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She left after three
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,
he resident.
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CI
sillce 1949, retircd in 1976, He had worked closely with Holcomb on the
plans that brought ncw buildings, improved roads and paths~ and landscaping to the campus, Lindberg's position went to John MerrIll.
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A major problem in the administration
format for trustees' mcetings. Board minutcs

emerged with a wholly ncw
reveal that chairman Harry T.

Ice '26 called on board committec chairs to report. President Jones sat quietly until callcd upon. He usually confined his remarks to academic
changes, rarely prompting
thc trustees to act on difficult problems, especially in later years. "I told the trustees as little as possible," he recalled in
a phonc conversation with me ycars later, in 1989.

r

---

------

Season of D;scontent
Jones f:,iled

convey a sense of urgency

to

such as inadequacy
the Llculty's

of the endowment.

movement

in reporting

He minimized

to unionize.

He omitted
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major difficulties

student

protests and

details that would reveal

lagging faculty salaries. He did seek to increase salaries, but he needed to balance his budgets.
When
certain

Inadequacy

enrollments

of the raises was not apparent

did not grow, he drew attention

areas or made assurances

that enrollments

would

eventually.

The trustees moved efficiently on routine

a faltering
lacking.

fund drive tor new science facilities. Energetic

Bylaws had changed

"directors"

to "trustees."

to the trustees.

to minor

increases in

indeed

increase

matters but slowly on
leadership

Board members

seemed
were tak-

ing the change of title literally. The shift in the style of board meetings
duced no dominant

figure

lack of a quorum.
committee

to

guide discussions.

Accordingly,

to act. Trustees

responsibility

Meetings

began to fail for

voted to empower

who considered

fessed to be too busy otherwise
shifted

trustees
to concern

the position
themselves

and felt even less obliged

honorary

fi·Oll1 1962 until

'23 served only briefly as chairman,

1972. He was followed
tenure lrorn 1973
men and others
tional
sought

Butler.

to

on the board seem

to

measures

alumni.

have been content

they attended

brace larger visions or ambitious
Trustees listened appreciatively

to move the university

new goals.
to the president's

with academic

brief

Bur these

with the tradi-

to necessary

business,

forward

bur

and em-

reports on administra-

tive and academic changes and approved his appointments.
reports dealt primarily

from 1971 to

by A. Byron "Tubby" Reed '39, with another

1975. All were loyal and dedicated

Conscientiously

no innovative

or pro-

meetings.

Ice was an astute lawyer. He served as board chairman
1970. James A. Cloin

the executive

about Butler affairs

attend

to

pro-

Although Jones's

affairs, he also made a conscientious

effc)rt to impress the trustees with the vital financial needs of the universityat least f()t· the first two or three years he was in office. Soon after taking
over, he told the board, "The university
ler needed

a larger endowment.

visions. Early in his administration,
me, he observed
programs.

income

from an additional

more in operating

Neither
funds.

to

Foremost,

have entertained

But-

no large

while walking across the campus with

that what he wanted

needed

is at a crossroads."

Jones seems

was a million

dollars to carry out

of us realized that at best this would require the
$10 million or more in endowment
Nor would

this amount

period of rising costs.
In 1965 Jones's annual budget was $3,874,710.

to provide

have gone far in that

Tuition

provided

62 per-
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ment yielded 13 percent. Only 9 percent came from corpocent. En~l~w1 ,I and foundation
gifts. Miscellaneous
reVel1l.les covered the
. c!lYIC Uel ,

,

I)USIIl·
.:, essmen were informed that 54 percent of Butler s 19,000 .
rest.
It~ I' Marion County. Corporate giving should take account of
i lIyec JJ1
alumn.
. 's imnortance
for the area .
rate, In

C·

. . ' Stltutlon
f
.
the In
.1 W'lS not without members who thought Butler should move
,"} bo'llC
I ". >1< Early in 1964 one trustee, A. Dale Fiers, suggested a fund drive
TresS1yey.
.
h fi
I'
agg.
$21
illion. Other trustees were not receptIve, but t e 19ure l H'Ise
m
.
to ra.
h " r minds. Though It was abandoned at the end of the Jones adred JJ1 tel
If'
.
gc.
.
it became the goa 0 a projected drive a decade later.
inlsrratlon,
.,
.
.
.
mi"
trUstee, J. Irwm Miller, at a board meet1l1g on April 7, 1965,
Anotlel
"
..
"what it would cost to give Butler a first-rare faculty. Jones offered
1
'lskec J ones
'.
.
Erect reply. When another trustee, Alfred Stokely, inquired of Jones
no id
1 faculty salaries were adequate, the president said that they were.
if in eec
, kel wanted to know, too, about Butler s cornpcunon. Jones declared that
Sto ' Y'universities were t I'"
re main competItIon. ~I'"
uitron was, 0 f' course, muc I1
tIe
.
.
.
I state
. t the tax-supported
rnsnrunons,
but room and board expenses were
.
Iowel a
nrablc
Other
reasons
often
determined
student choices. At this
comp, ,l .
.
....
c

T

c.

c
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meeting Jones may have missed an opportunity
from the ever-generous

Columbus

to enlist financial

support

families. Men of means like Miller and

Stokely might well have been responsive

to substantial

ler's growth.
Jones exacerbated

problems.

the communication

proposals

When

for But-

he asked for a

0-7 percent raise in Iaculty salaries, he asserted that amount would be adequate. On the American Association of University Professors salary scale,
pay for Burler's f;lculty was still acceptable in 1964, except for the rank of
associate professor, which rated a "D." Inflation,
adequate

nominal

raises, soon left bculty

Jones f~liled to enlighten

however, along with barely

salaries lagging again.

the trustees about problems

related to the issue

of salaries. Teaching

loads were high. Reducing

additional

often at higher salaries, to meet competition.

teachers,

ping ineffective

teachers

possible hetorc universities

with tenure

Trustees, whatever
in the micl-1960s.
creasing enrollment;

was an involved

began to imitate

ing incentives for early retirement.
refused to relinquish their positions.

them would require hiring
process,

the corporate

Even with

incentives,

their goals [-()J' the future, had enough
The trouble
dormitories

in Vietnam

seemed

Dropoften im-

world by offersome

faculty

on their minds

to be a cause of de-

were not filled. The board was content

to
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provide
only f01' IInmec
'
!'late needs, such as the stuc Iern 1lea Itil1 service,
'
,
an
ll1creased libr'll'y IOUcget,
I
'I
'
n
I
necessary renovations anc repairs to nut er 's f'acdltles'ul
I,'
,
'
lC or lei Items that Jones brought
to their attention, Trustees were
willing to 'll)l)r()
I'
'
,
!
'1 '1'
ell
. I'lCappe J
t r
ve expenc itures to prOVll e acceSSIOI Ity for t 'ic ranc
,

,

,

c
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as mar~dated by law. They also approved a new purchasing department.
An
SI01
explo
: .at the Coliseum on the Indianapolis
Fairgrounds made it clear
that additional exit doors were needed for the Butler Fieldhouse, Fortur~ately th: ~tructure had been designed and constructed so soundly that cuttlllg additIonal doors through the curtain walls proved possible without
structural damage.
The president

complained

talk" on the campus.

to the trustees

Just what he meant

early sign of the lack of communication
ministration,

finally surfacing

ment to unionize

about

"confusion

is unclear.

that seems to have marred the ad-

as one of the faculty's

in 1976, thirteen

and loose

It may have been an
issues in the move-

years later.

Was Jones calling on the board to be more active? The North Central
Association had urged composition
of a clear statement of the university's
goals. Jones saw a tendency
cha.irman

Ice called for a "working

plYing themselves
Neither

to "drift"

insufficiently.

and called for "teamwork."

board," later accusing the trustees ofapBoard meetings

were long and often dull.

Ice nor jones arose to drive the trustees ahead. Lengthy

tee reports provided information
but biled
In his first year in office, jones reported
and an improved
significantly

rate of retention.

nor would

it clear to the trustees
by attractive

they during

to produce

awarded

needs. The trustees authorized

commit-

action.
of better students

enrollment

Yet cn rojlrncn tx were not increasing
his administration.

jones never made

that many of the best students

scholarships

Board

without

regard

had been brought

to

students'

an increase in enrollment

goal was never in sight during Jones's administration.

to 3,000,

financial
but that

Ice forecast tuition

increases of $100 per year for the next ten years. With no income from students on full scholarship

and no increase

could not help the university
to hurt

enrollments,

in enrollments,

financially. Tuition

to be sure, since Butler's tuition

of other good private colleges in Indiana.
To hold Elculty capable of meeting the challenge
salaries had to be increased.
trustees,

was not enough.

bel'S and 77 part-timers.

A planned

5 percent

was well below that
of bright

students,

increase, jones told the

By 1965, Burler had 143 full-time
Their salaries accounted

such measures

increases were not likely

faculty mem-

for 50 percent of the op-
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crating costs of the university After discussing faculty salaries in the spring
of 1965, trustees approved a 5 percent raise rather than the 6 or 7 percent
urged by Jones. Unaccountably, they then voted to increase Jones's salary.
Ice commended the president for a "splendid job."
Nor were trustees receptive to student initiatives. Jones brought a requcst
hom the Student Council to the board a few months after he became acting president. Students wanted a consultant hired to plan for a student
union building. While complimenting
the students for their interest,
trustees sharply replied that this was the board's business, "part of larger
problems that can't be taken up now."
In his public announcements, annual reports, and statements to the
board, Jones was frequently less than candid and overly optimistic. In statements to the media he proclaimed his intention to upgrade the faculty by
increasing the numbers who held doctorates. Two professors in the English
Department, Paul Stewart and Howard Baetzhold, wrote to Jones, protesting that his statement was an affront to Butler's highly qualified faculty.
Sixty percent ofthem had earned doctorates, while most ofthe others held
terminal degrees appropriate f(w their positions, as in the music and business colleges. By 1972 a full-time bculty of 160, plus 134 part-timers, still
showed 60 percent of the full-time faculty with earned doctorates; only
seven teachers held no advanced degrees.
Quality of students was also a concern. Jones supported a faculty planning committee to advise on measures that would improve admissions
procedures. Scholarships for the most promising applicants aided in recruitment. Academic performance rose, and better retention resulted. But
enrollments lailed to increase.
Early in 1966 Jones proclaimed to the trustees that Butler was "on the
way to becoming the best school in the Midwest." The statement was hope[ul but hardly f;lctual. Far from confronting the board with problems they
should be f;lcing, the president was offering false optimism. The president's
report at the end of the year (1966-67) was similarly designed to impress
readers with the accomplishments of the administration without warning
of the weaknesses. The year had been "one of the most significant in the
history of Butler," it announced. Some achievements were indeed worth
noting. A "dramatic increase" in f;lcu[ty salaries and fioinge benefits was
important. Butler salaries, according to Jones's calculations, had risen hom
D to B on the AAUP scale. Tax-sheltered annuities were now available.
For those who invested in them, the benefits would prove impressive upon
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retirement.

But salaries were still below those at comparable
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private col-

leges and remained inadequate
to meet the rising rate of inflation.
Newe quiprncnt
. ..
f'or t I'
ie sciences, a new cc reac I'Ing Ia b orato ry" cor
[~ the College o fE (I'ucauon, ane I'an Important drug abuse program 111
. t Ire College
of
.
Pharmacy

were all worthwhile

additions

to the university's

academIc offer-

in~s. jones had increased the library's acquisition budget. lrwil: Library:s
thIrd floor was completed.
A central purchasing service was inst1(L1ted. LIbrary hours had been extended,
ers provided

and copying machines

and microfilm

read-

a start toward the day when such facilities, as well as computer

sys:ems, were to become even more important.
Student living arrangements
improved. An Indianapolis

. .
industrlaitst,

Louis Schwitzer, made a generous gift that permitted early payments on
dormitory
loans. The women's dormitory was named for him. The men's
d.ormitory became Ross Hall, honoring the former president. The university acquired a health center, Sunset House, at the corner of Sunset Avenue
and Hampton
Drive, across from the president's house. Robertson Hall's
conversion to a women's dormitory
was completed-the
first new use for
the former College of Religion building. It later underwent other changes.
jones was proud to report that a visiting lecture series had begun. Student attendance at most of these free lectures, however, was disappointing.
jones was heard to say that even the Second Coming would not fill Clowes
Hall. Income from Clowes did not meet its cost of operation. Similarly,
revenue Irorn Butler's athletic programs failed to cover their costs.
An article in the Indianapolis Star (November
1, 1967) bore the headline
"Butler University OfFers Better Teaching, Personal Touch." The writer,
Howard Smulcvitz, was summing up the achievements in the first five years
of jones's administration.
The article stressed the selective admissions policy based on College Board scores and high school rank. It cited the gains
noted in jones's annual reports and went on to describe plans for the future:
a residential
number

campus

of 2,400 students

and a total full-time

student

with housing

to accommodate

that

body of 3,200. jones had also told

Smulevitz that the university planned additions to the Atherton Student
Center and physical education facilities at the Fieldhouse. Admittedly, the
article noted, endowment
at only $9 million was inadequate. Though dormitories were not filled, new housing on campus would be needed if the enrollment increased as the university hoped. jones also expressed hope that
the annual alumni fune! and the number of its contributors
could be increased as well as the number

of corporate

donors. The article, like the pres-
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dent achievements

were duly noted, as well as fiscal rnanagement

cial devel~pment,

A new American

Parenthetically

it may be noted

studies

program

that this attracted

(~uired no new courses or faculty, and would
tron t

I,

._

,U1e

.'

I

and finan-

had been introduced.
almost

no students.

not become

a notable

'.

readdi-

'1'

J

o rnc CUI ricu urn until thirty years later. Nor were other detar s im
pressive. The defunct Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo had yielded cosrumes
and scenery

for the College

of Music.

calendar for term dates. The
"Character Education."

College

A committee
of Education

was studying

_

a new

held a workshop

on

" University finances were equally lackluster if not downright
depressing.
10 economize, the city office had been closed. The positions of treasurer,
controller, and bursar were combined
under Ray Gladden and moved to
the campus. The alumni fund had inched over $120,000. The yearly budget
Over the last five years had risen fl"om $3 million
no indication
minutes

that much

of this merely

13,1974, finally disclosed

of November

erating budget had been met by drawing

$7 million,

to almost

represented

inflation.
that since

on the endowment's

with

The

board

1971 the opappreciation

as well as endowment
interest, taking advantage of the period oflarge capital gains. Accordingly the endowment
had not grown. In 1973 and 1974
the university

ran a deficit budget.

Endowment

had shrunk

Funds had been made available in the budget to convert
merly occupied by the library. New faculty offIces occupied

to $8 million.

the space forthe first floor

at the West end of Jordan Hall, while in the basement a new psychology
laboratory and offices shared space with the College of Education's
readII1g cen ter.
>fypically in these reports Jones acclaimed
his 1971-72 report,
claimed

he boasted

2,210 full-time

small gains in enrollment.

of the strongest

undergraduate

freshman

studen rs. The

In

class yet and

1972 report

to

the

North Central Association contradicted
this figure. In 1970 enrollment
was
recorded at 2,066, for 1971 just over 1,970, and for 1972, 1,731. This rePOrt also indicates

that both

freshman

and sophomore

classes suffered

a

~~--,
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sharp drop in academic performance. Student morale was obviously affected
by the national student unrest that peaked in these years. The president's
reports made no mention of student unrest on the campus.
With the drop in enrollment, Jones ceased to mention the figure for fulltime undergraduates in his report of 1973-74. Instead, he cited total enrollment that included part-time, evening, and graduate students.
On the other hand, construction of a new science building had begun.
Completion and opening of the new building as well as the companion
building for the Holcomb Research Center took place in 1973-74. A computer center and science library had been included in the Holcomb building. The operational budget had to absorb maintenance costs for the new
facilities. Construction of the building had started before completion of a
building fund drive. The president called for the fund drive to begin in
1967. Trustees delayed it until 1968, setting the kickoff date for October.
Board members and potential large donors would first be canvassed in a
quiet campaign. Early in the drive the president's report recorded that the
fund had reached $1.5 million-$
I million of which came from a single
source, the Lilly Endowment, whose generosity could always be counted
on. The figure of $1,372,711 was reached by November 1968, according
to board minutes. It was up to $3 million early in 1969 and stood at $4.5
million by the fall of that year. Roy Marz and Art Lindberg had estimated
that $5 to $6 million could be raised. That firm had been dismissed when
the drive began. The development officers, Willis Conner and William Powell, worked on fund-raising along with a board committee. The goal had
been set at $6 million. The building fund finally went over the top in 1970
with a gift of $1 million from Edward and Dorothy Gallahue. The building is named for them.
The alumni fund had returned $6 1,000 at the start of the Jones administration. Hal Wilkins brought the total to over $100,000 by 1965 before
he left the university. In 1968 Robert Stalcup, temporarily filling in after
Wilkins left, worked with the Alumni Association on the capital drive before a new alumni secretary, William Elting, took over in 1969. Butler received contributions from only 3,4 58 alumni in 1971-72. Nearly 5,000
alumni contributed $172,716 in 1973-74. The capital fund received
$23 1,552 from the alumni. The university was estimating that it had 23,000
living alumni. Although their giving had steadily increased from the start
of the annual fund, it still lacked support from a large proportion of alums.
So some aspirations materialized. That some failed should not obscure
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affairs that were Jones's main focus.
1962 and 1976 the umversity Iost
•

•

momentum.

P

I country aile l irs
.
. dent unrest across tne
Its manif
manllestaButler reactions to stu
.....
.
h I"
.,
" mouS became a major facet of this period of ehsconnons on t e "alrvlcW ca t
..
university presented a polirical stance that waS
tent. A sear Iy as, 1960 the
,"
.
. 11
."
tl've' The Student Council at that time confined Itself
essentla y conserva
.
.
' issues The Young RepublIcans
and Young Democrats
Iarge Iy to campus.
.
.
.
~
.,
. I
all orgal"II'zatlOnS that worked mainly for the canehdates
were re Iarrve y sm:
,.<
of their parties.
More cosmopolitan
viewpoints were
discussed national issues, particularly
movement, and feminist issues. Unrest
recruitment brought brighter students
liberal eastern states.
But campus disquietude

.
~ , .
emergl.ng by 196). SerIou~ ~tu~ents
the VIetnam War, the CIvIl rIghts
and activism were more evident as
from a wider area, notably the more

was readily exaggerated.

Of the 1,500 resident

students, a majority harbored few complaints about the academic programs
and appreciated the quality of the faculty, Social activities flourished. The
Greek houses put on their annual festivities, such as the Sigma Chi Derby
Day and the Lambda Chi Alpha Watermelon
Bust. Weekend parties and
dances continued
to take place: campuswide
affairs in Atherton
Center
and parties in the Greek houses or off campus. A student living in an apartment complex could reserve the clubhouse or party house available at most
such developments
and invite friends. These events were generally orderly.
Faculry advisors or chaperones often attended.
In the afternoons,
a scattering of students hurled Frisbees, engaged in touch football scrimmages,
or played cards in Atherton Campus Club. Some watched television in the
lounges of dormitories, fraternity or sorority houses, or other campus buildings. More frivolous were the occasional
"panty-raids"
on hot spring
evenings, when coeds waved undergarments
from dorm windows at small
swarms of men. "Streaking" surfaced briefly, when a man ran along SC)l"ority Row stark naked.
Two new Greek houses came to Butler: Alpha Phi sorority and Phi Kappa
Psi fraternity. Betty Jones, the president's wife, was instrumental
in bringing the sorority, of which she was a member, to the campus. Alpha Phi
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opened

its new chapter

house

on land provided
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by the university

at the

n~rthwest corner of Hampton
Drive and Haughey, in 1976. Phi Kappa
PSI colonized
in 1967, establishing Zeta chapter twO years later. Women at
Butler were proud to have one of their own selected as Miss Indiana two
years in a row-Jane
Flaningam
'62 in 1962 and Marcia Pinkstaff '65 in

1963. A previous

Butler

winner,

Mavilla

Rainey

Richter

'38, must have

been delighted.
Responsible

students

worked

through

their organizations

to anain

their

goals. The issues typically involved student rights, including efforts to end
restrictive parietal regulations, and to win a greater say in university affairs.
~ar~y in 1967 student organizations
proposed a new constitution
estabItshll1g the Student Assembly. Jones determined
that some aspects of this
proposal conflicted with university policy. Trustees gave the president authority to act in the matter. Jones made changes that the Student Assembly accepted.

The board, approving

the new student

government,

thanked

Jones for working Out the compromise.
The new Student Assembly had gained approval from the AAUP on the
provision that universities must not disclose student records without consent of the student. Otherwise,
it was merely a forum to discuss university
policies. Jones continued
to discuss the issue of student rights with a committee of the Student Assembly. He reported to the trustees that all Indiana colleges had rejected the AAUP's statement supporting student rights.
Although only a limited number of students involved themselves with
the Assembly's struggle, bilure to achieve changes brought tension and lowered morale across the campus. Some dissatisfied students chafed at strict
application
of open hours in dormitories and Greek houses. Some moved
off cam pus to avoid restrictive regulations. The administration's policies furthered division. With dormitories
not yet filled, the university required resident freshman women to live in its housing units rather than in sororities.
By 1969 all students had to live on campus unless they resided at home with
their families. The same year the university insisted that scholarship holders maintain "high standards of behavior" or lose their financial support.
Although
the president's report fc)r 1969-70 did not mention trouble
with Butler students, early in 1970 Jones addressed an open letter to parcnts. He assured them that he would nor bow to student demands f(Jr
opcn hours in student

housing

and warned

them that their ofFspring must

adhere to university
regulations
or face loss of scholarship aid or even
expulsion. Many parents were happy to leave discipline to the university.
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Butler was perceived

as a safe place as compared

campuses.

The president

the spring

meeting

Some faculty
discussions.
torium"
march

History

on campus

Clowes

increased

to the Vietnam

professor

Thomas

with growing

activism,
rejected

on adherence
additional

hours

organized

unable

dent rights," issued a two-page

Amendment,

security

manifesto.

nor an adequate

students

time "for no particular

in campus

residences.

security

innocent.

to search

the Fourth
who violated
advisory

Students

of women's

and the Student

Rights" (as this manifesto
twenty-one

to eighteen,

solicited

In 1972 Jones reported

ities were defying regulations
private organizations

the ac-

or expelled

a student

vote on
abolition

of Human

of the voting

age from

the draft age of eighteen,

considered

to the trustees

against drinking

were ordered

considered

"Declaration

them adults,

was treating them as minors.
Measures taken by the board and administration
students.

and not free to con-

(i.e., off campus),

was titled). The lowering

dents to insist that while the nation

Con-

were tried

of the rule that only those

Assembly's

not to mention

to provide

at any

Amendment.
regulations

board

units, el irnination

could live where they wished

hours,

the

neither

rooms

were suspended

for "the most trivial of 'crimes." The manifesto
for housing

rights. Citing
provided

were subject to unreason-

threatened

A "conspiratorial"

deny-

but it was guilty of un-Amer-

force. Students

students

of "stu-

Not only was the university

that the university

reason"-violating

cused guilty unless proven

over twenty-one

in

needed

acceptance

secretly, not judged by their peers, not allowed counsel,

self-determination

the

He insisted

that students

of their Constitutional

the university

trary to the Fifth Amendment,
front their accusers.

highlighted

A

for open visitation

university

charged,

they averred

able search and seizure;

literature.

held a convocation

demands

flatly denying

to attain

their rights, the students

ican actions in depriving

a week's "mora-

If they did not like Butler, he told the students,

they could leave.
The Student Assembly,

Second

for peaceful

and antiwar

the president
student

regulations,

social outlets.

ing srudents

Willey

for visitation

to university

at

his "firm stand."

vigil at the Carillon

Hall. He adamantly

turmoil-beset

to the trustees

War rallied students

1969, with guest speakers
and a candlelight

or even lengthened

with other

turbulence

of the board. They praised

opposed

in October

protest.
Concerned

reported

the university

repeatedly
that fraternities

aroused

the

and soror-

and use of marijuana.
the university

led stu-

These

with keys to
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their houses on pain of probation.
determine

the legality

university

property

A few months
dents'

request

Harry

Ice was asked to have his law finn

of house searches

for liquor and drugs and whether

deeds to the Greek houses gave them "rights."
later Jones advised

Ior representation

the trustees

not to accede to the stu-

on the board of trustees.

He asserted that

Assembly did not represent the student body. In 1974 the adlevied a tax on students in order to support an enlarged seCll-

th: ~tudent
minIstration

rirv force. Jones again refused
A fugitive publication

to allow longer hours or open visitation.

appeared

on campus

during

this period.

and unsigned,

YOK satirized aspects ofthe

university.

was portrayed

as an unyielding

whose decisions

adversary

versed by "King Alex," even when the students'
dred Jones, dean of women,
pioning
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of Sunday

s,eemed satisfied

to require

newspapers

"morally

only rote memory.

an English

members

ized as egotistical

were rarely re-

case was meritorious.
retarded"

of the faculty

or insincere.

Professor

department

Beyer, called "Pro-

and administration

"Inflexible"

of religion

that was not as good "as he
were character-

trustees and "conservative"

YOK criticized

were also targets.

Mil-

for her cham-

school and Girl Scout values. The professor

fessor Seller," touted
sells." Other

was termed

Undated

F. E. Arbogast

Dean

the administration

city

for refus-

ing to give students a voice in choosing outside speakers and lampooned
the president as yielding to a dominant wife in his choices. He was also characterized

as toadying

free speech

to wealthy

donors,

for fear of a conspiracy,

gage in just that, the underground

wreathed

students
publication

tled student writers in this twelve-page
The Collegian was regularly running
tion. John

Barron,

assistant

professor

in cigar smoke. Denied

and faculty were likely to enwarned.

So spoke disgrun-

outburst.
stories adverse to the administraof journalism,

head of the one-man

program

in the College of Business, was charged with oversight of the pub-

lication.

It was obvious

he was encouraging
Dean David Roberts

Barron

of his headship.

or so resident

efforts for change,
of an evening

The

resorted

they turned

one-man
students,

that

to dish out the dirt. Jones asked

him as dean, transferring

A new dean of the Business

head.
A hundred

and many hlculty members

reporters

to remove Barron as department

refused, Jones removed
Division.

to the president

the student

College,

him to head the Graduate
Ray Swenson,

program
impatient

to demonstrations
out along Fraternity

head. When Roberts

soldiered

then relieved
on without

with Student

a

Assembly

and mob action. Periodically
Rowand

around

the pres-

'1.')4
idents
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house.

mitories

Activists

were joined

and Greek houses,

began to trash the campus
campus

security

Although

by onlookers

curious

pouring

and excited.

When

out of the dor-

the milling

throng

and hurl cans and bottles at the president's

house,

called ill the city police and their dogs.

Jones was resentful

of disruptive

student

protests,

he left it to

city police to deal with them. One evening while rioting students
outside,

hilarity

reigned

within.

A birthday

ters was in full swing in the basement
daughters

rec room. The parents

with their dates were singing

and laughing.

cated the approach

of police, Jones held up his hand,

The group

appear

Around

should

the country,

serious

student

ences provoked

differing

some attempted

to open a dialogue

avoided

serious

responses.

violence.

the composition

Some

When

he reminded

them.

generational

differ-

reAecting
university

officials stood

this relative

the brightest

seniors.

students

They would
dissatisfaction

It confirmed

praised

miss friends

firm;
Butler

calm can be attributed

to

body or to the firm stand of the adminis-

tration remains a question.
A summer newsletter put out in 1974 by the admissions
a survey of graduated

sirens indi-

in order to find compromises.

Whether

of the student

and the two

calling off the jollity.

for the authorities,

movements

thronged

party for one of Jones's daugh-

student

the quality

and remember

ofllce reponed

attitudes.

and the faculry,

of instruction
the beauty

The best and

of the campus.

Their

arose from social policy and the administration.

f:p
It was faculty
end. Richard
confront

discontent

that brought

A. Steele, chairman

Jones's troubled

of the board,

the issue. He met with members

March

1976.

wanted

access to the trustees

The

ing presidents,

discussion

new faculty,

presidency

had earlier attempted

professor

led to recognition

that

to express their grievances,
and administrators,

in her mid-fifties

salary was, the chairman

expressed

to

of the Butler AAUP chapter
faculty

members

and, above all, a greater

with a doctorate
astonishment:

in

a voice in appoint-

effort to keep their salaries abreast of the rising cost of living. When
sociate

to its

an as-

told Steele what

"That's

her

less than I pay a

secretary."
Although Jones had told the faculry that he would seek a 6 percent salary
raise for them, a number signed a petition to unionize. The movement was
contagious.

Organizers

of the Butler

union

movement

were members

of

~-------._._. ---~
;

--------------

,,_------.-._----_.

---

.. ~~_---"_----
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the university's Higher Education Association (HEA). Leaders and spokesp:rsons were Roger Boop (education),
president, George W. Geib (history),
VIce president,

and Lois Ario (sociology),

ers As.so~iation

secretary. The Indiana State Teach-

(ISTA) and its college division,

As.so.ClatIon, were interested

in gaining

Indiana

Higher

Education

the HEA as their first university

bar-

?aI~Ing unit in the state, provided that the f.tculty voted in favor of unionizanon. ISTA was an affiliate of the National Education Association, which
asserted the advantage of a labor union over the organization
academicians,
the AAUE

of professional

In January
1977, Steele told the trustees that nothing else was urgent
now that "we have been hced with the problem of the unionization
of the
faculty."

All other

matters

lowed, summarized
to the faculty

must be put on hold. A lengthy

without

from

details in the board minutes.

the administration

discussion

fol-

A flurry of letters

and "fact sheets" fi'om the Butler

HEA marked the progress of the union
Paul Stewart addressed a memorandum

movement.
to department

heads and depart-

ment chairmen 011 January G, 1977. It answered queries raised in December
about their legal status. The National Labor Relations Board had determined that, because of their administrative

responsibilities

and supervisory

authority,
department
heads and chairmeu=+cven
if AAUP membersWere excluded from the HEA bargaining unit and would not be eligible to
Vote in the NLRB's

secret election

were not even permitted
ments.

As administration

NLRB

regulations

scheduled

for February

25, 1977. They

to discuss the issue with teachers in their departmembers,

concerning

they were warned

unionization

campaigns.

to comply

with all

Violations

result in automatic
unionization
without an election.
Harry Ice's law firm called in a labor lawyer to ensure compliance
NLH.B regulations.
January

President

Jones sent a notice to all full-time

11, 1977. Jones notified

of the election
A confidential

could
with

faculty on

those eligible to vote of the time and place

and listed the administrative
personnel who were ineligible.
memorandum
to administration
personnel set forth restric-

tions on management.
Jones

reported

conditions

for the vote to the faculty. The date was set

for February 25,1977, hom 10:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. in the Jordan Hall
lounge. All full-time faculty should vote; a majority would prevail. Membership

in Butler's

they were HEA
ing agent

HEA was not required;

members.

for the faculty.

A yes vote would
Faculty

members

f~lCulty could vote no even if
make HEA the sole bargainwho were not HEA members
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would not need [() join the union if the vote established it at Burler, nor
would they need to pay dues unless the university declared a "union shop."
The principal grievance cited by the movement was the salary issue. Labor organizers for ISTA urged that the movement be strengthened by the
addition of other issues. Accordingly, HEA listed rwo more: greater bculty
voice in policy and open dialogue between faculty and administration.
Jones minimized the chances of unionization. In tour elections it had
entered, he told the executive committee of the board, the National Education Association had not won a single one. Geib addressed a letter to
Stewart on the issue of governance. Existing policy, he asserted, provided
no opportunity for faculty to cooperate with the administration to achieve
goals. So-called Iaculry committees were appointed with administrative personnel included who could and did control committee recommendations.
Two colleges, Business and Pharmacy, appear to have counted a number
of their faculty who were opposed to unionization. An undated declaration from a Business College teacher to President Jones suggested an alternative to the union. A faculty meeting proposed for February 9 could provide a forum to discuss faculty concerns and ideas for dealing with them.
Further, the Business College group suggested a faculty senate with power
to act on salaries and promotions. Full disclosure of university finances and
provision for the senate to meet with the board of trustees would be required. Jones was invited to offer additional ideas.
On February 9, 1977, the Collegian headlined its story on this development "Professors Consider Union Alternative." The paper reported that the
leader of the union movement, Roger Boop, had ousted Professor Jack Purdum from the HEA. Boop was quoted as saying that, if the administration
changed the status quo by accepting Purdum's idea ofa senate, it would violate NLRB rules and result in an automatic victory for the union. Boop
also believed that such a change was unlikely after a defeat of the union
movement.
In an earlier edition (February G), the Collegian reported that Geib's HEA
higher education committee had conducted a faculty survey to ascertain
what problems existed and concluded that most faculty members wanted
a voice in university policy, especially salaries, teaching loads, tenure, and
fringe benefits.
Stewart had anticipated faculty issues. In a letter to all flCldty on January 3 I, he denied any hindrance to flculty communication with the ad-
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the institution.
Recruiting
sity's constituents-students,
would

have second

thoughts

attitude would generate
stake in the university's
for educational
dent colleges,

ofsrudents
would become difficult. The univerparents, alumni, and prospective donors-

leaving

Their

a ripple efFect. Union negotiators would have no
future; they would be outsiders not accountable

goals. This

drawn in with resultant

about being part of such an institution.

situation

would

only state institutions.
federal controls.

at length

drive out indepen-

Federal arbitrators

Chenoweth

would

be

further forecast a drop

in enrollment
of part-time
teachers from the community.
Union advocates could only reply that the situation was so bad that none
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. I'cranons
of , these COnSl(

welg. hi'ec agalllst

lieve that outsiders might control
,
,
f I
hom
the College
0 P rarrnacy,
opposition

to the movement.

ally generous

t I'ie movement.

bargaining,
Professor Howard

1'1ley did not be-

'
. exp res..sed
Swartz
a Iso

Most of that college's support,

pharmaceutical

companies,

practIces.
Stewart

"propel"

the bculty

readily admitted

cies and presented

could be addressed

by a union

matters

Stewart

faculty, administration,

through

expenses

a strike, expenses

could

not deal with

not help to increase

involved
would

the wedge

organizers.

Michael

that union attempts

driven

re-

nor aid in
between

He was confident

adthat

to solve problems.

McKeown's

to force economies

characterization
in order to pro-

only drive up costs to the university

in collective

bargaining

run high. A union

might

sessions.

If it carne to

even force the univer-

go in order to raise the pay of others.

bargainer

reminded

to issues of wages,

and trustees could work together

for salaries might

sity to let some bculty
how could a union

could

deplored

He was outraged by ISTA organizer
of this collegiality as "fossilized."
Stewart warned

Stewart

any of

t could not be legally compelled

A labor negotiator

by the union

labor

He suggested
whether

could not work to increase endowments,

and faculty

vide more money

consider

negotiator.

such as appointments,

enrollments.

ministration

did not

He had listed deficien-

was by law limited

Managemen

its right to manage.

turns on investment,
increasing

existed.

they should

bargaining

hours, and working conditions.
non-salary

by univer-

by any unfair

the list to the presiden t and to the board.

his readers that collective
to surrender

into a union

that problems

that hlculty make a similar list. Then
the problems

reviewed

who wrote the careful and cogent arguments,

want to see anyone

~ISU-

would dry up with unionIzatIon.

He favored a stronger faculty organization.
Administration
memoranda-"fa.ct
sheets"-were
sity lawyers, Stewart,

from t.he

determine

Moreover,

criteria for raises that would avoid

inequi tics?
In a letter to Stewart,
status

qllO.

a trade union.

He complained

finances. Without
ertheless,

Ceib reproved

He insisted that a university

of the unavailability

flcts at hand,

he contended,

flCed the same conditions

it was difficult

the university's

at the state's other independent

the vice president's

support

of the

union would not be comparable

to

of data on university

to discuss the issues. Nev-

salaries appeared

schools, even though

lower than those

all the universities

over the last ten years, Ceib charged

had

the admin-
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istration

with adopting

an adversary

giality. Ideas had languished

position
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rather than accepting

in administration-controlled

colle-

committees.

In the final week before the union vote, Boop and Geib noted the "historic and exciting opportunity"

to discuss "serious and pressing problems."

The situation

was indeed

unprecedented.

the opposition

with presenting

The movement

leaders charged

"fears, fantasies, smoke-screens,

and ill-doc-

umented

arguments."

They predicted

promises,

anonymous

fact sheets, and "horror stories" would come from the

administration
member

to "muddy

that a flood of vague assertions,

the waters."

the real issue: the university

grievances

were reviewed-tenure

inequitable

teaching

On February
dependent
Barron,

administrative

union supporter

against

and efforts at wit, he sought

of Vice President
But

In sardonic

an in-

Assistant Professor John

In this lengthy commentary

the administration.

errors and abuses.

"unsolicited"

a range of the world's elite, from U.S. presidents
self-deprecation

services,

weighed in. Claiming

the ousted head of Journalism,

movement.

readers to re-

was "out of step" on salaries. Other

exposed the f~lCUlty to a twelve-page

of the union

admonished

policy, fringe benefits, support

loads, and unspecified

15, another

stance,

They

wild

to

letter in support

Barron quoted
Confucius.

to mask the grudge

style, he dismissed

from

With mock
he bore

the arguments

Stewart with only a mild jab at his "sweet reasonableness."

fCH Jones, he took the gloves off. TCl Barron, the subject of the presi-

dent

"presents

tematic

few attractions

indifference,

The struggle

....

even contempt,

intensified.

[Jones

exhibited]

prolonged

and sys-

fCH the views of the faculty."

In order to save the university

from unioniza-

tion, the college deans ofFered to leak the promise of salary raises to their
faculties.

The lawyers vetoed the idea as likely to be classified as an unfair

labor practice that would hand the union a victory by default.
Though neither side could know for certain, it seemed likely that a majority

of the faculty

would

vote for the union.

glowed with anticipated success.
Richard A. Steele '50 had brought
when he became chairman
man, Max Norris,

strengthened

The movement's

leadership to the trustees

of the board in 1972. He, his capable vice chair-

MD '52, and the board's executive committee

way to defeat the union

leaders

movement.

sought a

In the last week before the vote, they

resorted to a last-ditch effort by bringing pressure on Jones to resign.
Steele and Norris, both loyal Butler alumni, were sympathetic with the
faculty's grievances. They let it be known to some f~lCulty friends that until
the union movement they had been completely unaware of bculty dissar-
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isfaction; they had been uninformed of the low salaries. The trustees were
determined to change the state of affairs, bur could not disclose their plans
before the union vote.
On February 22, 1977, three days before the election, the faculty met in
a hastily called session. At the end of the meeting, Jones rose to announce
his resignation effective immediately. He would receive a year's salary$40,000 plus $300 per month housing allowance and $5,000 for a car. Paul
Stewart would be acting president.

The day after Jones's resignation, Dean Silver addressed a letter to the
faculty of Liberal Arts and Sciences urging a no vote in the imminent election. He believed that Stewart and the trustees would do all they could to
meet the university's problems, whereas the union could do little to return
collegiality to the campus. Silver assured his faculty that their case had been
"heard."
A bitter Alexander E. Jones cleared out his office and retreated to the
presidential residence. He refused to speak to anyone. His furious wife
locked their doors and ignored the ringing phone. The family moved out
almost at once.
To the Collegian. Steele praised Jones's handling of student unrest and
the way he had maintained a "quiet atmosphere" on the campus. Steele assured the faculty that the trustees were listening. He announced that a search
committee would be appointed to find a new president. It would include
members of the board, the flculty, the alumni, and the administration. Collegian interviews with students indicated their belief that the union movement had brought down the Jones administration. Students hoped that their
adversarial relationship with the administration would now end. They
thought that Jones had been "old-fashioned," behind the times. Some were
dubious that the trustees would bring about significant changes. Students
also wanted a voice in selecting the new president. A telephone survey led
the Collegian to claim that alumni had been discontented with the way Butler had been run under Jones.
Leaders of the union movement told the Collegian that they had no doubt
that Jones's resignation was meant to sway the election. Whether it would
or not, Boop and Geib asserted that the flCUlty still had to deal with the
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trustees. They insisted that the resignation showed that the Elculty movement was working.
The faculty voted on Friday, February 25, 1977. The union failed. Over
62 percent of the faculty voted against it. Butler would not be unionized.
Few doubted that the resignation of Jones had turned the tide. The faculty
was now free for open discussion of the issues of salaries, governance, and
communication-a
dialogue with the administration and the trusteesand would engage with Butler's other constituencies in the search for a new
president.
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THE

SEARCH

lay. At the end of March
a search committee.

FOR /\ NEW PRESIDENT

1977, board chairman

Dr. Max S. Norris

Richard

'52, vice chairman

was chair. Three trustees, three alumni, a representative
tion, two ElCulty members,

Paul Stewart, who had declined
was denied,

permitted.

and eventually
During

was reached. The faculty

files, attended

presented

the summer,

tober, the committee

informal

elected a screen-

at the university

began bringing

to the search committee.
solicited

nominations.

It was

would be considered.

In Oc-

the ten top candidates

pus, and by year's end a short list of six received
visit. As their directive ordered,
list to the full board without
tion at the January
{;lCldty and students,

ranking

Proving

administrative

sensitive

who would
experience,

to the cam-

for a second

submitted

them. The trustees

they chose a president

one with proven

invitations

the search committee

31, 1978, meeting.

It had

sessions with the cand idatcs,

its recommendations
the search committee

agreed that no one currently

municator,

was invited to participate

(with Cripe as chair) with each college represented.

access to candidates'

M.

Acting president

The faculty's request for more representation

but a compromise

ing committee

and Nicholas

made up the committee.
to be considered,

of the board,

from the administra-

Sally B. Beck (Psychology)

Cripe (Speech), and two students
when his schedule

began without deSteele appointed

their short

made their selecto the views of
be a good comone with an un-
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derstanding

of faculty and student

ity rated high. Their

selection

values and concerns.

of John G. Johnson

ler's constituencies.
Johnson had spent his career in academia
well. Fifty-four
Carnegie

1966 as Butler's vice president
Alumni

the Alumni

Council

Foundation

tary, 1954-60.

a record

1960

of Carnegie

University

He was director

Tech, becoming

its executive

secre-

where as

a fund drive for $43 million-

by raising $70 million

for that time-followed

of the

to Butler, he worked

(as his alma mater had become),
he supervised

$100 million, later exceeded.

from

1964. Previously he worked for

1978, before returning

to

for development

to

engineering

had served from 1964 to

for development.

from

1966

From

for Carnegie-Mellon
vice president

1949, Johnson

of Technology,

abil-

with But-

and knew Butler's requirements

years old, with a BS degree in management

Institute

American

Fu nd-raising

was popular

toward

a goal of

He and his wife, Jane, made a handsome

ple. Outgoing
and friendly, they were assets to the city.
While the search for president was going on, the [lculty

cou-

started work on

changes it sought that would be in place when the new administration
over. Stewart and Steele encouraged
A committee

on governance,

out to write a constitution
ganized

and governed.

by George

W. Geib

and benefits,

(History)

and especially

in transfer

and state marked

ported.

With

the union

year with a memorable
Nationally,

Among

L Farber (History),

on objectives

studied

finances

not much higher,

set

and directions

chaired

of the university,

salaries

and concerns

The proportion

controversy

behind

Commencement

an address

of students

that mixed hilarity

from outside

campus,"

the

Stewart re-

The inimitable

Victor

with serious reflection.
and Watergate

as acting president

of both trustees and ElCldty pending

the changes in the interim,

and an

it, Butler ended the academic

ceremony.

the skies were clearing. Vietnam
Stewart

raised during

reflected good retention

Butler as "truly a residential

into the past. At the university,
confidence

by Milton

goals for planning

students.

county

Borge delivered

chaired

took

that were at work.

under which a Faculty Assembly would be or-

A committee

the union movement.
Enrollments,
though
increase

faculty comrnittees

were receding
had won the

arrival of the new president.

trustees provided

a faculty salary raise ill

the 1977-78 budget. Stewart and the board agreed to resume reporting to
the American Association of University Professors Oil university salaries.
Some changes ill administrative
as director

of admissions

stafFincluded

the appointment

and Daniel j. Dullaghan

of Joe Collier

'70 as nlunini director.
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Another constructive development was the announcement that 1978
would be the last year tor a summer Commencement ceremony. Students
completing degrees at the end ofsummer sessions flvored the ceremonies,
but attendance was light and expense to the university was heavy. Integrating the degree candidates into regular commencements made sense.
Trustees were not satisfied with returns on the university's investments.
A deficit loomed for 1977-78. In an effort to increase yields, the board
shifted management of its funds to local banks, dropping an eastern firm.
Jordan College of Music became Jordan College of Fine Arts, reflecting the
extent of its fields of instruction. Trustees approved the new faculty constitution establishing a Faculty Assembly at the end of the 1977-78 academic
year. The Administrative Council was abolished. The board accepted two
f;lculty members and two students to sit on each of its standing committees. The presidents of the Faculty Assembly and the Student Assembly
could now attend board meetings as guests.
The low-key fund drive "Design to AccOlTlplish," begun during the previous administration, had reached $3·million toward a short-term goal of
$6 million. It received little attention during readjustments in the inrerirn
period and presidential search. Its long-term objective of $45 million was
soon abandoned in Iavor of the capital fund drive for $75 million envisioned later by the new administration.

Stewart and the faculty welcomed John G. Johnson as the sixteen th president in September 1978. Stewart resumed his position as vice president
for academic affairs, with warm appreciation for his steady and constructive management.
Johnson wanted to ensure that the university would be seen as a valuable resource for the community. This meant using his considerable skills
as a communicator as well as involving himself personally in civic afbirs.
Active alumni groups needed to be formed and their interest in university
developments ensured. To cultivate high morale in the student body, Johnson would need to keep open lines of communication and attend to student nee~ls. Maintaining and increasing enrollment was important. Upkeep
and r~paIr of the physical plant demanded constant responsibility, not to
mention complete renovations of historic Jordan Hall and Hinkle Field-
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house. Si mulraneous achievement of all these goals proved elusive. But in
the main, Johnson's ten-year administration
proved successful.

Changes

in the board

of trustees

Successive chairs provided
the chair to Max Norris,

brought

added vitality

effective leadership.

to that body.

Richard A. Steele '50 passed

MD '52 in 1978. Norris served until 1984, suc-

ceeded by John IZ. Lee '63, Iollowed by John R. Walsh '53 in 1988; he served
until

1991.

Johnson's
Harry

Veteran

trustees

administration

were lost to the board

T Ice died in 1982. James Gloin

chairman.

in the first years of

and even earlier. Kurt Pantzer bad left it in 1974.

A. Byron "Tubby"

retired

in 1972 after serving as

Reed, chair from 1973 to 1975, left the board

C. Perry Griffith died in 1981 after some fifteen years as trustee.

in 1980.

Eugene E Ratliff faced increased business pressure, retiring in 1981. In 1984
Samuel N. Regenstrief

retired after more than a dozen years as trustee. Steele

left in 1978, William

L. Fortune

In university

life, a change in administration

of administrative

positions-not

A new president

of administrative

tion, and toward
in order

to

Thomas

support

procedures

the end of his tenure,
the planned

the Student

Assembly
approach

that the campus

was no excep-

further staffcbanges

were required

capital fund drive.

'32, a trustee and attorney,

system providing

or resigpositions;

of higher educa-

administration

bad been working with

leaders, f;ICldty, and administration

guaranteeing

was the rigid
bringing

brings a shuffling

staff became characteristic

in this decade. Johnson's

M. Scanlon

Assembly

dent judicial

in

to those most affected.

must also fill vacancies that result from retirements

tion as of business

Warned

inevitably

always welcome

in the stafE He may flnd a need f()r more administrative

proliferation

Student

M. Fairbanks

L. Wood left in 1984 after twelve years of service.

1980. Elizabeth

nations

in 1981, and Richard

t()r students'

to formulate

rights in disciplinary

due process. Morale was improving,
president.

But unrest

of Filbert

Arbogast,

persisted.
dean

pot might boil over, Johnson

a stu-

cases and

according

to

A major problem
of student

services.

replaced Arbogast,

in Paul J. Parker at the start of the tall semester,

1979. The next

'{4(,
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year Sally Walker was added as dean of students.
president

f()r student

afElirs. Johnson

system to bring them into conformity
Parker was directed

staff change came with the retirement

with university

E. Martin

(Sociology)

while

Another

early

direcror of the evening

T. Mocas. He was replaced by

with the new title of dean of extended

was treasurer-controller

H. Templeton

regulations,

conduct.

of the longtime

sessions, Dean Christo

services. Also retiring
eran. William

final terms of the judicial

to draw up a code of student

division and summer
Dr. Richard

Parker's title became vice

brokercd

Ray Gladden,

another

from Findlay College (Ohio) assumed

sition in 1979. It was titled vice president

vet-

the po-

f()r business afbirs and treasurer.

Alyce R. Dressler was added later as associate vice president

and controller.

William O. Powell, vice president for development,
retired in 1981, succeeded by J. Brooks Jones until Jones was called to Earlham College in 1985.
Herbert

L. Jones followed with the changed

versity relations.
vice president

In 1982 Thomas

for academic

new position
The director

replaced

affairs. After a sabbatical

of vice president

tem, had been a candidate

title of vice president

J. Hegarty

f()r planning.

Hegarty,

for uni-

Paul R. Stewart

year Stewart

as

took the

from the SUNY sys-

in the recent search f()r Butler's president.

of Holcomb

Research Institute,

in 1982. Orie L. Loucks from the University

Thomas

E Malone,

of Wisconsin

retired

(Madison)

be-

came the new director. Appointment

ofa new director of university

carne in 1984 when John I~Konddik

replaced Richard A. Davis. A new dean

of admissions

carne in 1980. Stephen J. Bushouse

who became associate director
liere replaced William

f()r graduate student

libraries

replaced Joseph Collier,
admissions.

Paul R. Val-

W. Neher (Speech) as dean of University

College in

1982, when Neher chose to return to teaching.

A graduate

lege, Valliere came fi·om Columbia

He moved ro teaching

newly combined Department
ministration,
he was awarded

University.

of Williams

Colin the

of Religion and Philosophy; in the next adthe McGregor Chair of Humanities.

Changes came in several departments
during this administration.
William H. Bessey retired as head of the Physics Department
in 1980. Home
Economics

head Wilma

Wohler

retired in 1985. The department

joyed success and good enrollments,

but Dean

Meszaros

had en-

was opposed

to

its existence

as a part of her college, and it did not seem to fit elsewhere.

Accordingly

it was phased out by 1989, ending

service and popularity
1981 Werner

on both the Irvington

W. Beyer turned

ment to Howard

C. Baetzhold.

well over half a century
and Fairview

campuses.

of
In

over the headship

of the English

Baet/.hold

our in 1986, succeeded

stepped

Depart-
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I~ Walsh as acting head and then Grace Farrell two years later.

Also in 1986, Kai L. Nielsen
ment. He was replaced
1985, providing

retired as head of the Mathematics

by James E Fink. John E Pelton (Botany)

the occasion

for the combination

ogy to form the Department
tal change

combined

Depart-

of Biological

the Departments

retired in

of Botany with Zool-

Sciences.

Another

of Religion

departmen-

and Philosophy,

with

W. Malcolm

Clark as head. Also in 1985 George M. Waller, head of the

Department

of History,

turned

Political Science, and Geography

over the position

to George

W. Geib. In 1987 Johnson

Waller to the McGregor Chair of Humanities
self to writing a history of the university.
Early in his administration
university

supervision

Johnson

had become uneasy with the lack of

Collegian. Neither the Department

of the

over the paper's student

to interfere

Business

with freedom

Administration

johnson's

tinuing

universities

elusive. Johnson

faculty

was determined

to raise salaries

continuous
upkeep,

balance

only to eKe recurring

called for economies,

considering

deficit

changes in

with Indiana's

Trustees had pledged
best independent

to carry out the promise.

bring

universities.

A little over a year af-

Indiana

schools. Further,

leaves each year was increased

from six to ten.

financial needs stemmed

but also hom

to

had reached that goal. By 1985 Butler salaries
the num-

not only from its comminnenr

other factors. Clowes Hall operated

deficit, as did Butler's athletic

goods,

COIl-

proved

and in 1986 formed a task fence on cost reduction.

ter taking office, the president

Butler's growing

budgets

a deficit when he took office ill 1978. By

were in the upper range of comparable
ber of sabbatical

from

As always, f1nances presented a

would not economize.

salaries up to parity

johnson

any effort

journalism

many changes as hlculty, pres-

costs had risen. Balanced

a precarious

again in 1986. The president
of resources,

Denying

transferred

Butler's place among the leading in-

of the Midwest.

had inherited

In one area johnson

and reporters.

brought

to confirm

Operational

1985 he had achieved

of jour-

wished to exercise strong

to the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

ten-year administration

challenge.

allocation

editors

of the press, Johnson

ident, and trustees sought
dependent

appointed

and asked him to devote him-

nalism nor the College of Business Administration
control

for thirty years,

programs.

and services rose each year. Tuition

with a

The cost of ordinary
brought

in about 60

/
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percent of educational costs. The university generally increased tuition every
other year, reflecting national inflation. At the start of Johnson's administration tuition was $3,045 per year, exclusive of room and board. Ten years
later it was $7,368. At the end of the century it would rise to $18,940. Tuition increases probably did not deter students and parents. Many judged
an institution's quality by its price. Butler had been underpriced compared
with its competitors among Indiana's independent colleges. Meanwhile, tuition in the evening division for part-time students was kept low enough
to compete with the Indianapolis campuses of the state universities.
Another way to increase income was to increase enrollment. The university actively sought to recruit minority students. Alumni and undergraduates were urged to boost the university among prospective students.
Demographics were against the effort. The pool of college-bound high
school graduates had shrunk. Despite the work of admissions officers Joe
Collier and Steve Bushouse, the number of full-time undergraduates
reached only a few hundred above previous levels. Dormitories were not
filled, despite the requirement that all students under twenty-one live on
campus if not with parents or relatives. In 1982 it was finally modified to
apply only to Ircshmen. The men's dormitory, Ross Hall, was only twothirds full in 1979. Accordingly it was made a coed dorm with women
housed on certain corridors. (Butler was attracting more women students
than mcn.)
The board had determined in the mid-1950s that an enrollment of3,000
undergraduates was desirable and could be provided for without additional
space or faculty. Not until the 1990s did Butler reach and break past the
3,000 marie (Some larger published enrollment figures included part-time
and graduate students.)
The annual fund was a solicitation directed to alumni and parents. Butler had come late to this resource. Although the Alumni Association sporadically conducted appeals, it was not until the mid-1950s, when Hal
Wilkins mounted an organized annual fund, that Butler began to benefit
from this important source of yearly income for the operational budget. In
Johnson's administration, successive directors of alumni affairs Daniel J.
Dullaghan 70 and E Duke Haddad brought in $275,000 in 1978-79, increasing the sum to $942,000 by 1988-89. These directors accompanied
Johnson or a prominent faculty member to address alumni groups around
the country and form more alumni clubs. Renewed emphasis was put on
gatherings at Homecoming and Commencement.
The Alumni Office
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adopted

the technique

ulty calling alumni
local attorney

banquets,

had brought

Avenue,

grounds

S. Kappes

'45, recognized

north

the Noyes estate on

brought

no income and were

shops,

property

corner of Boulevard

even necessary-facility

of a new service building

The service building

to relocate

Building

Radio and Television
art objects

transactions

that they

the trustees sold the "President's

Department.

House,"

The university

from it as a small infirmary.

on Illinois Street provided

left to the university

tennis courts.

base. Since Jack and Jane John-

corner of Sunset and Hampton.

the house across Hampton

of the Fairbanks

Added expense,

the university'

other property

Butler's financial

to live off-campus,

located at the northeast

at the

Fieldhouse.

and the trustees arranged

hoped would strengthen

acquired

f.'lr less than the

Place and West 52nd Street proved a useful-

New ones were built west of Hinkle

son preferred

that

constructed

for the Physical Plant Department.

arose from the necessity

Johnson

went up for

offices, and garages for the Physical Plant Depart-

ment. The price that it fetched was only about $350,000,

however,

home and

Butler put them on the market. The Noyes estate sold

cost of the new service building.
southwest

by

gifts of $1 ,000 or

River, and J. I. Holcomb's

of the White

in 1978. Late in 1982 the Holcomb

provide

and fac-

progress.

sale. Proceeds were to go toward construction
would

annual

Butler two large properties:

on Cold Spring Road. The properties

costly to maintain.
for $302,500

volunteers

and other special events kept these generous

in touch with the university's

Bequests
Sunset

banks with student

to solicit pledges. The Ovid Butler Society, initiated

Philip

more. Receptions,
supporters

of telephone
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had

Donation

a new center for the

Early in 1981 Butler also began to sell
that were considered

neither

relevant nor

useful in teaching.
The parking

area in front of Hinkle

Fieldhouse

Butler had sold to the city highway department
to the Hilton

U. Brown Theatre.

area satisfactorily,

Butler bought

was part of the land that
for roads, including

cation.

Eli Lilly. Conventional

By 1985 the trustees

Yield from Butler's

generous

be-

wisdom of the time called for diversifi-

had to search for new investment

investments

the

it back in 1979. In 1982 the university

began to divest itself of stock in Eli Lilly and Company-the
quest ofMr.

access

Since the city had not maintained

managers.

had failed to keep up with the Standard

and Poor's Index.
Apart from funding operational

costs, Johnson and the board were anxious

to find the money to begin renovation

of Jordan Hall, now on the National
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Register of Historic Places. Suggestions ranged from bank loans to a bond
issue. William Elder initiated a lengthy discussion of the university's need
for a capital fund drive during the October 1983 meeting of the board. Estimates required $30 million for facilities and $20 million for endowment.
In the end the trustees settled for a limited campaign. The Lilly Endowment pledged to match $500,000. By 1985 the match had been met, and
the goal of $1.6 million had been exceeded fCH' a total of $1,781,000.
Renovation of the east wing of Jordan Hall proved costly. It required excavation of the basement area to lower the floor in order to provide an adequately high ceiling. The trustees devised an innovative scheme-a
limited
partnership to buy shares in the building. After a number of years the universitywould buy back those "investments." Some owners would donate their
shares. Although the investment could hardly prove profitable for the partners, they agreed that they were demonstrating their loyalty to Butler. The
limited partnership scheme permitted completion of the renovation.

The Johnson years brought notable developments in matters other than
financial. Butler at last joined the city's Consortium {-()t. Higher Education,
whereby faculty exchanges and cross registration for students permitted
the sharing of educational resources among Marian College, Indiana University/Purdue University Indianapolis, the University of Indianapolis
(torrnerly Indiana Central College), and Butler. At the start of the 1978-79
college year the university installed courses leading to certification upon
completion of certai n two-year programs. One of these trained technicians
in certain health fields. The science departments and the College of Pharmacy combined their facilities for these programs. The other, a program
to train legal assistants (paralegals), was directed by George M. Waller, head
of the Department of History, Political Science, and Geography. An advisory board of alumni who were prominent city attorneys was headed by
Torn Scanlon, a trustee. Courses taught by city attorneys were offered in
the evening. The program had been proposed by Esther Stanton (Sociology) and proved successful. Direction of the program was later transferred
to George Hoffmann (Political Science). The health programs were phased
out by 1985. The Legal Assistant Program lasted somewhat longer. Both
ended because of other demands on university resources. Ideas about the
university's mission changed. Additionally, as these new fields became pro-
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fessionally organized, certification
requirements
called for investments
time and staffing that Butler did not choose to provide.
In I 9R6 a number
idem Johnson,

sity was lollowing
minority

of Butler graduates,

formed

The univer-

the lead of many colleges and universities

in fostering

seeking diversity

minorities

back, Valerie Davidson

and gratitllde
the institution

to John

Symbolic

of educational

of the new administration,
materials

Butler displayed

the color and design of stationery,

changed

from blue and white

that would eliminate

mas holiday

demic

Effective

calendar

semester

ending

before semester

service

dwindling

attendance.

students

before

By 1984 the university
the university's

by bculty,

The campus
Radio

network.

Building

an earlier start on summer

Commencement
was utilizing
financial

computers.

tendered.

became

The Radio and Television

its importance
operation

{()r intercollegiate

considered

offer of $3.5 million

sell-

had been

G'J}, began full-power

(Channel

sold the ra-

would be sold, as rapidly changto the media

financially
athletics

Public

received a TV li-

studios were ready in the Fairbanks

Just eleven years later WTBU

its continued

Facilities

use of com-

part of the National

Deparrrnenr

for which a tempting

reduced

had been

worked on com-

Nearly universal

on March 26, 1992. In May 1993 the university

ing rechnology

of

would soon f()IIow.

WAJC,

Butler's television station, WTBU

dio station.

because

A mainframe

on Illinois Street. The trustees and administration

broadcasting

jobs. The bac-

was discontinued

records.

stari, and students
radio station,

ing the radio station,

all but

holidays. The spring semester ended

cense in the spring of I 984. Television

rendered

was proving

in 19R2 a new aca-

in 1978. Professor Nicholas Vesper (Mathematics)

installed
puterizing
puters

examinations

of learn-

that classes start before Labor Day with the Elll

just before Christmas

in late May, allowing

the Christ-

break. To restore the momentum

with the college year beginning

provided

calaureate

of

sought a new

the largely wasted time between

and the semester

ing in the short interval
impossible.

to shades

a new seal in the new colors as well.

Along with those at many other colleges, the Butler bculty
schedule

opportuni-

said, "I give a great deal of respect

G. Johnson because he took the first step in guiding
diversity and positive changes."

toward

and other

brown.

that would enrich campus culture,

to avail themselves

ties. Looking

catalog,

Alumni

of Pres-

Council.

enrollments,

and encouraging

with the encouragement

the Butler Minority

in

arts curriculum

and

impractical.

benefited

from a gift by trustee
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William J. Davey '47. In 1980 he provided funds for construction of an all~eather track north of Hinkle Fieldhouse. After Davey's death in 1982,
f1~swidow provided further funds for ~l~e.track and field layout, baseball
ld, press box, and upkeep for the facdIt1es.
Butler began planning the development of land between the canal and
the. WI·lite
. RIver
"
6
.
.
I
I
I
i
111 198 , preservll1g a native p ant area at t re sour 1 ene,
With walking trails and intramural athletic fields for soccer, field hockey,
~)aseball, and other sports. Construction-and
destruction-on
campus
Included demolition of the "Brown House" on the northeast corner of 46th
Street and Sunset Avenue. In the early 19305 it had served as a boarding
house for some of Butler's athletes. Later it was used by the College of Bus iness Administration as office space. In 1979 the administration provided
property north of the Alpha Phi sorority house for the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity to build its chapter house.

Revised bylaws, adopted by the board of trustees on April 4, 1983, provided that the chair should be elected annually and could not serve more
than six years. Eight trustees were elected to three-year terms at the annual
~neeting and could be reelected. Trustees replaced could be awarded crnerItus status, allowing participation without voting privileges. The presidents
of the Alumni Association and the Parents' Association were ex officio mernhers of the board who had 110 vote but might participate in discussions.
Eight trustees were to be Butler alumni. Presidents of the Faculty Assembly and Student Assembly were also nonvoting participants at board meetings. Two hlculty members were appointed to meet with each standing committee of the board. In 1985 the trustees voted to enlarge the board from
twenty-five to thirty-five, phasing in the increase.
When Johnson assumed the presidency, he asked the trustees to evaluate his administration periodically. Chairman of the board Max S. Norris
appointed a committee offive trustees to review and report on the first three
years of the president's service, 1978-81. The five were Charles A. Barnes,
Eugene F. Ratlift A. Byron Reed, 1. Douglas Reeves, and Peter C. Reilly. Its
evaluation was based on a complex questionnaire-strictly
confidentialsent to trustees, Alumni Board members, Parents' Association officers and
execLltivecommittee, full-time faculty, administrative and professional staff,
and student leaders. Twenty business and civic leaders in the city and state

r.:r---------------.-
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were asked for their evaluations as well. In addition the committee met with
student leaders and interviewed faculty, deans, and other administrators,
including members of the President's Cabinet.
The report noted that the university had sufFered for some time from
"very little positive direction," a situation now replaced by Johnson's "high
degree of leadership." Before 1978 a discontented faculty had been on the
verge of unionization. The university had allowed relations with the residential community around the campus to deteriorate. Faculty salaries had
bllen behind those of comparable institutions. "Practically everyone involved" with the university had displayed unrest and dissatisfaction:
In contrast, the committee agreed, Johnson brought organizational ability and communications skills. He displayed understanding of Butler's
financial needs. He had aggressively reorganized administration and staff~
recruiting able deans for vacancies as well as strengthening the admissions
and development divisions. He made decisions promptly and accepted the
responsibilities entailed. Faculty and other personnel expressed satisfaction
with upgraded salaries and benefits. The committee rated him as efficient,
self-starting, open, and friendly-one
who "makes people feel at ease."
Johnson had done an outstanding job of developing close relationships with
the people in the neighborhood of the campus and had moved into a position of leadership in civic affairs in both city and state. Concluding that
Jack and Jane Johnson were assets to the community and to Butler, the
committee saw a great deal accomplished in a relatively short time.
Adverse criticisms were mild, presented as "concerns" and "opportunities." Noted was faculty concern that too much effort was devoted to staff
reorganization and too little to the need for more adequate flCulty offices,
secretarial support, and equipment-academic
development in general.
Some faculty members viewed the President's Cabinet as lacking representation for educational concerns, being overweighted with administration members. Many on the bculty believed that decisions were being made
based on too little factual and background information. Another concern
was the academic quality of incoming students. More scholarship aid was
needed to attract high achievers. The committee admitted Johnson's "tendency to a short temper," but perceived it as "not necessarily bad."
Communications within the university had greatly improved under Johnson. The concern voiced was that programs and directions articulated by
the president were not conveyed to Butler's academic constituencies. The
trustee committee fingered the vice president for academic afbirs (Paul R.
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In 1987 and 1988 Johnson's letters made trustees aware at the increasing momen(l!m leading to the capital fund drive. "Quiet plans" ongoing
since 198 I set the stage tor the public announcement of the "Partnership
for Excellence" on October 7, 1988. He announced that $7 million had
been raised already, $2 million from some of the trustees. The goal was
$75 million.
In his fall letter of 1988 Johnson noted a somewhat higher enrollment,
making a balanced budget possible. The Alumni Office scheduled three
times the usual number of meetings with alumni groups in 1988 in such
tar-flung locales as Washington, D.C., Texas, Florida, and California.
At the end of Johnson's presidency the university built its newest dormitory, called the "Residential College" (Resco) on Hampton Drive across
from Ross Hall. Its architecture echoed, in a modern version, that ofJordan Hall as did the earlier Pharmacy Building, Atherton, and the Phi Delta
Theta fraternity house-all
variations of the original campus style. Resco
was an innovative coeducational dormitory with spacious dining room and
public gathering areas. It included suites for resident f~lculty members and
families who rotated ill residence, making for student-faculty inreractions.
The university was taking advantage of improved technology: a new telephone system, a new planetarium in the observatory, and a computer center, the gift of August Hoole
In January 1988, Geoffrey Bannister came from Boston University to
assume full-time duties as executive vice president. After a Cuniliarization
period in the f:111 semester, Bannister took over operational direction of the
university, freeing Johnson to devote his time to the fund drive.

The Nelson Report
The university had employed Robert E. Nelson Associates of Illinois in 1984 to advise on preparations for the major fund drive, The Nelson Report pulled no punches. After canvassing the entire Butler family,
from trustees and administrators to faculty, students, alumni, and community leaders, Nelson concluded that Butler had taken important first
steps. Much more remained to be done, however, before a successful campaign could begin.
The report pointed out that Butler lagged behind other universities in
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ballroorn of a new suburban hotel, it included the volunteer members and
representatives of Butler's student body, faculty, and administration. Task
forces worked over the next year and a half, submitting their report (() the
board of trustees in May 1986.

Uniuersity College
The report of this task force was directed toward meeting existing objections to the core curriculum. Some faculty in the professional colleges and
even some in departments of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
wanted their prospective majors to start courses in their fields at oncenot to be put off until completion of the two-year required core curriculum. Some faculty may not have understood or sympathized with the purposes of general education. Students disliked required courses and, like some
faculty members, did not understand the importance of a broad liberal educational foundation. The task force suggested spreading required core
courses through the four years and integrating some of the values of the
core in their professional curricula.
To meet student resistance to required courses, the task force seems to
have rather impractically hoped that "marketing" Burler with a clearer image of its mission would attract students who would already be convinced
of the importance of a liberal education.
The question of administration of the core curriculum found the task
force rejecting any changes for the present. In the next administration, however, the University College was abandoned, with its administrative functions distributed. The designation "University College" had always been
misleading. Enrollment of most of Butler's freshmen and sophomores in
that "college" had prevented identification of the actual enrollments of the
five traditional colleges.
The task force had at least discussed the problem of administration that
would lead to later change. Changes that would enlist more students in an
expanded program, increase independent study, and provide effective faculty direction were recommended. The subject was seen as important to
the university's image.
The study found the advising program fragmented, lacking in academic
continuity. Advisors sometimes did little more than make sure that students selected the necessary core courses. Advisors were not given much
support or training; advising was a low priority item. The task force offered
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a series of suggestions indicating the importance
vice to students.

they placed on this ser-

College ofLiberct! Arts and Sciences
An impressive group served on this task force: two college presidents and
six deans; six physicians; two lawyers (including a circuit court judge); a
Smithsonian curator; William A. Dyer III, head of Indianapolis Newspapers; ten business leaders, includingJ. Irwin Miller, Butler's generous benebctor; and James Alexander Thorn, Butler graduate and best-selling author. Consultants included William Hudnut III, mayor of Indianapolis,
and William C. Bonifield, vice president ofeducation for Lilly Endowment.
Lex S. Carroll served as chairman with Jack D. Dustman as vice chairman.
Patricia Meszaros, dean of the college, was named facilitator, and her secretary, Florence Floreanzig, was task force secretary.
The group saw the principal problem as one of general public indifference to liberal education and a preference by parents and students for
vocational programs. The college should promote the value of undergraduate degree programs that provide a broad, solid foundation for a lifetime
of continued learning. Its offerings should prepare its majors for professional school, responsible citizenship, ethical actions, and appreciation of
our own and others' cultures.
The college provided a central focus for liberal learning around which
clustered the university's professional schools. It should emphasize a fulltime undergraduate student body, diverse in nature, on a campus providing a stimulating atmosphere, with a superior bculty dedicated primarily
to high-quality teaching stimulated by its own research and writing.
The bculty of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences was by far the
largest among Butler's colleges. Suggestions included salaries and benefits
commensurate with those of others at Butler and competitive with comparable universities. Secretarial and clerical help, needed equipment, and
support services should be provided.
T() keep up with advances in learning, additional faculty were needed
and the number of part-time teachers employed needed to be reduced. Standards to evaluate teaching needed to be determined as guides for award of
tenure and promotions. In this, teaching was to be regarded broadly, to include research, student counseling and guidance, community service, student recruiting, and other services; all should be rewarded. 'leaching loads
should be reduced. One suggestion was to appoint postgraduate teachers to
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struction in computers-networks
were becoming essential in all areas of
business. It also ofFered a graduate program leading to the master's degree
in business administration. Efforts already under way to gain accreditation
by the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business were endorsed by the task force, whose recommendations were consistent with that
goal. The task force included business school deans, accounting firm executives, bankers, industrialists, and public utility executives. James T. Neal
'42, a prominent Republican leader and Noblesville newspaperman, served
on the task force and was functioning as interim head of Butler's Journalism
Department. The group offered general and specific recommendations: redesigned courses, faculty development, and strong recruiting efForts. Focus
should be on its "markets" in Indiana. The college should offer small classes
and individualized relations with its students. Interaction with the city's
business groups was essential. The most important change advocated was
emphasis on a strong liberal arts component in all undergraduate programs.
This would give students breadth, values, and skill in communicatingboth writing and speech-helping
to develop interpersonal relations. Specifics included provision for student internships, placement services, enlistment of alumni support, an advisory council oflocal business leaders,
and "partnerships" with selected local corporations. The report called for
an enlarged faculty of "real teachers" possessing specific qualities, including breadth and adaptability.
The college should seek students with high aptitudes and motivation.
New facilities would require a commitment of funds, tripling the college's
operating budget. Needed were classrooms, a "decision laboratory," and
state-of-the-art training in computers and information systems.
The group concluded that the college could and should become a vital
force in the community, a college of excellence and distinction, a "springboard" to a student's career, a source of pride to the university.

College ofPhnrmacy
The task force panel for the College of Pharmacy, chaired by Paul E.
Schmidt, MD, found that the college was already advancing toward new
goals. Some of its recommendations went further.
Members of the group included representatives of pharmaceutical
companies-Eli
Lilly Company, Dow Chemical, and Ortho-and
the
heads of the American Pharmaceutical Association, the Indiana Chamber
of Commerce, and the Pharmaceutical Malluf~tctllrers Association.

!
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Butlcr's College ofPharrnacy had already proved itself a success. Its graduates scored higher than the national average on the licensing examination. Graduates found immediate employment. The college enjoyed a high
reputation.
Nevertheless, the college was conservative, constrained by limited funding. It needed to change to meet changes in health care. The entry-level
degree would soon become the PharmD, based on a six-year program. Innovation and even a degree of risk taking were called for.
Recommendations, acknowledging higher costs, called for new programs
that would present a new image for the college: aggressively up-to-date
while still fulfilling its primary job of training community pharmacists.
Other options suggested a master's degree in pharmacy science administration, courses in business management, communication skills, and continuing studies in pharmaceutical issues, local and national, as well as research
opportunities with Lilly, Dow, hospitals, and medical schools and even experience in law offices, local businesses, and data processing.
Additional faculty would be needed, especially persons familiar with the
proposed doctoral program and with advances in health care. Increased
salaries, fringe benefits, and leaves, coupled with support services and new
equipment, would require a development officer to attract grants and gifts.
An associate dean should be appointed to develop the six-year doctoral program as well as administer the expanded continuing education courses.
Standing committees in each area of the college's instruction should include
L!culty, students, alumni, and volunteers.
For students the college should offer scholarships, counseling, placement
services, and committee participation.
The traditionally close ties with alumni and the city's professionals should
be enhanced. The suggestion that the college needed a specific development
officer might also apply to Butler's other colleges.

College afFine Arts
This task force included Elaine Bauer '71, star and manager of the Boston
Ballet. Others were Lilly Endowment president James T Morris, the chair
of the University of Florida's Music Department, a former principal dancer
with the New York City Ballet, the general manager of a local television
station, the dean of the College of Fine Arts at Carnegie-Mellon University, the director of the Indianapolis Museum of An, and distinguished community leaders.
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Yet another task force dealt with the problems and outlook for the Holcomb Research Institute. Chaired by Edward 1. Smithwick Jr., an Eli Lilly
Company executive, the group included Thomas A. King '66, president of
the Indiana Chamber of Commerce, Thomas D. Bell J r., president of the
Hudson Institute, Richard M. Dellinger, state legislator, and city industrialists, scientists, and community leaders.
]. 1. Holcomb's intent was vague: "Scientific research in fields affecting
human beings," affording opportunities for student training in environmental problems and policies. The group found that in the short run the
Institute, with good management, could carry out its mission. Inasmuch
as Butler was primarily an undergraduate liberal arts institution, as the group
viewed it, it appeared incompatible with an Institute carrying out specialized
research. It seemed unlikely that Buder's underfunded science departmemsprimarily committed to teaching undergraduates-would
find HRI an educational asset.
The task force doubted the feasibility of a proposal from Dr. Orie Loucks,
HRI's director. He viewed a fully developed institute in ten years, with
twenty-five or thirty scientists, integrated with strengthened science departments. Faculty in summer or on released time would work in the Institute.
HRI scientists could supervise independent study for selected students. The
plan would provide the equivalent of additional faculty to the science departments, stimulate scholarship, and reduce teaching loads.
Although this future for HRI might prove possible if further funding
could be [ound, the plan seemed diflicult to implement and manage. The
task force deemed it "high risk."
Final recommendations were as inconclusive as Holcomb's charter. The
Institute could become a valuable asset to Butler if the university chose to
devote resources to its development. HRI needed to be more fully integrated into the f;lbric of the university. A new mission should direct research toward enhancing the quality of faculty and students.

Academic Support Programs
A task force on Academic Support Programs split into two committees.
One examined Butler's library system: Irwin (the main library) and the Science and Music/Fine Arts Library. The other studied computer facilities,
A canvass of twenty comparable college and university libraries concluded
that Butler's was the weakest in all respects. Installing technological advances
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ought to command highest priority. Conversion to the Library of Congress classification, already begun, should be completed and the catalog
computerized. Acquisitions and reference departments should likewise be
computerized. Collections deficient in almost all areas needed appropriate
expansion. Facilities required renovation and repair. Changes in space allocation would solve growing problems in some areas.
The university's libraries needed further improvements. Twelve professional librarians, preferably knowledgeable in information technology,
should be supported with additional staff. Butler needed leadership in automation, initiatives in sharing information with other city library systems,
and much more funding-perhaps
endowments for its libraries.
The committee on computer use regarded Butler as conservative in moving into information technology. Rapid changes suggested that Butler might
wisely be an "early follower," letting wealthier universities lead, and thus
avoid the costs of research and development. It must promptly provide a
campuswide computer network for faculty, students, and administrators.
Emphasis should be on use and not on technicalities of programming and
computer workings-except
for courses needed by some mathematics or
business students aiming at careers in the field.
Problems would mainly consist of adapting habits and attitudes to accept the usefulness of the new tools of information technology. If some
courses in computers were required, they must be of high quality, comparable to those of top schools like Purdue. The university should provide a
strong stafF to administer a campus computer network and maintain sophisticated equipment.

Student Services and Programs
Another task force chaired by Jean McA. Smith '65 included active alumni:
Donald L. Wilson, MD '62, Robert E. Wildman '44, Bertha Green (Lugar) Caldwell '28, Keith DeTrude '76, Andrew E. Dick, MD '78, Toni Sue
Ax '62, RandolfL. Foxworthy '66, John C. Hart '44, and other distinguished
city leaders. This group concerned itself with student services and programs.
It deemed co-curricular activities an important part of the undergraduates'
educational experience.
"rile need to increase enrollments led the committee to consider admission policy. Academic achievers should not be the only kind of students
recruited. For a diverse student body, Butler ought to search out talented
students in additional areas: minorities, athletes, dancers, and children of
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alumni. An even distribution of available financial aid should include
grants for need or merit to students in all these categories. The Admissions Office should seck aid in recruiting from faculty, students, alumni,
and the community.
The task force urged the university to provide funding for a wide range
of student services including health, counseling, job placement, internships,
leadership training, and others.
Turning to intercollegiate athletics, the group endorsed current membership in the Midwest Collegiate Conference and positioning in the NCAA
Division I for all spons except football, in Division II. Voicing concern over
apathy among alumni, students, and the public reflected in low attendance
at Butler's sports events, the task force saw a need for more publicity, reemphasis on Butler's great athletic tradition, and building up winning teams.

Campus Environment
Finally, a task force on campus environment concerned itselfwith enhancing
the beauty and usefulness of the campus and its buildings. From the beginning Ovid Butler and, later at Fairview, J. I. Holcomb had emphasized
architectural excellence and attractive grounds. The task force agreed on
the importance to students of a campus stimulating to the intellect and
pleasing to the aesthetic sense.
John R. Walsh '5:-3,a banking executive, chaired the group. Walsh was
active in historic preservation activities. Members included George W. Geib,
head of the History, Political Science, and Geography Department, shortly
to become acting dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. As an
undergraduate at Purdue, Ccib had been a student leader. At Butler he was
a popular teacher in close contact with student and faculty afhirs.
Elizabeth L. Wood, an emeritus board member, also brought to the group
her interest and active efr()ns for Butler student life and educational programs. Architects included H. Roll McLaughlin, as well as the director of
the Graduate School of Architecture at the University of Illinois at Chicago,
and representatives of James Associates, Architects and Engineers. Also in
the group were civic leaders Sidney H. Weedman 'GO, Bcurt R. SerVaas,
president of the City-County Council, and Jack R. Lee from Dow Chemical, chairman of Butler's board.
The task force perceived Butler's campus as less than inviting. Landscaping was limited, the automobile dominating, and buildings presented
an institutional and sterile atmosphere. Principal entrances and boundaries
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included elimination of three vice presidential positions-academic
affairs,
university planning, and student affairs. Paul Stewart (Planning) had retired in 1987. Hegarty (Academic Afhirs) took leave and moved to another
position. Student Affairs was more appropriately headed by a dean. Accordingly, those offices had already been vacated.
Johnson had completed a decade in office. On November 14, 1988, he
read a letter of resignation, informing the board that he would like to spend
tirne 011 the fund drive. Trustees named him chancellor in order that he
could pursue that effort. Johnson recommended the executive vice president, Geoffrey Bannister, as Butler's next president. On November 29 the
faculty voted 109 to 13 in favor of Bannister. The Student Assembly also
voiced approval. Bannister became president on January 1, 1989. Already
in place as chief operating officer, he took over in one of the smoothest
transitions in the university's history.
Johnson retired as chancellor on December 31, 1989. It is clear that his
adrninistration provided impetus for progress that would carry the university into the next century. Butler had ceased to drift. The university was
now positioned for accomplishments that had previously seemed out of
reach.
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on
Ocrober 7, 1988, John G. Johnson announced the capital fund drive Partnership for Excellence. In an address entitled "A Vision for Butler," he spoke
of the increasing momentum for change coupled with a commitment to
uphold traditional values. The university would "continue to be driven by
a passion for excellence shared by faculty of quality cognizant of the best
of the past and challenges of the future." The president foresaw programs
embodying international cultures and languages that would lead to a better understanding of the changing world. He envisaged an increased fulltime enrollment that would provide the "critical mass" of faculty and student numbers needed to stimulate learning. The larger student body would
also offer diversity. Closer relations would be formed with the community,
especially with the university's neighborhood. Closer lines would connect
trustees, administration, faculty, and students, offering an environment that
"crackles with ideas, excitement, and a relentless drive for learning." A
month later, board chairman John R. Walsh acclaimed Johnson's decade as
"one of the most illustrious and productive in [Butler's] 133-year history."
Johnson's expectations were more than fulfilled in the administration of
Geoffrey Bannister. A brief epilogue suggests the legacy of those closing
years of the millennium. Bannister's board of trustees continued to be actively engaged with strong leadership of chairs John Walsh '53 (1988-91),
NOT

LONG

BEFORE

HIS TERM

AS PRESIDENT

ENDED,
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1982 behind the play of the Skinner sisters, Barb and Liz. The team lost
only seven games over those four seasons and went to the AIAW national
tournament in 1982. Women's basketball moved to NCAA play in 198283, but it would not be until the mid-1990s that the Lady Bulldogs would
once again enjoy notable success, under the leadership of head coach June
Olkowski. The team went to the NCAA tournament in 1996 and to the
NIT two years later.
Men's basketball went through a long dry spell after the glory years of
Tony Hinkle. The Bulldogs went to the NCAA tournament in 1962, when
Hinkle was still coaching, but did not return to tournament play until 1985,
this time to the NIT. 1""0 seasons later Darrin Fitzgerald set an NCAA
single-season record with 158 three-point shots, a mark that still stands today. Barry Collier rook over as head coach in 1989-90, and the program
began to turn around. Collier coached for eleven seasons, and the team
posted a winning record in nine of those years. The Bulldogs returned to
the NCAA tournament in 1998, and over the next six years played in either
the NCAA or the NIT each season, advancing to the Sweet Sixteen in 2003.
That season Darnell Archey set the NCAA record for consecutive free throws,
having made eighty-five in a row over three seasons. Collier left Butler for
Nebraska in 2000 and was succeeded by Thad Matta. Matta coached the
Bulldogs for just one season before moving on to Xavier and then Ohio State.
Todd Licklircr has coached the team since the 2001-2002 season.
Butler introduced men's soccer as a varsity sport in 1989, with Langdon
Kumler as head coach. Ian Martin took over as coach in 1993 and led the
ream to considerable success in the 1990s. Three times the team advanced
to postseason play. Each time they faced perennial NCAA powerhouse Indiana University, defeating the Hoosiers 1-0 in 1995, while losing twice
in overtime in 1997 and 1998 by 2-1 scores in classic soccer matches.
Butler fielded its first intercollegiate women's soccer team in 1991, under
head coach Bryan Blitz, posting a 10-7-1 record in that first season. Two
other head coaches have led the team over its first dozen years or so: George
Van Linder (1996-98) and Woody Sherwood (I 999-presenr). All three have
been named Coach of the Year in either the Midwestern Collegiate Conference or the Horizon League, and the team has posted winning records in
most seasons. In 2002 Amy Morrison, a senior f()l"ward,was named Horizon League Player of the Year and Burler Female Athlete of the Year.
Women's volleyball enjoyed considerable success over three decades in
Burler's modern era. Eugenia Kriebel served as first head coach, from 1975
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Parking was relegated to the periphery, and a redesigned entrance to the
campus, at 46th Street and Sunset Avenue, replaced the southern entrance,
with Clarendon Road terminating at Hampton Drive, thus eliminating
streets Irom the mall.
Renovations were completed in Jordan Hall, Clowes Hall, and Hinkle
Fieldhouse. The new coeducational residence hall, Resco (Residential College), faced Ross Hall across Hampton Drive. A modern version of Fairview's original limestone and granite architecture built around an inner
court, it provides a light, airy dining room and features suites for a few resident faculty families who serve as mentors.
Atherton Student Center received additions at both its north and south
ends. At the former, a coffee house and enlarged bookstore overlook a patio area where, in good weather, tables and chairs accommodate snackers,
lunchers, and conversation groups. To the south, a broad main entrance
opens into a spacious lobby. Beyond is a physical fitness room equipped
with exercise machines. Up the main staircase, the high-ceilinged Reilly
Room for banquets and receptions presents a glass from toward Fraternity
Row. Beyond the Reilly Room a university club offers a lounge and faculty dining room.
The Holcomb Building has become the center for the College of Business Administration. In addition, it houses Information Resources (the
com puter system headquarters) and a science library.
Robertson Hall serves as a welcome center for prospective students and
their parents, freshmen, campus visitors, and returning alumni. The entrance features the large, beautifully restored portrait of Ovid Butler
painted by Jacob Cox. A new glass-fi'onted lobby opens to the belvedere
that overlooks the canal and playing fields to the west. The building provides a reception area, offices of the alumni and parent programs, and the
Johnson Room for university gatherings.
The newest building opened in the flll of 2001. The Fairbanks Center
fCJrCommunication and Technology is situated just west of Jordan Hall.
It comprises television studios, rooms for the recently established Eugene S.
Pulliam School of Journalism, and offices of the Communication Studies
Department (formerly Speech).
In October 2001, ground was broken in the f1rst phase of an ambitious
Performing Arts Complex. Phase One "filled in" the old courtyard of Lilly
Hall, in an addition that provided space for choral groups, and state-ofthe-art practice rooms for the dance program. Phase'Iwo, to be completed
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verted the once open space into a warm and inviting area. A fountain
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after a decade as presphysically,

and educa-

Stephen

A. Briganti

Board chairman

legacy, saying it "would serve Butler for decades to come."

Trustees appointed

Dr. Gwen Fountain

as interim president. She had been

on the faculty of the College of Business Administration

since 1977 and had

served as dean of f;lculty. Acting between June I, 2000, and June I, 200 1,
Dr. Fountain

maintained

the university's

drive into the new millennium.

On June I, 200 I, Dr. Bobby Fong became Butler's twentieth
A Chinese-American
University

and a PhD

was a dean at Hamilton
Advances

born in California,
fi'om UCLA.

presidcn t.

Fong held a BA from Harvard

This distinguished

scholar

formerly

College.

of the past two decades

have thrust

Butlcr into the f()rdi'ollt

/
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Burler at

Fairview

or midwestern independent universities. Both the student body and the
faculty have grown substantially since the 1980s. New programs have been
added, while the university remains centered on its liberal arts core. Increasing numbers or students choose to study abroad during their four years
at Butler, while at the same time the university has taken important steps
to strengthen
its links to the Indianapolis community. As its sesquicentennial approaches, Butler holds to the brsighted goals of Ovid Butler.
Dreams of the founders have been met and exceeded in a world that they
could not have imagined a century and a halfago. With its goal never higher,
eager to meet new challenges and take advantage of new opportunities, Butler looks forward

to

the years ahead.
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John Young, 1856-1858
A native ofireland, Young came to the United States as a missionary
the Baptist Irish Society. In the early 18405 he aligned himself with the
views of the Campbell religious movement. Before coming to North Western Christian University (NWCU), Young served as a minister of the Christian Church in Maysville, Kentucky, where he also ran private schools. Although Young is often credited as the hrst president of NWCU, he was
never oflicially named so by the board of directors. After the second year
of classes, the board's business committee named Young as acting president.
The appointment was not confirmed the following summer; Young resigned
in 1858. His contributions to the young school included preparing the first
course of study and teaching science, philosophy, and law. After leaving
NWCU he practiced law. In 1861 President Abraham Lincoln appointed
Young as the U.S. consul to Ireland, a position he held until 1866.
tor

Samuel K. Hoshour,

1858-1861

The first regularly appointed president ofNWCU, Hoshour was
born on December 9, 1803, in Pennsylvania. He grew up in the Lutheran
faith before converting to the Disciples of Christ around 1834. He moved
to Indiana in 1835 and became principal of Cambridge City Seminary.
His students included such notable Hoosiers as Lew Wallace and Oliver I~
Morton. It was through his teaching and preaching that Hoshour became
associated with many of the f()Unders of NWCU. In 1858 Hoshour accepted the position ofNWCU president at an annual salary of$l, 100. Af-
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ter rcsigning from the presidency, Hoshour taught modern languages until
1875, when he was forced to retire due

to

his age.

Allen R. Benton, 1861-1868, 1886-1891
A native New Yorker, Benton graduated from Bethany College in
1847. The next year he opened a classical school in Fairview, Rush County,
Indiana. Benton ran the academy until 1854, when he left to take postgraduate work at the University of Rochester in New York. He came to
NWCU as a professor of ancient languages in 1855. He served as president [rorn 1861 to 1868, when he resigned in protest over the low salaries
for faculty. He then went to Alliance College, Alliance, Ohio, as a professor of Latin; he also served as the school's president. In 1871 Benton became the first chancellor of the new University of Nebraska. He returned
to NWCU in 1876 (a year before it was renamed Butler) as a professor of
philosophy. His second term as the institution's president ran from 1886
to 1891, when he resigned to devote himself to his teaching. After Benron's death on January 1, 1914, Butler's board of directors expressed its sympathy to his family in a formal resolution, praising Benton for his "unlailing courtesy and tolerance, the deep learning and convictions, the well
rounded character and life of our old friend and teacher."
Otis A. Burgess, 1868-1870, 1873-1881
Burgess first made a name for himself in Indianapolis as the pastor of Central Christian Church, where he served from 1862 to 1869. He
became president of NWCU in 1868. After serving as pastor of the First
Christian Church in Chicago, he returned to NWCU and served a second
term as president. In his second inaugural address, Burgess presented a challenge to women students: "We are the first to say to woman, you claim to
be e(Jl\~llwith man, prove it by your works. We have accordingly abolished
all ..(list! nction
"
. t I'ie courses of study for the male anc 1 f'-ema I c sruc 1ent, re111
qUIrIng the same for each in order for graduation." I-Ie died in 1882.
William F. Black, 1870-1873
,,'
_Black came to Butler in 1869 as a professor of Hebrew. During his
plesldellcy he tal Ig1t
I l--Ic 1orew an d S'ynac;leI a Iso servcc 1 as pastor 0 f- Cen~
,
'.'
1L1rC
1
111
nc
ianapolis.
Ovid
Butler
noted
in
a
report
to
the
tral Christian CI
1-' I l' - - .
1.ioard
,," of director IS- onr ] une 2(I, 1871, that Black had « labored hard for the
I nStitutlCHl 'mel h'IS- services
- .
Iuve been much more valuable and efficient
.,'

"

c.
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than was expected or anticipated at the time of his appointment." Butler
attributed the school's prosperity to Black's efforts and hoped to be able to
give a bonus to the president. Due to financial constraints, Black's salary
was only $500. In his report to the board on June 1, 1871, Black wrote he
was "convinced that with a competent Faculty and our present Building
completed we could have one thousand students within our halls instead
of three hundred and forty five-the number during the year now closing." Dismissed from his pastorate in 1877, Black moved to Chicago. He
died in 1908.
Harvey W. Everest, 1881-1886
Everest was born on May 10, 1831, in New York. He studied at
Western Reserve Eclectic Institute (now Hiram College), Bethany College,
and Oberlin College, from which he graduated. Before coming to Butler
in 1881 as its president, Everest had twice served as president of Eureka
College. While at Butler, Everest taught biblicalliterarure and moral science. In 1884 he published The Divine Demonstration: A Textboo/,o/Christian Evidence, which was adopted by Disciples of Christ Bible schools.
Scot Butler, 1891-1904, 1906-1907
Scot Butler's association with Butler goes back to his childhood,
when he played on his father's [u'm on land that became the first campus
ofNWCU. Butler was a student, professor, president, and board member
of the institution that bears his father's name. Following service in the Civil
War, Butler received his bachelor's degree from NWCU in 1868, his master's degree in 1870, and his LLD degree in 1896. Speaking at Butler's tuncral service on January 16, 1931, Dean Frederick D. Kershner credited
Butler with instilling "into the corporate structure of Butler University" at
least three things the school could never lose: "first, thorough and hightoned intellectual achievement; second, religious and moral idealism, and
third, simplicity and native dignity."
Winfred Garrison,

1904-1906

Born in St. Louis on October I, 1874, Garrison came to Butler as
professor of church history and Hebrew in 1898. He left two years later to
become assistant editor of the Christian EIJ{tngelistin St. Louis. The board
of directors named Garrison as Butler's new president in March 1904; the
Drift touted him as a firm believer in the role of small colleges in the cdu-
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cational world and in coeducation. Garrison's career at Butler was cut short
by tuberculosis, which forced him to leave for New Mexico in 1906. Although doctors had given him just two years to live, Garrison went on to
enjoy long careers in academic and editorial capacities. He also wrote a
number of books. In Wheeling through Europe (1900) he recounted his experiences of bicy~ling through Europe in the sumr~ers of 18:8 a~ld 18?9.
Butler awarded hun an honorary doctorate degree In 1955. Garrison died
on February 6, 1969.
Thomas

Carr Howe, 1908-1920

An Indiana native, Howe began his affiliation with Butler College
as a student in 1884. After graduating in 1889 with a bachelor of philosophy degree, he studied in Germany for two years. He returned to Butler
in the fall of 1892 as the Armstrong Chair of Germanic Languages. In 1896
he was granted a leave of absence to pursue graduate studies at Harvard
University, from which he received a PhD in 1899. Howe was selected to
be the chairman of Butler's endowment committee, which raised $250,000
for the college. The committee completed its work in 1907, and that fall
Howe became the dean of Butler College. In the spring of 1908 he was
elected president. He resigned in 1920 to devote himself to business afElirs.
In a memorial by James W. Putnam, published in the Butler Alumna!
QWlrterly, July 1934, Putnam noted that Howe's administration "was characterized by carefulness in the selection of the faculty, a desire for maintenance of high standards of scholastic excellence and conditions which
would contribute to the intellectual, moral, and spiritual welfare of the
student body."
James W. Putnam,

acting, 1920-1921; acting, 1931;

actin& 1933-1935; 1935-1939
Before coming to Butler, Putnam taught at Illinois College, the
University of Wisconsin, Northwestern University, and the University of
Missouri. He joined the Butler faculty in 1909 as professor of economics.
After serving as the acting president on three occasions, Putnam was inaugurated as Burler's president on February 7, 1935. When he took the office
he was the vice president and dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. During his presidency, student enrollment increased by approximately 25 percent, the School of Business Administration was created, and
alumni interest in their alma mater rose. Putnam encouraged undergrad-
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their concerns,
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and head of the graduate

reer in education
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Butler's president.
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troversial, his successes while president included the reorganization of the
College of Education, the growth of evening and extension courses, and
the establishment of a graduate college of religion. He was elected president of Oklahoma City University on June 22, 1934. He died from a heart
arrack on November 13, 1934.
Daniel S. Robinson,

1939-1942

A 1910 Butler graduate, Robinson received his PhD from Harvard
in 1917 After serving in the navy as a chaplain during World War I, he
taught at Miami and Wisconsin Universities. For ten years the head of the
Philosophy Department at Indiana University, he assumed the office of Butler president in June 1939. His inauguration was held on February 7, 1940,
during Founders' Day activities; it was Burler's ninetieth anniversary.
Robinson cooperated with the federal government's recruitment program
for the armed forces. Military science courses were offered through the university's Physical Education Department, and employees of local companies engaged in filling defense contracts were offered special courses.
Robinson and the board of directors clashed over issues of control of the
university, and during a special meeting with the board of directors on February 23, 1942, Robinson resigned. Following service in the U.s. Naval
Reserve (1942-44), he went on to become director of the School of Philosophy at the University of Southern California, Robinson died on November 30, 1977.
M. O. Ross, acting February 23-December
1942-1962

16, 1942,

Ross, who preferred to go by his initials rather than his given name
of Maurice O'Rear, came to Butler in 1938 as the dean of the College of
Business Administration. He served longer than any other president in the
school's history. When he took office, there were just three buildings on
campus: Jordan Hall, the Fieldhouse, and the Campus Club. By the time
of his retirement, the campus included the Pharmacy building, Atherton
Center, men's and women's residence halls, Holcomb Observatory, Holcomb Carillon tower, Robertson Hall, and Hilton U. Brown Theatre. During his presidency the university's financial assets increased by $ 15 million,
and Ross worked to ensure educational stability as well. "Today we have
more professors with doctor's degrees than ever before, and I believe this is
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the most important factor in building an outstanding university," Ross said
in 1962. He raised faculty salaries to competitive levels and added such
benefits as sabbatical leave and faculty fdlowship programs. In answer to
student concerns, Ross abolished the quota system that had kept black student admissions to only ten per year. He received the Butler Medal, the
Alumni Association's highest award, which recognizes extraordinary service to the university. In presenting him the award, the group cited his leadership, which "was a key factor in the university's growth." Ross died on
October 7, 1987, in Florida.
Alexander E. Jones, acting 1962-1963;

1963-1977

Born on October 11, 1920, in Independence, Missouri, Jones first
came to Indiana as a DePauw University student. During World War II he
served in the Pacific Theater. Jones came to Butler in 1959 as a professor of
English and dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. From September 1, 1962, to January 25, 1963, he was the acting president of Butler; he
was elected president on January 26, 1963. In the 1960s Jones took a strong
stand against studcn t protesters, telling those who opposed universi ty policies "to leave and go to institutions with policies more to their liking." Jones's
stance prompted Edward F. Gallahue to leave a $1 million gift to the campaign for the science building, successfully completing the campaign. Jones
resigned amid faculty efforts to unionize.
Paul R. Stewart, acting, 1977-1978
Stewart started his career at Butler as an assistant professor of English in 1954. He became the director of the University College in 1964,
and seven years later he became its dean. His administrative career continued with the position of vice president for academic affairs, which he
held from 1974 to 1982. Stewart served as acting president hom February
1977 to September 1978. Reflecting on his year as acting president, Stewart said enrollment and finances were the two major problems he faced.
He recognized the need to create programs matching current areas of interest with available faculty to maintain enrollment. Stewart listened to flculty and student concerns about such issues as alcohol and visitation rules.
Among the accomplishments he noted were new paramedic and paralegal
academic programs and an improved salary scale for Faculty. Stewart retired after thirty-three years of service to Butler. Over the years his coritri-
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butions were recognized with such awards as Outstanding Professor (1965)
and Bulldog of the Year (1978). He also received the Butler Medal, the
Alumni Association's highest award.
John G. Johnson,

1978-1988

Johnson was born on August 8, 1924, in Irwin, Pennsylvania. He
received a 135degree in management engineering from the Carnegie Insritute of Technology (now Carnegie-Mellon University) in 1949. His first
association with Butler came when he worked as the university's vice president for financial development from 1964 to 1966. When he returned as
the president on September 1, 1978, it fc)lIowed twelve years at CarnegieMellon University, where he had been vice president of development and
a member of the management staff Johnson represented an untraditional
choice for president in that he did not have a doctorate. He also broke tradition by choosing to live off campus, the first president to do so since World
War II.
Speaking after his inauguration, Johnson said that one of the guidelines
for developing his administrative policies was a desire "to attract highly
qualified young people who represent a broad segment of economic and
cultural backgrounds." On a personal level, he responded by creating the
Scotlyn Fund in 1987, which provides financial aid fCHminority students
enrolled at Butler. The Johnson Ellnily continues to augment the fund's
principal. During Johnson's presidency, Butler's endowment increased
from $44 million to $82 million and the operating budget rose from $12
million to $34 million. Following his retirement on December 31, 1988,
Johnson received the first Trustee Medal of Distinction for his contribution to the long-term development of Butler.
Geoffrey Bannister,

1989-2000

After serving eighteen months in the newly created office of executive vice president, Bannister became president of Butler on January 1,
1989. Before coming to Butler he had been the dean of the College of Liberal Arts and the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences at Boston University. The university prospered financially, physically, and educationally under his administration. In January 1992 Bannister dealt with the uproar
over the enforcement of a no-sledding policy on Butler Hill by welcoming
sledders to the hill and making his own toboggan trips down the slope. In
a 1999 interview for Butler Mflgrlzine, Bannister chose "the growth in size
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effective May 31, 2000.

Gwen Fountain, interim, 2000-2001
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Fong, 2001-

Fong became one of only twenty

Asian Americans

in this country

to hold the rank of college president when he assumed the Butler presidency on June 1,2001. He grew up in Oakland, California, the first child
born in America

to his Chinese

cum laude Irorn Harvard

immigrant

University

parents.

He graduated

magna

in 1973 and received his doctorate

in

English literature from the University of California, Los Angeles in 1978.
He came to Butler following a sabbatical from Hamilton College in Clinton, New York, where he was an English professor

and dean of the f!Culty.

When Fong and his family moved into the Carter House, the Butler president was living on campus
His decision

for the first time in more than twenty

to live on campus was motivated

years.

by a desire to be within walk-

ing distance of faculty and students and to be a part of the Buder-Tll·kingron neighborhood.
Among the priorities he has set for his administra-
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tion is establishing a prudent fiscal course for the university. Advances in
development and alumni relations, he believes, are prime components to
fiscal health. To that end, he has met with Butler alumni across the country and will continue to do so. "We have to be insistent about diversity,"
Fong said, listing this as another priority for his presidency.
An Oscar Wilde scholar, Fong is coeditor with Karl Beckson of The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde (Oxford University Press). He also is a passionate
baseball fan, with a baseball card collection that includes 30,000 items.
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George Macgregor Waller (1919-2003), a
dedicated teacher and active scholar, taught
in the Department of History at Butler University from 1954 to 1990 and chaired the
department for many of those years. His books
included Puritanism in Early America (I950),
Samuel Vetch, Colonial Enterpriser (1960), and
American Revolution in the West (1976). Late in
his career Dr. Waller was named the lVlcGregor
Professor of Humanities, and in 1990 Governor
Evan Bayh named him a Sagamore of the
Wabash.
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